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The 1978-79 debate question for high 'schools selected by ;
Unii7ersity, Extension 'Service is 4'What -should the etiergy
of the UniteciStates I" Thider this genetal hea

b
g, the three

propositions are:
solved, That the Federal Government should mid sively control'

the development and distribution of energy. resources in the Unite
States.(-

Resolbed, That the Federal Government should establish a
hensiVe- program to significantly reduce energy 'comsump
United States. ,

Resolve4That the Federal Government should estab' corn-
prehen *veprogram to signifiCantly incre se the energy indetendence
of th, $ ni States.

T oWilicerpts and bibliography afe divided into three
. v pa . 7 ting to eacfi7of the three propoeed topics plffs an introduc:ory

-part, summarzzirig the nationarpo y poiase tdstlie energy dilemma.
These materials are note intended= rovide exhaustive coverage of
the subiect, b'ut furnish deb terS with a _start on their own

rk. While the excerpts and relepn have been chosen to represent
range of views and a variety Of approaches t011ie problems raised

iby thesektopes, their inclusioniklOes not imply any kind of approval
or disapprdval, or of iteomniendatioAs of liric of !argumentation by
the Congressional Research Servige:

Itobeft L. Bamberger, analyst-11i energy policy, 'and Adrienne C.
Grenfell, research librarian with the assistance':0 'Duane A. Tihomp-.)
son, analyst in energy policy in the flvirtile:Men and NatrirakRel
sources Policy Divisiert compiled: the materiels.. 'n the _document 441
Bibliographic avnotations, where includea, were prpparecl - by the
4Library ServIces Division.

All of the U.S. Government documents \referred to in the biblic)g-
raphy may be found in mdst U.S. Government'. depository libraries.
'Information as to the location of the neteresedePository libry may
be .obtained ki.pm local public libraries. Copies will not be available
fordistribfition by the Library of Congress.

The Congressional Research Service wishes to thank those copy-
right holders wholave kindly extended permission for the reproduc-
tion of te44.s. Such perrnislion is acknowledged in each instance.

Gruirirr GvQE
Pirecton Congrenionol Research.
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PART ONE

THE ENERGY DILEMMA: THE ikTATIONAL POLICY
RESPONSE.

C"

1 OVERVIEW*

The diagnosis of the U.S. energy crisis is quite simple : demand p
energy is increasing, whihrsupplies of oil and natural gas are di
ishing, lJn1 he .U.S. makes a timely adustment before world oil
becomes e scarce and very,)expensive in nation'sii}. 'the 1980, the nation'
economic urity and the American way of life will be gravely en- --fi°
dangered. The steps the U.S. must take now are small compared to the
diastic meaures that will be needed if the U.S. does nothing until
it is tooliite. . -

gow did this 9risis come about ...,) ,
Partly it came alroutA hrough 1 ck of. sight. Americans have ,

me accustomed to abtmdant, cheap\ene . Dulling the decades of
the 1950's and 1960's, the real price of ener in the U.S. fell 28 per-'
bent. And, from 1050 until the quadrupling world oil pekes in
n73-1974, U.S: consum ion of energy aincreased-at kn average an.
nual rate of 3.5 percent. As a result of the availability kf cheap etter

/iv, the U.S. developed tktOck of capital goodssuCh as homes, cars,
and fa,etoryequipment--thi t uses energy inefficiently.
The Nature of the Problem '

The most critical increase in demand has been for, oil, the most ver-
satile and widely usednerg,y resource. To meet that growing demand,
the U.S. has turned increasingly to iinpoits.,In Jimuary and Febru-
ary of 1977, the U.S. imported about 9 million barrels of oil per day,
half of &tat domestic oil consumption. By 1985, U.S. oil consumption
co d equal 12 to 16 minion barrels perday.

. domestic oil productio has been declining since 1970. §ew,
ctipn from Alaska, deep. Outer Continental Shelf, and new

reco methodk shoul verse the decline, but will be thiable to
satisfy the projected h in U.S, demand. Other, major additioli,,s
to domestic oil supply re unlikely.

The principal oi -exportingtouhtrfes will not be able to satisfy all
the increms in deMand expeand to occur in the U.S. and oak coup=

throughout the 1980'8. In 1976, the 13 OPEC countries exportel
29 million barrels of oil per day. If world demand continues to ow
at the rates of recent yea 1985 it could reach or exceed 50 mi on
barrels per d'Ity. However, ny OPEC countries cannot significan ly

-e'apand production ; and, in e,, pioduction will deck e.
, .

_ Ir National E PI , Executive Office of the President, Energy Office and
7Planning, April 1977, p. ylixlv, 25-3 'xvxxiii.

t
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°. Thui, as a practical matter, overall OPEC production could 5ipproach
the expected level of orld demand only if Saudi Arabia greatly. in-;
creased' its oil produ ion. EvenIf Saudi Arabia (lift°, the highest
levills of OPEC p uction 'probably would be inadequate to Meet
"incasing world 'demand beyond the late 1980's or early 1990's. c--

There are physical and economic limits on the world's supply of oil.
A widely used geological estimate of- total- redoverable world'oil re-
sources, past-aa,d present, is about 2 trillion barrels. More than 360.
billion barrels have already been consumed. Current proved crude re-
serves are 600 billion barrels. World consumption of oil has grown at
an average .annuP rate of 6.6 percent since 1940, and it grew by -as
much 'KS 8 percent annually ?luring the 1960's. .

If it could bOissumdd that world demand for oil would grow at an
annual rate of only 3 percent, and if it were possible (which it is not)-
that production would keepoce with that rate of growth, the world's
*gently estimated recoverable oil resources would be exhausted be-
fore 2020. At a conjectural growth, rate of 5 percent, those resources
would be exhausted by 2010, Despite. some uncertainty about the ex-
act sizeilf recoverable world oil res6urces, and about the rate of in-
crease'of productive capacity, this fundamental fact is clear: within
about four_generations,ilhe bulk of the 'world's-supply of oil, created .
over hundreds of millions of -years, will have been substantially con- .
sumed.

Of course, actual physital egliatetion of i resource will notoc,cui.,,
Even today, well over half the.oil in exis ng fields is be ntleft in the.

. ground because additional recovery wo d be too, expe Yve. Aspro-
duqion by conventional methods declines and oil becomes re scarce,
,its p466 will rise and more expensive. recovery _methods and novel
teChnologies will be used to produce additional Qil. As his process
continues, the price of oil will become prohibitivb for most energy
uses. Eventually the nations of the world will, have to, seek substitutes
for oil as an energy source, and oil will have to be reserved fOrpetro-
chemical and other uses in which it has maximum, value.

The, world now consumes about 20 billkin barrels oroil.per year; To
maintain even that rate of consumption and keep reserves intact; the
world would have to discover another Kuwait or Ilteroughly :every
three years, or another Texas ;or Alaska'roughly.avery six wing_ ."
Althbugh some large discoveries ,will be Made, a continuous serifs
of such finds is unlikely. Indeed, recent experience stizge.sts that,
compared to world oil- consumption, future discoveries will besmall or
moderate in size, will,occur in frontier areas, and will yield Oil only at `-

very high cost, Obviously, continued high rates of growth, of o con-
sum ption simply cannot be sustained.

Natural zas supplies are also limited. In the U.S., natii as con--
stitutes only 4 percent of cOi entional energy reserves, but supplies t:,
27,percent of energy consuMption. GELS consumption !grew about 5:7:
percent per year between 1960 and ,1970. FrOM .1970 4974,
however, consumption dropped:1.3 percent. The demand fo ,gis is
considerably higher, than ,the amount that can be supplied. H te; gas
is rationed by prohibitions on hook-ups for new homes inma y areas.

Gas is not only, in short supply, but its Allocation acr6ss,the country
is distorted, area its distribution- among. end-uses it unsatisfactory.

4
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edoral regulation of the, wellhead price of natural pa., in interstate
merce has ditscciuraged its distribution from gas prodUcing States

, to other States and has encouraged consumption Of this premium fuel
for lesd essential uses:-Industry and utilities currently consume al, .14,
most 60 percent of US. natural gas, despite the fact:that other fuels.
could be used in a majority of cases:
' During.the 1973-75.periodi only 19 percentf new gas reserve ad dl.--

tions were made aiiailable to the interstate market, and much of thift
gas was from the Federal domain. Since the price of intrastate gas is
not regulate there are strong economic: incentiVes sell kas within
the produciiJ States. The ting distinction betwe *ntrastate and
141.terstate saleS has..givenwinttitatate users first claims t natural gas..

L 47\---
.

Strategies and Objectives . ,
/-

The U.S. has three overriding energy objective$.: 1
as an immediate objective that will become even more important

in the future, to reduce dependence :on .foreigh oil and yulnera-
hility to supply interruptioni;.' * ..

in the medium term,. to keep P.S. imports sufficiently tbw to
Weather the period when world- oil production approaches its
capacity limitation ; and if .; /--

in the long term, to have renewable acid :essentially inexhaustible
sources ofienergy for sustained economic Er owth.

..

The U.S. and the worlatare at the early stage.of an" eneigi.transi-
.tion. Previous energy tratSition§ in the U.S; were stipulate by new

L technologies, such as the llevelopment of the railroad and the male . ----.
, production of automobilys, which nistered the use-of coal and oil,
'1 respective,' . The latest' transition springs from,' the need to adjust to

scarcity a d higher prices. ,

To mak the new transition, the 'U.S. should adhere lo basic prin-
feiples that estiblish a sound context for energy policy and provide its
Main guidelines. The energy crisis must be addressed comprehensively
by the gavernment, and by a &Mc that -iMderstandg`its seriousness
and is willing to al ke necessary saceifices. Economic growth with

Na-
tional policieS for he Kotection of the environment must be continued.

'high. levels of e clime& and production must be maintained. Nit-

Above all, the U.S. must solve its energy problems in a manner that +
L.

is fair to all regions, sectors, and income groups. )
The salient features of the National Energy Pun are: )

conservation and fuel efficiency;
tational pricing and production policies; . .'
reasonable certainty and stability* Government policies;

0, -) 'substitution of abundant energy' resources' for those in' short
supply; end ,.e ,

.. development of nonconventional technologies for the future,
Conservation and, fuel efficiency are the cornerstone of the proposed

National Energy Plan.' Conservation is cheaper than production 6f
new supplies, and is the most 'effective means for protection of the
environment. It can CiIntrilmite to international stability bfy, moderat-
ine the Growing pressure 'on world ..)il reser' 9. Conservation and
improvedwefficiencycan lead to quick reSults. FT:1;x le, a significant
nercent e of poorly insfilitted homes in the 'United hates could be
broUght up to strict fuel-efficlency standards in les(t me than it now
takes lo design, build. and license one nuclear powcrplant. - i o

It ,
let . -J
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eiisivO' a clean C, 'Although Conservation measures aro inexpom- .

pared wi hh energy foduction and use, theyda.sonitti yolvesac,
ri.fice and are no ways ear to implement, If autorriobileslitre to be
made lighter ail lesspoNqiful,.thT2tmerican people fnusttaccept sac- `,

riiftes-% comfort and liOsepower. If indatry 18 cequired ma make
energy-sik.investments and to pAy taxes for the lise-of sclarce re-
sources, there will he some' increases in.the cost of consumer products..
These sacrilfices, howeyerr need not result' in niajor'clutnge,s in thV
American wargf lifeior -m.reduced standards of living. Autoupobile

,--. 4,101 efficiency can be greatly improved through betteq design and r^
df materials, aswell as by producing lighter and less powerful cz

efficietcy, the mpact 1Sf rising energy prior can be signiffeantly
without inlribiyg Americatif ability to travel. With improved 9,1164

moderated. .
. ,- . .. - . , I

Energy conservation, properly implemenied, is 'fully, compatible ..,,
with economic growth, the deyelopment of "new industries, and.the
creation of neW

growth,
for Aineritcan worlarS. Energy consumption need

k , not tie reduced in absolut(Zterms; what is necessary is a slowing down in
its rate of growth. By making adjustments in energy consumption
now, the U.S. can recessiona possibly severe' economic recessn in the

. mid1980's.
The U.S has a clear choice. If a conservation program begins' new,

it can he carried out in a rational and orderly manner over a period of..,,
years. It can be modarate in scope, and can apply primarily to capital

44 goods, such as homes and automobiles. If, however, conservati
delaftd until world oil production approaelies-ithFCIpacitY I° ation,
it will have to be carried out hastily,under emergency condit ns. b

It will be sudden, and drastic in scope ;'and because there will nbt
be time to wait for incremental changes in capital stock, conservation
measures will have to cut Ruch more deeply into patterns of behavior,

, . disrupt the flow of goods and services, and reduce standards of living.
Pricing policies.should encourage proper responses in both the con-

sum tio P ( nd the production of energy, without creating any windfall
profits. If use ay yesterday's prices for tomorrow's energy, U.S.
resources will b rapidly exhausted. I f producers were to receive
t0712,01V6W18 prices or yesterday's discoveries, there would be an in-
equitable transfer o 'c ome froth, the American people to the pro-
ducers, whose profits w exi+essive.and would bear little relation
to actual economic contribut

Currently,Tederal pricing- policy encourages overconsumption of
the scarcest fuels by artificially holding down prices. If, for example.
the cost of expensive foreign oil is averaged with cheaper domestic oil,
consumers overuse oil, and oil imports are subsidized and encouraged.,
Consumers are thus, miAled into believing that they can continue to
obtain additional quantities fir oil at less than its replacement cost.

Artificially low prices for some energy sources also distort interfuel
competition. The artifically low price of natural gas, for example, has
encouraged its use by industry and electric utilities, which could use
coal, and in many areas has made gas unavailable for new households,
Which could.make better use of its premium qualities.

TheSe misguided' Gov411Nment policies must be changed. But neither
Goveriunent policy nor market incentives can improve on nature and

a
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create ditional Vor gas in the ground. From a lorig-ter perspr-
tive, prices are iku potitapt influence on production and-use.:As long
as energy consumers are misled into behoving they can obtain energy

--46heaply, they will consurrie energy at a rate the U annot afford to
sustain. Their continued overuse wiTh-inake the tion's inev 1i ble
transitionimore drastic and difficult.
IA national ienergy.policy should encourage procluction. 'The e rgy
induStries need adequatp incentives to develop neiv resources a d are
entitled to sufficient cprOfits for exploration for new discoverie But 9,i,

they should-not be aillihied to reap large windfall profits as a Suit
of circumstances unrelated to the marketplace or their risk -t.

The fourfold increase in wor1,1 oil prices in 197,3-74 anlr --
cies of the oil-exporting coup should not be-perinil fite
unjustified profits for doesti, oducers at consu s . Ati

\raising thet,i,world price of oil, the oil.-exporting4 ntries have in-
creased ti'ie value of American oil in ekisting wells. t increttle in
value has . not resulted from free 'market forces or from any tisk-
talking by U.S. producers. National energy polity should' atoture the
increase tn. oil I'alue for the..gl.m.eriean people. The distrIbutionof the
proceeds of higher' prices among domestic producers' and consumers
must be equitable and economicaly efficient if the United States is to
spread the cost across.the population and achieve its energy
gottls.

The 'pricing of oil a natural gas should reflect the onomic fact
that the true value of a depleting resource is the cost of r placing it. An
effective pricing system would provide the price incen Ives thitt, ro-
ducers of oil and natural gas need by focusing on her r'to fin ew .

supplies. The' system should also moderate the adjustmit that
households will have to make, to rising fuel costs. It ,should end did
distortions of the intrastate-interstate distinction for new natural gas,
which is a national resource. It should also promote conservation
by raising the ultimate price of products made by energy-intenSive
processes.

Reasonable certainty and stability in Government -policies are lel
needed to enable consumers and producers of energy to make invest-
ment decisions. comprehensive national energy plan shriuld resolve
a wide range.of uncertainties that have impeded the orderly develop-
ment of energy policy and prof ts. Some uncertainties are inherent
in a market economy, and Gov riment should not shelter industry
from the normal risks of doing usilless. But vernment should pro-
vide business and the public w' h a c ar and c nsistent statement of
its own policies, rides, and i tention so that i telligent private in-
vestment decisions can be mad

Resources in plentiful supply should be used more vilely as part of
a process of moderating we of those in short supply. Although coal
comprises 90 percent of United States total fossil fuel reserves, the
United States meets qnly 18 percent of its energy needs from coal.
Seventy-five percent of energy needs are met by oil and natural as
althoukh they account for less than 8 percent of U.S. reserves. This
imbalance between reserves and consumption should be corrected by
shifting industrial and utility consumption from oil and gas to coal
and other abundant energy sburces.

.
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induStrial films and ittiliti reduce their usq of oil find gas, tai y'turn's will have to tu to coal and otli r fuels. The cjioic,es-now for c)ectric
utilities are basically coal and nuclear power. Expanding future use of
coal wilt depend irilarge part on the introduction of neW technologies ,that.pernilt it to be burned in an environmentally acceptable manner, .in both power plants and faetOries. Efforts should also'bmall.c to de-..,4.-velop and perfect processes for makikg gas froth coal. , 7.:c

Lightlivater nuclear' reactors; subject. to strict regidation, canassist in meetiz41,United States energy deficit. The 63 nuclear
plants operating to ay provide approximately 10 . percent of U.S.

4 electricity,, about 3 percent of total energy output: That contribu4on
c could be significantly, inc d. The curt ently,projected growth rateof nuclear energy iksubsUntially below prior effons dire mainly-t, the recen' drop In` demand for electricity, labor problemsz2eUtil

:out. dela r health and safety problemsilack of a pilAilicly tiei4,1,t,.(
waste disposal program, it,nd. concerp over nuclear palliferation. Th
Government should ensure thpti risks from nuclear power are kept
as lout as humanly possible, amid should also establish the;framework. for resoNNV problems and removing unnecessary delays in the nu-,,.. clear license g process.

To the extent that electricity is substituted for oil and gas, the total
amounts pf energy used hi the country, will be somewhat large due
to the inherent inefficiency of electricity generation' and distribution.
But.conserving scarce oil and natural gas'is far more important than
saving coal. - .

ly ex anded. Relatively clean and inexhaustible sources of energy
Finally, the use of nonconventional sources of energy must be vigor-al

offe a hope rt prospect of s pplementing conventional energy.sources
in this century and beco g major sources <of energy in the next.
Sonic, of these noronvyntionnl technologies permit, decentralized pro-

. duction, and thus provide alternatives to large, central systeiniarra-.
ditional forecasts of energy use assume that nonconventional -re-
§ources, such as solar And geothermal energy, will play only a minor
role in the United States energy fntiire. Unless positive and creative
actions are taken by 'Government and tli private sector, these fore-
casts will become self-fulfilling prophecies. Other technologies that in
crease the efficiency of energy use should also be encouraged, such as
cogeneration, the simultaneous, production of industrial process steamand electriciiy.

. .
A national energy .plan cannot anticipate. technological miraclesi

Even,so, nonconventional technologies arknot mere curiosities. Steady
technological progress iklikely, breakthroughs are posgible, and the,
estimated potential of mificonventional energy sources can betxpected
to improve. Some nonconventional technblogies are already being
used, and_wit encouragement their use w rr. Because noneonven-tional ener sources have great promise the GOVernment _should
take all rea. °noble steps to foster rid liev op .

The National Energy. Plan is ba .d on its conceptual approach. It
contains a practical blend of economic iheentives and disincentives as

..well .pis some latory measures. It strives to keep Government in-
trusi'on into the Ives of American 'citizens to a -minimum. It would'"/
return the fi surpluses of higher energy taxes to the Ainerican
people. . .
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Finally, the tan sets forth goals 'for 1985 which, although a -to
- tious, cooperationbe a eyed with the willing cneration of the Ame can
tpeople. These. als are: ". , ,

Reduce the annual .grosith of,total energy demand to below
percent;

Reduce gasoline zonsumption 10 percent below its current level ;

, per day to .6 million,roughly one-eighth 6f total enereeonstimp-
Reduce oil iinports from a potential level of 16 million baitels

don.; ,
Establish a Strategic Petroleum Deserve of .1 billionrrelas

'-incitase coal production by two-thirds, to more than billion -4
tons p6r:yeak;

D

Bring 90 percent otexisting American homes and all new bug-,
ings up to Minimum energy efficietcy standards; and

Use solar energy in morothatgA million home*, .

The Plan would reverse the reedit- trend of ever-rislibg oil iciports
' and ever-increasing Anierican dependence onll uncertain 'foreign
sources of supply. It would prepare the United States for h'e time
when the world faces'a litnitatiou on oil production capacity and con-

, sequent skyrocketing oil price.A. It would achieve substantial energy -

savings through conservation and increased fuel efficiency, with mini-
mal disruption to the economy, anal would stimulate the use of -coal in
a manner consistent with environmental protection.

The.United States is at a turning point. It can choose, through
. piecemeal programs and policies, to continue the current, state of drift.

That course would require no hard decisions, no inlmediate sacrifices,
- and no adjustment to the new energy realities. That course may, for

the moment, seem attractive. Bet, with each passing day, the. United
States falls farther behitn1 in solving its energy problems. Conse-
quently, its economic;and 'foreign policy position weakens, its options
dwindle, and the ultimate transition, to scarce oil supplies and milch
higher oil prices bgcontes more difficult. If the United. States faces up
to the energy problemlio7 and adopts the National Energy. Plan, it

hafe'the,preciousopportunity to make effective use of time and .9

resources before world oil production reaches its tipaciti limitation.
The energy crisis vpresents a t hallenge to the American people. If

they respond with understanding, maturity, imagination, and their
traditional ingenuity, the challenge will be meg Even the "sacrifices"
involved in conservation will have their immediate re*ards in lower d.
fuel bills and the sense of accomplishment that domes with achieving
higher efficiency. By preparing now for the energy situation of the
1980's, the US. will not merely avoid. a future time of adversity.
It will ensure that the-coming years will be among the most creative
and constructive in American history. :

* *

CHAPTER III.-PrliNCEPLES AND STRATEGY OF THE NATIONAL ENERGY
PLAN

Broad public understanding of the gravity of the energy problem,
a commitment to action, and a- willingness to endure, some sacrifice
are all indispensable to the success national energy plan. In the

. preSe circumstances, an energy hat demanded nothing from
the Am 'can people would be no. nergy plan at, .a1l, but merely a
prescript n for chaos at Whiter date.
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Changes in energy demand and supply have long leadtin
therefore;the coming energy,/transition cannot be inade over
the tpnsition to be maderNfithout serious economic and social
tions, it will have to take place over, a period of years. If'the Unite
States is to be prepared for the time world oil production
appoaChes. its capacity.limitation ana theft begins to lev loff,. it mu
take action now. %. ig

The ultimate question is whether this society is willing, to exercise
the internal discipline to select and purs(ie a coherent set of_ policies
well in advance of a tclisaster.`1Westerrl dernoci4a.4.1ave
demonstrgiNuch discipline in tiro past in reacting to immediate,
palpable threats to survival, as irrirne of war. But they nave ha less

.success in harnessing Pi 1* human and material resew , ,i

less visible al ied I ats to their political,anu , uic syt,-
tenis; When daligt.i $4,ppear incrementally ati&tht day of reckoning ,

seems) far in the fptiWe, democratic political leaders have been reluc-
t t to take decisive ailia _perhaps unpopular action. But suc a,ction
wi 1 e req ireil to mee4rhe energy crisp. If the nation :cont ues

, dp , it kil an .increasingly perilous sea. _No
-, , 1 PRINCIPLES

t

The principles set forth in this chapter 'provide a framework. not
only for present policies, but also for developrhent of fut *ire policies.
Plannigfc-,,is necessarily an ongoing process. The National Energy

lan will have to be adjusted continual] as new experience and
k owledge are gained, as government p'retrams take effect, as new
to nol gies develop, and as the world's politiCal and economic cir-
cu nces change.

The following 10 prindiples divide into two &pups. The first five
establish thecontext in which energy policy must be fdrmulated. The
remaining ,&e are fundamental to the proposed comprehensive
National Energy 'Plan.

The fist principle is that the e.nergy,aroblem can be effectively ad-
dressed only by a Government that acee responsibility for dealing
with it comprehensively, and by a public that understands it8 serious-

;nen; and is ready to make necessary sacrifices. The declining avail-
ability of oil 'and natural gas will affect virtually all energy prices and
consumption patterns in the United States, for the various energy
supplies are all part of,an integrated energy market. Therefore, in this
democratic solikty, a solution can be found only ill comprehensive
Government policy-making informed by public comment and sup-
ported by public Understanding and action.

The Federal Government can pass laws and encourage action. State
arid-local governments can pray active But this society can fun&
tion at its best only when citizens voluntarily work together toward
a comMonly, accepted goal. Washington can and must lead, b -the
nation's real energy,pplicy, will be made in every city, town a d vil-
lage in the country.

The second principle i8 that healthy economic growth must continue.
,It is vi axiom. of public policy that full employment be. promoted.
The energy problem can be solved without turning off or slowing
clopn America's econornk rogress. In developing energy policy,
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measures should 1.2e designed,to minimize adverse economic and /fiscal
consequences by returning to the economy funds collected to carry -
out energy policy. National energy policy can move toward economic
rationality -,while pro:ecting jkobs, avoiding rampant inflation, _and
maintaining edonomic growth. Unservittinn- initiatives, for trample, .

, not only contribute to productivity, but also create a large number of
new jobs. Indeed,in the long run, the nation can continue to enjoy eco-

}
Thegnomic

health only if it solves its energy problems.
The third principle is that national, phlieies for the protection of thr

environment Inimtbe 1. I

F "^ I 14 .1. 11 ,.
Al', Ill moving toward that o jective, the nation pnnecessarily degraded.
the quiithy of the'entiro ent and made this country and the planet
a less healthful place in wI1 ch to live.

Virtually every availab e source of energy has its disadvantages.
Storp.ge and combustion of ydrocarbons cao, pollute the air..Oil inn-
ports and drilling on the Outer Continental Shelf present a risk of
spills. Strip mining of coal scars the' landscape,: and deep mining
causes deaths through accidents andiblack lung disease; 'coal combus-
tion also pregents risks to health; liquefied natural-gas poses safety
problems, as do light-water nuclear reactors. In energy planning, it is
necessary to recognize hazards and risks andto reduce them to rela-
tively logr levels.

In tlAblong run, there is no insurmountable conflict betWeen. the
objectiveq of meeting energy needs and protecting the quality of

the environment The energy crisis and environmen' al pollutiT both
arose from wasteful use of resources and economic and sKial policies
based on the assumption of unlimited and cheap resources. The solu-
tions to many energy and environmental problems follow a, parallel
course of :improving efficiency and harnessing waste for produgtive.
purposes.

The fourth, principle is, that the United States must reduce its vul-
nerability to potent-Piny devastating supply interruptions, Although
conserving energy in general igan important goal, conserving oil has
an even higher priority. Continued high vul rability to interruptions
of foreign oil supp13&is unacceptable.

.Considerations of national security, as wel as the problemof fund-
ing ever-increasing balance of payments deficits, suggest rejection of
any "solution" to the energy problem through unrestrained growth of-
oil imports. Continued growth of imports would erode the nation's
economic security, promote dissension with allies, and jeopardize
America's world leadership. Moreover, the time is approaching when
world -oil prOduction will no longer be able to supply the United
States with increasing levels of imports.

The solution to the problem of vulnerability does pot lid in-a crash
program of production to achieve energy independence. There is no
justification for massive, reckless development of all U.S. energy re-
sources, depletion of critical dome is Oil and gas reserves, pollution of ,

the environment, draconian consevation measures, and rejection of
the substantial economic benefits of oil imports, all in the name of
energy independence.
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An appropriate and far more sensiblp goal .is rejative/Jovulnerabil
ity. The United States sliould Iie prepared to import foreign oil for a
numbet of years because it is an available source tif supply that does
not deplete domestic resources. Through effective conservation and in-
Creased useAif tbundane doinestie'resources Much 1,,,

can be reduce r4 r---Ta Int ri- lz,t-1,-

anti vont ingency plans
Jo ,ieter interruptions of foreign oil supply and protect

the econoilly should an interruption occur. .

The afth princiPle is at the United-States must solve its energy
problems in a manner that is equitable to all regions, sectors, and in-
come groups. No segment of the population should bear an unfair share

th,e total burden, and none should reap undue benefits from-the na-
energy problems. In particular, the elderly, the poor, and those

ed incomes should be protected from disproportionately adVerse
eff ts on their income. Energy is as necessary to life .as' food and
shelter.

The energy industries need adequate incentives to develop new,re-
.

sources and are entitled to sufficient profits to encourage exploration
and developatent of new finds. But they should not be allowed to reap
large windfall profits as a result of circumstances not associated with
either the marketplace or their risk-taking. The fourfold increase in
world oil prices in 1973-74 and the policies of the' oil-exporting coun-
tries should not be permitted to create unjustified profits for domestic
producers at consumers' expense. By raising the world price of oil, the
oil-exporting countries have increased the value of American . oil in
existing wells. National, energy policy should.capture that increase in
value for the American people. However, where incentives are legiti-
mately needed to stimulate new production, energy policy should allow
adequate returns to prOducers. The distribution of the proceedi of
higher prices among domestic producers and consumers must be eqiii;
table and economically efficient if the nation is to spread the costs fairly

-across the population and meet its energy goals.
Some regions of the country, particularly the Gulf Coast States and

Appalachia, are large energy prdducers. Other regions, such as the
Rocky Mountain and Great Plains States, have large energy resources

twhichhave not yet been extensively developed. And still other regions,.
such as New England and California, import most of their energy from
other regions and other nations. The Plan must;issure that policies are
equitable across the country, and that the speclirtl needs of each region
are met. Prices fo energy shmild be reasonably 'uniform to prevent
economic dislocation and unjusti fed variations in consumer costs.

The environments quality of producing\ States and States with un-,
tapped resources sh ild be protected by strict standards effectively en
forced. Producing, tates should be fairly compensated, and consuming
States should be assured a fair share of energy supplies at reasonable
prices.

,

The Federal Government can enact national, policies to-further these
goals, and can recognize that. the States also have important resnonsi-
bilities for the formulation and execution of energy policy,. But States
within the various regions rust also accept their,phare of the respon-
sibility for national equity if ;the U.S. is to avoid' 'energy Balkaniza-

-,

-11111.40 4,
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tion." It woo 1 he desirable for\ States to de' op policies 1)10.

complemen. (1 while,meeting local an leg' oh( need:.
The sixt1, , )1)1e, and the cornerstone of Natioiwl Energy Policy,

is that the growth of energy demand must be restrained through con-
servation and improved energy efficiency. Conservation and improve-

, merit in energy efficiency is the most practical course of action for the
United States and for the nations of the world. Conservation is cl aper
than production of new energy supplies, and is' the Most effective cans
for protectio of the environment

Conservation and improved e iency can lead to quick reslrlts. A
significant'percentage of poorly i plated hones in the United States
could be bro:ught up to strict fuel e cienc stantlards in less time than
it now takes-to design, license; and build ne nuclear powerplant.

Although conservation measures are 'neXpensive and clean com-
pared with energy production, they do involve sacrifice and are some-
times difficult to unplethent. If automobiles are to be made lighter
and, less powerful', the! Ameridian people must accept some sacrifice
in comfort and horsepower. If industry is required to make eherd-
saving investmeigs and to pay taxes on the use of scarce fuels, there
will 'be some increases in the -cost of cgpsumer products. These sacri-
fices, however, need not result' in,majdr changes in the. American way
of life or in a reduced standard of living. Automobile fuel efficiency;
can be greatly improved through better design of cars, and thus
gasoline consumption_ could be significantly reduced without inhibit-
ing Americans' ability to travel. With improved energy efficiency the
impact of rising energy prices can be significantly moderated. Energy
conservation, properly implemented, is fully compatible wit eco-
nomic growth, the development of new industries, and the crea on of
new jobs for American workers.. Energy consumption need t be
reduced in absolute terms; what is necessary is a slowing down n its
rate of growth.

If a conservation program is instituted now, it can be carrp
in, a rational and orderly manner over a period of several yea It

_ can be moderate in scope, and can apply primarily to capital g ds,e

such as homes, automobiles, factories', equipment, and applian If;
however, conservation is delayed untilworld oil production approa es
its capacity limitation, it will have to be carried out hastily u
emergency conditions. It will then be drastic; and, because t re
will not be time to wait for incremental changes in capital stock;
servation measures will have to cut much more deeply into patte
of behavior; disrupt the flow of goods and services, and reduce sta
ards of living.
' cdnservation in America can contribute to ikternationa
stability by moderating thgrowing pressure on world oil resource p.
Indeed: reduction of America's demand for world oil would be,
form of assistance to the developing countries. 10. y-

T UThe seventh principle nderluing' the National En0erg Plan
that energy prices shouldigererally reflect the true replacement cost
of energy. Energy prices sho move toward a level that reflects the
true value of ehergy in Or or arket signals to work in harmony
with conservation policy en the cost of expensive foreign oil is
averaged will; cheaper d t mestic oil, consumers overuse oil. Govern-
ment policy that promo veruse by4aitificially holding down prices

(j
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misleads consumers into believing that they c continue to obtainadditional quantities of oil at less than its replace nt cost.Artificially low prices for particular energy urces also distortinterfuel competition. The artificially low price f natural gas, forexample, has encouraged its use by industry an electric utilities,which could use coal, and has made gas unavailoble for new house-holds, which could make bet er use of its premium qualities.
Neither Gov,ernment pol nor n'iarket incentives can create addi-

, tional oil or gas in the o d. But fi'om' a long-term perspective,prices are an important fluence on production and use. As long to,senergy consumers are en iced ,into believing that they can continueto No, yesterday's prices for tomorrow's energy, they will continueto use more energy than the nation can really afford, U.S: resources, will be rapidly exhausted, and ,continued overuse will malwthe inevi-talc& transition more sudden and difficult. -

Although producers need incentives, for exploration and new de-velopment, pricing policies should not give them windfall profitsunrelated to they economic contribution. If prodiucers were to receivetomorrow's prices for yesterday's discoveries, there would be an inequi-tab% transfer of income front the American people to the oil and gasproducers, and producers profits would be excessive.
The eighth principle is that both energy producers and consuhereare entitled to reasonable certainty as to. Government policy. An inade-quately organized, Federal Goverhent, conflicting signals fromdifferent Federal agencies, mill unwieldy 'and confusihg regulatoryprocedures have resulted in major bottlenecks 'in the development ofenergy resources: The Plan should resolve a wide range of uncer-tainties that have impeded the orderly development of energy policyand projects. Some uncertainties are inherent in a market economy,and Government cannot and should not shelter industry from thenormal risks of doing business. But Government can and should pro-vide business and the public with.a clear and consistent statementof its own policies, rules, and intentions, so that intelligent privateinvestment decisions can be made. In order to be able to providecertainty and consistency inenergy policy-making, the Federal energyagencies shotild be organized into-a Department of Energy.The ninth principle is that resources in plentiful supply must beused more widily, and the nation must begin the process of moderat-ing its use of those in short supply. Although coal comprises 90 per-cent of .dOmestic fossil uel reserves, the United States meets only18 percent of its 'energy needs from coal. Seventy-five percent ofenergy needs are met by oil and natural gas a though they accountfor left than 8 percent of U.S. reserves. Th. im dance between re-serves and consumption should be corrected y shifting from oil andgas to coal and other, domestic energy sources.

If the United States is to preserve its scarce reserves of oil and gasand still reduce the growth of imports, poticies must be forged toreduce consumption of oil and gas, particularly by automobiles, in-dustry, and electric utilities. As industry reduces its use of oil and p:ns,it will have to turn to coal and other fuels. The choices for electriiutilities for the foreseeable future will be coal and nuclear power.Expanding future use of coal will depend in large part on the in=troduction of new technologies that permit it to be burned in an en-

4
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viro entak atceptable intinneien-,both 'po4er plants an factories,

for electricity, process steam, and iby heat. Effoits must also be
%Made to perfectspfoccesses for low Btu gasification of coal and to "de-

Velornewtechnologies for advanced @gh Btu gasip.tion.
Light-water nuclear reactors, subject to. strict igelation, Can assist

inrneag the "talon's total n'et energy deficit. The 63 *leer plants
o erating today proVide approximate) 10 percent of W. ct electricity,

, about 3 peverit of total engrgy_consum I. That contribution could be

significantly iliNgeased:.Th0currently projected axowth Late o nuclear
.energy is substantially below 'Prior expectatibirs due mainl to the
recent drop in demand foreleAtricity, labor problems, equipment-de-
ltlys, 'health aritl safety problerrof lack of a publicly accepted waste'
disposal program, and concern over nuclear proliferation. The Government

should ensure that £i. 'from nuclearspow,er are kept as low as

possible, and shoult1 solve pixklemb and unnecessary delp.ys in

the nuclear licensing process.; .

To the extent that electricitx,from coal is substituted for oil and gas,

the total amo of entity used in the cofintryt.will be somewhat
larger due to a inherent inefficiend.of electricity generation and did
tribution. But eonserving scarce oil and natural gas is more impoitantf
than saving coal.
The tenth principle i4 that the le of noneonvenefig sources of

energy must be vigorously expanded. Relatively clea nd inexhausti-
ble sources of energy are a hopeful prospect, as supplements to con-
ventibnal energy resources in this centurr; and as major sources of
energy in the.jext.Many of these sources permit decentralized pro©
duction, and t us provide alternatives to large, central systems.
Traditional forecasts of, energy use assume that nonconventional re-
sou tees, such as solar and geothermal energy; will play only a minor

_.r6le in the energy future. TTnless positive and creative actions
are taken by Government and the private sector, these forecasts will
become self - fulfilling prophecies. Other techno16 t ip.el'ease
efficiency of energy use, such as cogeneration of industria process.
steam and electricity, should also be encouraged. ,

The Plan should not be premised on techndloirical miracles. But'
nonconventional technologies are not mere curiosities. Steady techno-
logical progress is likely, breakthroUghs are possible, and the esti-
mated potential of nonconventional energy sources can be expected to
improve. Many nonconventional teclinolOgies are already being used,
and with encouragement their use will grow. Because nonconven-
ional energy sources,have great promise, the Government should take

easonable steps,eo foster and develop them.

THE BROAD PERSPECTIVE " 1 -

-

s The U.S. has three overriding energy objectives. As an immediate
objective, which will become even more important in the future. the
IT:S. must reduce its dependence on foreign oil to limit its vulner-
ability to supply interruptions. In the medium term, the U.S. must
weather the stringency in world oil supply that will be caused by limi-
tations on prodnetiVe capacities. In the long term, the U.S. must have
renewable and essential lyjnexhaustible sources..of energy fOi. sustained
economic growth, The strategy of the Plan 'contains three major com-
ponents to achieve these objectives...
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'irst, by c Tying out.~ an effective conservation prograM 'i'ii allsectors of eue ,use, through reform of utility rate structures; and immaking
the

prices reflect true'repla.qment costs, the nation should',reduce the an ual rate of growth Of deAind to less than 2 percent.That reducti n would help achieve,.both the Ynmediate and themedium-te goals.,It would -.reduce vulnerability and prepare thenation's st of capital gds for the time when world oil productionwill-approach capacity mi ations.
4Second; industries and utilities using oil-and natural gas shouldconvert.to coal and other{ abundant fuels. Substitution of other fuelsfor oil and gas I;Vould reduce impolk,,and make gas more widelravail-able for household use." An effectivr. conversion program would thuscontribute to meeting both the iinmediate and the medium -term goals.

Third, the, nation should pUltsue a vigorous research and develop-ment program to provide,Irenewable and other resources to meet U.S.energy needs in the next 'century. The. Federal Government should1, support a variety of energy alternatives in their early stages, andcontinue support through the development and'.demonstration stagefor technologies that are technically, economically, and environment-ally most promising.
.

The Plan Seeks to achieve, the overriding obj iv b other meansas well. To reduce vulnefObility,' the Strategic etroleum Reserveshould be expanded foreign sources of ;oil should be,div6sified, andcontingency p ans s uld,be put in place. To help weather the ap-proaching capacity li itations on world oil production, incentivesshould be provided to encourage new Noduction in Alaska, on theOuter Continental Shelf,' and from advanced recgiety techniques.Potential new sources of as hold great promise andPihould be devel-
oped. Conversion from oil and gas to coal should be facilitated bydevelopment of more environmentally acceptable methods for usingcoal. -

... ,

The 10 principles of the National Enek.gY Planpprovide a realisticframewqrk for these Adtions. By pursuing conservation, , bri ingenergy prises into line-With replacement costs, and expanding th useof coal, the U.S. can reduce oil imports to an acceptable, level ndprepare for the coitiliV.R.g stringency) in, oil supplies. Backeeby a largeStrategic Petrole eserve, a more diversified set of.foreign oil sup-pliers, and contingency plans, the United States can,reduce its vulner-ability to supply interruptions to an acceptable level. Measures canbe deli ed to assure that American workers, the poor, and heelderly o
be pro ted and, inflationary pressures kept within bodnds. Regional

not suffer as a result of rising prices. Economic growth to
and environmental imbalances can be recognized and corrected with
maximum equity. And nonconventional sources of energy can bepromoted to meet 1 g-term needs.
-The United Stat is at a oirit. It can choose, throughpiecemeal programs d policies, to con e thecurrent state of drift.That,course would r quire no hard decisio , no immediate sacrifices,and no adjust he 'new energy realities. That course may, forthe' moment, seem attra ive. But, with each 'passing day, the nationfalls farther behind in solving its energy problems. Consequently, itseconomic and foreign policy position weakens, its options v,Iwindle,and the ultimate transition to stringency in oil supplies and higheroil prices ecomes more difficult.

'.)
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alternative to continued drift is the-.comprehensiVe National
En gy Plan. , .,

.,
,

*
, ,

SUMMARY OF THE TTATIONAI\E
de,

ervation i ,

e transportation .sector, the Plan proposes the follOwing mOor
initiatives to reduce demand : . .

a graduated excise tax on new automobiles with fuel efficiency
below the fleet average levels required under current legislation; Ae

the takes woul be returned - through rebates on automobiles
that .meet or d lvtter thart the required fleet averages and
through rebates on all electric automobiles ;

a standby gasoline tax, to take effect if totay ational gasoline
consumption ex eds stated annual targets; the would begin
at 5. cents ga on, and could rise to 50 cents .p giillon in 10
yes,fs if to ge re repeatedly exceeded by large or inc sing
amounts; the x uld decrease if a target were met; tarrss col-
lected would to. the publid1 through the income tax'
system and transfer phy114cnt programs; States would be compen-
sated r lost gasoline tax revenues througlisource.;s-such as' the

Hi
Trust Fund; ' . °'

4 Ael ciency standards and a graduated excise tax and-rebate
system fo ght-duty trucks;

°''( removal of the Federal excise ,x on i tercity buses;
increase in excise tax for general avi ion fuel, and elimination

of the existing Federal excise tax pref ence for motorboat fuel ;
improvement in the fuel efficiency o the .federal automobile

fleet, and initiation df a vanpooling, program for Federal
. , employees.

To. reduch waste energy in existing buildings, the Plan proposes
a major program con ining thefollctwing elements : '

a tax credit 4-4f 5 percent of the first $800 and 15 percent of
the' next $1,400 spent on approved residential conservation
measures;

a requirement that regulated utilities offer their residential
customers a "turnkey" insulation service, with payment to be
made through monthly bills; other fuel supplies would be en-

d to offer a similar servicecourage service;
facilitating residential conservation loans through opening of,

a secondary market for such loans;
increased funding for the current weatherization program for

low-income households;
a rural home conservation loan program;
a 10 percent tax credit (in addition to the existing investment

tax credit) for business investments in approved conservation
measures;

a Federal grant program to assist public and non-profit schools.r
and hospitals to insulate their buildings ;

inclusion of conservation measures for State and local govern-
ment buildings in the Public Works Program.

The development of mandatory energy efficiency standards for new
buildings will be accelerated. In addition, the Federal Government

p.
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0- will under kea Major prog to iu ease the efficiency of its 41nbuildi
,The an proposes the establishment.of mandato minimum en gyeffi standards for major appliances, such as f naces, aiy'c ncli-ti ners water heaters andJefriggrators.

The Plan proposes toermove major institutional barriers to co-.kke.
trici

eration, the simultaneous production' of process steam and elec-
percent

firms or utilities, and.to provide an additional 100, percent t x credit for investment in cogeneration equipment. Encour-
.1 agement ^ ill also be given to district heating, and the Energy Rese rch

')
and Development Administration CERDA ) will un4fttake a, stud to,) determine the feasibility of a district heating demonstratioin' progr mdistrict' at'its own facilities.

."To promote further, indnitrial cofiservation and improvements in# industrial fuel 4ciency, an Oclitiorial 1.0 percent tax creditforellergy-0 saving investments .would be available for certain types. of equipment(including equipment for use pf solar energy) as wfl as conservation'trofitssof buildings. --t
The Plan also contains a program-for utility reform, with the follow-g elements:A , .

IL - if phasing out of promotional, declining blok,-and other electric", utility rates that do not reflect cost incidence; decliningblock ratesfor natural gas Would alsoke,phased out; .
fi requirement that electric Iltilities either offer. cla*:iiy off-peakrates to customers willing to pay. tering costs orlprovide a directload management system; .,a-regifrement that electricuti er customers inter ptibleservice at reduced rates;
a prohibition of master metering in most new structures,a prohibition-of discrimination by electric utilities against solarand other renewable energy sources :

. Federal authority to require additional reforms of gas uti i yrates;
.

e.
i.Federal Power Commission (FPC) authority to require .inter-eonnections and power noolincr between utilities 'even if they are .not now subject to FPC jurisdiction, and torequire. wheelino(third party transmission].

,
,,

.

Oil and Natural Gas . _.

Government policy.shoplcl provide for prices that encourafze devel-opment of new fieldS.and ianore r§tional pattern of,distribution ; butit should also prevent windfall pPofits. It should promote conserve-. tion by confro .il and gas users with more realistic prices, par-ticularly for
71

-p ctors of the economy where changes can be made.-withotit her 1,.1 ...1. Ti:t promote these ends, the Plan proposes a newsystem for p _; oil and natural gas:The pro, : or oil pricing contains the following major elements:price controls would be exteied :
newly discovered oil would be allowed to rise over a 3 year pe-riod to the 1977 world price,,adiusted to-keep pace with the do-mestic price level: thereafter. the price of newly discovered oil'would' be diusted for domestic price increases; . ..the incentive'price for 'inew oil" would be applicable to oil pro-duced from, an onshore 11.more than 21/2 miles from an existing
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well, or front a. more than 1,000 feet deeper than any,existi,vig
, \ well *ithin a.'21/2 mile radius; Os incentive price would be ap -.

plicak to oil from Federal offshore {bases issued after Aprtl 20,
1977;. ,

t current-$5.25 and $11.28 pike ceilings for previously dis-.
( covZfed' oil would .be, allowed to rise at the rate of domestic price
increases; A.. i.

stripper wells aoydlIndremental t iary recov ry from old
'fields would receive the world price;

all doinestic oil would become subject in three sta eat° a crude
oil equaliitition tax equal toithe difference between i controlled
domestic price and the world oil price; the tax Would increase
with the world price, except that authority would exist to discon-
tinue an incretse it the w4rld .price rose significantly-faster than
thAgeneral level of domestic prices;

net revenues-fr9m the tax would-beJentirelyreturned to the
eco4lomy : residential consulnets of fuel oil won14 receive a dollar- .

fordolfar rebate, and-the remaining funds would lA returned to
individuals through the income tax system and tranSferspayment
programs; s

once the wellhead tax is fully. iJ, effect; the entitlements ,pr
gram would be terminated, along with c4rtain re/Tired activiti
but would be retained an a standby basis. I,

The roposal for natural gas pricing contains' the following major
provisions : W

I new gas sold anywhere inthe country from new reservoirs
w Id-be subject to a price limitation at the Btu equivalent of the

I ay rage refiner acquisition cost (before tax) of all do estic crude
oil,

that price limitation would be apprOximately $1.76 r thou-
sand cubic feet (Mcf) sat- the beginning of 1978; the interstate-
infrastate distinction would disappear for new gas,; .

new gas would be defined by the same standards used to defirie
new oil;

currently 'flowing natural gas would be guaranteed, price cer-,
tainty at current levels, with adjustenents to reflect domestic price
increases; ,

author, ty would exist to establish higher"' incentive pricing
levels for pecific cgtegories of high-cost gas, 'for example, from
,deep aril in , geopressurized zones and tight formations;

gas made av able at the expiration'of existing interstate con-
tracts or 'by p uction from existing reservoirs in excess of con-
tra' d volum s 'would qualify for a price no .higher than:the
curs 1.42 r Mcf ceiling; gas made available under the same
circiimsta
f y the sa

the cos
tially 'th i

ces from existing intrastate productiog, 'yould qualify
e price as new gas;
of t e more expensive new gas- would be allocated ini-

trial rather than residential or commercial users;
Federal jurisdiction would be extended to certain synthetic

natural- gas facilities; _ , ..,

taxes would beJevied on industrial andutility users of oil and
...XI Kt u r a 1 gas to enco,ortige conservation and conversion to coal or

other energy sources. - e
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The Plan contains the following additional proposals for oil andnatural gas:
to encourage full development sof tYie oil resources of Alaska,

Alaskan oil from existing wells would be subject to the $11.28
upper tier wellhead price and would be treated as uncontrolled
oil for, purposes of the entitlements program new Alaskan oil

wouldould be subject to the new oil wellhead price ;
production from Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve would belimited to a ready reserve level at least until the west-to-east

transportation systems for moving the surplus Alaskan.oil are
in place or until California refineries have completed a major
retrofit program to enable more Alaskan ail to be used in
California;

the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act would be amended to
require a more flexible lasing program using bidding systems
that enhance competition, to assure a fair return to the public,
and to assure full development of the OCS resources;

shale oil will be entitled to the world oil price ;
the guidelines established by the Energy Resources Council in

the previous administration would be replaced by a more flexi-
ble policy : projects for importation of liquified natural gas
(LNG) should be analyzed on a case-by-case basis with respect
to the reliability of the selling country, the degree of American
dependence the project would create, the safety conditions as-
sociated with any specific installation and all costs involved ;
imported LNG would not be concentrated in any one region ;
new LNG tanker docks would be .prohibited in densely popu-lated areas;

Federal programs for development of, gas from geopressurized
zones and Devonian shale would be expanded ;

the Administration- hopes to eliminate gasoline price controls
and allocation regulations next fall; to maintain competition
among marketers, it suppo legislation similar to the pend-
ing "dealer day in court" bill.

as part of the extension of oil and natural gas price controls,
the Administration would, urge that independent producers re-
ceive the same tax treatment of intangible drilling costs as their
corporate competitiors;

a Presidential Commission will study and make recommenda-
tions concerning the national energy transportation system.

To provide relative invulnerability from another interruption Of
foreign oil supply, the Strategic Petroleum Reserve will be expanded
to 1 billion barrels; efforts will be made to diversify sources of oil im-
ports; contingency plans will be transmitted to the Congress; and
development of additional contingency plans will be accelerated.
Coal

Conversion by industry and utilities to coal and other fuels would
be encouraged by taxes on the use of oil and natural gas.

The Plan also contains astrong regulatory program that would pro-
hibit all new utility and industrial boilers from burning oil or nat-
ural gas, except under extraordinary conditions. Authority would also
exist to prohibit the burning of oil or gas in new facilities
other than boilers. Existing facilities with coal-burning capability

27
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would generally prohibited from burning oil and gas. Permits'
would be require for any conversion to oil Akas rather than to coal.
By 1990, virtual y no utilities would be peffnitted to burn natural
gas. ,

ye
While promoting greater use of coal, the Administratioi will seek

to achieve continued improvementin environmental quality. A strong,
but consistent and certain, environmental policy can provide the con-
fidence industry needs to make investments in energy facilities. The
Administration's policy would:

require installation of the best available control technology in
all new coal-fired plants, including those that burn low sulfur
coal;

protect are where the air is still clean from significant
deterioration;

encourage States to classify lands to protect against significant
deterioration within 3 years after enactment of ,Clean Air Act
amendments;

require Governors to announce intent to change the classifica-
tion of allowable air quality for a given area within 120 days
after an application is made to construct a new source in that
area; 4.

require States to approve or disapprove the application within ,
1 year thereafter.

Further study is needed of the Environmental Protection Agenc
policies allowing offsetting pollution trade-offs for new installatiO s.
A committee will study, the health effects of increased coal production
and use, and the environmental constraints on coal mining and on the
construction of new coal-burning facilities. A study will also be made
of the long-term effects of carbon dioxide from coal and other hydro-
carbons on the atmosphere.

The Administration supports uniform national strip tilling
legislation.

An expansion is proposed for the Government's coal research and
development program. The highest immediate. priority is development
of more effective and economic methods to meet air pollution control
standards. The program will include research.on :

:air pollution control systernS;
fluidized 'be combustion systems

iOcoal cleang systems; ..,
solvent refined coal processes;. f At'

low Btu gasificatv mcesse,s;.-,
advanced high Btu gaskficttion. processes
synthetic liquids tech ntilirg-f,
coal-mining technology.

Nuclear Power "
It is the President's policy to defer any ITS commitMentlko-PW.:,-,A.

vanced nuclear technologies that are based on the use of iiluttOurti,-:,'
while the United States seeks a better approach to the next generairi;
of nuclear power than is provided by plutonium recycle and the

.plutonium breeder. The U.S. will defer indefinitely commercial' re-
processing and recycling of plutonium. The President has proposed to
reduce the funding for the existing breeder program, and to redirect it.
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toward evaluation.of alternative breeders, advanced converter reactors,
and other fuel cycles, with emphasis on nonproliferation and safety
concerns. He has also called for cancellation of construction of the
Clinch River Breeder. Reactor Demonstration Project and all com-
ponent eonstruction, licensing, and commercialization efforts. `t

To encourage other nations to pause in their development of plu-
tonium:based_ technology, the United States should seek to restore
confidence in its willingness and ability to supply enrichment services.
The United States will reopen the order books for U.S. uranium
enrichment services, and will expand its enrichment capacity by build-
ing an energy-efficient centrifuge plant. The President is also propos-
ing legislation to guarantee the delivery of enrichment services to any
country that shares U.S. nonproliferation objectives and accepts
conditions consistent with those objectives:

To resolve uncertainties about the extent of domestic uranium re-
sources, ERDA will reorient its National Uranium Resources Evalua-
tion Program to improve uranium resources assessment. The program
will also include an assessment of thorium resources.

The United States has the option of relying on light-water reactors---
to provide nuclear power...to meet a share of its energy deficit. To
enhance the safe use of light-water reactors: .

the Ntwlear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has already in-
creased tl)e required number of guards at nuclear plants and thZ
requirements for the training thatguards receive ;

the President is requesting that the NRC expand its audit and
inspection staff to increase the number of unannounced inspec-
tions and to assign one permanent Federal inspector to each
nuclear power plant ;

the President is requesting that the Commission make manda-
tory the current voluntary reporting of minor mishaps and
component failures at operating reactors ;

the President is requesting that the NRC develop firm siting
criteria with clear guidelines to .prevent siting of nuclear plants
in densely populated locations, in valuable natural areas, or
in potentially hazardous regions.

The President has directed that a study be made of the entire nuclear
licensing process. He has proposed that reasonable and objective cri-
teria be established for licensing and that plants which are based on a

434iendard design not require extensive individual licensing.
To ensure that adequate waste storage facilities are .available by

1985, ERDA's .waste management program has been expanded to in-
clude development of techniques for lo -term storage of spent fuel.
Also, a task force will review ERDA's wa management program.
Moreover, improved methods of storing s nt nel will enable most
utilities at least to dot e their current sto e c pacity without con-
structing new faci es.

Hydroelectric P per
The Depart ent of Defense (Corps of Engineers), together with

other responsible agencies, will report on the potential for installation
of additional hydroelectric generating capacity at existing dams
throughout the:country.

29
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NoCronventional gegources
AMerica's hope for long-term economic' growth beyond the year

2000 rests in large measitre on renewable and essentially inexhaustible
sotA' es of energy. The Federal Government should aggressively pro-
mote the development of technologies to use these resources.

Saar Energy
Solar -hot water and space heating technology, is now being used

and is ready for widespread commercialization. To stimulate the de-
velopment of a large solar market, a tax credit is proposed. The credit
would start at 40' percent of the first $1,000' and 25. percent ot, the next
$6,400 paid for qualifying solar equipment. The credit would decline
in stages to 25 percent of the first $1,000 ansl 15 percent of the next
$6,400. The ,credit would be supported by a joint Federal-State pro-
gram of standards development, certification, training, information
gathering, and public es tOition. Solar equipment used by business
and industry would be eligible for an additional 10 percent investment
tax credit for energy conservation measures.
Geothermal Energy

Geothermal energy is'a significant potential energy source. The tax
deduction for intangible drilling costs now available-for oil and gas
drilling' oidd be extended to geothermal drilling.
Researeh, Development and Demcmstration

An effective-Federal research, development and demonstration pro-
gram is indispensahle for the production of new energy sources. The
Federal Government should support many research options in their
early stages, but continue support into the later stages only for those
that me ethnical, economic, national security, health, safety, and
eriviro mental 'criteria. Research and development should be accom-
panie by prepay tion for commercialization so that successful Vroj-
eafs e n rapidly e put to practical use.

Additional research, development and demonstration initiatives are
proposed, with emphasis on small, dispersed and environmentally
sound energy systems.

An Office of Small-Scale Technologies would be established to fund
small, innovative energy rOerch and development projects. The Office
would enable individual inventors and small businesses to contribute
to_the national energy research and developmOt effort.
Inform&tion I

A three-part eneeigy information program is proposed. A Petroleum
Productiofi and R serve Information System would provide the ,Fed-
eral Government with detailed, audited data on petroleum reserve
estimates and production levels. A. Petroleum Company Financial
Data System would *quire all large companies and a sample of small
firms engaged in crude oil or natural gas production to submit detailed
financial information to the Federal Government. Data required from
integrated companies would permit evaluation of the performance of
their various segments by providing vertical accountability. An mer-
gency Management. Information System would -provide_ the Federal
and State governments with information needed to respond to energy
@rnergencies,
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Competition
Egective competition in t

concOrn. The Under Secreta
energy industties is a matter of vital
for, policy and evaluation in the pro-

. Posed Department of Energy would be responsible for making cer-
tain that policies and programs of the Department promote competi-
tion. Although. at this time it dots not appear necessary to proceed
with new legislation for either horizontal or vertical divestiture of the
major oil companies, their performance will be monitored. The pro-
posed information program would greatlx assist that effort. A

A present anomaly 3n the availability of the tax dedsuction* for in-tangible dri g costs within the *oil industry would be removed as
part of the program for extending oil and natural gas price controls.
Emergency Assistance for Low-Income Persons

Existing emergency assistance programs are deficient in assisting
low-income persons to meet sharp, temporary increases in'energy costs
due to shortages or severe winters. A redesigned program will be 'corn-
pleted promptly and submitted to theongress.
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U.S. NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY:
THE FEDERAL ROLE * 7

(By Frances A. Gulick 1) L

INTRODUCTION

It has become customary to note the fact that there is no cpm-
coordinated statement of 'U.S. energy policy and no

comprehensive coordinated Fedetal ener Ie.- rogram. More than Sixty
Federal agencies with multiple counterp= its at regional, State and
local levels wield a wide range' of autho ities under an even wider
range of laws and regulations. Collectively, their operations make up
the egal environment within which the Nation's total ener supplies
are being produced and consumed, although their collective ans and

have not been formally codifiedin any statement of energy
poicy.

The lack of a comprehensive policy statement or a coordionted
Federal program does not mean, however, that the United States has
not ,had a Federal- energy pblicy in the past. On the cpntrary, there .

was a national energy policy based on a broad consensus. It was,fatrly
specific, fairly clear cut, and it operated over the pp.st half century
under widely accepted assumptions and under broad bipartisan Fed-
eral and State legislation, endorsement and support.

That policy has been to rely, to the maximum degree on private
enterprise to make the major investment, development, and pricing
decisions affecting energy supply, to thus deliberately delegate to the
private sector authority and responsibility for determining the evolv-
ing shape and direction and content, of national energy policy as a
whole.

0 STATEMENTS OF U.S. ENERGY POLICY

ne of the more articulate statennints of this polic-P was presented
by J. Cordell Moore, then Assistant Secretary of the U.S. Department
of the Interior, to the Energy Cornmitteef,of the Organization for ,

'Economic Coopentiofi and Development (OBCD) in January 1967: .

The very core a .,Vvnergy policy is that industry is responsible for pro-,
duction. distributioltins, and pricing, except in markets where fair prices
cannot be guaranteed by competition, such as, for example, gas and electricity
in interstate-commerce. The Federal Government attempts to establish a climate
favorable for.the growth of the energy industries. It tries to stimulate imitative;
to help advance technology, and to encourage and maintain competition. It moni-

*Appearing in Project Interdependence: U.S. and World Energy Outlook ThroUgh 1990,
A Report prepared by the Congressional Research Service printed for the use of the Com-
mittees on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. U.S. House of Representatives. and Energy
and Natural Resonrces, Commerce. Science and Transportation, U.S. Senate. November
1977. pp. 99-107.

igrancis A. Gulick is an analyst in Environmental Policy at the Congressional Research
Service.
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tors the overall energy situation to he sure that the natibnal security and the
broad interests of the public are protected, it applies constraints to the opera-
tions of the private sector where the public interest so requires, and it makes
liberal use of the instrument of) persuasion at times influence the course fol-

' lowed by the private sector. But the Federal Governm oes not control pro-
duction, it does not direct the efforts of. industry, and it does n i involve itself in
company affairs. Even in the regulatory field its posture is mainly eactive rather
than positive. Information on costs, reserve* processes, and plan: is generally
closely guarded by the companies and they are not required to ulge it .
I stress our lack of authoritative knowledge concerningthese matters because
it is a basic part of our pOlicy, and contrasts, I Am sure, with the situation in na-
Hone in which the energy Industries are nationalized.

* * * * * * * .

In stressing * the lack of 'direct U.S. Government control over many
aspects of our energy situation, .I am outlining the essence of American energy
policy and strategy. We try to kchieve our objectives in the energy field by
stimulating initiative in the private sector rather than by directing it or doing
the work ourselves. We Unfit regulatory measures to areaswhere our objecives
Cannot be achieved by competition. And we attempt to avoid protective and
other measures that add to cost, seeking instead to solve long-range problems of
security of sup , cost, and tither objectives through technologic advance!

This interp tion of-the Federal energy -rOle as subordinate to
the decisions o the private sector was.rearticulated in similar terms
in the Report of the President to Congress on "The Organization of
Federal Energy Functions," issued,in January 1977 on the eve of tV'
inauguration of a new Aaministration: .

While there has been a significant increase of Federal activity in and influence
- on the national energy system, the-private sector continues to playthe dominant,

role in the functioning of the complex series`of economic activities which eon-
Atitute the total national energy system. However. as, in other sectors of- the
market, there are imperfections in the energy markets, both national and inter-
national ; there are social costs related to the production, transportation, and use
of various fuels that are. not reflected in the market prices of those fuels ; and
there are national security interests to be safeguarded. Therefore, the Federal
Government is required to carry. out a significant number of functions aid roles
in Concert with or in supplementation of the activities of private firms and con-
sumers whichparticipate in the energy system. ,.

Intensive R. & D. programs have been launched In pursuit of various national
goals, such as the defense effort, space exploration, and overcoming f isease. The
goal of energy R. & D. and technology development is improved energy con-
servation and new and improved supply sources. Unlike the defense and space
programs, however, ale consumer of the energy technoldgy produced by govern-
men I assistance is the private sector. In short, the Federal.energy R. & D.
program is aimed at enhancing energy technology utilized by the private sector.

e role of the' Federal GoVernment in energy-. RD&D , is supplementary :
to do what'cannot be or is lioiltbeing done by the private 'sector. Governnient
ean establish ankapwopriate policy climate for private sector action, share risks-
with the private. sector, -and conduct complementary RD&D programs. The ,
assumption is thai the private sector is prepared to take risks. has the inherent,
flexibility to act, controls the majoi share of new investment funds. and possesses
thenecessary managerial capabilities for carrying out most of the RD&D and
virtually all of technology introduction. Generally, market forces will determine.

the economically optimum mix of alternative energy technologies. In some
situations, the Govertiaent's regulatory role greatly affects the introduction
of technologies. For example, changed Government price regulations on oil and
pis could make conservatjon technologies and more 'expensive enhanced-recovery

2 "Part I : Observations on United States Energy Policy. a paper dated Nov. 1. 1966. pre-pared, as background for the Confrontation on U.S. Ener Policy for the 11th session ,ofthe Energy Committee of the OECD in Paris, Jan. 26- 7. 1967; and "Part II: SoMe
Distinguishing Features of United States Energy Policy," his opening remarks at the session
On Jan. 26. 1967.Texts reprinted in Senate Inferior Committee Print, No. 93-43 (92-76).
Energy Policy Papers, 1974,, pp. 321-353.
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techniques for oil and gas more attractive. Similarly, chengiug ,regulation or
nuclear plants and other major installations, within acceptable/safety.standards,
could speed construction and lower the cost of the technologies.'

BASIC ENERGY POLICY ASSUMPTIONS

Central among the basic assumptions on which this nationar energy
policy has been based have been the following which relate to domestic
energy supplies and to domestic energy prices and pricing policy :

There are and will be sufficient domestic energy supplies, available
in acceptable quantity and form, to meet the country'sipregent and
foreseeable expanding economic needs.

These energy- supplies can, and should, be made available at the
lowest possible costa:and prices, consistent with reliability of supply'.
Consumer choice among various kinds of fuels can be counted on to
produce competition among supplies which in turn will provide in-
centive to keep energy prices low.

RELATIVE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR '

The relative roles of the Private and public sector in framing and
regulating resultant national energy policy flow from these two as-
sumptions. Simply stated they are:

Private enterprise can, and should, be relied on to the maximum
degree to explore, produce, distribute, market, and price an evolving
blend of fuels.

Federal intervention in this process should, and can, be strictly
limited to measures which would maintain a business and regulatory
environment conducive to abundant and low cost energy and to pro-
vide a leading role in financing research in new energy technologies.
It should be essentially residual, operating in the interest of and sup-
porting the efforts of private enterprise.

It is certainly tr»e that Fedi.ral role has taken highl
visible fors. In addition to such readily identifiable functions as r t-
lation of natural gas and utility rates, the Federal Governmen has
pioneered in development of hydroelectric power and in development
and demopstration of nuclear energy kind in production of enriched.
uranium for nuclear fuel, Statistically, however, production in Fed
eral-facilities amounts to only a small fraction of total civilian elktri-
ca1 suppies; still leas then A nerceDely 1976. mainly' in the form. of
eligetric .poNAr from'hydrodlectric-6tations. TVA, the Corps of En'ff,i-
neers, and the Bureau of Reclamation produce and market power from
both thermal and hydro sources. The Nuclear Regulatory-C,Qpimission
controls the imports and exports of uranium, thorium, and other
fissionable materials. "ERDA manufactures and markets enriched
uranium and may have to provide long-term management for highly
radioactive nuclear wastes. All of the electricity from nuclear power
plants in the United States that are fueled with enriched uranium,
therefore, depend on the Federal Government for this necessary fuel
supply. As landlord, the Federal Gov/ernment wields significant power,

3 The Organization of Federal Energy Function& Messate from The President of the
United States. transmitting his recommendations for the Reorganization of Federal Energy
and Natural Resources iyettv,Ittes. pursuant to sec. 162(b) of the nnergy Conservatipn and
Production Act of 1976( Jab. 12, 1977. Issued as House Docnment No. 95-43, 95th Cong.,
let Sess., pp. 10, 33.
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owing, ani-,1 leasing to, the private sectorabout 34 percent of the
t land a,,rea..The mineral rights to an even larger area, including
the Outer Continental Shelf, are also under Federal control.

Nevertheless, as measured by both the proportion of energy pro-
duced and marketed and by the intent of the policy, the Pederal role
in and control over: the development of energy policies and patterns
of. use has°, been deliberately subordinated to the concept of least
feasible interference with market decision and maximum reliance on

, ptivate initiative and enterprise.. Liberal tax incentives such as extensive depletion. allowances for
energy extraction and provisions allowing generous expensing of
exploration costs had been regularly' reenacted with only minor.
changes for nearly sixty years before the changes reflected in the Tax
'Reduction Act of -1975, Public Law 94-12, signed March 29, 1975.4

Similarly, Congresses of _varying political persuasions have regu- ,
larly reaffirmed support of the Interstate Compact to Conserve Oil and

oe- Gas,5 an endorsement which since its first enactment in 1935 has
served to reinforce the intent to rely on State laws promoting energy
conservation and market stability by, among other measures, en-

. couiaging adjustment' of supply to demand through prorating of pro-
' duction among the private producers of oil and natural gas.

'An examination cif energy related Federal laws and directii-es
through 1973 confirms this relatively self-limiting Federal role in

1
energy policy formUlation.

A compilation of Federal la s relating to fuel and energy resources,
prepared for the House Com ttee on Interior and Insular Affairs and
issued in December 1972, re iewed and reprinted the energy- related
sections of some 40 '-major laws, collating them by agency, and
concluded : e

If nothing more, arranging these laws by administering agency serves to
underscore both the large number of agencies and other offices having some
responsibility in the energy field, and the lack of, central control over energy
policy .° \

The result has-leen that, with very few exceptions the major sub-
stantive national energy policy decisionsdecisions which are now
the object of tumultuous congressional reconsiderationwere delib-
erately made the responsibility of the private sector.

These critical tresponsibilities, acwpted and energetically exercised
by the private sector, shaped national ,'patterns of energy production
and use in such fiindamenti, policy vectors as : The amount and direc-
tion of energy investment; the eEtent and location of exploration ; the
volume and rate of production ; the direction and mode of distribu-
tion; the relative mix among various fuels ; decisions on prices at
wholesale and retail level; and the degree of national dependence on
imported fuels.

4In addition tb a number of changes which reduce exemptions involving foreign income,
this law repealed' the 22 percent depletion allowance in its entirety for all major oil and
natural gas producers, Identified as those producing more than 2.000 barrels of oil per day,
or 12 million cubic feet of natural gas per .t ny postponing its abolition for independent COM-
panics who do not have retail outlets and less than these amounts, on a graduated
schedule until 1984.. Tb- depletion allow ce was continued for other extractive fuels.

5Most recently, in S.J. Res. 126, to extend the compact through Dec. 31. 1978, which
passed the Senate Mr . 4. 1976. See "Interstate Oil Compact Extension," Hearing before
the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 94th Cong., second sess., on S.J. Res.
126, Mar. 24, 1976, summarizes recent discussions on the rob, of pricing as n conservation
tool. In the context of the original purposes of the compact set out in article II.

U.S. House of Representatives, Comfnittee on Insular Affairs, 92d Cong.. 2d sess., "Com-
pilation of Federal Laws Relating to Fuel and Energy Resources," Committee Print 92-7,
898 pp.

,
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In sum;it has been U.S. policy to rely to the maximum de ee on
private enterprise in the competitive market syStem to she e and
make the principal components of U.S. national energy policy.

It is in this contextan up-to-now deliberately self-limit g and
residual Federal rolethat U.S. national' energy policy n ds to be
understood and is now being reassesed.

CHANGES IN THE BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

-----,,,-Foremost among the facts on which a major reassessment is now
taking place is the the first two assumptions have greatly changed,
so much so as to str national energy policy of much of its underlying
rationale:

1. Domestic 8upp es.-2-As this whole report makes abu ntly clear,
domestic energy su lies areNno longer able to meet a 1 of our bur-

/ geoning demands. By end of 1976, the country was importing oil
and refined oil product- qual to one-fifth of total enerny demand and
equal to some 42 pert nt of total pe4roleum demand. In January
1977, imports soared to more than half of total petroleum demand;
first quarter imports averaged- 9 million b/d. Four-fifths of those
imports came from OPEC lands. With the exception of DOD and

-other public sector procurement, virtually all petroleum imports are
purchased and managed by the private sector. Production of domestic
oil and natural gas has peaked, recoverable domestic reserves are
dwindling and are likely to be exhausted around the end of the, ccu-
tury. Meanwhile substantial safety, environmental and technical prob-
lems impede their rapid replacement by coal and nuclear energy.

2. Dome8tic prices.--Concurrently the domestic U.S. Market has
lost whatever independent influence it may once have had over energy
price and pricing policy ,through competition among suppliers for a
growing domestic market to keep energy prices low. The already
quadrupled and still rising prices of imported crude, set now by
OPEC .producers, provide the main influence on not only the com-
posite refiner acquisition costs of crude but also on other do es is
energy supplies,Jiow enhanced in value as demand foroil kee oil
prices high.

way,

REASSESSMENT OF THE RELATINyE PRIVATE AND PUBLIC ROLES

of this
two changes stimulated Congress into a. major reassessment

o this long standing policy. A series of enactments during the 93d and
94th Congvsses likid the base for a new codification of natknal policy
on energy. (See below.) They served, if nothing else, tonake Con
gress and the public in general far more conscioul than before of
how residual the Federal role in national energy policy has been.

A careful review of the substance of these recent laws confirms the
fact that, while the reassessment process is well under way, the changes
so far enacted represented only very limited modifications in the long
standing major premises : the Federal role is still residual, the private
role still dominant.

To cite just o'ne key, example, regulation of crude oil pricing: The
initial price controls affecting crude oil were not directed specifically
at oil alone but were part of a general wage and price management
effort, dating from'A,ug-ust 1971, to moderate inflationary pressures in

t-
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4the economy as a whole. By mid-1973, crude oil was the last commodity- 7
still reniaining limier' price control and the OPEC embargo and quad-
rupling of oil &ices interrupted a phase-but already. underway. '

The elaborate interim allocation/entitlement/two-tier price arrange-,
ments, authorized under and resulting froth the Emergency Petroleum
Allocation Act of (1973, were enacted as emergency and intentionally
temporary measures to cope with a market now violently in flux.

eThe consensus r ached in Public Law 94 -163, signed December 22,
. 1975i and extended, as amended, by Public,Law 93-385, signed August

14, 1976, as the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, established a
policy, not of continued price control but of price decontrol, carefully
monitored and moderated, permitting a rise over alittle more than
three years to a new world market rate. The grad1iated, instead of
sharp, rise was intended to cushion the impact on an economy still
coping with high level of unemployment and inflation, but the pur-
poseand end result, wa rice decontrol: ,-,

NEW STATEMENT OF U.S. ENERGY POMCY
C--

With theadvent of the new. Administration a major and dramatic
shift in basic,U.S. energy policy has been proposed.

In a series of presidential addresses, documents and proposed legis-
lationtbeAdministration has laid out the butlines of it comprehensive
energy plan intended to achieve a significant reduction of oil imports,
by 1985, through a series of specific production, conservation and fuel
switching goals.
, There is very little within the detailed proposals or even the goalswhich can qualify as "new"with the exception of :two of the ten..

..principles which are set forth to "provide a framework not only for
present poli s, but alSo for the development of future.policies."
/Eight of t e ten principles represent general findings already ern-

bodied in legi lation currently in force, calling for a U.S. energy policy
which is hea thy to the econo ; protects the environment; empha-
sizes conservation; is secure r nd energy efficient; is predictable;
uses resourcesin plentiful pply a moderates the use of fuels which
are scarce and vigorously expands the use of nonconventional and
renewable fuels. ... .

, .Two of the principles, however, represent ruhdamental changes 'as
compared with national energy policies and assumptions of the past
the assertion that (1) The Federal QPIatvernment-should take the leading
role in dealing with the nation's energy policy comprehensively andthat (2) energy prices should generally reflect the true replacement

,cost of energy. These are diametrically opposed to the national energy ..policies on which 50 years of energy and economic growth in the United
States have been based. A

eirThe codification of earlier U.S. energy policy represent.. in the taco
previously quoted statements, by Interior Assistant Secretary Moore
and by President Ford, is now directly, challenged in the first principle
of the Administration's proposed National Energy Plan :

The energy problem can be effectively addressed only by .a Government that
accepts responsibility for dealing with it comprehen ely and by a public thatunderstands its seriousness and is ready to make n ssary sner,ifices. The de-clining availability of oil and natural gas will affect v rtually allergy prieet
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and consumption patterns in the United States; for the -various. energy supplies
are all part of an integrated energy market; Therefore, in thisdemocratic §pciet3',
a solution can be found only In counprehensive Government polciymaking in-
formed by public comment and supftrted by public understanding and action.' *

The second change which is at odds with past U.S national energy
policy premises7-listed as thoksev th principleis that "energy prices
should generally reflect the true placement cost of energy. "' Clearly
this is very different from a polic r that Federa policy should
be to ensure that energ upplies should be made avail, ble at the low-
est possible costs and,p ees, consistent with reliability of supply.

Under the Federal energy reorganization now mule vay, the Secre-
tary of a new Department of Energy, consolidating a ry wide range
of energy policy an program authorities from half a dozen major
energy agencies, willle the President's principal agent in attempting
to wield this greatly expanded Federal policymaking responsibility
mad role:

Under, regulatory powers conveyed by legislation enacted and still in
force, the FederalPovernment is already authorized to:

Set prices for 4614and new oil, for old and new interstate, natural
I gas; and for uranium enriched materials.

tproduction goals for fuels ori, public lafid.
Determine, under relatively' general guidelines, which fuels could

be burned in Which boiler§.
Allocate coal.
Under emergency presidential powers, allocate oil, oil products and

natural gas.
Negotiate the price 'for up to one billion barrels of Oil for strategic

stockypile storage.
Determine OR -quantity of gasoline which can be produced in domes-

tic refineries.
standards for a wide range of industrial and consumer products,

auto full efficiencies and therrrkal building requirements.
.4 Control the exports of coal, oil, witaniwn, nuclear pants and rtip-,
Tne4t, and electricity.. L>.

Accelerate or slow down the rate at which additiorthl nucl elec-
tric power generating capacity will be authorized., ,

Create new energy supply !industries through a combination of
economic incentives, pricing powers, contracting authority and tech-
ndlogical capabilities.

In the context of the new consolidation of energy agencies and the
proposed new philosophy of a primary Pederal policymaking role,
these powers are formidable. Collectively they represent Federal au-
thorities exercised in the Last only in times of war, national disaster
and emergencyif not "ffie moral equivalent of war", the peacetime
regulatory equivalent.of wartime powers.

. CONcLUSION

Whether the President or a Secretary of Energy could actually sue-
cessfullf carrf out such powers in the absence of War or similar re:
tional 4nergency is still questionable, particularly if the programs

/Executive Office of the President. Office of Energy Policy ana Planning. The National.
Energy Plan. Washington, Apr. 29, 1977, 103 pp. Citation Is on p. 26.

°Mid, pp. 29-30.
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and policieg- to be enforced turn out to run c tinter to Ike de facto
national energy goals represented by private sector desires and intent.

Congress has not completed its own reassessment of national energy
policy and it is by no means certain that it is prepared 'to endorse all
of the proposed changes in the Federalenerepolicymaking role.

Meanwhile the major decisions in all the important energy policy. ,
vectors which make up national energy policy continue to be made,
as they have in the phst, by _private sector investment plans and choice
and will.

-
ENERGY PICTURE AT A GLANCE

.

Programs ancrauthorities.included in legislation already qtacted -

Strategic reserves.Authopiiation to'create a system 'of national'
strategic petroleum reserves of up to 1 billion barrels, and develop-
ment and civilian useof navalpetroleum reserves.:

Emergency authority.A wide range of standby energy emergency
legislation, inelnding continuing authority for allocation of scarce
materials and petroleum, as well as end-use rationing oi gasoline:

Energy ricing.Permits carefully monitpred and moderated in-
, crea in domestic crude oa3 pricekto world price levels over a period
of 39 onths under new procedifres ensuring close Congressional
mans ment, oversight and control. Stripper-well production is ex-
empt rom the price ceilings, effective, Septembei. 1; 1976. Proposals
for utility rate reform are to be prepared by FEA.

Conversivn, from oil and gas to coal.Extended authority fu the
FEA Administrator to force industrial conversion trona oil and nat-
ural gas to coal.

rg? c ervation.A $2 billion loan guarantee program to en-
co ge ry -and busineth to practingtenergy conservation; a .
$200 million grant program for a three-yeaveatherization assistancft
program administered by FEA; $82.5 million for a weatherization
program administered by Community Services Administration; a
two-year, $200 million loan-grant demonstration program to :finance'
conservation and renewable resources in existing homes; $110-million
tto aid States in developing conservation plans;, mandatory building
standards ate to bb drawn up; mandatory labeling for energy-using
appliances; additional funding to promote mass transportation, re-
cycling and resource recovery ; and mandatory fuel economy standards

.for passenger automobiles. ,

Energy, research, development, and demonstration.Increased
funding for solar 'and other renewable fuels, Continued-work on nu-
clear power research, and a quite substantial research and development
program to proMote the commercialization of electric vehicles.
Approved by the House of Representatives-a:ad by the Senate Finance

Committee during the 94th Congress
Conservation tax and inveistment credits.For homeowners and

businesses who install new or improved insulation, better heating
systems, solar and geothermal energy equipment, heat pumps and
wind, related energy equipment.

Production investment credits.Addiiional credits were provided to
encourage investment in waste conversion equipment, organic fuel
conversion, railroad equipment. deep mining coal equipment, coal
liquefactio4 and gasification technology. .
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Thoroughly debated but still controversial
"Gas guzzler" taxes.
Natural gas deregulation. .,

Standby.gasoltna tax. ,

Tax on the business use of oil and natural gas.
Crude oil equalization tax (debated as a windfall profits/plowback

uvestmeat tax). ,T,Proposals .
.

he proposed utility sprogram requiringAll utilities to offer energy
conservation installation And financing services.

Rebates of "gas guzzler." and gitsoline taxes.

4



AN ECONOMIC APPRAISAL OF PRESIDENT CARTER'S
ENERGY PROGRAM

(By Walter J. Mead)*
For the last 5 years there has been a uniform cry from concerned

businessmen, ehvironmentalists, oil people,and political figures callingfor a "comprehensive national energy policy." National energy policy
to date has consisted of a conflicting set of expedient measures, withdo-
mestic tax Policies having the effect of subsidizing the flow of capital
into petroleum production, while at the same time price controls have
reduced profitability and tended to cancel out the first set of policies.
Another tax policy has encouraged foieign oil production while import
quotas prevented this subsidized production from entering the U.S.market. In the early 1970's the federal government forced public utili-ties to abandon coal-fired generators in favor of oil and gas turbinea.Five years later the same government was mandating the opposite
shift, at enormous social cost.

While a "comprehensive national energy policy" was obviously'
needed, very few people bothered to spell out in detail what set of poli-
cies they considered to be beneficial. Professional economists who spec-ialize in energy research, as well as some spokesmen with a business
orientation, had in mind policies which relied on the market forces of
supply, demand, and price to allocate scarce energy resources among
competing uses. But to political Washington, the cry for a national en-
ergy policy is interpreted as a deMand for more government decision -making and less reliance on the mcet. Those who called for a "com-prehensive national energy policy" and meant by it greater reliance onmarket forces must have been shocked when they read principle num-ber one in the President'si energy message. This first principle stated
that "we can have an effeelive and comprehensive energy policy only if
the Federal Government takes responsibility for it . (1, p. 1). Theessence of the President's energy message implements this first prin-
ciple. Price controls for both oil and gas are not only extended to cover
previously exempt areas, such as intrastate gas, but are also offered as
permanent institutions (2, 3).

Professional economists who have specialized in energy economics al-
most to a man have argued for greater reliance on market forces and
less government interference in energy problems. Their strong prefer-
ence for market solutions is not because they are philosophical con-." servatives. Rather they are acutely aware of the poor record of gov-ernment interference in the energy market. That record is one of mas-sive and repeated resource misallocation. Adelman wrote about "this
whuln bybtern of organized waste" (4); wl}ile Erickson and Spann de-
scribed the energy crisis as a "policy induced" (5) crisis.

Appeared in Science, July 22, 1977. pp. 340-345. Copyright 0 1977 by the AmericanAssociation for the Advancement of Science. Walter Mead is professor of economics at theUniversity of California, Santa Barham. Reprinted by permission.

(82)
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A -HALF-CENT17RY OF FEDERAL ENERGYA-POLICY IN REVIEW

A
The record of governm:ent intervention on behalf of various interest

groups in the energy industry is well known to economists specializing
in this area. The past is prologue. Congress in legislating energy pol-
icy, must become aware of its own record. Let us briefly review the rec-
ord of majir federal government energy policy intervention.

(1) The percentage depletion allowance tax provision affecting oil,
gas, and other minerals was introduced more than a half-century ago.
One major effect was to increase` the flow of capital into oil and gas ex-
ploration and production. This in turn increased the supply of petro-
leum from domestic sources and caused petroleum product prices to be
lower than they would have been in the absence of this tax subsidy.
This historically low price policy for energyled to both big cars and
other evidence of wasteful Consumption, and to premature depletionof
thonation's resourcesAt contributed to the energy crisis of the 1970's.

(2) Tait provisions allowing the expenslng of intangible drilling
costs for productive wells contributed further to excessive capital flows
into oil and gas exploration. The results were the same as those indi-
cated in point 1 above.

(3) A third tax item, the foreign tax credit, stimulated a flow of
U.S. capital into foreign petroleum exploration and therefore rapid
production, artificially low prices, and more rapid resource depletion
throughout the rid. It also led international oil companies to enter
other lines o9riginess chartered in low-income-tax countries as a means
of using excess foreign tax,credits.

(4) During the 1930's, in the name of T'conservation," the ground-
work was laid for production controls ultimately t. the form of
market demand prorationing. This is a monopolistic device enforced
by government on behalf of the Oil industry and was designed to
reduce domestic production in order to cause oil prides to rise above
competitive levels. This polici therefore tended to cancel out some of
the supnly effects of the tax' subsidies identified in points 1 and 2
above. Market demand prorationing was authorized by two laws
passed by Congress. laws authorizing the Interstate Oil CompaCt
and the "Connally Hot Oil Act" which provided the enforcement
mechanism (6)..

(5) As another monopolistic device, in 1959 the Eisenhower Ad-
ministration introduced mandatory oil import quotas having the
effect of restricting petroleum supplies from abroad and thereby
depleting domestic resources at .a faster rate. Quotas were introduced
at the insistence of independent crude oil producers, joined by coal
producers, and over the opposition? of the major international oil
companies (7). Intport quotas caused domestic crude oil prices to be
P bout A1.25 per bari.el above the imported en le Drice until about 1971.
The private interest need for import quotas lowed from the efforts

, under market demand prorationing to nutintai rtificially high oil
prices in te United States. Market demand nrorationing restrictions
on 4omestic supply designed to increase prices could not work for
long without parallel, restrictions on imports. At the same time,
import restrictions prevented the free flow of imported oil subsidized
by the foreign tax credit listed in point 3 bove. This subsidized oil
therefore flowed to Western Europe and 'elsewhere, benefiting either

4,4),
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foreign cons mere in the form of lower prices or foreign governments
in the form if higher excise tax receipts at the expense of American
taxpayers a d consumers.

(6) Natu 1 gas price controls originated in a 1938 act of Congress.
A Siiptem Court decision in 19t4 stated that Congress intended
price cont is to cover the wellhead price of na,tual gas flowing in
interstate ommerce. This action, as administered by the Federal
Power Co misSion, continued the historically low price policy...for
energy. P ices were 'set below market clearing levels leading both
to waste 1 consumption -and to the severe shortages in early 1977. %.
, (7) Pr.ce controls over crude oil and products were instituted in
1971 by t e Nixon Administration. To the extent that oil prices are "t1

set belo market clearing levels; product shortages have fesulted.
Rut ther is an open-ended oil supply. Declining domestic production
from a eak of -10 million barrels per day in 1970, down to about
8 millio barrels Rer day currently, paired with increased consump-
tion, is eading to va$ increases 'in imports and consequent depend-
ence an' balance of r(vinents problems.

(8) ith the introduction of multiple-tier pricing as part of price
contro s, a mechanism must be established to decide who is to be
favo d with low-priced crude and who must buy the high-priced
inytio s. This led to an allocation program requiring that some firms
sell rude and products to others. This is an income redistribution
syst m that also distorts an efficient flow of resources.

( ) In addition, the price control system led to politically perceived
"inequities" between, different refiners and between different parts
of the country. Therefore, another offsetting income redistribution ,
system was established called "entitlements" requiring tW.money
in large amounts (about $1 Million per year) be passeaWrOm one
grpup of refineries to another. Even the President's document admits
that the -entitlements program is "anc administrative nightmare'.
(8, p. 49).

(10) Early in the present century a system of four naval petroleum
reserves was established. The largest known reserve is Elk Hills in
California. During the Arab oil embargo, CongresS debated. but was
unable to authorize, a single barrel of oil production from Elk Hills
to alleviate the harsh economic effects of that embargo. Now that
there is an apparent slut of oil developing on the West Coast with
the introduction of North Slope crude into this market, Congress
has legislated production scheduled to expand '0.350,000 barrels per

IV, thereby contributing So the West Coast oil Oat.
) In the 1920's Congress passed the Jones 7.ct requiring thit all

marine shipments between two U.S. ports be on tankers (i) built in
the United States, (ii) owned by American companies, and N'
manned by American crews. This act has created a domestic monopoly
position for each of the three interest groups covered. It now requires
that consumers bear the added cost of Jones Act shipping for Alaskan
crude oil. The 94th Congress passed the tanker bill that would extkid
Jones A ct conditions to 30 percent othe oil imported into the. UnitsL
States from abroad. This was done at a time when surplus tanke
were tied up all over the world. Compliance with the tanker bill would
have required massive tanker cc:instruction in the United States, there-,
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by contributing to the tanker surplus. It would also havQmposed a
blirden on American consumers estimated at about abillion per year.
But for a presidential veto, the tanker bill would be the law of theland.

Perhaps the foregoing 11 items are sufficient to illustrate why
energy ,economists have not been enthusiastic about additional govern-
mental intervention in the energy market. This record does not lead
one to he confident that the public interest will be served by additional
government intervention. This 'record should surprise no one. Con-
gress and the Administration muse respond to dominant organiied
pressures. The President's first principle, suggesting that an effective
and comprehensive energy policy requires that the government take
responsibility for it,, implies that government intervention in the
future will wisely serve the general welfare, in to the historical
reCord.

SOME COMMENDABLE. FEATURES IN THE PRESIDENT'S ENERGY PROGRAM

The President's energy message contains several admirable state-
ments and recommendations, from an economic ,efficiency point of
view.

(1) Allocation efficiency will be improved by the President's pro-
posal to let the price, paid by users of crude oil rise to the Wor-14-Ruce.
However, this is only half of the market solution, which would allow
both the de price and the supply price to be set by the market
rather than b the government.

(2) A. presi ential directive requiring federal agencies to purchase
cars that exce d the average fuel economy by 2 percent in 4978 aild 4
percent in 1980 appears to be commendable, as an economy meirrOt.e.

(3) Some of the refoKrfis of public utility rate regulation will lead
to greater economic efficiency in that regulated ;industry. First, peak-
load pricing is long overdue. If implemented, it should shift power
usage from normal peak-load periods and thereby reduce the need
for new consteuction. Second, the President's proposal to phase out
promotional rates and declining rates that are not justified by declin-
ing costs will contribute to greater efficiency. Third, the President's
proposed prohibitions on master metering for electricity structures
will lead renters to economize on power usage- The present system
of master meters in such structures leads renters to treat electric power
as a free good and hence to use it excessively.

(4) The President notes that oil, and gas are now priced' "below
their marginal replacement cost and, as a result, the nation uses them
wastefully with little regard to their true value." This is a true state-
ment and one might take encouragement from the fact that it is
enunciated by the President. HoTgevsor, in the next paragraph of his
message he states that "the residettrial sector is sheltered as the plan
would keep natural gas prices to residential users down and provide
tax rebates-for home oil use" (1, p. 15). It is clear that his policy rec-
ommendations perpetuate the very problem that he has so well
identified.

(5) The President's proposal seeking legislation to limit probe-
tion from the Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve to a ready-reserve
level until the,,IVest:to-East transportation systems for moving Alas-



kan oil surplus are in place, and until" California refiners have com-
pleted a major refinery retrofit program to enable indre Alaskan oil
to be used in California, is commendable. The proposal could be im-
proved by eliminating its temporary character and placing the Elk
Hills Reserve in a permanent, fully developed standby reserve position.

(6) The exemption of shale oil from the President's proposed price
control system will enable oil production from our vast shale oil re-
serves to proceed whenever cost and market conditions justify .such
production.

(7) The President's proposal to expand the- strategic petroleum
reserve to the point where the nation could withstand a 10-month
supply interruption appears to to be desirable. With this reserve the
nation could accept a relatively high level of imports from the Middle
East. While this policy will involve balance of payments probems,
it is at least consistent with the fact Of life that the large remaining
known reserves of crude oil are in the Middle East and not in the
United States. It enables us, with reduced risk, to delay developing
major supplies of very high cost energy sources as alternatives to
imported crude oil.

(8) After observing that the present gasoline price control sytem
is inoperative (prices are determined by competitive conditions), the
President wisely recommends gasoline price decontrol.

SOME QIIESTIONABLE POLICY PROPOSALS

Iii addition to the recommendations noted above, which appear to
offer greater resource allocation efficiency, there are other recom-
mendations that might possibly be worthwhile on efficiency grounds.
The plan calls for a large number of prograrn8 that all suffer from a
common faultthey are not supported by evidence showing that
their social benefits exceed their social costs. These programs include
the following:

(1) New cash subsidies for individuals, home owners, schools, and
hospitals to finance weatherization and the installation of miscellane-
ous "approved conservation measures."

(2) New tax subsidies to business to encourage installation of "quali-
fying solar equipment," "apprOved conservation measures," and "co-
generation equipment."

(3) Federal investments in van pooling (6000 vans to be purchased)
for use by federal employees in commuting to and from their jobs.
The fact that lar -scale unsubsidized .van-pooling arrangements have
not been Access I leads to the'suspicion that the self-supporting
feature of this p posal will not materialize. -

(4) In the ev nt that voluntary programs fail to achieve prescribed
results, then mandatory measures are proposed relative to weatheri-
zation, efficiency standards in new buildings, and home appliance
efficiency standards.

The economic problem in all these proposals is that subsidies and
governmental force will likely cause scarce resources to be allocated
to uses that have a low or negative rate of return to society, unless net
external' benefits are-present. External benefits accrue to society at
large, rather than.to the individual or business.decision-maker. Tfiere
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is no showing of net external benefi s in the President's analysis; Where
either subsidies or force lead to re ourc misallocation, the standard
of living of the poeple will be unnecessarily low. Before Congress
enacts any of these measures, it should require evidence that the dis-
cOunted present value of the benefits exceed the costs.

One of the 'above measures may be used to illustrate the problem.
As a force measure, Congress is considering legislation that would
prohibit the sale or refinancing of any home not meeting prescribed
federal' insulation standards. A decision to insulate a home should be
based on the present costs of insulation and the flow of future savings.

' If costs exceed benefits, such investments should not be made.- An
exception occurs if there' are net external benefits. gone are obviously
present. If thiS4rvIculation is distorted by artificially low prices for
gas or other' mergy input, then the obvious correction should be to
eliminate the source of the distortionthe current price control sys-
tem. The President's program perpetuates this problem by extending
gas price controls and making both gas and oil price controls per-
manent.

Costs and benefitd will differ widely by geographical area, age of
the house, difficulty of retrofitting, temperature preferences of indi-
viduals, and the like. In the absence of net external benefits, home
insulation decisions should be made by home owners,' not by a distant
Congress.

SOME OF THE PRESIDENT'S PROPOSALS ARE 00IINTERPRODUCTIVE

The President proposes two extensions of existing tax subsidies.
(1) According to the President's plan, some independent oil and

gas producers have been deprived of a portion of the tax reduction
enacted in 1976 for the expensing of intangible drilling costs. As a
solution to this problem, be proposes that_the intangible drilling cost
expendithre provision be liberalized. Howevr, further liberalization
of tax subsidies will make oil production more profitable after taxes.
This is in conflict with the President's own pri6-cogr_ol measures,
which are designed to restrain profitability. Further, a tax subsidy,
unsupported by evidence of net external benefits, -leads to overin-
vestment in the subsidized industry and to resource misallocation.
Instead of further liberalization, Congress should consider eliminat-
ing existing legislation which permits expensing of intanble drill-
ing costs for productive wills and requiring instead caPitalization
of such expenditures. ThiS provision, of course, should be 'applicable
to all oil and gas, producers equally. In a similar vein, complete elimi-
nation of percentage depletion allowance for all mineral production,
regardless of firm size, should be considered by Congress.

(2) In addition, the President proposes that expensing of intangible
drilling costs as a tax stimulant be made available to geothermal
energy production. The reasoning above applies here, also. Further,
a tax subsidy for geothermal energy places alternative energy sources
including, for example, solar, wind, and fuel from waste at a relative
disadvantage. Instead of extending tax subsidies to additional energy
sources, a preferable policy would be to eliminate such non-neutral
tax provisions from all present applications.

4.
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Strong endorsement is given-by the President to the amendments to
the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act now being considered by Con-
gress. Currently available economic research Shows that the com-
petitive bonus ding. system now in effect has produced more than
fair market vale to the, government :and has introdueed.a low level'
of inefficiency i to the production process. Iilecent testimony before
the House. of Re resentatives, evidence was pisented indicating that
the proposed amendments to alter the bidding process. would be
copnterprojuctive in that they would cause valuable petroleum re-sources toe lett the ground and the public would receive lower

...payments from lefees. This lengihy evidence is available (9) .
The quality of the economic analysis. supporting the President's

program appearSo.be_poor. First; the 'analysis,argues that 'Without
constraints, U.S. oil denriand probably would grow at the postwar

' rate of 4 percent per year,. and reach' 25. million barrels per day by
1985 (8, p. 11). This' projection appearsto asSuine that the demand
for oil has a long-run elasticity of zero, a highly urlikely cendition..
Price appears to have been ignored in the analysis. In the absence 'of.
intervention, the price of prude oil would be about $14 per barrel,
currently, compared to about $3 per barrel when the postwar,con-
sumption growth rate used in the above quotation was being estab-.
fished. At higher prices prevailing under uncontrolled conditions,
people will economize (conserve), and consumption growth rtes will
be reduced.

ond, the analysis sets out.to reduce "energy consumption." This .,
is myopic view of economic problems. Conservation, as an economic
problem, requires that all resources be conserved, not just energy. 'Poi-.
icies that use tax incentives and the allocation power oLgovernment
to mandate reduced energy consumption lead, through resource siib-
stitution, to higher consumption of other resources (copper, insula-
tion, steel, and the like) as if they had no value. Such policies are
counterproductive with respect. to resource 'conservation. This "energy
myopia" is an unfortunate andserious economic flaw in the .energy
plan. -;;"-

PRICE CONTROLS ?CREATE SHORTAGES.

The most important issue in the President's energy plan is price
policy. Two major alternative policies are available. First,. the price
system can be allowed to allocate scarce energy resources among com-
peting uses with governthent interference limited to correcting fo

,significant externalities. This would also cpnstitute a "comprehensive
national energy policy." Second, price controls can be retained with
the government making the important eConomic'decisions about energy
prices and about who is to be favored with artificially low-priced
energy. The President clearly chooses the secoi4t1 alternative. "The
President is committed to the retention of doviestic oil price controlsfor the foreseeable future . ." (1, p. datiiral gas, the Presi-
dent proposes. that price controls be extendedi.to include intrastate
natural gas as well as synthetic natural gas.

The nation has had a long history of periodic 'experience with price.
Controls.. In the case of natural gas; the Federal Power Commission
has controlled wellhead prices of interstate gas since 1954. These con-
trols have created massive shortageS. As a restiIti consumers of natural
gas who have gas hookups are able to'buy gas at low prices and use all
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they desire while others cannot buy gaS at any price. This growing
shortage became, acute early in 4977. Further, one can accurately fore-
cast that, if controls are continued, the shortage will increase in
severity.

After noting, first, the inconsistency, in the present system which
permits gas transported in intrastate commerce to be free of federal
price controls while the wellhead price of gas flowing in interstate
commerce is subject to control by the Federal Power Commission (8,

ixx); and second, that, under FPC control, natural gag "is now the
Nation's most underpriced and oversold fuel" (I, p. 16), one would
eXpect that the. President would call for decktrol of new natural gas
supplies. Instead, he recommends the opposite, that wellhead price
control he extended to include intrastate gas. This Policy, is recom-
mended as "an iinportant first step toward deregulation" (I, p. 16):
He proposes that all new gas be subject t6 a price limitation based
on a Btu (British thermal unit) equivalency which is estimated to be
$1.75 per 'CF (thousand cubic feet) at the beginning of 1978. How-
ever, even at 1 June 1977 prices, a Btu .equivalency would require a
natural gas price of about $2.35 per MCF on the basis of import prices
for crude. oil, and $3.15 on the basis of .heating oil prices. Therefore,
even ignoring any cleanliness' or convenience premium that the'inarket
would automatically accord to gas, natural gas would continue to be
"the Nation's most underpriced fuel."

In addition et xpanding the regulatorypurden to include intrastate
gas, the Presiders proposes a complex and expensive six -tie f system
of controls with price distinctions based on (i) new gas, (ii) old inter-
state gas subject to existing contracts, (iii) old interstate gas made
available at the expiration of existing interstate controls, (iv) the
same class of gas formerly sold in intrastate commerce, (v) "specific
categories of, high cost gas," (vi) synthetic natural gas.

The foregoing are producer prices. As soon as the government in-
tervenes to set prices below market clearing levels, then a nonrprice
tioning system becomes a necessity. All consumers will want to receive
gas at the lowest tier, price. The government must then decide which
users are to be the favored buyers. This adds to the expense of admin-
istration and, results in a political rather than an economic allocation
of resources.

Further, the President proposes an incredibly complex and confus-
ing system of user taxes. First, industrial users (except fertilizer ma-
nufacturers and `certain agricultural users") would be subject to-a._
300 per MeV tax in 1919. increasing to an "average tax" of $1.10 per
MCF. Second, the tax liabilities of fertilizer manufacturers and "cer-
tain agricultural users" are unspecified. Third, utility users of natural
gas would pay a tax beginning in 1983 sufficient to raise their cost of
gas to 50¢ per MCF below the Btu equivalent price of distillate, in-
creasing by 1988 so that their cost of gas would equal the cost of dis-
tillate. Since gas has the advantages of cleanliness and capital cost sav-
ing, it would remain a bargain for all three users listed above. In the
long run. these taxes would be paid by consumers. Fourth, no tax is
specified for residential customers for whom prices are to be kept low.
A rationing system would be established requiring that the more ex-
pensive gas be allocated to industrial users, not to residential andcom-
mercial users. By keeping gas prices low for consumers, normal incen-
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:.tives,leading toward-home insulation and toward solar heat applica-
tion are reduced. 1

The econdinic problems of this price and tax control system for gas
are legion and observable from past experiences. A large bureaucratic
burden w uld be required to administer the system. This must be paid
out of lo er living standards. Appeals must be heard from user inter-
est grow *ho want to obtain, low-priced gas and from producers who
want to q a ify for higher sellirig prices. Wasteful consumption of a
valuable non-renewable resource will continue because prices for all
users are held below market clearing levels. Scarce gas resources are
forced into less efficient, es, thereby retarding normal improvements
in living standards. ._

A simple alternative involving insignficant adminihrative and re-
source misallocation cost is available let

th
market allocate this

t ro to intrastate gas, (ii)
decontrolling all newly discovered interstate gas, and (iii)

phasing out over a period of not more than 5 years all controls on the
price 'of existing interstate production. This.- also is a national energy
policy. -

The President .appears to be proposing four tiers of oil price con-
trols. First, the present price, of $5.25 per barrel for "old oil" is td be
continued. Second, it is proposed that the present fixed price of $11.28
per barrel be continued. This price category has included what has
been called "new oil." The designation now proposed by the President

- is "previously discovered oil." , ,

Third, another price category to be called "newly discovered oil" is
to be given a 'Ned "current world price." All 'three tiers are subject
to'general inflationary price increases. Newly discovered oil is defined
as oil from a well drilled more than 2.5 miles (1 mile.=1.6 kilometers) sp..
from an existing onshore well as of 20 April 1977, or more than- 1000
feet (1 foot=0.3 m) deeper than any well within any 2.5-mile radius.
New oil offshore will be limited to oil from lands leased after 20 April
1977. This artificial distinction will guarantee that all new wells will
be drilled at least 2.51 miles from hn existindwell. It is a wasteful and

. ,counterproductive rule. , I

As a fourth tier, incremental tertiary (not inch'. ng secondary) re-
covery and stripper oil production is to be free of ntrols. This pro-
vision, viewed alone, is welcome. However, as pail f a four-tier pro-
ducer pricing system, it is difficult and expensive to .. I. inter. Fur-
ther, producers have learned from repeated past experience that rules
can be changed by the government after investments have been made.
There is a credibility problem.

The four tiers of price. controls described above are producer prices.
Market prices are to be allowed to rise to world oil prices, and the dif-
ference betWeen the prOducer and market price is to be collected by the
government in a four'tier taxation system.

THE P1410E CONTROL DILEMMA

The dilemma in which government finds itself arises out of the fact
of a fourfold increase in the price of crude oil beginning abOut 1973.
This fact has led to two governmental "hang-ups." One is based on
"windfall profits," the other, on the impact on the poor.
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For all remaining oil. reserves existing at the time of this price
increase, substantial inventory-profits would occur as a,result of the
large increase in 'crude oil. prices. These ofits would be shared by

-private
and government landownerg (not oil. companies) in the form

of royalty payments, and lessees consisting of about 10,000 crude oil
producers. The term given to this class of inventory profit is `,wind-
fall profit." It refers to an unexpected, gain in value.. It is more of a
derogatory term than a precise economic concept. The concept is of
questionable public policy usefulness for the following reasons: .

-q1) For all oil discovered on leases purchased after about 1974 when
prices reached their present level (adjusted for inflation), the term
windfall gain would not be appropriate if applied to producing oil
companies. It would apply to the royalty interest, but in most cases
this will be federal or state governments.

(2) Apart from the politics involved in the windfall gain terminol-
ogy, it is not clear from the point of view provided by economic analy-
sis that there are. windfall gains even for reserves existing prior to.
1973. Oil is a nonrenewable resource. It is possible that owners of oil
reserves have long been expecting price, increases. During the.1950's
and 196)0's any expected price increases failed to materialize. Front
1950, when crude oil prices averaged about $3.07 per barrel, to 1977
when prices of imported crude 'amounted to about $14, the real price of..
crude oil (adjusted by the wholesale price index) increased at a com-
pounded annual rate of 3.29 percent: This corresponds closely with
the average real 'rate of return on capitatover many years of U.S.
history. It is posSible that, in 1950, owners of oil resource did in fact
expect this kind of .gain. The problem is, the gain failed to appear
from 1950 through 1970, then in 1973 it came suddenly.

(3) If the government is to use the windfall gain concept as an eit-
cuse for price controls then why single out crude oil prices when some
other prices have alsb increased sharply ? Spot prices of coal and of
Douglas fir timber, for example; have both increased fourfold since
1967. Similarly, spot uranium prices (yellow cake) have increased in
about the same proportion.

(4) How long are prices to be controlled in the name of ,historical
windfall 'gains? The longer that prices are controlled; the greater are
the distortions and the greater the accumulated cost of administration,
both for the government and for complying industry:' In the case of
natural resources that have reached rfoints in their production life
cycle where the cheap sources have all been produced..e.Rd only high
costsources re-main, the price behavior to be expecteof is that of rising
prices.-This, in fact, is the way a ,price system automaticilly plans the
allocation of increasingly scarce' resources. Higher prices are needed
to lead people to conserve and to search out substitutes: The longer
that price controls are retained,,the.further from reality they become
and the harder it is to dispense with them.

The second hang-up concerns the impact on the poor as a result
of a sharp increase in the cost of crude oil and consequent product
price 'increases. In order to' avoid an adverse impact onthe poor,
government policy has sought to suppress price increases by using
crude oil and natural gas price controls. This is' an income redistribu-
tion policy. But it also distorts the flow of resources in the economy.

The income redistri ution effect is haphazard. For example, poor
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people who do on i ve n. ontorn1 as hookup slAnot benefit by. arti-
licially low ',flees u liatiital gas, but owners of large houses with

, winter gas heat an s ,er gas air conditioning, plus swimming pools
heated by gas,,benefit immensely. The lesson to b learned from this
experience is sirripledo not adopt policies which have major re-
source misallifigtion effects in order to accomplish an income redis-
tribution objeClive. Rather, if additional financial aid to the poor is
desired by the nation, adopt policies that directly and efficiently (not
haphazardly) serve that objective.

If the government finds it impossible politically to adjust to the new
realities of crude oil prices, then the burden which we all will pay
is continued price controls. The consequences of continued 'price
controls for the nation as a whole are the following:

(1) As price controls have been administered to date, they have
created shortages, partieularly acute in the case of natural gas.

(2) The incentive to supply oil and natural gas from domestic
sources is reduced. In the case of oil price controls, there is an open-
ended supply in the form of imports. This leads to artificially high
levels of imports and consequent balance of payments problems.

(3) Price controls involve administration costs in he form of a loca
dons, entitlements, price policing, auditing, afi'ditte like. These.'
administrative 'costs are not limited to government administration
but include compliance costs imposed on industry. Whether the ad-
ministrative costs of control paid by government and thus tax-
payers, or by industry, t 1 cost is the same. Valuable and
productive people are di rom alternative uses in order to
administer and comply w ilations. For the 1977 fiscal year,
the Federal Energy. Admi istration (FEA) alone employed 3478
people. The FEA, budget, excluding costs for the strategic petroleum,
reserves, amounted to $158 million or $45,000 per employee. Rough
calculations of the cost borne by the oil industry for compliance with
FEA regulationsoindicate an annual charge of about $500 million.
This, together with the. FEA administrative cost, imposes a total social
cost on the natiori of approximately $650 million per year. It must
be emphasized that this cost is both a private and a social cost, and
it is only a small part of the government energy control cost. The re-
sources involved have alternative uses. Tglented and well-educated )
people are diverted from more productive uses of their time.

(4) When social costs are increased as a result of a control system
without corresponding social,benefits economic growth and. advances
in living standards will be retarded. Resources that are devoted to a
control system cannot be simultaneously,used to produce other goods
and services. One cannot argue that the talen19ed human resources em-
ployed by the control system would draw from a pool of unemployed.
For example, the system would employ a multitude of lawyers and
economists. But there is no significant ftemployment in either profes-
sional group. The present declining 6.9 perceht unemployment rate
consists primarily of unskilled labor. sit: . 0+-

The energy message asserts a contrary result claiming that the
program would increase the GNP (gross national product) by 0.7
percent in 1978 and stimulate about 100,000 jobs 'by 1985 (1,, p. 3).

'Given the mandated rinciltax-stimulated reallocation of capital away
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from uses to which such scarce resources would flow in response to
normal market incentives, these favorable results are most unlikely.
A recent analysis by Chase Econometrics, an economic forecasting
organization, indicates GNP and employment consequences that are
more realistic and in accord with economic theory. The Chase analysis
concluded that "The overall effect of the energy prograin for the

period 1978-1981 will be to reduce real GNP growth by 0.2 percent
per yearf and] raise the unemployment- rate by an 'additional 0.1
percent per year .. . (3;p. 2).

What are the offsetting benefitS for this annual cost? Appraisals
of the social benefits of FEA have indicated negative results. A recent
study by the Rand Corporation concluded that "controls have not
reduced the prices of refined products" (10). Instead, "refiners of con-
trolled oil receiyo.a profit transfer from the producer bf the oil; .but
those profits are retained by the refiner" (10). Another study by
Mancke concluded that "current energy policies have failed, to alleviate
any of. our four energy problems. ... Inject, they :.have actually ,
worsened each of these problems" (//): Most recently, the President's
TIk Force on FEA reknlationsithoroughly reviewed the record. arid
concluded that "FEA regulatios as they now exist confer. few, if
tiny, benefits on the public. . . An return for this lack 'of benefits
and sense of false security,-the American businessman, the- taxpayer, ,
and the petroleum consumer must incur highereosts than might other-
wise be the case. Indeed, continuation of the present regulatory mech-
anism will result in long-run inefficiencies for the America economy"
(12). ,

The system of price controls has distorted crude oil prices at the
expense of producers and to the benefit of refiners. It has also shifted
wealth between 'sections of the' country, principally benefittinmthe
New England area at the expense of other regions. If are are anyTosi-
tive contributions resulting from the system, they do mot ap ar to be
in the area of reSoriece allocation,,,,,but rather are'in 4te area o oiRe.
redistribution. Any such income b&bfiti are° hl-y.
dubious. Instead of extending price controls to cover additional er
sectors as proposed by the President, and instead. of .akin puce
controlsa permanent institution in this country as recommende by the
President, Congress should move to phase out price "Controls. .

. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The ,universal 'cry kir a comprehensive national energy policy
is a q,ry of frustrated desperation reflecting a history of inconsistent,
co'nfllEting, and counterpreictive energy policies.

(2) The federal governThent has interpreted this pry as a public
demand for more federal intervention in the energy market.

(3) An examination of the energy policy ,record leads to the con=
elusion that past policy has not served the general welfare: Instead,
government has responded, as one should . expect, to dominant ár-
ganized pressures from the oil industry, the coal industry, labor unions,"
environmental groups, special consumer interests, and the like.

(4)' There is<liO evidence to'suggest that government behavior in
rethe futu Will differ from the past. Political incentives are unchanged:
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.; (5) The.. comprehensive national energy policy that most profes-
sional economists-specializing in the energy area appear to "favor. is
one which 'limits government intervention in resource allocation to
correcting for Clearly demonstrated.significant ,,externalities, Other-
wise, the market, not government, should be allowed to allocate scarce
resources among competing ends.

SUMMARY

An analysis. of- 11 major federal energy policies of thp last half-
century indicated a record of conflicljng.;:and couriterprochictive gov-
ernment policies. These ".policies .ffintributed heavily to the energy
crisis. The essence of the President's energy plan. is. more government
interference and less reliance onthe price, system. Crude oil price,con-
trols, are to become permanent, and natural: gas price &introls are to

'be extended. This requires eh at government. decide who gets the'low-
thprice energy, who pays high prices, and who increasingly goes-

withbut. Government energy policieS have historically reflected do
inant organized pressures. -
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ENERGY: THE UNITED STATES HAS A NATIONAL
POLICY, ND IT'S WORKING

(B Art Axle)*

In the: international ari wringing ever America's still-heavy
energy, cokstimption, the United States frequently is portrayed as .

an uncaring wastrel. Citing the massive foreign trade deficit, critics-
bemoan the failure to sass. an energy bill as evidence that the U.S.
doesn't haveor wantan energy policy. If only there 'were some

, legislation, they say, it would show signs 'of real commitment:
The myth began with Jimmy' Carter, Who campaigned in 1976 on .

the charge thatkile U.S. was the only major industrial nation that
didn't have an energy policy. It wasn't' really.so then, but Americans
Accepted the notion almost without question. Now the battle cry has
spread to Europe as well. Financial expert's, are blaming the lack of
an energy policy for the decline of the dollar.

Vie fact is, however, that despite the absence of anylitandiose
'formal energy prqgramAhe United States does have a national energy
policyand the evidence is it's working on a fairly significant scaler
The changes began after the Arab, oil embargo 'in the autumn of 1973:
And they've been intensifying steadily ever since.

Vitlpout any major energy. law to require it, Americans already
are Will on the *ay toward accomplishing soine"Ofthe major goals ot.
the Carter energy proposalfrom converting industry' to coal-fired
power plaits to dining back automobile fuel consumlition to. insulat-
ing homes and factories. Indeed, the .progress haS bee:quite startling, --
even to many critics. , .

.Moreover, apart from the nebuloui symbolism, involved, experts
!lime there's little real evidence that the - energy ill now stalemated
in Congresswthild do very much to accelerate that process. The one
major provision that might have Cut oil usage den, modestlYthe

. erode oil equalip.tion tax the president p,ropbsecl-'is dead, and even
that wouldn'tbave cut imports very dramatically.

The single most important force-behind this conversion has been
. the sharp rise ergv prices over, the past 34 years. Despite con-

trols, average pile of domestic crude, oil have risen 10 percent a year,
while the average il price of natural gas soared 88 percent in the
three yeaen aft Ally. As a result, Americans have cuttonsump-
tion signiUantly.

Moreover, legislation-already on the boas from previous years has
prodded industry and consumers into conserving further. The Energy
PO icy and Conservation Act of 1975 mandated relativelyetsiff mileage
standards for U.S. automobiles and trucks, while .ontrols set by Off g
1974 energy act have prodded utilities. and industry into significant
Coal conversion. a

r

*From the Washington Post, March 19, 1978, p. El, R10. (ID 1978 The Washington Post.
Reprinted by permission,

(45)
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Alan Greenspan, former administration chief economic adviser,
argues that, while the effort still is not enough, "people just don't rec-
ognize what's happened" as a result of these.increases in energy costs.
"Some- very significant action already have been taken," he says.
"It's simply not true that we aren't doing anything about the problem."

The extent of the nation's turnaround from pre-1973 days is bestshown by comparison with the president's program. The major aims
of Carter's energy 'plan of last April were to raise pricei and spur
utilities and industries into converting to coal, improving auto fuel
.efficiency, broadening ,insulation of homes, spawning more nuclear
power plants and encouraging new explorlitioz.

While none of these proposals has become law, figures show the U.S.
already has made significant progress in most of these at'eas (except
for construction of nuclear power plants, which has become entangled
in regulatory red tape). The shift, 4'hich began two years ago, is just
now beginning to produce results.

There are these developments:
Conversion of. utilities and industry from gas BIM oil to coal has

gone along at a fairly rapid clip. The National Coal Association says
hundreds of utilitieS have shifted back to coal in the past two years,
and 241 new coal boilers are now on the drawing boards. Boiler indus-

f. try officials.rep9rt nof one oil- or gas-fired boiler has been ordered
sine late 1975.

In basic manufacturing industries, the shift has been less dramatic.
but still visible. In 1974, some 80' percent of all, new boilers ordered
were oil- or gas' fired compared with only-20 percent for coal or waste
fuel. Last year, the orders were for 40 percent oil- or gas-fired and 60
percent coal or waste fue1.1fOreover, industry leaders say the trend is
likely to accelerate.

Despite suspected padding in Environmental Protection Agency
mileage estimates, there's little doubt the auto industry haS shifted to
more-fuel efficient carsand trucks than before the 1973 oil embargoand that buyers are more conscious of gasoline consumption. The
major auto makers now offer a larger selection of small cars a suresign of a growing market.

Americans' push, to insulate their homes has been so intense that
there now is an acute shortage of insulatibn materlds----a situation
that has sent prices soaring and. in too many cases, forced buyers to
turn to inferior products. Indeed, the home insulation industry has
asked Congress not to pass an insulation tax credit, for fear of exacer-
bating the situation

Conservation of electric power and other energy by industry and
consumers has 'improved significantly in the past few years. Reports
from around the country show manufacturing firms as well ,as pri-
vate citizens are becoming more conservation conscious. People are
finding there are significant savings in cutting consumption. And
they're responding in kind.

The one snag is in the shift to nuclear power plants. Mainly because
of heavy restrictions and regulations. construction of nuclear plants
has gone more slowly than many officials had hoped. But industry
projections still show nuclear power likely to tripe its share of electric
power generation by 1985_ Solar energy, still minuscule. is coming
along faster than expected.
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finally, new exploration for energy has been increasing steadily, if
not quite at the crash pace some planners had hoped for in previous
years. Industry statistics show operation of new rigs at historically
high rates, and recent increases in natural gas prices have spurred
new exploration there. Experts say it's unlikely either, will taper off
very soon.

The results of all this have been fairly dramatic. While the nation's
economy has grown by some 13 percent since 1973, demand for pe
troleum has increased only at. about,half that pace-7.1 percent. On a
day-to-day basis, petroleum. demand now is running at about 17.5
million barrels a day, ,on a seasonally adjusted basisVirtually un-
changed from- it s levels in 1973.

The widely cited high level of oil imports now plaguing the nation's
foreign trade deficit. is mainly the result'of higher prices, not import
volume. U.S. Oil imports are up 23 per cent sin 1975. But this year,
imports are running atabou 8 million barrels a day compared with
9.9 million barrels in 1977; when the country#vas plagued with a se-
vere winter:

And analysts at Data Resources Inc., an economic consulting firm;
Aproct that.lbecause of the shift' to more-fuel-efficient cars, demand

for giasoline in this country will remain at present levels through
1980even though Americans will be driving more s each year.
That. .means, in effect, that consumption levels will-slow kedly.

The question is, what, if anything, would the pending en. Intl!
do: to speed this process? Not very much, according to both
istration and congressional energy experts. Although the bill its
present form does contain some modest incentives for coal conver on,
it has little to prod industry beyond what already is taking plat

E'ven if the bill had been enacted in the form Carter proposed., ti-
mates by private consultants show it would have saved less th' n 2

anillion barrels a day hv 1985not f} very dramatic difference. The
president originally predicted his. plan would serve 4.5 million b rrels
a day, but tliat's-iicen pared since, both by. the administrati
outside experts.)

The main value othe- pending energy bill now would appear to be
mostly symbolic both to end existing uncertainty over what the
government plans to require from industries find Consumers and to
show.fr>reigners that xVe really do care, after all. Both,arguably, are
worthwhile/and. important functions. In fact, however, the bill would
only-be consecrating what already is under'way.

Admittedly, the conservation effort now in progress isn't adequate
by some planners' standards. Most experts agree the U.S. still needs
to do more, and that greater conservation will -be required if the
nationand the worldare to avoid a serious pinch in future years.
But to say the U.S. hasn't done anything to solve its energy problem
simply is dead'Wrong.



WILL THE. REAL ENERGY PROBLEM PLEASE
STAND UP

(By David E. Gushee)* .

For more than five years, ene policy has been one of the. major
issues before, Congress. Three eve Presidents have proposed
"comprehensive national energy polici " only to see them crumble
into 'bits and pieces when subjected to open ngressional debate. Does
this mean that Congress is failing? Or conversely, does Congress'
reluctance to endorse the proposed comprehensive policies mean that
the proposed policies somehow fail to define or address the realities
of the energy p oblem -

The inte ebate iri Congress and the Nation stimulated by these
three, Presid *al eirergcy policy \proposals' has revealed three major

4' reasons for co ssional concern. First", there is no national consensus
on what the country's energy problem is, and on whether the President
has characterized it properly in calling it a crisis. Second, the proposals
now being 'debated, like their earlier counterparts, would not soWe
the energy problem as &fined by, the President. And third, the pro-

.posals, would, without solving the problem, significantly centralize
in the Federal Government the power to make energy pricing and
management decisions currently made throughout the private sector.

Jj

DEFINING THE ENERGY PROBLEM ,
The energy problem is like the proverbial elephant;---what it appears

to ,be depends on where you to it. As in the proverb, there are fourre
generic perceptions'of the beas ach of which appears to the perceiver
to be the ...post significant pr gm and therefore the one to be em- -
phasized in the national policy response.cBut because the perceivers
have hold of different parts of the same animal, they are having great
a lties in cozhmunicating with each other on a comm611lti1is, let
alone c g to agreement on points of cOliteritiori:- : -''__i , .

, . The fo generic perceptions are basica'ly concerns abould-, -,

1. e Economic Role of Energy; ,.,.
2. Oil Import Dependence;
3. Oil and Gas Depletion; and '

.
4. The Social Role of Energy.

EAryone in the country is affected to some degree by all four of
these concerns, since the lour are tied closely to each other in 11 sort
kotf seamless web. But most do not see the four as equally important;
they concentrate on one or another of the four.

..The Economic Role of Energy 4
_

The U.S. is built, both economically and socially, on, the historical.
pence and the explicit national policy objective of abundant sup-

4
David H. Guehee is a Specialist in Energy Policy with the Congressional Research Serv-

ice, Libraryitt Congress.
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plies of energy at low, stable, and predictable prices. For generations,
and particularly during. the past quarter century, cheap energy has
substituted for other economic inputs which were more expensive, such
as capital and labor. It has also fUeled technological innovation, lead-
ing to/new products, new processes, and new lifestyles. It has increased
the number of jobs, workers'productivity, and take-home pay.

To maintain this economic role, of energy, energy prices should be
. kept as low and as predictable as possible and supplies shOuld be

plentiful.)
Oil Import Dependence

The U.S. depends:on oil for about 50 perhent of its total energy
needs and is currently importing about..45 percent of the oil used.
The.trend in oil imports is up, and the trend in dependence oil Saudi
Arabia for the increment is also up.

-This dependence on oil imports has tWo major types of effects. First
are the economic effectsbalance of payments deficits and resulting
currency-related problemsoand the macroeconomic impacts of price
increases determined by forces outside the domestic economic system,
primarily OPEC. Second are the security effectsreduced independ-.
ence of action in defense and foreign policy, reduced security of supply.

To reduce,oil import dependence, domestic energy prOduction must
increase; import volumes must be restricted, or domesti9 consumption
must be reduced.
Oil and Gas Depletion

Domestic production of oil and gas has been declining giroughout
most of the 1970's. Although more drilling is being done, finding rates
are declining enough that new additions to reserves are smaller than
production from reselikes. Coupled with increasing demand for oil
and gas, these trends presage depletion of conventional U.S. oil and
gas resources in the foreseeable future. and depletion of conventional
world oil and gas resources in the predictable futureperhaps one
to two generations.

To compensate for dc)pletion of conventional oil and gas resources,
other energy sources must be bratight into use more quickly than is
currently the trend.
The Social Role of Energy

Ever-expanding demand for energy has a number of side effects,
many of which are deemed to be negative by one or another group.
Air and water polluqon, strip mining, concentration of people and
economic activit3k centralization of energy and other life support
systems, and comp'e'tition for water and other natural resources are
among the side effects included in this category. More fundamental,
however, is the potential for changed, power relationships among the
Federal,Government, State and local govei.qments, large corporations,
and individual citizens!

Dealing with these social effects of expanding energy usAmplies
increased control over the consequences of our energy-related activi-
ties, changes in resoUrce utilization patterns, change in lifestyles,
or chgnges/fn institutional relations.

5'6
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V
WHICH PRQBLEM IS THE ENERGY PROBLEM?

1

All of these problems are real, altholicrh they have different time
frames and affect di erent people differently:Policy options des'
to solve one or any them tend to exacerbate the severity of
ergy problem .as, from one or more of the other pr
perspectives:

liolding the ,,,A . ..,, ergy down to foster economic he th, for
example. ze energy consumption, which i cre,ases
impo and gas depletion, delays development', ,1, , , ,,,, . ; it,..,.... ,, ,*

Reductrig .: 7,:f',:ti:*".1 fiat.' (quotas ,or tariffs, for example). de-

of alte creases the, social impacts of thimestic
. .474;:.;;.: '.'energy pro.

creases: do n the short term, raises domestic energy
rices' ,,:.: :..-por qu on, and increases domestic oil and,gas deple-

tion and nviz. .14kkt.,, .:cts in the long term.
Converting .k as to coal, electricity, or other alternative

energy sour o impending oil and gas depletion in-
creases energy ejuires short term 'increases in oil imports,
although it pacts.

Pollution lamation, resource recovery,, and waste
disposal re asing stringency all increase costs.
Changes- in 11 more rapidly than the economic cots
an 1. negts wou ther increase costs or reduce econordic
activity. Changes in itutional relationships could significantly
modify individual .rights and the political structure of American 4
society. _

;
.

Energy conservation has often been touted as the way 'tcl avoid-
Counterproductive ,imnacts and thus to avoid the negative effects of
other direct actions. Claims for the benefits of conservation are valid,
but only up to the point where the energy conservation ctions do
not lead to counterproductive inefficiencies in utilization f labor,
capital, or other resources.

PRE WENT& FOCUS ON IMPORT DEPENDENCE

Presidents Nis n, Ford, and Cartel..have all defined the nergy
policy problem as primarily die of import dependep.ce. Pr. idents
Nixon and Ford defined the import dependence probleins as loss of
domestic control over domestic energy prices, reduced freedom of
action in defense and foreign policies, and reduced control over oil
supply security. President Carter has defined it as a future supply
and price cruch by focusing On a projected inability of world oil
production to keep up with world oil consumption by 1985 or
thereabouts.

All three Presidents sought to demonstrate that the various conse-
quences of import dependence are intolerable and will get worse, in
ordepto justify the impacts of their pr-oposed actions on the economic
role Of energy, rate of depletion of domestic resou ces, and social fac-
tors such as increased Federal power over State orations, and
indiyiduals. The Congress has reacted over the years y creating a
Strategic Petroleum Deserve, increasing energy research and develop-
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ment, settin auto fuel economy standards, fostering increased energy
conservati , supporting more extensive State energy planning, and
creating t e Department of Energy, among other things. But it has
been cautious in granting additional powers to the Executive ,Branch,
has limited the Federal financial commitment to energy vpply and
conservation initiatives, and has restrained domestic energy prices.

Clearly, the Congress has concluded that the import dependence
problem, though teal, does not warrant.a response akin to the "moral
eqttiyalent of war."

IS THE IMPORT DEP ENCE. PROBLEM CRITICAL?
. .

The three major Presidentid proposals for a comprehensive national
energy policy have defined. fife energy,problem in a 10-year context.
In the current case, President Carter has specified the probable devel-
opment of price and supply instabilities in gr about 1985 as the basis of
the need for urgent action:"

TA President's energy analysts, and most others, approach world
oil supply and demand questions via the "energy gap" methodology.
They assume future world economic growth rates mostly on the basis of
the economic plans and objectives of otheenations. They then extrapo-
late demand under a range of price assumptions, most of which are not
far from '"constiint in constant dollars throughout the period of analy-
sis." They assume ranges of energy conservation impacts close to those
of recent experience.

On the supply side, they examine each country'to estimate domestic
energy production capabilities, from which they calculate domestic
energy demands that cannot be met domestically. Tkserdemands, ad-
justed for small amounts of LNG and other fuels, are then assumed to
be met with imported oil. All the national oil import requirements are
added up ,to generate the world oil demand, which is then compared
against OPEC production capabilities.

This approach underestimates feedback among energy p .ce changes,
economic growth rates, and energy demand growth rate. A major rea-
son for this might well be the undesirable political consequences of fore -
casting economic growth rates lower than those required meet the
various national economic, objectives.

A growing number of economists are nonetheless challenging the
,energy gap forecasts. It has been difficult for them 'to rebut these fore-
casts, however, because their own macroeconomic models are not much
better when applied to forecast, periods of such lengthup to 10 Years:

Over the past several months, economists' forecasts for world eco-
nomic growth have become increasingly pessimistic, for the period
1979-80, the only forecast, period for which macroeconomic models can
mtOce a reasonable case for accuracy. Although this increasing pessi-
mism is, based on lower than predicted growth in the Western world
over the past couple of years and on economic facto$uch as invest-
ment rates, incompati ituts between the economic o ectives of West
Germany and Japan, or the one hand. and the TT. a7td other oil-
importing countries, on t le other. inflation and unemployment trends,
trade. patterns, currency flows. and the like,' today's higher energy
prices also play a major' role.

f.
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Since energy demand over the short term is determined primarily by
the leyel of 'economic activity, the increasingly pessimistic economic
forecasts imply a slackening in oil demand compared to the demand
levels forecast with the energy gap methodologies. This slackening is.
already taking place, as is demonstrated by the current soft oil market
and the OPEC decision in January 1978 not to raise oil prices. The
soft market has been made even softer by the increasing flows of
Alaskan and North Sea oils.

The Administration.predicts that recovery from wh'atever economic
slowdown develops in 1979-80 will again take the shape of earlier
economic recoveries and that energy demand will follow suit. But this
view, too, is disputed by some economists, who hold that. current higher
energy prices will prevent a return to the earlier growth rates achieved
when energy prices were lower. ACcording to this school of thought,
the dampening effect will take a decade or longer to work itself out
through new technologies and other economic adjustments.

Another factor is the rate at which higher energy prices will cause
lower energy consumption at a given level of economic activity. This
question, too, is controversial, with data available to support the views
of both optimists and pessimists. Preliminary estimates of U.S. per-
formance in 1977, for example, vary considerably, with some showing
a significantly lower energy demand growth rate for the equivalent
GNP growth rate than others. As these preliminary estimates are re-
fined over the next several months, this question will become somewhat
clearer, although much room for argument will remain.

In sum, evidence for a world energy supply crunch in the 1980's is
not convincing and is getting less so. Evidence is also mounting that
the probability of significant economic problems within the next couple
of years is getting higher and higher. As will be discussed below, the
Administrgion's most controversial energy proposals have the net
effect of effher hurting the economy or being neutral to it over the
short term, which is the period in which economic problems already
threaten. No wonder, then, that Congress is finding a range of prob-
lems with the President's Plan, particularly with those. parts which
have the most serious negative economic impacts over the short term.

WOULD THE NATIONAL ENERGY PLAN SOLVE THE PROBLEM?

The President's National Energy Plan estimated that oil imports
in 1985 would be _reduced by about 4.5 million barrels per day from
the level that would be reached without the Plan. This aspect of the
Plan has been universally challengedby the Congressional Research
Service, the Congressional Budget Office, the General Accounting
,Office, and others. The censensus of these inalyses was that there would
be much less impact on oil imports than was claimed, because domestic
energy production would probably not be as high as was estimated
in the Plan and the conservation and conversion programs would be
much less,effective than was claimed.

The Administration, has not effectively rebutted these challenges.
It has maintained-, however. that the Plan's initiatives are still'neces-
sary for the long term and that their passage by Congress Would move
the country in the^right direction while also helping to strengthen the
dollar compared to other currencies. The Adm. istration recently



granted that there is a danger that expectations of what the energy
bill might accomplish in reducing, imports and consumption may be too
optimistic but claimed that the bill is needed as a demonstration of
political will.

What is frequently overlooked when talking' about political will,
however, is the fact that congressional action in the 93rd and 94th
Congresses has already put in place programs to accomplish most of
the objectives of the Plan, although by different means in a couple
of key areas: What is at stake in these key areas is much more where
the money and power flow than where and how much energy flows.

The first'key area remaining in dispute is natural gas. The Ad-
ministration has proposed bringing intrastate gas under control (it is
currently not controlled), setting the price for new gas at a level higher
than the current interstate price but lower Than tiny existing con-
tracts ia the intrastate market, and directing all creased gas costs
to industrial and utility consumers for the next several years. This
issue does not relate to conservation of natural gas through 1985, since
aftthat can be Roduced will be sold regardless of price (at least up to
the world oil price) ut its resolution will affect the amount of new
gas produced and the revenues to gas producers.

The second key area is the crude oil equalization tax (COET). This
proposal would impose a tax on crude oil to bring its acquisition cost
to domestic refiners up to the world oil price despite the continued
control on thegprice the domestic oil producers would receive. Should
COET be enacted, revenues will flow to the U.S. Treasury that would,
under current law (Energy Policy and Conservation Act, Public Law
94-163, as amended), flow to oil producers, although on a somewhat
different schedule. This proposal has the potential to conserve a rela-

jively small' amount of oil, would significantly increase Federal Gov-
ernment revenues, reduce oil industry profits, cause someincreases (of
uncertain size) in the prices of oil products, and keep the Federal
Government involved in oil industry pricing decisions whereas under
existing legislation (the Energy Policy and Conservation Act as
amended) the Government would be phased out of control.

The third key area is the oil and gas users tax designed to stimulate
conversion of utilities and industry from gas and oil to coal by making
gas and oil more expensive. It would operate in conjunction with an
expanded regulatory program, from which industry. and utilities can
escape on economic grounds. With the tax, the economic grounds would
apply to fewer installations than without the tax. This tax could have
a significant impact on the amount of oil used.

These three key proposals in continued dispute all have negative
economic, impacts: they all raise energy costs. The .first two. as pro-
posed, also reduce the amount of revenue accruing to domestic oil and

s producers compared to continuation of current policies. The third
titikes moiry from industrial oil and gas consumers which, even if re-
)ated fur -'apital-intensive coal-related investments, leads to increased
industrial fuel costs.

Thus, all three key controversial proposals have negative effects on
the economic role of energy and neutral, modest. and significant im-
pacts respectively on oil imports through 1985. Further, all three in-
crease the Federal presence in private sector decision-making com-
pared to current policies and thus relate tp the socal role of energy.
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Clearly, the more critical the energy problem is perceived to be, the
more willing Congress will be to deal with the economic and social
factors involved, provided that resolution of the issues would in fact
help to make the energy problem substantally less critical. On this
basis, it is not surprising that-the Senate version of the oil and gas
users tax, which. would limit the negative economic impact of the tax
compared to flit House version, and still have a meaningful impact on
oil imports, has more driving force behind it thin the House version.

Another major issue yet unresolved in the Congress is the nature
and extent,of tax incentives for both industrial and consumer invest-
ments in conservation and conversion. Since these are economically
stimulative, in contrast to theother three issues, they are more likely,
to receive positive consideration. The major issue is'the extent to which
they should be applied, in light of their efforts on the' Federal deficit
directly and inflation somewhat less directly.

Since the immediate driving force for enactment of the LergRpack-
age has been shifting away from solving the energy problem toshelp-
ing to solve the problems of international credibility and the falling

k-,value of the dollar in international money markets, then some version
of these tax incentive proposals has a good chance for passaffe lior as.
part of the energy package or as part of the economic sti kage
currently under congresSional consideration.

CHANGING THE PERSPECTIVE

For the past five years, the energy problem has been posed by
Presiden's to Congresses as a critical import dependence problem
requiring actions whose impacts on economic and social values are ,,

justified by the criticality of the problem.' So far, those affected
negatively, have succeeded in preventing a massive national response

' to the import dependence problem on the inferred .basis that the im-
pacts. in o'her areas created by such a response would be more critical
than the impacts of the problem being attacked.

This conflict among economic, social, and security values is cer-
etainly real, as' the recession of 1974-5 and the current slide of the

dollar, among other things, sho : But it is intensified by At' empts to
deal with the import depend ce problem more rapidly than the

omic system calk respond efficiently and by methods that would
ge the relationships between the Government and its citizens.

Pu ting the problem in a 10 -year context, and looking for a solution
that can take, effect that quickly is thus having the effect of making a
real problem worse without offering much hope of making it better:

Over the next quarter century or so, the current import dependence
. problem will he resolved through increases in the price of. energy
phased to permit the American and world economic systems to adjust.
One difficulty with this concept is the fact that today's world oil price
is high compared to production costs in Saudi Arabia and is held there
by a cartel. Another difficulty is the technological optimism that, pre-
dicts that alternative sources of energy, once on line, will be produce-
able at costs near, or perhaps even below, today's world oil price. The
former c,Qnsideration is pfobably academic, since there is little likeli:
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hood that OPEC will reduce its oil prices. consideration isV\
a straw being grasped at. in hopes that the economic role of energy need
not change in the future.

The world is in transition between an eta of cheap plentiful energy
and an era of expensive plentiful energy. Cheap energy has been
available fOr the past, century through exploitation of conventional
oil and gas resources. The end ofthese conventional resources is in
sight, which' is the basis for oil and gas depletion argument and i
one reason why OPEC feels justified in raising their price now even
tough production costs in the major world fields are still relatively

,- lbw.,
There'iare equivalent energy resatKres around the world in the form

of unconventional oil and gas deposits (tar sands and shale for oil,
geopressured waters and Devonian shales for ga,S, for example), coal,
uranium, and the sun's energy in its various forms.

These cannot compete against' conventional oil and gas for the sim-
ple reason the, with known or foreseeable technologies, they are
harder to to to useful energy forms than are oil and gap. They will
become economic when conventional oil and gas become scarce enough .

for one or more of these alternative sources to become the cheapest
sources at the margin. But when they become economic, they will be
plentiful both in absolute size of the resource and relative to demand
at the prices necessary to bring them forth.,

Although one can't be sure how expensivethesesources will be when
they are the cheapest incremental sources of energy, it appeats now
that taking into account e ironmental' protection requirements, they
will cos' from two to t times as much as today's world oil price
in today's dollars. Si today's world oil price is about four tim
its pre-embargo price, this means a transition to energy sources f
eight to 12 times those in force when our economy was built.

Thus, in the long run, it is the economic role of energy which must
change. It is changing already in :response to today's'oil prices. Fur-
ther, since the U.S. cannot supply itself with oil and gas in the volumes
demarided at today's world oil prices, and since plentiful alternatives
dp now and will continue for a rather long time to cost more than

civorld oil, the import dependence problem and the conventional oil
and gas depletion problem can only be solved through this change in
the economic role of enemy. But since the economic Tole of energy is
ajnajor factor in overall U.S. economic health, the, rate of adjustment

limited by the extent to which the country can engage in uneconomic
activities designed to stimulate production' alternative fuels and
conserve beyond the point of economic optimizafton. ...

This question of the pace and nature of economic adjustment and
who °will lead it is what debate over President Carter's National
Energy Plan is all about.

25,797 0 - 79 - 5
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FACT SHEET : PHASE TWO ENERGY PLANA SUPLY
STRATEGY

(By Sarah Glazer) *
..

The policy office of the Department of Energy is in a frenzy of ac-
tivity reminiscent of the daysaivhen Pres' nt arter's national energy

. plan was being pieced together. This ime the work is.on a sequel : a
° supply strategy. In its present very' p liminary form, the strategy em-

phasizes federal subsidies for development of synthetic,oil and natural
gas from coal and oil shale.

The department origina4ly had planned to introduce its so-called Na-
tional Energy Supply Strategy (NESS) in the spring of 1979, with a
derailed study preceding it this fall. The strategy will gneet the legal
requirement the administration has to update the tuitional energy
phin. It also will provide a comprehensive look at the nation's future
needs for energy supplies and make prOposals for governmenaction.

But by a fluke of historyand congressional pressureEnergy Sec-
retary James Schlesinger has pledged publicly to give Congress a first
look at the supply strategy by May 1.

The department had just started to orgenize into supply task forces
when Schlesinger was questioned Jan. 25 by members of the House Sci-
enceCommittee on his department's plans for fissuring the country

=sufficient supplies ot energy. Schlesinger replied that his department
would have something up to the committee within 90 days.

The secretary instructed his -staff to prepare a list of supply initia-
tives to be sent to the Science Committee in the form of a 25-page mem-
orandum. Assistant Secretaiv Al Alm's Policy and Evaluation office is
organiiing the effort, which includes stiff contributions from all quar-
ters of the department.

In a meeting with. Schlesinger shortly after his promise to the Sci-
ence Committee,'Alm's staff drew up a "wish list" of supply ,initia-
tives. The list is heavily weighted toward various forms of federal Sub-
sidies for developing synthetic oil and gas from coal and synthetic
crude from oil shale.

However, so-called "soft" technologies, a term for renewable re-
sources with decentraliied application such as solar and wind energy,
are on the list.

,
Energy conservation, which played no part in the early department

discussions of the supply strategy, has since Wen added to the wish list.
A task force has ben assigned to concentrate on conservation initiatives,
that could contribute to increased supplies. .

How Congress will react to the upcoming proposal is uncertain. For
one thing, it will be somewhat limited in' scope, containing only those

*Sarah Glaser is a member. of the Envirortmental Study Conference, an informal and
impartial bipartisan legislative research organisation mady up of 300 members of the
House and Senate. The fact sheet appears in the Congressibnal Record, Feb. 27, 1978, p.
132430-32. Reprinted by permission.
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ideas already sinclied by the 'Energy Department. Yet, Some .of these
ideas will conititutemajor ne*, and potentially explosiVe, initiatives
forCongreas. For another thing, the proposal will not be very specific
and will not be in Jegislative form., '

Still, members may seiFe. on the proposal to boost certain programs.-
Ai d.the administration itself aPpa.rently is considering certain budget -

amendments, such is-boosting fossil energy R&D, to meet some of the
initiatives in, the, upcoming -propcisal. Budget reprogramming pro- v-
posals for fiscal 1978.and 1979, also may come out of theradniinistration. ;

However, in view of the already heavy legs e 'Workload and this
fall's' electionsXongress appeafs unlikely to start oving. any major
new legislation-this.session.

Besides theScience Committee;DOE probably, will send its proposal
to other House energy committees and the Senate Encygy Committee.

Another aspect of the"department's work on this spring's proposal is
a study of, htivii- much energy will be needed.in different sectors of the
economy between now and 1990. The department's computer is running.

;{through' both original and sectindary data to look at the probran.
The goal of the supply strategy is to eliminate domestic dependence

on oil imports. The national energy plan called for a reduction in oil .

imports-to seven million bartelS per day by 1985. The supply strategy,
supposedly wotildTeduce imports to close to zero. ,

The department sees, the scarcity of liquid and gttseous fuels as the
crucial` problem arising in 19E351°,1990 and thus proposes programs to

The department's ntain premise that oil prices will probably
develop domestic oil and .gas sources bythat period.

.

doubler by 1985:-up to 'about $25 per barrel. This figure Was originally
_,postulated by-Deputy Energy Secretary John-O'Leary. If this price is
reached, DOE.assurneslhat synthetic fuels, which are now uneconom-,
ical..could ape competRive 19185. . .

If world oil *teaches $'25 by 1985, alenuary DOE memo noted, "we
should be wing to guarantee dp to 25 dollars/barreln for synthetic
liquid fuels or: $4:50 pet thousand cubic feet for gas from unconven-
tional sources.

,' PROJECTS U DER CONSIDERATION
'A .

The department' has divided work on the supply initiatives into
about a dozen'task forces; In addition to conservation, task forces are
studying at 'least anothet eight technology areas. In addition, the de-
partment is loriiting.at lireasthat cut across technology lines, such as
impacts on the environment andee9Komy.

The tentative proposals being ifonsidered are outlined below. The
information crimes from a DOE memo suintruirizing. a January 27
meeting with Stthlesinger on thg supply initiatives memo.

Many proposals may be dropped or added before this spring: At.
press time, however, knowledgeable department sources said it still
represents the rough outline .f= current thinking.
Solvent Refined Coal

DOE would build one demonstration plant by 11)82-1983 in the so-
called SRC method, which produces a low-sulfur solid Or liquidinate-
riar from coal. The plant would produce about 20,000 'barrels per day.

0 j
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Under consideration for a poa,sible demonstration plant is a proposal'.
e'

by Gulf Oil. Corp. to use the. SRC method. However, (uIf's product.
may be too expensive; perhaps more than $arper barrel:

.., Synthetic Fuels ., _
., f

...A.Cqarding to the memo, regulatory Measures could be used to require

in the future. This method could save urto 600,000" o700-,000 ba,rrels.'

5 or '10 percent of all petroleum products %sold tq lie_ °Dtki 1111QCO;13t61- (

tional sourcessuch as synthetic,fuels.apd alcohol, by me;target date

of imported oil per day by. 1990, administration 'staff estimate.
Issues raised bythis option would be how to handle imported pr.od- '' ,

ucts, how thsguarantee some fOrin of equity among producers and the
'time for. phasing in the regulations. , . ' ' . .

. One thought is to institute an entitlements program albng the lines
of the current' program thAt distributes nation*ide the:high coat of -..
foreign oil_among domestic refiners. FOr refiners dependent on 'expeti-
sive foreign oil; the current program, gives a credit for the prig dif-
tference,between lower priced domestic or).-ind foreign oil.- Those areas .;,,,,
that use mostly, domestic oil ,must pay the differepce-betweeti the'do-

-. tnestic and world, oil pries. Righ-leyel officials aretconsidesing pNg-

'averaos high cost synthetic,iliquids into the cost of altoil. -,;,.. . *.

ging high-coSt,,synthetics. into the equation. The effect would. he to I;

...0.11.Shale
,The goverzirtient woultguaranteeprices to oil shile eginpanleS. Coriii

Paitive bids could. ensure thats4lie gue,ritnteed,priet would be as low.1.0-
as possible. , .

AI
: Oil shale might also be included in the-proposed 5 to .10. percent

_requirement for unconventional liquids in the petroleum supply.
Oil shale, a combination of "rharlstonew rack and an:prganic mate-

rial called kerogen, produces_a crude oil product ,Flen IlitiOecl fa. very
high temperatfires. The richest reserves hie located in,'Color-ado s .

Piceance Creek Basin, below the western slopettte Rocky Mountains;
Synthetic Gas '

,. ,

One proposal envisions federal guarantees of loans for five large
plants totaling 250,000.barrels per day in capaeity. .. . ,

Issues' include whether to go With loan or price :guaranteeF; thly;
.policy:fOOiquefied natural ga.,,s, and What regulatory authority the
administration has to take action in this area.
UnconventionalUnconventional Gab Sources il ' .0

ThiS would include'eXpensiVe, exotic .sources a natural gas such as .

,geopressurized methane. Possible proposals include prise guarantees
of up to $4.50 per millioh Btu (British thermal units) by com .etitive .

:bid for a set capacity. arid a government drilling demonstrati ro- :4-
gram. Unconventional gas could be included in. a: program. li at.
suggested for synthelic fuels, where a percentage oPplpeline,graA would
have to be. unconventional. ,

-44F.Soft Technologies 1 , . .1
. ,

Proposals Mider consideration would include accelerated R&D. pro- :

grams and building demonstration plants to turn wastesuch as wood
chips. -into energy And community-scale heating plantS.

6?
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Among the options under most active consideration are al hol
,fron-ebiomass (i.e. .waste product's like grain 1,- direct burning ofgar-
bage'for electricity, small-scale hydroelectric plantstanci wind energy..

Special concern is focused on which of these options would substi-
tute Most effectively for scarce oil and gas.
Industrial Coal Program,

A number of- incentives -are under consideration .to promOte three 0
chnologies to cut down air pollution from coal burning. 'Included is

atmospheric fluidized hed combustion, a prixess which eliminates
through a chemical process most oft the surfur from coal as it burns in s
limestotie bed', Another candidate is sertibbers, the prime technolog,y
now used to cut imisstons in the stack. The third is coal-based gas

. with a lov heat content, also known as low-Btu gas. LOw-Btu gas is
. an industfial fuel. It is not practical for use in pipelines betause of its

. lo* heat content, but is useful for, generating electricity.
Incentiv,es under considers for these technologies include ;..

A tax credit or fast w.rite-o
.

,,J:

k regulatory program teqi firing either direct burning of coat-or a choice of the abo'vetechno ogles , ,
A federal purchaSe. subsidizing one Ind or one half the cost

of installing the abo-ve technologies.
An important issue is holy such a prooTa would relate to the ma;

tional energy planparticularly the portions requiring: industry to
convert to coal a d eneourakingonversion through takes. The rethila-
tory conversion p, ion has been, approved tentatively .in confer-rm.
Additional legisla on may be needed. .

NEM:IN-BTU GAS

Also under consideration for federal subsidies is synthetic gas from
coal .with, intermediate 'heat content (between the heat content of nat-
ural gas ,and low-Btu gas).-,Medium-Btuvas is considered unsuitable,
for pipeline transportation, .but can be useful for heating and for in-.
dustry near the site of production. ,

The proposal,would fIlly 25 to 50 percent of the cost of the first few
years of projects for use in industry c omplexes or in heating plants
on ft. community kale. Administration staenote that subsidies may ,
be tricky for this proposal because community program's are coin-.
plicated. o

I ' THE CONGRFOIONAL OUTLOOK

Perhaps the most.frequently heard congre 'onal criticism a Presi-2
'dent Carter'Snational energy plan was that it sed on energy conser
vation, without enough emphasis on increasing new sources of upply..
The administration defended its approach by saying conservation
is a cheaper sonrce of supply than actual production, but opponents
never bought-the argument. -

Demands for'sUpply initiatives, in fact,-May spell death of the pend-
ing energy .package-; which has languished since Christmas. Sen. Long
(D,-Ea.), chairman of the Senate Finance C mmittee. ropoed to turn
the revenuessfrom tae administration-proLosed crud tax into, a
trust fund, for producer incentives. Carter originally proposed to re-,

A
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ate those revenues to consumer's. A vigorous floor fight is expected if
this issue ever reaches the floor again.

Long is a key factor in the conference on the tax portion of the
national energy plan. The conference is not expected to reconvene
until conferees on the natural gas portion o`f the plan have reached
agreement. Even if agreement is reached on natural. gas, however,
Long's staff is proclaiming the plan politically dead. Congress is not
likely to vote for Carter's tax increases by. the time they reach the
floorclose to campaign time.

There is some speculation that the administration sees supply strat-
egy as a lever to get the Congress moving again on the energy package.
'Btit the ploy probably will not work unless the administration shows
a willingness to be more flexible than it was the last time around. The
administration has continued to insist that all five bills in its energy
package be passed togetheror not at alleven though three of the five
bills are close to congressional approval.

THE REAL PlIAI3 TWO .
.

The Energy Department is still planning to go ahead with its phut*
for developing a comprehensive supply strategy, although the sudden
gearing up for the "eight-week wonder" could throw 'off its original
schedule. The policy office is shooting for the end of March to send a
draft to Schlesinger. ..

As part of this long -term process, the department plans to rectify
soine,of the mistakes of the past. In particular, it plans to reach out to
Congress and outside groups. By May 1, administration staff promise,
they mill lave started a process for bringing in outsiders for sugges-
tions.

The promise has not proved reassuring to the environmental corn- 2 .

munity which is already up in arms over the way phase two is being
handled. , + ,

The Nadriiiral Resources Defense Council, an environmental law firni.
has writ en to Schlesinger urging him to establish briefings and meet-
ings for public involvement immediately. NRDC also is urging that the
department prepare it draft environmental impact statement to ac-
company phase two through the decision-making process.

"One of the great failures of NEP (national energy plan) has been
its hasty and basically internal development, resulting in no discernible
constitutency which is prepared to work for its passagN" NRDC,ele=
Glared in its Feb. 17 lett,er. "It would be the height of folly-to-repeat
those mistakes in developing phase two."

Even as members of Congress are urging quick results on an energy
supply strategy, NRDC,, the Sierra Club and other environmental
groups also are pushing t go-slow approach. They would prefer that
the department study long-term needs and initiatives in an orderly

. fashion. ,

A more deliteritte pace would probably help the role of "soft tech-
nologies" suerras,solar energy. A high-placed DOE official working on
this.section of the supply strategy noted.th0 there is less information
right vow on the contrkbution that renewable technologies can make

(to the nation's supply, than thew is on other energy sources. As a result
-/- it is hard to justify proposals for federal help in these areas with only

eight weeks of preparation. - p



Enkironmental groups htive)ekpressed ,great concern over the'gliiirt..,
shrift that the supply strategy seems to be giving to reneitable tech-
ncilogies. Some have termed the new proposal former Vice President
Rockefeller's ' Energy Independence Authority warmed over."

In the past, environmental groups have fought federal subsidies for
synthetip fuel development. They have atigued that federal loan guar-
antees, for example, will divert investment in a _capital-short market
from more environmentally desirable energy sources.

Proponents of?loan guarantees have argued that federal backing is
necessary to answer investors' doubts about the viability of coal gasi-
fication and oil shale development. Environmentalists answer that if
the projects are so risky,.the government should not subsidize them.

There are numerous environmental problerds associated with oil
shale and cdal gasification, both of which are expected to lead to ex-
tensive strip'miuing intim West. In addition, the processes require vast
amounts of water in areas where water is already scarce for agricul-
tural and other uses.

At least some segments of the department are pushing oil se as
the most economical contender to replace oil imports. The government
controls 80 percent of the shale-bearing lands in the nation, and some
government estimates say oil. shale can be produced at $10-17 per
barrel.

Ohe DOE memo calls oil shale's.eivironmental problems "difficult"
but "not insurmountable if the western region has the political will
to develop" the resource.

Environmental groups would disagree with this assessment. Oil
shale rankS'as the least favored synthetic. fuel of the Environmental
Policy Center, the environmental group that has been most active in
the synthetic fuels debate.

The richest oil' shale lands are concentrated in °lora& in what
some .consider the most rnagnificaat natural part o the state. Since
it takes a lot of shale to-produce a barrel of oil, the technology would
produce vast amounts of unused waste rock, which would have to be
disposed of in canyons or valleys.

r
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PART TWO

*Resolved: That the. Federal Government should exclusively con-
trol the developMent and distribution of energy resources in the
United States .

. . . Federal energy policy' in the past . . . has relied to the max-
nnurn degree on private enterprise, to make- the major investment, de-
velopment,. and pricing decisions affecting energy supply '. . .
Frances A. Glenda.

The President's proposals would, without solving the problem
significantly centralize in the Federal Government the power to
niake energy pricing and manageinent decisions currently made
throughout the private sector.David E. Gush,ee

. . . the normal functioning of: our economy will not .,.. .,,,produce
the capital investment required to fully develop alternative energy re-
sources within a reasonable period of time . . Vice - President N el-
son'A. Rockefeller

Perhaps a federal company that competed with the private com-
panies in exploration for oil and gas could do a better job of discover-
in new reserves, thereby increasing domestic" supplies at lower
cost . . . .Robert Pindyck

. ,As each level of goyernment begins to take more extensive energy
'action, the issue of the division of state and fedek.al authority be-
°times more complex. . . . either' cooperation must/ be generated or
conflict will ensue. ' . Jon Mills and R. D. 'Woodson

:,..,,.roastal zone) law seeks to reconcile what is inherently irreconcil-
ahlek-the, many conflicting public and private interests that are
pushed and pulled in a pant tug-of-war within and among three
competing levels of bureairtracy: federal, state; and local . . . .Con-
servation Foundation

Unfortunately, judging from federal leasing trends of the past ten
years or fifteen years, consistent and rational policies are either
nonexistent or, if they exist at all, they don't reflect any effective
management . . . .--Courtland Lee and David Rissell

In .order to adequate*y determine the extent of all of America'.
energy resources, the Federal Government may find it necessary eithe
to undertake to directly. determine the size of these reserves, or to
provide 'incentives for private industry- to commit capital an man-
power to the task under some sort of mandatory reporting proce-dure . . . .From Petroleum Indu -s try Invotvemen2 in Alternative
Sources of Energy
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The effort to break oil companies up seems to have lost its impetus.
Therefore, the best way to check their growth and their alleged.power
seems to be to keep .them out of, otlier forms of energy . . . .

--James Flanigan

. The comprehensive national energy policy that most professional
WI; economists . .. appear to favoris one which limits government inter-

vention in resource allocation to correcting for clearly demonstr5ted
significant externalities. Otherwir, the market, not government,
should be allowed to allocate scarce resourceS among competing (Mk\

alter J Mead

v
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A. The Energyindependence Authority

STATMENT OF NELSON .A. ROCKEFELLER,: VICE
PRESIDENT OF nig UNITED STATES'.

Vice President ROCKEFELLER. Mr. Chairinan, distinguished gentle-
men, I arni'very grateful for this opportunity to appear before your
committee. I.think perhips I ould-do better goiig through the. pre-
pared text first and therm some of. the very provocative state-
ments or questions to which ou *sh ta.get an answer. So perhtips I
will just go through this to give it ackdrop and then make a few
comments' on the questions . . . .

I appreciate this opportunity to join ith to discuss the most
i.phallengmg problem of a challenging ere ener . crisis. .'

. First,-I would like to ask;and then apswerrehe following questions :
(1) Is there really, an energy crisis? (21, What happens if we just
continue as isto depend on increasing foreign impOrts to meet our
Nation's growing energy needs? ,(3) Do we, as a nation, ve the

..-
Wad capacity to achieve ever independence? (4ho1 What

* . OeS e to do it? (5) Why does gg irnent have to get into it 1,
.* Why isn't private enterprise doing itEYY (6) How can government play
an appropriate role.mac ing energy independence without subs'-

. dming private inter' ; of without interfering with he free enter-
rise system? (7 If he answer to getting u off center is an .

EnergyIndepen ence Authopty, as provided r in S ate bill 2532, ,-

how would it wore? (8) With an all-out national e ort, how fastc...}
can we expectto achieve the goal of energy independe eel

I. IS . REALLY AN ENERGY. CRISIS

Un rtunately; many Americans do not believe the enerd'crisis is
real bebause there is no tangible evidepce of it There is gas in the
pumps ncr the lights go on:when. they flip the switch. They recog-

4used it 21/2 /ears ago during the Arab 6i1 embargo when the lines
formed at the serviceatations. tut, there are no lines now because we.,
are importing-40 percent of the oil consumed in this Nation:

4 1

in 1960, we received 18 pereditt of our oil from foreign sources. Dur- 7
ing 1 week last month, our foreign oil imports.reached more than 50
percent of our total consumption. Even more alarmin is the fact %.
that the proportion of our imports wilt& comes uns ble Mid-
east sources is rising f7ter than` the growth rate o our imports as a
whole.

While imports rise, domestic priiduction in both oil and natural
gas is declining. The ,Northeastern part of this country is now *de-.
pendent upon foreign sources for 73 percent of its oil. If this supply
were siudenly cut off, there would be social and ecomimic chaos.

4. .1 f 4
e)'Given pore the Committie on Banking, Ilonsing had Urban Affairs, United States

.,Senate, Apr. 12, 1978, pp. 2-9.
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Should we have another e , the economy of this country would
' be shattered. Today's ener situation is, in my judgment, a clear

definition of a crisis.
r

\

II. WHAT HAPPENS IF WE VUST CONTINUE AS IS-TO DEPEND ON
PNCREASIND F(REION i'MPOFtTS TO MEET OUR NATION'S NEEDS?

.
Between now and 1*, out energy needs will grow by 36 percent.

If we continue our cui*nt 'course, and continue to regulate oil and
le nitural, gaS prices at current levels if, we do not develop our current
' reserves, if we fail to increase the generating capacity of nuclear
plants, if we do not adopt a strong program of conservation, and if
we fail to commercialize new sources of energy, such as gas and oil
from coal and silk, we will be importing between 50 and 60 percent
of our oil irk 198 . And it will cost us in foreign exchange.not $30

: billion, as it will this yea 'r'but $50 billion by 1985. It is obvioigs what
a threat of an embargo would do to our national security and defense
capabilities under such' circumstances as well as to our capacity to
meet our responsibilities to the other nations of the free world who,
without ,our protection would be equally vulnerable. I am hesitant
even to speculate on the kinds of economic, political, and military pros-
sites that could be imposed on thisNation if we continued to be more
than 50 percent reliant on foreign sources.

With such a large amount of the oil coming from one area of the
world, the supply lines provide a tempting opportunity for the Soviet
Union, with its growing sea power, to disrupt the transport on t e high
seas. But there are other serioqs consequences that couldmg It. The
continued dependence upon foreign sources of oil could can us to
lose credibility with our allies. They would be justified in asking
whether or not we mould support their interests against those of ouk
oil suppliers. Our continuing dependence on imported oil threatens
our ability to maintain our leadership in the free world, our economic
well-being and our national security.

Now, let's look at what happens to our ,economy; if we continue ,.
,along our present path of depending on increasing foreign imports
to meet our Nations growing-energy needs: In 1973, we were spend-
ing $4.3 billion annually for foreign oil. And in 1976 we will spend
$30 billion. We now export $22 billion in agricultural productswhich
is up from $8 billico in 1973. Were it not for the sale of these farm
proorios and the sale of $16 billion worth of arms, we would not have
maintained our balance of payments. .

On.,,the other hand, if we just continue on the present wl?, wet
will be spending up to $50 billion 'overseas for imported' oil to meet
the growth in our domestic nee ..On the other hand, if we were to
_spend the $30 billion at home, it would provide jobs for at least
'1,200,000 pegple. And,,by 1985, 0 billion spent at home to produce
our energy requirements domestically would produce close to 2 mil-
lion jobs -for, American workers.

If we don't forl4W this course, at some,point, the economics of busi- ,

n'ess will compel industrial concerns to Ideate their facilities' in close
proximity to energy sources abroad, rather than to their markets and
customers at home. This would mean an additional loss of jobs in this
country and,wgirkl be detrimental to the vitality of the entire Amei-ican ,,
economy.. ' , ,

,,,

- .
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As energy costs rise due to the arbitrary action of the OPEC cartel
. over which we have no control, inflationary pressures are placed on

our economy. When this occurs, there is a tendency for government
to enact policy which inhibits economic growth. To continue along our
present path spells economic, social and political chaos.

:IL DO WE AS A NATION IIAVE THE RESOURCES AND CAPABILITY TO ACHIEVE
ENERGY INDEPENDENCE?

The answer is yes. We are extremely fortunate as a nation to have
vast reserves of resources that can be converted into energy. The North
Slope of 'Alaska will make available significant amounts of oil and
natural gas. And we have known reserves of coal that will last us-for
at least. 100 years. It is estimatectthat our shale oil reserves 'are equiV-
alent to four to five times the total amount of known oil reserves in
the Middle East. The potential resources on the Outer Continental
Shelf are expected to be substantial. We have the technology and abil-
ity to more than triple the generation of nuclear power with appro-
priate safeguards by 1985. We have, in this country, potential energy
from geothermal solar, and ,other sources.. All of these tan replace
our dwindling present domestic supply of cnatural gas and oilin a
way, that protects our environment.

To achieve energy independence in this century, we must develop
and construct the facilities necessary to exploit these new sources aad -,
we have already lost 2 years in getting started.

IV.WHAT_DOES IT TAKE TO DO IT?

- To achieve energy self-sufficiency we must, in the shdrt term, face
up to the issues that confront this Congress and the American people.
We must enact and em oy conservation measures. We must deregulate
the prices of domes c oil and gas. We must assure that we do not".
unduly impede the evelopment of nuclear power. And we Must assure
that our environment is protected, but-that the policies we adopt in
doing so do not deter the development of our resources, such as:coal,
oil shale; and offshore oil reserves, ThereAs no problem in achieving
both goals if we all work together. Modern science, and technology
can assure the achievement of both goals. together.

Accordingsto Federal Energy Administration, estimates, if we take
all the necessary actions in the next 10 years we can reduce our energy
needs by 5 percent through conservation, increase domestic oil produc-
tion by 50 percent, increase coal production by 100 percent, increase
natural gas production by 10 percent, and increase nuclear power gen-

eration by 300 percent. This will require, among otherthings, deregula-
tion of oil and gas, strong conservation measures, and $600 billion to
$800 billion in private sector investment in domestic energy produc-
tion and con4rvation. We must restore existing and construct n
transportation systems where necessary. In the longer term, 'we,must
commercialize.known technology fOr the gasification and liquefaction
of ,doal.

And,.as new technologies become knoWn for the development of such
energy sources as solar,' geothermal, and urban 'wastes, they can
applied commercially. Energy 'independence cap be achieved from the
app cation of all of these approaches before the end of the century
if we have an all-out.national commitment.
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V. WHY nom GOVERNMENT HAVE TO GET INTO IT?

Why isn't private enterprise doing it? Energy independence is a
national objective that is essential to the economic and strategic well-,
being of this Nation.- Private enterprise alone cannot and will not do
it. There is ample precedent for positive Government action to encour-
age the American enterprise system in achieving national objectives
that contribute to economic growth, the well-being of our people, and
our national security.

We have a transcontinental railroad system because the Government
provided the land. We have a uniquely productive free enterprise agri-
cultural system because of assistance by the Government through the
Homestead Act, land grant colleges, the Extension Service, and the
Federal ,Agricultural .Credit System. Our civilian aviation industry
,evolved from the research and development of military aircraft. Be-
cause of the billions of dollars spent on our highway system by all
levels of Government, we have a prosperous automotive industry which
is basiC to our economy. All of these are,examples of the partnership
between Government arid industry to achieve an essential .national
goal which was not attainable by either acting alone.,

In the case of energy, we have the raw. materials to achieve self-
sufficiency. However, the normal functioning of our economy will
not, because of the uncertainty of the risks- involved, produce the
capital investment required to fully develop these resources within a
reasonable period of time. Private capital sources arefor good rea-
sonreluctant to make capital available fOr domestic energy produc-
tion projects: because of the uncertainty of Government regulation,
cost and prices. For example, the development of a single coal gasifi-
cation plant would require a capital investment of up to $1 billion and
take approximately 6 to 10 years to construct. Because of the uncer-
tainties of the technology .and price and the keg leadtimes, such a
project has more than.just the ordinary risk. Many projects, such as
floating nuclear powerplants, railroad reconstruction, or large pipe-
lines, are of such size and scope that financing from the private sector
alone may not be adequate. Because the eleetrical utilities have not
,been able, to raise the financing necessary to construct them, N nuelear
powerplants have been cancelled or'postpone;d, in large part. They now

lake 10 or. more years to builfil, cost approximately $1 billion; and the
State regulatory bodies will not 'give a rate increase to finance them
until the power frbm the neW.plant comes on line.; thus, their inability

..to :get private financing.
' This is not Ouggest that these projeCts are destined to lose money.

It only pointkciUt the uncertainties that deter private ;sector invest-
ment.Ve are not in a position to wait until these uncertainties become -

certainties. The longer we wait, the further into the future wQ pal the
day when these projects will add to our domestic energy production.

, .
.

VI. 'HOW CAN GOVERNMENTAL 'PLAY AN APPROPRIATE ROLE WITHOlJT SUB-
SIDIZING PRIVATE INTEREST, OR wrrirduT INTERFERING WITH THi TREE

j ENTERPRISE SYSTEM ?'

Government has traditionally played a role of providing incenti'fes
fn one form or another to assure tjiat adequate capital is available to
the private sector in achieving national objectives. In this case, the .



Government's role would be to provide up to a total of $100 billion of
risk capital for energy projects essential to energy independence which
cannot get the necessary amount of private financing. The Government
loans would be on terms. comparable to those offered by the private
sector. In financing the development ofenerk resources, the Govern-
ment program should function like an investment bank or other private
sector financing agogproviding assistance to promising projects,
but on a,. self-liquidating Wis. This would provide an appropriate
Goverdment/private sector partnership which would work, together
to get this country off dead center in achieving energy independence
without a giveaway or subsidy.

The legislation stipulates that the private sector would own and
operate productive facilities and not the Government. The American
enterprise system. has shown itself' to be the most efficient and capa-
ble .producer in the world. By providing financial assistance -ta take
those risks which are beyond the, capacity of the private, sector, the
Governwnt would act as a catalyst in getting-the energy independ-
ence program into motion.

But, after 'costs were determined and market', prices established,
then the competitive nature of our s tem would provide thelticen-

fives ,necessary for the successful Rau vement of our energy inde-
pendence goals.

tA ,

VII. IF THE 'ANSWER TO GETTING US OFF D D CENTER IS AN tNERGY IN-
DEPENDENCE AUTHORITY, AS PROVIDED FOR IN, SENATE BILL 2532, HOW
WOULD IT WORK?

The Energy Independence Authority would have authority to pro-
vide up to $100 billion of financial assistance: for energy projects
which could not otherwise secure financing from,private sector sources.
This sum would be raised thrOugh the sale to the Treasury of up to
$25 billion in equity securities and the issuance of up to $75 billion in
Government- guaranteed obligations. The AuthoAity could provide .
financial assistance in a variety of ways, including loans, loan or price
guarantees, purchase of equity securities, or construction of facilities
for lease-purchage. The Authority would not be permitted to own and
operate facilities, or to provide financing at interest rate; which are
below those which ,prevail in the private sector. The Authority.avould
be authorized to suppOrt emerging tedhnologiei e .,410/Y;
transportation or transmission, and conservatroniprojects....
plasie oil or natural gas ae fuels or electric power generation; projects
Which involve techtiologies essen ial to the production or use -of mega
rp w e r and projects of unusual s ze.or scope or which invoWe innova
two regulatory or institutional a ngements. It is alscCauthorized to ,A
finance capital investments necessary onmental protection.
The Energy Independence*Authority would be run by a board of 5
directors appointed-by the President and confirmed by the Senate.

VIII. 'WITH AN ALL-OUT NATIONAL EFFORT, HOW -FAST CAN WE EXPORT to
ACHIEVE .THE GOAL OF ENER9YjINDEPENDENCE?

With an all-out effortbased on
in

establishment of the Energy,
Independence Authority to assist in financing the,sliort-tehn

naaiOns.;. required to limit, our vulnerability by 1985, as well as the,ew doines2'
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tic energy sources we Al need after 1985we elm achieve energy in-
dependence before the 'end of this century..But time is of the essence..
We cannot wait another year if we are going to protect our national.
security and build our economic strength to meet the needs of our
people 4 ho ind our responsibilities abroad. The time to act, in
my opin9on, is now. . .

Mr., Chairman, if I may comment briefly on a few of thovom-
ments yoil made, you pointed out that the private market was a pketty
good jujdgo of what was sound, and that if the thing is sound the
private market would do it. .

The problem we face here is that we are in a situation where the
OPEC countries have acted on apolitical basis, not on a free market
basis to raise their price -of oil in the world market. At home, thePresiident has declared that, our national poliCy is that we. shall be
independent as far as the production of energy is concerned.

Both of these statementsfirst the action by the OPEC countries
and the statement by the President --cut across a free world market:
The energy 'companies I think many of them, are hopeful that the
OPEC cartel will break up and that they will go back to cheap oil.
If 'that is the case,' then why bother to spend money for higer cost
production here at home, and that's a question, too. :

The risks are very great because we hav price control on natural
gas and price control on oil. Therefore, hard *to 'judge; if you
produce new sources from new sources, whe er your costs are going
to Mate favorably to controlled prices.. We don't have a free, market
on prices. This concern is understandable becau-,.e have been
through a period of ra,picily,tising costs and the Conkress,has taken
action to hold down prices. However,' this does adversely affect the
free market, and does not support our national' security or national
well being. Therefore the EIA proposal is devised, as a means where -

,-.by, during this interim period, an evolutionary period, as we adjust
to higher worldpricep, the government can take those steps which are
iii the national .intereft. As and when these steps are taken, the prop-
erties would be soldand if there's a profit the goy ment would realize "

get back the additional money; which would de
Divestment

from the profit.
this profit. It would not only get hack itsinitia vestment but would

For instance, the production o£ oil from shale is still an unknown
field on a commercial scale. A commercial operation would cost in
the neighborhood of $200 million. We have: reserves of 4 or-5 times
the known reserves in the -Arab world. To develop thee reserves ind
find out what those costs would be is. very much in our national
interest.- No private company is willing to do it because they, don't
know whether they would lose the $200 million and therefore they
would rather go somewh else

Thik_I think is the kin of thing which the government can con-
tract' fbr, just the w e did under the RFC with the Rubber
Reserve. Corp., when Jesse Jones set.it up. They contracted' with, 1-c
think, &private comp . . evelop synthetic rubber. Four or five..
processeg,were successful, but the whole think was sold'and we devel- a
open as a result a new industry in the United States.'

. This has been the history of this country and as far as thasize is
concerned,. which is the second point vow raised, $100 billion in rela-

, tion to $6 or $8 hundred billion to achieve energy indepenfi`ence, in
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my opinion,. is in relation to sts today, an it's estimated that in
the next 30 years we're going tb use $4, trillion of new capital inVest-
ment to meet the demands for growththis is not a large amount. It
is large in terms of .the past, -but not large in terms' of where we are
today-or in the future. ,, .

' So, from the point o view of size, the costs..are astronomical in
terms of bur traditional way of thinking, but I think this,is the time
for bold action in this cou try if we want to preserve our leadership
both in-terms of econo growth at horne and in terms of our
responsibIlities in the wor . .. ,,Sq to me this is not one-quarter of our annual budget and- it's not

' fed,eral spending. ,
,,As to whether it!s! a blatik. check, of t onrse, the deAtion of 'I(

blank check I guese,would be a question as to Congress' control over
the individual expenditures. In our system of shared responsibilities,
as I understand .it, the Congress sets the policies, creates the frame-
work of laiV,s within which then the executive branch and private
enterprise operate, so any well organized banking institution would
be structured within this iframeworkand this would be equivalent
.to an investment bank. We had an, example with Jesse Jones from
the RFC, which was designed for a-slightly different purpose, but
the same concept. It depends on 'whether it's well run. Obviously,
they're not going to make irresponsible investments if they are prbp-
erly run. A board, of 5, appointed-by-the President, approved by the
Congress, has got .to, be made up Of men and women ,of outstanding

.. ability, and, character. They would be- audited, so there's no question
on that. I just think to say that it's a blank check implies that there's
Flo control or that there would be no judgment or wisdom exercaried

-, in the making. of the loans. ,The. objectives in the legislation, say thee` .loans shall only be made for those projects that')Contribnte to energy
. independende which cannot receive private capital. Sinathare's plenty

t of.competitive interest in providing private capital between existing
investment houses if the risks warrant the investment. l'Inder the'law
as you know, you cannormake an investment if the risks are beyond
what seems reasonable or you're subject to suit by the investors.
*So that there are,imitations which are very sharp; but national

interest dictates in my opinion that certain risks be taken which may
. contribute in, a major way to the independence Of this country in
energy. We have the capacity. Its just li question of fitding out what
the costs are in various forms of energyproduttion domesticallycand
I don't think we can overstress the importance of ine.stiii- tht $30) billion we now spend !to import oil$50 to $60 billion laterin the -United States. for U.S. employment. *as distinct frOm §ending this
money Abroad. . . . 1: .

25-7Fi9 0.- 7'n - a
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B. The F,tederi,1 Rob in Developing New Etie

. SHOULD THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT THE OIt..;
,, ......" ..' BUSEVESS 4- .. ;. - 1

. ; ...1, . (,By Robert Si. Pndyck)4.' . .

4 -.-

.." , ,, .1 I ,:'
' -1 If. is pot burprising that: Congress has beconie interested. in .pro'-

poSalS. to push the federal government into' -they oil and gas business.
After the Organization of PetrolenstC.Expbrting COAritries (OPEC)
succeeded in quintupling world oil price4thehiguil companies found
themselveS)no,re and more ,in the .pertit4-.0-the middleinap who

'purchases crude-at. a price that liectigrt,.00. 'hence and takes a .per.
cextage_maigultun reflnizik and4elli - ;-,;:t tlint seems' reasonable to.
suppose that a, federal company WitiVii.litt4..1fle sole right to import,.
crude might have a stronger handiii*gotiaiing prices with producer

. governments. Algitiiiir that federal:. -eonipx6Y....accepted imports only
-Under -a system df-Igitted bids,- the OPEC countries might have an .in- --
centive to undercut the cartelliriee in secret, Iniaddition, the exploits=
tion of untapped oil and ..ias reserves iiiv-th4',.Viited States is. now.
correctly. seen as .a critical, factor in our ability .fb acihieve a greater
degreeirof energy self-sufficiency: Perhaps. 4. ;federal ,s,cropany that
competed' with the private cbmpanies ih....exploiition for oil. and ris
could do abetter job of discovering new reserWes, thereby increasing .

tndoestic supplies at lower cost. .. ,, . ':.
.

There are 9.4yariety of proposals to.esithii§lt)i'.Federal Oil and Gas
Compahy'..(gOGC0-.), -each. of whiCh 'differs..' 11.6m. the others in the .

tent. of g9vernmeht partiepition reconmended.4 seproliosals
j'exise issues involying not only the structure Of dOneStIC and world-Oil

markets, but.also, the relative performance of irbiblic azid'privite com7 .

palsies. We 'shall exaMine some of theseksueS in an attempt to evalu-
ate the more representative plans:- . . '44. - , .

,PROPOSALS kA FEDERAI.'0I1.; A GAS COMPANY
' .

4Three.fproposals stand ouite.as most re ntative of the grdWing .
... interest-in,fe 1 participatibir in-the bi 'business.' The first has been

Conned. of th AFL-CIO. This proposal woindrlithit -federal involve-.
made independ tly by, Senator Frank-Chtirch-"aid.,by, the Executive . ..

'tient in' the energy -hitiness to 'a -goVerturient. monnpolly 'for all oil. and
. 'gas, tnimports. The 'arguelit,:is, that the :private milt companiecarti- . -)s.

. -petingartiong themielvs to ptirchase crude oil from suppliers gag, are.
. ndw.sovereign states ,'have no voi,Zier to riegotitit4Owerprice.t.,:pled-
eral, import. monopoly, .o.p the'other hand, would negotiate Very lerge ...

. contracts and therefore be in'\--a better positicAto.obtain a lbwer price. **.

In addition, by ,acting.as the.sdle distributbrig.inipotted 'crude, the ..
... federal .conipany ebtild guarintee that the big pirivate companies did.

not restrict the flow plItipplies to small distributors, thereby sqiiee:'-.':
ink theiribut of the.nutrket: ..--- '. - .. ...t -.. ' . .

. -.
*Reprinted, from Ohaileger; The ilagazirie:of ECoiansio Affairs tiliermission of M. E.

Sharpe, Inc., White Plains, New York '10603. MayJung 1976,1p, 0-5 . Robert .Pludyclt is
Associate Professor of ,Economics, 'Sloan School of ,Management, .hiftesathusette Institute '-
of Technology. ,..
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,The second proposal ' made by Senator Henry Jackson also recoM-
mends that the federal go ernment be' theceole, importertqf drude

' (both for immediate distri ution and for ,Stockpiling):, hut under
system of sealed bids. The ystein. would requre an Vrill'o'w,ishes

7 to sell crude tO'an Ameri n impoiter.lb make sealed.bid. searing
quantity and price. Since ids are secret, therii, is ,4 opPortunit ,for
individual OPEC countries-to undercut the.cartel finite :wit-1131,qt ing
found tut. In addition, since bidding IS coMpetitiye, there- is an
centive ..tci undercut for lear.Of losing part of,the eipOrt miirket to
another copntry that may submit a lower bid: Seititor 'Jackson would

. have the federal government, rather than the privateScornpanies
'On all bids,. thus increasing the stakes for undercutting L-or, refusing

to undercut. . "
The most extensive proposal has 'been made by §entltar

Stevenson. He envisions a goverrunent7,owtied company that wciuld.tc-. /
plore for oil and gas, and exploit up to 20 per'cen't of,the Federal oil
and gas reserves that-the Administration is now, triging to lease to,
private:companies
the sole right to i

' the delivery o

r develop exit. Thisicompan3Y'vfould also
rt crude foreign suppliers' it would

cient supp ies o small distribuars,.arid it would
even prod its wn refined:products to be sot to small companies.:,
Senator Stevenson argues thai by entering into the search for oil and .1

',gas, the federal company would stimulate competition among, private
.firnis and speed 'tilts exploitation of 'untapped reserves. The-benefits'

. that would arise from the-mqnopely oh importsare similar, to .thMe
citedhy Senator Church i,n proposal. .

These proposals raise some interestii,iqiiegtiolis.,If a 'federal com-
panypany bold. sole rights to import, w,Pyld its -moliopsony power
result in a lower Import price? If a feele)-9.1,%;.npanpritnported,under. .?
a sealed bid system? would this atonally encouiage price cutting'by.
OPEC member0 'Would a federal importing eempany beA truly effi-
dent Means of making sure that the larg6 companies did. not squeeze
the indepbndent IstiihutOrS out of the. market? And'finally, car; we
except a federal.eo
the private c'ompaiii.

. .

intny to do a betteiipbef findiv,..oil and gaathan...

. .

.. ,_.- ,-
70IIIM A FEDERAL MONOPOLY 'O IMPORTS liELP itp3vcr:THE,,,eittee-Or OF!, ..?A'.A. .

., .,

The Stevenson aild
J

Church proposals are based iii parbOn tbe,fiet .-1..

that it iSliot necessarily in the interest of.theprivAte oil.-cOmpariiestO .:t
bargain heAd'for low prices on imports. The reasod,,of 6ourie,.is that,:
the private companies make much of.theilprofit from. the domestiertf-'.
sefveS..thelr own,'. nd., these -,reserves, increase irl value when olz,E
raises the.price.of its oil. A federal imp-Ortieg company. (if it,di&fhot.

,., Also,oWn dornestic reserves) would !not liki*.this-..copflict of interest; .'
ii,ndWoirld bargain -for a lower,prico. .. . ,A-,-7.,.... . . ...'

..Ant it is,doub,tfiil that the federal coMpany,'whii,ld SnCceectin Obtp,,in.-,
ing- a lower prim 8teverison, and Church assutine, that the ;.f. dOral

. -importing company could exercise effective. monppsotky .powiilit pur,;., :,

chasing crude from producingcpuntries. UnfortUnattly;,fora, onop.,-.0.;
.. son7 to be-effective it must be willi g to cut ba,ck:on .if.§.:.pitrg nseslf .., ..

''..., pared, to precipitate tvredtiCtioh in i Orts if, the producing
`the "price is toO.: high. This moans t the6;government -inn 4 e, ,, .re_.,

es . 4
i,.. Alo not 'offer ."-reasonable" ter,rns, that is; it. must dehainsit ''.4' ro.,-,4 .

. ...,
: 4,-P. . q

..ducersj.that its imPact demand. is elastic. 'It. appears, ii. e6that.'ini-: '.. '
'..i.7A . . .

* .., ,.:a. .
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. _ . . :
port demand, at least in the short riinNs fairly inelastic : neither, the/-,
Congress nor the Adminigtration seems amen:11)11 toUficepting stuldeni"...,
re uttions- in iin'port:l (Ind,they should not Inwitness effects of y--,,

the 1973 enilDargo). '` )
. .

,, ..-... --
.

venil the U.S. could accept sudden import flico.ps, the,tffecton
OPEC would be litnited, sincethis country accounts -for only some 10
.percent'bf total OPE,C eicPorts.-Thus,urtleEs Xitiite and the:European
countries could. agree to form a "buyers'. cartel" together with the US;
(wliicli seems highly unlikely)'; the inotriopsonl:power of the, federal
oil company'would be quite small. Arrie'bcan threatKto cm,t iniports by, .--

. .;"say,-,q trillion barrels per day-Would-simply notysiiceeed° in ,forcing.. ,' -1

OPEC to reAuc,e itspriet,-pa5kitularly in ;view /of the fa:Ft-that they. "
cartel seetiis to be able tofunctionq'uife well now with an e$cd*capat-
its, .of attiunll, 12'million bar is per slay.` Furthermore, the' majOr._911 - ..'-,

. companies can Purchase-bulliTrders-niany of which are resold outside4,,
r of the.Uttited:"Staies. These orders allow more room for' price ilegofia-

.
tion (and for price' undereuttiog.'by cartel members) than would

4. .

der§ to a; federal importing monopoly. . .

h
It therefore does. not appear that 4 federal company woubtrhave

... e ec000mic'powOr to negotiatkoy er. import prices. A4feder4 Com.:
pang `could, of 'col use, supplement economic pressure with political
pressure. in the bar ining process. However, the U.k-government
could apply political. rewire to the OP coUntrips no .matter who

-does the.imRpitingr T at ithas.not yet c one o is partly...dile to a .deSire- ....,
-to maintain it.S..posi on its mediator between ,Israel and the Arab
Countries, a ,position hat cOulcit.be dathaged,by'excessivepolitical in-
teftention. iplitke *o o rket. 1,-. -. -,-. - . . ... i

Senator ilicicion's.jPro s LIerhaps-more.interesting, fin. he relieS .1
on t e sealed bid sy' ncourage-cheating among the OPEC
members. The seal& 0 system is in fact in .excellent. idea, and pro-.
.videssit,lettst Sonie-proiiiifie.of weakening the cartel. BUCthe effective-
ness of the sealed IstidAyStoltdoes not.depend on haying the govern-
ment:do all of the, importitilelf,',anYthing, it,governMent- monopoly

. .o imports would make cheating less likelyi-since there would be mrre.,;

.' ',chance.of prices Ircorning public knoNiled0; andthere would be no .,

,opportunity forspiripaiiies. to resell or tran5fer ContraCtsto each other,-
.:.. thereby confuing the terms cif sale, . ,.)4'1:,-*T -4.< . .'.,,*- .-

A more effective scheme. was Suggested:beSsdp M, A.' Adel- .
! than, of MIT (C.ii.01Pnge,-,.P.aputtry/phruar:y.W6-0:Trider theAdel= ...-

Train plan,,import quota tickets -woiild be g'old:byllie.governmaentthe
Federal Energy Administration .(FEAtheLactnal..selling -

., and -anyone 'inside or outside gif,the Vinit'.ed State who was willitig to
pay cash, cOutd bid for theM. Eitchtickel,:fOrexapie, Might give the . , .
holder the right to import one barrel: of,i'q,-pne,liSe, of the :quota ,,

.. tickets, of course, would beto restrict oil troptiaSk.,,fiipifing the nnin- ,.

ter issued, but,That is not teeny our cppti...4tflitiCtiva. ticcets would '
also provide, a Means. for. QPECCountrittaltfourufereut 'rice. The
tickets would be freely.transferable,.and an active resale Ina et would

. be encOuraged:,TlielSystem would theTefore,Work hy;pettnit A.1 0 PEC ' ..

rou ties toestablish "frorA Men", (brokers) ..whos04e .' 'for An
11sE 4se quota ticklls. in the IThitea States,

4

,,t'., i_; .t -. t I. .

. ose, fgr.exarpple, that Libya`would,1ike td ril It ce ,.;:':,,n cjwi,Tir :di., -1-
fty, Of :Olt to. the Irnited States and was; willing to do.so'at.a ce9P200 f::".

. lop` the Pasted' OPEC, priC'e. Tlien. it,..1frok6r (..cepri.sentin 1.140. .-iN.,

would bid for and -purchase-AA aPpropriati,numberbo-1 tic ts-at a -' ' v.1- ...... '(;(`-:-..?,
. 8 . .11.,,....,
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price of $2.00 per ticket.' The tltkets,could then be transferred to an
importing company in return for an agreement to buyiboil froni Libya.
This kind of price undercutting would be hard, to detect, since Libya
would appeal to be selling oil at the posted price, but in fact would
be giving a .00 "rebate" to the U.S. Government in return for an .

assured sa e. Note that this plan depends on having the private oil
--companies do the impOrting. If only a federal oil company imported,
it would not be possible for OPEC companies to employ brokers to
buy and transfer quota tickets:

- It should also be noted that some Of the OPEC countries would
favor a centralization of all sale operations through the Secretariat
in Vienna. Centralization of sales is difficult for any ,intern'ational,
cartel, and Would be particularly'so for OPEC, since it would create
numerous strategic and political problems: If centralization did oecur,
however, the cartel would be strengthened considerably, and. none of
the schemes mentioned above would' be effective in weakening it.

*As we have seen, a federal monopoly on oil imports is not likely to
achieve a reduction in the price of oil. But would siich,.a monopoly at
least serve to protect the small indepexlent oil companies? It could
be designed to-do sac but would 'require a distribution scheme so,elab-
orate, not to say inefficient and certainly vastly, as to be a significant
drawback for any federal oil company. 114n easier way to protect,the
independents would be to give them the right'ito purchase specified

. quantities of oil from the larger companies at 8.Set of a,i,rerage prices.
Under the current sysm, private companies can contract for-imports
to meet their planned future needs: .

.

WOULD A FEDERAL COMPANY DO A BerTER JOB OF FINDING OIL?

WWould a government-owned company be more efficienthan private
entrepreneurs in, finding new oil and gas reserves? Here we must also

- ask : Might the differences in objectives (profit maximization vs.. per-
haps, revenue maximization Subject to a breakeven on profit),'k;r the.
differences in Operating constraints (maximum debt levels vs,, perhaps,
floors on losses and isk), effect relative exploration performance? And
wotrld such differences tend to shift exploration toward inefficient risk-
averse projects? Again, as to the allovtion of capital, .40uld it be
shifted more toward supporting exploration or toward suah activities
as refining and marketing?

Unfortunately we have no quantitative answers to these questions.
The "conventional wisdom" has it that privateoil companies generally
do better in exploration than public bodies, which are too risk-averse.
True, executives of public companies...would have to defend their deci-
sions before ggvernmental authoritiesbut oil exploration sometimes
has to be based on contradictory sets of geological evidence, and, notori-
ously, often results in a series of failures: Nevertheless

, it is the high-
risk areas that often bring in a high return.,

Can we fairly compafe private,-vs:-public discovery rates per dollar
of expenditure? Critics of public Oil companies often ignore geological
differences that affect costs ih one location as compared* another.
They also, make examples of the smaller public companies that do not
enjoy-economies of scale. A recent. FEA report comparing-financial sta-
tiStics,for six.,-,Private and six public companies pointed out that the
average net lOotne as a percentage of equity was higher for the private

?



companies, as were average output in barrels per day per employee, and
average yearly sales per employee.

But these statistics, are misleading because public companies Often do
not seek to maximizkprofit. For example, Mexico's PEMEX has been
selling oil to Mexicans at $8.00 per barrel, not at the $12.00 per barrel it-
might get if it were interested in maximizing its net iriCtime. Similarly,
Colombia's ECOPETROL, until. recently, sold oil locally at about
$2.00 per barrel. Private companies can also reap larger profits frtm .

refining and marketing; has any financial comparison looked/ only at
the exploration side of company activities?

All in all, there is really little evidence to support the notion that '
,public oil companies do not perform as well in exploration as private °
ones. In fact, there is evidence to support the argument that they dq at

. least as well, and Senator Stevenson was right in rejecting the conven-
tional view when he proposed a federal gas and oiT company.

Examine the table, for eiginple, which compares drilling success
ratios for public and private companies exploring in the same country.

logical conditions can vary considerably from nation' to nation, so
t it is not meanipgful to compare drilling results as between.coun-

tries.) Observe that; except for the Indonesian activities of JAPEX
and AGIP, the public companies gerierally have higher drillingsticcess
ratios than any of the private Companies operating tvititin the same
country::

Obviously vice cannot conclude ffon\he fragmentary evidence in the- .
table that public oil co s are more efficient-in finding oil. The
numbers da not take i to ace nt, for example. the Size of discoveries; '
it may be that some of the private companies hal" had lower success
ratios because they have been drilling in higher rAk regions.where the
probability of §uccetlitis low-but the expected size of discoVeryis larger. 1*

A proper comparison must consider not only success ratios, but also'
the distribution of sizes of-finds. In' addition, there may be govern-
mental restrittion,4 on which* companiec can drill where, and local
state-owned enterprises niky-be favored. Clearly,-we need much mote
reliable data on past perfprmance of public and private oil corn-
Panies in explor ti n and celonnlent..data ClOcribing the relative
risk-return charactestics of drilling "portfolios" of public and pri-
vafe companies.-as well as daa comparing drilling costs an discovery
.sizes for wells' drilled in are14 with comirrable geological conditions:

Any evaluation Of.the ,desiraVity of a public oil company. in the
United States must emplasizeTti probably response for such a coin -

s. tO'risk in exploratory a Excluding klaska, most of the
new, oil reserites be found P a. United Ste t% during the, next
t*enty. ears.,wi come mainly from offshore drilling anct secondarily
from d fling i the few remaining unexplored onshore areas. Even
in the p st decade, a few large discoveries have accounted for most
of our n reserves. The issue, then, is whether a federal oil company
can outp rform the private companies in high-risk ventures. Unfor-

/tunatel his question cannot be an wered on the basis of our current
limited ovyledge.

DO WE WEED FEDERAL OIL COMPANY?
% . .

It does not appeat desirable at this point to establish a federal oil
- company for -purFoseg- of importing crude. TIVirroblems- of distribu-

tit;n will be Onsiderable, and there is no reason to expect that the
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price reduction. On the other hand, it maysi deed be dgsirable at some
point to establish a federal oil nd-

federal importer will be able to weaken OP C or otherivise obtain a

ompany that explores fOr
and develops new reserves:Perhaps e best way to find out whether
a public company can do a better job of finding oil and gas in high-
risk areas than priyate companies can may be to establish a FOGCO
and watch it perform. \, ,

While in the long run a FOGCO might,help increase our domestic
oil and gas supplies, we cannot look to it now as a basis for our energy
policy. It is true that wg have not developed new domestic energy
sources as rapidly as we had hoped. Indeed, oil and gas discoveries are,
low, and if present trends continue,.we can expect an mere A depend-
ence on imported energy supplies. But this may be due i part to at
inefficig,nt pricing systen1 that discourages both explorat'on and pro-
duction, as well as an oftshore.leasing system which, by_ emphasizing/1-r'
up-front payments for ezprqpation tights, increase risk, thus maintain- '
ing the dominance of tlio -larger companies and discouraging competi-
tion. These problems can be solved, and solving them would help pro- .-,..,
vide more domestic oil. But we also face -growing uncertainty abouct
the quantities of oil and gas that exist underground. Because of this
we' should accept the fact that unless we are willing to pay extremely
high prices for energy, the T,T.S. will continue to import oilat world
market prices.

,,r EXPLORATORY WELL DRILLING, 1968-1915(5).yr totals)

Total explor-
absrydrweinedlls Successful ,,_ -Success'

Country and company wells r , ratio
J

...
Colombia:

ECOPETROLI
re.

Tennec
8 3 0. $75

Tenneco 18 6 .333
,Shell _4 5 0 0 1k
Biitish Petroleum

co
_____ . __ 1 - 0

Texa
.1.ki 0

?
__,_ 11- 3 .1-i- . 273

4L*TROP ___.ii,_____ _____ ____._-____. ____________ ,
Tenneco

ERU 1._
-

,. 77 35 .454'
Occidental

2

. 9 1' .444
Amoco 8 1 .500

France: r
-,

?.:,

/ AGIPJAPEX

I l- ___________ - - - -....
/ L.0. -.

Shell-B.P,A
Tenneco

.

.15 16 .667
7 1 ...571

114 50 '439
3 0 0

1 10 526
RAM 35

9
15 .429

Texaco . .- 11 1 .364
Occididtal ' - .. 6 2 , .133 , 49Nigeria: .

ERA P'
SNAPI
Shell

Indonesia:
PERTAMINAI -, _,_ ..._
JAPEX1_ ...
AGIP'- ---`- -

Gulf
Shell t.,...,...

6 ,
Tenneco...1 ______ ,.. _ _ _-___._-- _ ______ -- _ _____ _ t___

Libya r . ** it,
AGI Ph 17 . , 2.... ...118
SMPA' e: :

17 .. 6 . ' :153British le

..
.

:
.,, 27 ' 4 -j' : .111

56 S -.143 ,
..143um

Shell ___ -r--" _4, 0 4
B.P.-Hunt 16' .. 4 .250 Y,Amoco

, k. \'Th1 7 s 172 gr.. 2860 .

I Public companies. AGIP is arsubsidiali of Italy's EMI; ERA P are 'IPA and Freecit owned: JAPEX is partly oWne0 by ;i the Japanese government: add ECOPETROL, PETROPERti, and PEFtTAMINA are jralpectively Colomblah, Peruvian and
Indonesian national oil comtreilim

s Includes only new field wildcat wells.
. .

.
Sources of data:MPG Eltaletin, litternalional Oil Scouts Association Yearbook.

Ii

R rr-* '
, 1

17 8 .411
32 3 _094
11 21 " .382;

.r. , .,..,

38 . A ,f. , c Aes-
17 0 0 . .4
17. ',r" .',,,! 4...1" %OW- ..". .
20 7,S. 4 1 r '- , .;00 .;','"-, .
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TESTIMONY OF INDEPENDENT pEIROIJEUM
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, ( AA)

[F' Hearings before the Subcommittee on Energy and Founda-
tion e Se4ate Committee on Financeon "Incentives for Develop-
ing Energy Sources," p. 170-188. Hearings held June 20 and 21,
1977:] * .

.
The purpose of our presentation is to suggest critical cliangelvhich mustbe made in the Administratioirs approach [the National Energy Plan] to energy

development if domestic producers are to have an opportunity to meet future
needs of consumers for Aetrbleum fuels. The acitiiinistration is pressing for total
Federal authority tokfix the prices and "manage" the supplies of oil and gas on a
basis which, In our view, would assure declining production and chronic shortages.

Because the*United States already has a very large and growing deficit in its
domestic supplies of both crude oil and natural gas, it is our firm convictionthat adoption of the administration proposals would so aggravate our future
supply position as to cause intolerable impacts on our balance of payments and
unacceptAble security problems arising out of bur loss or control qver critical
Supplieslf energy. -

° The proposals suggested, Mr,. Chairman, wouldemount to a regulatory overkill
that would so limit domestic exploration-development investment that depend-
ence on insecure reign energy would be extended to levels which may never
be corrected. W this occurs, many will say, "The industry has failed the
consumer. The Government must now take over." Should that happen, our country
willin my opinionbe'on a "headlong course into an energy_ doomsday that is

otLet's ay ,In January this year forlook for a mome at w e we stan k t a.
unnecessary and therefore avoidable.

the qrst time petroleum con ump exceeded 20 million barrels per day. Imports

pr's
trad

-". oil i
gas
and ga= which provided 2% times the', ehergy equivalency wash about $36billion. \ . . . ..

There appears to be no disagreethent about the need for incentives to crevelop
to Conventional oil andf,natuval. gas supplies. What does seem lb

be ove poked by both Congress anoPthe Administration is the need to. bridge
the-ga from ,now until that day when we can rely e*tensively on altelnatires.
,Crude oil and datum' gas presently supply some 75 percent of our energy. For
the next several years, we Will become increasingly more dependent on insecure
foreign oil unless we 'have a-vigorous, Healthy and expanding, domestic petroleum
iiidustInstetid of 'being encoaraged.by sound, consistent policies, oil and gas ..

prod s.have been confronted with the following: .

(1) October 9, 1969percentage depletion cut froth 27% percent t pe Qnt;,
- (2) March 29. 1975enactment by, Congress of Tat Reduction ct of 75,

- substantially rep6.1ing percentage depletion for about 85 percent of dome
oil and gas. This long-standing tax policy has been lett intact for some 100 other,.
extractive indUstries;- . . .

(3.y -February 1, 1976--rollbaci. of approximately $1.50 per ba;Telfor new crude
oil;

-
.

$ (4) September 16,11976-r-enactment by :-Congress of Tax Reform Act of 1976.-
retroactively imposing punitive tax on expenditures, not on income of independents
oil and gas producersi'

P

.

m exceeded dorfiestic production-a-thaeis, We are apprbaching .50
ependency whereas as recently as 9 years age we had. the ability to

more oil and ,natural gas. than we consumed. Our January balance of
ected the worst deficit in the history of the United States with imported
$pg for a major share. th 1976 the total cost of imported oil and natural

I billion. By comparisolk the Cottit-wellhead value of all domestic'oll

3
Testimony of A. V. Jones, Jr., President, Independent Petroleum Pr&)ucera of America.
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(5) July 1; 1976 imposition -of a price freeze on all domestic crude oil ;.(8) December 31, 1976a. rollback .of 20 cents per barrel for new doklesticcrude oil and continuation .of existing price freeze on crude oil;(7) February 1,..1977a retroactive doubling of rental fees on most oil andgas leases on Fedefilli onshore lands ;

U.S.(8) March 1, 1977a rollback in . crude oil i,Ices of 45 cents Per barrel'onnew oil. . .,;(
The continued impact of thee actions on do .19 'c oil and gas producers isto remove roughly $5, billion annually which otherwise would betavailable foradditional exploration and 'Trilling. This listing should dispel any doubt as to whyour dotnestic oil and gas prodbction is' declining and why we.grow ever more de-pendent on insecure foreign oil. The 10,000 independent producers and\explorerswho drill .most of the wells should be making a maximum effort in dVVelopingnew supplies. But they are not because of the counterproductke effect of dverseGovernment policy. During 1975 and 1976, active rotary rigs were at a sta dstill,averaging about 1,650 rigs. Twenty years ago there were over 2,600 rigs ctive.We should be utilizing 4,000 rigs if we are to bring on.new production adequateto reverse our intolerable dependence on foreign supplies. This will require posi-tive actions by Congress and the administration.

.

. Under long years of price regimentation and punitive tax actions, total drillingin the United States declined by 51 percent on an uninterrupted downtrend from1957 to 1972.' Retrenchment by independent producers was the sole factor in thecurtailment of domestic exploration and development: Expenditures by the largecompanies, the so-called "Chase Bank GrouP,'" Actually increased during thisperiod.
. aUnder pressure of progressive cost-price squeeze imposed by rigid wellheadprice controls, about. half of theelndependent explorer-producers active in themid-1950's had merged out, sold out or simply gone broke by 1971. Some 10,000former independents left thindustry during this period. The industry was deci-mated for one primary reason : unrealistt and anticompetitive' price-fixing by- the Federal Government.

. . .
. While domestic oil and natural gag exploration, develophient and productionis the most highly competitive major industry In America, there hags been a trend .toivarti- concentration since the mid-,050's. This trend was caust44 directly by
Federal GovernMent intervention -Co'.'fix wellhead prices, which' established aneconomic climate in which marginal producers could not survive. Under Govern-ment-aditiniste Pricing, the large units with profit centers worldwide survivedbetter. .,

When, Governme t determination and dominance of economic conditions arecarried to the extreme, only the big can ,survive. The Carter aditinistrationenergy program is a blueprint fel-suet' dominance.
, 'From 1956 to 1972, geophysical activity, 'which has been a reliable barometer'

indicating future directions of rig and:drilling activity, dropped 60 percent. Active
rotary rigs declined 58 percent, and both exploration and total well completionsdropped well over 50 percent.'

, . ."Whilef:these basic attivilleidirecte4 Lir:finding and developing oil, and. gassupplies were .declining over these many. years, the demand for oil increased86 percent and consumption of natural gal rose 120. percent. The result wasdeclining reserves, resulting in inevitable and progressive domestic shortages
and riaing.dependence on fdreign energy supplies.

This whole experience demonstrated the vitally.-importieit tole of the thou- ,1sands of independent producers. Even thoug/tsthe.total number of independentexplorer-producers dropped by half from the mid-1050's up to the time of the1973 embargo, in the latest 5 years of this period, 1969-73, independents, as agroup continued to dominate in domestic petroleum exploration and develogment:In the 1989-73 period, indeP9ncientti drilled 89 percent of domestic wildcatswells. found. 75 percent of the-gfeificant,new oil and. gas fields and accounted,for 54 pertent of the oil and gat' resetwes found. This In, a ,significant contribution
toward the total effort to' provide increased domestic petroleum supplies. Theproblem has been naval; industry as a whole,cand independents in particular, "'have performed at a declining and inadequate level for most of the pat* twodecades. .,

. ,
.Beginning inq974, after% 17-year cost-price squeeze that progiessively thinnedthe ranks of independentexplorer-producers, the domestic industry set in motiona resurgence of effort which promises to ad :significantly to domestic oil and
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gas supplies. The industry'd responsiveness ill this short period has demon-
strated conclusively what producers ch.ave.been saying for yearsthat expendi-
tures,to find and develop petroleum fuels would increase in direct ,proportion
to improved price incentives, as they always have.

While`the increased drilling response since the 1973 embargo has been signifi-
cant, it is barely a start toward doing what can and should be done to increase
domestic gas and oil production in the next tWo decades until alternative energy
resources can be brought on stream. , -

The primary stimalus for increased natural gas exploration and development
has been increased incentives of market pricing for intrastate natural gas. It
is significant that where difficult intrastate shortages of gas existed in 1974-75,
in Texas and some areas of Oklahoma -and- Louisiana, the market has now
cleared and contract prices are generally down by approximattfly 50 cents per
thousand cubic fleet from the peak prices of a year or so ago.

Instead of building on this positive experience, the Administration has adopted
a defeatist, nornin approach which reflects a lack of faith in the proven ingenuity
of our industry in finding and providing increased gas supplies. and an unjustified
faith in a regulatory system that has been a faildie on etery count. It is disturb-
ing that this approAch is apparently grounded on a number of premiseS, that
are without support in.our prior experience.,'

I would like now to discuss specifically some of the administration's premises
which, taken together, reflect an unjustified lack of faith in our proven capacity
to solve problerds. .

The primary tincr overriding premise of the Carter program is the conclusion
) that our petroleum resource base is not sufficient to permit sighiftcant additions

to supplies. In the case of natural gas, this conclusion was expressed by Mr.
Jahn F. O'Leary, the administrator of FEA, who said that natural gas "has
had it." Such a conclusion is not justified by anything- in-the great body of both
private and Government data that reflect expert evaluations of the. remaining
geologic potential for both gas and crude oil.

Professional geologists nationwide agree that vast quantities of natural gas
remain t% be produced iu, this country. In 1967, the National Petroleum Council,
at the request of the Department of Interior, began a study of future petroleum
provinces4of the United States. The results of the coordinated study, in which
dozens of the nation's most prominegeologists participated, was published in `
two volumes in 1971. Over 3.000,000 square miles of basitkal are in the United '-
States were identified as having sediments prospective for oil and las. This com-
pares with oJy 50,000 square miles on which oil and gas production exists, or
has.exioted to, date less than 2 percent of the prospective area; and most of
that is relatively shallow. With the nation being called on to attack energy
shortages with the "moral equivalent f war." it seems highly inconsistent that
we should also be told to turn our NA s on percent of the prospective oil and
gas sediments. and simply lie down inder' ng of surrendef. Ameridans have
not respondedmio thilgreat challenges of the pastin this manner.

most
U.S. geological Survey study of 975 is within the range of estimates of

mcdt resource base studies and is consfdered realistic by many. The- U.S.G.S.
estimates for potential conventional natural gas and oil resources are shown
in the chart "U.S. Petroleum Resource Base." The proved and potential gas sup-
plies in this evaluation amount tg a 55-Year supply at the 1976 production rare.
Another 10 years' potential. exists in "currently subecOnomfe4 resources that
U.S.G.S. believes will become available with improved technology and/Or
economics. ,

Theseestimates do not include potential natural gas volumes from tighrshales
and sands in both the Western and Eastern United States, geopressurized reser-
voirs or the Texas-Limisiana Out! Coast, res)'-in sediments belew water depths
of l IT-...- . Attached to my statement is tt summary from a draft ERDA study
whicli.',' mates a total gas potentikl of 730 trillion Cubic feet in just fOur tight
sand begins In the Rocky Mountain hrea. Obviously, development of techniques
which would bring these tremendous potentials into iproduCtion would extend
our access' to natural gas not 6 just decades, but by mgreith n a century.

in-
hibit deVel8ipment of conventional oil and gas. which Ithe et er plan assuredly
-.Time as ctitviousdy, an economic climate tinder price reed on that would

would, also would postpone development of these high-tech4ology resources for
"'the indefinite future. It would he sellingfhe country's consumers tragically shoft ti

to write off the possibility of improvibgefuture supply when we have identified
potential supplies in such great abundance:_ ,. Q -,. ,
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, , ,...- .I'Another faulty upon which the AciffiirffAtration is bdsing its echeme ,e'
for permanent 'price contro argument that,`'lligher costs (prices to pro-
duces) do net yield more-, as." All past Aperienc refutes; that conten- '
don. More oil and gas alw n provided,by drilling more wells. Levels of
drilling always have been de orinined by prices at the well for oil and gas, as
illustrated by the ch "U.S..0i1 and Gas Prices vs. 'Drilling:Expenditures." For
each change (up or vn) of 10 cents per barrel in the composite Oil and gas
price, there has bee a corresponfling 'change of $120 million in drilling
'expenditures. .

Since 1973; the rise of aj2prgiiiinately-$2.36 per barrel in this composite price
has stimulated increases in -expilTnditures of $3 billion per year. Claims have been
and are being made to the effect that this acceleration in drilling is not adding
to supply. These statements reflect an expectation that an industry which declined
for 17 consecutive years and was in an atrophied condition just four years ago
NhOtild be able to achievea turnaround in declining production in just three
years. Such expectations are totally unrealistic. On the other hand, they ignore
the progress which has been made. Production in -1976 was 2.5 trillion cubic
feet more than it would have been had drilling continued to follow the 1960-71
trend. Except-for this real gain in natural gas production as a result of increased
drilling in the past four years. oil import dependence is 1976 would have been
more than 1,250,000 barrels daily higher and our dollar outflow for foreign oil
$6.1 billion greater. . .

Sliailarly, our data shows'that the decline in domestic crude oil production
has been subsVntially' arrested, and production is some 800,000 barrels daily
higher than would have been without the 1973-77 acceleration in drilling.

Last year Congress decontrolled wellhea.d prices of stripper well crude oil.
As an indication of producer response to incentives, I note the following results.
Abandonments of' proclucing stripper wells have declined. sharply . . . 4, percent
in the three states wilich contain about one-half of all the stripper we in the
comiteyTexas, Louisiana, and Kansas. Total producing wells in the United
States increased from 407.000 to 50:1,000 during 1976. This resulted from increased...
drilling as well as the decline in abandonment of stripper wells due to the
removal of price controls and resultant increase in the economic life of many
wells.

4('.Elmally important is that stritir well production now accounts for approxi-
mately 16 percent of domestic oil product nup from 13 percent a year earlier
and stripper reserves are now estimated at 7.5 billion' barrelsup from 5.8. bil-

6 lion in 1973. These results are a r in e.to the positive incentives of increased_prices. -
-.

W.e have made only a small start in mobilizing the exploratiOn-drilling arm of
the 'domestic industry to the level of activity at which it can and should be
operating. To 'make the oil and gas supply contribution necessary to .see the
nation through the transition period of the next two decades, we must effectively
double the present mite of drilling. This .brings me to still another unsupportable
premise of the Carter energy policy staff which in one memorandum states that
reduced energy growth is "fully compatible with economic growth development of

, new induStries, and the creation of new jobs." Contrary to the facts, they state
flatly, "there4 s no fixed relationship-between energy and GNP."

lint' over/the last 20 years, energy consumption,.GNP and employment have
been mirror images of each other. In fact, energy consumption equivalent to one
billion barrels of oil consistently has been accoinpanied by $100 billion in GNP
and the addition of 4 million new jobs.

What of the future? The Department of Labor's projects that our economy
must accoinmodate 104 million working Americans by 1985. This work force
would generate a 1985 GNI' of $1.850 billion in 1072 dollars. Based on past expert- )--

ence. this expansion in economic growth will reimire an increase in energy use
of about FO percent. ,

In 1975, we, consumed approximately 12 billion barrels of oil uivalent. The

2115 .billion (dirrent) dollars in the decade 1975,10 1985 on don' tic emloration
Chase Manhattan Bank estimates that the petroleum industry m st spend some

and development in ordee to accomplish levels of energy adequate tiodsuppprt
oar workforce in 1985. With 1976 and 1977 almost behind us, the industry will
have to expend at the rate of almost $25 billion per year on the average from
1978 until 1985 in order tkachieve the lower level of energy supply of.15 billion
barrels of oil equivalent targeted by the President's energy plan. The President's
Crude Oil Pricing Policy, .Natural Gus Pricing Policy and Petroleum Taxation
Polley are inadequate 4o generate. these substantial sums of necessary capital.

f'Y

.
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most other industries, the petroleum exploratiOindustry is' ti high
v , .

risk industry whiclirequiresOnvestor capital in hand. Money cannot be borrowed
to Carry out exPloratqry drilling prograMs. The PresidenE's Nati2nal Energy 1,

Plan (NEP) fills short in that it falls to acknowledge that the.pritv of a eetn-,
iA. toodity fnust not only provide the incentive to invest capital to bring on new

supplies and also must prdvide. the cash. flow frOM existing prodhctiOnto gener,
ate the investment capital. EVen if the President's definition .bf "nett'" crude oil
were reasonable and provided market level Incentives for significant numbers
of potential investments, producers would suffer cash flow restrictions under
the President's program that would disallow maximum %fort to increase domestic

'supply.
The National Energy plan would price crude oil an a replacement cost basis,

brit tht Crude Oil Equalization Tax (COET) would tax all the increased cash
flow from the producer. The COET amounts to a inalAive incometredistribution
plan. None of the tax would accrue to the producer for the purposb of increasing
crude,oil supplies. In the face of naturally declining existing production anti an
inadequate inflation adjustment factor to fully reflect increasing oilfield 'costs
the producer would be unable to generate sufficient capital to replenish t re-,
serves, he produces.

Natural Gas Pricing Policy as propdsfed in 'tie NEP suffers the sam
btieeconomic failings. It would extend federal control the price of natural as sold,

in the interstate Market, a concept which has failed. mOdrablY, to the intrastate
market. The proposal would in fact, roll back process of some intrastate gas. Con'
Bunters of America will have less natural ga§ assailable under the President's
Natural4Gas Pricing Proposal than would'he available under the present situation.

Although the President recognized the adverse nature of ineludingkintangible
drilling expenses as a tax preference item subject to minimum tax, the National
Energy Plan failed to recocnize other critical limitations on cripital formation

....for independent producers.. The provision which limits allowable depletion to 65
percent of taxable income and the recent IRS Revenue Ruling 77-176 particularly
inhibit independent oil and gas producers from _generating internal...funds and
raising capital from outside investors. . . .

In ,summary, in order to accomplish the stated"objectives of the President's
privram'or the Chase Manhattan Bank's estimates, ,a favorable economic en-
vironment for investment in the domestic petroleum industry must be provided.
Finally. the faulty premises of the NEP include a highly pessimistic appraisal.

, of the ability of the support industries supplying rigs, pipe and other materials to
proyide thw hardware to signifleantly expand exPlorationnd development.
Again, the experience of our industry should allay any con rn that we would
be inhibited by rig shortages or other shortages--pxcept where government policy
may signal such uncertainty about the econppnic ellmate that fabrication of needed

.equipment is frustrated.
Almost 800 units have been added to our operable rig inventory since the pre-

embargo year of 1972. I might say this is 200 rigs more than expert analyses
within the industry itself had indicated. Again, there is no basis for selling
short otir ingenuity and ability to get on with the task a developing critically
needed energy resources.

it SUMMARY

IPAA firmly believes that the solution to our intolerable dependence on foreign
crude oil is to unleash private enterprise by relying on market foites to effi-
ciently allocate existing energy supplies, stimulate ihnovations to conserve our
natural resources, and maximize effoas to increase domestic supplies to balance
demand with supply. The United Stales has the potential petroleum .resources ;
and with the proper economic environment, the support industries have the'capa-
bility of responding to increased demand for tUeir drilling rigs, pipe and
9uipment.
la,r4 must recognize that conservation alone cannot solve our energy problems.

To ti*, ly on conservation is to risk a highly reeljnented economy with staggering
unemployment and unprecedented invasion of individual freedom of choice which
is a cornerstone of the American system.

In the long term alternative .sources of energy will be able to assume a greater
. share of our energy burden. However, in the shorter term of the next decade or
so, crude oil and natural gas Will continue to provide the bulk of our energy
requirement. The only real question remaining is whether. cryde 4i1 and natural

'gas will he developed from our domestic resource base or whether we will allow.
ourselves to become increasingly dependent on foreign nations for our energy
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lifeblood. The attendant balance of payment proble s and the De Cagan; na-
tional security situation make, it clear that U.S. consumers. Should rely -261I.S.
producers, not4forlOgn couatriv, fortheir energy supplies.'

,

kECOMMENDATIP18 1
tRecognizing that" re cement cost of energy in the United, tates IS the cost

of imported energyo and that it ii;'ecdnomically efficient, and prudent to encourage
domestic crude oil and natural gas production at ffiarket prices up to that 'cost
to maximize domestic production, stimulate conservation and conversion to alter-
native fuels, and reduce energy imports, we urge adoption of :
A. C'rilite oil pricing policy

1. Decontrol the price of upper tier crude oil and all economically marginal
Crude oil..This will maximize incentives-to increase production and prevent the
premature abandotment or-shuttIng in of,domestic production which would
otherwise have to be replacied bydreign imports.

2. Phase out price controls onlower tier crude oil by the end of May, 1979. This
would provide the capital necessary for exploration and development to increasethe supply of energy for consumers. This. would also climinate the need for acumbersome entitledints program and --other .regulatory Burdens. Consumers
would be given a clear signal that future prices of energy will reflect replacement

.costs.
B. Natural gas-pricing policy

Encourage increased natural gas production by deregulating the price of new
nktural gas and.. phasing.out controls on old Ras. IPAA specifically supports
H.R. 2088, introduced by Congressman Itrueger, et al., and-S. 256, introduced by
Senatord Pearson and Bentsen. .

C. Petroleum taxation policy
The Congress must Provide a sound, reliable oil'and gas taxation policy which

encourages-capitalformation and spending in the dpmestic oil and-gas producingindustry. The Congress must also correct past taxation policies which are now
k. inhibiting investmbnts in drilling crude oil and natural gas exploratory bild
. development wells. Specifically, Congress should : .

Zt",1. Eliminate for independent producers intangible drilling expenses as a tax
preference item subject to the minimum tax. Such 'a tax 18 not a tax on income,
but instead, is a tax on expenditures.

' 2.. Repeal the 65 percent of talfable income liMitations on allowed depletion for
"1 independent producers of crude oil and natural gas. This provision discourages ,

indepencitrproducers from maximizing their drilling investments:3. Prey t further deterioration in the percentage depletion .rate and allow-
able volume. This would alleviate gurther deterioration nfmkthe capital base of
independent producers.

4. Provide for expensing of geological and geophysical expenses rather than
requiring their capitalization.

5? Enact an Energy Developthent Investment Tax Credit which would -allow
a direct credit against federal income tax for expenditures Wended to result
in greater domestic energy supplies.
D. Accelerate leasing program .,---- t , .r

1Accelerate the.leasing of federaLlands 6n tire "Ginter -tinmita! Shelf for oil
and gas exploration and produttion and reverse 'federal pulllic?lands policies
which result in the withdrawal of significant areas from mineral exploration and
development. ..

E. Conservation
Stimulate conservation of. energy and our national resources pot through

artificial taxes, end use controls, or rationing, but by pricing energy according
to the competition. This is the most efficient and least disrupIkve way to achieve
desired results.
P. Regulatory reform

Eliminate counterproductive regulations and 'Streamline procedures fpr the
siting of energy facilities and t nsportatioa systems.

We have the natural resourc 9, knowledge and capacitygto solve, our energy
"problem, What we lack are adequate incentives which the market place will
provide if unreasonable government interference is removed.

9,i
2
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C. The Relationship Between Federal and State Government in
Energy Policy Planning. .. v"- 40 ,

la

ENERGY POLICY: A TEST FOR FEDERALISM

(By JoniMills and R.D. Woodson) * -
. a

JO'
'The central problem of federalism results from the lack bf a clear

demarcation of authority between the states and the federal govern-
ment. The extent of state power has been a point of contention from
the writing of 'the, federalist papers to the cry of states' rights during
the school desegation contreyersy. In recent years the dispute has
focused on claehes

gre
between state- and federal energy pblicy. State, and

federal perspectives ,regarding energy may differ markedly. Ta:the
federal government the energy issue involves balance of payments,
foreign relations, and national security. To state and local govern- ,

ments, on the other hand, the focus is pragmatic and localized, the wel-
fare of the state and its citizens being the primary concern. Thus, for
instance, concern for safety may make a locality leery ofmucl r power,
while the federal government sees it as the only althniativ drastic
increases in oil 'mports: 4

, .
Three pofsi le allocations "of governmental respo lility

.
'Dare

possible. In certain areas of exclusive federal responsibili y, the pre-,.
emption doctrine precludes any role for the states. Traditional
examples of preemptive activity are found in the federal government's
leasing of oil bearing lands on the Outer Continental Shelf rocs)
beyond the 3-mile limit and,the Federal Power Commission's [FPC]] t,
control over pricing of natural gas intended for the interstate market.
In other areas, where the federal government has failed to act ex-
pressly or impliedly or wherethe Constitution has been interpreted as
failing to delegate authority to the federal government, the state may
act under the police power to protect its citizenry from potential ad-
verse impacts of ener development and utilization. These principles
are consistent with tra 'tonal notions of federalism, *hereby the§tate
and federal governme are viewed as pit*" against one another fat
authoiity or jurisdiction', with the judiciary as the final_arbiter.

The third possibility reflects a more modern view of'feardism
which embraces 4T concept of state - federal cooperation. Cooperative ;
efforts, in addition to avoiding divisive power struggles

'
can-utilize

the strengths of each level of government : a federal' mandate may give
added force to in enactment and counteract certain local pressures on
state governments, while state involvement will increase sensitivity to 4.'
local problems and .onditions and contribute to effective ultimate

*From the Arizona Law Review, Vol. 18, .no. 2, 1976. p. 405-451. Copyright; ei 1977 by
the Arizona Board of Regents: Footnotes have been omitted in the interest of brevity. At
the time the article pnblished, Jon Mille was Executive Director of the Center of Gov-
ernmental Responsibility, University of Florida, and R. D. Woodson was Assistant Director.
Reprinted by permission.
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implementation. Perhaps the most significant advantage is the ability
of the combined federal-state authorities to draw on all the pOwerallo-
cated to government in the American constitutional system. The in-
creasingly complex nature of energy problems and solutions seems to
favor the cooperative approach of this 'new federalism, under hich
a solution tailored to. the diverse energy needs of America's va ng
geographical and sociological o4iAditions is mare'repdily itchieva e.

Tinder neither the tfiaditionariOr the new federalism can the n er-
- ous facets of the energy prla,3/4)1ei4 be resolved in,A, single effort. Energy

policy development a ectsmutprous to critical to the states, rang-,
ing from land use to air and water po to public transportation.
It thus is not a unified issue, but a cong orate of otherwise tangen- .,
tially related matters linked,only because all involve energy. The con-
sequence of this li ersity is'that policy forMtlation appears as either
a shotgun ,effort t treat all aspects without adequate depth in any, or
as an overly narro 'cy that fails to treat comprehensively,the rami,
fications of the l energy question. Because -energy is elemental,

, to an industralized it the implications of energy policy change
as suddenly as the s iety and its technology. Therefore, no evalua-
tion of energy polio ,r energyeonservation can hope to solve coin-
pletely the energy p b m. Similarly, the variable nature of energy
problems and polici p ludes a'final demarcation of the boundaries
of state and federal a hority,in this area. However, certain limits

. a desirable patterns can be defined to guide legislators at the state
an federal levels in determining appropriate areas for exercise of

, their authority.
7,

aThiii Article will examine the bases of to and federal power,
exploriig areas of both potential and.= conflict within the
energyr,field. Situations in vvhigeither the a e r federal govengment
appears to have exclusive authority alsd will be scrutiNzed. Possible-
answers to problems, caused by the clashing of g6rnmental interests
will besuggested, with an eye toward aiding policymakers to reach
agreements whish ma,3%avert such conflicts. Finally, a prognolsis of the e`
future of federalism in regard to the energyissiie will be offered.,

SOURCES OF GOVERNMEN POWER1
It is fundamental constitutional doetrinlff that the United States '

government is one solely of delegated powers. Those powers not ex- : .

pressly,grinted toAthe federal government in the Constitution 'are
reserved to the states. It is from this basis that an examination of the
respective powers of each level of government must proceed.
Powers Delegated to the Federal Qove7ohent

Any analysis of state h nd -federal authority to make energy policy , '
hould,begin with the supremacy clause since it is the, Constitution's

most direct statement on the state-federal power relationship. This
clause gives preemptive power to federal enactments su ported by con-,
stitutionally enumerated federal powers, thus ertablin them to over- ,
ride conflicting state laws. Preemptio come.ope ative throtigh
an express dongressisnal stSitement tolt ct, or it n- be implied
from the circumstances. For ifistance; is ed pre,e' ption May be
founr rere a state regulation produces results incOn e
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purpose and
to preclude

a federall'Statiite,Wherefedefal regulation is so.
` pervasive as to precludestateanthorityi iti where thetparti,,cular. subject --k ..

regulated demands unifOrmity amOng,til States. I ' . . , . < ..

Caution must be exercised to conelnding:thaka matter is onVgiving -
rise to implied preemption.Eventhouftila ynat.tertinak,be one:amenable'

, to nationwide regalation, Congress bto,..y, allow the st,ateea. role id-ail
area' where..federal pieqmption Might be otherwis assumed. Are.eX7..:,

.. ample .ig:'provided by tIle- case, of Askew, v. Antericaii-_,,TVatrwayi,
Operators, Inc railing an =itie constitutionality'bf...Froriclitt.S:Qi1-801-Il...
Preirelition auel.Pollution" Control Xct.,-Th contIstedstate. lkgi4lAtibn,.

,,, . which irnposed.strict liability "fbi dainageregulting from an oil spill ,

in Florida's territdrial waters, 4as Alleged tol)e -preempt6.d Jathe -
.
WateMtlity Improyernen.t.A.Ct of 470. an4 overriding p Wles," '

. /. Of fefle9ralmakitirne laW;..Despite tb..pifierizaSiYeneSsof'federal Con4rols.
under the"Water Quality Improve:ill& 'Act and the federal gpvein-
ment's histericht domination of ri-4,-ri. law,,libwiever; the Supreme :

CottFt, _upheld, the state legisla0o0po . ing to:,,specifie congressiantr
. expressions of an intent to maintain.a.tolefor-thestate in reguliking.:

oil pollution..,Th4. Court declared-Ilat..:-:'`sea -to-shore pollution" was..,,
1-whis.tOrically*ithin reach of the p'eilietef7.0ower of the,states," and that

...., the federal and stateenactrnerits weie' `harmotious, parts .of fin inte-ft
.grated: whole.". This . decision. clearly 4pmonstiltes:thficajespite the '
-possibility of preemption,-federal statutes mayset.stilmils relating
to energy ;and. at the same "time .a1104' or encourage ,state. standards .

which may bembre stringent: .,,.
. . . - .

Most disputes over appricationi:Of the pre. -.clause irivolve4 t
nejther a Manifest congressional apPiVal, such", 'present ini...the''
Askew case, nor a learRxpression ofpreemPtion.;, he.8upreme,Court

.'.."itself has recpgnized thattach case itde'cided. on jts Own. pecularities -....'

'°..hnd that "prior cases -on ilieemption 'are .riot*prM*- gp4delineS"..ti). '
be followed Because the issue 15 SON Ct to su'eh wide,riinging.judi"cia,1
Oascretlon, A court'sevaluaOna of t sib t m tter.a.S 11010114.1 or . -.,,

- OloCAI can be c4clusife. Tbe.existing-Caset Stablis thati-asOgerierht-:
'-'.rule, 'preerriptrIgh. ni a traditional staite, wer is_ of favar'ed, there-..
c fore, when preemptibn or lack thetreol..i,s, of Cle.aii'. on th..face of the'
.'-statiite,. the nittnre af tliftpOWer..exerc* by the state apparently: .
will influence the determinNtion,ronttlies general trends,:hoWeyer;"' ,

no longtermkuidelines.can be formulated, q nteivably, a local ]natter.. ,

of today will be a Matter.. regtiring natiOn sdeunifOrruity in the
future, of 'vice versa; Preernptibri 'doctrine thul can be '414tified:littre`

,..fUrther thana.delirieation of the threi samewhat broligetliStiotslhat.7,
.must enter into any preemptiOn' cleterini4atiori, Pfrst,? is:the -baslc-1. .

claim ,o4f :federal autkip<ity, constitutionally exegised? ;:Additionally, -,

did,- con,gress--expresS' an intent .as to Ah.ethet preerqptiqn!shotild, .:
operate? Finally; --if congressional intent is not inari4est.,4 does he...- .. ..

'''. subject mattef require preemption or-is..it a loCalpriatterl- IR emOgy. ; .

or.: Matters, the..aswer to the fitsc.of these questionS gerlerfilly° depends .

'k", an infei,pigtittionpf the constitutional. delegations. to the federal. goy- ",..
erntrttiint of the power to tax, and spend and the power. mlerinterstal,4...

' ecknrherce:OcoaSionally, the War power-also have r once .qt-4-.
. N t.

:' 1 . 17,h.e Spending ttnel. Taking P. owerS:--,-The rtil:;spending,polyer, .

A.?: which originates-in article. I,,,pf the Constitu on,. authtriZesCongress4.. ,;., ;:".;

! 4.14 '
)



to appropriate and' spend in promotion' of any. objeetives.deenrcd_
-worthwhile in furtherance of the einertil-;welfile ancr4;tibje.ct tolhe
limittilioitS-of the,Bi'll of Rights:The:spending powkr: ig.dtIeit used as.
a public policY.tool, to Provide incentivesofoi citizeits,:and ItTeal.goV:
ments to.take,iicticF not ordinarily .Within federal...contrpl.,,,With, is;
type a 'A de t 41 , a k t i o therefore, development of Slate- enetypolicies .'

:._ :carrbe subjectgdto a br , dened federiapfliteriee. :, -. .,;:k , ...,,77-
0, "Bilying complVce," as in the Emergency Higlfway Eneigy Con= . ..-

servation Act, -is e trios't. significant. such exercise of.the spoding '"
49

. pOwer. Knditions impOsed ,-. on gra'nfS, 6ntracts, 'arid other 'expendi=
tures by the,:federaVgovernment ensure state. cooperaion With Stipule, 4t ,

tions wItigli Congress could not Otherwise constitutionally impos.e.;,..k.
Courts rd'cognize no legal restrictions on stick conditions so, long as
.there is no abridgement of due process. The'states;olourSe; are free7to .'
igriOre federal .p6licy thus imposed simply by..rejecting cdhditional
grants; once looney luic been accepted on, c'onditions, -bowever, the 4.
conditions must be'sittisfigd - .. . 0,-; '; . '` ... ,' ..., ..-_ .'. C.ongtess' authority `to ay, incl. I est, taxes also-7s Subject to few .... '-
limitations. Although th ba'sic Pnr se 0 t. this. pOwer.is production .of ....,

.re.vgnue, other objective sucli as the °conservation' of eriergy may be '.'..,
. ,

energy
through x intent Ives. Taxes have besn used to affect .'

,ene.tgy .pcilicy, for -exaindi -wft.11,. the oil depletion ~alto Tax.. .,...,
.. . ,

incentives relating to energy conseriTation,.StichkaSiricipasadegasoline
4, ...:

taxes;have.b,een continually proposed.. - .... iti, ,:i'' -. -,: . .,... 7'..."- The, C ommeriv Power.As. initially into eted,,,,t1j,e-'clistrib4ipn.
- ..,f.or. ederal -arid 'stlite powers, effectuated by t comniecce.,,,elli!lise,,MC

ed` the concept of dual soyel'eiklity, in *tyhich tnTe, gtates,and. the; 7,2'

nation exercised exclusive-authority in their respepUve-sp res. Thus:
a dichotoniy-existed between inters iteand intrastate co
was sts6 the dividing.line for go cement' uthority.'

ce. whq,:-

of. industry and conimercg.oto n tion I. dimensionskand e adv'en of ',. 77 'SP.
sOcigl and .economic focus; t se ing local.° oitcer Ille.."attificial -::.

interstatezintrasfate dichd omyani sting the oncep -proved to lie..,,
untenable The resultant.breatc,,With tr4itional doctrine was aohieved: ,,,

.,,through the rtiem Courts expensive ,re4lefinition bf ttile jederal." .

:interstate Co'himerce poweilO iriCluck Matters .foikttely torS,Wred.',Irt"7. ..-,'
:tfastate.in-nature. ,SuchpciirtrNhoW,ete Is ncrtjitnitless: InAeterriti-.,

tb.r..7,11at.'ptirely inIiiitsiataqeffyity..i." 0..clekraliti*ti.y'eiou4Stion is ......

ing the Ali.r,Ifity.of a'c'Ongressidnal.e.Ter'.6i. Ofit Otrinfere'.elititse.power'..

'wfigher ConreSs ha tr. rational `15445,:fof*frglitg: 'tillialthe I la 'e14 7 "1(-.,'alai vity arects-..interstate_comnaerce.: If it. dcies . the nitarte a': ',,'
;?....5r..,.bY.:congre4 t6 elirpiriate the evii mtiSt be vasonatle'.and,agptofilia

ConOrespnitl.: f36we r, May n be' extended sods effects 4 ;
upon iiltergtale eorrimerce so indirect and .remote
distinCiiial. bet Ween. what is national:V(1. whatis ItliC",' 'Stfl5r614Pourt,. 7estit)71fishing these, prilici,ples,ir lict.tofign?zl.zOte....4.*ed .143, 'c .'
reservesonie inatitts of 'comIneree
Some restrictiotwon-congresSional

,
.

Nevertheless, the expansion of federal ipter§title-,Oroltirc'e ItOthOrA
i,ty has:resulted` in increasing judicialscriltin°Y
cdrotnerce. Tfii .$upreme Court .haS recognized i,tritde8pite-'Gctngiesi4';.-
poiver.' over interStath commerce, .± e. states sire not invalided, from .

, '..!114. :' ,-- J
.
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exercising their police powers in matters of focal c'o'ncern, `even if
an exercise affects interstate commerce: However, substantial

'limitations remain. on state- regulaton of interstate mmerce. A, major
restraint; and one releiant establishing energy policy, is tlhe prohibi-

t don against a-states attempting to isolate.itserf-frdm problems shared
AdditioriallY, any attempt at state regtilatiork must be

reasonable and, necessary in light of local interests. arid. concerns. In
Cities Service Gas Co. v, Peerless Orr Gas Co., for example, the
Supreme Court held that state regulation Must :protect a m'ani fest local

-ff', interest, and must/outweigh any naticroill interest in equivalent regula-
tion. Trpheld in that 'Case was the pON%-er of a stateto set. natural gas
prices at the wellhead as a means of preventing uneconomic dissipa-

tion. The state and federal-interests inpnservation coincided, and the,
. state means adopted were ,held reasOnitbly, related to this legitimate

end. This case illustrates that where Ikgillation of loCal matters also
opergites as a regulation of inieWate cotatnerce, -reconciliation of con-

..

claimS,of state and tional power may be attained only by
. appraisal andiaceomrno4ation 0,4 the c6mpeting demands of the 'state

and. national interests involved. Where, the balancing of interests in-
dicate a considerable state interest regulation, impingement
upon the underlying federal, commerce poWer may be allowed.: .

War Polvers,Under the war ers clause of the Constitution; the
federal government' has- exc rve control over Matters affecting na--
tional security.. Where fede al authority is based on war powers,
preemptive effedt is uniform-I rvogpigicl. In relation to energy, three
areas of wr poWet autho ty hOeliten recognized; control of oil
policy, generation of ele,ptric power, and atomic energy.

Recognition orthe relationship between oil policy and national se-
curitv began ini1904 when President Taftwithdrew. several million
acres of public laridsaknaval. oil reserves to ensure the NOy'Sability

. to fulfill its fuel requirelnen,th: Furthernfore, as early as 1954 the need.
to supplement dopestic supply. with Imported oil wasklionghtoto pre-
sent a threat to national securitY..InpartialesponSe tti this perceived
threat', the Trade Agreernenfs EXtension Act of 1955 was 'passed, reT

ling the Direc,tor of -qte,Office.of Defense Mobilization toacse the.'
President.-whenever there was reason. to, believe that 'any was
being imported' in such.qtrantitieS as. to threaten nationarsdAkt,:Ptir.
suant,to"thigAct,Ahe Mandatory Oil IThport Program Was.eillkblisled
in 1959,giving the Presitlent authority to regulate quota level's and al
locatiOns.to domestic claimants. This function, Ilis-,been tiandled
various agencies in the:executive blanch, and currently is controlled by
the FederalkEnergy.Administration [FEA]. :

, The FEAhasi been given great leeway by the courts in the control of
imports and allocation. In Gulf Oil Corp. v. Simon an oil company

FEA vegulations'as violative of the,National EnvirOnmen-.
61 Policy Act [NEPA];.arg-uing that no environmental impact- state-
ment 'Was prepared prior to pro.nnulgation of regulations. Thei 'court
held that because. of Congress' intention forswik emergency: acticin'
due to the national energy crisis, the FE:1's actions. took precedence,

. over kNEPA. This federal activity in the iitea of fuel ,allocation has
preempted any allocation cottlicting.with the federal scheme. A desig-

. nation of necessity to national security pursuant to the war power in
any phase of 'oil policy seemingly would similarly j4Fr pt state
activiey; : .
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. . Ttke second area in which the af power h s played an impor ant
role is the generation of electric power. In Ashivander v. 7'enn ssee
Valley Authority the Supreme Court ifplield the construction of a ( ain
and electrical generating- facilities pursuant to the war power as ne es-
sary to national security, even though. the.construction took place c. wr-
ing peacetime. The case demonstrates both the, breadth of the, ar
power and the importance -of the generation of electricity to natio ial
security. From it can bi) inferred the possibility of. war power re-
emption of state control over electrical generation.

The war power is most controversial in relation to nuclear poser.
The Atomic Energy Act of 1946 established the Atomic Energy Co
mission [AEC] to control policy aspects of atomic energy devel p-
ment.. The emphasis in relation to power development was shifted to
private companies by the AEC retaining power as licensing agen y.
Under current law nuclear power is controlled at the federal level y
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Although for a long period sta es
refrained from acting in the area, the role of the states is currently in
a state of uncertainty, due to an increasing tendency by state gove n-
ments to insert themselv,es in this field, at least' as to siting procedu s.
However, the bases for federal authority in relation to nuclear powe
the war power and supremacy clausesare formidable obstacles for >the
states to surmount.
Powers Reserved to the States

State energy legislation must, be based on some inherent or con ti-
tutional power of the state, generally the inherent authority termed he
police power. The police power, which is implicitly recognized in he
tenth amendment to the Constitution, entails the broad autho ity
possessed by a sovereignty to legislate in furtherance of the he th,
safety, morals, and general welfare of its citizenry. Few judicial li its
have been placed cm this power, andiilegislative declaration that ailaw
promotes the public welfare generally is sufficient to ensure its recogni-
tion as a legitimate exercise of the police power. Thus, in recognitidn of
its broad scope, the police power has beep-characterized as the power
"to promote the public welfare by restraining and regulating the use ,
of liberty and property limited only by constitutional and reasonable-)
judicial requirements." Because of the changing,social, economic, and
political conditions, it is a flexible power, constantly evolving to fulfill
its purpose of prdrnoting.t. public health, safety, morals, and general
welfare.

I

One of the strongest justificati nsjor the state regulation in the
energy area is public safety. For sample, the storage and distribu-
tion of gasoline may be regulate to protect the state's citizens from
danger of personal injury: Simi rly, the inherent dangers of operat-
ing motor vehicles justify state regulation under the police power
despite an unavoidable impact upon interstate commerce. Similarly,
the enactment of 55 mile-per-ho eed limits in all states for energy
conservation could be justified and r fhe safety aspect of the police
power, Ace thdilresult has been a crew in highway deaths. Most
energy-related regulations, hoWever, rjustified as promotive of the
general welfare. This is,the case, io stande, with laws aimed at
conservation of energy resources, an area which is likely to be a major

. threSt of state energy policy action. These illustrations should 'dem-
- nnstrate the breadth of the ice power as a -justification for state

9 7
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energy "legislation ^ nd regulations. Were it not, for' the preeniptive
effect of federal ronoubcements, .doubtless the star pl'Ape power ,,
would provide' al le authority for virtually any kpe of energy-
related regulation: Thies the primary questions revolve around 'tie
scope of federal .rather than state power ; where federal 'power does_
not preclude state activity, state powef generally exists.

ARRAS eiF PRESENT INTERGOVERNMENTAL CQNFLICT i

Although some areas of energy control fall clearly within the ambit
of either state or federal authority, the 'uncertainties .in other areas
have 'given rise to various intergovernmental' clashes. Energy devel-
opment almost inevitably seems- to. entaiirehreats to the natural and
human, environment ; thus potential -for conflict, in ores in the growing
public and governmental concerivegarding. both energy supply and
environmental protection. The most heated conflicts to date haveoc-
curred in relation to nuclear power facilities and development, of
offshore oil resources. An examination of these controversies is illus-
trative of,the sort of intergovernmental problems likely to arise as the,
move for energy independence continues, and may provide some guid-
ance to officials seeking to minimize future clashes.
Nuclear Power.

The nuclear p wer controversy currently slurries the most...heatect
debate. Several s tes, concerned. witla the psitentially devastating
kffects of malfungti ri, or sabotage, are 'considering measures to an /
or control the develo ment of ntielear, power within their borders.
the same time the ederal; government, in- ,par0 lar e executive.
branch, 'has been promoting the case of nuclear ower. s yet the
constitutional delineations of power have not been final] resolved,
although the federal preemptive claim seems to be prevailii in regard
to most tested aspects of the nuclear power problem. ,

, It is reasonable to assume that both the state police power and
the congressional power to regulate'interstate commerce afford/suffici-
ent basis for the, regulation of the design, constructions and operation
of nuclear 'power reactor. Thus, the demarcation is dependent upon
the eXtent of express or implied preemption currently operative. T
revele t federal enactment against which preemption must begati
is the Atennic*Energy, Act, the critical provision of which 'sta. ,

"injot ling in this section shall be construed to affect the authority, of
any State orlocal agency to..regultite activities for purposes other than
protection aainst radiation hazards." This proVisiOn has been inter-
pretgd as expressing a congressional. intent, to end v the federal
government. with exclusiVe authority to regulate the e struction and
operation ot nuclear plants, includina the dischar0 o nuclear. waste.
According to the eighth circuit court, such federal preemption isneces-
sary in order to ensure that industrial energy development is not stifled
by overly stringent req6irementklOicler this reading, the state would
ber precluded from imposing requirenients stricter than thogv.of the fed-
eral government. Even under-this view,.however, a state role might , .

be Rossible in such matters as the siting of nuclear plants. ...
A separate question is presented by a total state exclusion of future

nuclear plants or even rse..aps _a conditional exclusion : should ex-
elusion.- ha.ve the same legs effect as regulation ? General principles

'a
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developed in relation to the commerce clause indicate that exclusion
would not be- permissible if it resulted in an undue interference with
interstate commerce or if it iin osed an unduly detrimental effect on

. other state,. Commentatoes have tated, however, "I tThe,re .is no room.
for any, argument that state ..hi s ithposing a prohibition i'ir mora-
term on the construction of n clear power plants are not within the

templ to this typal:), state regultiton' in enacting [section 20211"
inten ed scope of preenyptierr because Congress did not dinertly con-

Future. litigation of the nuclear issue is certain. It is also posSible
that future federal legislation may attempt to clarify the area. Despite

'claim-to the contrary, it appears that Statesmay haVe a role in regulat-
ing Some aspects of nuclear power plants. The extent to Which this
'regulation wiltbe allowed remains to be determined. .
Offshore. Oil'and Gas Pevelopment

Jurnisdictionshore oil reserves has been Subjea to continued
'dispute for- ever 20 liars. Nonetlfelessk the United States has turned
, incre ingly to development of this resource in an effort to reduce
dope de e on foreign oil. 'In United States v. California the Supreme

iirt hel hat. the federg government had. full dorninion over the
3-mile terr rial sea and the land thereunder as an incident of national
sovereignty. This decision was partially nullified by the enactment of
the Submtrged Lands Act:whereby the federal government relin-
quished to. the coastal states submerged hinds lying seawarekoria their

.respective boundaries for a distance of 3 geographical miles:
Under/the. Submerged Lands Act the Ufilted Stjx,tes retains control .

of the land and water of this belt for purposes of commerce, nayigaz
tion, national defense, arni. international eel". The Act indicates
that the rights ,retained By the federal gOvernmeht are paramount to
the proprietary rights granted to the states but do not.6xclude exercise

Thof those rights. The states have powerito administer, lea4; and develoklak
the.submorged lands and the natural resources of the marginal .beir
'subjk,t to the priority of the federal interest in those areas named.
Theseyeservations by; the federal Itovernment, are in recognition that
the territorial sea is a major channel of interstate commerce with , 4

Important &efense implications, but they do not reduce tip ,states
title'to such lands beyond that inhere#t in the supremacy clause of the
Constitution.' Thus the Submerged ands Act granted*, the coastal
states dominion over the offshore Seabed within the territoral Sea.
The Act' expressly declared that ts rovisiOns in no way ffectedfederal control over the OCSbeyom w marginal shelf. By t e Outer
Continental Shelf. Lands At of 1953 conoress had declared it t be
the palicy. of the United States that the subsoil and seabed of the`OCS

. are subject to its jurisdiction, control, and power of disposition.
The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act expressly authorizes the

Secretary of Interior to prescribe rules and egulations which he deems
_ necessary foicithe leasing of OC lands; his authority has been used
- to formulate regiflations designed to insure that developmen nd oper-
ation of oil and gas wells are done in a safe and efficient nnr. All oiland gas leases issued under the authority of the Outer Continentilt

. Shell Lands Act are 'subject to forfeiture for any breach of the rules
and yegulaitons formulated by the. Secretary. Not only does the Sec,-,
rotary have the right to lease CS lands for oil and gas develop-!



ment, but he also has authority to grant rights of way through thew
lands for the transport of, oil or gas. Such atithotity givens the federal
government:the ability to control the location of pipeline. corridors up
the states' territorial sea. The successful completion of corridors to the
shore depends on the coastal state:Thus, the rules indicate that a coast-
al state. may not arbitrarily exclude Or unreasonably restrict- energy
production and transmission facilities. The standards effectively:condi-
tion grants under the Coastal Zone Managetnert Act op Oe states'
meeting their obligations for energy; refitted siting within their coast 1

zones. .

The federal government therefOre has a tremendous im
energy-related development through its direct contAil over the dts si

ti of federal lands. In turn, this federal power can have a strong
mpact on state land' use decisions' Presentiv.the federal government

t is attempting to coordinate the disposition of federally controlled,OCS
lands with the affected coastal StIkt management programs.

POTENTIAL GOVERNMENT ROLES IN )EVELOPING ALTERNATIVE ENERGY.

SOUR ,ES

1 Following the 1973 -74 oil embargo dposed by the Organization
..

.

of Petroleum Exporting.Countries, attention has focused on developin,g
.alternatives to petrolet.ti,snn a source of energy. In general the Poten- .
tial for intergovernmental -conflict appears lesser in regard fo solar
energy, geotherm,0 energy, wind energy, and energy generated by Solid .
wastes than is true of the traditional- foskil. fuels or of nuclear energy.'
This is because develOpthent of such energy..forms is hot known- to
entail the dangers of nuclear power or the environmental costs of fossilrfuel extraction. COrr

There are nonetheless legal' questi tsconcerning
dingly,.the prospects for fed ale cOop-

eration are greater.
file appropriate role of each level of government in the development ,
of each of the primary Alternative energy SOIl es, though the issues
differ markedly from those raisedeby the p y discussed conflicts"

. b .

Solar Energy a J

.An enormous supply df energy is received the earth frOin 'Ole
sun. Solar energy is estimated to, haie the liot ,ntfal for supplying 25
percent of the United States' energy needs by the: year 2020. The

ingreatest potential for early utilization of solar poNyer lies n heating,,, .

cooling, and supplying hot water .fol. buildingsuses which currently
constitute 25 percent of United States' energy cpstimption. Devel-:,
optnent activities -aimed at converting solar energy into electrical,enz: .

- ergy also. hold promise, though the implementation stage for such
systems lies some years in the future.

Although the development and' utilization of solar e -could do : )

is much to offset present and future energy shortages, titi 1 capital costs
to both potential producers and consumers are fh l ble. State and'
federal governments thus may find it desirable to offer assistance in
theforrn of financial assistance to researchand development, as well

ivas tax incentives for commercial and privat utilization. ICI addition to
offering support..of this type, governments ill need` also to prescribe
protective standards and other regulatory measures.

Financing resehreh and development is of nationwide importance
and logically is evatter .for the federal government. Congress has

a
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'already taken certain steps in this area. The Solar Heating and Cooling,
Demonstration ,Act, for example, directs that $60 million belapplied to
promote the practical use Of solar technology. Another statute, the
Solar Energy Research, Development and Adpinistration Act, -al-
located $77 million for rvsearch and d,evelopmettt of solar energy on
a commercial scale. Some states have, taken their `own initiatives in
funding research and development efacilities which can provide in-
formation on solgenergyl; Cooperative, funding efforts such as these
flow naturally fron7the state and federal governments' mutual interest
in the development of clean energy.,

Even under present technology, widespread use of- solar energy .

systems for. heating and cooling' residences and commercial build-
inis is feasible, and some states may wish to enconrage.such use due
to the diminishing supply, of fossil fuels. The most effective 'tool

, available for a state to implement such policies traditionally has .be
the tax incentive. Specifically, exempting the construction and main
tenance of solar energy facilities from state ales taxes;, ad valorem
taxes, corpc4ate taxes, and in some states income taxes will provide --
a financial incentive to solar energy use. Corporations manufacturing
equipment for such systems also could be given tax relief. Several
slats have already enacted such measures into their tax codes. The
federal government, of courses could prOvide similar incentives
through the federal income taxation .system, and such proposals are
presently being considered 14- Congress. Because each liSvel of govern-
ment has its own tax system, intergovernmental conflicts seem un-
likely; rather, the coexistence of state and federal nteasiqes increases
the incentive to produce and utilize solar devices. t

The potential proliferation of solar:energy users will call fe r-sorhe
sort of governmental controls 'establishing, protecting, a4d regulating
rights. in solar power. Obstructiohs blocking access to the sun, for
instance, w,ould render nnits ineffective' or totally useless. Although
at common law prescriptive rightsto light. could be acquired through

i* use over a period of years, many American jurisdictions have abro-
gated the right to acquire such easements. Nor has any other sort
of right to the free flow of light across adjoining lands been recoe
nized, though ation of this issue has been scarce. If solar users
are to be assured a continuing supply of their energy source, therefore, ,
it will be necessa for states to create and define legislatively solar
rights as a form of property ri ht. Indeed, establishment of such rights
would seem a necessary prer isite to the consumer's substantial
investment in solar equipment. Protection of this investment is /clearly within the state's police power. Another area. of police power
regulation potentially requiring action to permit and encourage solar
energy use involves modification of restrictive zoning controls govern-
ing residential architecture. Building codes also may require amend-
ment.

Althatigh these areas of regulation are preeminently within state
contrOl, a substantial supportive role can be served by the federal
government. In 1928 the United States Department of Commerce
Published a Standard State Zoning Enabling Act as a model for state
legislative enactments empowering local governments to establish land
use controls. A modification of this Act to protect and encourage solar-
energy use would both aid states in amending. their own laws and-pro-

.1 0.1.
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mote uniformity among the states. This is only an example of t
potential guidance and technical assistance which the federal govern-
ment, with its vast resources, is capable of providing to the states. .

Geothermal Resources
A second energy source inviting cooperative state and federal action

derives from the molten mass known as magma, which is usually
foithd 20' miles below the earth's crust. Fissures in the earth'S crust per-
mit the magma to approach the surface, enabling man to exploit it
as a source of energy.

Since geothermal resources are a complex mix of water, thermal en-
ergy,. gas, hot rocks, and possibly other mineral byproducts, a funda-
mental legal problem associated with them is one of classification. .
Ownership and' control of such resources on lands- subject to prior
ninteral conveyance by the federal government are in question due to
this lack of definite classification. Different laws deal with ownership
and control of the minerals, gas, and water found on lands within
known geothermal resource areas IICGRA]. Prompt and beneficial de-

, veiopment of geothermal resources is dependent on determining which
set of laws is the applicable 'ofie. For instance, federal rights in geo-
thermal energy under mineral reservations contained in various con-
veyances of public land are dependent on this resource being classified
as a mineral. If the mineral classification is upheldOlowever, no estab-
lished leasing authority for geothermal .resources on federally con-

. trolled offshore lands will exist.
" Courts have varied in their classification of geothermal resources,
and hate classified them differently for different purposes. None seems
satisfactory; having-characeeristics of water, Mineral, and gas, geo-
thermal resources fit neatly into nb category. Watgr is merely a trans-
port mechanism for the energy, and sometimes mast be artifically in-
troduced into the system. The steam produced, on the other hand, is
a result of the resource and not the resource itself. or does geothermal
energy have the characteristics traditionally associated with a min-
eral. Probably the most logical resolution of the classification problem
would be a, distinct classification of geothErmal resources and enact-

. ment of sepaiate regulatiOns gpverning them.'Since most oaf the
'classification problems arise in thcontext of federal laws and'regulis
tions, corrective action also' must take place at the federal level.

The primary problem area: involving potentially conflicting state
and federal laws involves the presenet within a liG-RA of lands subject
to the jurisdiction of different 'governmental entities. Under the Geo-
thermal Steam Act of 1970, the Secretary of the Interior has discretion\ to conserve properly the geothermal pool'and to require lessees to unite
and operate collectively as a unit. Slate and privately (*vied land
adjacent to the federal lands within h 1CGRA is subject to cbntrpl awl

- regulation by the states.-Responsibility for the managementpf a single
geothermal reservoir that underlies lands controlled by separstejuris-
dictions thus must be assigned. ti

The problems' which might arise due.to, separate jurisdictional con-
trol are well ',illustrated by the experience of the petroleum industry.:
.The Title rcepture has characterized peiroleum exploitation in the
United Sta es with unfortunate results, each developer, being entitled
to ivbateve oil he could produce, literally raced to extract oil to pro-

,
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tect his interest. This resulted in waste, and, on occasion, damage to
the underlying oil pool. The rule of.capture has recently 1Xlen tempered
by basin management concepts, however, these controls came late to
the petroleum industry. To insure the beneficial development of' geo-
thermal resources and to prevent, overproduction of the field, such con-
trols should be introduced at the earliest possible state of development..
'The reduced output from a geothermal well due to overproduction can
result in a loss of pressure within the well that can preclude the fur-
ther generation of energy from the source. Thkuncertainty resulting
from .this' dot as to the potential duration 'Wthe source could dis-
courage a geothermal developer.. He must have reasonable assurance
that the geothermal resource will support the generating facility for
a sufficient period to justify the investment.

Regulations contained within the 1970 Act require compulsory'pool-ing, and unitization production which allows all lessees of a com-
mon pool to share equally in the production. Sirch a plan seems to be
a significant step in solving the problem of. overproduction. Some
states have taken similar action. New Mexico, for example, has enacted

.legislation which permits holders orstate geothermal leases: for the
same reservoir to enter voluntarily into agreements to enhance pro- . s.
duction, with the state regulating ,produCtion for maxinunn recovery.
However, the diScretion is that of the developer, not the state. Con-
sideration shouhTbe giv'en to a ftinctional manageinent system, involv-
ing. both state and thtVederal govirnments, that insures to each de-
veloper the control 'over its-Tespective lands, but at the same time,
guaranteePthe proper *use and development of the geothermal re-
source by 'Minimizing waste: A cooperative plan seems to be the most
promising scheme since-it takes into account the unique nature of the
geettifettnaf resource. ' r

AN'governmental ale ,in pro tinge geotheitaal development also
seems an/appropviatesoncomitant to the regulatory function. Federal
tax incentives that would encourage industrial development of-geo-
thermal resources should be made available. Tax writeoffs for geo-
thermal ettractive industries, depletion schedules and depletionallow-
-ancee for geothermal resources, and capital gainstreatmqnt for profits
would be important economic incentives if offered to geothermal lin-
duStries. The state could also olfer-taxl incentives that would favor
geothermal industries. Property used in Ilhe, extraction Of geothermal

/equipment
could be 'exempted from ad 'va.lorem property taxes, and

/ equipment purchased for the.e'xtraction could be exempted lipam sales
taxes. Additionally, income realized from tfie manufacturing and sale
of equipment for the extraction .a geothermal resources could be ex- ;
eMpte,d,from state income taxes.
Wind Energy

Wind energy, another alternative energy source inthe aevelopmenti
stage,'also seems amenable to concurrent state and federallawmaking.
Aside from the obviousdifficulty tharbiliy certainareaSof the nation
have sufficient sustained wind velocity to allow the economic utiliza-.
tion of thiS energy, source, the major impediment to prompt imple-,
jmentation of wind energy .311tteins may involve legal questions of
/aesthetic pollution. The objection to electrical transmission toWers'as
aesthetically degrading would appear to TOretell the pubfic reaction to

, r



windmill towers; the potsibility of a:windmill on every other roof will
probably be even less acceptable. Indeed, building codes and zoning
height regulations on title state and local level may now preclude
installation of windrniSs on may be so used in the future: Federal and
state governments should act cooperatively in this area to test, and en-
courage public acceptance of windmills. State governments, with pos-
sible federal assistance, can also make any changes in state enabling
laws necessary to allow local zoning and building code changes favor-
able to wind energy utilization.

Several additional problems arise from attemptg to harness wind
'energy. A difficulty shared with polar energy is the lack of recogniZed,
legahnirrest in the energy. source. Courts presently do not recognize
any right to the' air flowing across the land of sinother. UnipsS sufficient
spacing is maintained, adjacpit units could interfere with kne another,
thus discouraging widespread utilizition. Furtherphe public 'accept-,

-mince problem could be exacerbated if a potential user's right to operate
his unit without interference remains uncertain. State legislation rec-
oghizing and protecting wind energy rights is the pre erable solution ;
in its absence, local zoning controls can remedy th situatiotn,%11?eit
less effectively.

Other problems arise from the lack of legal standards refining oWn- ,

ership in the atmosphere and its currents. Rights to wind energy from
federal and state lands must \be determined, and appropriate leasing
procedures established. Moreover, possible windniill mterferene,e with
telmision,and microwave transmissions must be anticipated and dealt
with. Constructi of _other tall st,plictures--electrical transmission,
towers, skyscrapers, and othersha beenalloWed even though it in-
terfered with electromagnetic transmissions. State and fedenal entithts
with responsibility for communjpations and 'energy dvelopinent
should confer ,regarding this problem and attempt' to reconcile the
competing, interests. +
Energy from Solid -Waste

Finally, attention should focu o he use of solid waste to create
energy, an area which has been th tnf onsiderable recent federal '
and state attention., 0 talk waste, w ich enstitutes over half of the
total waste generated each year, can produ& fficient energy to replace
at least half of preselit-oil imports. Development of this promising
energy source depends on interrelated efforts of state, federal, and local
governments.

In general municipalities are responsible for and bear the cost of
coll frtion and disposal of solid waste. This would seem to imply that
the m. icipalities should also be responsible for implementmg pro-
gra hereby recovery from solid waste would become possible. How-
ever, the initial planning and construction costs involyed in?,converting
from a disposaPsystem to a recovery system may be prohibitive to the
municipalities:Further, the quality of solid waste. required to be fed
into a processing unit to insure its efficient operation may require the
joint operation of a unit byoseveral municipalities, resulting in shared
benefits and requiring cooperative planning and development. With no

, municipality having more authority than another, disputes ambrigthe
municipalities concerning site location and distribution of the benefits

' could lead to unnecessary delays in the planning and development of
the processing'unit.
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A plan implemented by the states with the COO ation of the munici-
palities appears tO.be a possible solution..A stat eside plan would help

. to insure efficient planning and:maxiipum utilization of,s0.110 waste
through larger, strategically located proceSSing units. The stags could
assist afso in financing the planning and construction costs of the proc-
essing units. The aid of the federal government 0ould significantly add
to these cooperative efforts. Unfortunately, however, the federal gov-
ernment presently.. appears to lack a strong'commitment to solid waste

-recovery, at least in,part-because wage disposal kas bee . red a
local rather than national matter. The thrust of waste m ifagemen s
redirected from disposal to resource recovery and federal involvemen

-,, initiated by the Resource Recovery Act of 1970, authorizing the Secre-
tory of the Interior to carry out demonstration °jeeps. Still, the fed-
eral effort in this area has not significantly pro ssed.

The federal role should' be much greater. In ddition . nancing
research and implementatibn projects, the federal gove . ent shoul

'coordinate overall research efforts, providing techn. al Cgs*ista ..to
state and, local governments, providing the necess, inc Ives for
increased use of recycled materials, and increasing t ii areness of
stattand local governments of the potential belie 0. of energy and
esource recovery from solid waste. Should the states fail to begin

pt utlear of solid waste due to economic pressures or conven-
ce; the fe government has the authority and means to overcome

ese problems: Solid waste is a problem national in scope and inter-
statestate in character. Prompt development of energy recovery from solid"1..

. waste will, require an expanded and accelerated federal role. Strong
legislation isncessliry.to ins*, adequate federal support, guidance,
and initiative.. ' ' ...) , .: . : 3) .

The, federal govertixneLt; in aildition must take steps to make the
economics of energy. rectvery from solid -Waste more attractive'. Al- .
though state action toward this goal, is also lobssible, the states acting
alone cannot eliminate the presently existing economic. disincentives.
The problem lies in three primary areas: discriminatory freight rates,
federal proeurement policy toward prodnc, 'containing recycled mate-

The cdseof trftrisportation may be.deterini ative of, whether energy '
mate-

rials, and taxes favoring utilization 011Ftleple able energy ksources

recovery Vrom solid waste can be economical. The marketability of re-
covered energy will depend on its economic competitiveness w,ith virgin
materials used. as energy sources. t videriCet hows that the freight fate
structure discriminates against some secondary materAWs in favor of
virgin materials. Since delivery cost represents'a largeThercentage of
the pfee of solid Waste, such discrimination.in the rate structure 1
recovered energy at &serious disadvantage on its economic comp ition
with virgin resources.

A second important factor in ensuring.the economic feasibility f
energy recovery from solid waste is. the marketability df inorganic
materials separated during processing; such sales cou d help offset the
necessary cost of processing the soliel+waste.,The fed I government,
although the largest Single purchaseroof many,United ates goods and
services, c,onsumesA,ss than 4 percent of gro4 domestic output. On .ate surface, then, it would appear teat the effects of federal government
purchases would be minimal; however, a government-program aimed/
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at the use of recovered,materiais should increase public awarenessof
the potential for recycling. Moreover, the widespread circulation 'Of
federal specifications on recycled material would tend to encourage
state awl local governments, as well as the private sector- to utilize
these materials. Similar-purchase policies by the.gtate,s could add'sig-
nificantly to the developme4 of the recovered energy market. Ac-
cordingcording to the' Environmentl Protection Agency [EPA], federal
procurement regulations in the past have favored the purchase of prod-
ucts

"--

containing virgin materials, requiring in certain cases that they b
purchased in preference to prokcts containing secondary material

ho GeneraLSeryices ..kdministration responded by instituting wpm-
gram:emphasizing the procurement of products colitaiiiing, secondary
materials. This-program, aimed primarily at paper products, slio
be expanded so as to give maximum incentive to pot Zdevelopers'
ps-t-nergy from solid waste.

'Finatty,. changes/ in. the system of tax' incentives .are irrcessary.
Capital gains treatment for profits, tax writeoffs for extractive indds-
tries, depreciation schedules, and depletion allowances favor the use of
virgin materials. These allowances promote the use,of wirgin resources

i in place. of seconda Materials, in effect subsidizing virgih niaterial
system of incentives should be reversed;

ke
use/ Thy ,"to favor "he
utilization of solid was 7

.\
REGULATION OF ENERGY DISTRIBIJTION

.

The alloction clie,mes which attend the energy crisis provided_an
example of both' coirflict and coopers,tion\ The federal Emergency
Petroleum Allocation Act had specific' provisions fora, state role.in

- allocatirig petroleum. In some qtates cooperation was amicably
achieved, while in others the protedUres resulted in strong state objec-
tions. Since the federal government lias'exert6l autli8rity over distri-

,,bution, ist:,likely that in future shortages the federal government may'?
.`? exert even greater controls. Given that these controls will be a result/

of ishortage..s ,and that the goal of the states Will be to obtain as much
fuel to their,own 'citizens' needs as they can, conflict seems inevitable. .

The transport of energy falls to a large extent withiii federal reg-u-
latory authority since energy transit involves interistate commerce. `
Whether by pipeline or other means, the federal government, through
the kithrstate Commerce Commission [ICC] and the FoP ' largely 1

contras the transport of energyzjIowever, there d;bes exisit role f9
the states, paiticularly in controlling the distribution, of fectrical
energy.
Elects Utilitietr . ,

The electric utility industry is, currently undergoing extensive, "'

trpsformation resulting from recent energy shoe cles escalating
costs, and increased public' ndignation at rising prices for e tricky

"§ervice.,In the current context striking the necessary balance b ween
investor and ind stfy interests on one hand, and consumer inte IS on
the other, has come an exceedingly complex process. Several ederal
agencies have likknnited authority over electricity distribution; howevery
the primitry governmental control in this area has'traditionally been ,11_
with the states. State public ,iitility agencies generally have the powe,r
to prescribe fair and reasonable rates and charges, classifications, and

.. . ,..i if ,
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° standards'of quality and measurement, and to eStablish a uniform sys-
tein of accounting and reporting by each public utility, Further, such
agencies dverseo rept y, inipi.ov'ements; additions, and extensionsqo
thaofacilities, of a p filic Utility, which are necessary to provide adee..
quate service and promote. the convenience and welfare of the pub- .
lie. The authority of the states to act in' the area of diStiibution of
electricity is well recognized. lIoivevec, since knew and possibly un-
tried methods. are called for in dealing with the current energy situa-
tion, constitutional limitations on state :power should be carefully

; delineated.. , . , . .

, An important4ource of limitation on state power to deal in the
area Of eleetricity,distribution is the preemptive authority of the var-
ious federal agencies. For example; the -FPC has authority over intcr- qfr,
state sale of electricity, and requires all public electric utilities(' to
make periodic reports of their opert)tiOns ,and accounts. Addition-
ally', it plays an important role in the planning and coordination of
regional electric generating facilities. It may order a public utility .

to connect its transmission facilities with facilities Of one or more
individtais engaged in thetransmission or sale of electrical energy, and
to sell' or exchange engrgy with such individuals. In the dvent of
an emergency, the !ITC May require temporary connections of facilities
and sach.geheration, delivery, interchange, or transmission of electric.

will
.energy as it decides wll best-remedy the si ation. other federal

agency with responsibilities whicli, affect ctric utilit is ,the EPA. ^
The EPA, concurrently with state enviro ental agencie ,has author-
ity over the environmental. impact of el tric utility poli es. Finally,
the Nuclear Regulatory Cdmmission is empowered to deal W t h the;pro-
sluciiief nuclear energy.

.
--Thus the federal government maintains a signkficant 1 vel of au-

thority' over certain specific regulatory areas related to.the generation
of efectricity. This authority is direct and affirmative, "as in; the de- '
termination of fuels and direCt regulation of interstate sales. by he
FPC, as well as indirect and negative, as in the area of...environmental
protection by the EPA. Up to this time, however, there 'has been no
agreement among the branches of the federaligovernment regarding
the direction ,a comprehensive regulatOry,scheme slold take. State
and local 'governments and pi)ivate individuals: are left to ,exerNifie
considerable authority to deal with the evolving electricity conversion
problem. Given this option; the states have generally chosen to con-
centrate .on -electricity distribution issues, such as rate structures,
rather than to confront directly the conversion 'problem. It should
also be noted that the electric utilities themelveS maintain co er- ...

able control over the quipment used,' the pr 'bposed sites to devel-
oped,.and the fuels to be burned. 'While the states have,/c siderable .':.
power, to regulate conversio hey have generally failed to exerdlie, t.
this power except ihe context of other issues. .

,in t.
lvatuMi Gas Utilities 1 1

..
Natural gas is currently under extensive control 131, the FP . Fed-

eral regulation began as early as 1938 as a result of requests by. states
which have been frustrated in their attempts tOdeal with-the vertically
integrated indzstry at the local revel. During This early, period, the
Supreme Court had effectively precluded slate regulation of interstate
natural gas trs beinglin violation 'of the commerce @ttise. States were
.4 3
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permitted' to regulate only where interstate Comynerco ended and intra-
state ammerce began, that is, where pipeline: pressure was .reduced ,.
and gas passed into focal distribution, systems. ,This left tnotates
free to control rates: charged by distributcirs to lOcal consumers, but

" unable to control prices charged by interstate pipeline,,cOrtipanies to
distributors. The purpose. of the Natuatiitts Act Was to/fill this gap
between procluctidn and distribution-in vfliiclithe states could not act.
The FPC was Igiven regulatory authority over the 'interstate trans-
portktion of nattural gas, including the power eo set "just and reason-
able rates. I ct sales and intrastate dis ibiition are not within the
Commission's jurOdiction, ,although thou have been proposals td
extend its power into this area.

iThus; states that import most of thof . natural supply must,

leave regulation largely to the federal governrkent ; h eyer, the regu-
latory situation.nlay tack: future changes. One' of the most controver-
sial issues in reguiatofy, circles today is the question of decontrol Or,
deregulation of the natural gas industry. Advocate of deregulation

, point to FPC Price regulation as the cause of the curient gas shortage.
'Chen is general agreement that -ilomestic natural gas 'reserve are
sultici6nt for domestic mods for ap least the remainder of the,century,
given reasonable efforts to locateand prOduce the--gas. Yet, pfoduction
has, not expanded" to meet the demand 'requirements, and the impact -
of the shortagt has been felt priitarily by interstate residential con-
sulters; the grikUp regulation is intended to benefit most It is, argued
that deregulation would effectively correethe shortage since it`wpulci

-indite, exploration and developinent of qsupplies not currently eCO-
nomical to de +el9p. Components counter that there are shortages of

' other petroleum products not subject to' regulation ;. I thus, this facto?
cannot be blamed for the-industry'S.,-failure- to develop available re-.

-sources.. A major point of contention centers en 'whether the industry
iscould be sufficiently competitive without regulation to operate in a

., Manner Jaot.detritnental tO,the.corisiither, Proponents of deregulation
assert t the industry is "wotkably competitive,'? pointing out the
relativ iow.cjegree of ownership concentration in the pr uction of

,-gas a d in regrVe holdings for future production. The ar ment i
that Without regulation, prices would rise to the marketcl g level
and .compete with., other SiipPlies ava,Uable to constuners.
Opponents of. deregulationt on the,,gther hand, are adamant in their
position that the:industry is not wOrkably competitive and must be
regulated "to protect consumers froth eXploitation. Petroleum *com---,..1
parutis are, bharacterized as4Pproaching oligopolistic control of all
energy resources, therebi-lfecoming full-line vertically integrated
energy companies. Tinis, deregulation of natural- gas producers could
result in the -companies' using natural gag price
higher prices 'for oil products, coal, and other fuels. : .. .

The states will be generally affected by`any change in FPC polic$7,
ineludni deregulation schemes. Some states are currently'using their
limited power over natural gas to allocate gas, within their: borders. ,

If FPC .jurisdiction is broadened- to" include:intrastate sales; state
.power will corresponding diminish under: the supremacy dry

) Any national priority scheme established by,. the.FPC would have to be .
. followed by state regulatory commission in determining end;use in .

individual states. Total deregulation, on the other hand, significantly
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broadens the states'.'intefest in the distritnition add cofflaimplion of
natural gas in general.

The.digree ofLyonhapp,ineSs with the program expressed*y some
states thus givegise to Irosuggestion that the states,ShOikd establish
thikit..onn allocation,tysWn, either to supplenient the fedei.alivctein
or-to replace it if the Onergency Petroleum Allocation. Acttexpires.
The bodY of federal law on fuel" al/nation is so extensive, however,
that Such ,iiit,independent state. Ostem seems' iiu and may, he

' .preempted.ltradditimi to the fuel allocation act, the Defense lipr Ow-
tion Act of 1950 and the Naiural .Gas Act both contain provisionsv-
lilting to fuel allocation. These statutes furliel illustrate the pc,
siveness of, federal control ire the area and,rAinforces the preemptl
argument. 2 . I 7-4

OVERNMENT ROLES IN ENERGY CONSERVATION

Since the increase national awateness of the' finiteness of tradi-
tional energy resources, the need for additional conservation measures

- has received Considerable attention. Unlike tht3 concomitant effort to
develop alternative energy sources, conservation involves areas in
which .strict delineations' of federal and state authority have been
drawn over the years. The resulting jurildictional mix may impede
prompt implementation of. comprehensive 'conservation programs,
though opportunities for coordination do exist and should be utilized. .

Building Constructiogi
44 In the last 8 years, energy consumed ins ipice_heating for co er-

.

. cial buildings has almost doubled. There is 'evidence to su I. st that.,it
savings of two-thirds in nominal lighting energies can be a.Cvieved
available technology. Making energy conservation an overri ing con-
cern in the design, construction, and operation of new buildings could
result in a savings of about.40 percent of the energy per cubic foot of
space now being consumed. The federal-state balance of control over
building construction is somewhat nebulous. Although the state has
primary 1 over matters such as zoning ordinances and building
codes, it appea that the federal government, through its spending
and taxing powe may influence energy consumption in buildings in
the future. Further; he federal government can influence construction
habits-b specificatio luded.in such federal loans as those made
by the Federal Housing A nistration and Veterans Housing Act.
Nonetheless, primary control i the area of housing codes resides in
the states.

Building regulations are supported by. the state police power and,
if reasonable, are valid to the extent they.promote the common good.
So long as the regulatign isonot arbitrary and tends to promote the
public health, safety; m6rals, neral welfare, it,will be upheld. The
requisite' connection of. reasoire regulation and rational relation to
legitimate public purpose can be found in the broad public benefits
provided by energy conservation. The goal of energy conservation
thus is arguably within the ambit of public welfare for which the leg-
islature may act. ,

The state may lawfully establish retroactive regulations which re-
ghire reasonable changW existing buildings to improve energy ef-
ficiency. In determining whether a substantive retroactive regulation
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is reassble, the essential questidii under trad ipnal due probess no-
tionwis*hetther the public welfare requires retroactive applications
and whether the property owners affected would. suffer an unreason-
able burden as compared with the result g public b refits. Addition-
ally, under substantial duelfrocess restrictions, the, d sought bz, the
legislature must be a legitimate public purpose, yet lie means must
not be unreasonable, arbitrary, or capribous. Gener lly no rights are
violated if tile sum required to be spent by the prop rty owner is rea-
sonable-und.dr the circumstances. For example, the nited States Su-
preme Coprt upheld a building ordinance requiring 4e installation

In another case, '')uth Carolina supreme :41:ti.

).of a sprinkler system costing $6500 in a buildiners

. ilance. which qui,: plaintiff to rept. .11

cost exceeding each of the over 1 uuntilic owne "I'lle court
:telt the ordinance to be reasonable andin a taking q property with-
out -.compensation: courts hove also uphe energy'- "related housing
code reqUirements ranging from a piovision niantdating room heating

facilities to a. water heater requirement.
In add ition to 'due process constraints, there are two other limita-

tions on Police power energy regulations such as those which would be
instituted by a state under its building code. The supremacy clause
requ es at a state st tute yield in 6a.943 of a direct conflict with an
exercise:by, he feder veniment of its constitutional powers. The
remaining iction .o state statutes is the equal protection clause.
Equal protection demands that the law have the same effect on all
persons and property belonging to the same class aid under similar
conflitions. "The Fourteenth. Amendment permits tire states- a wide
scope of discretion in enapting laws which affect some groups of -citi-
zens differently than others." A state statute may not be struck down
as offensive of equal protection in its scheme of classification unless it
is obviously arbitrary; moreover, except in the case of a statute em-
bodying,cliscrimitiation .so patently without reason that no conceiv
able .situations of fact could 'be found to justify it, the Claimant wino
challenges the statute bears the burden of affirmatively demonstrating
that its classifieatiOns labk ratio,nality. This presumption of validity
places n heavy burden of proof of harm on thoge challenging the la*,
and at least where the government is carrying out an essential public
service, the statute' y be validated simply upon an affirmative
showing of a relatio Between the ordinance and the public health,
safety, or welfare. pile his bro state authority,to clarify, how-
ever, a state regul on Wi ,,be overt rned if it is obviously arbitrary
and discriminato

Pursuant to the mmerce clausel ngress could enact a .unifOrm
national building code if national uniformity proves necessary to pre-.
vent: inconsistent local regulation from interfering with interstate
commerce. Under present preemption doctrine, however, this alone
might not be sufficient to prevent totally state .regulation in the area.
If federal uniform building codes were to have full preemptive effect,
a firm expression of congressional purpose and.explicit preemption of
state regulation might be required.

At present the.most important source of federal standards for both
existing and proposed structures is the Department of Housing and
Urban Development [HUD]. If liberally construed and administered,
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the- mortgage refinancing tiklinAty of the 1p74 I-ronsingActAnidgr
it new section, should be us .d, to encourage building im.proveinetits
conducive to,eLlergy conservation. Traditinally, building'ownersithve
obtained funds for deferred maintenance, repains, and,reliabilitation by
refinancing residential properties every 10. years. or so. Whilelinstitu-,
tional lenders no,Jonger supply this financing very reti Ay, section
'4230) can offer oiwnerS, an opportunity to accomplish . airs; its
authority ... not limited to' dlder areas or to low Or moderate incomeic\4.
residents. Its rdtt'd language permits HUD for the first time to insure
mortgages on e isting housing where "substantial' rehabilitation" will
not be undertaken. Participating owners will be required 4o make
repairs and imprOveindetts to satisfy applicable ocal housing codes and
the objectives oat the HUD Minimum Propert S ndards. Such st 'Id-
a r( Is ef al easily include energy conservation requirements:

'11,, impact of xisting" federal Programs is aiiited, .1.1oNN (; . by
- the ability of the states to establishiere stringent building stantiards

to be met before local occrancy permits are granted. States generally
ix, ain the power to adopt laws afteding the subject of a federal statute,i

.so 1 t as the federal purpose is not undermined. Additionally, in view
of the traditional role of the state police powers even a federal uniform
building code could likely be viewed by the courts as an unwarranted

. intervention in loeargoveriunental activities. Thus, the fe.deia,1 role in
influencing-building construcCion_for' more efficient' energy utilizatiOn
Will probably rentaina limited one.) ;
7';yrnwportation

1Transportation is also a key energy policy area because of its :rela-
ion energy consuin tion. Transportation users depend heavily/on

petroleum roducts fo heir energy. Thus oil policy and foreign affairs
are heavilS, interrel with transportation programs, as are domes -.
tic oil production regulations. Environmental consideratidll also are
interrelated with transportation energy consumption in such areas tis
vehicle emission standards and the Clean Air Act.

Federal jurisdiction in transportation affairs is, similar to federal
authority in other energy-related areas. Transportation policy places
particular emphasis on the comnierce clause and thenatio41 power to
"provide for the common 'defense" as the basis for juriadiction. The
federal government exercises broad-ranging powers to in4lie that in-
terstate commerce is not burdened. Vehicle standards, ratemaking
authority, and the like are examples of federal action in pursuit of this
power. Providing for the defense oftche nation is a constitutional man-
date for the' federatgovernmen. t; to Fiarticipate in the design and devel-
opment of transpattation facilities. The interstate highway system is
an example of a transportation facilkty built to assist in the national
defense'. States also have considerable-regulatory authority over trans-
pOrta-4kiii by virtuecif the police pow 1.

/idrken....a.
Prz'vate, Tran8portatiim.yhe use Obiles is regulated by

government through taxes a d lice There are taxes on the pur-
chase of automobiles and on gasobe, the latter imposed by federal,
tate, antLin some places local goverraent. The gas taxis o particular

importanc because it is directly tied to automobile use. The consomp-
tion of 11113 is relatively inelastic, therefore, preSent taxes, totalling
about 11 c nts per gallon, do little to discourage auto- use. A large

-t
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federal to ,Of perhaps 40 cents a gallon, however, might,resul '11 4 sub;
stantial d .rease igg auto use, and hence a substantial ener y snags.

,Presp , the fe eill governent inkpetuates Americas apendence
. 'on the automobile through the Highway Trust Fund. The fond is

financed.through takes, iPtcludi1/4 100 percent of the Minds raised by /
federal taxes on gasoline, diesel, fuel,, tires' a vehicle parts.. In-the

_,,,,past. this fued has been earmarked exclusiver f r .grilvay appropria-
tions. Even though the fund has now been opned allOw expenditures
for mass,Pransit, the bias of the trust fund is clear : "it is unfair and
Unjust to tax motor-vehicle transpoftation. unless the ptqeedsvf such'

'taxation are applied, to the construction, improvement, oanainteriance
of hikhwa)is." Thp fe0erpLgovernment is not alone, in segregating tax`
monies raised IT gasOlirie use for maintenance and constrtigtiori of.
roads. For example., 6/7of the etsoline tuxes collected in Floridri "shall
be used for he construction and maintenancesqf state roach." Thus,
at the state level also, the perpetuation of the automobile is statutorily .

ordained. t''' ,. ,

A state can regulate goodg under its police power-without violating
the commerce clause only where a mode of interstate commerce is not
unduly burdened. Thus, h state would probably be limited in its abih-
ity to regulate the sale of autos. Taxes on inefficient vehicles or on fuel`

.'consuming accessories would probably be upheld, howeber. If the tax
ithposed correlates to the weight of the vehicles, the tax can be tied to
additional maintenance required on roads due to their. Use by heaviert
vehicles. However, title III of the Energy Policy and Conservation'
Act preempts any state efforts which would - conflict with automobile
fuel economy standards set' by the federal government.

The obvious corollary te'discouraging the sale and use of inefficient
motor vehicles is to encourage the use of more efficient vehicles.
Incentives could be established by exempting certain efficient accesso-
riesf such as -radial tiles, from the sales tax. Programs also might be
implemented which discotrage the use of all automobiles. For ex-
ample, during the Arab oil embargo, there was a prohibition of Sun-
chly gasoline sales. , i A

-..
,

'Another energy conservation measure that seems particularly sus-
ceptible to incentives is %neouragement of carpooling. Eighty-two
percent of working Americans commute to their, jobs in automobiles,
many of them driving alone. Over 34 11er,.cene of all passenger7car
travel in the United States involves commuting' to and from wojk.
IncentiveS aimed atAncouraging carpoolin'g can be provided through
preferential traffic lanes, parking facilities, and toll rates. Federal
funding is available to the states for implementation of carpool
incentives through the Emergency Highway :Conservation Act and
the Energy Policy and Conservation Act..

Mass transit system provide another effective alternative for de-
creasing automobile ust. The FEA. has flatly declared, "public transit is
two to fourtimes more energy efficient than the auto." Federalrespon-
sibilj,ties concerning mass - transit are mainly located in the Urban
Mass Transportation Administration [UMTA] which is part of the
Department of Transportation. Federal assistance for mass transit, is
authorized in the Urban Mass. Transportation Act of 1964, most re-
cently amended in 1974. Such assistance, available only to urban
reas, is intended "for improving the efficiency of transit services."

-- 112
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Projects which may be authorized under this plan incl , . ,k.\ ,,.. Dital
and operating exvenffitures. 7,,,,

-

. , The states are thermore logical 1 V:el of government to mash-\
,transit utilization since transport tional needs often are regional in I
nature. No one municipality can cokpeswith thevproblem, and usually
local governments are. given only .very -narrow powers by .1c state.

numberStates havo been active in considering mass transit plans; a ber of
them have also develOped carPooling plans, both for government tend
private employees. States' are als4 asked to coordinat,9,nd present
Ant twide plans' to me-l'Weral gui6elines.

.
...

,,is al officials, however, to whom citizens turn wheillheir pub-
lic transit is inefficient, orincapable of getting them to a,Aqired focti
tion atrn propoNt I i me. Local responses have t- ' eua.-e#1 we
of bus , po(,' Ion and dial-a-ride:, The local, tole is largely one
of plaimilig Nut iinpiementation. lite:,,Nnds appropriated under

) UMTA hate p4ovieled an incentive fOr local areas to be n implement-
' ing suet} energy Vopervation measures. -

Cimmevial Tiagsportation.CommeteitrYtranspo . ation involves.;
the nioveffent of freight .and people. The authdrity to regulattiOnter,
state commercial transportaSolf,lies wiqi the f ral governmen, and

not linclulY retiict interstate commerce, and rep tion ,must be Pin.-
4 i§ based, upon the Constitution's co,mmerce.:cla e. State action' must

suant ta% valid state interest-States haVe a limited role in measures .

to, conserve energy used in commercial- transportation, though the
iLility of an unconstitutional

a

re lation of interstate commerce
looms large over any such proposa F r example, a state might attempt
to promote More efficient commercia transportation by levying taxes

,upon. less-efficient modes. If interstate transporters- Were involved, ju-
risdiction would be limited to theiintrastate portion of the carrier's
business. And even then, no Itctioli could He taken which would un-
duly *urden interstate- commerce. Another argument which might be
raised against regulations which vary from state to state is that corn-
Afrcial transportation is so, interstate in nature that a uniform na-,,,
tional system is the only feasible Bans of regulation.

Federal regulation of interstate commerce is among the oldest and
most well established regulatory powers. The Interstate Commerce
Act, passed in 1887i-is the nation's oldest statute authorizing direct
federal regulation of industry: Principal areas of commercial trans-
portation regulation inclUde air transport, domestic water transport,
and surface transport, including rail carriers. .

The necessity for energy- conservation. hds altered regulation of
commercial transport. In the past era of cheap and abundant fuel,
neither the practices of industry itself nor the goals of government-
regulation stressed the conservation of energy. Tifl purpose of federal
regulation was to insure that "[a]l1 charges made for any service ren-
dered or to be rendered in the transportation of ssengers,,or prop-
erty .; ,. . shall be just and reasonable." Shifting- reight overnent to

emore energy-eAcient modes7is now, an important objecti , as is gen-
erally decreasing the. demand.

Decreasing demand for freight-services cannot be as \asily accom, .
plished. as decreasing demand for private transportation, hoWeVer.

'There is less frivolous, use of commercial transportation, and market
forces encourage. elirdnation of unnecessary costs. In addition, unlike
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private transportation,, relatively little freight mqwementlis, done for
_ .

pleasure. If an industry or company were impeded in its business by
government regulations which prevented it fronfuSing freight trans-
portation, a taking issue ivould be raised. While the use of propertyltan
be restricted by governor kt without that notion constituting a taking,
the prevention of interstate commerce by ticistype of regulation would,
probably not be upheld. There Are also .strong policy reasons for not.
discouraging the use of Commercial transportation. The nation is
attempting economic recovery, agdireight transportation is basic to
business advances. This.;' ;n porinnt fnrtnr, 01"" ,vighp,i
crainsCthr'

It Hn-, noon area Involves increasing the effi-
ciency of the vftr u transportation modes. At present, many goprn-
dental regulations romote energy-inefficient uses, ynotable example
being the federal re nirenient of gatewayt r interstate truck° trans-
poet. This requires t fat common carriers tran port goods only accord-
ing to routes authorized by the ICC, thus frequently causing truckers.
to travel unnecessary miles. The ICC is attempting, to alleviate this
situation through the elimination of gatewaji requirements when a
carrier, by using the most direct highWay route can save up to 20 per-
cent of-pits authorized route mileage. Interestingly, where a greater
than 20 percent savings is involved, an appropriate.application seek-
ing direct-service authority would be'required. Such government wag-7-
uNtions requiring. activities which inefficiently and unnecessarily use
'fag are an anachronism. Regulations must be scrutinized to prevent
government, in its regulatory capacity, from causing commercial
transport took methods which are circuitous, uneconomical, and in- .

efficient.
Transportation issues are likely .to/see some dramatic and far:_

-reaching changes in the near future. Alterations in the petrol&m sup=
ply and cost situation have already had significant impact. or7trans-
portation patterns. There are several significant factors which may
,affect future transportation programs. First mass. transit and rapid
transit progrates-are being increasingly emphasized by the federal gov-
erninent,,Environmentaconcerns, particularly standards imposed

. the Clean Air Act, Will .have to be con ered in planning transporta-
tion programs for the future. Moreov , because.governmental entities
are.presently short of funds, pproposals which require intensive capital
expenditures are:Unlikely to,be approved in the fiiture.- Finally, with-
out federal leadership, state and local,. transportation planning suffers
from various uncertainties in trying to project future transportation
programs.

THE FUTURE OF .FEDERALISM IN THE ENERGY ISSUE
/

A few areas of energy regulation exist which by nature will fall
within the exclusive domain of the federal government. Matters rerat-
ing to foreign affairs are and will continue to be exclusively federal
matters. Similarly, national security is an issue of federal concern. The .1

. propriety of the exercise of thitt'power may be guestionpd, however, as
to whether a matter claimed to be foreign affairs or national security
is properly designated. In the past, for example, the definition of na
tional security as it rely s to energy justified the construction of darnst
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and thedormation of the TVA. In the future, it may be possible that
valid national concerns, such as national defense or security, may be
invoked to expand -federal authority. In addition; as petroleum be -'
comes scarce, and domestic resources decrease, the actual impaet of
petroleum' policy-on national defente\will in. Yl)1
authority t4----ratIon *hiriott 1. SN / t.- 6E41

tgs matt be utilized to justify such
peace tune if the shortages were great enough.

hu interstate .commerce powers as discussed-previously, is also a
inafter where provininent federal power 'exists. Since the limits of
this power are at best unclear, the limits. of its exercise in the field, of
energy policy are less than predictable. Fonexample, the federal gov-
ernment is utilizing the commerce power to Claim exclusive authority
over all automobile effiCiency standards. Title II of the Energy Pol-

e icy. and Conservation' Act (EPCA) preempts state efforts which con;
flirt with federal fuel standards:.
o' In addition to the federal government's exclusive authority, the
states also retain exclusive authority over some issues.. For example,

.1 the states'ha,ve the power to make decisions regarding their, own pur-
. chase of energy consuming items,. that is,, procurement. In fact, this

authority is recognized specifically in the EPCA. Other examples of
traditional state authority include zoning, building codes, and utility
regulation. To some exterit, howeyer, each of these areas is being in-
creasingly affected by federal activity. For example, a federal land use
bill Which would substantially affect the states is a recurring Subject
Of congressional activity. In addition; a nationwide building code has
beed proposed. The National Flooki. Insurance Act of 1968 affects local
zoning control. BillS have beeiiiiitroduCed which would affect state
utility. regulations. Each of these cases indicates a continuing possi-
bility of conflict or cooperation between state and federal govern.-
ments. Each initiative of state and .federal government wwithout con-
scious coordination increases tha potential for .conflict. To optimize
the interaction of state and federal governments,some general priiici-
pies as to their respective roles should be articulated.
The Federal Iple

There are unquestionably distinctions_ between the motives and
goals of the individual .states and the concerns of those StateS'cOliec-
tively as a nation. The more parochial interests of the states.may not
encompass the long-term national pe ctive required in energy pol-1
icy. Therefore, the primary role Of nat nal government should be 6;1
provide gui ante for al citizenry and national welfare.as a whole,

. rather than f r geographicm sectidps. This overall guidance should in-
clude sour of energy data and iilformation Which may be utilized
nationwid avoid unnecessary duplication in -research and develop,
ment in several states. Further, it is the respOsibility of the federal
government to provide the overall framework within which the states 1

will make their own policy. Without this guidanceconflict would occur
not only between the state and federal governments, but also among
the states.

The, federal government may become increasingly involved in
diverse matters relating to energy policy4The degree to which it be-
comes involved in state - related areas would likely be a function of the
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degre which the states have sin -1, aggres-
sued ,wn polidies. Current .iv, the ledci goVermilent's l,riucipu,
statei of guidance for state governments is the EPCA. However,
much legislation is pending in Congress whith could affect state en-
ergy pblicy. Because the feclenti government possesses broad powers,
there are-very few areas in which there is no potential for federal ac-
tion. As the energy issue becomes more crucial, it. is likely lat the fed-
eral government's activities will grow and expand into reas which
haye lawn more traditiona y of state concern, such a tility rates
and housing codes. Howeve

)

if the states themselves act affirmati ly
to implement energy -policie the federk4 government may not be re-
quired to intervene as substa tially s it might otherwise.
The Slate Role

If is crucial that the states recognize that it is in the best interest of
their citizens to qtilize-the police" power to establish energy conserv.
tion as state, polioly. Thisarealization can establish the foundation
utilization of the police power in many areas of concern. There is
tential for.,the states to provide an innovative example for th,3 federal
government, and to implement ograms which can provide models
for other states: Thereltre, man areas of concern on the agenda Jail
state action. One way,to view the potential for state action is by phases
of the energy production-consumptton process.

Exploration and PrOduction of Energy Phase.While obtaining
energy resources is a matter of concern to both state and federal gov- y
ernments, the states retain a laige measure of control through en-
vironmental regulations over exploration within their-borders. The
states however, are not empowered to limit production to advance their
own parochial interests if detrimental' to the nation as a whole. The
developmentOf resources of the coastal states also relates to explo
tiou and 'production. Offshore production has been a major so rc of
conflict between the states and the federal government. However, a
major attempt at cooperation, the Coastal Zone Management Act, is
currently being implemented. While the Act is not aimed primarily
at energy policy, it does provide a mechanism -- through the use of
federal funds for state control of coastal zone development, including
energy-related onshore activities.

Processing and Conversion Phase.Changing oil.resources into en-
ergy is heavily affected by environmental concerns of-both the state
and federal government. Processing and conversion of both petroleunb
and nuclear fuels are heavily controlled and regulated. Within tla
issue-the location and siting of nuclear power plants 14s been and will
cgutinue to be' an area of conflict. It has been the subject of initiative
in the West and litiggtion in the East. The ultimate extent of state7,
authority to affect nuclear power has not yet been decided under the
current statutory scheme. oPlu -

Under the .Clean'°Aih:pAct; the states are allowed to require the
burning of coal with 1..ss'than one percent sulfur content, thus heavily
influencing conversion o. for electricity. AS pressure increases to
use coal, new federal -..4ndards may be promulgated with the intent
to- override state rest ctions. A new and emerging area of concern is
control of conversion f solar energy for electricity. The primary ques-
don is who-will set sta dards of performance for solar devices. To this

1 IQ
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point, standard setting has occurred at the st te rather than the federal
level. This could result in nonuniform stan ards among the states,
which could cause problems for manufacture andthus delay the im-
pigmentation of solar energy technology.

istribution and Transportation These. The federal government
has heavily controlled nationwide allocation under the Emergency Pe-
troleum Allocation Act It is likely that future shortages and alloca- ,

tion scherhes will be ily controlled by the federal government.
Given that these cont are a resuleof shortages and the goal of states
is to obtain as much el for their citizenAti.ds Rs*ey can, conflict
seems inevitable inil is area, Transporeofienergylalls largely within
federal regulatory a thorit3 since energy transport involves interstate
commerce. Whether by pipeline or by other means, the federal gov-
ernment, through the ICCand the FPC, controls the transportation of

r. energy. One of the major examples.of recognition by:the feileral gov-
ernment of thec4atesr role occurs in the area of energy transportation.
The Deepw-ater Port Aet of '1974. grants to the governors of coastal
states -the right to veto the siting of deepwater ports in adjacent
States. tinder that Act, the federal government specifically accorded
a role to the states in controlling transportation,of petroleum through
the use of deepwater ports. .

Utilization' and Consumption of Energy Pha.se.The" area of use .

control is the focus of energy coms,eivation. Since energy conservation
is of increasing iMporiance ,it igiikely that both the state and federal
government will be morelictive.,However, at is here that the state pos-
sesses the greateseintrinsic authoritr toinlplement energy policy. The ,

following is a,list of energy-related policies which states should.con-
slder in utilization of its police power to reduce the 'consumption of
energy :

(.1) Implementation *state zoning and land-use policies which
encourage energy coneervation.This strategy would specifically
require states to considei energy matters in the location of de-
veloprhents, induStries, and the like. In addition, zoning should be

: considered for protecting the use of solar devices and for improvt
ing industrial siting for optimal use of energy. availability.

(2) Utilization of building and housing coda.-The EPCA has
required the states to implement an energy-conscious housing code
in order to receive federal funding. Numerous schemes have been

;devised by the,states to implement or to-encourage energy cense*
vation in buildings from tax breaks to direct building code--
requirements.

(3) RromotiOn of alternative sources of energy. ,States haveI.40= the capability to encourage the us o arenergyas well as the -
utilization of solid waste for pr uctien of electricity. In fact,
many states have implemented such polieies,:and the broader their
use of these alternative -sources, the greater colledtive national
benefit:

(4) Promotion of conservation in transportation.States have
within their power the ability to improve mass transportation and
encourage its, use through wise land planning and through en-
courapment of carpooling, vanpoOling, and special traffic lanes.
This is another area in Which- the federal government has directly
mandated some state action for the receipt Of federal funds.

1 "1
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(5) .kmplementation S4nergy-c aims Procurement.The
authorItys,to affect procurement is specifically recognized by the
federal government, and certain states are implementing energy-

.. . wise policies. The ability of states totakelte lead in consiininig\.
energy-efficient products can set both an example nd encourage

_industry% produce such prodficts. JP.(6) Restructuring of utility r--e48.Although st les tradition-
1111p4lavp qegulated Otiltity rate sfeictures, the (roat in the past hasr: -been to Iteure a fair' rate of return on Aity investmeats rather
than control the amount of energy consumed: The rate-settiog

, agencies in many states 1111vIadopted or considered rate structures
'A 4 "which would tend to encotinge the conservation of energy.
0 thee PellicyApnsider at : ,

here are many oth - issues related- to energy policy which are
just beginning to be raised. Increased efficiency in the utiligtion of ..

resources such as the use of waste heat, solid wastes, and returnable'
containers, pro *de extemples of an issue -Ohere Atatejederal bound-
aries have y be drawn. In ray of these areas states have taken
tentative ste 5 while awaiting some definitive policy froni the federal
level. For 'example, the impact ov energy policy cal disMvantaged

neglectedgroups, such as the aged and the Poor, has largely 13
energy

neglected at
both the state and federal levels. Increased attention is being given
to this topic in areas such as "lifeline" utility rates, weatherization of
low income homes, and mass transportatie.for the elderly.

The ener issue raises many questions of federal-state roles. The
reSolution of ues is likely to cause a major evolution, if not rev-
olution, in the concept, of federalism. Asses nt of the continuing
areas of conflict reveals that, at best, prediction as to future disposition

arious issues is uncertain. Yet, the energy i ue is not one in which
policy,can await future clarity. Therefore, state and federal govern-
ments should begin to act in the public interest an Tote 96gy's
effective use. State governments cannot afford to wait for the federal
government to solve their problems. States must act'in the interest of
their citizenry to alleviate energy-related problems where jurisdiction-`
al authority permits. The federal government must recognize the po-
tentially valuable role of the states in the development of energy policy
and should encourage state action. This can be accomplished through
a comprehensive federal plan which provides leadership and increased
certainty, on which local decisionmakers can base their decisions. The
federal government should finance innovative pilot projects -so that. -

ir efficacy can beftested for state implementation. There-are areas
wh e the **demi government is more capable of policy formulation
tha the state governments, but there are corresponding areas in which
states are better qualified to rect. Resolution of areas of effective author -

4ty is essential for satisfactory solutions to existing energy problems.

CONCLUSION

The division of authority between state and feder 1 governments
has been a mattered continuing concern' hroughout the history of the
country. Because of the complexity of the energy issue, it not only
reaches many of the tradilional areas of conflict between the state and
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federal go rnments,but also, creates new ones. As each level of gars-
evnment b ihs tip take rnorekextensive action, the issue of ,the di, ion
of state an l federli,Lauthority becomg morel ccimplex. Moreover; this
complexit isdiriterisiiied by the increasing diversity of energy resources
and sophi ieation of ttelivpry techniirlogy. In thonear niture it is antici-
pated th statervid derarkovernments will extend their activity in
the area of energy p is the state governments through their police -
powers and tilt federal government through its eoustitutional 'author-
ity. While it is possible that in some spheres each may operate inde-
pendently, it is More (likely that either cooperation must be generated
Dr conflict, will ensue.

4.
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THE COAST IS NOT CAR FOR ENERGY pLANNING

`(By Rice Odell).* .

It is hard to conceive a political enterprise more wildly ambitions
than thecurrent federal-state program to manage the nation's preciets
.coastal zone. The ,fitful progress of that program, now more than
four years old,% worth examiningnot only because. of .its own far-
reaching importance, but because it may fo ewarri us of problems
likely to emerge if some type of national Ian se law is enacted.

. The coastal program calls for states to deve o and then administer
coastal zo an gement plans that meet certain edelfal co ditions--
as a prere4R+Mitp t receiving federal financial assistance.' 0 e key con-
dition is that sta .plans make' some pprovision for energgFyy . facilities.

state plans.
In return, fe projects are supposed to be "consistent" with

is the cirIastal zoule program so ambitious pid so bes et with
diffib ties? There are three. ,sic reasons. First, tidemands on lim-
ited astal resources are numerous and pressing; particular]. y with
the hea emphasis on increasing cVrgy supplies. Second, the law
seeks to reconcile what is inherently irWconcilablethe many conflict-
ing public and private, interests that are pushed and pulled in a giant
tug-of-war within and among three competing levels of bureaucracy :
federal, state; and local. Third, the law provides no regulatory lever
age. It relieS solely on-the inducemente.of the federal purse, the pro-

.

vQrbial ca t.
Typically, 13 Coastal ZoneManagement Act of,1972, which estab-

lished the feder -state program, seeks to serve.all MaSters. It deelares
a policy of bottt otecting coastal resources and developing them _

"gwing full consideration to ecological, cultural, historic, and esthetic
values, as well as to needs for economic development." .

The Office of Coastal Zone Managenient (OCZM), in the Conundie
Department's National Oceanic and _AtrhosPheric Administration.
(NOAA.), has interpreted this schizophrenic mandate with expres-
sions of policy such as this :

"It must be recognized that notitll development or-activity in the.
coastal zone can or should be halted. As long as -these determinations
are based on sound information and processeswhich reflect thee value
ofthe 'natural environment, a process for determining wherodevelop-
ment should go, as well as where it should not, can be environmentally
beneficial, for the designation of specific areas for develoPment will
focus and restrict such activities to carefully chosen sites. This will .
reduce the development sressures, on other environmentally sensitive
or valuable areas." [1] .0%

From the Conservation Foundation Letter; a monthly report of The Conservation,
Foundation, February 1977. Tire foundation describes itself as a private, non-profit re-
search and communicationk, g an Iza tlo n which "encourages. wise management of ,the,
.earth's resources." References lippefir at the end of the article. Reprinted by permission
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The basic thrust behind the 197A4ct was ..a.' concern for en n -.
mental ,protection. But with extensive amendm tits' signed int law
on July 26, 1976, Congress changed the rules of he game, see ng to
lay on oczm. and the states a heavy energy res nsibility le em-
phasis on enekgyor the federal pressure for e y developinent

F in setting coastal zoneprioritiestas .bee hard for some states and
-some -citizen groups to swallow. 'It has worsened a political climate

already full-of suspicion among federal, states and local governments,
and already rife with the resentment of property owners uptight about

' - any government planning or interference.
For examplciSali orma opposes a terminal fonAlaska) oil atLong

- /Beach. There his been yip:roils opppgAttion to certain q11 leasing off
-ft the California, Alaska, and Atlautic coats, to a liquified natural gas

terminal in. Clesapeake Bay, to oil refinery at East ort on ,the
coast of Maim, and so forth. ' -

- - flow does the- Coastal .Zone Manag;ement Act seek 6" resolve. the .
inevitable conflicts

ent grant, a state program must include "a
isstkes such as energyilevelopment? To qualify

for. a progtam develo
planning arocess for ergy facilities likely to be lOcated in, or which
d,

Mmay .signehntly affect, the coastal zone, including, but not limited .
`may

process for anticipating and managing the impacts from such
facilities."

In its propoSed regulat iontrfor implementing that. requirement,A

NOAA says the states, would be---ttneouragetZ to develop . . . prote-
dures -for assessing necd/dernand projections", NMI for "allocating -
these nelis among coaqiirand inland locations." NOAA explains that
these'plocedures would not be required "because it is felt_ (t ey) wou
be beyond the capability and purview of coastal mane meet pro-

: grans at.this time. . .
%

The states would be encouraged .to develop methods for "deterni
ing site suiability of alternate locations for particular fac iti ey
would be required, however, to include a procedure for assessing iin-
pacts of energy facilities and techniques for coping with these,impacts:
I.In order to get a program approved and receive federal-grants to ,..

Administer it, the law. sava a state must see that its "program provides
'for "adequate consideration of the national interest involved in plan-
ning ior;-and in the siting of, racilitieS (including energy. facilities)

-. mhich ale necessary to meet requirements that are other than locale in
nature." . , ?

The approval of a state program triggers another provision of the
law which is designed to comilbnsate the states for looking after the
'national in
sion, sta
prOjeet d
is con.liac
mum exten

. That is the so-called "federal consistency" provi-
t federal agencies undertaking or supporting any

v affecting the coastal zone must ensure that the project
ith approved state management programs, "to the maxi-

racticable.
Antoher provision deals with activities requiring a federal license

or permit,-and with state and local government applications for fed-
eral assistance under other federal programa affecting the coastal
zone (for example, the flood disaster protection program). Basically,
these activities also must be consistent with an approved state program.
However, there is a catch :
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. The Setrret4ry of Com erce can overrule a recalcitrant state, requir-,,,
,. ing it 0 accommodate an \energi. facilityevensif that development is
incompatible with the state's mangement program. To do this, the
Secretary need only find that the develOyment is consistent with the
lgr's "objeCtives" or is necessary "in the interest of national' security."
( 1he can expect much-squabbling over-the definition and application
of these terms.) . -, ,

.

Clearly, the federal government Ls the u p hand. in dealing with
a state that ,balks at a project. Howeverl it s o d be remembered that
a state can simply withdraw from the program 'f it wishes. Also, as .

.
the OCZM noted in conntietion with.the propose coastal program for
the.state of Washington, "The existence and approval of an explicit
procedure will protect the state frqin the capricious imposition of ac- -
tiofis or ptvjects 123, aleral agencies in the nr6e of the national
interest."-[1] / .

This sthtelexerage is buttressed by language in the law requiring
Ottensive consultation find coordination, belween state /and federal
age/cies.. . ,^1 . -

/'he Secretary of Commerce's power to overrule a state remains
paramount; but the lit'w further priovides that in case of "serious dis-
agreement" between a federal agency and a toast3}1 state in.thecdevelop-
ment or...administration of a coastal Management_ firogram) the Secre-

- tary, with the _cooperation of the Executive Office of the President,
hall seek to mediateethe differences. (If the administratidh at a state

,iprograrri s involved, pub* hearings must be held in the local area
neerned.) ' k;,-

.
...-Then if the mediation effort fails, and the Secretary still concludes -

'- liecautraitny,atchtivesittyatise ccaonneshisatlelnet with is
determination in

fr nationalnecessary

Some state officials have said they are hopeful that 'when state plans
are approved, the OCZM will assert some authority to keep federal

-' activities from conflicting with those plans. .

The OCZM says it hopes to avoid the worst conftontationsiby hav-
ing federal agencies participate fully and harmoniously in program
development, so at needs and problems can be addressed early and
'cooperatively, and essential inforniation can be exchanged.. (States are
required to-provide relevant federal agencies With "the opportuiritypf
full participation.") - . .. - .

However, some ttates have not done so according to a General Ac-
coun/ting Office report.[3] A number of federal agencies recommended ,

that Commerce reject Washington State's proposed !plan on grounds
they were n given a chance for meaningful participation and on..
gr unds the Was inadequate consideration of the national interest in
ene facili y siting. (Washington's program has since been revised
and is t only state program aproved so far.)

GAO lso noted that some Tederal agencies have
/

been slow and in-.
effective in meeting their own participatory responsibilities.

Oh "th ole, the OCZM reasons that even if the procedure does
not work too well it "should lead to the more deliherate and.thoughtful
and less fragmented and wasteful sit* of such facilities in themation

_
as a whole." [1] '

Related to this federal-state interaction is pending legislation to
reformithe whole 'Outer continental shelf leasing proceps. This fegisla-

1

.
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tion was agreed to by Senate and House cdnferees at the end of last
year's congressional session, but it was threatened with a veto and
failed to win final House approval by four votes. Bills identical to the
conference bill have been reintroduced.[4]

The legislation would expand the states' right to key information,
and would somewhat enhance the state's role in OCS decision making.
It would allow the establishment of Regional Outer Continental Shelf
Advisory Boar& to work with federal agencies responsible for OCS
activities. Any recommendation by such a board or by a governor
concerning a proposed lease sale, or a proposed development or pro-
duction plan, must be accepted by the Secretaty of Interior unless he
determines that it is,not consistent with nationll security or the over-
riding national interest.

In addition to federal-state relationships, the Coastal Zone Manage-
ment Act specifies procedures for interaction between states and local
governments or regional- agencies. State coastal management agencies,
which can allocate their grant funds to local governments, mustebe
provided extensive authority to ensure that local regulations and
decisions on coastal land and water uses "do not unreasonably or
arbitrarily restrict or exclude those uses of regional benefit."

A "use of regional benefit" is defined as one that "typically provides
benefits to a significant area beyond the boundaries of a single unit
of the lowest level of local, general-purpose government"

As with the procedures for federal-state coordiriation, the law calls
for extensive consultation and cooperation between the state and local
agencies, as a condition of state program approval. Also, if a state
agency proposes to implement any decision that would conflict with
a local zoning ordinance or decision, it must notify the local govern-
ment and allow it a one-month comment period:

In the 1976 amendments, Congress authorized $464 million in plan -
ning.and administration grants for the states over the next four years.
It will not necessarily appr riate that much. (By the end of 1976, the
OCZM had awarded $36.2 mi 'on in planning grants.)

The amendments also establi h a Coastal Energy empact Program
to help states and communities deal with the economic, social, and
environmental consequencles of coastal energy development, including
the provision of additional public facilities and services. For this
program, the law authorizes a variety of loans, guarantees, and grants
totaling up to $1.2 billion over 10 years.

Most of the impact money represents a brazen inducement to boost
OCS energy production. This is particularly true of $400 million in
grants based on a statutory formula that measures OCS activity.
( Alaska, which is being brought into line, and Louisiana, which is very
much on-line, will be the chief beneficiaries of the $1.2 billion.)

Some skeptics have said they fear the lavish funding will encourage
the siting in coastal zones of facilities that should be located inland
such as storage areas or refineries. Environmental groups and others
have been fighting for safeguards to ensure that facilities are located
away from the coast if at all possible.

Although all 30 coastal states and three territories are nibbling
vigorously at the federal 'government's financial carrot, state com-.
mitments to the coastal zone program vary widely. "Some states are

1 !_)
-4- .1
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just barely oing through the motional with no support from the gov-
ernor or t e public," says Cary B. lifton, a costal zone management
consultan to Baltimore County.

Calif° "a, however, alfeady had plunged aggressively in o coastal
management. It needed no federal inducement to create the necessary
public concern; the state is glad to get the money to make its program
more effective. On the other hand, South Carolina and . some other
states seem at times to have taken the money, then bitten the hand
dispensing it.

Last year, South Carolina Governor James B. Edwards twice vetoed
coastal tidelands bills passed by the legislature': At one point he dis-
paraged the legislation as a "land-use planning bill" under which
bureaucrats °could fell people what they can do with their property.
He said it would allow the federal government to plunge its hand
"into the very viscera of South Carolina." [5] Edwardswho ownS a.
share in a coastal island himselfsaid he would be satisfied with a bill
that had no ties to Washingtona concept that obviously flies in the
face of the federal law's premises.

As this was written, the legislature was at work on a strengthened
coastal management bill. Supporters figure Edwards is certain to veto
again, but hope for legislative override. Meanwhile, South Carolina
has received $897,257 in grants from the federal government for three
years of planning. It is expected to apply for a fourth-year grant under
a 1976 amendment to the law giving states an extra.year i# necessary
to complete approved programs'.

Maine provIdes-. another illustration of the sometimes politically
painful evolution of a plan. Initially, public opposition was very
strong.,The plan was seen as a threat to local community management
prerogatives; citizens claimed they had too little chance to help de-
velop the prograiii; and there' was concern abc;ut financing at the
expiration of federal funding.

So strong were the objections that Maine's' governor withdrew the
state's application for plan approval and ordered a reorientation of
the program. He noted the "considerahle controversy" over whether
the preliminary application would "truly represent the needs or the
desires of the people of Maline or whether it was more representative
oft,individuals, who feel privileged-or that they have a divine right
to control the lites,:and/or destkiies of alnajority of the people.", [3]

Now however, OCZM:feels;there Ifs' much kreater;'receiptivitr.
attitude, perkily the resift, Of iiieriased inyblVement 'bY local oflicials:
A new ilan is expeittedi to:U readfaroundMid=yealr,
may support it,orv,pravel, .

If, the federal carrot induces 'so' mtiai sta6ritAich,
as South Carolina and Maine, one can, imagine the Perizted;.litietipt
a stick. . .

Still another problem impeks the effectiveness ofthe ptrrOnektitt
.

Is the absence of a coherent national -energy policy tes: .,;4
can rationalike the needor lack of needfor energy fainlItties. The
states can't make energy policy, of assess national energy demiands.

A recent study by the congressional Office of Technology Assess
ment voices many of the doubts raised by the general policy vacuum.
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A COASTAL VIEW PTHE UNITED STATES
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This slightly myopic. coastal
manager's perspective of the
United States'shows much of the
widespread energy activity taking
place or proposed along the.na-
don's shoreline. Except for the lo-
cation of import terminals for
liquified natural gas (LNG), the
map does not identify the many
onshore areas that would be im-
pacted by industrial complexes to
service and support offshore ac-
tivities. Nor does it identify, the
nuclear and other power plants
sited or planned on the coast. It
should be kept in mind, too, that

Alaska is almost ringed by areas
proposed fOr oil leasing. ,Tracts in
the. North' Gulf of Alaska have
been sold,)

The Department of Transporta-
tion has/said it will issue licenses
for two planned deepwater
ports--.the Seadock port off
Freeport, Texas, and the LOOP
port off Louisiana. As this was
written, the sponsoring companies
were/ deciding whether to accept
conditions imposed by DOT. Sev-
eral' other deepwater port pro-
posals have been - studied. princi-
pally one that would be located in

Deepwatar Pada

tonlies WoRsi

tf5w rev

We a, DOD. 5..0.SD The Co* .c.~

Delaware Bay.
Major LNG terminals already

receiting imports or under con-
struction are at Everett, Mass.,
Staten Island, N.Y., Cove Point,
Md., and Savannah. Ga.:Applica-
tions have been filed with the Fed-
eral Power Commission for ter-
minals in Gloucester County.
N.J., Lake Charles, La., and Port
Hueneme, Calif: Several other
LNG terminals have been pro-
posed, and a number of ports.
such as Bostt, already import.
LNG under s ort-term licenses.

irwK
"For example," it saya,,, "can the Uni States proceed indefinitely
without (a) a formal process for deter ining total energy needs and
(b) calculating the share of those nee, that should be provided by
OCS resources? That allocation, rather the existing program
for leasing maximum acreage in the mini !lumber of years, could
become the guide for ture leasing pro ms. It is also important to
consider whether United States can proceed indefinitely with off-
shore develop nts for oil and natural gas and other seabed resources,
fisheries, and mmercial activities, without a formal process for rec-
onciling con acts not only among the uses but between those uses Ind
their impact on the ocean environment."

At another point the study, which deals with offshore energy devel-
opment in the mid-Atlantic, has this to say: "Reduction of energy
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4) consumption could offer long-term advantages, bilt there are no spe-
- cific plans at the state or national level for an energy conservation

program that might eliminate the need for the energy supplieS which
k--2- would come from one or more of the proposed offshore-.systems." [2]

In the absence of policy, the energy cart sometimes gets put before
the coastal planning horse. For instance, on January 11, former Com-
merce Secretary Elliot L. Richardson announced a $920,000 coastal
zone. planning grant to Alaska. Among the purposesof the money :
to designate coastal areas of particular concern, to help local govern-
ments develop local coastal management programs, and to provide
funds so local governments 'can determine the onshore impacts of
OCS energy development.

The following daywith only two days left in officeformer Inte-
rior Secretary Thomas S. Kleppe anillunced the sale on February 23
of oil and gas leases on 683,162 acre Y in the Cook Inlet of Alaska's
outer continental shelf' This decision left open the method by whiCh
crude oil would be transported to shore. 'fliat determination, said
Interior, "is to be made. later, based on environmental and technical
analysis at that time."

Thus do energy activities precede and preclude thorough analysis
and planning: As it happens, however, new Interior Secretary Cecil

-130 Andrus recently cancelled the Cook Inlet lease sale, at least tem-. ,.;
Torarily, so he can evaluate the program. .

State officials have complained about the fragmentation of OCS
functions between the Interior Department and the WWI, and the
absence of clear lines of responsibility. This is symptomatic of the
absence of an overall national policy on energy supply needs as well
as of specific policies on individual state responsibilities for meeting
demand and siting facilities.

States-sometimes have difficulty obtaining information on reserves,
explorations, leasing plans, and the like. The OTA repott:says that. Interior has -refusedon the ground it is proprietary Information
to share with state officials the kind of seismic data which would give
them an early warning about the possible location of major explora-
tory activities and thus about potential corcst-aVimpacts. "Delaware

. officials," said OTA, "were told by the . OCZM that they could use
'federal grants to,pa or the data and interpretation which the Inte-;

a rior Departmthit de Ines to share-with them. ' [2]
Another embarr sment from inadequate planning is the'sUrplus of._...

90 from the Alaska pipeline that is epected to start building up in
Californiain 978. (ln the running debate over what to do with it one
option is ex ort it to Japan .irf exchange for -Oil from alp Middleextort
East.) [7] .-

In many cases,.of course, it is too early to gauge the extent of energy
deVelopment,so that a'coastal zone plan is drawn up with a large gap.
In a pre-draft4plan issued for public review last December, Massa-
chusetts officials included a footnote explaining that the energy section
"does not address OCS facilities.because, in the absence of exploration
drilling, it is not yet possible to determine whether and where such
facilities might be located."

iSome will say that the coastal zone manakement program is a waste
of taxpayers' money, money poured into states and localities in the



vain hope they will develop and implement responsible plans for their
c4stlines. They will see it as one more nefarious governmental in-

-"` fringement on private property rights and,local decision making. Or as
a device to seduce states into acceptance of undesirable energy
facilities.

If there is truth in these critical' assessments, the coastal zone man-
agement program also can be considered a noble and necessary experi-
ment. It is noble simply because it is designed, to derive the greatest.
benefits from the great coastal resource's. It is necessary because many
of these resources are threatened ,by inappropriate and damaging de-
velopment, and because it'is important to manage, them under a system
that considers federal, state, and local interests and perspectives.

Coastal areas, so highly valued for their beauty and thei4iotic and
recreational resources as well as their developinent,pbtenfial, seemlikely to stir up more citizen concern than many of the inland areas
that would be targeted by a national land-use bill.

If protection of inland areas does not genelzate enough grass-roots
support, implementation of a land-use law may, not be politically
feasible.

"The. coastal zone program at least has the virtue of -being geo-.
graphically specific, and dealing with land forms that have inherent
values everybody understands," says Charles E. Little, of the Library
of Congress' Congressional Research Service. "If that is being fouled

s up, what would you expect from some vague- program that involves
everybody planning their hearts out VI

One answer, lie notes, is more issue-specific legilationfor example,
to protect agricultural lands; floodplains, outstanding or environ-
mentally critical areas, and the like. "One must look with a gimlet eyeat the grand programs," Little says. "We should pick the targets and
go after them." He says he fears that while the planners and lawyers
struggle along, a lot of places will be lost to development.

Another warning comes from Marvin Zeldin, an environmental con-
sultant and writer : "What is most likley to emerge in too many states
is4a coastal zone management plan that embraces the status quo : busi-
ness and development as usual, with only token lipservice to noneco-nomic values. . . . Worse yet, in too many states the public may be
lulled into greater complacency because of the existence of 'a plan for
coastal areas, no matter, how poor the plan." [8]
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D. Coal F;oni Public Lands: How Accessible?

FEDERAL LEASING: THE NEED FOE A

(By Courtland Lee and David Russell) *

THE PRESENT DILEMMA OF FEDERAL LEASH)Ii

As settlers began occupying the nation's land, federal policy evolved
more or less consistently toward the al of maintaining mineral re
sources within federal control: "Th wofold purpose : to generate a
source of public revenue, and to preve t monopolies by private parties. .°

To implement federal policy, legislation (some of it going as far
back as a century ago) has assigned the task and responsibil. of "con -

'. servation" to such agencies as the Bureau of Land.Mana ment and
the US Geological Survey. Historically the term "cozir tion" was
recognized to mean: intelligent, wise utilization. of the resourceand
not merely a saving of it.

Land classification was, and still is, the. method to gain thrnecessary
knowledgeor conservation or wise use of the nation's resources. In fact
since 1879,1 the US Geological Survey has been classifying land accord-
ing to all the available information about leasable minerals: Tradition-
ally, this vital information has been used simplyto determine whether
the federal government should retain mineral rights in areas where
title to federal surface land is sold or exchanged.
. The first step in the classification procedure has often entailed the

withdrawal of land from entry, exchange or sale, until an estimate can ., .

be made of the extent of each - mineral resource. When that estimate has
been arrived'at, and a "workable" deposit has been identified, the land
is classified as a "leasing area"and it dan be leased only through a
competitive 13` process. ..

ands officially classified as haviin no known.deposit of a
particular ,mineral may (in sojpe cases) become accessible to inter-
ested parties via the prospecting permit; if the holder of such a pros -
'pedting permit succeeds in finding a Oposit, he 18 entitle.d (lh some
cases) to a "preference-right lease.'

We have given this brief description about, some of the conditions
leading to the issuance of competitive leases and preference-right leases
because (a) we want tti emphasize that conservation, land classification,
and land withdrawals are not new activities dreamed up by bureau-
crats in recent years; and (b) we want to place within a legal-historical
context our next discussion regarding the current status of federal
leasing. .

From Mining Engineering. Vol. 29, May 1977, p. Mining Engineering is a
publication of tbe Society of Mining Engineers. Courtland Lee is a mineral leasing specialist
and David Russell is a mineral economist. Both are with tbe Bureau of Land Management,
Department of the Interior. Footnotes appear at tbe end of tbe article. Reprinted by
permission.

Act of March 8, 1879, Title 48 of US code section abbreviated. (48USC 31), ettpple-
mented by Reorganisation Plan No. 3 of 1950, 43 USC 1451, and 203? epartmental Manual
No. 1, Setvetarial Order 2948.

(120)
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Uncle San's Monopoly of Lea. Mineral,

During the 19th tury; Congress d various land- disposal
and homestead laws to induce Americans the millions of newly
arrived immigrants to settle in the West. These ws, in effect, gave
our forefathers free homestead lan4d requiring only n urinal filing fees.

Several million acres of coal land, however, were eluded from the
homestead or disposition laws. Thus, during the 1860's, coal land sold
from $1.35 to $2.b0 per acre and, after passage of the Coal Land Act of
1873,-it became thi highest priced federal land offered for sale, averag-
ing from a minimum of $10 per acre for areas more than 24* km (15
miles) away from a railroad to $20 per acre for areas within 15 miles
of a railroad.

In 1906, the homesteliing .and disposal of known coal lands was
discontinued. This was brought about by a strong movement to save
the resources and prevent acquisition by presumed private monopr
olies. In addition, the government could thereby carefully control

have
these ces and generate greater revenues by leasing the coal rather
than hom or selling it. But to lease it, government had to
some id of the value of the landi.e., the land had to be classified
or identified according to its leasable minerals. This is how, int1906,
for the purpose of. classification, the federal government began the
first of many executive withdrawals of coal land.

By such executive orders between 1906 and'1907, government with-
drew from disposal ander'the homestead laws 271 000 km2 (67 million
acres) and reserved them for classification and appraisal of coati values
which included most of the khown western coal occurrenceskat that
time. Withdrawals of coal lands were followed in 1908 by withdrawals
of almost 20 000 km2 (5 million acres) of phosphate and 18 000 knit)
(4.6million acres) of oil lands.

All this acreage was eventually classifiedand those earlY, chisSifica-
tions have been modified and reworked continually to the present
time. The classified minerals (alias, the mineral estate were tetained
under federal ownership; and the surface (alias, the 'surface estate)
was reserved for private use..

Table I shows the acreage that has been patented from the mineral
f estate owned by the federal government.

/../ Table 2 shows the different types of classification now existing for -1
number of important lapsable minerals.

But the degive of control exercised by the federal government -
greatly exteeds the acreage shown on Tables 1 and 2. The reason ?
Since checkerboarding and complex ownership patterns are often the

.rule rather than the exception, many mining opefations must include
at least some federal pro Ay. In addition, the federal government
Owns more than,2 840 000 2 (700 million acres) of surface and min-.111

erals, mostly in the Western States and Alaska.
We estimate that the federal gove ent owns 70 percent of the

coal as well as equivalent or greater a ounts of other leasable min-
erals in the western half of the U.S. (se Fig. 1). Significant deposits
of feZerally owned eastern and Alaskan oal are not shown in Fig. 1;
and precise data for federal vs. nonfederal mineral ownership are not
available.

'11
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TABLE 1.Patents issued with minerals reserved to the UniteStater through
1975

All minerals-
Acres

39,.450; 002
Ooal 16, 217, 914
Oil and gas 3, 799, 205
Phosphate 414, 083
Oil, and gas and other 1, 109, 329
Miscellaneous combinations

Total

2, 293, 221

63, 283, 754
Source: Public Land Statistics 1975, U.S. Department of Interior.
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TABLE L ORAL MINERALS LAND CLASSIFICATIONS, WITNORAWAIS, AND LEASES (ACRES) ,

Future potential Percent

11101.fteP of total

Prospectively domestic

Present p:tential
valuable production

Available Onarlain Withdrawn estimated from federal
Federal PP and Known louini am dallned-';' tinged for clsoi. Prospectively , federal leases

leasasl PRIA's11 , in prow minerals' ratio!' valuable! hsurface) (1915)

I .

191,555 '609,408 11,239,011 40,91,M 20, 410, 919 349,911;001 100,000,000,

s9, 818,000

92,380 88,193 40,393 2,560 142 110,301 30, 531,09 3 5, 600, OOT

236,824 29,119 308,620 114,398 9,111,382 80,92461 17, 000, 000

Sodium 135, 517 98,266 -281,904 561,010 625,031 161,4445 0001000

wrOmmrdyre.rwrwltwm.arli..o.

Oita 04 viol 1915 ti;utt, MS Annual 1 1975).

$ PPEVQ10111 pima; LPIRpriferski right lose applications,

1 Ircludo prink and Indian acres,,

Flom remit a omega], by St only Mal audio onerilp, An' dal survey

Iacludingtlra 63,01410 sap of Fedial ml gbh for thee WON in rot OIL Malan
cf the links Oda ,1 coralkably IN nsdthd rodul ownerilp liked In this glum

I

58,9

Fedenily ovoid cool in Korn Rovemble Coal ifOrco Ards (KRCRA's),

1 33 percent in 1916 olimated by Blain of Mint /

;Sodium Kilda

,PECtIlli of

busk
production

supplying

domestic

consumption

(1915)

100

151
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TABLE.4-6tHER FEDERAL" MINERALS (ACRES)

r.
Prospectively

valuable I

Asphaltic material, tar sand 3, 890 2,600, 000
Oil shale 20, 400' 9, 000,070
Oil and gas (opshore) 89, 573,447 375,000, 00 0

1 Estimated Federal surface.

TABLE 3. ND HELD UNDER FEDERAL MINERAL LEASE BY COMMODITY (ACRES)

19681 1975

Coal 690, 804 797,555
Phosphate 98, 516 92,380
Potash a

274, 969 236,824
Sodium 140,498 135,547

I Other commodities leased only on acquired lands are not shown.
2 Public dornamonly (43,586 sues of leased acquired land were not recorded by commodity at this time). .
1 Includes both public domain and acquired land, as of Dec. 31, 1975'.

Federal Leasing Today = Zero Leasing
Considering the federal government's control over mineral land; the

task. of making such land available for leasing becomes crucially im-
pbrtant. A managed mineral leasing program requires consistent and
rational policies. Unfortunately, judging from federal leasing trends

. of the past ten or 15 years, such policies are either nonexistent or, if
they east at all, they don't reflect any effective management. Here is
the evidence:

Since 1961, the acreage made available through competitiieLbid
leasing for coal, potash, phosphate and sodium has fluctuated sharply
and erratically fromo year to year while moving in a discernible de-
clining pattern (see Fig. 2), causing widespread uncertain regird-
ing the alleged availability of federal minerals. For inst ce after
reaching a peak of 385 km2 (95,000 acres) leased compet ely in
1968, competitive leasing plunged to zero. in 1969 and to -minimal
levels at present.. This unsatisfactory situation, largely brought about

.15y the interpretations of the 196? National Environmental Policy Act,
is likely .to continue until more rational onshore leasing policies are

,idevelopecl. . . .

. Since 1968, the total acreage under lease for phosphate, potash and
sodium,has actually decreased. Coal acreage under lea has increased
by about 15 percent in nine years. ., .

The acreage made available under preference-ritht leases, also called
"noncompetitive leases, " has declined sharply from the 1968 peak of
about 1100 km2 (280,000 acres) to 11 km2 (2782 acres) in 1975 (see
bottom graph of Fig. 3)while the acreage" under prospecting per-
mits has undergone a corresponding decline (see upper graph of Fig.
3). The vast amount of land under prospecting permits-2865' km2
(708,000 acres) in 1975 for coal; potash, phoSphate, and sodiumis
essentially meaningless because, to repeat, Only 2782 acres of land
became available in 1975 through prospecting permits ripening into
'preference-right leases by discovery of valuable minerals.

/ .,.,,
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The dot within the circle illustrates arie.9191raleal,,
the amount of federal surface continually

. .
disturbed by 100 surface mines producing 200
million tons of coal per year. Assumptions
Include; two years lapse time for reclamation,
175 acres of plant and equipment for each mine,
17-32 acres per millitn tons peryear production.
(13.6 million tpy of coal was produced from
'federal leases in 1975). At,jhls rate, the dot will
consume the resource roughly
three-fourths its diameter every two years. This
would speed up in some shallower basins and
slow to over ten years in the Powder River Basin,
65 % of which is federally owned coal land.

i. EXPLANATION
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FIGURE 62. Acreage leased competitively per year, public and acquired 'lands ;
coal, potash, phosphate, and sodium.

Noncompetitive leases have traditionally been issued outside of the ,so-called Known Leasing Areas, i.e., outside of areas exclusivelfres-
eryed for competitive leasing. As we mentioned earlier, the first stepin acqui g a noncompetitive, lease has been the issuance of a pros-pecting rmit; then, 4f the holder of ,a, prospecting permit makes a.valuable iscovery,,he is heoretically entitled to obtain a preferencelright lease because after 11, he has spent his own, money to find adeposit in an area Where-ii d sit was known to exist according to theU.S. Geological Survey., (Thi was changed for coal after passage'of the 1976 Amendments to the Mineral Leasing Act Aoday, coal
leases may be obtained' only via competitiye bidding:)' Incidentally,.
thanks to prospecting permits, the government has obtained much of
Table 2.
the valuable geological data jrd in the classifications shown ono...-

One might assume that since competitive ledsing has been sharply
curtailed during the last decade, noncompetitive leasing from the largepool of 'permit acreage would make up some of the shortfall. .But this .1is clearly not the case, as indicated by the lckw level of noncompetitive,
leasing since 1969 (Fig. 3). Reasons for this decline knoncomptetitive
leaSing could be attributed to long delays in, processi g applicationsi'
for preference-right leases, changes in regulations deft ng what con-stitutes a valuable discoveryand, in many cases, com etent work bythe Conservation Division of the US Geological Survey reserving the
valuable minerg.ls for competitive leasing.

4
----..
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Coal, Potaili.-Sodium. and Phosphate

1970 1972, 1974

Cdat. Potash. Sodium. and Phosphate*

15-1967 1963 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973. 1974 1975 ,

Ile prospecting prods rsarisd palc larl,hincs

'Frau= S.Prospecting' permits and noncompetitive leasing; coal, potash,
) . \ phosphate, and sodium,
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Federal Coal: Myths and Reality
Because`of the decline in domestic oil aftd gas production since 1970,

federal coal has become a much publicized solution,for the 'nation's
worsening energy problem. As things stand, can federal coal a, a solu-
tion? Let's look at some pertinent facts.

(a) Since 1971, the acreage of federal coal under lease has languished
at about 3200 km2, (8001000 acres)or 0,8 percent of the (100'million
acres) of federally owned land prospectively valuable for coal (see
Fig. 4). By contrast, six Western States have issued coal leases for
about 5700. km2 (1.4 million acres) on. 'state land; and 'another .1200
km2 (300,009.acres) are under existing coil leases on Indian land. Thus,
the total acreage under lease from state and Indian lanes is more than
twice the acreage made available under federal leaseseven though the
federal government owns inuCh more classified coal lands, including
most of the exceptionally rich Powder River Basin in Wyoming.

(b) The Q.8 percent df the. classified federal coal acreage is available
in scattered leases acquired by coal producers and would -be coal pro-
ducers prior to 1973.0 Most of this leased acreage', incidentally, was

lied noncompetitively., meaning : it was issued outside of those
"h ghgrade" areas that are exclersively designated for competitive leas-in . Obviously, some of these noncompetit&ve leases will never become

US Lands Valuable for Coal

1.10r.lisus
011 Rahn semi

-4-- Kimil r.cortr.Ols cool r.surcs ......1.4.4.11. owed
19.1million nazi

L.nds eins11101 0.d. 1.4...11. .wool
129 mtlliiot urn'

11.4. Imtkdrown or clissilleglon. INU i mud
-114 moll....cr.s1

Fed.0.111 wined. pro.p.c1141. 0.11.01.
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Franat/4.Federal coal : onl' 0.8 percent of the federal acreage is under lease.
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productive coal mines for economic reasons, and some will never be-
come productive because of various environmental and regulatory rea-
sons of fairly recent vintage. Forinstance :

There has been a radical -Change from the presumed conditions -for
development by leaseholders prior.to 1970 and the conditions preVail-
ing after passage of the 1976 mineral leasing act for coal. These new
conditions or legal provisions will eventually cause some leaseholders
to relinquish their lease without mining, Particularly if leaseholders
are unable -to form a logical mining unit and market their coal within
the legally required period. The recently published Surface Manage-
ment of Federal Coal Resource Regulation 2 and Coal Mining Opera:
tion Regulations 3-will take their toll on outstanding leases, particu-
larly in view of the newly impokd strict-diligertee regulations.* In
addition, there are the EMARS regulations,3 which would apply to
any future,competitive leases.

Why has all this happened ?
A major reason for Pie nonleasing of federal coal during the past six,

years has been the reliance on reserve-tonnage estimates to decide
whether or not tb lease coal. "Why should the fedefal government lease
more coal when' 1-6 billion tons of resetve are already under lease

I application and an additional 9 billion under preference-right leases? -
This was, and still, is the argument most frequently ventilated in poli-
tical and environmental circle's. If taken at fare value, particularly
by people who don't know much else, this reserve-under-lease argument
carries. the built-in conclusion : "Let's put a halt on coal leasing be-
cause the 25 billion tons already leased should be more than sufficient
to satisfy all reserve requirements for the present 50 million t/y
[tons/year] federal coal production, and projected 150 to 200 million
t/y by 1985."

The error in the'reserie-under-lease argumentas)anfexperienced
geologist, mining engineer, or mineral economist can easily point °Oi
ls that such an argument would be valid if the geology, ec,onomicsand,
legalities were completely known and understood. In the real world, `
unfortinately, the reserve-under-lease approach is limited by insuffi-
cient geological knowledge, s, well as by traditionally misleading
interpretations of yust_what rrves are and what they mean as far as
providin a nd ition gufficient for coal production.v

Th tween poorly known mineral resources an Well!,
'known reserves liable for prof:beton is frequently the most con-
fused and troublesome areaA resource management.

The two diagrams in Fig. 5 show recent attempts to clarify ,these
concepts: At the upper left of the diagrams are measured economic

`reserves, end at the lower right are subecohornic.undiscovered resources.
Production must come from the upper left sector of our resqurce base,
as shown by the flow of arrows. It is a gross mistake to assume (a) that
speculative submarginal resources can reach productive capacity with-

"Reserve is the portion of the" identified resource from which a useable mineral and
energy commodity can be economically and legally extracted at-the time of determination.'
USGS,Bulletin 1450A.

Title 48 Code of Federal Regulations, part 8041, abbreviated (43 CFR 3041).
30 CFR

443 CFR 250
' 43 7R 3 5,NFederal Register, Vol. 42, No. 10, Jan. 25, 1977, p. 4458.
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-out being moved' both.to the leftand upward in, these diagrams, and(b) that reserves can move to productive capacity if legal blocks occur.The rate at which this movement transforms reserves into "past pro-duction" depends both on the current productive capacity and the cur-rent demand level. If new high-grade deposits are not large enough tofill the gap, the price rises, and some "subeconomic" deposits move up-,ward into reserves. This shift can also occur when new technology re-,duces costor if legal prohibitions are removed.
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even in 1973 when these figures wertSletermined. Furthermore, the
16-billiontton figure fails to include to fact that 30, 40, or more tons
of measured recoverable, coal are needed to produce just one ton an-
nually, all of which must be in a logical mining unit. During the years
of the coal leasing moratorium, many leases that had been applied
for t9 complete logical mining units for new production had not yet
been issued.

Any oi)erator must receive timely governmental permission to eco-
nomically mine coal from measured economic reserves in a logical
mining unit, with a'large enough reserve position to justify the initial
capital expense of property, plant2sand development. These factors
were not considered either in totalling the 16, 25,. or more billion tons
of coal under lease.

Even if those bloated tonnage figures, were realistic, industry would
not and could not be interested in thin beds or poor quality; or in
areas with higleproduction costs; or in areas that lack a market; or in
areas where federal, state? and local governments have placed so many
restrictionse.g.; land withdrawals, restrictive land-use stipulations,
complex and time-consuming permit requirements, prohibitive access,
arbitrary anti-pollution regulationsthat often raise costs leased.
lands too high to justify the investment (a prime example : the Kai-
parowits leases).

In our opimon, the acreage under leasecompared to total federal
acreage Ofrlintially known to have value for coal,productionwould
be a mp6 realititic wway of measuring the effectigeness of the federal
coal leasing program than the undefined estimates of leased reserve
tonnage,\which may or may not ever be developed.- Since monopolies
are effectively prevented through a variety,of existing mechanism,s,
since strict diligence is. now, required along with fair market value
for new leases, and since environmental values are now protected in
land-use plans, what difference does ,it make how much tonnage is
under lease'? What we Olink is more important is that enough acreage
be placed under lease so that coal prices won't be held artificially high
by unavailability of land.

HOW WE GOT INTO THIS MESS

Land classification is a prerequisite of minerals leasing. The agency
responsible for land classification is the US Geological Survey; the
agency responsible for leasing, the Bureau of Land Management
(which, before 1D46 used to be known as the General Land Oflice).

)Problems of coordination between these two agencies began almost
a century ago. ?

-In 1879, the National Academy of Sciences submitted to Congress
a report thabree.ommended abolishin he Geological and Geographi-
cal Survey of the TeMtories. and t e eographical and Geological
Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region th m the Department of
the \Interior), and the Geographical Surveys west of the 100th Me-

i ridan in the Department of War. These activities were to be consoli-
w dated into a single organization, to be known as the US Geological.

Survey because, in the words of the National Academy : .

"The best interest of the public domain require, for, the purposes of
intelligent administration, a thorough knowledge of its geologic siruc-

.
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ture, natur resources, and products. The domain embraces a vast
mineral we lth in its soils, netal§, salines, stones, clays, etc. To meet _

. the require ents of existing law in the diSposition of the agricultural,
mineral, p tonal, timber, desert, Ad swamp lands, a thorough investi-
gation an classification of the acreage of the public domain is im-
peratively demanded." °

Agreein with the National Academy of Sciences, Congress in the
Act of M rch 3, 1879,7 provided that the newly formed Geological .
Survey w tad be responsible for "the classification of the public lands
and exa illation of the geological structure, mineral resources, and..°.
products f the national domain."

The me act provided for a commission to codify the land laws.° \-1
This co ission, however, did not merely classify the land laws; it
also su gested that land classifications done by the US Geological.
Survey were "subject to correction upon proof of error satisfactory,to the ommissioner of the General Land Office, and according tore la ons to be prIcribed by him."

In e ect, contrary to congressional intent, the commission subordi-
nated he USGS to the General Land Officerby vesting the reviewing
respo sibility in the General Land Office.

Th very first _director of the US Geological Survey, Clarence
King, accepted. the viewpoint of this commission establishing a tra-
ditiOn that continues today in spite of the.enormouslY increased re-sponsibilities of the USGS Conservation Division. In his first report
to the Secretary of the Interior in 1880, Clarence King stated :

have therefore concluded that the intention of Congress was to"
begin a rigid scientific classification of the lands of the national do- -main ,not for the purpo8e8 of aiding the machinery of ariGeneral °Land Office by furnmhing bc4i8 of Bale, but for the ge ral infor-

/ mation of the people of the country...." This statement, made in 1880,
illustrates how land classification becagie divorced from supporting '
mineral leasing. Since then, these two functions have never been fully
coordinated for their original purpose.of "intelligent administration.'

King's interpretation prevailed in part until about 1906 when the
pressing need of, the Department of the Interior for adequate classi-
Ification of mineral lands led to renewed emphasis on this function
of the Geolotecal Survey. This was not done by superseding the ma-
chinery of the General Land Office, but by cooperation between the
General Land Office and the Geological Survey, augmented by a series
of orders from the Secretary of the Interior. These orders defined
he ppart that each was toibear in public land atninistration, making

the Geological Survey chiefly responsible for the classification of lands
for their mineral charactez.
, After passage of the Mineral Leasing Act in 1920, the General

Land Office (now the Bureau of Land Management) needed mineral
and geological engineering expertise to administer its new mineral
leasing responsibilities. It's interesting to note that this task of 1
.support was assigned to a new. technical group in the US Npurea
Mines rather than to the US Geological Survey.

0USGS Bulletin No. 537, 11 (1913).
'143 BBC 31 (1964).

US statutes at large, Vol. 20, p. 392.
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In 1921, the then Secretary of the Interior, Albert Fall, using

question le authority secretly leased without competitive bidding
some military oil reserves in California and Wyoming (Teapot Dome)
to E. L. Doheny and Henry Sinclair.

Secretary Fall, who went as far as to call the Marines to evict Sin-
dair's.rival claimants from the Teapot Dome reserves, was also found
guilty of a corrupt conspiracy to secure for Doheny unleased land in
the California reserves and accepting $100,000 in bribes.° This
touched off a scandal rivaled only by Watergate.

,

The net effect of the Teapot Dome affair was the quick move of the'
newly created USBM group (later to be Down as the Conservation
Division of USGS) to the Department of Commerce. But the ad-
ministrative incompatibility of the lease support function shared by :"
two federal, departments precipitated in 1925 the return of now
Conservation Division to the Department of Interior's Geolo al

'Survey.
By separating the leasing agency (BLM) from the regulation-

evaluation agency (Conservation Division of USGS), Interior felt it
could avoid another scandal and that a potentially cumbersome bu-
reaucracy would be a small price to pay for the separation of power.

Public attitudes and distrust deyeloped in the wake of the Teapot
Dome scandal are still felt today and partly explai the present lack
of perspective.

. Still ly. g on the authority of the Organic Act of the Geological
Survey th USGS Director continued to be charged with the "classifi-
'cation o the public lands, and examination of the geological structure,
miners resources _and products of the national domain." This re-

isponsibilikY was assigned to the.USGS Conservation Ditision and
remains today, although modified.by subsequent statutes.

In October 1968, Order 2948 by Interior Secretary Rogers C..B.
Morton again, established certain areas of, responsibility for the USGS
Conservation Division and the Bureau of Land Management, The
order, drafted initially by TJSGS,'was designed to reduce the apparent
overlap in responsibilities which had developed, over the years. The
USGS was given the charter to provide all geologic, economic, and
engineering information to the BLM required to fulfill BLM's role
in land use planning, environmental analysis, and, in general, minerals
management. Strengthened in this order was the Conservation Di-
vision s role in classifying lands for mineral content. As a result,
BLM formally began requesting of Conservation Division, mineral re-
ports and leasable mineral maps on federal mineral estate.
Olaseifloatiow: A Long Overlooked Tool

The purpose of classifying the mineral character of land (federal
and nonfederal) is to defirtge area and depth limits of each of the
Leasable minerals. This, in , allows for a scientific estimate of the
extent of each mineral resource. Clas,sificiltion (as opposed to evalu-
ation). of the' leasable mineral itnticipaths the eventual arrival' of
conditions favorable for the development and marketing of the corn -

' modity. Classification is not concerned with economic conditions that
make feasible the exploitation of the deposit at the present time.

Teapot' Dome, "History of Public Land Law Development, Public Land Law Review Com.
mlaslon1468, p. 746:

1
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The first Step in the classification procedure has been' the with-
drawal of the lands containing aieasable mineral from entry, exchange,
or sale by using authority granted, intthe Picket Act (1910). -

Next, classification standards are established for each leasable min-
eral. Since' only the ultimate use of the material is important, these
standards set minimum limits on the intrinsic factors of thickness,
quality, area, and maximum limitson depth.

Both informal and formal classifications are made for various leas-
able minerals. The informal classifications are made where the avail-
able geologic data (often obtained via prospecting permits) is present
in such quantity and quality as to meet classification standards, but
there is not enough information for a formal classification.

Formal classification orders are published in the Federal Register.
In effect, lands are classified on the basis of what is known. Initially,
lands are classified "prospectively valuable" or valuable in the foresee-
able future to perhaps 100 or more years. When sufficient knowledge c
exists, thCs-i and classifications are upgraded to a "valuable" mineral N
area. For example, a "prospectively valuable" coal area becomes a
"classified" coal area. Coal rands are, therefore, "classified" for'coal
or "prospectively valuable" for coal. As more mineral data is made ,

available, lands are classified valuable for the mineral,- prospectively
valuable for the mineral, or declassified entirely. Classifications for thA
other leasable minerals follow this pattern.
Evaluation of Leasable Minerals

In addition to classification, when a leasable mineral resource is
determined to,be workable under existing economics and technology,
it is evaluated as a "Known Leasing Area." Being a workable, eco
nomic mineral resource, this category of land includes only, those re-
sources known by the government to be most attractive for devel-
ment. A Known Leasing Area usually encompasses smaller parts of
lands (Classified for retention by the federal government) that may
eventually be of value. Lands evaluated as Known Leasing Areas
theoretically have present-day value. This is why only competitive
leasing is permitted for mineral resources within Known Leasing
Areas.

The evaluative' responsibilities of the Conservation Division stem
from the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 and subsequent leasing acts.
The purpose of mineral land evaluation is, to. obtain geologic data
necessary for planning and estimating economic mineral reserves for
federal leasing p grams. ,

Those ,areas t t traditionally were shown to have known work-
ability or ester were evaluated as Known Leasing Areas and leased
competitively. nknown areas were leased through the issuance of
prospecting permits leading to preference-right leases. New commer-
cial quantity regulations 10 have broadened this traditional function
from "workability" (based on intrinsic geologic properties of the min-c,
eral resource) to the inclusion of social, environmental, and economic .`
data. However, the mass of information available on intrinsic geology
of leasable minerals remains a most useful tool for lea& management.

"Interior adOpted final regulations pertaining to preference right idhsing and thedefinition of commercial quantities in Jan. 1976. (48 CFR 8520).
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The Federal Coal Lealfing Amendments Act of 1975 makes all federal
coal available only by c mpet. leasing. However, coal land still
must be evaluated, as w Stec 'vera Coal Resource Areas to
establish the existence of ;tunable ry under existing economic
conditions and current technology. The new act also providoes for non-
government exploration under exploration licenses. 11 These licenses
yield no preference right to a lease.

The evaluation of Known Leasing Areas should be. considered as
an additional tool to be added to the classification group designated
as valuable and prospectively valuable.

Presentlx, evaluative activities are adapted to a variety of lease-
managem94 support roles. These include : special purpose lease map-
ping, .reiervoir and reserve studies, production rate determinations,
dramage determinations for oil andgas and geothermal wells, develop-
ment plans, unitization contracts, requests for abandonment, and many
others. All these activities have been directed in the past toward assur-
ing fair market value to the US government and toward eliminating
waste of natural resources by inefficient operations. The potential role
of, using them as an overview tool for leasing policies has never been
fully explored. Instead, analysis of "reserves" under lease has been the
analytical tool for justifying lease issuance -with well-known results.

WHERE DO WE GO PROM mum'

In the 1879 statute that established the Geological Survey, Con-
gress intended that classification of mineral lamb provide an over-
viewof what mineral wealth was, contained in the nation's land, Later,
the mineral leasing legislation required that coMparisons be made
between those mineral - resource classifications and these resources
economically minable to determine whether. a Competitiye lease or a
prospeCting permit should be issued. This,. in turn,.."was meant to be
contrasted with the nation's long-teiteeds,

The same overlooked function can usedlOday to provide a much
needed perspective. Briefly, the working coneept-mvolves measuring
how much of the available resource is being actiyely tied up for produc-
tion and comparing that to what we know of the extent of the known
resource, less certam environmental constraints.

In Fig. 6, we indicate how the existingknowledge various mineral
resources can be applied in determining minerals mffiagement policy.
On the far left is an adaptation of the basic Geological Survey classiti-
Cation of mineral resources." Both the ,economic colunin (economic
feasibility) and the resource column (geologic assurance) are intended
to establish relative levels of development potential under present tech-
nology and economic conditions. The base of the columns show eco-
nomically recoverable deposits of measured reserves, or those deposits
where tonnage can be accurately computed allowing 20 percent varia-
tion. These deposits should be minable under present economic condi-
tions. Continuing up the colUmn,.progressively less is known of the
actual characteristics and economics of the resource.

The nbxt groupings to the right shows a generalization of existing
knowledge of mineral resources either'evaluated or classified by the

21 Regulations published by Interior desdibing prOcedure concerning exploration licenses
for Federal coal (48 CFR 8507).

Legal StudY of the No Fuel Mineral Resources, Public Land Law Review Commission,
Vol. 1-111, May 1909.
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COnservation Division of the Geological Survey. As more information
sizSinade available to the government through exploration licenses, pros-

pecting permits, br other drilling information, new land not shown
in. these columns may be classified, or evaluated as a known leasing.
area (if presently known to be' economic). The difference between the
"prospectively valuable" classification and "valuable" classification is
merely a function of existing knowledge. As more prospectively valu-
able land is drilled, its classification is either upgraded to valuable, or
known leasing area, or declassified. Thee must be initial geologic evi-
dence, however, to warrant the prospectively valuable classification in .
the first place. Although, much of the same geologic data is used in
evaluation and classifiction, the best known and economic reserves
should be found in the Known Leasing Areas..

The final colimn on the far right of Fig. 6 illustrates the amount
of kiidivn resources leased. This amount has been divided into three
Categ.Ories: A, B, and C.

"A" corresponds to the acreage in Known Leasing Areas' cor-
responds to lands classified less the Known' Leasing Area; "C" to allothers.

"Each category can be fuither subdivided into lands already leased;
lands unacceptable for lease because ofpand:use plans or environ-
mental analysis Or both; and unleased areas available for lease. By
existing law, leasing is competitive in "A" (coal, for instance, is en-
tirely under competitive leasing), but noncompetitive in "B." As cate-
gory "A" is leased, additional prospecting should be encouraged to add
reserves from "B" and "C." Since "A" is a measure of the known coin-

25-767 0'= 76 - 10
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mercial or workable deposits,. the policies that should be followed
would obviously depend on'how much or how little "A" is under lease.

The- perspective provided by land classification and evaluation be-
comes the foundation of our proposed overview tool for policy anal-

ysis. To encourage maximum social and economic benefit from federal,
mineral resources, here is hOw the overview tool might funotion:

Category "A".Competitive, leases should be encouraged m the
available unleased areas. If large amounts of "A" remain unleased
envorinmental trade-offs within the land-use planning process may be-

,come more permissive. In Sedimentary basins where some mining
methods prevent simultaneous recovery of several minerals, the corn-
modity with the least available unleased "A" should take precedence m
leaging. The total amount leased is determined only by the free market
interest. This assumes that government .obtains fair market value for
resources leased, requires diligence in development, and ensures the

' protection of environmental values through multiple land-use plan-
ning systems.

Category B.Prospecting permits leading to preference right leases,
(except for coal) should be issued in available areas, without serious
environmental conflict, as a means of learning more about,,the' minerhl
resource. If an excess of known resources is available and unleased,
preference right leasing could be selective, concentrating in areas
where iifation is needed. If an excess of available "A" does not
exist : (1) Plvspecting permits and pottOrence right leasing should be
actively encouraged to increase geologic information in "B" and "C" ;
(2) Diligence in existing leases in "A" should 'be reexamined and
perhaps strengthened, (3) Environmental trade-offs in "A" then "B"
should be reviewed; (4) Research should be encouraged to produce
substitute technologies in alternate lower-grade mineral resources.

\ Category C.Prospecting permits )ending to preference right leases
should be selectively issued (except for coal) to add acres to "B" and,
eventually, to "A." If nearly all available "B" and "A" are under lease,-
provisions should be made for : (1) increasing the incentives for re-
search into exploration, available substitutes, and alternate mining
technologies; (2) encouraging exploration and investigating tax in-
centives; (3) reexamining environinental tradeoffs in "A" and "B ";
(4) examining policies of strategic reserves in the ground, stockpiling,
and increasing prices to encourage substitution; and (5) ensuring that
large available mineral reserves are .not being held for speculation
through the adoption of diligence policies on existing leases.

We think that this tool for mineral-lease management can be de-
veloped quickly and easily because a great deal of ,geologic informa-
tion already exists for leasable minerals; this body of knowledge will
make unnecessary any new large-seale government exploration pro-
grams to' identify resources already known to exist.

The main advantage of this tool to lease management is that the
supply or rate of leasing will be determined by free market forces
such as industyy interest and, therefo commodity demand con-
strained only by ,what is already under ase, and what regulations and
procedures are ultimately adopted by e federal government to single
out lands environmentally unaccepta le for leasing and development.

1 ,1



Certain conditions, howeVer, must be met to insure the success of
such a managed leasing program :

Diligence in the development of existing leases must be fulfilled.
Diligence requiremehts may take the form of regulations similar to
those under coal (required production by a date certain and exhaus-
tion of minable reserves within a reasonable period of time), or may
simply lake the form of hitreased holding costs on a per-acre basis.

Accurate statistics will have to be compiled to determine precisely
the extent of federal ownership of classified lands, and the amount of
classified lane that is not available because of withdrawals, restrictions
or land-use and environmental conflicts. (Although detailed owner-
ship data exisi for the federal mineral estate, such data have not been
applied to classified lands, which include nonfederal mineral estate.)

The Bureau of Land Management and the Forest Service will have
to document lands unsuitable for mineral development because of con-
flitting resource values, and will have to keep cumulative statistics.

Environmental values will be protected through various agency
land-use planning systems, reasonable lease stipulations and a cooper-
ative spirit between the lessor (government) and lessee, (industry).

Water problems will have to be considered prior to approval of min-
ing plans.

o

The tool will only be applied to easily found; classified resources;
other widespread resources (for example, metalliferous black shales;
may eventually be classified and added to this management tool.

ExPloration by the private sector through the issuance of prospect-
ing permitkleading to preference right lease outside areas classified as
Known .Leaing Areas would be encouraged in areas of unknown
mineral values where environmental degradation an be minimized
(except coal areas). The information obtained will incerase the cuk-
rency and quality of classifications.

Finally, since no one can effectively classify or evaluate those depos-
its that are by nature geologically obscured, the "hard to find" miner-
als, (i.e., most presently locatable minerals) will have to remain under
a location-patent or simple noncompetitive lease system.
What the New Perspective Suggests

Using the proposed overview tool, we can show at a glance (see Figs.
7 and 8) the present status of federal leasinefor coal, potash, phos-
phate and sodium.

As evident from the comparison, of coal and potash (Fig. 7), less
Ithan 10 percent of the known recoverable coal resources are under
leasebut roughly 70 percent of the know potash areas have already
been leased.* As indicated earlier in Table 2, federal coal leases sup-
plied only 7.2,percenE of domestic coal production in 1975-4ut feder-
ally leased, _potash supplied nearly 88 percent of domestic supply in
1975. Since nearly all the known. recoverable resources of potash have
beeri, leased, our overview analysis indicates thatif domestic potash

r-

teased land is usually all fJderally owned. Other categories contain some nonfederal,
although prospectively valuable categories in Figs. 7 and 8 have been reduced to estimate
approximate federal ownership ...These ownership estimates were based on the percentage
of federal surface ownership by state. The acreage estimates are likely to zbe quite con-
servative since they do not include the 255 000 km' (83 million acres) of federal mineral
estate and partial mineral ownership retained by the Government as a result, of these
classifications.

4*
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is to remain plentifulmore exploration and research should be en-
couraged now ; that the COnservation Division should conduct addi-
tional classification and evaluation work ; that the Bureau of Land
Management should issue some .additional potash prospecting permits
to support this effort, thereby increasing the knowledge of economical-
ly recoverable potash reserve; and that potash leasing should take
precedence over other leasable minerals where simultaneous mining
of several minerals is not possible.

Unfortunately, the conclusions derived from the overview tool in
this instance cannot be implemented because of the low priority as-
signed to potash and classification compared to other more esoteric
programs performed by USGS.
71
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Without petent miners] hind classification, prospecting permits
themselves be time unfairly branded as "give-aways.' To` make mat -
ters

.

worse, fe competitive leases.,on lands known to be valuable for a
leasable resource have been issued. Impedimelits include formal land

,restrictienS, informal or "de facto" restrictions through federal land-
use planning systeins, speculation fueled by nonavailability, and time
delays through frequently cumbeisome environmental impact state-
ments. This leaves potential procedures no choice but to apply for pros ->,'
petting permits on whatever land is available although that land may
have poor potential for development and relatively high environmen-
tal costs,

Cases illustrating this problem can be seen in Wyoming near Rock
Springs for sodium, in southeastern New Mexico for potash, and in
southeastern Idaho for phosphate. More land has been leased for phos-
phate than has been evaluated. Even coal requires additional effort.
Coarlands in areas nominated for competitive leasing in New Mexico's
San Juan Bashi]( in north central Alabama, in east central Montana, in
North Palk Colorado and in other areas have not been fully classified
and evaluated. Of the more than 12,500 km2 (3.1 million acres) of
lands nominated by industry and eligible for federal coal leasing,
over 7,30(7 km2 (1.8 million acres), or 58 percenki.ve not been evalu-
ated by theSGS. In onshore Alaska, lands withdrawn under seetion
16 and 17 0)11) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act can only
be reopened to leasing on they, have been classified by both the BLM
and the Geological Sur egligible effort is presently being made
toward this workload millions of acres.

Why?
Table 4 offers some into this problem : priority,and not

enough funding of Conservation pivislon activities within the US
Geological Survey'.

For the entire onshore classification and evaluation of mineral
lands. USES, devoted only $4.4 million in 1976--which is slightly
more than 1 Percent of its $364 million 1976 budget: et, the tasks of
classification and evaluation are the very responsibilities for which
USGS was established.

No proper perspective in federal lease management i§ possible if the
responsible agency itself does not give sufficient priority to these tasks.)

TABLE 4.FURDING FOR USGS CLASSIFICATIONS

9

Bud/et for
fisca r9Thr

.Sadist for
year
976

U.S, Geological Survey
Conservation Division
Classification and evaluation (total onshore),

I

4
9338.8

36.0
:3.9

$354.0
41.7
4.4

Oil and gas
Coal , ' v011 shale
Geothermal
NonsnetRY A

.22
2.38
.30
.96
.08

.32
2.53
.30
;98
.28

OCS oil and gas tract selection and resource evaluation (total offshore)..., 13. 1 "AI 14.6

USGS Annual Report, 1971(in preparation ).
Approximably 5500.0001s al tell for onshore mineral land classification. The breakdown for onshore classifications

and evaluation is shown for Mural; water power classifications have been deleted.
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Conclusion
A new perspective is desperately.needed if longterm material needs

of the country are to be met. This missing perspectivecan be recaptured
by applying a new tool where what is known of a ,miperal resource is
compared to what is available for lease and to what has already been
leasedthereby proiriding for long-term management of leasable min-

14,), era) resources under federal control. _
Generally, leasable minerals have been subordinated in management

jiriority to both USGS research, 'surface tesources of federal landhold-
ing agencies, and other nonmineral development-oriented programs.

Known leasable resources economically minable today shmild be
readily available in environmentally acceptable areas, to the free mar-
ket, by timelyoompetitive leasing. This is not presently the case. To de-
velop.new minable reserves from vagdely known reserves, prospecting
permits coulahave a valid. future as a means of aiding in classification,
particularly where available reserves in known. easing areas are fully
leak& Prospecting permits, with coal licenses, tan' avoid costly ineffi-

.t .cient government programs for resources Outside known leasing area&
Where mineral§ are of negligible present worth. Ccriitinded use of
prospecting permits can only be justified under existing laws. if classi-
fic,ation and evaluation programs of the Conservation Division of
the Geological Survey receive su cient -priority to inaintain public
confidence.

There is enough knowledge available to maximize the develOpment
of mineral resources by the free marAet,and to plan for future mmeral
needs by using existing leasing programs as a management tool. No
such tool is now in use. Furthermore, long-range .policies for federal
research programs could be integrated with what is already ,ligiown of
the nation's resources, allowing for timelSr substitutions. by 4.w lech-
nologies developed &rough research. This could eliminate shortages;
prior to depletio,n, and allow for ,4 continuous suPply of leasable minw
eral resources, Constrained only by the success ofnew teclmoloey and
the price of the commodity not' tifeaucratic red tape.

0 o
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E. Divernilcation and 'Private Industry Controf of Alterinativie
Sources of Energy

. .

( From Petroleam Industry Involvement in Alternative SOurces of
Energy, p. 5-11)*

HOLDING' Or NONPETROLECTM ENERGY R VESEY 011. COMPANIES

It is important to recognize that there can be a coixsiderabledistinc-
tion, between the amounts of a'resource that is formally held bya com-
panyjthrough ownership,fleases,- and other arrangements; and the
amount of that resource that it. actually Controls. Control can be
.aehieved through a variety of contractual or stockholding arra
ments or .because . of checkerbotird ownership patterna which en le

- resource. owners-to control larger areas (logical mining units) than
their actual ownership would confer.Thus, a company might control.
more, or it might control less, reserves than it actually holds. The -data
presented here represent situations as .reported in the :literature that
is cited as-the source, withoUt further analysis or interpretation::, . .'The e estimates of four energy resources included in

toreport subject to sever 'tations. A limitation common, to all
of the, minerals is the la comprehen6ve exPreratithi inforinationfrom which inore.,accu - estimates cimsbt:Made by geologiSts and
Mining engineers. This shortage of inforniation has led to liberal
estimates made through geologiql extrapolation. In some cases, the
lack of ,sufficient drill core samples.has Causedscientiats to use different
methodologies to estimate remaining coalreserves. In the, case °Meat .-Virginia, wide variations in the reserve estimates resulted. Two studies
within the last 10 years estimated WestIVirginia reserves.to be approxi=
mately 60 billion tons, butanother estimate:placedreserves at 39 billiontons. Furthermore,. reserves 'on' private lands cannot.. be determined
without the permission of t tie landoWner, which, may be withheld in :
order to avoid attaching a taxable value tothe

The lithitation of determining actual resources of minerals 'such
Uranium, 'Iva*" described by Dr. Vincent McKelvey; Director bf' the
V.S. Geological, Survey, in the following remarks to the American
Ceramic Society on Aprils 25, 197'7:

.

. Most of the readily appartmt, eUtdly idetable dePosits .that *idle
discovered byvisual inspection, haw; longsince bee found. What remains are theconcealed deposits with, no surface manifestations or perhaps at best with only
subtle' cities to their presence, So' that only the most imaginative kind of. detecs °tive work can elicit clues to their possible ezistenca. Here the frontier is not'geographical big intellectual, and can beet be, described as the capacity for de-vking new ways of lookingnt old problems:

. ., .
-A Report prepared by the Congressional Research Service and printed for the us%. e of-the Senate Copunittee on Energy and Natural 'Resources, September 1977.

(141)'.
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This view is supported by 'many in the minerals industry who feel
illphat the day of the 'bonanza" discoveries-by independent. prospectors

as given way to the extremely sophisticated technology for geochem-
istry and geophysics now used to locate and, evaluate mineral ore
bodies.

In both cases, a systematic approach is essential. For instance, ex-
ploratory drilling for u niu must be conducted in an orderly man-
ner or the deposit may pe detection. In the case of geothermal
energy, the potent' al for evelopment has not. been able to be com-
pletely determined b f the hi h degree of financial risk involved
m drilling 'for geothermal steam dedeposits and the current policy of

.prohibiting utilities from writing pff intangible drilling costs. These
factors have made companies reluctant to begin exploratory programs,.
so that relatively fe* exploratory holes are being drilled. The higher
cost of geothermal ener compared to other forms of fossil fuels for
electric generation has o discouraged exploration, and consequently.
the extent otinfo ion about geothermal reserves is limited. And
while the approxima location and extent of the high quality oil shales
in the West have been 'largely determined, the U.S. Geological Survey
has only recently launched an extensive program to determine the loca-

stion and extent of lower-grade Eastern shales.
In order to adequately determine the extent, of all of America's.

.--6nergy resources, the Federal Government may find it necessary either
eto'unclertake to directly determa'ne-the size of these reserves, or to pro-
.vide incentives for private industry to commit capital and manpower
to the task under some sort of mandatory reporting procedure. How-

- ever, the institution of such a procedure could have a considerable
etitet on the resources industry, and on the Government's relationship .
with that industry, and therefore might not prove attractive.

The .probleizi of determining who holds these energy resources is
equally serious. Data on Federal leages is scatter@d through several,

, agencies and is not always in a form that can be itged for this type of
study. gometimes the data on resource holdings are only able to be

; released by the
Sometimes,

in aggregated form in order to protect .

confidentiality. Many of the figures reported here have only been ob-.
tainable through the American Petroleiim Institute, and were corn-
piled from data obtained from oil companies on a voluntary basis and
may not be uniform.

COAL,

The total ated identified reserves of coal located less than 3,000
feet below the urface of the Earth in the United States is 1;580,987
million short nst By rule of thumb, approximately '50 percent of
this is physics y lible to be extracted, and of that amount about 60
percent ,la belie d to be in seams that on be mined economically at
present market prices. As a result of these approximations, the'"total
reserve base" of the United States' is generally stated to be about.

'437,000 million short tons. Of this amount, it appears that 51.5211mil
lion short tons, or 11.8 percent of the total reservei base, is held by thost
oil companies which are among the 29 largest corporate holders of coal
reserves In the United States. The addition of the coal reserves held
by other oil companies would increase this number, for it would seem

15,t
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that at least 5 oil, companies holding coal reserves are not among the
"top 20" coal reserve holders. (Those companies included among the
top" 20 holders of coal reserves are Continental Oil. Champlin Oil,
Exxon,'Occidental Petroleum,-Kerr-McGee, Gulf Oil, Mobil Oil, and.
Sun Oil.)

GEOTHERMAL SOURCES

The potential for production of energy from geothermal sources
is not well determined, due in part to the rudimentary state of the
technology for tapping this resource and in part to a lack of knowl-
edge of the location, extent, and therrrtal 4pacities of these resources.
In addition, new geographic locations are beginning, to be' located.

Oil companies are definitely active in this field, in which their
drilling technology has immediate application, and they have been the
principal recipients of Federal leaseholds on geothermal sources.

A number of difficult legal and regulatory questions seem to be in-
hibiting more rapid development of geothermal resources. Some of
these involve environmental impacts and leasing regulations. One very
important question is whether the steam or hot water from a geo-
thermal resource can be treated as a depletable resource for tax pur-
poses. It would seem that these need to be resolved before a great deal
of commercial interest can develop.

4' The Energy Research and Development Adihinistration. is main-taining an active program to solve the technological problems in this
area and to demonstrate how different types of geothermal sources
can be used. Much of, this research and development is being con-ducted jointly with industry. However, it must be recognized that
useful geothermal sources are only known to exist in certain localized
areas of the country, and that many geothermal sources will not pro-vide a temperature high, enough for steam generation of electrical
power. Though these lower temperatures mIy be useful forlocal heat-
ing applications, the general utility of such sources would appear to belimited.

Under the considerable uncertainty that now exists about the extentand utility of geothermal sources, it is hard to assess whether the oil
companies have achieved a position in geothermaLeaiergy that will be
significant in the future. For the present, the oil companies would
seem to be the predominant performers in geothermal energy in terms
of development activities and land holdings.

OIL SHALE

Oil bearing shale is found in a number of locations in a broad belt'
stretching across much of the United States, but by far the richest oil
concentrations are found in the western Green River 'Formation.
These are said to contain the equivalent of more than 2 trillion barrels
of crude oil. The highest grade shales in this formation can yield
more than 25 gallons of oil per ton of rock, and comprise re resource
equivalent to about 600 billion barrels of crude-oil. .

About 80 percent of the shale oil in the Green River Formation
lies beneath publicly owned lands administered by the Federal Gov-
ernment. The potential is great, but oil from shale is only beginning
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to be regardedas economically attractive for extensive development
by industry. In spite of Federal efforts to promote development of in-
dustrial production through various leasing arrangements of oil shale
deposits, all four of the developmental effort recently underway are
currently in abeyance. Uncertainty in the cost of production is not
the only factor involved in this suspension. Difficulties in mining and
problems relating to air quality regulations are also, involved. The ade-
quacy of water supplies, and.their possible contamination, may also
be a factor, though there have been recent announcements of processes
for extracting oil froni shale that do not require water. Quite apart
from these matters, in the long run there must be-a clearer policy for
the leasing of Government-held deposits, and agreement on the strin-
gency of environmental standards to be met, so that industry can cal-
culate production capabilities and costs.

The oil companies hold substantial amounts of oil-bearing shale
deposits,' primarily Under. State leases and fee holdings. Though it
was not possible to,locate complete information on the extent ofoil
company holdings, the data which are available indicate that the
petrol4um industry has a predominant position among all types of
industries in terms of the extent of oil shale holdings. However, these
deposits are expressed simply in terms of lie land held, as a
result of the lack, of detailed knowledge of the ex t and richness
of the underlying shale. Thus it is currently not Rossi e to estimate
what fraction af-01.1 shale resources are held by the ,oi companies.
Presumably their combined holdings are not large com i ared with
those of the Federal Government.. The continuing interest of the oil

icompanies in eventually producing shale oil is attested b the fact
that oil companies outbid all other comPetitors for the fo r Federal
leaseholds awarded in 1974--the only major leasehold a ards in
years. Thus, oil .companies would seem to be the only t s of s
now gainingeaperience in all facets of the mining and
oil shale.

MANITT3f MINING AND MILLING

The' oil companies have a very strong position in uranium mining
. and milling. In aggregate, they hold 47 percent of those uranium re-

ryes now estimated to be available at prices of $30 per pound or less.
art-McGee is the largest single holder of these reserves, with 21 per-

cent of the Nation's total. The next largest holder of uranium reserves
ig Gulf Oil, with 11.6 percent of the total. A recent report' of the

-American Petroleum Institute indicates that oil company, uranium
reserves holdings are almost exclusively limited to deposits capable of
producing IT,08 at prices below $15-420 per pound. Of these lower
priced reserves, oil companies are said to hold 71.8 percent of the total
domestic amounts, with Kerr-McGee holding almost 33 percent of the

0, total and Gulf Oil holding about 18 percent. However, it must be
pointed out that substantial undiscovered deposits of uranium may
exist, and that many of the sites showing the greatest promise for the
discovery of new deposits are on land controlled by the Federal Gov-
ernment. In addition, deposits of uranium ore of lower quality than
the $30 per pound category are already, known to exist, and might come
to be used if commercial prices become sufficiently high.

mg of
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The oil companies are also active in uranium milling, the initial
process of producing uranium oxide (U,08) from the ore. Of the
Nation's total capacity for uranium milling, the oil companies own
41.3 percent, with Kerr-McGee alone holding 24.6 percent of the
national capacity. In terms of actual production of uranium oxide,t e companies have until recently shown fairly steady` annual

cr in their combined share of the- total national- output. In
1973 the oil companies milled about 38 percent of the total output,
though their total output dropped to 30 percent in 1975. ,

Both the uranium mining and rum milling industries are fairly
concentrated. The two largest hol ers, err -McGee and Gulf Oil, hold
a combined total of almost 33 percent o known uranium reserves.
The top four firms, of which three are oil panics, hold a total of
about 42 percent of the kn wn -reserves. In contrast to the situation

thfor oil shale reserves, very little of the land definitely known to aieuranium reserve is now and Federal control in consequence (1) of
numerous Fede t; I land grants to railroads, to tateS, to Indian tribes,educational i tutions, and the like; and (2) extensive claims underthe General . g Adt-e# 1872.1 '

Similarly, the op 5 firms in terms of uranium milling capacity com-prise about 68 percent of,the Nation's total production capacity. Kerr-McGee and Exxon are among these, with the former firm command -..in almost 25 percent of the total U.S. capacity.
In summary, the oil' companies have achieved a strong position inurani%un mining and milling, with Kerr-McGee exhibiting strengthin both areas of activity.

B. NONPETROLEUM RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BY OIL COMPANIES

The oil companies are said to be very active in research at all levels,from the most basic to the most a plied, in areas where they sense a"commercial potential. This is ev enced in varying *degrees by scien-tific publications, by-patents, an by contracts with the Federal Gov-ernment for the design and de lopment 9f production processes toproduce fuels from coal, as well as by information volunteered by thecompanies themselves.
Insofar as this study was able to determine, the_mora BasicTrojects

in science and engineeringthose having'the- greittest potlittakfor
generating patentable ideas,----are generally funded internally 'and ire,conducted on a somewhat confidential basid:There seems to haVerbeenrather little public discussion about the overall research programs ofeach company, and the few references that were located for this studyprovided little insight about the overall research objectives and R. & D.budgets' of the various oil companies. However, a recent study spon-sored by the American Petroleum Institute has reported figures for thecombined expenditures of 23 oil companies in several of the alterna-
the energy fields. In 1975 the total R. & D. investment of these 23 com-panies was $122 million, of which $29 million supported shale oil.research, $51 million supported coal research, and $0.891 million sup-

U.S. Confess. Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. Report to the FederalTrade Comm salon on'Federal Energy Land Policy; Efficiency, Revenue and Competition.The National Fuels affd Energy Poll' Study. Serial No. W-28, 19713. U.S. GovernmentPrinting Office, Washington.. pp: 650-656.
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ported geothermal research. Research support involving uranium was
not reported explicitly; but was presumably part of $14.5 million re-
ported under "other research."

Two separate approaches were used' to examine the extent of Fed-
eral support being provided to, the oil companies for research and de-
velopment on nonpletroleum energy sources. The first consisted of a
hand. tabulated review of all ERDA contracts in existence. The second,
and somewhat broader, approach consisted of a computer search of all N

grants and contracts made by Federal agencies to the oil cOmpames,
using the Energy Research, Development, an fl Demonstration Inve
tory maintained at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. These two-a

"proaches produced information which seemed to be consistent with
reports that the major Federaf'support, of the oil cOmpanies is for
work that might be described as the engineering design and testing of
processes to produce fuels from coal. Many of the projects' in this
category are fairly large undertakings which often extend over several
years in duration., A hand tabulation of the internally financed re-
search reported to the Oak Ridge Inventory of Research, Develop-
ment and Demonstration proiidul a.list of projects of similar nature.
It would therefore appear that in this genre of R. & D., where activity
might seem to be focused more toward the ultirnate commercialization
of a known process than toward the development of totally new proc-
esses, for the production of a fuel, oil compgnies are interested in
outside financial support and in cooperative .arrangements with the
Government. The lack of Federal contracts involving more basic stages
of research would seem to be consistent with reports that oil companies
would prefer to finance such projects internally, though other explana-
tions would also seem possible.

From the handpoint of promoting more efficient planning by the
Federal government to meet the energy problem, it might appear Id-
tractive to have greater knowledge of the R. & D. activities and invest-
ments within the oil cOinpanies. Alternatively there would seem to be
strong arguments in favor of maintaining the cOnipetition that now
seems to exist the oil companies in their R. & D.'efforts, and

' strong proprietary posieiorts would therefore seem essential. The pb-
tentifil rewards of being able to develop a strong commercial position,
either through patents or through proprietary technical capability,
in almost any of the new energy areas can be very substantial, so that
any company efforts which exist to maintain secrecy would be un-
derstandable Furthermore, the Government must also recognize that
it is itself at competitor in the race to develop alternative energy
sources.' 4-a federally sponsored program makes an important ad

. vance or discovery, the Government may seek to exercise options to
insure that the resulting inventions are generally accessible to Indus-

.try, presumably under some sort of licensing arrangenient. This may
be a significnnt stimulus to the" oil companies to maintain strong
research programs and toincrease their research budgets when prom-
ising opportunities appear. Thus it may not be true that greater mfor-
matron about oil company research and development would necessarily
voduce significant benefits in the pace of development of alternative

- energy sources. Nor is it necessarily, true that private investment in
energy R. & D. would be increased by changing patent laws to allow

1 F. LI
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federally 4pported researchers to retain autonomous authority over
the use of their inventiont.

With so little information available, it is not possible to as ,A,1,0
current or potentia contributions of petroleum industry re.
the Nation's R. & ffort. On the one hand, a good argument- :Fbe
made favoring t htives of private profit and the advan ges of
an unco9rdina.,.,- keneity of scientific approaches as t e Most
rapid and i g3,3,.., to develop technologies for the co, 1 ercial-
izatio I 41 1 ,...,..v.,4.:, resources. On the other hald, it is
possi. . tea , ..,q.,,z, ..t..1.9i., industrial research-m.2y Be duplicative;
that it ma3i'. rgetthat are not the most important
from a nat'

...ii*. s'
;.ititd that the success of any company in

creating, ition in respect to one of these nonpetro-
leum reso ,,,, =..,- 0.:, i .2". to an unacceptable market structure. These"It* .4.-

.4
sorts of ,...-e , ,

sr.

tb merit serious consideration:.
it:
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DOES EXXON HAVE A FUTURE /

(By Jathes Flanigan) *
..

Given two major treods,-one geological and the 'other political and
social, the mighty Exxon Corp. could be forced into at least partial
liquidation withm aAdecadenot by government edict as has been

-recently
But

lit out of sheer frustration. It probably won't
Bhappen. ut it could,'q

Unless the presently unexpectell occurs, the world's petroleum-Iv-
serves are within a few years of their peak and will begin ,a slow de-

1 cline to the point where oil and gas will be too valuable to use as therge.
Of the oil that is left, an increasing amountas in the North-Seais
being taken by government oil companies. This fact alone means tlot
Exxon's future is in question. , ,

Faced with such a situation, most corporations would choose to
diversify, perhaps to conglomerate. But who would Exxon acquire that

. would make much difference to its future? Atlantic Richfield acquired
Anaconda, but in its beat year Anaconda would only have cxintrib
uted 20 or 30 cents a share to Exxon's earnings. Short of acquiring
something as big as Procter & Gamble; Exxon would be hard put to
make 4, worthwhile acquisitionand Procter & Gamble is not for sale.
U.S. Steel ? Would Exxon want it ? And if it aid, would the Justice,
Departnient sit still ? .

Exxon itself would prefer a different way out. It would like to use
its huge resourcestechnological, managbria and financialto de-
velop other forms of energy. Even, its small di ersification, efforts .
grouped in a venture-capital division named Exxo Enterprises Inc.

' reflect this attention to energy. Exxon has invested some minimal
, amounts in fledgling office-products companies, kit far moreover

$200 millionin areas such as solar energy and nucliai fuel processing.
But here, too, there are problems. An alliance between some liberal con-
gressmen and professional bureaucrats seems determined to prevent
Exxon from doing in coal d in nuclear and solar energy what it has
done in oil. , ,.

The question of whet r oil companies should be allowed to develop
other energy sources, ch as coal or uranium, is before the Congress
now in two bills. One is proposed by Representative Morris Udall (I)-
Ariz.), the other by Senator Edward Kennedy (DMass.).,Udall's
bill would prevent companies engaged, say, in coalas most oil compa-
nies arefrom bidding on federal oil leases4t, is.mot going anywhere
this session, partly because it would practidally cripple U.S. efforts
to begin explatatron of the continental shilf.p.jeddy Kennedy's bill
would prohibit lil -companies from purchasing more coal or uraniunY
Properties and require them to sell those they have within three years.
It, too, is not conceded much chance this session.

Reprinted by permission of Forbes magazine ;tom the Angnst 15,,1977 leave, p. 67-41.
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The issue won't go away, however, it will come up again and again,
as will repeated "investigations," like the one just announced, of oil.
company pricing and finances. There are many people in Washinongt
who think the oil companies are already too big, too powerful. The
effort to break them up seems to have lost its impetus. Therefore, the
best way to check their growth and their alleged power seems now to be
to keep them out of, or restrict their growth into; other forms of_ener

It is not hard to understand why many people are appalled by .the
sheer size of Exxon. Exxon is a breathtaking organization. Its revenues
this year should it $55 billion and could be $100 billion by the mid-

'Eighties. Its earnings last year were $2.6 billion and will be higher
this year; its annual cash flow is $4 billion-plus and rising; by the early
Eighties cash flow could be $7 billion a year or more. (Last month's
mildly disappointing second-quarter earnings reportdown 3.4 per-
centwas a statistical decline due to foreign exchange translations,
the company explained ; operating earnings were up 11.7 percent.)

A Perplexity Of Riches
. .

Exxon's cash' bow ha's been rising
fast, reaching $4 billion last year ---;
and heading toward an almost cer- '
tain $7 billion. Last year it spent
Itand a bit moreholding down
dividend payout to help finance
capital projects. But what happens
when oil no longer offers the in-
vestment opporturuty it does to.
day/ Will Exxon be permitted to
expand into other (oohs of energy!
Or will it end up paying out most of

r.

this ib huge flow to
stockholders?

Cash Oiiidends To
boon ShareholderS

Lia:SLZ:Zar=
'71 '72 '73 '74 '75 76 '82 est.

Its sales last year of $48.6 billion dwarfed every other U.S. com-
pany except General Motors. Exxon's earnings were three times those
of Texaco and 2.7 times those of Mobil, to say nothing of more than
2.5 times those of General Electric and Ford Motor. We have big comr
panies in America : U.S. Steer, du Pont, gastman Kodak. But Exxon's
earnings are six times those of U.S. Steel, more than five times those of
du Pont and over four times those of Kodak.'

Furthermo'e, because ,of ,early appreciation of the way change was
coming to the Middle East, Exxon is better situated today than'any
other oil company. It has huge income-producing pr?perties just open-
ing up in the North Sea and in Alaska's North Slope. By 1980 each
of these will be bringing between $400 million a $500 million net

ti
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income to Exxon. The company's earnings by 1982 will very likely be
around $4.4 billionnearly $10 a share.

Besides this, enormous amountkof money will roll into Exxon in the
early years of North Sea production, as much as f410 to $11 cash flow
per barrel rtroduced,much of it due to the accelerated depreciation
mandated by the British government. Exxon will normalize such a
flow for accounting purposes by putting amounts representing British
taxes into a deferred-taxes account. But the cash will be there for the
spending.

This for a company that is already virtually debt free. Exxon has
$3.7 billion of long-term debt; on the other hand, it has $5 billion in
cash and marketable securities. The only reason it has taken on debt
in the last two years is because government regulations, not financial .

requirements, warranted it: The Federal Power Commission de-
manded that the Alaska pipeline-be separately financed ; the British A,

government, through interest, relief grants, encouraged borrowing for
some North Sea work. Senior Vice President for Finance Jack F.
Bennett foresees no need for outside financing for operations or cap- e

ital plans inthe near future.
This huge pile-up of assets canot be blamed on any reluctance of

Exxon to spend money on oil. It plans laying out $4.4 billion a year
for capital projects from 1977 through 1981. Opening up new areas in
the continental shelf will cost big money, and Exxon is spending $3
billion a year on energy exploration and development. It hits invested
over $2 billion in Alaska over the last seven years and simultaneously
poured $1.4 billion into development in the NorthSea. As its current
financial position makes clear, Exxon hasn't felt a strain.

But still the money will pile up. Exxon President Howard C. Kauff-
man,recently told Dallas security analysts that the company's problem
is not lack of cash, but lack of opportunity.

In the Middle East, where most of the oil is, the producing nations
may still 'need Exxon's technical help, but not its dollars. Mexico is
financing its own oil development.

So, unless it can go into other energy areas, coal in particular, Ex-
xon faces a real dilemma. Should it pay out most of its earnings to
shareholders rather t invest them? This would be 'a disguised
form of partiapiquidation, but if Congress eventual goes along for
ome kind of "integration' of personal and corporate come taxes

( orbe,s, August 7) , the p rssure for it could mount.
knows what i ould prefer to do with its sarplus cash flow.

The comp; 4 i k last year had invested some $150 million in
coalnot through acqUisition, mind you, but through from-the-
ground-up development. Since 1967 it has been purchasing coal leases
and water rights in the Rocky Mountains and now owns leases on re-
serves of 8.4 billion tonsmaking it the fifth-largest holder of U.S.
'Coal. It is opening a mine this year in Wyoming, starting construction
on another. ft has two mines operating in Illinois and is preparing a
fifth mine in West Virginia.

By 1985 Exxon hopes to have nine coal mines operating and tos,be
producing 40 million tons a year of coal, which it will sell to utilities
for power generation. But what is that to Exxon? If it earned even
$120 million from coal, the business would contribute less than 3%

,f
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of Exxon's earnings at that time. Exxon clearly has the ability to put
far more into coal. But will it be permitted to

WHAT YOR AN ENCORE

Before Ahoka began producing this year, Exxon's oil production
in the U.S. Wad been declining 4% a year since 1972. In the early
1980's, while Alaska and the North Sea pump in new earnings, in-
come from the European as fields, which last year gave Exxon some

. $420 million of earnings, will' be declining.
. There is the possibilityeven the probabilitythat the continental

shelf holds a great deal of gas and oil. But even this is unlikely to ab!
sorb the $7 billion cash flow a year that Exxon will ,have within five
.years. ,

Chairman Clifton Garvin is 55 years old and therefore destined for
a long tenure at Exxon's helm. He will guide the company through
the beginni of this period of transition in energyfor the company
and the U.S. and he will have to decide what to do with the cash
flow. Invest it Or pay it out?

Garvin, a rtsmouth, Va.-born chemical engineer, is a
loquacious man. The best word to describe his manne , displ be
fore an annual meeting of shareholders or up close, is avuncular. He
seems unflappable. Listen to Cliff Garvin. on what's ahead :

"It's too early in the game to say there are not opportunities, and
ample opportunities, to spend a lot of capital money. We've made it
clear that going in the coal business is one of our strong desires. It's
motivated by several things. One, in the short term, is its use in power
generation, but longer-term there is no doubt in my mind we're going,
to see an awful lot of coal converted into liquids 'and gas. You don't
see' that in the Carter message, but it's in the next ten years.

"The way .I read that is very practically. It's alMost impossible to
get any substantial amount of energy through these sources during
this next ten-year period. It's the next stage beyond that. But if you

, look at the costs, the capital costs involved in that kind of conversion,
I think it's only going to be a q estion of how much does a corporation
want to invest in that kind of ing. Because I think you could sink
as much money aseanybody c ld possibly talk about in going into
these synthetics. They just eat p so much capital.

"Also, we have opted to participate pretty strongly in phases of the
nuclear business." That's putting it mildly. Exxon has said it is will-
ing to build a plant for enriching uranium, the phase in nuclear energy
heretofore reserved for classified government facilities like Oak
Ridge, Tenn. For the present, the government is going to keep that
franchise. President Carter has announced that the government will
build, for $4.5 billion, a new uranium enrichment facility at Ports-
mouth, Ohio, using a new and less-energy intensive enrichment
method called gas centrifuge. Still, Garvin and Exxon persist in the
hope that they can get into this very expensive business in the mid,.
Eighties when another enrichment plant would be needed in the U.S.

The, government, comments Garvin, "has left dangling the carrot
that down the road these,)opportunities might 'be made available to
the private sector.

25-767 0 ; 70 -
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"Now we've indicated our interest in pursuing. that. We haven't

'made the. decisiOn because Ave haven't had to yet. ERDA [Energy Re-
search & Development Administration] has indicated that they want ''
to have a number of entities in the private sector, as government con-
tractors, to build 'and-operate the first stages of centrifuge capacity.

We may or may not opt to do that. If we do, it would be in the hope
that it would lead us to the opportunities to make investments dow5
the road." .

To build a plant for the liquefaction or the gasification of coal would
cost $1.5 billion today ; a uranium:enrichment plant would cost no
less than $4.5 billion. Where other companies would necessari* quail
at such amounts, Exxon is fay itching to spend them.

Exxon sees worldwide growth of nuclear power at 17 percent a year
between now and 090..As Garvin puts it "The U.S. may be hung up
today over whether things like breeder reactors should go ahead. But
we're very much of the opinion that in time the world is going to shift
and op and recognize that more and more of its energy generation is
going Q, have to come from nuclear. The.gamble we're taking is that
there will be a place for the private - sector."

Exxon is already in some phases of the nuclear businessas a sup-
plier of fuel cores and as a miner of uranium. Its investment in the
business to date is roughly $150 million, about the same amount it has
put into coal. For the future it sees its role as being in every phase of
the nuclear, fuel cycle, with the business centered on the very expensive
"refining" or enriching function.

In coal conversion Exxon today is preparing to put up $75 million .

to ERDA's $120 million (the Electric Power Researcb Institute and
PhillipS Petrolelim are other partners) to build a $240-milli pilot
plant for the liquefaction of coal. The pilot plant will turn 2 tons of
coal a day into'600 barrels of oil. By 1982 the pilot plant will ave been
working 21/2 years. If it is successful, Exxon plans to follow with a
commercial facility for coal liquefaction which would begin operation
in 1986. The commercial plant would turn 25,000 tons of coal into
60,000 barrels a day of oil. It would cog $1.5 billion if built today.

In coal gasification, Exxon has developed its own catalytic process
and looks forward to signing an agreement with ERDA at the begin-
ning o£1978 for cooperation and funding on a pilot plant. In Exxon's
estimation a commercial gas- from -coal plant using its process is pos-
sible by 1988.

But given such costs, can the output of such pioneer commercial
plants really be, called commercial ? Not today, certainly, but what 7

might be the cost of imported energy in 1986? If the world oil price
merely follows inflation at 5 percent, it will be around $22 per barre1+
landed in the U.S. at that time.

EXxon is not the only company contemplating coal conversion. The
natural gas pipeline companies (Panhandle Eastern, Te;cas Eastern
and El Paso Co.), looking to a supply of future product as U.S. gas de-
,posits dwindle, have large ventures inmind. The trouble is.the financ-
ing. The cost of such plants could mean borrowings equal to the.com-
panies' total equities. Banks are not ready to lend, nor are companies ,

ready to borrow, such life or death amounts for pioneering and risky
ventures. Exxonron the other hand, needn't even ask the bankers. It is
financially self-sufficient, or nearly so.
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Will the government, will the Colgress, let Exxon have a-relatively
free hand, to go 'where it will ?

_John O'Leary is administrator of the Federal Energy Administra-
tion the equivalent, as he himself has put it, Assistant Secretary of
Energy in the new Cabinet department. 0' ary has a reputation of
understanding the energy industry better than anybody else in the
'Carter AdminiStration. O'Leary admires the oil companies, calls them
nothing less than "the archetypal managers of large enterprises in this.
age.'?

O'Leary concedes that the oil comp ies have technical skills of a
high order, as the traditional coal an
grants that infusing oil company tec nical skills intothoseindustries

uranium industries`do not. He

could bring the nation something ve y useful'. Says O'Leary : "I think
you have to regard the oil. industry as a national asset of no mean
valtre."

But then O'Leary changes tone and wonders whether it is sound
policy to allow the oil companies to dominate coal and-uranium as they
do oil. "We are moving in the direction where we are going to have a
single energy system, he says. "The question comes diiwn to : Do you
wont this whole energy system managed by a relatively small group of
peopleof which Exxon is a leader ?"

To the question of who else could or would do it, O'Leary responds
that perhaps purchasers of coal or uraniumthe utilitiescould put
up the financing. This, however, , would be like a muzzled dog or
tethered horse from the very first--government regulated, finance in
which an allowable rate of return would be set as often for political as
economic reasons. What is wrong with the oil' tom anies clang it?
O'Lea
not reac
the demo
system. T,
and,better track record in the political arena in this country than any
other pressuregroup; maybe the railroads are as good from a histOrical
perspective, but they haven't done as well as the oil companies lately."

O'Leary talks of the oil industry dominating public policy. He talks
of the oil 'lobby-the way President Carter, angered at having parts of ,
his energy program changed in congressional committee, lashed out
recently at it.

And yet sophisticated observers of Washington know that the power
of the oil lobby has declined in recent,years, especially since oil became
fair game politically-after the gasoline shortages and subsequent price
rises of early winter 1973. The oil lobby is not nearly so powerful today
as it was in the'days when Lyndon Johnson of Texas was leader of the
Senate, Sam Rayburn of Texas was Speaker of the House, Albert-
Thomas of Texas was head of the House Appropriations Committee
and the most powerful senator bar none was Oklahoma oilman Robert
Kerr, cofounder of Kerr-McGee. Those days are long gone.

O'Leary knowsand every politician and bureaucrat knows at
healtthat the oil, industry cannot seriously challenge the govern
ment. The real issue is something else. It is probably no exaggeration
to say that politicians and bureaucrats, consciously or unconsciously.
are jealous of the wealth and proficiency of the oil industry; its inde
pendence disturbs, them. They would like to annex that proficiency tr

brings up his objection You have here a subtle point that is
by classic antimonopoly law. And that is the attitude and

trated capacity of the oil industry to have its way with the
oxl industry is probably more competent, with a longer

1 f _11
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government ; it, not 'annek it then at least tightly control it. The free' ,

. market is too messy, too unpredictable for their file-cabinet way of
thinking. The solution of Many politicians;congressional staff mem-
bers and governMent agency officersis.to break the oil industry down to-

'. smaller units. This, bin their way of thinking, would make the business
. ! more "responsive" to the people. It woukl also make the business more

-easily controllable by the, government, whose "responsiveness" theini-
reaucruts never question, '

. John crLeary knoWs that the issues are more,subtle than that, but he
feels that,through Congress the country should ,debate and decid-$
whether it wants the big oll companies16 control the energy system or 7.

should another Way he found, using smaller companies. "It seems to ,

me," O'Leary, says, problem
of

offers a very, very fundamental prOble-
of public.policy thtlt.ought to be lookedat by th.mxecutive branch and' the Congress."

Of course, Exkon and,its competitorS hap been 'able to achieve thle
'

. .

Things they hate because the free market hasiven them tinge profits '
in that sense constimerSlitive paid Exxon's progtess..B1it they have

, ;also greatly.:.benefittd from them in terms of a ,wonderfully efficient .,

system. Would it, then, be a, 'ball thing if. Exxon were to use 'surplus
profits from 611-to develop the coal energy and help.develop nuclear

, ;and solar energy ?'Certainly no oth'er existing industry could so 'easily .
and quickly raise.the' kind of money heeded. The government could do
so, buttheogovernment cannot opOtite more efficiently t ran prirate in-
dustry can. It Would merely be transferring the burden f.developrneotp,
from'energy users to. all .thetaxpayers. If the oiLcorn pies are preV'', vented from using-their surplus cash to develop other-forms of energy; .

this is precisely what niustliappeni. ,s

Listen to Erin's Clileph Garvin: "If. it turns out that 'we're 'going.
-to be denial those%opportunities to woric in the energy field through , '
a. combination of goverrunept action or what-have-you, then vt'd hay.e.

,' two basic choices. We could either take the Cash ffbw that's coming in
from current suedessful kinds of investments and give it all back to
our shareholders so they may make the choices on what they want to
do. .0r.ec could make Ads° decisions that would lead us in other
directions, into other fields."

. '".
Since .the, later course--conglomeration 2-.is not ri. realistic poSsi-

bility;,then it would amoear that if the government thwarts Exxon's
Move intecoal and nuclear energy, the company may well go in for
what will amount to controlled, liquidation.

The ultimate decisions could go in either divection.
On the. wall of FederalTrade CommiSsion Chairman Michael Pert-

schtik's office is a ;quotation from Adam Smith :-"The interest of the
provider ought to be atteftded to only so far as it may be necessary for
promoting that of the consurner." Pertschuk, respected in Washington
as a smart and .practical fellow since his days ns chief counsel of
Senate Commerce Committee, has this .to Say against companies.like_-';
Exxon : "This economic size means economic and political powe. I
think that concentrating economic and political .power in an entity in
our society is antitherical to the democratic tradition." ':

Sure it is But how can a democrat (small "d") proffer govei-nment--
l'tself swollen and nearly all powerfulas an antidote to too -big
busines.4?.
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r Concentration of economic power is a problem, but Tiot just when.
corporations wield it If Commissioner.Pertschu4 wants a motto for

; his wall'instiad of a highly idealizedportrait of beneficial Government
, versus malevolent Business ;.lie might settle on something along these
lines74.- . , .,

`Business profits and government taxes al'e but tNitro des' of th& same ''
coin. TOgether with .savings they comprisethe'surp1 the ;sum fetal. ti

of dinners.;done withoutwith which the American people satisfy -

their collective needs. TM bulk of piofits rare, after all, reinvested- 1o..;
.. provide fooiir future wants.,,Andzove-rnynent gets the lion's share Of 4

o ur , Malone surplus,: Total corporate 'Cash .flow--profies after taxeS,
'aud depreciation came to $155. billion; total-governme* tax receiptS.

came to.$517_11illion, Sare,Exxon's gash flow is $4 billion ;plus and ris-
: ingi but the Energy Researo.ch & Development Agency's cash flow is $7

<,

billion-plUS, and rising. Big government' is abouE three times biggpr 0
..*than big. business. .. . . .., 4 ) ....---'N4( ..c. Certainly 4, is possible to run ane&onoortic system With taxes inStead

. ,

,df profits: Increasingly, Britain. iS'doing,sO. The history, of a century
::of regulation of the railroadsa history 'of enterprise denitd; invest

'mistake. ' ' .1'. '' .. ir4ew1,

ment opportunities forhidden--2,pr.O.v.es that we, too, an make the same - .".

, The question before die house is whether Ameriea ns want 'flirt i r
"-..tO narrow the.area of pEVate economic decision-inaking'and furthe

to broaden the area o,f gov,Arnuiene decision,making. Exxon's future
;depends on the answer. . , . . .

I 0*



IMPLICATIONS. OF INVESTMENTS IN THE COAL INDUS-/ TliY BY- FIRMS FROM OTHER ENERGY INDUSTRIES i
(National Coal Assocjation*)..

, _.../
I. ISSUE .

% .;- I

' Should firs engaged in the development or production of one
energy source, such as oil or natural gas, be encouraged or discouraged
from participating in the development or prOduction of "another
energy sout'ce, such as coat? ,

,

CHGROUND

Severak,bills have, been introduced in the 85th Congress to prAbit ?
firms from involvement in the development or pro nction of more

, than one energy source and require firs already involved with more
than one energy source to divest themselves of suet' involveirneqt.

III. PRINCIPAL ARGUMENT ""

These legi ative proposals have led to sharp disagreement between
proponents d opponents of horizontaldivestiture.
A. Pr opone is of divestiture argue .

<

Oil and natural gas company investment in-the coal indus'rY would
*encourage energy monopolies which might lead,to :

holding coal reserves out of production,
'holding ddwn coal production as a means to piasfi lip oil or'

naturalgas prices,
festricting tk amount capital, going into, thecoal industry,

and. ° -
(

reliricting investments in coal research-and developMent. '

-B. Opponents of-divestiture argue.
The coal industry is ant will continue to be highly compititive

industry. ,
Investmentsfrom oil, gas, and other 'industries have,already ,:c9p-

tributed. tb increased (1) coal 'product' (2) productive cawity,
(3) private- R&D expenditures, and (4 41:4.- ability of coR,1 companies
to. withstand adyefse effects of decreased prodUctivity and sales.,

Management talent and capital from oil and natural gas firmsand
from other-industries are needed to permit expansion of coal produc-

.tion capacity.
.

.. .

A Report published by the Nattonal Coal 'Association,- Washington, D.C., in September
1.977. An introductory abstract and spme supporting appendices havailbeen omitted here In

.. the interests of heavily. Reprinted by permission. i .
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Existing antitrust laws are adequate to deal with any present or
future anti-competit ve practices. '

There is no serious possibility that a firm ori.group of firms could
obtain a monopoly in coal or even. significantly influence the price of
coal.,

Each of the major points in disagreement--competitiveness of the
coal industry, production and reserves, production records of specific'
firms, capital investment, management talent. and adequacy of exist-
ing antitrust laWs-Lis analyzed below.

IV. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Competitiveness of the Coal Industry
1. Thc coal industry is highly competitive. -The industry is made

up of over 3,000 individual firms and is characterized by a low level
Of concentration in pioduction. No one firm or group of firms, oil or
otherwise, is in a position td control the coal industry.

As a generiil rule, industries whew the four top firins control ifss
than 50 percent of production "lava been'regarded as sufficiently orn-
petitive to prevent effective collusion.' In 1976: .

the top 4 coal firms produced approximately 25 percent of
output,

the top 8 coal. firms produced- appioximately 34 percent of -7..

output, and
Alio top 20 firms produced nearly 50 percent of output.
The7trend in the coal industry is toward reduced rather ,than

greater apncentration. -As illustrated in Table 1 below, concentra7)-,,g
tion Ached .a peak in 1970 and has been declining since.

TABLE 1.-U.S, 8ITUMI NOUS' COAL AND LIGNITE PRODUCTION CONCENTRATION RATIOS, 1960, 1965, 1970, AND
1972-76

_Ratio 1960- 1965 1970 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

4 firma .21. 4 . 26.6 30.7. f 30.2 29.1 26.6 26.1 25.18 firms 30. 5 36. 3 41. 2 40. 0 39.1 36. 7 35. 7 34. 3
15 firms 39.7 45.6 52.2 50.6 50.5 . 46. 4 45.3 44.6
20 firms 44. 5 50.I 56. 5 54. 9 54. 9 51. 2 50.0 49. 7
100 firma NA NA 75. 4 78.0 78.9 74. 3 74. 3 73. 9200 firms... NA NA X82.6 84.5 86.7 82. I 82.2 81.6

Source: Derived horn data In "U.S. Coal Production by Company," 1960-67, Keystone Coal Industry Manual, McGraw-
Hill, Inc., New York.

B. Coal production accounted' for by coal firms o d by oil and
'natural gas companies and by other companies with. partial oil
and natural gas interests -

1. Coal firms owned'by oil companies accounted for only 17:5 per-
cent of 1976 coal production.-As of January 1, 1977, there were nine
major operating coal companies owned by oil companies :

Arch Mik1tra1 Corporation (Ashland Oil-Himt Oil) ;
Ashland Coal Company (Ashland Oil) ;

, Consolidation Coal Company -(continental Oil) ;
°

1 See for example : Federal Trade eomnilaslon staff Report, Concentration Letels and
Trends in the Energy Sector of the p.a. Economy, or Bain, Joe S., industrial Organization,
2d ed. (New York : John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1968).
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. u Hawley Fuel (Belco Petroleum) ;
,.

G,!.
, Island Creek Coal Company (Occidental Petroleum) ;

Monterey Coal Company (Carter Oil, stibsidiaiy, of Exxon).
Monterey is a de novo entrant in the coal industry ; it was not_an

r, , operating firm when it was started as a subsidiary of Exxonr
Old Ben Co Company (Standard cif Ohio) ;
.Pittsburg 8L., idway Coal Mining Company (Gulf Oil ) ; 'and
Valley Camp al Company (Quaker State). /.

.

In 1976, these firms produced et.5 percent.of thetotal U.S. output.
In 1976, Sun Oil Company's Cordero mine began production which
should be included in any later data compilation. Appendix A shows
the.details of 1976 production by coal companies affiliated with oil and
. gas firms. .

.

2. Even when coal firms controlle4ar owned by natural gas com- ,

panies are added to those firms owned by oil' companies, the total share
Of production is only 20.5 percent.As of January 1, 19 five major
coal producing firms were owned by natural gas comps`

Zeigler Coal (Houston Natural Gas) ;
Southern Utah Fuel (Coastal States Energy) ;
Youghiogheny St Ohio (Panhandle Eastern Pipeline. Com-

pany) ; ,

'MAPCO (Mid America Pipeline) ; and
. ' Eastern Associated Coal Corp. (Eastern Gas & Fuel).

The addition of, the 1976 production of, these coal companies owned
by natural gas companies would bring the 1976 total to 136,5 million
tons or 20.5 percent of total U.S. production.

3. Even if a major coal producing firm which is associated with, but
not controlled by, an oil company is added, l e total share of coal pro-
duction associated with oil and gas firms .is nly 24.0 percent. Some
analysts have incorrectly Ocluded Amax C al Company as a firm'
controlled by (Lulea company. Standard Oil of California pwns 20.6
percent of Amax conmon stock but SoCal and Amax do not have a
parent-subsidiary relationship. Even if Amax Coal's 1976 production

4,;;,......yere added, the total of oil and gas firm-associated production would
e only 24.0 percent "of the total 1976 U.S. coal production.*-

C. Ownership o o Reserves ,1

1. Ownersh p of coal reserves' is widely distributed and it is unlikely
that a firm or group of gins could gain monopolistic control of the
coal industry.-LIn addition, oil companies do not control a significant
portion of total U.S. coal reserves to make it possible,for them to pro-
hibit entry into the coal industry and limit competitioxr, as some
critics have alleged.

The United States Bureau of Mines (based on Geological Stir-
vey data) estimates that the "demonstrated reserve base' deemed
suitable for mining by current methods is 438.3 billion tons. The
Bureau of Mines has determined that recoverability varies from 40

, to 90 percentdepending on the characteristics of the coalbed, mining
metho44and the legal constraints and restrictions plred+ upon mining
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- ..a deposit because of 'natural and man-made features. Mining experi-
. once in the U.S. has indicatd that, on.a.national basis, at least'pne-half

of all in-place coal can be recovered.' Based on this, if the reserve
base is discounted by 50 percent, a total recoverable reserve of 219.2 ./-
billion tons is available for mining.

Reserve data published in the Keystone Coal Industry Manual,.
1977, show that ,reserves' held by oil companies or their coal prOducing
subsidiaries total 46.9 billion tons or 21.4 percent of estimated recov-
erable reserves. If reserves held by gas companies are included, the
total 'reserves held by oil ,and gas companies anq their coal producing
subsidiaries total 55.1 billion tons, 25.1 percent" of estimated recover-
*We reserves. These percentages are over estimated. as the data on
reserVestheld by oil and gas companies are not differentiated between
recoverable and in-place reserves, wheileiis the estilliates of U.S. re-

. serves have been discounted to a. recoverable reserve. Appendix B
provides details on reserves held by oil and. gas firms in 1976. Other
industrial groups also control reserves.

~ 2, The federal government controls about half jol-the nation's .coal
reserve-8. These reserves are located on public domain lands,,Existing )

laws and regulations prevent any one firm or group of firma from
achieving a dominant position in coal reserves.The Amount of re-
serves held by the federal government far exceeds the reserves held
by oil and gas companies or their coal Producing subsidiaries, Because
coal is widely distributed, the U.S. Geological Sturvey has concluded.:

The information available on the distripution of coal and on ownership of
coal rights lends convincingly to the conclusion that it would be virtually Lm-
possible for an individual, corporation, or .cartel to obtain a Monopoly on coal

. or even to Significantly influence the price. The reasons for this conclusion are
(1) coal is widespread and abundant in tli U.S.; (2) ownership is broadly
djstrilnited; (3) the federal and state governments own substantlaily..more thgn :

"half the coal lands and coal rights in the Roaky Mountains and Northerk Great
Plains regions; (4) leases of Federal coal rights have practical acreage lithita-
none tOr holdings fin any one State ; 3 and (5) most( major consumers of coal
have substantial goal holdings.'

3. The reserves held by coal, oil, natural gas, and other private firms
which are in tie form,. of leases of Federal lands are subject to'diligent
development .requirements.---The Interior Department; which man -
ages ,a large share of federally'ownecl coal lands, has the authOrity to
establish 'diligent development" requirement's which regulate the
timely develOpment '4.f minerals on federally leased 1 nds. These re-
quirements are designed to discourage holding resery s for specula-
tiOn. Firms not meeti4 these requirements are -subjec to a loss of
leasing rights.'

' See Demonstrated Coal Reserve Base of the United States, (January 1, 1076), Mineral
Industries Survey, U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, p. 1, 4.

Recent amendments to the Federal Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 place even greater
acreage limitations on leases of Federal lands. Act of Aug. 4, 1976, Public Law 94-377,
Sec. 11(b), 90 Stat. 1090, amending 30 U.S.C. Sec. 184 (1920) (codified at 30 U.S.C.184(a)(1) (1976)).

United States Geological Survey, Coal Resources of the United States,
p. 89.

'30 U.S.C. 207 (1976).

Y

ao. 4
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D. Production record of .coal firms owned by oil or natural gas'
companies

Some who believe that oil or natural gas firms have undue control'
of the coal industry allege that production levels often go clown after
a coal firm is acquired by 5n oil or natural gas company. This argu-
ment needs detailed evaluation :

1. An assessment of the production word "of a firm must ,be made
in the context of all of the fa tors that have affected prod<tion.-
For the periods involved, several factors deserve special attetion :

a. The principal factor which affects production from year to year
is the industry-wide decline in- productivity (tons per man per day
that has occurredsince 1969, particulark in underground mining.-N
This decline in productivity is duo principally to changes in mining
procedures in order for coal companies to comply with the Coal Mi
Health and Safety Act of 1Wable 2 below shows productivity f m
1962 to 1976. As ;Fable 2 cle shows, productivity declined:

31.7 percent since 1969 in all mines.
45.5 percent since 1969 in underground mines.

TABLE 2.-LABOR PRODUCTIVITY-TONS OF COAL PRODUCED PER M N PER DAY, 1962-76
v

Average
You* r Undeiground Strip Aug all fires

1962.4 ill
1963 1 8
1964 A. 74
1965 14.00
1966 It 14.64

L 1967 15.07
19611......,-
1969 ...

-,--J 15. 40'
15, 61.

1970. . / 13.76.'

(.. 26. 76
28. 69
29. 29 .

36.5(
38.87
42.63 , *

31.98 45.85 .

.. 33.57 44.43
35.17 , 46.48
34.24 40.46
35.71 39. 88

'.35. 96 ' _34. 26

14.72
15.83
16. 84 1'
17. 52
18.52
19. 17
19.37
19, 90
18.84

1971 _ . 12.03 t 35.69 , 39.00 18.02
, 1912 11.91 35.95 43.00 17.74

1975 .
. 11. 31 33. 16 45. 00 17. 58

4 9.54 I 2.69

45. 33 17. 58
1974 .
1973 11. 66 36. 30

1976 - * I 8.50 1 00
8 14.74

13.60

I Auger included with strip.
Preliminary.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines.

b. Anothgr major factor contributing to lower production is time
lost due to strikes.-In 1971 and 1974,time and production were lost in
union mines due to strikes-by the 'United Mine Workers when the con-
tracts expired. In 1971 appprmiimately 56.4 million tons were lost
during the six-week contract strike, and in 1974 approximately 26.1
million tons were lost/during the November-December contract strike.°
In addition, wildcat strikes have been a major and growing problem,
particulaply in West Virginia. Table 3 below shows the increase in
number of man-days lost due to wildcat strikes from 1969 to 1976 and
the estimated production lost 'due to these strikes.

Source : Bituminous Coal Operators Association.
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TABLE 3.MAN.DAYUCTION LOSSES DUE TO WILDCAT STRIKES, 1969-76

Year
9

171 10
9

1972
1973
1974
I75

" 1976

Mandays Estimated tonnage
lost due to lost due to wildcat

wildcat strthes 30114.3(million tom)

626, 500
593, lee

12.1"
11.4,

516,5, 000' 8.
55, 8.4
529, 200 7.0 s

1,028, 800 11.
I, 417, 400 15.8
2, 007, 000 19.8

Sisurce !Bituminous Coal Dperators As Bon.

c. Another factor c rib zng to production'1088e8 by 81377te corn-
, panies has been a slack dema r coal primarily cau,sedy :

Air quality requirements. e i cularly, state requirements
whiCkare more strict than -fed al gu'delines in rnectin0. national
health- standards±which reduce he r emand for coal and en- 4
couraged shifts-to oil and natural Os as boiler fuel. Fbderal and ,

state clean air quality requirem9nts. have made coal with higher
sulfur content from fields in West Kentuck3s.kIllinois, Indiana,
iLnd Ohio less attractive for use by utilities and industry.
"'Lower dertand for metallurgical 'coal.clue to the 1975 eco-
nomic recession and resulw.04drop in use of U.S. coal in steel
production, both in the.U.S. and worldwide,

Art' cial4f loi rives for oil and tura gas.due to Federal
price, allocation, d entitlement regu tionsvis,

State utilzty commission actions. hichWave had the effect
of discouraging investments in new, al facilities and encourag-
ing use of naturalsgas and imported oil.

2. In genera, coal firms owned by oil and natural gas companies
have better productitn records after acquisition compared to:

. .
production by the same firms before acquisition,
production throughout the U.S. during the same time period,

and .

. production by independent toal companies in the same general
areas during the same time period.

Presuniably, the argument that production declines after acquisiz
Mon would be applicable to these five coal firms owned by oil corn-
panies : 4..

COnsolidation Coal
Hawley Fuels ' 1 °Island Creek
Old Ben

(

Pittsburg &)Midway
Arc14 Mineral Corporation 'is owned by Ashland Oil Company

(48.9 percent) and Hunt Oil Company (48.9 percent). Arch Mineral
Co. was formed by Ashltind Oil Co. and other individuals in '1969.
Ashland Coal Company is idst over 2 years old, having beefi formed'
th gh acquisition of five small, companies. Both Monterey and S
are de novo entrants.

,

ti
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The argument apparen is also being applied to the Zeigler Coal
Company which was acquired by Houston Natural. gas. in 1970,
Southern 'Utah Fuel which was acquired by .Coastal Stites in 1973;
and MAPCO which acquired its first Dioducing mines in 1971. Yough-
iogheny and Ohio was acquired by Panhandle in 1976, and Eastern

Of
was ificorpqrated in.1963 as it successor to the coal division

Of Eastern Gas & Fu ej AssOciates.-.
As one measure, 'Mle 4 below shows each company's average ex-

lierience in production during tho five years preceding and succeed- ,

ing acquisition.

TABLE 4.AVERAGE PRODUCTION BY COAL FIRMS 5 YEARS BEFORE AND AFTER ACQUISITION BY AN OIL OR
NATURAL GAS COMPANY AND COMPARISON WITH U.S. AND INbEPENDENTS' EXPERIENCE OVER SAME TIME
PERIOD

Coal company (parent and acquisition date)

Consolidation Coal (Conoco, Sept. 15, 1966:,
Before,
After

Hawley Fuel (Beko, 1968):
Before
After

Island Creek 1 (Occidental, Jan. 29, 1968):
Before
After

Old Beten (Sohlo, Aug. 30, 1968):
Before. After

P &ittsburg Midway (Gulf, 1963):
Before . iAfter

Zeigler Coal a (Houston Natbral, 1973):
Befqra d

After
Southern Utah Fuel a (Coastal States, 1973):

Before
After

MAPCO I (first acquisition, 1971):
Before

. After

G-yraverage
output (thou

Percentage chants

sand tons) Company Independents UnitertStaces

43, 858 +35.0 +11.6 +16.6
59, 218

1, 702 I 6.0 +4. 7 +10.3
1, 600

22, 514 +2.8 4-6.9 +12.2
23, 134

. .

8, 287 4-37.2 +1,7 +103
11, 372

4.869 +73.9 +23. +24.6
8, 465

4,16 8 +5. +10.2
4,412

223 238.1 NA +10.2
754

1, 147 +100.6 +1.7 +7.9
2, 301

. . .
1 To prevent a biased comparison, Island Creek's publicly reported output from 1969-73 was reduced by subtracting

J

the production of its Maust coat properties which were acquired in 1969. If these tonnages were included, the 5-yr average
production subsequent to acquisition would havelben 26,293,000 tons or 16.8 percent above the prdacquisition 5-yr period.

I Beim sold 80 percellf interest in a number of mines (Hawley Coal Mining Corp.) to a French company. In'October 1976,
the company purchased the remaining 20 percent interest ih HCMC. Production levels here reflect the sale of Hawley's
ownerdhib in these mines. ,

a 1-yr, averages. , i
I 4Tyr averages. 4" ,

.

%timer "tr.S. Coal Production by CorMiany," 1962-76, Keystone Coal Industry Manuel, McGraw-Hill, Inc., New. York;
Minerals Yearbook, 1962-75, and weekly coal reports, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Oepartment of Interior. ,

, .
.

.

5".' 'Where pro uctzon him not increased, the lower levels'canbe under-
stood in the, colttext of facto that have off ectedProduction.In all

, cases except one shown in Ta le , average' coal production by oil or
gas affiljateswhen compare over a 5-year periodhas increased
after acqaisition. However, re ent production trends may not show
yearly increases, as detailed in the year-by-year comparisons of pro- .

duction, fbr each. company owned by an oil or. natural gas:.company,
including Monterey (a de novo entrant). .. -

As summa'rized in. Table 5 below the produCtion levels of several
companies during the 1974-76 pegod are only slightly higher and
some are lower than production levels during t'he year of acqUisition. .
MontereyCis hot included in Table 5 since it is a de novo entrant; Val-,
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ley Camp and Youghiogheny &r Ohio are omitted because they were
acquired in 1976. I

TABLE 5.COMPARISON OF AVERAGE 1974-76 PRODUCTION WITH PRODUCTION IN YEAR OF ACQUISITION

ampany

Production
Year of

acquisition 1974-76
Year of (thousand average Percent

acquisition tqns) production change

Consolidation Coal
Island, Creek
Old Ben
Pittsburg & Midway
Hawley Fuel
MAPCO
Zeigler Coal Co
Coastal States

1

1966
1968
1968
1963
1968
1971
1973
1973

51, 400
25, 880

9, 915
6,024
1, 540
1,124
4, 273

, 339

'

54,
7 19,

9,
7,

3,
4,

200
292
469
582
64r\
211 N
412
754

+5. 4' 25. 5
4.5

+25. 9
58.0

+158.7
+3. 3

+122. 3

1 Date of acquisition January 1968; 1967 was used as the last full year of independent production.
7 In 1975 and 1976, Island Creek had approximately 5-6000,000 tons unused productive capacity. This capacity was

Idle due to market conditions. The average production 1574-76 is not indicative of Island Creek's coal production capacity

These recent company production trends must be assessed in the,
context of the factors which have affected production.

The experience of 'Old Ben Coal Company and the Consolidatisn
Coal Company illustrate the factors that have affected recent pro-.
duction trends

a. Old Ben Coal Corporation
The Old Ben Coal Corporation merged with Standard. Oil (Ohio)

in 1968. Durilig the Subsequent 0:year period (1969-73), Old Ben's
annual production averaged 11.4' million tons pet year compared to
8.2 million tons in the 1963-68 period, an increase. of 37.2 percept.
Old Ben's annu roduttian per employee peaked in 1969, the year
the Coal Min ea th and Safety Act was passed, and began a de-

., cline to its cu rent levela 43, percent drop. Also, time lost to UMWA
contract and wildcat strikes during the recent period has more than
tripled 'from the previous period. Similar problems have affected all
members of the industry which operate unionized deep mines.

Old Ben COal Corp.
Annual' output per employee :

1969 6,500 tons..
1976 3,680 tons.Time lost to strikes :
1965-40 2.2 percent of available mine days.
1971-76 7.3 percent of available mine days,

As a direct result of time lost to strikes, production declined for,
2 yearain a row before increasing in'1976. .

Despite steep declines in deep mine labor productivity, which are
believe() to be a direct result of specific work rules impose y the
UMWA and the Mining Enforcement and Safety Administr tion,
Old Ben and Sohib have invested heavily to expand coal produ tion
capacity. Also, employment has risen. :58 percent sincetthe mer r.

Average annual capital empettaiturea

Premerger (1963-68),, Million
0.8*Merger present (1969-76) . 15.8Planned future (1977-79). L 43.2
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Despite these efforts, recent production has remained in the 9-10
million ton range because huge boosts in investment and employment
have helped offset declining productivity, increased strike losses, and.
property depletion. If it were assumed that Old Ben could equal its
1969 high level of output per employee, its production capability to-
day would be over. 17 million tons. This estimate is conservative
because Old Ben's recent increases in strip mine capacity have masked
the deep mine productivity drop on a company-wide basis. In fact, the
corporate production goal set at the time of merger was 1975 produc-
tion of 17.9 million tons and 1976 'production of 19.5 ,million tons.

b. 'Consolidation Coal Company
Consolidation COal Company was acquired by Continental Oil

ComPany in 1966. While Consolidation Coal Company's production did
increase during. the 10 years (1966-76) after the acquisition by Conoco,
it was during a period of the greatest loss of productivity in the his-
tory of the United States coal industry.

Two-thirds of Consolidation's production is from undirground min-
ing. During the 1969-76 period, the industry's underground productiv-
ity was cut almost 50 percent from about 15.6 tons per man-day to
about 8.5 tons per man-day. Consol's overall experience was the same
w,,ith productiyity dropping from 21.93 to 12.07 tons per man-day
dhring this period. As a result, Consolidation Coal had to increase
its employees by nearly 50 percent merely to maintain tonnage. At the
end of 1976 it had 21,480 employees compared to 14,527 employees in
1969.

The Federal Coal Mine Health and safety Act of 1969 has had the
greatest impact, resulting in underground mine production -losses
from 22 percent to 46 percent depending on the mine. The Act, coupled
with a dramatic increase in absenteeism, wildcat strikes, and union
work practices under new labor contracts, caused these staggering pro-
duction losses. As a result, Consolidation and other companies with
underground mines were forced to more than double their labor costs,
just to maintain production levels.

For a detailed statistical analysis of the'recent production trends of
Old-Ben Coal Company and Consolidation Coal Company.
E. ComparisOn of Relative froduction Experience of Indept.ndeft

4 Coal Firms with those Owned by.Oil and Natural Gas. Companies
As one additional basis for comparing the relative performance of

coal firms o. by oil and natural gas companies, Table 6 below com-
pares the iffi rms of primary interest (7 oil company affiliate's) with

i'11 independent companies operating in the same general area--Ap-
palachia, Indiana, Illinois and Western Kentlickyand with total bi-
tuminous coat production east of the Mississippi 'RWer. Table 6 shows
that oil company affiliate performance is at least equal 4 if not beam).
than, the experience of the indepelident coal companies operating in
the 'same area. This, alohg with. tlee fact that production levels gen-

) erally inereased immediately after acguisition, dempnskrates that, fac-
tors other than oil company ownership acted to limit recent increase/.
in production. (NOTE : comparisons are limited to' 1969 since It s
during this .time that production drops *ere 'most pronounced. Pro-,
duction experience of gas af Kated. companies is not included here
beca"use the acquisitions are totre, cent-197141973, and f 976.)

,r)A.,
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TABLE 16-YEAR-TO-YEAR COMPARISON OF PROOUltTION OF OIL AFFILIATES WITH 11 INDEPENDENT COMPANIES
ANIMOTAL PROO CTION EAST OF MISSISSIPPI

Irons in thousinds1

Year and change
7 oil company 111ndepend Eastern

affiliates I int companies I United States!

.11166t5tonl

Oercentchanp 1969-70
1971 '(tons)

Percentchange 1970-71 -,z
1972 (tons)

19731tons)
Percent change 1971-72

Percent ebony 1972-73
1974 3 (tons)

Percent change 1973-74
1975 (tons) .

Percent change 1974-75
1976 (tons)

Percent change 1975-76
, .

'10.
4 Includes Consolidation Coal, Island Crick, Old Ben, Pittsburgh & Midway, Arch Mineral, Ashland Coal Co. and Hawley.
rs Includes Pittston, North American, Westmoreland, Rochester & PittsburghOewell Coal & Coke, Blue Diamond Coal'

Catkin Fuel, Sovereign Coal, Baukol-Noonan, Sahara, and King Knob..
*United Mirm Workers contract strike during year. .

Source: "U.S. Coal Production, by Company," 1969-76, K stone Coal Ind.ustry Manual, McGraw-lilk Inc., New York;
. .

113, 017
115, 594

+2.3
98, 828
-14.5 .

119, 142
+20.6

116, 999-"N
-1.8 ,

104,642
-10.6

105,105
+0.4

109, 902
+4.6

58, N5
59, 513
+0.9

55,969
-6.0 ,

63, 242
+13.0
62, 290
-L 5

55 3411i:2
59 359
4.7,1

57,777
-2.7

527, 203
558 028

+5.8
501,197
-10.2

531 051
6. 0

515,303
-3.0

511,500
-0.7

537 504
45.1

530,003
-1.4

Minerals Yearbook, 1962-751 and weekly coal reports, U.S. Bu u of Mints, Department of the WOK.

F. Geographical Difference -in Factors ffecting Coal Production
The three principal factors affecting productiondecline in produc-

tivity;strikes, and slack demandhave contributed to the stagnation
of the coal industry in the Eastern United States, the area most heavily
affected by these three factors and the area where the coal companies
acquired by oil and natural gas firms operate.

e de novo entrant's into the coal industry (with the exception of
y these factors because they are con-Monterey) will be less affecte

centrated in the West.
G. New Energy Industry E rants into Coal 1 uetry .

Oil companies which ate etltering the cdal industry through the ac-
.

-quisition or lease of reserves and subsequent development through coal Ilk
producing subsidiaries include :
Exxon.' Kerr-111cGee
Texaco Mobil .-- *-
TerineCo Atlantic ;Richfield

OSuntico -Phillips
Shell

- 'Additionally, El Paso Isla ial -das holds reserves and is carrell
negotiating for coutracts whit le 'development of4h
reserves.'

. Until 1976, the only oil company listed above to actually produce
coal was Exxon. (through Monterey Coal) . In 1976, Sunoco bega9. pro-
duction arits Cordero mine in Wyoming with an initial:production of
10,000 tons. The current status of coal development of the-other 'corn:
panies appears to be as follows : .

Mobile Oil Corporation. expects to initiate a eonstrn,c'tion pr
gram *thin wear for part of its surface mineable laasepeiti0 &:.-,, e,
lette, Wyoming (subject to issuance of state and. federal miriiiiii

173
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permits). Earlier development was Impeded first".by the Sierra
Club v. Kleppe suit and then byiengthy environmental clearance

res.
T eo.---holds lignite reserves for possible future activity in

'al gasification.
ARCO (Atlantic Richfleld).holds western reserveftind, ac-

cording to the-Bureau of Mines report "Projects to Expand Fuel
Sources in Western States," is planning production or9 to 12 mil-
lion tons per year by 1985. Initial 'coal production is expected by
November 1977. This production was anticipated earlier but was
delayed by Sierra Club v. Kleppe.

Shell Oil Company.entered the coal business through acquisi-
tion of reserves and plans production by 1980.

Texaco.holds reserves which may be used for coal gasification.
Texaco has developed a gasification technology which has already
been demonstrated on equipment whiCh can gasify 12 tons of coal
per day. Texaco and three utilitiasIiive submitted 'a proposal for a
gasification demonstration plant to .be jointly funded by ERDA
sand private industry.

.Kerr-McGee.----is now developing coal mines'in Wyoming Well
are scheduled to begin production in 1979 and 1980.

Phillip8.acquired its reserves through its bail exploration and
acquisition efforts in heretofore undefined coal areas. Phillips,
which holds lignite coal reserves, expects tobe in production in the
early 1980's.

El Paso Natural Gas.is negotiating with 'leotrie utilities for
the sale of coal for generation of'electricity and is continuing its
efforts to develop a coal gasification complex -(currently in abey-:
ante due to capital costs);

H. C apita2 Iitteitment for Coal Production .

' 1. There is considerable need fol. additional capital to expand coed
production. The Federal,Energy Administration estimates that, based
on coal production in 1985 of 1 to 1.2 billion 4is a year, the coal indus-
try will need between $17.7 billion and t22.,4.7' lion to expand coal pro-
duction to meet projected needs.

2. Oil and natural gas opmpanie8 owning coal firms have invested
large amounts of money in coal production.Dateshow that oil com-
panies entering the Coal business have and are investing large amounts.
of capital. For example,he five-year total, capital ntpenditure of the
four coal companies for which data were available and which are now
owned by Oil firms was :

$162.4 million before acquisition; tad
$556:5 million a er acquisition.

This is an increase almost 243 percent or $394 million.
3.. If proposed #tontal divestiture legislation is enacted iftto

lie law; a larg. new 8' ce of capital' for the coal industry would
dry lap and ;make _expansion of production diffiou/t.--Proponents oak
horizontal divestiture have not considered the impact of. such legiew
lation on providing the capital needed by the coal industry.,At a time
when the coal industry :is expected to nearly doubld production by
1985, horizontal divestiture would dry up a significant source of capital
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inthsion for the industry, t&reby jeopardizing 'existing production
capacity and making large-scale expansion of production much more
difficult. 0, C

In order to meet 1985 production goals, the coat industry must com-
mit itself to an aggresSiVe program of capital expenditure. The indus-
try must attract capital from outside sources. One source of outside
capital is the oil industry which has a unique expertige in resource
extrdt4ion, an understanding of resource Management, and a Willing-
ness to vest in high -risk development. Horizontal divestiture' will
result in increased costs of attracting egternal capital to the coal indus-
trYand a rower debt capacity. This would probably lead,to significant

i,delays in increasingcoal production. do -,

Manaement talent for the coal industry'
The declining demand for -coal in the 1950's and early 19.60's left a

gaiin the infusion of,nbe eiccktigement talent ,into the coal industry.
What appearerd to a declining industry during the .1950's and
1960's was not attractive to new management talent and the financial
condition of 'most of the inclUstry did not permit Coal dompames to

. embark iippn bOld new programs..This has resulted in a gap in the
management talent bank for_ the industry which must be filled pH- .-
marily by attracting peopleparticularly with knowledge of energy
from other industries. Oil and natural, gas industries have been a sig-
nificant source of new, innovative talent for the.- coal industry.
1 Adequacy of EXisting Antitrust Laws

Existing antitrust laws proVide substantial authority for pro.tection. .

against anti-competitive behavior should it occur in the coal inVu4ry.
Both the Sherman and Clayton Antitrust Acts, along with the 1976
Hart7Seqtt-Rodinq Ainendments, ,provide thekoVernment With ample
legal. recourse to guarantee the competitive nguges of the nation's

-econathy,. .
- :K. Conitusiort ,

Firms,engaged in development or toddction of one energry. source,
* such as oil or natural gas, should not prevented by legislation from

participating in the development or production of 'another energy
source, such' as coal. ,

It

The usual arguments' for, horizontal divestiture do not stand up. .
under close 'scrutiny. Outside -industry partibipatifti in the. coal in-
dustry has not lessened 'cOmpetition 'within the inclliStiV; In iact,.the
coal industry is highly competitive in cdinparison to other industries.
As illustrated in Table 1, (p. 3) the trend in the coal industry is'
toward reduced rather-than greaterNeoncentration.: The ! I centration
of the coal industry 'reathed a peak in 1970 and has 'declining
ever since. ltirpover,' ownership of coal reserves is widely distribitted
and it is unlikely that a firm or grOup of firms could gain monoPegiStic°
control of tl'fe ceial industry through the domination of reserves. D

Outside industry entry into the coal in'dustry has enabled many coal ,-
compa,nies to maintain production in the face adeclining prodtiarvityr.
has enabled companies to Withstand the extieme fluctqations for
'nand for coal, has enabled the induStry to increase penditures for
research and development, and hag made capital availaVe for expanc



sion. If: a continuation TYf..these and other contributions to the coal
industry vere firohibited through horizmitat' divestiture legislatiOn.
it is douhthil.that theZcoal industry could retain its
rapidly epotigh to meet tho -national energy goal

- .
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1976 COAL PRODUCTION BY COAL- COMPANIES AFFLIATED WITH OIL AND GAS FIRMS r '1

and
o t United States.

4,0'.

Company

Consolidation CoalrCo. ..,_:. '1e: 55, 888., ,.. -,Arch Mineral-Ashland Coal - .,..i..1;'_,.._......_ ----- _...... 3 18,000
Island Crook Coal Co . 4 . ' 17,606 ....
Old Ben Coal fp. e

1 .,
-.',......--,,-.F..T4.,,,. , ' 9,715

Pitbburg I Midway Coal Co . , -g''''' "-%'.111l,r ' '7,924.
' Monterey Coal Co 2,780_; ' 3,,, ..,..k,...,...,..E,......0,0,.....

769 'H,i)tey Fuel Corp; ... LI,
...7-..'77'".t ^.1,?:4 4''r ' ...

', ). ''''.1: _,.4. t.1. kSubtotal, 8 ollaffitiated companies ',I ...-.0: , 112,682
Valley Camp 3. 3,617le `;';' ..

t

I` o ProduttIori
(thousand

tons)

Subtotal, 9 oil iffillatect_coPPIInlas 4 ,; '
' Pastern Associated Coa .'_1. , -a---; - - - -- - - - - - - - -
' Weir Coal Co "14-. "T.-
MAPCO .--- -,:- -:- -
Youghiogheny 8. Ohio Coal Co_.,,
Southern Utah Fuel Co .

..,

Total, Oil and gas affiliates'
7 A

Total U.S. production (PrfinInaY .

.itro

116, 299
7 959
f, 176

, 916
2,082
1,043

Percefit total
United States

& i
2.7 7

.2.-6'
1.S

.1.2,
.. .4

. 1

16.9

17.5
1.2

.8

.6

.3. .

. 2

136, '475 20.5
665,000 100.0

kW' .5 ' . ,i,.; ' 4

I "U.S. Coal Production. by ComPany 1970', Keystone Coal rodusiry.Marru.4T, McGraw -Hill, Inc., New York:
' As reported by Ashland °deo., .: - .

' Acquired by Quaker State In 1976. , ..
l i Some analysts include Amax Coal Co. ln this total. However,.Amax's 'relationship with an oil firm is not the parent-
libsidiary relaUon;hip as SoCal owns only 20.6 perm! of Amat.stock: a' . y ". ,. , ,

I Excludes someinvelt companies affiliated with oil and gas interehtifOr"%tich data an" not available. It is:unlikely that
total oil andgasaffillated,produclionls serlorrily understated because of, th sh exclusions. r.

r °
APPENDIX B ,, .

RESERVES HELD BY OIL AND GAS ilBMS, 1916
. I P;,

CqmPrY
Reserves'

(mjllion tons)

; Continental Oil (Consolldalloii)
_

Exxon (Monterey Coal- Carter jeinl
Occidental Petroleum (Island Cree

; - -

°Gulf 011 Pitb urgh 11 Midway)_. -
Mobile 0 ,.
SIM 011- .
Atlantic Richfield
Phillips

-pnneco_ -. -- .-: ` -
Kerr - McGee_ ,-

.Sohlo (Old Bil) .,
.1 . -

Chevron., '
a Ashlanll Qil (Arch Mineral. AshlinI-Coal)'

13.700
_ ---- --- - _

---

2 46, 858

3 8,400

25 23: 15 507 4

2.500
2,200
2,200

,
.m. -

--j. -- ' - - 1, 700
- . 2,000 --

-. ' 1,650
--,- 'Ai, 1,500

--.' - _.,_ __ _ .656.
700 ,.

. I
, 475 ' -, ..2

. 3

,-i.
A

V, ' 1 460.0

-..
2 ,..1 826

-,.

.

tw,,,...1..,

.'' - - ...

Belo (Hawley Fuel)
auctkultrocSitiate (Valley Giunp) ' ...___..._;_o.'

Total, oil companies.,. \

Percent total,
United States .

9.

6.3
3.8
1.6
1.3

1.0
1.0

. 9
.8
.8

7..',.

: 3 't 'Y ,

Soo footnote at end °flags.
,,'. .. .

21.4
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APPENDIX g

RESERVES NEL BY '01). AND GAS FIRiai,)197GContinued

R .

Company
.., . , Reserves,' 'Sercenhtotil,

. ' (inAl(on tons) _ lilted States .

' Eastern Gas . Fuel (Eastern Assoc. Coal)
Houstortollatural Gas (Zeigler Coal) a )

. - - -,,,,-:,---., .. ..t. v '' ; 1 4 '

il,,,,Ak

, i

. , ,,..ti mi . 1 or

,ol
. 'Panhandle-bittern (Youghiogheny & Ohio)._ I ' ,2 ' ',I

'MAPCO . *---/- --*-7'' Ala

1 Total, United States. ....
. ; Total, oil and gas companies'

. brutal Stateskouthern Utah Fuel) .

.....; 2-t95:16930:
'',,' Y5.1
100.0`, A

, 7

1 The'data- repOrted for each company are not dIflerentiated)tetWeen''recover-ableux.Inphice reterves.. ."''- '4)'.. ,

A

reserves.
. .,

2 Data as reported by company pamed: .

'Same studios Include Amax Coal Co. in this totaljoinever, the relttlorishIP of Imax with' en pH firs n Is mote Oren
sulasidlary relationship, u Standard Oil of California owns only 20.6 of Amax stick. If Amex Were include it .
this figure, reserves held by oil firms in 1976 would total 51,n0,000,000 tons or 217 percent of. total.. .

, # Excludes some reserves held by-small oil and gas companies for which data are not avallable.Jt Is unlikely that total. 4, *1'oil and gas rue are sada sly understated by these exclusions. . e p 5. . , 4 , 0 ,
IThe total emonstratkl I reserve base' defined by the U.S: geological Survey add the Bureau of Mines as that `,

portion of the Identified r cis deemed suite for mining by current methods .totals 438,300,000,9QQ tons: The. ,'
Bureau points out that r bllity varies In e from 40-90 percent according to the chetecteristles of the costa .,,

- bed, the mining me egal restraints, and the res Ions placed uponmliiIng e dePlt because of natural and rein-
made (satyr aperients In the UnitedState as, indicated thaLorv,4 national basis, at least one-half of the
in -lea coal be Gomm& Oiscounting the coal reserve base by se percent gives etotal recoverable reserVe of .

219,200,000,000 tons. -.. . ..r.,
(

El Paso Natural Gas

.
2

4.
r,,

,

'

.
- 0 a

-v,

,

!
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4 i PART TIIRRV. ..-

. ....

I Resolved: Tilt the Federal Boxerlimeitohpuld eitabligh a corn-
prehensiitrprograni to tigniticaiiitly reduccenergy.cppaumption:-

..in the United Staies . - . , .. ,.' ..
it :,.ist ;. i I. it

1, , ronservatici is Mtt simply -air, issue. of Waite wer:ms non-
< waste; thp boundary line between these two extremes -4s daned,both...
, by economics and bytastmand preferences_ . ..=Lee $elapper,a

Joel'Darm,gadter' .
.0. i .

0 . '. .6,
. . , [nle fundamental oscientiffe barriers exist to prevent subStan-

.1 'me? 'and Elias Oyftopeuloe. ., , 4 L

- tial improvenient in enetyend:uie effectiveness. . . .Tlie.04.9 W id-
, .

4 ,.;,,, 7 - 4°... a V.,,,_.......:..;'1

. [w]henmonstruction and station energy are considered as well,
rapid 'tailfranks ongAbe jeaSt eneAefficient, of the conventional
urban public trans Ortatibn modes..--- Urban 7: raneportation and _

Energy :orlfe Pdte sal Saviwe of Different Models . ,

call. .` . [t]he princ pies' behid the President's plan . .s,.: call for axe '`
'Auction inlihe Co tr ef petroleuili-gerieratefrene.rdy . , ., even'

:,.* assuring tliat.urbaii ail tar nspottatien ispiOre energy-intensive thim
'highway-irehicle ited t ansportation, rail transit can be ,Powered
:by an, energy sou coEhat does not use any petroleum... . .Atlantic'

.

J

--Metropait4n Papid Pna it Authority

7 / -ale portrait thele .--. -.paint of an energy-efiidient gOciety.looks
<1 to he a far cry om, the nontecknologicV,ThoreauVian rusticity that

' - the'Word ,con rvat4bn!' evokes: .. . . Insitead; it would be iktightry
-organged, tal-intenSivf society whie*hallinark Would be« metic"-
ulous engineering,Tom 21,lemander '''.- "4r. -!, -..,-.

a' 1,_

'Certainly, some social. gains cot(ld be teal 'hy successful adjust: :..
' ment to a steady-state society. -. -....'(b , the kin'd _of wisdom ;

and will that is needed to vehumitin current4-nprii its current obses-
sron with farting open the retsIttithe unirti3 -, in a supreme bid for
god4ike power, just .cannot he mustered igthiii' the institutipn,s_af the

, , -, Amodern Forld.E. J. Malian

. A

- " listc:;,4-
° Pr'7:7 .40

..f.To those whO insist that we can_noa, .,* ez*) economic wtlr,
my response is simply that we cannot aerial-6' o Withoutiti ayard
Bustin - . s . -; ,', i, ,,

ii ;
.:.-4 s..)._. ,

,.

. :,
,
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A. The Economics of Conservation

THE LOGIC OF ENERGY CONSERVATION.

, (By Lee Schipper and Joel Darmstadter) *

Energy.conservation is rapidly replacing the weather as a popular
and vexing topic that everybody talks about. 'Our ability to overcome
the misunderstanding on the subject; remains in doubt, for energy con-
ervation 'extends far beyond the-mere reduction oftsnergy conswnp-

tion In at least some of its dimensions, energy, conservation may be
more far-reitching and complex than most people imagine:Cut, prop-

. erly understood, conservation is goodofor us.
There al-6 two 'iundamental ways to save energy : either society can

use less:energy per unit of anyrspecific good or service it produces ; or
society can Shift toward a less energy-Attensive mix of goods and sery
ices. Of courser conservation is not the only factor that, can prompt this
shift: for example, advanced industrial economies tend less
energy-demandingrrvice indukries.

musunnyo =MGT CONSERVED
r .One, complication in energy conservation is the actuti measurement

of energy consumption. The best unit we -can use to fneasure energy
inputs is the amount of primary resources in the economy (barrels of
crude oil or tons of coal) required to produce a given product. Even if
energy.is conserved at an end-use or intermediary stage.betwee pro-
duction and consumption, it still should be discussed .m terms of_pri-
mary energy resources. saved. For example,-altifough a particular en-ergy,conservation measure may save only one,unit of 'electricity, this
indicates a savings of over three iiniV of priinary enerp required to
generate the electricity.

As conservation analysts, we alsosonsider. the nonenergy resourceinputs; such as labor or capital, which frequently are affected by-
changes in energy use. Output parameters may include such -overallvalues as Gross National Product or "industrial value added"in a,speeific productAine; or they `may include more specific measures
Such as pitspnger-miles travelled or tons of steel produced. Energy'
conservation measurement thus uses a ratio of energy input per unit
of output, such as energy consumed to GNP; or energy consumed per

. dollar of shipment ina particular industry, or energy useper passenger
'

From Technology Review, Vol..80. No. 3. /January 1978, p. 41-50.chnblogynlieviewIs edited at the 'Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Copyright CA
t

8 by the AlumniAssociation ot.hf.r.T. Lite Schirmer, formerly en Energy Specialist with the Energy-andResources Group at the University of California. Berkeley, la now a researcher at the Law-rence Berkeley Laborktory. Joel Darmstadter is a Fellow with Resources for the Future2 in Washington, D.C.
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In most cases, direct measures of energy intensity suffice Nviien dis-
cussing a conservation strategy that will affect techniques of energy
use in a prodikt. However, if a conservation technique relies on Te-
sources that themselves are energy intensive (such as substituting an
electric furnace for a blast furnace in steelmaking., or top lacing iron
and steel with plastics and aluminum in automobiles), indireci energy
requirements should be included. Clearly, any changes in he consump

rns of non-energy goods and services that alter he economy's .41-tion patterns
energy requiretuentS are complex, and must be conside ed on betlya
direct and an indirect energy,use basis. For example, the magazine_y-ou
are holding represents consumption in many industries upstream fiontru
the printing press : this includes thetrucking, the paper, and the cheni-
ical industries (for ink, chemicals for pulping, and` chemicals for ,..
papermaking).

-1.1STE AND ECONOMICS

We must be ,careful how we measure energy .coviserved, for many
times it is unclear what conserving or wafting really means in human .

terms. Homemakers insulating-their homes at a cost below their fuel
hill savings are certainly practicing energy conservation; but if they
acqUire larger homes in the Southwest or North 'that require more
fuel to cookor heat for a given's leVel of insulation, it is certainly im-
proper to say that energy is -bfing wasted. If, on the other hand, the
newer homes require si ificantly less energy per square meter Ter
degrekday, then e m bel these homes "energy conserving." Thus,
measiefing energy conservation and waste k: ouipes more than mere
before-and-after quantities of energy used. nowledge Of the, nten- ,

sides of energy and thtype of economic activity mp.st be included: .

Insula0,
walls

yy

Cost $550.
InsiaM

11111111. storm
windows
Cost $490 install

clock
tnermosial
Cost $100

$30



But intensity alone does not measure aste or efficiency. We doubt,
for example, that trading a co nal refrigerator for a frost-free

. model is wasteful ! The re6rn for an unchanged level Of cooling and
the elimination of defrosting i8 higher electricity use, with subse-
quently higher bills. But such aClioice is not an irrational response to
a costly temptation to gadgetry. It is a. trade -off of energy for time
and drudgery. Similarly, substatutionof automatic for manual trans-c...,-
missions in autos increases the energy required 'to operate the vehicle,
but saves driver effortIndeed, these illustrations themselves suggest
that overuse or abuse of words like "sacrifice" or `'Moral Equivalent
of War" may blunt consumer interest in conservation.

Thus, we see that. nergy use alone is not a sufficient fardstick with
whidt to measure optimality. Onperson's frivolity may be anothe 's
nedessity ; last year's ilaclulgencey this year's need. While intensit
physical measure, effitiefis is an economic measure that resiuire,s
measurement of all resbbrce inputs. .

In this light, each individual consumer should be allowed to
up his or her energy neida (and other resource uses) into a spectrum
ranging from the absolutely necessary to the absolutely unnecessary,
and structure his or her life accordingly. Needs and wants, frivolities

^ and necessities; depend OR cost and perCeived benefit. Denunciations
of one sort of waste or another therefore should be, viewed somewhat 'fr.:5

skeptically. 1
This leads us to the pe ntral principle which, in our opini , should

underlie any conservation policy or- discussion: conserviit; 4-involves e
changes in resource use or preferences that, in the eyes of the Peopre.,
conserving, maximize well being. Conservation is a means to greatellIP,'
welfare, not an end in itself. The-most impelling factor in eneourag-

Ing,conservation action is thecost of not ruing.
Because of the welfare-enhancing ch teristics of co4ervation, _

we question, the curtailment of eliergy, supplies (gasoline rationieg,
for example) as a conserving technique. Curtailment wouldlpe accept -'
able and 'appropriate if it were part of a planned emergency policy
pa,ckapge,' designed to effectAapid reduction in energy demand 'with

/ minimal Social and economic dislocation. Similarly; measures aimed
at 1h-tilting econopii growth in the interest of saving energy affect
well being by restriMng economic' productivity by the misallocation of
scarce -resources., These measures may be considered ,appropriate by
those who believe a moderatiOn of economic growth to have virtue in
its own right; they do not belong within the conservation framework.

:
t!".- .

4.2 ,

,

15- '
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Dollar cost per
B.I. u saved

30 pei year .

\y.

Snower-h4ad aow)ictors

nsulabon of water heahir
10

4 Attic insulation

Storm
windows

v.'

Wall insulation

Automated
night
setback

ye, ,--I 1
20 40 60 80 100

,mairon B t u saved per year

Charts alike: The annual space-heating costs for an average family living in
.

the San FranciscoBay area could be decreased considerably through retrofitting
*ith insulation, thermostat set-backs, etc. he predicted energy savings are
shown in the first figare. Ob iously toe anal for savings is enormous in
paces like Callfo most ho es hava little or no insulation. In the

,eeond figure, some of e options are -peek with additional estimates on
. Wings from hot water conservation itaerms'of gas conserved in a 1,400-square-

uninsulated single-family dwelling. Here the vertical axis shows the infest-
.

t cost per million B.t.u:;saved,,per year ; the horizontal axis gives the energy,
go per year, and the area the. total investment. If the cost of energy As

then the straight-ling late. of' return can be read off is that cost di-
by the investment cost,4 the partl'cular option. .

e dilemma forpolicymakers, of course, lies in the fact that a variety of fac-
tors*rves to depress energy prices, and thus. reduces the rate of return on cone
servation. Storm windows, which would. be attractive in California if natural l-

e.
were made from coal (at44.001per million B.t.u.) or it only electric re-

stance heat were available look like a 'poor investment for tile majority of.
nsumers who pay $2.00 per Million B.t.u.a price pushed dowlward by con-

trols and other policies. if gas is so abundant as to render low prices appropriate,
then we might not be concerned about "conserving" gas. But if, as many suspect,

FLIs more scarce than its pride suggests, then most consumers will overcon;

documentation of "Two Zone," by Arthur Rosenfeld,- et al., is f in Lawtence
me by linderbonsertringituld pass up opportunities to save that Net. (The full

Berke1ey Laboratory Report LBL5271.)

HOW TO CONSERVE ENERGY---ANO How MUCH?
(

We have said that conservation, properly viewed, is actually the
opposite of sacrifice,. given rises in fuel prices or other conditions
such as envir9nmental decay. If we *kept' this attractive definitiqn of ..ft

conservation=and virtgally every careful, study of the subject (see
'charts above)` points.to,theeconginic rewards-L--thoi what do we do to
Gonservell
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Substitute other resource inputs for energy (insulation invest-
ment to reduce the energy needs for heating, for example) ;

Chant our habits, preferences or operating procedures to re-
duce energy use (lower thermostat or increase maintenance of
industrial boiler ) ;

Change the mix6of goods and ices to demand less energy
(take vacations in less distant spots.

These three responses to concern about energy use should be the pri-
-anary focus of conservation strategies. In strategies of tke first type,
studies indicate that in. many important applications, !Mist notably
processs and space heating, conservation technologies can reduce the
energy requirements per unit of activity by 30 to 80 peer cent of
today's use (8ee illustration below). Behavioral and preferen
changes might affect where we live, how far we travel, how man
appliances we have, and what kinds of indoor environments we prefer,
but it is generally acknowledged that innovative technical changes
offer far greater savings in energy in the next 30 years.

While the literature (including hark issues of 2.echnology Review)
abounds with technical prescriptions for saving B.t.u.s, economic
guidelines about how much to conserve are another matter. We have
emphisized that conservation is desirable Whenever we can perform
energy-related tasks more productivelyfor a smaller total resource
inputtaking the totality of costs into account.

Some energy conserving practfCes, such as lowering the thermostats
at night, are essentially costless; that is; they inirolve no increased out-
lays for other resources and do not intrude signifiq9.ntly into living .

standards 'or behavior. llf).'wever, many energy consetving options do
involve significant substitutions or non - energy resources for energy.
So both-tktal resource-cost implications and energy implications must
be considide4 in any eonservation deCision. For example, aesteam-elec-
tric power plant produces More electricity per unit of fuel if the steam
inlet temperature is increased, but requires in turn more expensive
material. Is the fuel ,saved worth the extra capital cost?

The answer, of course, is to compare the cost of investments .that
save energy with the benefits of fuel savings.' The prige of fuel' saved
is central to this calculation, Indeed, Roger Sant, former Administra-
tor for Conservation a4 the 'Federal Energy Administration, sug-
gests that each conservation option be viewed as a. source of energy,
and that we compare the discouhted unit valuepf energy. saved with
the Cost of purchasing similar or alternative; fitels, Since it costs less
to produce a B.t.u. this way than` tolenerate or produce one froni any
new energy source, the greatest motivation for conserving is the cost of
not conserving.

Unfortunately, goyernipental regulatory policies such as oil and
natural gas price contAlt, utility pricing practices, or.subsidies to
producerswhich artificially depress price .keep the consumer from
seeing or paying the marginal or replacemen cost of producing the;
next unit of enerfitr. This replacement cost is significantly higher than'
the prevanling, average or historical cost. Consequently, each energy
user's. in&mtive to Conserve energy falls below the economic optimum,,
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1 Increase osullition thiCkness
2 Improve insulation thermal conductivity
3 Remove fan from cooled area.

Add anti sweat heater switch
5 Eliminate frostfree and forced air systems
6 Improve compressor efficiency
7 Increase condenser surface area
8 Increase evaporator surface area

Energy use
(10" loves
per day)

- t
19

12.3.4.6.7.8

420 460

Initial cqst(1975 dollars)

9.

A

Improved technology canecut energy useand thitotal cost Of owning' and oto-
era.t4; a refrigeratorby conserviu energy. A licilved refrigeratormerits
somoadditional.expense because it can cut epesgy U enormously. Moreover, .

'the rate of return or such an investment, whit deeamdent upon the price of
electricity, almost alivays excel 25 per cent per rear. In the above _char&
dailly energy use (or intensity) to, plotted against the' first cost of 1 '18 cubic
ft. top-freezer refrigerator IncoriSoiating the given options. In this case the
technologies are all available: some refriNeratbre*IncorpOrate them already.
(Haskins find Hirpt, Oak_41dge National Laboratory, 1977.)..

. .
4. ..7" /

;.
411 I
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(still
by th nal.cost. Wor*, envirdrimegtal costs often

(still are excluded- .tke balance sheet. Nevertheless, even with
these problems, a gi let of energy' prices allow us to find. out hair
much energy e economically rational user would conserve.

Bear in nu that short-term measures such as add-on investments.e
in insulation and lowered thermeostatS affect energy use significantly, .':?'.;
but by no means do the/equal the impact of replacing inefficient equip-
ment in the natural "Coiffse of economic growth. New investment ushers

' in the most dramatic drop in energy intensities. Ironically, the faster
the economy grows, the larger the opportunity for conservation, if
one subscribes to this notion.

The fact that new capital equipment offers the largest and cheapest
energy savings per unit of investment bears comment. First, while
cars and appliances are discarded within years, structdres and manu-
facturing equipment last for many decades.,Those intent on seeing
conservation bite deeply thus need to be patient : indeed, the ultimate

ppotential conservation in buildings or industry alone over a '30-year,
eriod is greater than the fotal energy consumption for autos and ap-

pliances*combrned. Moreover, the speed of implementation depends
on the economic rewardsthe value of energy savedas well as stand- ,
ards or implementation programs and incentives. But this also means
that, while restricting the use of recreation vehicles or gaslights may

-. --k Politically syMbolic, these measures save little energy compared with
-iiaginative technical approaches. For example, mass transit, while

worthwhile for many non-energy concerns, may save neither energy
in particular nor economic resources in general unless accompanied

® by regulatory incentives and/or the redtsign of cities. Recall that
today the tax system sultidize purchase of single family dwellings
in low-density surroundings. his may be good social policy,, but it
has been fatal to masstran t Many places. The energy "waste" sym-
holic of existing transportation arrangements and the presumed vir-
tues of mass transit, while often.inentioned in connection with conser-
vation therefore should not be pushed too strongly by energy con-
servation advocates unless the broader aspects of those activities are

: also taken into-account.
Nvaluating the kind of conservation that substitutes non-energy

resources and new technical practices for energy has become the spe-
Gialtyfef a growing community of researchers. We think that the value
or price of the energy to be saved is central to such an evaluation (see
below). Nevertheless, we frequently -encounter' the notion that de-
mand is not really sensitive to price. Certainly the demand for 'some
amenities.driving, vacations, single family dwellingsmay be rela-
-tively insensitive to energy prices. But the least costly ways of pro-
viding these and other energy-using amenities do depend on energy

. costs. Thus "how much to conserve" depends coo consumer tastes as
well as technology and pricing trends and policies. -.

.4

a I
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THE PITFALLS OF AGGREGATE RATIOS
if

' ...P
AlthOugh,there have beenliumerous studs and ruuch!dehate over the value of

energy/GNP ratioslp predicting demand,
warn

nature of both the nusV
erator and denominator in the ratio' Warn us to treat thianumber with extreme
caution. Superficially, the ratio is a' rough indication of hoW much energy-ft takes
to sustain ,a given standard- of living, insofar as GNP measures standards of
living. The difficulties in evaluating and comparkpg GNP"from a single country
over time or among countries are well known. 10,re important,- the joint use of
GNP and energy tot obscures economic and demographic factors.
4'. For example,energy-use totals generally do not diffgrentiate among particular
kinds of energy, each of which have characteristic thermodynamic properties and
prices. Also, the influence of climate is seen in, the demand for fuel -an pl for space
conditioning, but is not reflected directly in the GNP, as is the. geo&aphy and
'density of countries and regions. The energy embodied in productsthat make up,
the bill of import or export goods should also be kept in mind.

Unfortunately, single ratios relating energy to labor,Tapitali or output._ espe-
cially in the aggregate, have become the `popular vehicle forospirited but:often;.
uninformed analyses, ironically by both those-Whd speak for the energy industry,
such as En'ergy, the EConomy, and Jobe by Winger and Nielsen of the Energy
Group at the Chase Manhattan Bank. and by certain environmentalists, such as
Barry'Commoner in The Poverty of Pou)er. Both these analysts attribute far more
waning to simple ratios. than we would.accept, given the subtleties of economic
and political conditions that "guide energy use, efilcieney, and conservation.

J.D. .
The Swedish experience, which we hive studied extensively, re-

inforces the notion that energy price helps determine the choice of
energy-using equipment. Faced with energy costs traditionally 25 to
100 per cent higher than in the U.S. Swedish factories opt for more
efficient processes and practices in produdng their extensive selection
of energy-intensive goods. Swedish autosverage 24 m.p.g., and Swed-
ish single family dwellings use less fuel for heatipg than those of the
samgsize in the U.S., in spite of a tremendous cliMatic difference.

_,
A CONSERVATION PARADOX

The neglect of soefo- economic factors can seriously hinder energy conserva-
tion policy. For example, district heating systems have been proclaimed by)t many
as an excellent energy conserver, for they use waste heat from power qflantEt
of industrial processes to heat whole communities. But tbe Swedish experience-
with these systems has shown that the people tieing the systems can still waste
energy. Apartments in Sweden which are heatell by central systems are rarely
metered on an individual basis, so there is no individual incentive to control
temperature to save money. And the systems are not easily regulated, for usu-
ally there are. no thermostats that measure indoor air teniperiture. Heat should
be regulated by turning the radiators off or on. HoWever, most Swedes have
developed a more precise teehtirque for controlling heatopening the windows.
As a result,of these practices, the Rae- of energy for heat in Swedish apartments
is nearly as high per square meter as for single-family dwellings, even though
In theory heal use should be considerably lowefL.S.,J.D.

Yet Sweden is by no means an "ideal" energy consumer. This sug-
gests thaP there is no definable limit to conservation, at least not until
we approach both therrnOdynamic limits and the exhaustion of our
ingenuity to modify 'and refine tasks. Conservation, depending as it

_does on the evolution of energy costs and technology, is not a one-time
option, but rather a continual reevaluation of the mix of resource use

a
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that ellows uS to minimize the total cost of resources.used to achieve
enit. For this reasoh, conservation planners shoUld look ahead and
avoid taking meas res that will foreclose even more beneficial practjee,s
iff-p future where nengi, prices and other resource' costs will change:

t For eternplet- icting, the area of windows to 'reduce' Meat losses
- would be foollSh; thitt regulation might deprive builders or architects

of the option of using large windows as passive solar heat collectors.
There is also the qtiestion of how consumers would ,dandle conseriOa-

tiott- -measures that reduce energy 'use and thus lower, cost, but also
change their_perceived amenity levels. Some resource substitutions that
lower the cost of a given amenity might stimulate users to seek greater
levels of that amenityibrifiging it back up to a previous level. For,
example, awell-insulated home might spur the homeowner to keep his

thermoastat turned up, incurring the same heating costs as the home-
owner with a lower thermostat in an uninsulated home.

Conversely, there may be consumers who- raffia- than blunting.the
impact of higher ear4 costs through substitution, are willing to
accept less amenable6Wi'ditions.These people would lower the thermo-
stat rather than insulate. Researchers feel more secure dealing with the
substitution 'case because it is susceptible to unambiguous cost-benefit
calculations ;' but weshould not discounethe possibility of more elusive
behavioral changes. interacting with those that are economically
deterministic.
. Some consumers,ziven information, encouragement, and the incen-
tive of more costly energy, may adipt theif,tehevior to drive less than
otherwise, heat less than otherwise, and use feweiapplicances. Others
will first investigate all the possible energy-conserving technicalSpos-
sibilities, such as insulation, energy-Monitoring devices, and other
options for existing or new homes and autos, before they adopt' less
energy- intensive habits: predicting these two disparate response's is
important to conservatioripelicy research and development. Consumers
do not 9asily relinquish amenitiesmany of which are energy-intensive
activit46 or products that grew in importance as'energy prices de.
dined related to comfort, convenience, and mokility.. But this doi.
not preclude the exploitation of attractive opportunities for techno
logical energy conservation; which may be determined by energy prices
and policies. Mobility is .not curtailed while energy is conserved if,
for example, automobiles are made of light altuninum,rather than steel.

However, we Must emphasize that only a few non-energy goods and
services are energy-intensive (measured. in l3.t.u..consumed per dollar
of final demand). Changes in energy pnices:*ilitave only a small effect '
on the prices' of. most of the consumption decitions involving these
activities. Energy is still the tail of the economic dog, and it seems
reasonable to assume that other economic otsocial forces might be felt
long before energy costs clpnge the mix of goods and services con-
sumed. Energy, notwithstanding its importance when suddenly un-
available, nevertheless accounts for only about 10 pir cent of the total
income- we spend. Conservation, therefore, must not oversold for its
own sake, unless the value of conservirig (whether easily eipressed in
an engineer's equation or Understandable.only,as a contribution to na-
tional security or envjronmental well being) is made clear. Conserve-

. tion 'does not justify expensive fixed-rail mass transit systems, whose

g
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e,ndrgy conserving status is questionable. Eller ii.e per mileiis not the,
only ,criterion for "efficient' transportation. By the *same tolcenj such 4
systemS-rited not always Jail back on energy conservation or on con- N.

ventional prof ability guidelines to be "so d"-'other,characteristics,
such as reductions' in pollution or conge n,.may be of equal value.

....f

giRuplacuhrent cost values I roughly ustornalod and
Ser al an yule, of i()O lot godpaosoo wlin
Orovalling once,'

PreyallIng

'Crude oll . Natural gas E lac may

Economic efficiency is best served when the price paid reflects whaeit would cost
to replaceror product one additional unit of the product in question. In the U.S.,
energy products continue to he priced on a basis far short of replacemeht
values. As a result, demaiid, has- been higher than it might be, and a barrier
has been created to investmeht in conservation.

Nevertheless, we 1elieve that energy will be conserved primarily by
technical means, although gradual changes in behavior and lifestyles
will help as consumers find themselves as well oz better off using less
energy. We speak with certainty : the future will'be Somewhat different
than the past. Th ost of energy will probably rise toward theend of
the century; innovation and common Sense will allow us to respond
to higher costs by saving that which is dear. -be

ENERGY AND GNP .1 .

When allthe di ff4;(nt energy uses are added'together and compared
with changes in the GNP, the two measures seem to be well correlated
historically, with GNP growing slightly faster."

In general, the energy required to support a certain GNP is deter-
mined. by both the make-up of the GNP and the intensity of energy
use. Also, cguntries where (or eras,during which) a relatively higher.
portion Of dfiergy is delivered to final demand (as in the U.S.) would
tend to have a higher energy-to-GNP ratio than countries with suni-
larly structured intermediate demandbut low demand for comfort

. .

1



hearing and personal transportation. Energy delivered dire,ctly to final
demand' ,`TreduceS" less GNP than the energy combined with other.
resources to produce the goods and, services that make up most of the

need
that

uring,
and

Even. the relative shares of manufacturing and servi
not predetermine the energy/GNP ratio. While it is .widely hel
services require .lesS enetgy,psr unit of GNP Ilan. ifianufac
services are coupled" to enerffi'use via, transportation and heath
cooling of buildings whew seFvices are mad vailable? The-amount of
energy "required' to'inake ti given iee a ailable depends on how
far the purchaser must travel, an )'.w 'the building, involved is
designed and rut. Thus *e caution th . there are few firth rules that
apply to understanding the relationship between energy and GNP:.
gdnergy and economic activity must be considered separately and in

Aetail before any great conclusions can ba drawn about theaggregate
"efficiency" of energyse.

A. recurrent theme of this essay has been that energy' is bat one of
many resources that NHibineto produce goods_ and services. Simple
aggregated ratios, such as energyGNP or energy/worker, enjoy,
popularity in:discussions of present and future energy needs: These
ratios, however, omit two things); explicit consiideration of structure,
and substitution of resources. Most.reliable,informatien a ui energy, "-
use, needs-, and conservation comes only from a detail a amination-

lite uses and factors that influence the uses of energ with other
resources.

THE COST OF NOT CONSERVING'

If' we can overcome the temptation relate' energy use and
GNP, Oe will find that tiut future will erent from the past?
only because rising energx, prices now make the cost not conserving
consiclerable., It costs more to produce energy .tfiday than to save it, at
least in many of fts uses. This increase in resource cost doeS mean a .
small 'loss in val'inceme relative to lower cost energy, to Ile sure, B
conservation Ennimites this.loss. The rates of return on most consery
tion investments often exceeds that ;of new energy stairs. ;Thus
pushing conservation to the economic optimum stimulat n ecekomy
which had hitherto been operating belov4ts capadity.

Looking through the range of forecasts; we find extrapolations that
still foresee a near doubling of U.S. energy use and Only a small drop
in thetriergy/GV, ratio, Since the ratio has dropped anyway for the
last 75 years such forecasts incorporate little more than a prediction
of what might happen if relative energy prices were to continue to
fall. But more,detailed, disaggregatecl.forecasts seem to find plausible
a level of energy "needs" in the year 2000 falling between 90 and 120

L Quads, (a Quad is 101i B.t.u.) for a 70 to 100 percent increase in real
GNP (see chart below). Qf course, if energy use were inelastic With
respect. to price (that is, if no substitute resources or technologies
existed), then energy use would keep much more in step with the
the case. .

GNP. ortunately, virtually all eviden suggeSts that this need mot be

1,4Row mliceb. we "aonsere" ipight k ated by simP ly estimating
. how much energy Would be used to supply a iciveh' cnr°
and services in the year 2000 at, today's intensities, and
amount at tomorrow's (conserving). intensities. The d'

I

1'

the
.would
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Neither U.S.,economic history nor coniperiSons with `other indUstrialcoustrles..s point to a unique relatiqnship between a nation'sjicondir4 growth and its:use

of energy. One recetdilisttempt to.Project U.S. energy-econonarlinkageb over the '..
net 30 yeties endt that, depending on the*cOurse of futurCepeigy.prices and a: ..
:Coetesponding pursuit of costoeffective conservation poisibilitiefil, a given,rete of, .°
GNP elp*th might occur with a wide range of enerty,.`graiV'th rates. Iiit.scourise, 4. ,
oneettouldnOt he dogmatic in such views; as the futut.e cqntriins OianY Sutprises:.

. g he hAeibetical (and prelimknerY) forbcAsIS were',developed by the Demand/ .

ConSerintion Panel, Committee on. Nucleic and. Alternativq;Energy Systems, .

..; Aplatiohal Academy of Sciences. Historical data from, Bureau of Mines irekolotted ;
: ...at 5.:iettr benchraark intervals. All alternativ assume average sear* GN07- !

grOWth,rates of 2.percent except for, varian at 3 percent, 'IR all Oases, as- .
.,:.t .sumed GNP lilt& are higher during,early d it -, fewer foward end: Assumek, ' ',.

.,,.., ,,c131, 2 pettent; C, 49 eh rigs; D,' ,ininu
YearlY-Ipereases (or decreases) iri,real energ mode: A,4 percent; 1V.and't

percent. Trends tc! IF010 are not. '.

essuintitl to he linear. S

' :: ..-- -^,
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.' i .4:'be attributable to conservation. Farther,1;the likely mix Of'iictivities'iW;
the year 2000;will be intrinsically leSsenergy-,intenUive;larkelYbecause:.,..

. , we''ean drive- only so muchor heat so mUCh,,sPtcce,-twe'lict.iititlieS that 41.7the past -slowed the drop in the d.tiergp/GNP ratio.. cOrisidttably,*::All,..,
things xolfaid re,d, the amount ol .energy We'. constrVe will deperid. on ..''''energy. prices, ,. echnological development; lifestyle; tastts, policies.garif.

,:. of .couise,the rate of turnover of our capital sock. Again weeiriphisixe' ,k. that conservation,, while° Unlikely to reclue the- absolute ',arnount,of
energy consyned;)ieftl sloW the:growth- iti'-thatcptisuroplion,, easing...
ii$plyproblems'butriot,eliiniriiting them all together. , :

Politymakers need a clear -understanding' of :the effects of energyItices on '9:: consumer's4notivation to conserve.'AS we have 0.idi-prices.
may affect °a homeowner'ssehoice to .insulatA or to Simply lower' the
thermostat-.We should be WaryofprojectiOn,kotfutiir,e.energy`ueeds".;

--based only on hispricaldata--For projectiOnithatignort experience .if they do' not ..6fleet the futiirp possibilities acid motivations, ,both ....economic and oth ise toward &nservation, , 1 - if
.. ..

:".. Sin11:11),Tly;70 iiSt, exec dts: caption when fising highly aggregated'N'' statistics to prof t energy fieeds. The 'demand fW-goods, and services"c,-:produced with e rgy.may, clecreaSe if ener6,eestS kw. Estimatillg they
.. energy impacts of agi evil). a decisions will4ho ext elydircult he-,...'cause of-the conwlfttror energy .reqiiireirients, () sioua, .111i/teg. ot.-,4 '. activities. Even.-the often.icited trendirorKratinviffigtiming:driented

to'2,::..
:* service-orientecLindustries can, as we have indicIted, ff,!*:;niisread.:,suf,'_.

posedly a,,. service-oriented society woad NiAneigeqtris'euving,,knit ....:.
services ittelude hbme.u.pleephotel stip- antl.gasolifie; *Iiile manti7. ,.:a'- factured goods include fishing gear, handh'elaCalculatora, and Citizen.
band radios, all with energy 4 tensities c,Onsiderabi :'.. e wthenatitma ... :-

average. Thus; we need to ioiv which goods_a , . w 't ih skifiriOgoVier:.:.'..-,
-,fiiture will bring before oaticlition .abon't :A, : 1 ,.,. :. It 0.1410:.

..,,,,.. -. . .,...,...
c../Coasts ion.rs Weisigammt, .

:' :' gleasuring, energy conse4taiini 'raised the Carter., adintnistratian.; lit; gel),rugry; 1977, .botli Walter ,,Mondttle-and'4ohtl. 0'J eary: (thetith of the tedeNal
. ,Enellry AdminLstration) said thAt,rnaeriilees° Such. as .in ne?hthne.inslila-.1:fona lather" profitablavAnture`of, estionabledIsrbmfort,--awquril-ite,etilledfor.".-...: vs thd President, folioiting Con t aitii*froin,,thernexiia, hinted :thtit-Ve --' lvi&eiW,...dOing enough; logic:titan arose as gne4efd,rsehenginollghed Yet todayli_ P.card "guzzle'" 25 adpdent,,letttkeasOlizie fini 'titan Ina'a. in 1973, in snitfirst ':.:t!..,;,1 of .conitant reap ganoline.pkicoi4ff.dr .flyile 1141 p 1 ..inc following *I: 'embargo.: .Clesrly, "the 'President add the.k),Iiblid have; eatihnseti, doxicabeiitL' '.: troastriation and ite weasure:' -.:. .. . --/,..'.: a .. ' -.,. . ?" 4* ....` ',.1TaveLiininate thin' confusionk we eau describe energy,' tiVn. by ' cieugethi the.;averi-or. siotororteconomic.adiVity in a tittatiedlar.sOctOr,ns, O., and the exler'

dzdt 'of putout as L. The intensity .( I i 5:§ii`be ineatitredas the energy: di tly;ed, or as the direct energi- pins that emobdied- ifioothoeresottreen and ged.',
. bn iupplied upotreapi... Is either,eak.p, the en,ergyseoumeil in this nett ty S..,. siveii as :, ' :,... t.,_ q..., ,

. '', .

Enf.,=yi,-X4:, .-. 7 ='' ''' ..; . :: 4
lZhis notatfon suggests thi4 we consider the tote ccornintdiPtion. EY as thekprotiMit,-of two vegtors () and, I-representing; inleffeet; thd 'entitnre'conomx. 4,..Obvfnusly, changes in either the 0.--thentlx,4adtivitles4Lnr le4hozAiliewie.Yof each tietivity-,-ean affect the total Ef nontie. growth. jor essmtlie,,inereasthe absolute .sizeof 0. Smaller ho es uCe

the esnaPsileOtefA 0-Whited to snitee "-.- conditioningi,zWhile .add nsulatti) aces the intensity of heattn Some plead -- `urea, such as Smell aye oh, es in both 0 and I; lifestyle r behtviOral,changes of ten,-fall on ., undaty.,i,Dnring the tiont7w0. period ,for 6,1,4.mide,,
. 1,0,--; ',....
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,
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ownership and'use of atitcp increased far faster than OM% a ftitiii,tha'l tended t!)
:push up the energy intensity of, the whop econrimy. At the same time the manu- °

* facturing sector decreased in energy intensity. Ohviously, sold ,!onsideration of
total use or of oil imports' would obseuie the iinpoftant dynamic clt nges in energy. . .-use or imports. Lui, has decrea6ed dramatically 'spree the;enibt rgo, while the

..distance traveled per capita by car has notInereased at Its histOrical rate.givem
,1044.t glisoline prices111We' not increased in real terms aker- the initialsptirt in .
early' 1974, one would have to Conclude that the I,J.ty. is copserving'energy: in the
iMportant sectonotauto transportation. ..i.-

. ..

Moreover, as consumers and business people discover that thete is profit in
' reducing energy, intensities, they may be less interested in "moral 'war" and more ..ti.

interested in obtaining loans, grants, qrvat least competent advice .covering '

profitable conserVation.investruents. Great iiiestyle changes (notably changes in.
tlie relative values of the Ox). may occtir over longer periods of time in response

to energy and other, concerns. But talk of conservation mitatsort out the
definitions. of conservation, and fowls. on'' he ,proPer measure: what is 'being°. -
conserved. After all,.. confusing a sacrifleetWith a benefit is no small matter.
L.S., J.D. .

t-

... _

Oust as energy. conserve
,...

is a ..response to a new energy pp ice
era, so significant .substitution Awav-froin energy can dampen price.
pressures and permit a less convut.siVe development schedule for
energy sources that now are technically, politically, financially or i..

enviromOntally, uncertain... And ou'r early 'introduction of. energy
conservation measures will mea that the rate' of usage of .the new

7 resourceswhic may or in not be 'envirbnmentally- benign--wirl,
at any given time, always lower n.the future than if we had

.begun to 'use energy -more Paringlyj . .

.4
SOME IsT317RING COMPLEXITaa 4 ...

.
AS we have said, energy conservation )-eflects the -response ,of

energy users to factors dominated by, though not necessarily limited -'
to, prices and saarcity, Other interconnected , issues include. policies
dictated- by national sectirity,, environmental qtality, Ana social
impacts.' Our Understanding'. of the economics o-fp'substitution. of -

non-/energy - resources' for, energy. is improving; our knowlage about
the speed of 'behaviOral change or shifts in, the Mix' of. oods and
services as a function ot.ehergy'prices, md. policies rernainsOr from

-perfect. i). any .casi we deem it mportant; to, delineate ca. the .

'however; that the mere of ffiese possibilitieS and a iseusiion
principal threes. that'.actiyate the\censervation response bserying

me
of where rationality seems to lie does not guarantee implertientation.
(The social equity iniplicatiOns of -higher energy prices 'that deter . .

fCOngress from removing price controls illustrate one such, issue, but'..,this matter requires its own essay.) ..

. From a physical standpoint; important tasks are performed with
widely Eiffering energy intensities, anLl we are far from -thermo-

.. dynamiC limits..Dur choices' Of how inuch energy to use depend on
.'. how .the cost of energy- and its substitutes interact with technology,,

lifestyle preferences, public policies, and institutional bartiers to
, : changes in energy-tise- patterns that coultLresult in conservation. The

historical recordof-both U.S.. and. foreign-energT use shows. consider-
able flexibility in energy needsseen either from a-technical (resource -
substitution). vreivpoint or a ..behairioral/lifestyle viewpoint. Thus
we can expect. that conservatioa will play a great role he energy
future. ,. - -.

. .
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cep in mind that conservation is not simply an ssue of waste
ersus non-waste; the boundary line between these t% o extremes is

defined both by economics and by tastes and preference,. In this light,
however, it is nonetheless possible that growing wor dwide energy
consumption is raising consciousness among people in industrial
nations over the moral implication of highor low nergy con-
sumption levels. While our economic definitions of energy conserva-
tion imply that economic Considerations may be the, m st important
criteria for determining the desirability of energy conse vation strate-
gies, we recognize,the collateral importance of such difficu t questions as
waste, lifestyles, and growth itself in connection with energy con-
servation. But from the standpoint. of clarity, these issues are best
taken upon their own merit. If our discussion appears, therefore, to
have imposed narrower bounds on the scope of energy conservation
than some persons would prefer, meaningful payoffsto energy users
and to societycan still derive from soundly conceived conservation
approaches within even a restricted framework. Perhaps the most
pressing need for research today is to identify such pay ffs--in their
physical, economic, and social dimensions. We suspect that energy
Conservation offers the potential of large benefits to so iety. If that
is so, conservation will play a decisive role in future demands for
energy resources.
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THE IMPACT *OF ENERGY CONSERVATION ON THE U.S.
ECONOMY,

o

(By Alvin Kaufman)*

vINTRODITCTION

Energy conservation appears to be a concept whose time has come.
Its implementation can reduce,:but not eliminate, our need for addi-

' tional energy. A reduction in our incremental enemy requirements
can reduce our vulnerability in ftreign affairs and ithprove our bal-
ance. of payments position. Conservation is also said to be less pollut- 4
ing and less expensive than energy derived from new sources, Despite
these adVantages energy conservation has social pnvironmental, and
economic costs as well as benefits. Whether the ne outweigh the
costs is dependent, in large measure, on ones de ti and perception
of,conservation, as Well. as o one's scale of valt s. Energy conserva-
tion should not:be looked. in Isolation, but from a broader economic
and social, perspective, although this is difficultto do. The cents and-
benefits of reduced 'energy demand must be measured against the costs"

.and bendffrof other goals of society, such as enhanced economic \op-
portunities, in .order to oarrive at.the required trade between goals.

Ile institukion of energy aonser.$tition measures Gild Mean a change
in our way of living and our way of doing buSiness. As a consequence,
before embarking On a major conservation program, we had best
understand the potential impact's of this gime.-Among the possible
trade-offs are the impacts on our economy, onment and national
security. In this paper we will attempt to derive some measure of the
economic, iinpact of energy conservation on the U.S. economy. In
doing st we will be dealing with only one small piece of the problem.
A more complete evaluation of costs and benefits would have to con-
skier, effects on a large number of items such as foreign afttr4t44:4.

so fo
provement in the, balance of payments, environmentgl impacts;

r),11
Ene

k
gy conservation can be instituted as a little energy conserva-

tion, gy a lq,t, or any,degree in between. Therefore, depending oif the
impacis, the :tradeoffs and our value system, we cat; develop a conser-
vation program to achieve the desired multiple goals.

CONSERVATjON : CONCEPT AND DEFINIITIq

In any discuSsion of the economic impacts of energy coStseivation
one finds a wide range of opinion swiewhere, between the sublime and
the ridiculous. On the one hand-,iverare told that the great bulk of our

" I

and gegulatIon with the Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress.
*Appeared as CRS Multilith 77-35 S. Alvin Kaufman is a Senior Specialist in
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energy is utilized for 'essential ipurposes and cannot .be substantially
reduced without harm to.our economy and ouf standard of living. On
the,other hand, other people maintain that onservation is necessaryif we are to sustain our anda of living, and maintain economic
growth.

In large measure, tiles vitriol' perceptions of the economic impact
of energy conservation are colored by the value Ste'm of the partici.
pants, the time triune within which they open e, and their. expecta-
ions. This, in turn, determines the definition e uses, for conserva-

tion; that in its turn, affects the kinds, diversity, nd depth of impact
that is perceived. F.or example there are those wh perceive conserva-
Lion as necessary for human si .vival because reso are finite. ;To
these people half of U.S. eraerg consumption is wasted.' One per -son's waste, however, Indy be another person's necessity. Some. people ,, '

may consider frost-free refrigerators and self-cleaning ovens as a 1
waste of erierg& but these items can save time and drudgery. In a'so-

. ciety with a tiling proportion , of working women, they are worth
,,--- the energy and the cost premium to a gteat many

.\\ ,. other cases thef.shift from the less energy efficient to the more
-\-., ens efficient mai', inthe eyes of many.people, be more trouble thanit orth. A move from the less energy efficient airplane to the More

effic e t train may not be attractive to many people due to the sub- ,

stienially increasedstime requirement for the use of the railroad, par-ticularly to distant cities (six 'hours coast-to-coast bait' versus somethree to four days by rail). In shve, in any discussion of conserva-tion, it. is imporbiant to make a distinction between the value judgments
'.of social critics And,the real costs that will. be incurred by individuals

and society.? ' ' - Of
.

Given this propensity to assign impacts base d on one's perception of ';the conseration concept;:we should define the Perm before w _proceed
further. Webster's Dictionary defines conservation as careful' ervii-tiOn and protection, as well asthe planned management of a natural
resource to prevent exploitation, destruction or negleet.3, '.

Preservation and protection implies, however, the postponenient of
, consumption. This is not feasible, for we must .consume energy tosurvive. Further,. to produce and Consume energyt Materials is to

exploit and destroy, because once used these materials'no longer existin any energy form. So muchrfor Webster.
,

. : In today's society there appear to be several major schools of thought
as to °What constitutes energgsonservation. On the one hand, there is

. a group that appearsto confuse the'arbitrary measures to reduce en-
, ergy use instituted during the 1973 -74 embargo as conservation. Thesecurtailment measures were instituted as a form of energy allocation,
not as conservation measures.

To, institute such measures over the long-term without a consensusof thelpopulation is to force one up's value judgment onto society,
11layes, Denis. Energy : e Case for Conservdtion. World Watc1 nstitute, Washington,1976, p. 7.
2 D rmstadter, Joel. Coil erving EnergyProspects and Opp6rtunities in tlae New YorkRegio . Resources for the uture, The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1975,pp.

W bst
9 101.

2 er's ,Naw Collegi e Dictionary. G and C Merriam Company, Springfield, Massaa. chusetta, 1973,"p. 241.
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as well as t6 distort the economy.* The latter would occur since only
the saving of energy would guide the measures impoped. Hayes has
noted that curtailment could mean giving up automobiles while con7;
servation oan mean trading in the 7 miles per gallon status syntbol fqr
'40 miles per gallon committer vehicles. Curtailment means a cold ,

' house ;,conservation can mean the well insulated house with an efficient
heatirig,system.5

&somewhat alliedchool of thought would ,consider conserve on as
a 'subsfitption of other inputs fdr energy resulting in th d ctiondr-
of uneconomical or wasteful "uses of energy, This is so ewhat' .
broader definition, and at least implies ameffort to inaintai 1 cost
at a constant level. . ,.

Energy use is largely determined by the existiii'k stock of equipment, _.

.,--..-fiiiiising structure,.buildings and appliances, as well as by the kind of .
economy. It is used not for itself, but to produce work, heat, light,
.etc., that °result in comfort and consumer,goo4 of various tyPes such
as refrigerators. As a consequence, the introductibri of conservation ..i.
measures must be evolutionary rather than revolutionary if we are t
avoid imposino substantial costs on society. For example, 1,he produ
Lion of more ancient washing ma.chints can be encourag6d thr
incentives, disincentives, or standards-a one kind or another. The new .

. appliance would be more energy efficient, but somewhat More ,costly.
The initial impact of the introduction f such devices .on national

energy demand would be minor. As older i achines were replaced by /)
more energy efficient units, the impact on ergy uge would be ,cony/t
pounded and bu bst a nt i a 1 improvement would be noted. If, on, elle
other har4, current machines had to bretrOfitted to improve energy i .

efficiency, substantial' costs would be imposed o he economy and
on individuals, not tO speak of the energy drain in er to manufac-
ture all those new Parts, as well as disposal of the old e tiipment,

Inasmuch as energy enters into the production of very item and
1 the maintenance:of life itself, it is im fortant that disruption be kept

to a minimum. We must keep' in mine that energy 'use is simplya a
means to an end. A Pimary; role of c I at-ion can' be, to- al/eviate
the effects of rising energy prices through radoption of economically
efficient measures that serve the entire soc a 4...

Another school of thought won.] agar ergy conservation as-a, :.

means of reducing energy growth-rates in a.talinica4 efficient man-
ner by a system that will result in the money, value of the energy gaving
exceeding the cost' required to achieve that saving.' Such a definition,
however, does not explicitly take account of the broader costs and

-,,

4 Such value judgments and economic distortions would be most unwelcome if theeopiniobs
discussed in FEA Conservation Paper 49 can be considerid represen ve of a large seg-
ment of the U.S. population. (The. Gallop Organization, Inc. Group I sgions Regarding
Consumer Energy Conservation. March 26, 1976, ppt 46).

5 Hayes. cited in footnote 1, p. 9,
Lind, Robert and Robert Nathan's. Benefit Cost Methodology...1ot" Evaluating Energy

Conservation Programs. Science Applications, Irtsit jjorethe FEA, Dec. 1975.
1 This Is phrased in various ways by various aut . particularly : a) Ford Founda-

tion Energy Polie,v Project. A Time to ChoOse : America's Energy, Futtire. C. 6, Energy,
Employment and Economic. Growth. pp. 131-151, Ballieger Publishing Compa Cambridge
1974. (b) Schipper. Lee. Energy Conservation : Its ature, Bidden Benefits. and Flidde
Barriers. Summer Workshop on Energy ConserNation ,awrence BerkeleyLab. June 1, 1975,
TICID 3725, ERG2. (c) Seidel, Marquis R.. The Eco mic Benefits of Energy Conservation.
Presented at. Energy Conservation : A National For Fort. Lauderdale, Florida, December
1-3, 1975, pp. 29.

Ju
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benefits res\ilting from conservation actions. As a consequence of the
pervasive riature of energy in the economy and the value judgments
that must be made, a somewhat less restrictive definition seems'
desirable.

Herfindahl has suited that the goal of scipservation policy is \to \adjust kaput of a good over some time period in ordee to maximize
the sociftl return from all of the economic resources at the disposal,
of society.8 Put anottier way, he is saying that conservation policy '\be destned in a way that adjusts the trade-offs betWeen com-peting interests so that the quality of life, over time, is improved, orat least-sustained. To do so, may mean that'conserVation of a specific
item will not always be a good thing. The conservation of one kind ofresource may mean the sacrifice of some other resource that someone
else may want to conserve. For example, conserving energy through useof more efficient air conditioners means larger heat exchangers and
heavier compressors. These in their turn, will mean use bf more metals
than a less efficient air conditioner. Some !nay regaN the conservationof the latter materials, as of greater importance than savi g energy:The costs and benefits must be weighed andsa.decision ma e. In such
a weighing, the external costs and benefits imposed on of rs by thea conservation action must also be considered. In those inst ces where-4, the user does not, or cannot, take account of these external mpositions,then regulatiOn of the way in _which the resource is used may benecessary.

41.

Eren in those instances where attention is paid to total social costsand benefits, the -analysis may be deficient be,causa.the impact of the
conservation action on the real income of articular individuals,regions or industries, may be of such magnitude as to make-it Socially
undesirable to undertake that particular conservation activity. Thisagain is a societal value judgment that will have to be made.

Thp foregoing discussion indicates that a desirable definition of,
energy conservation should, first of all, indicate a saving of energy,but, at the same time take account of the benefits and costs to society'accruing from that action over a suitable time period. In short, con-servation should strive for a tradeoff between the energy saving factionand other s ietal wants so that the results will be an optimizationof that inta gible--the quality of life. To this end, we can define. energy cons vation as a series of energy saving procedures over theIong-term th t 'will optimize society's use of all its economic andsocial resources.

A possible method for determining such optimization may be throu happlication of the concept of total pr uctivkty as put forth in 19 1by J. W. Kendrick in hi book on productivity trends in the U.S.?That is, if we are to a ieve improved economic efficiency through
resources then this use must not be obtainedbetter use of our ener

through such substantial declines in the productivity of other inputsthat we end up less productive overall as a result of the conservation
action. For example, if eriergy conservation results in improved capital

, productivity but decreased labor productivity then the gains from the
8 Herflndahi, Orris G., What is Conservation? in Three Studies in Minerals Economics,Resources for the Future, 1981, pp. 1 12.
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one versus the losses from the other must at least balance' so that
are not worse off than before. If the productivity losses exceed t
gains then we have lost economic efficiency, and we may well Have
a misallocation of resources as a result.

TIIE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF ENERGY CONSERVATION

Economic Impacts
. .

Tho few studies prepared that deal with the economic impacts of
conservation appear to agree that the institution of conservation meas-
ures will result in modest impacts on the economy, but will cause an
increase in employment. The increased use of labor will be accompanied
by a decrease in labor productivity, and presumably in a decline in

. average wages, according to these studies. None of the papers have esti-
mated the impact on total productivity. It should be kept in mind that
Unless the lower labor productivity remains stable or improves, the
impact could be inflationary, depending on what happens twaggregate

..,demand.
The available literature anticipates that conservation will require

large capital expenditures, but that these will be less than needed.for
supply expansion only. These studies also forecast that conservation
will tend to keep the total cost of energy inputs constant, thus resulting
in a reduction or stabilization in the cost of goods. The authors of these
papers have generally assumed reduced wages, or, in some instances,

'implicitly assymed stable or improved totarprOductivity. The antici-
^ pated decline in real price is presumed to cause an increase in dis-
cretionary. income with a consequent rise in consumption and eventual
economic,growth.9 This scenario may not be-correct. Conservation may
indeed maintain the aggregate cost of energy inQuts at a stable level,
but energy cost savings may kemore than offset 1.3y capital and other
costs incurred in implementing conservation measures. Further, the
reduced labor productivity may not be fully offset by either the wage
reduction, or increases pin capital productivity. The presumption of
reduced real, pribe ma34prove to be illusory. The area of tradeoff be-
tween energy and other cost .is somewhat murky.. I., t.The ditudiegohlso appear structuralan 'cipate Kline strtural cnanges_within

,4 the economy due to shifts fro skilled to unskilled, jobs, Ea e
savants see no .serious impacts On any industry, State, or regiori. e
structural shift appears predicated on tholassumed movement from
machinery to physical labor. It world appear more logical that more
efficient machines 'Would be substituted for those currently in use, rather
than going/back to more labor intensive 'activities. A shift to more

The studiert summarized above are as follows : (a) Hannon, Bruce. Energy Conserva-
tion and the Consumer. Science, July 11, 1975, Vol. 189, No. 4197, pages 95-102._ (b) Lind,
Robert C. Testimony before the Energy .SubcOmmittee of the Joint Economic Committee.
Congressional Record. pp. 83177-3179, March 10 1978. Also a report by Lind and NathkIts
entitled Benefit Coat ifethogylogy for Evaluating Energy Conservation Pr, ograms. Pre-
pared for the FEA, Office of Conservation and Environment, referenced earlier,: (c) fichipper.
Lee. Energy Conservation : Its Nature, Hidden Benefits, and Hidden Barriers. Referenced
earlier. (d) Seidel, Marquis R. The Economic Benefits of Energy Conservation. Referenced
earlier, Mtn a series of other papers : The Regional Impacts of Industrial Fuel Use:
September 1975, Office of Energy Systems, Federal Power Commission ; Conservation
Options for Energy Self Sufficiency, Presented before the Eastern Economic Association,
Albany, New York, October 27, 1974; United States .Energy Self Sufficiency, An Assess-
ment 'Te nological Potential. Demand Curtailment, apd Conseryation Scenario, Office
of Energy Co rvation, PRO, January 7, 1974. 31 pages.
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possibly higher labor productivity. A shift to unskilled labor would
probably result in lower labor productiVity which. injght not be offset
by higher capital productivity.' In any case, if our contention is correct,
the result would be higher capital expenditures ratlicc than a shift to
less skilled workers.

In a study prepared for the Congressional Research Service," En-
ergy and Environmental Analysis, Inc. concluded that "a conserving
economy will strengthen not only our welfare, but our national security
bylnaking us less dependent on foreinsipplies subject to embargoes. .

and overnight price gouging." The authors then went on to note that
there would also be some; sacrifices required including reduction of
conSuiner choices, more planning and government intervention in the-
econoMy, and sacrifices involving our lifestyle. Examples of the latter
would involve ,itilizing smaller cars, returning bottles to the grocery
store and reducing the thermostat in vint.er. The report concluded that
the trade-offs do not require a reduCtion in economic prosperity, the
abolition of a free-market ,peononiy, unstable prices, or a reduced level
of national economic performauee,

A somewhat more limited study has'been prepared by..the Conference
Board." That paper only discusses the industrial situation-rathertlhan
general economic effects.

The Conference Board. indicates that the decline in energy-output
ratio over the 1947-71 period,Was due to the introduction of new tech-
nology, plus -a 'shift tolVarcl- less energy intensive industries within
maggfacturing. The basic material industries are energy intensive,
aric these declined in relative 'importance during the period under-
review. It should be accented that energy savings per dollar of GNP
occurred at a time when energy was becoming cheaper relative to other
goods. For example, energy 'rices fell some 24 percent relative to the
general' price/level the etonOmy. From 1970-73, however, energy

/rose more -iapidly thin general prices, and turned up even more rapidly.after the Arab embaygo.
The .Conference Board paper notes that the Project Independence

Report found that a 10 percent relative increase in energy prices will
result in a 2.1 percent decrease in average industrial energy demand
in the short run, with a poten&al \7 percent in the long run. The antici-
pated greater decline over the long run is due to the fact that energy
Is used with durable equipment which is replaced over time.

If the 1947 energy to GNP ratio (106,600 Btu per $ GNP) had
held constant to 197:3, instead of dripping to '90,000 Btu, energy con-
sumption in 1973 would have been 18 percent above the actual total
of 76 Quadrillion Btu (Q). Thus, the savings by industry are obvious.
If the energy-GNP ratio declined at the 1947-73 rate of 0.6 percent
while GNP grew at 3,5 percent annually, the energy growth rate from
1973-85 would average 3 percent per year. On the other hand, if the
decline in the energy-GNP ratio was at the 1970-73 rate (which also
happens to be the 1920-66 rate) of 1.2 percent per year\the, energy

10 Energy and Environmental Analysis Inc. The Implications of a Conserving Econothy.'Prepared for CRS, October 197 page VII,
u Myers, John O. Energy ervation and Economic GrowthAre They Incompatible?The Conference Board Re February 1975, pages 27-32.
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growth rani would be 2.3 percent. A 2 percent rate of decline in the
energy-GNP ratio would lirop the energy growth rate to 1.5 percent
from 1973-85. (It would appear to this author to be more logical that
the decline-in energy- 'N1' radio would beat the long term rate of 1.2
percent over the next lb years or so.) The Conference Board concluded
that energy use and economic gowth are certainly not independent
of each other, but the link between them appears to he more elastic
than previously assumed by a great many peOple.
Major Studies ' '.

,
.

--,-
Aside from the studies' just summarized, two major analyses have

.,.been published. These tend to contradict some of the results of the
above 'he two major studies are thbse contained in the Ford Foupda-
ion Eikergy Project Study,12 as well as a_ reeetitly publi4ed paper by

Hudson and Jorgeni.13 Tile Ford sponsored study utiliNed two ana-
lytical approaches: In \the hist case; the study 'Aced diredtly at the

....energy- economy connection by preparing a nine sector input-output
model of the U.S. economy. This approach comprised the Hudson-

. Jorgenson model. It will be dikussedin some detaij below, and only
.

the Energy Project conclusions drawn from the m del willi be gain-
marized in this section.

The economic model developed for the Project by Data Resourlees, '.

Inc., (Hudson-Jorgenson) indicates that a transition to slower energy
growth can be accomplished Without major economic cost or upheaval.
The model indicated that itlis economically efficient' to cut the rate
of energy growth at least in half over the next 25 years. The chief con-
clusion of the F Od study is that sOkaufial savings are' possible in,
U.S. energy-input without significant chalige ifi, the present structure
of the economy, and without acrificing continued growthwef real in-' come. The model indicates that in Ile year 2000,>real income would be
4 percent less than would occur without conservation, brit would be

, above current loyels. Lt. tends to corroborate other studiel in that a less
energy intensiyeeconoiny would not reducetnaployment, but would,in-
stead result in a slight increase in the demand for labor.
' The Forst study also seleetet individual energy ednsumilig ,

activities, prepared pro 'eptions of r':-- nor al growth, and front these
projections computedtt e. impact of apply available conservation
ts9chnology. The re-sukt4derived from thisimalytical technique was
similar to those using the Hudson-Jorgenson model. The general con-

. elusion seems to' be tit* neither the economy nor employment will be
seriously affected as a consequence of reduced energy growth rates:
The Ford Foundation Energy Project Study concentrates on tech=
nidally_efficient changes in specific activities for the reduction ofenergy
demaiscle, but requires that these changes be economically attractive or
cost effective. In other wards, the cost of achieving a saving in energy
must not exceed the money value of that saving.

The study concludes tit energy, emploympt and economic. growth
are interdependent ) 'but the degree of dependence can be changed. The

. 1,

'Ford Foundation Energy Pond Project. Energy, Employment and Economic Growth.
Chapter 6 in A Time to Choose : America's Energy Future, Ballinger Publishing ,Co.,
Cambridge, Mass., 1974, pp.- 131-15L

Hudson, Edward A. and Dale W. Jorgenson. U.S.- Energy Policy and Econeti3ic Growihp
1975-2000. Bell Journal of Economics and Management Science, Volume 5, No. 2, 1974.
Pages 461-514.

,
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Ford report m aintains that the slowdown in population growth indi-
cates that economic growth may ,occur in Jess energy intensive sectors,
in that an older and wealthier popolatioh will consume more services
and high quality goodscornpared with current congmution patterni.
The movement to a more service oriented economy could result in lower
energyoise; but. this might be offset by grywth of a leisure-time indus-

, try. That is, petiple might do more traveling for recreation, weekend
ski trips, and to or from secondlome,s.14

The Energy Project study. further notes that the manufacturing
sector of the 'U.S. economy ealized significant e' rgy gs in the
past, even during periods of stable or declining relative ces of
energy. This improvement, as measured by the decline in the e eigy
output ratio for total U.S. Inanufacturin was at the rate of app ioici-
niately 1,6 percent per year. The energy tput ratio is compute l as
the input of Btt's.per cbnstant dollar of alue adde The En
Project notes that a\pre,embargo study indi ates ti : a 2 percel r
of decline in this ratio was probable to 19 0. ..l ter enermi avings
are now believed likely considering higher e rgy pr' t. char of
future shortages, and possible government ac

The Hudson- Jorgenson Model.The most 10 II reliensive study of
the impacti of energy conservation on the ecobomy presently avail-
able is that encompassed by+the Hudson-Jorgenson Model referenced
ear . The major points in that/article have previously been sum-
marize y the Congressional Research Service.'5 The model i com-
prised of t'vo parts, a model of the Ue.S. economy and a subm el of,
the interaction of energy and min-energy industries in the U.S. oe-
only.

Hudson-Jorgenson,cdmputed a base ca,se assuming no change-in.
U.S. or foreign gor6rnment energy :polidy from 1D74 onward. On-
this basis, the 4ficiglel calZulated GNP growth at an average of 3.85
percent per year, in real lermsbetween 1975 and the year 2000; an
inflation rate averaging 3 :76 percent; and energy growth rates at 3.2

-percent during the' 1975 -80 period; 3:3 percent in the' 1980-85 era;
and 2.9 per'cent between 485-2000. Therate of growth of real GNP
was expected to slow below t hist ric rate bect,use of a decline in
the sate 9,f increase of Ore labo in succeeding years. Aiggom-p ted enn rate ma's somewhat lower than historic rates becausg of
Inc eased fuel prices, interest in energy conservation, the changing
structure of the' economy, the replacement of existing capital equip-
ment with more energy efficient capital and because of shifts in output
toward less energy efficient forms. The base casqndicates substantial
increases in electric use, with electric prices declining 2.4 percent in
the 1975-85 period in real terms,- and 5 percent in the 1975-2000,.
period.

After computation of the base case, the model was use valuatethe impact of a series of tax proposals on both energy and the econ-
omy. The tax proposals tested iyere uniform rates of tax levied on
the energy content4af fuels.

,

i4Schurr, S. H. and Joel Darrnstsper. The Energy Conn Hon. Resources, RFF, Fall1976. , 4

is Hack. Davld-Bi Thh Hudson-Jorgenson Model Of4Energy Policy and Economic Growth :- Analyses of Energy Policy Alternatives. Science Polley Research Division, CRS. TP 360,July 31, 1976. *
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Inasmuch as the Btu content of ,each fuel is .clifferent, the tax per
physichl unit varies' by fuel. The testing was undertaken in twcrtteps.
In the first instance the impact of various rates of Btu taxi on the
economy by 1980 were determined. In the second case, an evaluation
of thespecific tax proposal required to eliminate all energy 'imports,-
with the exception of petroleum for fueling ships and aircraft abroad,
was prepvaared.

The rioug tax rates tesiiM in the first Step ranged fitim a high
of 50 cents per million Btu to a minimum of 10 cents (approximately
$3 to $.6O per barrel equivalent). These calculations indicated a dee'i
in energy use by 1.980, relative to the base case, ranging betweet
percent to 1 percent Table 1). The model indicate,s that the slii
away from energy. will mean a reduction' in the use of.capital and
materials, aspwelt as th© adoption of more labor intksiw... production
techniques in the manufacturing sector of the econoirriror the entire,L

omy, however, energy Substitution will result in the use of more
fcapital and labor:' ' -.1°' .

..,

For our purposes we have assumed the various tax levels as a proxy
for energy conservation measures,. and have translated the impact of
the tax level into an equivalent energy growth rate as shown in Table
1.. It will'be noted I at the. decline in .energy use results in a modest
de4linefin GNP by , and' a modest increase iii GNP price comp red
With the base case. T e m1/4ajor impact of the Btu. tax, hoWever, is on
energy prices. These woulV rise substantially compared with the base,.
case, particularly in the can of coal, gas, and refined petroleum.
Whether .tbis would also be true if ..the reduced energy growth rates
were achieved in sane other way than,thr4gli a tax is not known:

It should be noted that these shifts fiorn the base case do not denote
an actual. decline from current levels, but rather a drop compared with
what would have oecurred if eneigx demand had continued to grow
at the 3.2 percent per year figure anticipated in the base case. There
is, of 'course, a possibility;, that the 1980 date inay 'be too close as ta

,., plannint. horizon, so that all of the impacts have not quite worked
through the economy by that date..

.
r

Hudson-Jorgenson alto tested 'a tax which would start at 0 in 1975,
riseito-50 cents per millibn Btu in 1980; and to $1.35per million ($8' per barrel' equivalent) in 1985: The $1,35 figure, accokdilig to the model, .,
would virtually liminate the need for imports, &lid .would reduce
energy use 16.pe cent compalred with the base case. Thivo titutes a r
40 percent increase in energy prices in order til'eliminafe i ports by
1985: The result of that tax program is indicated in TAble The per-
centage figures; once again, arechanges from the base case ther than
actual declines the Nihrious indicators. It should be noted at_ this
tax program results in a modest drop in ilAtil consumption a d real
GNP by 1985 compared with what would have occurred in the base
ease. The price level, as measured both by consumption prices and
GNP prices would increase. ,-

'44 The conclusion that can,be drawn from the Hudson-Jorgenson study
is that a decline 'n energy use need not be traumatic for the U.S.' don-
°my. The suit ility of the model, anti.thus our ability to draw s

'a conclusion, i discussed below.
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Some Comments on Models.Economic modeling is a relatively

ybung art. The effort to model the connection between the economy
and the energy tor is of even more recent vintage, perhaps as much
as 5 years. These efforts tend to be Tather prirnitite. e

Energy -e,con my models tend to fall into two broad closes : the
econometric models and those that 'attempt to optimize. The latter
have difficulty in simulating the often nowoptimal, and perhaps irra-
tional, behavior of the real world,. while the econome&ic models have,
difficulty.in grappling with technologic change.

The studies discussed above use standard methodology, and while a
useful tool, are somewhat limited in policy analysis. Most of the com-
ments preseglied below on the drawbacks of the Hudson-Jorgenson
Model apply with at least equal force to the other studies diScussei .

above. .
QI

The development of the Hudson-Jorgenson model represents a
breakthrough in the modeling efjori, to link the energy sector to the
rest of the economy. This is the first effort to introcjuce the substitu-
tion of capital, labor, materialsand energy for each other as a function
of the price of each. ,

Dtspite this landmark effort, the H-J model, as currently consti-
tuted, has a limitedOsefulness for policy analysis. Khazzom has noted
that the submodel bieding with the total economy is relatively small,
so that crucial assumptions have to be made reg rdin'g the allocation
of investment, possible changes in prod tivity a d the unemployment
rate. These intuitive 'assumptions m y then have an impact: on the
conclusions put forth by the model." ,

In addition, the Model was deve oped from histo cal data for the
., 1947 -71 period. Considering the changes that have occ rred since 1971,
, ifvfnity no longer be a reflection of the real world. This eakness is cdm-
mundecl by the manner in which-the model isCconstru ted. The. input-
output coefficients for a point in time are computed as a function of
.input prices. As a consequence, there is-a builttm implicit assumption
in regard to future technology in the sense that the -weights,derived
for the 1947-71 period are presumed to also prevail in the future.

Further, a very small data sample was used to develop the input-
output matrix. information was only available _for the years 1947,
1958, and 1963. The intervening yetti's fdr the nonr-energy sectoEs were
cierived by interpolation, with the 1964,-71.perio'd assumed at the 1963
Value. Thus, a rather small data base was used to erect a, large edifice.

Another problem is the limited size o the input-output matrix.
Only 9 sectors are covered; of these 5 are energy related, leaving 4ttO
cover the rest of the economy. This high degree of aggreg ion may
mask major impacts and shifts betweemOrious industrie

As a consequence of the above difficulties, the H-.)- el still htis 0.
Way to go. It is, however a giant step forward in t e develOpnient ,

of models to test alternyati e energy policies.
There are currently underway, efforts to improve the To- model .

by integrating it with the Brookhaven National Labora ory. (BNL)
Is Ehazzoom, J. Daniel. &Discussion Paper of Hudson-Jorgetson's Mode of U.S. EnergyVolley and Economic GrowTh, 1975-2000. Proceedings of the workshop n Modeling theInterrelationship Between the Energy Sector and The General Economy, Electric PowerResearch Institute Special Report 454July 19711 pp. 1,18 to 1-32.
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linetlr progra ming and input - output Models." This work, sponsored
by ERI)A, will be used ill th6 analysis Ofralternative 'Government
pones. At the moment, two types of Dofic); vatiables are being analyzed.
On the one hand; th& impact of taxes and subsidies, on energy,,produe-
tion or consumption is being tested, while'on the othtr ha/Ai-the long-
hit' effect of research and .development expenditures on income, out-
put,,employment, capital and imports is being examined.

These efforteinvolve mOciels,"2,from Data Resources (DRI) and
2 fralsh BNL. The DRI models include an economic growth' model for
lone -run consumption and investmen trends (along -with the as
sothated labor and capital reqUirements together with an interindus-
:try energy mo l' for estimates of econ is output and price struc-
ture as well as t he energy-economy, inter ction.

.BNt is providing'an input-output/model for
ui

gtimatesof energy
cluses and labor, capital and; requirement (Actually by the

University of together with a linear programming allocaT.
tion model. The latter estimates energy sector plgsical flows aria the
associated least coaebergy mix,
\In addition, the Electric Power Research Institute is Sponsoring
ail Energy Modeling Forum (EMF )- headquartered at StanfOrd Um-
.versity. The initial EVF project is an effort, to study the ljak between
the economy and energy through, comparative tests of *X computer
models. The models being used2nclude : HudsOnL.Torgenson; Hnyilic-
za at MITAcennedy-Niemeyer at the UoiyerSity of Texas ;.:Wharton
EcOnometrit; PILOT at Stanford; andlOie Brookhaven DR-Ieffort.

A set of sit scenarios' with common a'ssumptions have been dgried.
These will be run thrinigh the various: models and results compared.
°To date, regults are not yet available.
An Evaluation ofEconomic Impact

In- an 'earlier section, we definecLenergy conservation as a 'series of
.energy saving procedures over the long-term that optimize society's
use of all its economic aud social resources. It follows that the overall
econo- V effects of measures meeting this definition will be either non-

oiN.beneficial: In this context, it may be useful to review the
Pas iblabirepacts from the recently, ,eriete'd series of energy conse,
tion measures.

The Energy Policy and ConSiAliation Act includes iiiffomobile effi-
ciency standards, appliance 1aling and efficiency impr4Yement
goals, voluntary industrial conservation and Federal-State .conserva-
tion programs. The FEA estimates that these items can reduce'ener0V,
demands the equivalent of 2.5 million barrels of petroleum per day, or
apProxithately 5.3 Quadralion Btu per year -(Q) assuming a barrel
contains 5.8 million Btu. The auto efficiency standards, currently set
at 20 miles per. gallon by 1980, 25 by 1985 and 28 by 1990 are' elieved
to be the inajor conservation measure with estimated savings of 1
million barrels per day (2 Q) by 1985.18

The above savings are not cost free. The. FEA estimates that in ad-
ditiOn tca the capital required tor Supply expansion, capital will be\ 0,

" Behling. D. J. and Rober?Dullien. A Combined Linear Programming and Econonksfric
Systems Analysis of the Relation between Energy,. Growth and the Economy, Brookhaven
National Laboratory, BNL 21281. 1976.

0 National Energy Outlook, February 1976, FEA, Washington, D.C.,' pp. 23-24 and
318-320.
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needed for conservationJIn arrivinekt these estimates, the assumption
was.made that kny investment .in conservation alt,not likely to be
greller thaiLthe net, ,pi-esent value of -energy savings*generated by
that capittr expenditiare. This approach was'-i!sed` lije-cause it Is not

"-,__..1:ilevr which pall, of the cost .is conseryation'and which part is for..
otliepJreasons; such ;as obsolescence. On tills basis, and .fither assum-

ing an'.average energy prigd ofV,75/million- Btu in 1085 097.5 dol- ,,,,
el.., lars),4, discoUnt rate of 8V7 and 408070-'of the eitergy saviitits re-,
.'" quiring"investmentj'E.A estimated conservation caPitarl.-equiremer a

as.follovvs f I , v. .,

High .,'
11. Middle

Low _11
These .requirements would be,:spreed.throughout: the ,economy, and

might substitute to some degree-for capital for supply solutes. Ifo,
there Would he a .sorriewlikt different hiix of expenditures, possibly on

Ihu-nrder,of $460 hilliontfor increased energy supplies,And $250
lion' spread .among insulation, automobile, And equipment manufac4,

'hirers. TImrecise nature of this split is unclear.
In addition, the -bill extending the life of the FEA (H.R. 12169,1'

94th 'Congress) provides for development of Federal energy conserva-
tion standards for new, residential and commercial buildings, a $200
million grant og.ram for weatheriiing existing homes occupied by

. low income peo e, an energy conservation information pro m, a $2
,'billion loan guarantee program for puhlic and comme ci uildings
and a $200 million demonstratibn p-rnricam to identify ergy conser-
vation incentives forborne improvements."

The FEA has estimated savings from.thermal efficiency standards
for new buildings at 300,000 barrels per drky, and from an insulation
tax credit at 100,000 Barrels per day. These savings are estimated to
accrue by 1985. It would thus appear that close to 3 million barrels
per day, or 6 Quadrillion Btu annually, could be saved by 1985
t roug various conservation measures stipulated by the Congress.

The bulk the savings would accrue from improved auto efficiency,
better. buildin insulation, and more efficient appliances, with at least
a third of the ngsresulting'from the auto efficiency improvements
alone.

Considering the impo nce Of'the auto efficiency improvement we
have elected to attampt to analyze the economic impacts that will flow
from its implementation. To do so requires that we decide if auto effi-
ciency fits our definition of conservation using total productivity im-

pact as our guide. To this end vie have constructed a,possible,, but
certainly arguable,Iscenario.

We have assumed that le improved mileage will be attainedby pro-
ducing lighter weight cars rather than more efficient motors. This will
be, achieved thrpough shrinkage of outside dimensions and greater use
of lightweight materials such as plastics, altuninum, and lightweight
steels. The shift to these'somewhat more expensive materials coupled
to the need to remodel plants to handle the new models, should result

Agt
Ribicoff. A. The Conexessional Record. Aneust 5. 1975. p. 513554. See also. Co Price

Report, 94-1392, -souse ol"Representatives. 94th Congress, 2nd Session, August 4. 76.
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in ktigher real cost per car ill the short-rt ;but may result in lower
gost4, ove the long-run. The lower real long-run costs would occur as a
consequence of generall3r..lower materials costs because of smaller sized
cars plus economies of scale resultin from co teflon of factory re-o<
tooling plus fullscale output of the n wer materia s. It is assumed that
if.these costs were discounted over time, the prese t valueMf file bone-
fits would be positive.

The' lew'er long-term cost of the car plus reduce( operating costs-dme
'to 'SubStOntially improved `miles' per gallon of gas the rutty have two
impact'`' On the one hand, disposable income should e thus spurring,
consuifiption of otherproducts with a ' of

GNP would in.,any case since th yrere- de- ,

mand from th industries, suer
faFturiog. Man tiring activities c tc (tikect
and indirect effort:, throughout th runny out red with extractive tb...
industries. This would be offset somew by th ffects of the expan-
sion of aluminum arid plakics productionbeh of which are-based on
extractive industries. The latter'is heavily &pendent on petroleum,
,whilb aluminum requires imported ores.

The Movelto the newer materials may Ause economic dislocation in- -

the shortrun. The move away from traditional iron and steel producers
not only cause some hardship to that industry, but to the regions

in whi the steel plants are located:This would be offset by expansion
of the ne indUstries in other locations.

On the other .hand, the lower auto operating costs may stimulate
more driving and a demand for more lughways.ET, he increased .road
building would have a 'detrimental effect On the VnVironffient. Other
-environmental effects should be positive. The lbwer use of materials to
produce the cars plus reduced fuel consumption should be environ-
mentally beneficial.

Increased driving; however, could result in increased accidents. Since
small cars tend to be less safe than larger cars, accidents could be more
severe, thus imposing larger social and economic costs than Inight
otherwise be the case.

To sum up, the short-run effects in terms of capital and labor inputs,
together with anticipated regional dislocation, are a41 negative. Over
the longterm, however, GNP may increase while labor and materials
inputs remain rel tively stable. Capital inputs should rise, but on bal-
ance total product vity should .not suffer. The improved efficiency of a
major element of ureconomy s ch as the automobile should optimize
the use of our e omic end socia resources. We can thus conclude that
the economic i pacts, er the lon term, should be desirable.

Energy conservation is a concept whose time has come. Before em-
barking on such a voyage, however, we should have some idea of the
potential impacts, as well as what we mean by the term conservation:
There are various perceptions of what conservation is. Some see it as
an ethical issue, a necessity for human survival.. Others view it in a

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

2 t,_13
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cost-benefit context: Tha\ is in terms of enerd:stryilig %VAIN. Lime,
convenience, or whatever. Tile goal of Conser.gAtion pley, accotding
to sonic 'authOts, is to adjust the output/6f a good over sornainta period
iii 'O'rder to'rnaximize the social return from all of the economic re-
sources at, the dispOsal of society. in short,,,conervation should strive (-

for a' trade-off,Detween pnergy-saving actions and` other societal wants-
in order to rest* in rin optiduzation'of fliatiiktangibleN.he quality olf
life. For th purpose, of this papgr,"We Can dafine "cimgervatton? as a
series of energy-saving procedures over the long term that will optim-
iz society's use of .all itS'eripnoinic and social:resoin&s. The overall eco-
nomic effects of measures meeting this definitibn will be 4ither non-
existent or beneficiab . .

In an efflt to determine whether'a partraar conservation measure.
meet the a oVe definition, we suggest t helise of the conc(,, ,t;,1
1.,, tctivity. That is, emproved energy produclivity sh,oill, . 1,...;11 t,

in, much serious declines in capital or labor prrlductivity s 1( .inse a
drop in total productirity. 'Thus, if a measure that -educe: onergy
demand also serves to !improve economic and social efficiency, rather

n serving as a punitive measure, the economic impacts should be
acceptable, arid perhaps desirable. . .

...

,Several studies have been published on this subject. All agree that
energy demandellutng measures will result in modest impacts on the
overall economy, but will result in an increase in the need for labor.
It may well be thatsuch measures would result in an increase in capital
inputs-as a consequence of the replacement of equipment with more
energy-efficient machines, at a higher capital cost, rather than with
more labor-intensiv activity

The Ford Foun tion Energy Project, one of the major studies,
Concluded that sub ntial savings in energy are possiblan the IT S.
economy witho'ut significant changes in the present structure of th
.economy; and without sacrificing the continued growth of real income.
The Hudson-Jorgenson model used by that project was also subse-
quently used to test the_economic impact of various Eax levels imposed
to induce energy saving. The various taxes tested had a modest negative
impact on the U.S. economy, compitred with a base case.
. The H-J model also indicates that a reduction in enexgy input would
mean a reduction in the use of capital and materials in banufacturing,
and the adoption of more labOr-intensive techniques, compared with
the base case. For the overall economy, however, the model projects the
use of more capital and labor. The H -J model, however, has problems -
with a limited data base, apclsthe l ,i,ighly aggregated interindustry sub-
Model. ' .

This model, lige all models, must be used with great care as 'a policy
tool. As an alternatiVe, we have prqpared a review of the expected im-
pacts from the major energy saving measure enacted by the Congress.
aukrefficiency standards. his revs .indicates the short run impacts
may be negative, but over he long may increase. Total pro-
ductivity should not suffer o that onomic impacts, over the long term
should be acceptable. '`.--....

...- --..._

r"
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TABLE 1.-IMPACT OF ENERGY GROWTH (ON THE U.S..ECONOMY,19

'-r- Base cases 2.9 percent

En gy growtl, rate

1,6 percent2.3 percent
I

Tax rate (rdEltu)
Energy demand (QBtu)
Energy consumption (Q) (percent change from base):

r)- r Coal
i Gas --

Petroleum

EnerPprIces (dollar per'mBtu):
trio

, GasPetrol..,
0 , Eleitric

eu rc'

GNP 4- str's--_h_
GNP prices I-
Investment - .Condurription_ 11-'

. N.
___ \ 41r-- ..

\Adapted frOm tables 16 (p, 502), 18 (p. 505), and
13 di the-text. .

: Energy growth 'rate equals 3.2 percent.

0
90

14. 3
__. 26.9

39. 2
8.9

.68
1.44

, 2. 00
_ 7.50
,

Wor

$0.110
80

-0.47
-2,83
-1. 83 ,...

-. 42

$0.30
86

-1. 40
-7.80
-5, 20
-1.24

$0. 50
83

-2.33
-12'04
-8.26
-2.06

.'
. + .66
+i 7
+4.
.4-1.32

- 116.94
+14.62 ,
+13.R1
+3.96

,

+28. 81
+24. 36
+22.85
+6.60

2.

-. 2
-7. 11

+.69 . -I-1. 07

-.3 . -. 51/-. 53
..."- ...f.

-
19 (p. 506) of the1 Iklson-JoLlensOn article referenced in footnite -

.

t'r

TABLE 2.-IMPACT OF AN ENERGY TA, 197.540

.

,

Base case energy demand (Q8tti) 2
Tax rate (cents per mBtu)
Energy demand (Q)

Coal
Gas'
Petfoleum
Electric
Imports

Year

1975 1980 15

e
77

77
13
5

34
.7
16

so
50
83
14
24
36
9.

9

105

1,13588

162 2
36
11

1

- Percent change from the base case,

Real consumptibn
-Consumption price lA
Real GNP 1.
GNP pricer

sl Adapted from table 21, p. 5091 of the HudsonJorgenson /Mine referenced.
2 Assumes no enemy tax.

4
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"01

C.

2

-0.53
+1.34
-42

+
,

07

-1.22
+2.41
-.99

+2.04

footnote 13 of the ext.
1
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ENERGY CONSERVATI ONqi.NO.A HE Ei014453/1Y

4.,
4

(By Thoinas F. Widmer and Elias E Gyftopoulos)*
,, /
r_JITERGY CE.RVATI 0 /V AND A ilEALTHz Itiathroxy

ir-4:-.4It is only too well known that we are exhausting oVnite store of
fuels at an alarming rate, especially the gaseous and I 'd fetrns. It

... V.

: Also ion;ntlinv (-Tear that we are investing : more for ee,,,
env i. et .,I) 11 ...,, obtaining less andl as for out money. Internation-
al \fuel pi:ic have'incieased nuich aster than the prices of other
commodities Jecause of this scarcity of petroleu and natural gas.
and-the high of new energy sources. Most indica ions ark that this
0Q...will keep widening for many decades to_coine. ortuna ly, Wis

ignite certain that. we cap' re-optimize each energy-conSuming tisk

energy. ,,In this paper te will show the-firm hnical and economic
to achieve the same result at equalloor Jo. cost, and,nsetfar less

bases that underlie this seeminglIt' bold Assertion. We will show that
there is an enormous opportunity'feer.educed energy consumption per
unit of product in every sector of the economy; and if we do not take
advantage of this opportunity,_oyeconomic well-being and security
will be endangered.

,
.

Re-optimizing energy ,end -uses will, of course, require long-term
commitments involving significant restructuring of all sectors of
society: This restructing cannot happen automatically, because of
malty institutional barriers and many distortions of the .free market
system introducted by past decisions. But these barriers and distor-

itiOns are not insurmountable. They can be largely eliminated if we
../ attack them with a comprehansive energy policy, such as the ac-

celerated conservation policy WTpropose.

TECHNICAL ROOM FOR CONSERVATION 4

The laws of thermodynamics give us a most convincing technical
basis for estimating the possibilities for energy conservation. Specifi-
cally, the second law of thermodynamics 'affords a yardstick that is
universally applicable to all fuels and alnurocesses. The second law,
implies that energy has a "quality" about it and that this'quality can
only be degraded as energy is consumed to perform useful tasks. The
"available work" ina system is a quantity that takes into account both
the quality and the quantity of ettergy (see "The Potential for Fuel\
Conservation" by Marc H. Ross and Robert H. Will' ms, February,
1977, pages 48-57). This "available work" concept

-....
been used in

44
-*From Technology Review. June 1977. p. 31-40. (r.") 1977 4 the A mill Association of

the Massachusetta Institute of Technology. Thomas Widmer is Vice P sident of Engineer-ing for Thermo Electron Corporation In Waltham. Massachusetts, Elias Gyftoponlos IsFord Professor of Engineering at M.T.T. Reprinted by permission.
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several studies to measure the efficiencies of various energy-using
proceSses in our society, as a function of the task to be performed,
rather than the particular device used to. perform that task. Some of
the efficiencies estimated in these studies are :

=Residential nd 'commercial space heating :Ji_per cent3
Residential a commercialvirter heating: 3,pet cent,
Air conditioning and refrigeration : 5 per cent,
Automobile propulsion :10 per cent,
Steel production; 21 per Cent,

Petroleum refining : ftper cent,
Cement mntl, , i n ,,
' , I

I ilk; total utiowii of fuel useci in these applications is about 60.per
cent of all\ .S. energy consumption. The average efficiency of utiliza-
tion, obtain by weighting each efficiency by the amount of fuel used
for the purpose, is only 8.3 per cent. Moreover, the,figure of-about 8 per
cent is believed to be fairly, revese,ntative of the overall energy effec-
tiveness throughout the economy. The 10 per cent efficiency given for
automobiles actually.overstateg:their performance considerably, since
this calculation takes into- account only the efficiency of converting fuel.
energy to tractive effort at tfie driving.wheels. It is extremely difficult
to specify auto efficiencies pfecisely because of various non-technical
factors affecting the _vehicle design, such as -add-on hardware .to
enhance convenience, safety, comfort, etc. ' -

We're not suggesting that energy efficiency will ever approach 1.00
per cent for real devices or processes, even in the remote future. We
wish to emphasize, hoWever, that the present low values of efficiencies
indicate the enormous opportunity for energy savings and that no
fundamental scientific barriers exist to prevent substantial improve:
ments in energy end-use effectiveness. Even a modest improvement, for
example from 8.3 to 9.3 per cent efficiency, represents a saving of al-
most 10 "Quads" per year at the 11175 consumptidn, level (where a
Qnad equals 1015 Btu's). This is the energy equivalent of 4.6 million
barrels of petroleum per day.

Some analyses misttikenly associate large energy savings, with
reduced economic activity. In 1972, for example, an analysis for the
Chase Manhattan Bank stated almost fatalistically that "antily of
the uses of energy reveals little scope for major saving. The gretit bulk.
of the energy is utiliied for essential purposes, . . . Conceivably, the
use of energy for such recreational purposes as vacation travel and the
viewing of television might be reduced----but not without, widespread
economic and political repercussions. There are some minor uses of
energy that could be regarded a$ strictly nonessentialbut their elimi-
nation would not permit any significant saving."

More correctly, a report by the Energy and Environmentrnivision
of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories answered that "more informed
studies of energy use contradict this analysis. Especially misleading is
the subject& phrase e88ential purpoises, which obscuies the whole
question of efficiency. Careful analysis bf energy use has reveled an
enormous potential. for energy conservation. The mostirecent forecasts
from the Energy Research and Development Administration suggest
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that,U.S. energy needs n the 1990s Add be 20 to 40 per gnt below
whacivas previously ex )ected, as higher energy prices and new end
use technologiA help A ericans squeeze more economic and personal
well-being from every tu."

The process known neratign offers an impressive
.

fs :1111 plc. 01

the energy savings .obt

It"' ,...servat ion because steam for in
I. ..A Fiat processes is ueed at relatively low. pressure and tempera
tare and, hence does of make good use of the high-teMperature heat
available from !tie] omblistion. The common, practice of producing-,.
low-pressure process steam in a fuel-fired, boiler is therefore thermo-
dynamically ineffiCie t. The practice can be made much more effective
by first producing gh-pressure steam in a boiler, then expandingi,
this steam, throug h. turbine to generate. electricity and then exhaust-
ing the steam at th appropriate pressure levehneeded for the desired

us produceccis obtained at p,n,additional fuel con-
han half that achieved by the most efficient central,
t. Since over 40 :percent of industrial energyOr

process.
The electricity t

sumption rate less.
station poiVer pl
about 16 percent:of all the nation's energyis used in the form of

-process steam, the-potential sayings are enormous. In West Germany,
generation- accounts for over 18 percent of electrical needs, compared
to only about.5 percent
Corp. for the Federal
three induaries=pape
there exists the opportt
tion's electricity by me

While long -term dra
probably bee made throe
capital cost involved, u
'already implemented i
vation actions, involvi
initial caNtal costs, de
a new U.S. energy polic

.the U.S. 'A recent study by Thermo Electron ,

Atergy' Administration revealeid that in just
makings chemicalS, an'd petroleuM'refininF-7-
nity to koduce.oyer 34.perc ntof, all the,na-
ns of/cogeneration and was heat..recoery.
atic improvements in end-us efficiencies can .

ghout the economy there yvirl be significant
like the case with many of the siqfple measures
resport6se to rising energy prices. Such conser-

the trade-off of energy cost savings against
rye the most careful attention in formulating

t. ,

YROCKETING SUPPLY COSTS

To understand just how economically sound conservation measures
really are, we can compare capitat,Tequirernents for various supply
and conservation,measures.

On the upply side,zdimini hing fossil fuel resources have necessi-
tated the i estment of ntrmo s amounts of capital per'unit of energy
productio capacity. rue, Mi dle East reserves are still readily ac-
cessible. owever, mot new Petroleum or natural gas production
areas--s ich ars the U.S:. outer continental shelf, North Sea, Alaska,
etc.require anywhere from $10,000 to $15,000 for each barrel per day
of equivalent fuel energy provided. This translates into a capital de-
mand of about $4.5 to $6.8 billion for every Quad per year of energy
delivered. Synthetic gas and oil obtained from coal will be even more
capita) intensive, probably requiring more than $10 billion per annual
Quad..

2
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',7..tw coal supplies are still oh, 1111, a capital r(
-'-'.0 billion per annual Qw. r, Con' 1111.,,ng

Ornhustion produce ri ou . ii v i i ,Mental and ha tety problem
li may ultimately limit the rate ct, coal consumption, or A least

,cause increases in the coat of supply. Moreover; coal cannot be as flexi-
bly used as oil and gas. The industrial sector could undo1ibtedly sub-
stitute more coal to produce steam, for- example, ut increasing our
reliance upon coal will depend mainlyupon its grea er use by electric
utilities or the development of economical gasificat on methods.
Electricity as a fd of energy requires a muc igher c¢pital in-

i vestment. For everyQu d per year of delivered electricity, t e capital
investment in facilities or fuel sply,, generation, transmi ion, and
'distribution will range from $45 billion for coal-based systems to
about 1.5 times as much 'fok nuclear generation. We cannot directly
compare electricity costs with those for coal and petroleum fuel re-
sources, because electricity ,. has far greater flexibility of usa e thtd.
does raw Anel. Eve .50, the capital cost of coal-based elect icity is
about'$15 billion per annual Quad of coal converted to electcity, or
more than eight times the capital cost of raw coal supply, itself.

Dgspite its high'cipital gDst, electricity occupies a unique and vital
plact in the*speetrum of torero forms. Many tasks exist that can be
verformed only by energy of the highest thermodynamic grade, such ,

as electricity. So electricity, is an essential part iaf a balanced energy
su ply system. Electricity should be recognized, however, as having
boil pedal properties and high capital intensity, and therefore should
not be used as a couvenience fuel; for home heating. ...

...tThe endrmous and growing capital required to develop new enerpr,
supplies could injure the entire econoniy. According to even highly
optimistic projections of economic growth and capital formation, the
U:S. economy is unlikely to produce more than $2.7 trillion for all
purpoSes over the next decade. Assuming that the long-standing ratio
between business and residential in,vestments prevails, about.$1.8 il-
lion will be available for all business investments for both new city
and replacement purposes. A New York Stock Exchange repo esti-
mated that, of that capital, the energy supply industry would require
more than $800 billion.

It is an alarming prospect that we might have SO allocate almost half
of all business capital to energy supply investments alone. In the recent

.I..-
past, the energy industry has consumed only about one-fourth of total
U.S. business capital, and even this fraction had created glowing
stresses in the capital markets. Unless, this trend is reversed, fe will
soon be devoting so much of our scarce capiifal resources to energy
productioh that other business needs will suffer a severe lack of invest-
ment funds. ,,,--

!,
. A BARGAIN IN CONSERVATION

In contrast to, the rising expenditures needend develop, diminishing
fuel reserveS;cohaervation can be put to eff tive us with substantially
smaller capital commitments.

Fpr example. ly a' modest inv could reap large
improvements the energy efficiency of th ; 26 ommon window air
conditioner. D to published by the Federal Council on Science and

( .
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Technology showed that three commereally available room air con-
ditioners with exactly the same. 5,000-Bt -per-hour cooling capacity
had the following initial costs and snergyc nsuipptions : .

=$120 for a 4.58 Btu/watt-hour unit;..
4140 for a 5.80 Btu/watt-hour unit;
$165 for a 8.70 Btu/watt-hour unit.
As you can see, by investing on17 $45-111 additional first cost-38per cent moreone n obtain an efficiency improvement of 89 Per cent.
Since the air co idner is likely to be used only 500 hours per year,

or about 6 per ce Of the time, the enewy saving will be 258 kilowatt-
hours per year. II ever, its usage is likely to coincide with the period
of highest surrun r eleettical demand. Hence, the $45 increment fir
conservation can e viewed as a direct substitution for more than"one-
half kilowatt of eipenai-ventility system peak genefaition and:distribu-
tion capacity, having a value of at least $200....

;Unfortunately, user benefits do not reflect the same degree of
vantage indicated by the capital Bost comparison. In fact, the con-
suiner would save only about $18 per year for 500 hours of-use, yield-

. ing a gross payback of about four years. vei).- this moderately at-
* tractive return can bo illusory when the ultimate consumer d6es not \

participate in theinitial,purchase decision, forJnstance,if he lives in
a rental apartment or housing equipped by the builder rather_than by
the,owner.

Another example of high .keturn on conservation.investment,is the
of WEI.Vte heat recuperators. Recuperators an provide fdel savings

Of at least 25 per'cent on mosthigh-temperatur&furnaces used for con-
trolled-atmosphere metal processing. The cost of such recuperatOrs
is about $1,300 for each combustion burner on a radiant tube furnace,
with fuel savings amounting to about 125,000 Btii per hour per re-'
cuperator. Under normal, plant operating schedules, this represents

' capital cost investment of $1.5 billion per annual Quad of fuel saved,
competed to the $3 billion per annual Quad cost of new domestic gassupply..
. With the recent sharp rise in industrial gas prices, the payback
Period for recuperators has shortened to about three to four years, a
range that is still only,marginally.attractive to most industrial firmswhose capital budgets can barely cover essential or "main-stream"
business investment needs. .

The generation of galectricity from waste heat also represen
excellent investment opportunity: A recent engineering study
ductsd for a major cement manufacturer revealed the opportunity for
producing 4,700 dlowatts of electricity by capturing wasteheat from AC .
the exhaust of the company's cementykrInsusing a steam-electriebot-
toming cycle system. The cost of th(system was $2.7 million. $If that 4,700 kilowatts were to cbme half from a new coal plant
and half from a new nuclear plant a capital investment of more than
$7 million would be required for fuel supply facilities, generating
apparatus, and transmission and distribution equipment. In terms of
energy capital effectiveness, the waste heat recovery/system costs leis
than $25 billionper annual Quad of electricity, or less than half that '.. of the averagOvestment required for new coal and nuclear utility
capacity.

r
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. It is noteworthy th n this particular case thecanservation equip-
.

mete 'was not mstalle , nd the cement plant continues to Purchase its,
electricity at 2.5 cents per kilowatt-houfMlowing for operation and
!maintenance of the steam.electric,bottoming cycle, the saving would
have been .$775,000 per year, i.e., the energy conservation investment ,t
would.be recovered in about 3.5 years. Since thi:gpayback did not meet

- the company's requirements ?tor discretiona,tAnivestments, the prof
posarwas rejeated.As a resuip the failure to implement this one colk-
tirvokibn measuit in one cement plaq. causes a continuing loss to the

nation of 180 barrels, er day equivalat petroleum. In general, capital"'
investments for on-se generation of electricity by various schemes
are smaller than those fot central power stations, as shown in'the chart

-t ,;capital Cost
perannual1qUad.
of electricity

rtransmission and
fflbtribritign
Fuel prciduction.01
facillUes

3 Genykng plant

Central station
13e- systems

On-site systems
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These f w examples have only scratched the surface of conservation
investme possibilities foc, industry. We have identified numerous
examples f -energy conservation iqystitioets in the steel,-aluiriAmm,
oil refini g, paper, chemical and other industries that significantly
outperfo m corresponding investkents in liew energy supplies. In
other se tors ofpleAnOrrry cost effective opportiinities might include:

ubstitution o diesel engines for gasoline engines in light ;
jrucks, which would require less capital peksiunit of fuel saved
than does new petroleurri supply capacity.

Weight reduction in automobiles through material subspu-
. tion, which can actually dwease total capital cost. '-
Reducing passenger spacewiZ. also cost-effective, but this type of

energy conservation invoLyeshanging life-style and-consumer taste
rather than improving tedrnical efficiency, which is the focus of this
discvidsion. It is important to clarify the distinction between these two
-different kinds of conservation, and tq dispel the popular misconcep-
tion that conservation is equivalent to belt-tightening. Such actions,'
usually taken in 'response to immediate crises, tend to obscure the real
aed lasting benefits of conservation .through improved end-use
effectiveness.

EVISE BARTERS TO CONSFSWA24caL...."

Because of their economic attractiveness, one might expect capital
investments in conservation to proceed at a faster rate in the industrial
that, in the residential-or other sectors of the economy. After all, in
industry energy users are likely to,..have a greater awareness of first-
cost versus operating-cost tradeoffs. However, industry has not sig-
nificantly\ outpaced other sectors in improving its energy efficiency.
Where industrial conservation investments have been made, the de-
cision has often been influenced by factors other than simple eco-
nomics; for example,the threat of outright curtailment of 'production
due to fueljnterruption.

We've identifiefl several reasons behind industry's reluctance to.
invest in energycient equipment:

Most energy-user companies must maintain consenttive debt-
to-equity ratios because a ,uncertainty about ihe future avail-
ability med cost of financing'. Conservation investments, therefore,
do not usually command high priority in the competition for
liniited capital funds. These funds must first be reserved for
essential-mainstream business purpoSes, such as tooling new prod-
ucts and expansion of capatity to meet market conditio

Criteria for investment payback are more stringent for manu-
facturing companies than for regulated utilities whose risks are
lower.

The p icing of i ustrial electricity and fuel is largely based
on aver e, rather than 1 ental costs of supply.

These actors tend to create major distortion in the deploy-
ment scarce capital resourc o achieve the optimum balance
betwee estments in new energy supply and in, energy
conservation.

5
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A PLAN FORACCELERATED ENERGY CONSERVATION"

A new goverrOent policy stressing energy conservation could Pro-
duce nfli.j.T. changes in our edei usage patterns in it. relatively short .
time and Wahout impairing econ is ex ansion. By comparing vergy

-demand estimates, with and\ witiho n accelerat& conservation ap-
proach, one caia realljtsee the important differences that might be
anticipated dunlig the next decade. .

For our scenario of life without accelerated coriArvation, let us
examine a 1975_ report by. the Federal Energy 'Administration
(F.E.A.) entitled; "National Energy Outlook." In its tenfikar
cast for U.S. energy production and usage the F.E.A. predicted that
highertriergy prices alone could cut 1985 consumption from an uncom
strained dema9c1.1evel of 123 'Quads. about 107 Quads. Demand'
would. be iestricted .further, to. about 1-Quads, by.some additional
conservation easirreS'which were not s cified.

IWer the .E.A.\ plan, electrification wasOto rease . from 1.93 Na
tit (24 pe cent of all 1975 energy input) to .3 trillion kilowatt-.
hours ( or an 34 percent in 1985). Thus, wit the seal QN.P.
expanding a abo t 3 percent pr year (34 percent over the decide),
OW energy as grow by 2.8 percent per ybar and electricity by 5.5

percent pe ear. he plan was expecte61 to produce almost no change
m the distribution of.energy-by the end-use gZiors relative to the pat-

existing in 1975: residential and commercial would still comprise
37 percent of consumption ; transportation, 24 percent; and industry,
39 percent.

The F.E.A. projected s shift in energy' resources, with coal rising
from 18 per cent in 1975 to 22 per cent in 1985, nuclear energy rising
from 3 per cent to almost 10 per, cent (accounting for over one-fourth of
electricity generation), and oil and gas declining from 74 per cent to k.
63 r cent' (the major reduction occurring in electric utility consump-

ttiono hese fuels).
To p "de a framework for evaluating'these forecasts we have

devised alternative plan which stresses conservation measures.
. Based upon the same growth in real G.N.P. as assumed in the F.E.A.

planapproximately 3 per cent per yearthe alternatiVe approach
postulates no substantial social changes or curtailment of living stand-
ards. This "Accelerated Conservation Policy" is by no means the
only plan that might be considered, but it illustrates some of the bene-
'fits realizable by more effective energy end-use.

A, key.element of the conservation policy is the transferof &major
portion of the capital now marked for new energy supplies into invest -.

ments in energy conservation in each of the end-use sectors. An impor-
ant result of this transfer will be a major reduction. in the total.
amount of capital required for all'energy investments. .

The Accelerated Conservation Policy calls fon sharp curtailment in
the rate of growth'for electricity, the most capital intensive form of
energy. It also-calls for certain specific measures to improve end-use
efficiencies, including:

Enforce the mandatory automobile fuel economy standards already
enacted by Congress. Impressive progress is being made toward meet-
ing the 1980 criterion of 20 miles per gallon (m.p.g.), particularly by
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General, Motors. The 1977 (GSM fleet average is projected to be 18.4
m.p.g.. compared to 12.3 m.p.g. in 1974. Much of this improvement
was accomplished through improved design and weight reduction,
with little or no sacrifice in interior space or comfort. Planners should
also considr a stp-wis0 introduction of post-080 standards, perhaps
at a linear rate from 20 m.p.g1 to the mandated 27.5 m.p.. in 1985.
This staged ession will insure that the improvements in average
fuel econ 4,'Ll ',3tinue without interruption for the turnover in over-
all pophil of 100-million-plus vehicles. The 27.5-m.p.g. goal is a
difficult -ut there are strong indications that this level can be
achieved such strategies as the wider use of stratified charge or
diesel engines, or both, improvement in transmissions, further weight
reductions, etc. Some flexibility on the part of Congress with respect to
emission levels of nitrogen oxides may be desirable to reach the opti-
mum balance between fuel economy and exhaust pollutants.

Conetruct alternative electric generation capacity in lieu of 103,000
megawatts (Mw) of planned central station capacity. This alterna-
tive capacity would include cogeneration of electricity with industrial

217
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prOcess Seam (64,000 MW) ; generation by district plants producing
both electricity and space heating for .buildings (32,000 Mw) ., and
burning trash to generate electricity (7,006, Mw). Together, 'these
electricity sources would contribute 24.5 per cent 'ofall U.S. electricity:
To stimulate this substantial shift away frein central station utilities
to thejar more efficient systems identified move, several actions will
be Oired such as mandatory rules for purchase of surplus industrial

ori ally designed by utilities to discourage on-site generation; provi-
sion

dee !city by utilities; a restructuring of backup 'or demand.Chafges

sion of direct government loans to industries and apartment or com-
ercial complexes to finance investmett§ in on-site generating ca-

p city; special taxes on industries and commercial businesses' which do
n6t ke advantage of proven cogeneration opportunities; and changes'
in federal, state and local rules regulating utilities.

Establish, effieieney goals for all energy- intensive industrial process-
ing equipment and systems; examples are blast furnaCes, paper-mak-
ing machines, refinery and eherni6a1 plants, heat-treating eguipmeut,

e
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Coal consumption under the conservation policy would not rise nearly as precipi-
tously as under the F.E.A. plan.

etc. In setting such goals consideration should be given to the efficien-
cies being attained in foreign countries where conservation technology
has progressed further than in the United States.

Enact mandatory heating, insulation, and lighting standards for
new residential and commercial' construction. Standards should pro-
vide for optimum utilization of passive solar measures such as window
and roof overhang design. We might also prohibit certain practices
such as electric resistance space heating, and limit heat pump electric
heating to those regions having moderate winter temperatures.

Enact progressively stricter efficiency standards for all major energy
vonsuniing appliances, such as water heaters, refrigerators, air condi-
tioners, home furnaces, etc.

Phase-out natural gas as a fuel, either for central4tation electricity
generation or for process steam applications in industry. This could
mean either a direct ban on such use, or a steeply progressive tax on
gas fuel that is se misused. Sufficient gas must be reserved for resi-
dential space heating and for direct-fired high-temperature industrial
processes to avoid excessive growth in electricity demand.

Provide direct government loans and 'other economic incentives to
finance the retrofitting of houses with conservation equipment, includ-
ng insulation, storm windows, improved furnaces, and other cost-
3ffective systems. This program should be continued until every struc-
ture imsthe nation has been modified to an extent commensurate with
he capital 'cost of incremental. nev energy supply. These measures
)robably won't be completed until well beyond 1985, and our projec-
ions assumed less than one Quad of savings per year.

Collectively, these and several less important actions would reduce
,nergy consumption over the next decade to 80 Quads per year, a sav-
ng of 21 Quads relative to the F.E.L. plan. In effect, energy growth
an be almost halted over the ten-year span while economic 'activity
an still expand by 3 per cent per year. Moreover, the costly electrical
ector would increase to only 2.53 trillion Kwh, a growth rate of 2.8
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per cent per year relative to 1975. The fraction of total energy con-
y ed to electricity, 29 per c.%t, is higher than in 1975, but still well
be ow, the 34 Per cent figure. gilbj ect,e,d by the F.E.A. plan. 4

n the Accelerated Conservation Policy; distribuition of energy by
end-use sector differs from that if the F.E.A. plan, with transportation
accounting for only 20 per cent, and industry rising slightly to.42 per
cent. Sources of energy would change somewhat with nuclear fuel con-
tributing only 7 per cent instead of 10 per cent of all energy. The frac-
tion for oil and gas is about he same for both plans-6a. per cent
but the contribution of coal rises from 22 per cent to 24 per cent under
the accelerated conservation alternative.,

Major contributions to the 21 Quads of total energy saved under the
conservation policy are due to :

Automobile fuel economy standards (5.6 Quads),
Alternative methods for electricity generation (2.9 Quads),
Improved efficiencies in industrial processes (4.5 Quads), and
Appliance efficiency standards (2:5 Quads). b.

The remaining 5.5 Quads of savings, result from improved insula-
tion standards for all new buildings, increased retrofitting of insula-
tion in existing structures, some modest usage of solar-assisted water
and space heating, and greater efficiency in trucks due to wider use of
diesel engines, improved scheduling practices, drag reductions, etc.

None of the measures we've proposed, except for far-term automobile
efficiency improvements, requires unproven technology. Moreover, the
overall improvement represents only a modest aggregate gain in the
absolute efficiency of devices and processes: In fact, under our policy
the average efficiency of energy utilization increases to 10.9 per cent--;
only 2.6 percentage points over the 8.3 per cent we mentioned earlier.
Approximately one-third of this gain is attributabel to automobile
fuel economy improvements alone.

WHAT COST CONSERVATION ?

The most striking difference between the Accelerated Conservation
POlicy and the F.E.A.. plan isthe amount of capital needed to imple-
ment these alternative program's. Over the 1975-to-1985 decade the
F.E.A. plan Ntould require $570 billion for energy supply and $78 bil-,
lionjor:energy conservation, for a total investment of e$64,8 In
sharp contrast., the Aelerated Conservation Policy 'Would $61:

..billion for supply and,:$157 billion forcbnservatiioxi fpwa totatopf.only
$21R billion =Zegs thakhetlf the capita requirenieVe. :IL.'

These- Sayings, dite .1)07'10;11iiferply
lower central atatton,.electrie':generatingcaptie0,4:00-sengpiting.
pacityihvestnienti needed; not onlirbecauSe redildepkgel4frical
demand, but also because of :the tower,, ;alteirative combined -
cycle generating equipment, such as

,-

policy will thus result in significant savings on 461ki.ftil
erating plant construction, and on roil, oil anktgaSik "itifition

Sayings on petroleum consumption will haVe, a,..dhqiiitiC.efrect olI
imports. Accelerated conservation policies producQa net surplus or .

reserve of 4.5 Quads per ye,a,r of natural gas by the end of the-decade
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STRONG REGULATION NEEDED

Our proposed policy for accelerated energy conservation dependsheavily upon mandatory measures to improve end-use efficiency. This
approach will inevitably rqise arguments against tampering with theso-called "free market." Dilect intervention must be considered, how-ever, because pries alone cannot provide sufficiently strong motivationfor accelerated conservation. .

Price increases are limited as a conservation stimulus even the'industrial sector, because .energy cost still averages well:below per-cent of value added for all' manufaauring. Thus, even large addi-tional rises in fuel prices will not necessarily place overwhelmingconservation pressures upon manufacturers.
Congress has recognized this aspect of energy policy, and has actedwisely in passing the mandatory automobile fuel economy legislation.By forcing the desired trend in new car efficiency, this measure willmean a confinuing reduction in gasoline consumption throughout the

f I 71'
- '

Accelerated
('onservrition,

An Accelerated Conservation Policy which increased energy efficiency in oursociety by -only about one percentage point every two-and-a-half years cquldallow an uninterrupted growth of three per cent per year in G.N.P., with littleor no increase in energy demand.

25.761.0 - 771 -
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further. A concerted effort in this area has not even begun, and the
untapped potential for improvement may'ivell exceed anything on the
horizon among the arions alternative nergy supply options. If, for
example, we were able to continue imp a energy efficiencies by
about one percentage point every two and a ha ears, we could sus-
tain an uninterrupted growth in real G.N.P. of 3 rcent per year for
the next three decades, and still"consume no more nergy than we do
today. Even then, our overall end-use efficiency would be only 20 per-
cent, about equid to that of the steelmaking process today.

The improverrients in energy end -use efficiency that we postulate
are, in fact, not all that remarkable. As you can see from the graph
above, they are still less than that accomplished over a comparable
number of decades in,improving electric generating plarit efficiencies.
The latter process, of course, has been subjected to enormous and
continuing commitments of technological resourcesthe same pre-
scription, that is suggestea here for energy end-use processes.

Some progress has already been made in overcoming the notion that
the co ervation of energy is synonymous with decreased economic
activity. There is. a growing awareness that capital investments in
energy- ving devices can often yield greater dividends than com-
parable investments in new supply. Given-appropriate stimulus, then,
it is quite likely that the U.S. economy will make substantial progress
toward more efficient end-use of energy over the next ten years. Un-
fortunately, there is little appreciation of the fact that conservation
can play a major role in our long -term energy future. This misconcep-
tion must be changed so that we can focus attention upon th, task of
developing the new conservation technology needed to ins*e con-
tinuing 'vitt

reductions in energy consumption in the period beyond 1985, 31,i

Perhaps the most decisive of all arguments in favor of conservation
is the dividend that such a policy can buy in terms of timethe time
needed for a thorough, searching, and balanced investigation of all
possible energy supply alternatives, including the complete costs of
their environmental and safety impacts,

, v
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Bip,An Example of Competing Economic and Social Goals

[From Urban Transportation and Energy : ThVotential Savings of
Different Modes, pp. 41-54, xv.]*

CHAFER V: CONCLUSION
. ../

. . . A balanced aria realist assessment of energy conservation
in urban transportation operations requires consideration of a wide
range a technological, operational, and behavioral factors. Almost
all these fa'ctors are marked by considerable variation from city to
city, from one time of day to another, and from route to route. Any
conclusions about the energy efficiency of transportation modes, or
about the conservation potential of transportation programs, must be
viewed as rules` with numerous exceptions. Nevertheless, the rules that
emerge from examination of existing technical information differ

a sharply from the normally accepted rules, and they are worth noting
even if they arenot universally true.

Long-term energy savings are particularly uncertain because, over
a period of many years there will be shifts in the locations of jobs,pistores, and houses. Th e shifts will occur because urban growth is
influenced by zoning licies, land costs, real estate yuc differentials,
quality of public schools, availability of parking, and myriad other
such factors. The quality of available transportation' is one of the
forces shaping urban development, albeit a force that is notoriously
difficult to isolate. Nevertheless, any shift in transport policy that
facilitates long-distance travel may direct growth so as to create more
such travel, and any policy that makes it easier to move in congested
central Opts of cities may lead to more concentrated growth and cor-
respondingly shorter trips. Thus, insofar as expansion of vanpooling
Or express bus service leads to longer trips, the energy savings per
passenger-mile of these modes may be offset somewhat by increases in
miles traveled, while Ole opposite may hold true far rapid rail, light
rail, or peisonal rapid-transinystems that serve downtown areas.

Because -urban grckyth depends on so many faclors, the influence
of transportation programs per se is difficult to quantify. The largest
new public transportation project completed in recent years is San
Francisco's BART system, and experience to date does not suggest
that any significant shifts in metropolitan development have occurred
there. I None of the changes in bus, vanpool, or carpool programs
discussed here would involve anywhere near the level of public finan-

Written and Published by the Congressional Budget Office, U.S. Congress, December
1977. Originally appeared as a committee print of the Senate Committee on Environment
and Public Works, September 1977

I There la some speculation tt the BART system may encourage more sprawl than
concentration, although this con has little hard dvidence to support it. See Henry Bain.
"New Directions for METRO: Lessons from the BART Experience," The Washington
Center for Metropolitan Studies (December 1976), p. 22; and Melvin M. Webber, "The
BART Experience What Have We Learned?" The Public Intereet, No. 24 (Fall 1976).
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cial'support that BART did, and the impacts of Au 1 change on urban
development would probably not be any More notceable. Neverthe-
less, the effects that changes in transportation poli y have on metro-
politan development patterns are -poorly documen d, and it should
be noted that no developmental. effect's have beer taken into account
in making the estimates presented here.

In this context, the remainder of this section summarizes CBO's
principal findings regarding energy conservation in urban transpor-
tation and some, of their implications for design of the federal, mays
transit program.
VampQo(

Of all the urban transport modes, vanpools can probably make the
greatest ontribution to energy savings on a Diliepassenger-mile basis.
The chie advantage of vanpools lies, not in 'Menr technblogy, which
is essenti that of conventional light trucks, but in the exception-
ally high loft( actors that characterize existing vanpool operations.
Ihdeed, if an of the other urban transportation modes could operate
as near to seating capacity as do vanpools, their fuel conservation
potential would be equally impressive.2 This is unlikely, however,
because none of the'other public modes operatein the peak-hour-only,
single direction,. prearranged fashion that is characteristic of van-
pools, and it is .very difficult to maintain near-capacity loads in the
absence- f these featureS. Thus, the superior energy efficiency of van-

, pools, on a per-passenger-mile basis, is not apt to be challenged:-
Rather, the conservation potential of vanpools aud carpools will prob-
ably increase relative to that of other public n des in future years
since improvements in the fuel economy of light trucks ,(and hence
of vanpools) are anticipated to be large compared to those of other
forms of public transportation.

In spite of the clear advantages of vanpools on a per-passenger-
mile basis, the contribution of vanpooling programs to national fuel
conservation remains limited because of the very s ecial(conditions
under which successful vanpools operate. Existing tip, el programs
typically operate between relatively dense cohcentr. :ens of homes
and a common, distant workplace. Roundtrips of 40 to 100 miles are
common among vanpools, although smile. operate over considerably
shorter routes .3 Because of the long trip lengths charibteristic of-van--
pools, the potential market for this service represents a small fraction
of the nation's work trips. Thus, even though vanpool programs will
probably not lead to large fuel savings at the national level, they pro-
vide one of the potentially most productive pkrts of any program
directed at urban transport energy in general. -

Furthermore, vanpool programs now nil existence indicate that this
mode can be largely self-supporting and that massive federal assist-,
ance is not needed to start or maintain vanpools. Currently, the spread
of such systems is severely impeded by state and federal regulations

2 Two' reasons vanpools ac,hleve such a high load factor are : first. the requirement that
there be enough passengers to pay both capital and operating costs; second, the driver's
financial incetalve to keep the number of passengers at or near capacity.

3 Gerald K. Miller and Melinda A. Green, "Guidelines for the Organization of Commuter ,
Van -Programs," Report prepared by the Urban Institute for the Urban Mass Transporta-
tion Administration, February 10713.
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imposed by state public utility commissions; the Interstate Commerce
Commiision, the,Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety, and various labor
laws. These regulations sometimes discourage companies from getting
involved in vanpooling and sometimes prevent several employers from
getting together to start or extend vanpool service. ,

These regulatory constraints On vanpool expansion are probably
the most fertile area for legislative action. In particular, the exemp-
tion from',, Interstate Commerce Commission and state regulation

. contained iii the proposed National Energy Act 4 could be extended
to apply to nonfederal vanpooling without damage to the existing
public transportation services that these regulations are intended to
protect.

In summary? vanpools can produce large fuel savings in special
circumstances, although these circumstances apply to only a small
segment of the pverallotravel market. Vanpool operations require little
or no public Itancial support, and it des not appear that increased

. federal spending-would be appropriate to spread the application of
this energy-efficient mode. At, present, state and federal regulations
inhibit the expansion of vanpools, and these appear to be amenable to
legislative action if the Congress elects VI encourage this mode of
transportation.
Bu8e8

, Of the conventional urban public transportation modes (subway,
trolley, and bus), buses appear to offer the greatest promise in terms
of energy conservation. Although typically the operating-energy in-
tensity of buses is only slightly better than that :of other conventional
public transpqrt modes, their modal energy is only about hal,,£ that of
new rail or trolley systems because of the access conditions and route
coverage that generally characterize bus service. Furthermore, because
express bus service can be designed to draw heavily from segni6nts of
the, market that a'e now automobile-oriented, the energy saving§ of
programs that promote new bus service are probably greater than
programs aimed at any otter public transport mode. Thatls, a new bus
trip typically means grelter eherg-y savings than a new rapid fail;'
commuter rail,, or trolley trip. Also, new bus services.even those re-
quiring exclusive rights-of-waytend to be less expensive,--ways to
draw new patronage than these other triOdes.

Current federal programs provide extensive support, for capital
costs of transit systems on an 80 to 20' matching basis. Although pri-
vate us service provides are not eligible for this support, the overall
Ivel Of capital cost support for buses does not appear to be a major
problem, at least as far as existing capital programs go.

Prcrbably,the greatest constraint to expansion of energy-efficient hus
service is operating costs. Operating deflcit4ave risen at an alarming
rate in recent years, and both federal and local governments are cau-
tious about taking any steps that might aggravate this problem. Under

4 "Neither the offering of a vanpooling arrangement pursuant to this subsection nor theoperation of a van pursuant to such an arrangement shall subject any person to regulation
as a motor carrier under part II of the Interstate Commerce Act (49 U.S.C., 301 et seq.)
or to any simPlar regulation under the laws, of the District of Columbia or of any State or
political subdivision thereof." (H.R. 8444, section 701, subsection 03).

c*.
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Section 5 of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, the Urban
Mass Transportation Administration provides up to 50 percent of the
transit operating deficit. These funds, however, are allocated among T-

urban Areas on a formula basis and generally oover substantially less
than hal of the operating losses in larger metropolitan areas. Many
observe fear that Inc4ases in the, federal money for this purpose
would ad to more inefficlecit operations, and it is not clear that expan-
sion of Section 5 support would be appropriate as part of ,an energy

costs are overwhelm-
mediately run counter

o simple ways to make

conservation program. Because bus operatin
ingly labor cost T, attempts to curb costs may
to employment goals, and there appear to be
substantial c st cuts that are acceptable to all parties involved.

Nev s, some of the innovative bus serviceiparticularly,
subscription service such as the Reston Express bus outside Washing-
ton, D.C.; 'Specialty Transit in St. Louis, Missouri ; and COM-BUS
in Los Angeles, Californiahave shown that additional bus service
can be operated at little or no expense to the public.5 The growth of
this service appears to be limited by local regulations that protect ex-
isting operators and by the concerns of labor (many peak-ligur-only
services are most efficiently run using part-time help). o .

By their nature, subscription buses usually provide private, peak-
hour-only service. Th6 primary need of this type of service is not,
federal financial' support, .but exemption from the institutional ob-
stacles that limit its growth. If the Congress wishes to provide
financial assistance to promote this service, its efforts would best be
placed, not in existing capital or operating subsidy programs, but in
programs that relax local regulations by creating job security. That is,
federal underwriting of existing transit jabs or services could give
localities the assurance that they need to experiment with innovative
supple'ments to existing bus service.

Giving buses priority in traffic through special.traffic signaling or
reservation of lanes, and'givine..buses (along with carpools, vanpools,
and. other energy-efficient *odes) exclusive right-of. way can also
greatly enhance the attractiveness and pittronage of t, rice. Exist-
ing federal programs provide. for capital support o ese services,5
but in many situations the changes required to implemen bus priority
schemes require relatively little capital expenditure, and federal as-
sistance offers little incentive to local officials. Exclusive right-of-ways
for buses, such as those on the Shirley Highway outside -Washington,
D.C., are more capital-intensive than other bus priority, measures,
and they do not have the adverse effects on automobile traffic that
separating off an existing lane for bus use implies. A more aggressive
federal program in the area of acquiring and constructing exclu-
sive, right-of-ways could be a productive way to promote the energy-
saving advantages of bus service.. Such a program could be broadly
interpreted to include relocating on-streeteparkinff to off-street whicl
would yield additional -capacity from existing facilities, and con-

Romild N. Kirby et al., Para-Transit: Neglected Options for Urban Mobility (The
Urban Institute, 1974).

the Urban Mass Transportation Administration and are funded with capital grants (Sfic-
Many of these projects are claasitled as Transporlatioa System Management (TSM) by

he
3) or, in some cases, demonstration grants. Some Federal Highway Administration

fonds (primarily money for urban - systems) can also be used for these purposes.
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structingi3ridges, by-passes, and other facilities to enhance the move-
ment a high-occupancy vehicles. Local conditions afire too diverse to
attempt to specify'such a program in detail, but designating additional
money for Urban Mass Transportation Administration Section a
funds for this purpose could be a fruitful approach. AdditOnal incen-
tives could be provided if separate federal operating assktance over
and above the existing operatingaidprooTtdri were available for those.
specific proje,Ctawith4 relatively high.paNial for saving energy. As
with the current aid program, the feileral share of operating losses
should probably be held to a maximum ofp50 percent,, to ensure some
incentives for efficient local operations.
Carpools."

Carpools can make a significant' contribution to 'energy conserva-
tion. A typical mile of tnlvel diverted to carpool saves more energy
than does diversion to any other mode except vanpool, according to
the results shown in- Table 9.. Unlike vanpools, for which.the poten-
.tial market is very small, carpools could potentially be used for a large
portion of all commuter travel. It is not clear, however, to what #xtent
additional spencting can increase catpooling.Prometion programs that
'ocate and Match potential efirpoolers are relatively inexpensive; but
they produce modest gains at best. Incentives such as free parking, or
permission to use, reserved 'right-of-Ways along with other high-
occupancy velliels -are promisingWays to use federal funding to pro--
mote carpools.

From .t he standpoint of energy conservation, dial-50ide service ap-
pears to be counterproductive. Because of low load factors and high
route circuity, dial-a-ride' is an eneroQhwasteful mode by almost any
measure. This service, however, has STiOte unique adsdiitag,es ilk being.
of use to the handicapped. ii ml the elderly, and its energy costs must,
be weighed against its social contributions.
Light Rail Tran.rtit

AlthOugh much attention has been given to light rail transit,. in
recent discussions, the energy properties of this Mode are generally
comparable to those of heavy rail transit. except for some savings in
roost niction energy and station and maintenance energy. In terms
of the estimates shown in Table f), these advantages art. sufficient to
make light, rail transit- marginally effective in conserving encrgY,
although it, appears to rank signA.lintly lower than bus, vanpool, or
carpool in terms of its conservation ;pot ential.
Antomokiles ,

Automobiles are generally the least energy-efficient of the urbifn
transportation modes. The figures in Table 9 show that diitomobiles
currently require about twice as much energy per passenger-mile as do
new rail rapid transit steills. Some of the differences apparent in a
comparison of line-haul energy requirellatnts become modified, how
'ever, when the access and circuity of fiXed-route, modes are taken into
account. Moreover, the gap between the automobile's energy require-
ments and those of other modes will shrink even further as the fuel,

2 .1
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economy standards for new cars set out in the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act and the additional automotive fuel 'economy meas-
ures now-being considered by the 'Congress start to increase the aver-
age fuel economy of the nation's automobile-fleet.

Even though 'earlier analysis by the rOngressional Budget Office
indicates that the 1985 fuel economy standard of 27.5 miles per gallon
is unlikely to be met, average new car fuel economy (combined city
and highway cycles) is nonetheless expected to jump from 17.8 miles
per gallon in 1977 to 23.3 miles per gallon in 1985, and the automobile
fleet as a whole will prObably average more than 23 miles per gallon -
by 1990.7 Comparable fuel efficiency gains are not anticipated for buses
or rail systems. Thus by the time major extension to tItese, services
could be built, their fuel efficiency advantages, where they tfOw exist,
would be reduced by roughly 20 percent. Indeed, one study concludes
that "with present power sources, the subways will lose their (oper-
ating) energy advantage over the automobile by the end of the
century." 8

0

Rapid Rail 4
Of all the commonly held notions about ,energy efficiency, probably

the most misguided are those concerning rapid rail transit. The find-
ings of the previous chapter indicate that under typical conditions new
rapid rail systems actually waste energy rather than save it. This
urpriging finding appears to conflict with the fact, that in. terms of

iterating energy per passenger-mile, Atil ranks among the, most
energy - efficient of all modes. BO when construction And station energy
are considered as well, rapid rail ranks among the le,at energy
efficient of the conventional urban public transportation modes.
Furthermore, when mode of access and circuity are included, the en- '
ergy per productive mile computed over the entire trip is greater than
that of all the other public modes, except dial-a-ride. The principal
reason for this poor performance is the considerable use of low-
occupancy private automobiles to access new rapid transit stations.
Finally, the average patron of mass transit systems is., drawn `from
a mode in which energy efficiency is better than that for the rail sys-
tem. This produces a small net loss of energy overall.

As noted earlier, exceptions to patterns such- as this are probably
not difficult to find. Slight variations in the judgments about exactly
what constitutes typical conditions could lead to a revised set of

in which the energy impact of rapid rail transit appears
somewhat favorable. But, even though it is possible to argue about the
precise value of all of-Me factors bearing on the energy intensiveness
of rail rapid transit, these fine points of discussion have little to do
with the substantWe conclusion that rail rapid transit offers hardly
any aid to the nation's efforts too save fuel. Indeed, even wildly op-
timistiC assumptions about all aspects'Of rapid rail transit lead to the
same conclusion.

Coll solopil Budget Office, President Carter's Enerim Proposals: A Perspective,
Staff Wilfrking Paper (June 1.977). (The figures reported do not nesume that nnv new car
fuel' economy regulations are in force other than those contained in the Energy Policy and

r Conservation Act.)
a Regional Plan Annociation4 "Power for the MTA." June 1977. p. 4. Subways would

still play a significant role to energy conservation Mace they permit New York City and
other large eastern cities to maintain their energy-efficient, high-density nature.
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For the purposes of illuStration, consider a prograM recently pro-
posed in the House of Representatives that would have used half of
the revenues from a 5 cent per gallon tax on gasoline and, diesel fuel
to fund various transit programs.° Although it was never intended
that these revenues would be devoted to new rail transit, projects ex-
clusively, for sake of illustration it is assumed here that they are.
Over ten years, the revenues from a 2.5 cent gasoline tax would total
about $28 billion. Based on the existing.80 : 20 matching ratio between --,
federal and local funds, this leads to transit construction expenditure's
of $35 billion over ten years. Even at today's prices, this sum would
buy fewer than six systems the size of Washington's proposed 98 -inile
Metro. Since the gasoline tax would be collected and spent in future
years when the dollar will buy less than it does now, the gasoline tax
revenues would probably not even support four Metro-like systems._

;Nonetheless, assume that six Metro-like systems are built and that,
each of these systems is fully in use by 1990. Further, suppose that
each of the six new systems carries 300 million trips per year. This is
the number of trips that the:promoters of the Metro system claim will
ride. Washington's subway AA. 1990. This figure has been attacked as
being an .unrealistiCally optimistic projection; f° it represents about
eight times.as many passengers per year as gan Francisco's 72-mile
BART system now attracts.

Further, suppose that each of these new trips is five miles long and
that each new transit trip replaces atii auto trip of identical length.

. Again, these assumptions overstate the likely effects of transit since
many new transit patrons would be former bus or carpool traVelerS,
and thus would not diminish automobile traffic very much. Also, a
great number of transit trips would still require use of a car toget to
the station.

Finally, assume that cars in 1990 average 15 miles per gallon in
urban traffic, and that rail trans systems require absolutely no energy
to operate. Again, these assuMptions favor rail transit. 'The energy
savings of the $35 billion program would then be: 6 new rapid rail
systems X 300 milliOn trips per year per systeiii X.5 miles per trip
9 billion miles, of automobile travel eliminated per year, assuming
new transit trips repltce-autoraobile, trips mile for mile. The associated
fuel savings, in terms of the conventional measure of barrels per day,

- are: 9 billion miles- of automobile travel 15 miles per gallon 42gallons per barrel 865 days per year 39,000 barrels per day, or 0.7
percent of 1976 daily consumption..

Thus, even under wildly optimistic assumptions, this $35 billion
transit program would lead to 1990 fuel savings of fewer than 40,000
barrels of oil per day. If transit .systems are assumed to have a life
of 50 years, these savings are equivalent, to a price oftabout $50 barrel
of iiil, versus the current world price of about $14.

Changing a few assumptions to more realistic values reduces the
estimate-A- fuel savings considerably. For example, assuming an av-
erage o? 150 million persons per year (Mill four times the level of

t
ConoremionalPecord, daily ed., July 29,1977. pp, 8232-31

,°-"Washington Ares Metro Rail System : Perspective. and Alternatives." Study and Re-port from the Library of Congress. Conzressional Research Service, for the Subcommitteeon Fiscal Affairs of the fommittee ho the District of Colunibia, House of Representatives,Committee Print 5-4, February 1978. .
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BART) leads to fuel savings of 20 thousand barrels,per day in 1990.
Sitpi larly, more realistic assumOions ahout the rate of which automo-
bile trips (4 displaced, about inflation and the likely costs of future
heavy rail systems, about future automotive fuel efficiency, and about
transit fuel efficiency can be shown to lead to substantially lower fuel
savings.

In view of the li ted energy conservation potential of rail rapid
transit and the eno ous capital costs of such systems, expenditure
of federal funds on hese systems for purposes of energy conservation
appears to bemisguided and possibly even counterproductive.

V

MIODLE ESTIMATES FOR VARIOUS MEASURES OF ENERGY REQUIRED BY URBAN TRANSPORTATION MODES

[All measures expressed in Btu's per passengermilel

Mode
Operating

energy 3
Modal

energy 3
Program
energy,

Single-occupant automobile
Average automobile
Carpool
Vanpool

11,000
7, 860
3, 670 ..

14, 220
10, 160

5, 450
2,420

(1
4,890
7,720

Oial-a-Ride
,1,560
9, 690 17, 230 (12, 350)

Heavy rail transit (old) 2, 540 3,990 (I)
Heavy rail transit (new) 3, 570r" 6, 580 (980)
Commuter rail 2, 625 5, 020 970

Light rail transit 3, 750 . 5, 060 30

Bus ., 2, 610 3, 070 8 3, 590

I Not applicable.
3 Propulsion only.
$ All form) of energy, computed on a door-to-door basis; adjusted for sundabout journeys.

Enargy savad (lost Rer passenger-mile of trawl induced by new prdkrams.
t(or new express bus service; regular urban be service woulJ show smaller savings.

C-



[From earing held October 5,1977, before the Senate Subcommittee
on Tran portation on the CongteSsional Budget Office Report "Urban
Trans rtation and Energy: The Potential Savings of Different
Modes,' p. 134-137,182-186, and printed for use Oldie Senate Com-
mittee h Environment and Public Works.]

A. xierpt From Comments Prepared by the Metropolitaia.,
Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority

Thy paper "Urban Transportation and Energy: The Potential Say....A.
lugs f Different Modes", prepared by the Congressional Budget Office
in S ptember; 1977 concludes, among other things, that "new rail
rapi transit systems actually waste energy rather than save it" and
that "In view of the limited energy conservation potential -of rail
rap d transit and the enormous capital costs of such systems, expend-
itu e of federal funds on these systems for .purposes of energy con-
se ation appears to be misguided and possibly even counter .

prOductive."
this finding, admittedly 'surprising in view of its contradiction on
nventjonal wisdom as the CBO researchers themselves point out, .

is arrived at after a comparison of the aggregate measures of energy
/use of alternative..urban transport modes, leading to an estimate of the
energy that would be conserved (or wasted) by switching from cer-
tain modes (including the private automobile) to others such as rail
rapid transit and buses. c .. -

This paper contains sorve'ral erroneous assumption d generali-
zations in its handling of the data, which if corrected could well lead
to totally different conclusions. These will be discussed in detail
below. However, the study's major Shortcomitng is the fundamental
premise on which it is based ; that is, it analyzes relative energy in-
tensiveness of the'different urban transportation modes regardless of
source. In the analysis, the energy consumption of the different modes
is converted to a common unit, (British Thermal Units or BTU's). No
reference fs found anywhere in the report, however, to the fact that all
energy consumed by roltd-oriented public or private transportation
(cars, carpools, van pools and buses) is generated from petroleum
products; whereas rail public transportation is unique in that elec-
trically powered vehiciles operate on elettricky which is (or can be)

- produced entirely froth coal and other nonsidetroleum sources.
r.--Any one who is even remotely aware of the so-called "energy crisis"
is fully cognizant that this situation originates not from a scarcity of
all sources of energy, but from the fact that the United States economy
has come to depend heavily on a specific source of energy, petroleum,
the domestic availability of which is rapidly being depleted, a d that
as a result the United States has come to depend largely on (preign
suppliers for its oil. This dependsncy has created a seriously term-
rating balance of payments probSm for this country, and pote
a precarious situation in which the economy of the United States
could be "shut off" at, will overnight by political factors beyond the
control of this,.nation.

President Carter's energy message clearly points out the .funda-
re'mental nature of the energy crisis:

(227) 2 3 5
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The heart of our energy problem is that our demand for fuel keeps rising
more quickly than our production, and our primary means of solving this problem
is to reduce waste and ine4iciency,

Oil and natural gas male up 75 percent of our consumption in this country,
but they represent only about 7 per cent of our reserves. Our demand for oil has
been rising by more than 5 per cent each year, but doniestic oil production has
been failing lately by more than 6 per cent. Our imports of oil have risen
sharplymaking us more vulnerable if supplies are interruptedbut early in
the 1980's even foreign- oil will become increasingly scarce. If it were possible
for world demand to continue rising during the 1980's at the present rate of 5 per
cent a year, we could use up all the proven reserves of oil in the entire world by
the end of the next decade.

Accordingly, the princiPles behind the President's plan and goals
for 1985 call for a reduction in the consumption of petroleum:gener-
ated energy .and a shift to other forms of sources energy, primarily
coal and eventually solar energy. Specifically these go s are:

. To reduce the annual growth rate in our energy emend to
less than 2 per cent ;

To reduce gasoline consumption by 10er cent;
To cut imports of foreign oil to 6 million barrels a day, less than

half the level it would be if we did not conserve;
To establish a strategic petroleum reserve of billion barrels,

about 10 months' supply ;
TO increase our coal production by more than two-thirds, to

over one billion tong a year; .

To insulate 90 per cent of American had-and--all new build-
/ ings; and,

er, use solar energy in more than 21/2 million homes..
It is inconceivable how the Congressional Budget Office could have
mpletely ignored the heart of the energy problem in analyzing en-

ergy mtensiveness ofg difrerent urban transport mkdes. The United i
pei IttStates consumes about 18 million barrels of oil pey. Of this re

than gi per cent is for transportation. Highway vehicles consu e 80
per cent of that petroleum, and the private automobile uses 71 per cent
of that share. In other words, the private automobile uses up to 34
per cent of the total amount of petroleum consumed in the United
States. The CBO report dyes not evem allude to these facts and instead,
in its very introduction the CBO report states:

However, energy is not of primary importance to transportation : less than 20
percent of the costs of owning and operating a car are traceable to gasoline and
less than 5 percent of the costs of urban public transportation are related to

I fuel. Thus, from the vantagelpoint of the provider of transport service, costs
other than fuel costs (for example vehicle purchase costs, labor costs, repair
costs, etc.) tend to be largest, thus relegating fuel costs to a position of secondary
importance. 4a

True, but are we actually dealing with the costs of energy as a
component of transportation's total costs? Or are we talking abOut
conserving a depleting resource regardless of its present, artificially
low, price to the uetir-Zoes the present price of gasoline reflect the
impending scarcity of this source of energy ? Certainly the CBO would
not suggest that the unavoidable Ahortage of petroleum will not be
eventually reflected in the energy component of transportation costs.
The statement above is illustrative of how the CBO has conipletely
missed the point: even assuming that urban .rail transportation is
more energy- intensive than highway-vehicle oriented transportation,
rail transit can be powered by an energy source that does not use any
Petroleum.

1



B. Excerpt From Comments Prepared by the Regional Trans-
portation Authority (Chicago)

.. When the oil embargo of 1973 was in effect, a series of quick and
otherwise undistinguished computations were carried out to see
whether mass transit might be of some use in conserving energy. It
was reasoned that if the nation used little oil during the years when
mass transit flourished and automobiles were not yet in 'ex! ensive rise,
then a- return to a modern version of that condition would greatly
reduce oil use, The overwhelming numbers of automobiles, well in
excess of 100 million new and increasing every year, lead the analysts
to conclude thiS argument was not realistic. There are simply too many
cars in comparison to the 50,000 odd transit vehicles. It would take at
least 15 years according to traditional calculations to develop enough
public transportation nationwide to replace a significant portion of
auto trips. This ,misunderstanding of the potential of transit to in-
fluence trips came from the simple arithmetic comparison of numbers,
of assuming that trips are based purely on number of occupancy seats
available:

To determine whether transit had any potential for alleviating the
energy crisis, analysts began carrying out detailed theoretical calcula-
tions. Unfortunately, the only data available, giving relative efficiencies
of bus engines as compared to car engines for example, limited analysis
to an established procedure of computing relative efficiencies of transit
vehicles versus automobiles. Thus a bus and a car traveling side by Side
on an expressway could, be directly compared to see which used less
energy. Electric rapid transit posed a special difficUlty since gasoline is
not used and a conversion must be made based on various assumptions
to convert kilowatts to some "equivalent; gallons per mile, a question-
able approach at best.

Assumptions also had to be made about the number of people riding
on a bus or car, and here a great dichotomy developed. At rush hour,
transit is packed and the efficiency is very high; after rush hour, and
especially after midnight, transit has few riders and is very inefficient.

, How can this be reconciled into a single number? There is no way to do
this to produce a unique answer. Depending on how the averages are
taken, any nd of efficiency can be- computed. The hope was that some-
hoiv these mputations for an individual bus or tar would reflect total
energy u patterns within the community.

Thus reports became long and involved, with any prescribed result
being possible by simply juggling one, or another of the complex as-
sumptions. This unfOrtunate theoretical approach, so widely used, has
led to more confused conclusions and blind alleys than would have been
thought possible.

.

Reports of transit advocates thus contradicted reports bf automobile
advocates. A transit operation for example would point out that a large
bus, with a rush hour load of 70 people, operating in at least a part-

° (229)
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express type service generates (70 passengers) X (6 miles/gallon) =
420 passenger miles per gallon. A driver-alone compact car getting 20
miles per gallon would be achieving (20) X (1) =20 passenger miles/
gallon. For an automobile to compete with the bus at rush hour, it
would need to achieve 420 miles per gallon.

Detractors of this computation complain that the bus must make a
return trip, whereas the cafdoes not, so that if the loading is less on the
return trip, then same kind of average should be taken to reduce this
value of 420. Advocates of transit point out this type of efficiency is
achieved every day all over the country.

Comparative computations with electric rapid transit and commuter
trains reveals an even deeper level of erratic reasoning. Proponents of
transit like to point out that electric powered service does not operate G

on 'itil.'Electricity can be generated from water, coal, nuclear othe
ch8micalization of garbage. In cities such as Seattle and San Francisco,
all pOWer is hydroelectric, generated at large dams. In Chicago, electric
power ,is from combined coal and nuclear sources. Oil as a source of
electrical power is fast disappearing infuse ands ill continue to be used
less as more coal is available.

Yet analysts persist in the notion that the kilowatts of power can
be effectively replaced through' engineering conversion to a meaning-
ful "miles per gallon of gasoline" when in fact rapid transit systems
use no gasoline. Then, by assuming very low load factors and using
large average trip distances by gas guzzler'cars to get to the transit
station, analysts are able to so`tinderestimate the efficiency of trains
as to recommend that rails should;be paved over and the passengers
transferred to buses.

. These convoluted arguments thus purport to show the Nation would
be better off if people stopped using electrical energy to get to work
and instead used buses; this leads to the non-sensical conclusion that
the Nation can reduce oil consumption by using more oil. Legislators
should not be surprised with polls showing American's faith ih institu-

. . )tions to be on the decline. .
These highly complex argumeAts are-often bent toward' ther ends.

If one agency or another wishes to inhibit cbntruction programs for.
rapid transit, so that the money can be alloated.to other needs, it can
be easily arranged to produce a computer based document "proving"
the point that transit does not save energy. A press release on nation-
wide television then announces such findings, a,s has happened, but
fails to mention snch things as the fine points orticchanging electrical
for oil energy. It is an example of how easily technical problems lend .
themselves to misinterpretation by those who stand to gain from
convoluted arguments.

Regardless of the details of these familiar techniques for computing
transit efficiencies, all contain the same basic error in analysis ; they
neglect the feedback effect between automobiles and transit. Transit
suppresses automobile use. This ability of transit to 'eliminate miles
not by attracting auto users but simply by discouraging trips is in
many cases more effective in saving energy than other considerations.
The value of transit can not be determined from computing gasoline
use -requirements of individual vehicles. The true answers lie else-
where. . . .
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C. Soft versus Hard Patk:. Amory Lovins et al.

E ERGY STRATEGY : THE ROAD NOT TAKEN?
(By Amory Lovins)*

2.1. OVERVIEW

Where are America's formal or de -facto energy policies leading us?
Where might we choose to go instead? How can we find out?

Addressing these questions can reveal deeper questionsand a few
answersthat are easy to grasp, yet rich in insight and in interna-
tional relevance. This chapter will seek to explore such basic concepts
in energy strategy by outlining and contrastingtwo energy paths that
the United States (or, b analogy, other countries) might follow over
the next MO yearslong ough for the full implications of change,
to start to emerge. The first pith resembles 1976-7 federal policy and .

is essentially an extrapolation of the .recent past. It relies on rapid
expansion of centralized high technologies to increase supplies of
energy, especially in the form of electricity. The second path combines
a prompt and serious commitment to efficient use of energy, rapid de- ,,

velopment of renewable energy sources matched in scale and in energy
quality to end use needs, and special transitional fossil fuel technol-
ogies. This pith, a whole greater than the sum i:f its parts, diverges

. radically from incremental past practices to pursue long-term goals.
It does not try to wipe the slate clean, but rather to redirect our future
efforts, taking advantage of the big energy systems we already have
'without multiplying them further. .

Both paths, as will be argued, present difficult,but very different
problems. The first path is convincingly familiar, but the economic
and sociopolitical problems lying ahead loom large, and, eventually,
perhaps, will prove insuperable. The second path, though it represents
a shift in direction, oflers many social, economic, and geopolitical ad-
vantages, including virtual elimination 'of nuclear proliferation from
the world. It is inwortant to recognize that the two paths are mutually
exclusive. Because commitments to the fir may foreclose the second,

, we must soon choose one or the otherbe ore failure to stop nuclear
proliferation has foreclosed both?

From H Energy Paths: copyright 1977 by. Friends of the Earth. Reprinted with per.mission of Ballinger Publishing Company. Amory Loving is the British representative ofFriends of the Earth, a U.S. nonprofit conservation group.1 In this chapter the proportions assigned to the components of the two paths are onlyindicative and illustrative. More exact computations, now being done by several groups inthe United,States and abroad. involve a level of technical detail which. though an essentialnext step, may deflect attention from fundamental, concepts. This chapter will accordinglyseek technical realism without rigorous prectaion or completeness. See Chapter Three formethodological diScussion. Further technical details are given in later chapters and theircitations. See also the independent but somewhat related analysis to be published in 1977by the Tinton of Concerned Scientists (1208 Mpasachusette Avenue, Cambridge, Massachu-setts 02138) as the report of the UCS Energy. Study.
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2.2. NARA ENERGY PATHS

Most official proposals for future U.S. energy policy embody the
twin goals of sustaining growth in energy consumption (assumed to
be closely and causally linked to GNP and to social welfare) and of
minimizing oil imports. The usual proposed solution is rapid expan-
sien of three sectors: coal (mainly strip-mined, then made into clec -.
tricity and synthetic fluid fuels) ; oil and glis (increasingly from Arctic
and offshore. wells) ; and nuclear fission (eventually in fast breeder
reactors). domestic resources, even naval oil reserves, are
squeezed ardin a policy that David Brower calls "strength
Through Exhaustion." Conservation, usually induced by price rather
than by policy, is conceded to be necessary but it is given a priority
more rhetorical than real. "Unconventional" energy supply is, rele-
gated to a minor role, its significant contribution postponed until
past 2000. Emphasis is overwhelmingly on the short term. Long-term
sustainability is vaguely assumed to be ensured by some eventual
combination of fission breeders, fusion breeders, and solar electric-
ity. Meanwhile, aggressive subsidies and regulations are used to fhold
down energy prices well below economic and prevailing international
levelS so that growth will not be seriously constrained.

Even over the first ten years (1976-1985), the supply enterpriSe
typically proposed in such projections is impressive. Oil and gas ex-
tra, s shift dramatically to offshore and Alaskan sources, with
nearly I new Oil wells bifshore off the contiguous forty-eight states
alone. Some 170 new coals mines open, extracting about 200 million
tons per year each from eastern underground and strip mines; plus
120 million from western stripping.- The nuclear fuel cycle requires
over one hundred new uranium mines, a new enrichment plant, some
forty fuel fabrication plants, three fuel reprocessing plants. The
electrical supply system, more than doubling, draws on some 180
new 800 megawatt coal fired stations, over one hundred forty 1000
megawatt nuclear reactors, sixty conventional and over one hundred
pumped storage hydroelectric plants, and over 350 gas, turbines.

"Work begins on new industries to make synthetic fuels from coal and
Oil shale. At peak, just building (nof operating) all these new facili-
ties directly requires nearly 100,000 engineers, over 420,000 crafts-
people, and over 140,000 laborers. Total indirect labor requirements
are twice as great.2

This ten year spurt is only the beginning. The year 20 0 finds us
with 450 to 800 reactors (including perhaps eighty fast breeders,
each loaded with 2.5 metric tons of plutonium), 500 to 800 huge
coal-fired power stations, 1000 to 1600 new coal mines and some
fifteen million electric automobiles. Massive electrification"the most
important attempt to modify 'the infrastructure of industrial society
since the railroad" 2is largely responsible for the release of waste

2 The foregoing data are from M. Carasso et al.. The Energy Supply Planning Model,
PB-245 an and PB-245 883 (Springfield, Virginia National Technical Information Serv-
ice, Bechtel Corp. report to the National Science Foundation fNSF). August 1975). The
figures assume,the production goals of the 1975 State of the Unions Message. Indirect labor
requirements are calculated by C. W. Bullard and D. A. Pilati. CAC Document 178 (Septem-
ber 1975r, Center for Advanced Computation, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
See. Chapter 1.2;

I. C. Bupp and R. Treltel. "The Economics of Nuclear Power : De Omnibus Dubitandum,"
1976 (available from Professor Bupp. HarvardSusiness School).
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heat sufficient in principle to warm the entire freshwater runoff of
the contiguous forty-eight states by 34-49° F.4 Mining coal and ura-
ndjum, increasingly in the arid West, entails inverting thousands'-of
communities and millions of acres, often with little hope of effective
restoration. The commitment to a long-term coal economy many
times the scale of tbday's makes the doubling of atmospheric carbon
dioxide concentration early in the next century virtually unavoid-
able, with the prespect then or soon thereafter of substantial and
perhaps irreversible changes in global climate.° Only the exact date
of such changes is in question.

Tiut, main ingredients of such an energy future are roughly sketched
in Figures' 2-14For the period up to 2000, this.sketch is a composite of
recent)projections published by the Energy Research and Develop-
ment d.ministration (ERDA), Federal Energy Administration
(FEA), Department of the Interior, kxxon, and Edison Electric
Institute. Minor and relatively constant sources, Rich' as hydroelec-
tricity, are omitted; the nuclear component represents nuclear heat,
which is roughly three times the resulting nuclear electric output ; fuel
imports are aggregated with domestic production: Beyond 2000, the
usual cutoff date of present projections, the picture has been extrapo-
lated to the year 2025exactly how is not important herein order
to show ics long-term implications more clearly.°

2.3. WILY IIARD PATHS FAIL

The flaws in this type of energy policy have been pointed out by
critics in and out of government. For example, despite the intensive
electrificationconsuming more than half the total fuel input in 2000
and more thereafterwe are still short of cgaseous and liquid fuels,
acutely so 'from the 1980s on, because of slow and incompletetsubstitu-
tion of electricity for the two-thirds of fuel use that is now direct. De-
spite enhanced recovery of resources iii the ground, shortages steadily
deepen in natural gason which plastics and nitrogen fertilizers de-
pendand, later, in liquid 'fuel for the transport sector (half our oil
now runs cars). Worse, at least half the energy growth never reaches
the consumer because it is lbst earlier in elaborate conversions in an
increasingly inefficient fuel chain dothinated by electricity generation
(which wastes about two-thirds of the fuel) and coal convetton
(which wastes about one-third). Thus in Britain since 1900, primary
energythe input to the fuel chainhas doubled while energy at the

, ,
*Computation concerning waste heat and to 2000 are based on data in the

1975 Energy Research and Development Admi tmtlon Plan (ERDA-44).
c, B. Bolin. "Energy and Climate." Secretari t for Future Studies (Pack. S-103 10 Stock-

holm) ; S. D. Schneider and R. D. Dennett, Ambio 4, 2 :65-74 (1975) ; S. H. Schneider, The
Genesis Strategy -iNew York : Plenum. 1976) : W. W. Kellogg and S. FL Schneider, Science
186:1163:72 (1974) : S. FL Schneider, J. Atmos.,fici. 32:2060 -66 (1975) : W. W. Kellogg,
"Effects'of Human Activities on Global Climate,- (Geneva: World-Ceterological Organiza-
tion, -OctOer 1976), and "Global Influences of Mankind on the Climate." In J. Gribbin. ed.,
Climate Change (Cambridge, England : Cambridge University Press, 1977 ; R. Rotty, "Global
Energy Demand and Related Climate Change;" IEA(M)-75-3 (Oak Ridge : Institute forEnergy Analysis, Is ember 1975) : W. Fllifele, RR-76-1, IIASA (Laxenburg, Austria), pp.
15, 144-97. The CO2 p oblem. as Hilfele shows, is remarkably insensitive to technical (e.g.,
nuclear). assumptions a high energy future is assumed. `.

"Figure 2-1 shows Only nonagricultural energy. Yet the sunlight participating In photo.
synthesis in our harvested crops is comparable to our total use of nonagricultural energy,
while the sunlight falling on all U.S. croplands and grazing-lands IsAbout twenty-five times
the nonagricultural energy. By any measure, sunlight is the largest, single energy input tothe U.S. economy today.
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point of end usethccar, furnace, or machine whose function it
fuelshas increased by,only a half, or by a third per capita; the other
half of the growth went to fuel the fuel industries, which are the
largest energy consumers. ,

z
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FIGURE 2-1

Among the most intractable barriers to implementing Figures 2-1 is
its capital cost. In the 1960s, the total investment to increase a con-
sumer's delivered energy supplies by the equivalent of one barrel of oil
per day (about 67 kilowatts of heat) was a few thousand of today's
dollarsof which, in an oil system, the wellhead investment in the
Persian Gulfwas and still is only a few hundred' dollars. (The .rest is
transport, refining, marketing, and distribution.) The capital inten-
sity of much new ,coal, supply is still in this range. But such cheaply
won resources can no longer stretch our, domestic prod,uction of fluid
fuels or electricity; and Figure 2-1 relies mainly on these, not on coal
burned directly, so it must bear the full burden of increased capital
intensity.

That burden is formidable. For the North SOIL oilfields coming into
production soon, the investment in the whole system is roughly $40,-
000 to deliver an extra barrel per day (constant 1976 dollars through-
out) ; for U.S. frontier (Arctic and offshore) oil and gas in the 1980s
it will be generallyirn the,range from $10,000 to $25,000; for synthetic
gaseous and liquid fuels 'made from c al, from $20,000 to $50,000 or
more per daily barrel.

The scale of these capital costs is enerally recognized in the in-
dustrie,s concerned. What is less widely appreciated=partly because
capital costs of electrical capacity are normally calculated per in-
stalled (not delivered) kilowatt and partly because whole system costs
are rarely computedis that capital cost is many times greater for new
systems that make electricity than for those that burn fuel directly.
For coal-electric capacity ordered today, a. reasonable estimate would

212
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be about $170,000 for the delivered equivalent of one barrel ofAoil per
day ; for nuclear- electric capacity ordered today, about $200,000-1.
rhitull.u1111. I Iiii,4,1110 Capital cost per delivered kilowatt of electric en-
ergy emerges as roughly ,one hundred times that of the traditional
direct fuel technologies on-Which our society has been built.'

The 'capital intensity of coal conversion and, even more, of large
electrical stations and distribution networks is so great that many

afford , large

analysts, such as the strategic planners of the Shell Group in London,
have, concluded that no major country outside the Persian Gi can`

d these centralized high technologies on a truly large seal
enough to run a country. They are looking, in Monte Canfield's phrase,
like future technologies whose time has passed.

Relying heavily on such technologies, the 1976-1985 energy pro-
gram proposed in the January 1975 State of the Union Message turns
out to cost over $1 trillion (in 1976 dollars) in initial investment, of

; .which tibout 70 to 80 percent would be for new rather than replace-
ment plants.8 The latter figure corresponds to about t ree-fourths of
cumulative net private domestic investment (NPDI) ¢ver the decade
(assuming that NPDI remains 7 percent of gross nati al product and
that GNP achieves real growth of 3.5 percent per year despite the ad-
verse-effects of the energy program on. other investments). In con-
trast, the energy sector has recently required only one-fourth of
NPDI. Diverting to the energy sector,not only this hefty share'of dis-
cretionary investment but also about two-thirds of all the rest would
deprive other sec that have their own cost escalation problems
and their own vT onstituencies. A powerful political response
could be expecte this capital burden is not temporary; further
up the curves 2-1 it tends to increase, and much of what
might have bee ug t to be increased national wealth 'must be
plowed back into the care and feeding of the energy system. Such
long lead time, long payback time investments might also be highly
inflationary. -

Of the $1 trillion plus 'just cited, three-fourths 'would be for elec-
trification. About 18 percent of the total investment could be saved just
by reducing the assumed average 1976-1985 electrical growth rate from
6.5 to 5.5, percent per year.8 Not suivcisingly, the combination of dis-
proportionate and rapidly increasing capital intensity, long lead times,
and economic responses is already proving awkard to the electrit util-
ity industry, despite the protection of a 20 percent taxpayer subAdy on
new power stations.1° "Probably no industry," observes Bankers Trust.
Company, "has come closer to the edge of financial disaster." In many
countries today an effective feedback loop is observable: large capital
programs .- poor cash flow 49higher electricity prices -) reduced de-

T The capital costa for frontier fluids and for electrical systems can be readily calculated
from the data base of the Bechtel model (see supra note 2).

"The Bechtel model. using 1974 dollars and Ramming ordering in early 1974. estimates
direct construction costs totaling $559 billion, including work that is in progress but not
vet commissioned In 1995 Interest. disign, and administrationbut not lend. nor escala
non beyond the GNP inflation ratebring the total to S743 billion. Including the cost of,land. and correcting to a 1978 ordering date and ,1976 dollars, is estimated by M. Carnes° toyield over $1 trillion.

"..,M. Csrasso et al.. supra note 2. ilfe - . .

d° B. Kahn et sl.. "Investment Planning in the Energy Sector." LBL-4479 /Berkeley,
(`nlIfornia : Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 1 March 1976). 84 also T. D. Mount & L. D.Chapman. in. Proceedings of the Workshop on Energy Demand (22-23 May 1976), CP-76-1(Larenburg, Austria : HASA, 1976), p. 164. ,
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mand growth worse cash flow * increased bond flotation * in-
creased debt-to-equity ratio 'worse coverage, and less attractive bonds,

poor bond sales 4 worse cash flow * higher electricity prices
° reduced (even negative) demand growth and political pressilre on

utility regulators * overcapacity, credit presSim, %nd higher cost of
money * worse cash flow, etc. This "spiral of impossibility," as Mason
Willrich has called it, is exacerbated by most utilities' failure to base
historic prices on the long-run cost of new supply: thus some must now
tell their customers that the current dollar cost of a. kilowatt-hour will

'treble by. 1985, and that two; thirds of that increase will be capital :

charges for new plants, Moreover, experience abroad suggests that even
a national treasury cannot long afford electrification : a Need York

iState-like position is quickly reached, or too little money is left over
to finance the energy uses, or both.

2.4. IMPROVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Summarizing a similar situation in Britai0 Walter Pattek.soit con-
eludes : "Official statements identify an anticipated 'energy gap' which
can be filled only IVith nuclear electricity ; the data do not support any
such conclUsion, either as. regards the 'gap' or as regardshe capability.
of filling it with .nulear electricity." We have sketched one' form of the
latter argument; letus now consider the former. '1

Despite the steeply rising capital intensity of new energy supply,
forecasts of ,energy demand made as recently as.1972 by such bodies
as the Federal Power Commission and the Department of the Interior
wholly ignored both price elasticity df demand and energy conserva-
tion. The Chase 'Manhattan Bank in 1973 (and again in 1976) saw
virtually no scope for, conservation save by minor curtailments: the
efficiency with which energy produced economic outputs **assumed.
to be optimal already. In 1977, some analysts istill predict economic
eilamity if the United States does not continue to Consume twice the
combinedcfnerky, total for Africa, the rest of North and Soutbk,Arner .

ica, and Asia except Japan. But4at have more Careful gtudies taught
us about the scope for doing WI* with the energy we likve? Since we

,cah't keep the bathtub filled because the hot ,water keepOtunning
out, do we'really ,(as Malcolm MacEwen asks) need a bigger water
heater, or could we do better with a cheap, low technology plug?

There are two ways, divided by a somewhat fuzzy line, to do more '-
With less energy. First, we can plug leaks an;;Iyods

and servicesand
e thriftier teehnolo-

gigs to produce exactly the same output of
bads and nuisancesas before, substituting other resources (capital,

itlesign, management, care, etc.) for some of the energy we formerly
Wised. When thealtireSdpf this type use today'S technologies, are advan-
tageous today by conventional economic criteria.. and have no signifi-
cant effect on lifestyleS, they are called "technical fixes."

In addition, or instead, we can make and use a smaller quantity or
a different mix of the outpfiThlhemselves, thus to some degree chang-
ing, (or reflecting ulterior changes in) our lifestyles. We might do,
this because of changes in personal values, rationing by price or:other-
wise, mandatory curtailments, or gentler inducements: 'Such "§ocial
changes" Mande carpooling.,smaller cars, mass transit, bieNtcles, walk-
ing, opening windows, dressing to suit the weather,' and extensively
recycling materials. Technical files; on the other hand, include theft-nal

o
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insulation, heat .pumps (devices like air conditioners that ,move heat
aroundoften , in either directionrather than making it from
scratch), more efficient furnaces and car, engines, less -overlightinkand
overventilation in commercial buildings, and recuperators for, waste
heat in industrial processes:Hundreds of technical and semiteChnical
analyses'of both kinds of conservation hlive been -done; in the last two
years especially, much analytic progress has beeninade.

. 'Theoretical analysis suggests that, in the long term, technical fixes
alone in the United States could probably improve endrgy Rfficiency by
a factor of at least three or four." A recent review .of specific practical
measures cogently argues that with only those technical fixes that could
be inwleinented by ,about the tUrn of the ceiituiy, Americans could
nearly, double the efficiency witli which they use energy.12.If that is cor-
rect., economic activity could increase steadily with approximately con-
stant primary energy use for the next few decades, thus stretching
present energy supplies rather than having to Add .massively.fo them.
One careful comparison shows that after correcting:. for differences of
climate, geography, hydroelectric capacity, etc., Americans would still
use about a third less energy.than they do now if they we as efficient
as the Swedes (who,se.P much room for improvement theiown.effi-

ciency).13 u.s. per,capital energy intensitytoo, is about twice that of
West Germany in.space heating, four times in transport." Much of the
difference is attributable toteermical.fixes.

Some technical fixes are already under way in the United States.
Extensive new 'federal. an state legislation is starting to, be imple-
menled. Many factories e cut tens of percent off 'their fuel cast per
ifnik-output. often, with acticallY no capital :investment. Nevi 1976
cars averaged 27 peri.en etter mileage than.1974 models. And.there is
overwhelming evident hat techrifhl fixes are generally much cheaper
than increasing energy supply, as well as quicker, safer, and of more;
lasting tienefit. They 'arcalso better for sbctire, broadly based 'employ
ment using existing skills. Most energy conservation measures and the
shifts of consumption that they occasion are relatively labor-intensive:,
'Even making more.energy.-efficientlome appliances is about twice as
good fOr jobs as is building power stations : the latter jspractically the
least labor-intensive major investment in the whole economy. r

The capital savings of conservation Are particularly impressive. In
the terms used above. the investments needed to save the equivalent
of an extra barrel of-xiil per day are often zero to $3500; generally
under $8000, and at most about $25,000far dess than the amounts
needed to increase most kinds of.energy'supply. Indeed, tp use energy
efficiently in new buildings, especially commercial ones, the additional
capital cost is often negative: savings onsbeating and cooling equip-
ment more than pay for the other modifications.

To take one major area of potent4I saving, technical 4xe5 in new
buildingsAlmost anywhere 'in the worldcan save 50werdeirt or

. mere in office buildings. and 80 percent or more in some new J.S.T

AnwriCan InatItote of Phvalca Conference Proceedings No. 25. P,Pleient Jae of Bnergy(New York : AIP. 19751. summarized in Phyriies Today, August
" M> ROAR nhd R. Williams. Bull. Atom: BMW: 32:9. 30-?8 (November 1976) andTechnology Review, In press (1977) : see rklao L. Schloher, Ann. Rev. Energy 1:455-51S(1976) . and R. H. Socolow, "The Coming Age of Conservation," Ann. Rev. Bmergy 2: in.press (1977)

Selll er and A.J.JLiehtenberg. Science 194:1001-1R (1976).HR. L. oen and R. is. White.."Comnariaon of Energy ConstimptIon Between West i3er.
many and he United States",(Menlo Park, California :Stanford Research Institute, June
1975)'.
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houses." A recent American Ingtittite of Architects 'study concludes
that, by 1990, improved design of new buildings and modification of
.Q0 ones could save a third of our current total U.S. energy useand

. salve money too, The payback time would be °illy half that of the al-,
ternative investment in increased energy supply, sq the same capital
could be used twice over.. -

A 'second major area lies in " cogeneration," or the generating of
electricity as 'a by= product Of the process steam normally produced in
many ;industries. A Dow-study chaired. by Paul McCracken reports
that by 1985 U.S. industry could meet approximately" half its own
electricity needs\Er.otpiiii red to about. a seventh today) by this means.

. Such cogeneration would save $20-50 billion in investment, save fuel.
..egilivalent to two to three .million barrels of oil pey day, obviate the.
peed for more than fifty layge reactors, and (with flattened utility
rates1 yVld at leitst 20 percent pretax return on marginal investment.
while reducing the price of electricity to consumers." -Another meas-
ure of the-potential is thatrogenertion, whose contribution to U.S: elec:
tricity supply has fallen,from abont 15 percent in 1950 to about 4 per-
cetit todayf.Still supplies about'12 percen,t,in West Germaily. Cogener-
ation anclmore efficient use of electricity could together reduce U.S.
-use, of eleetticity by a third and central station orneration by 60 per-
cent:" Like district heating; (distribution of wa'-str heat as hot water
via-insulated pipes to heat buildings), U.S. cogeneration. is field back
only by institutional barriers. Yet these are smaller than those that
were overcome when the present utility industry was eStablished.

So great is the scope for technical fixes now that the TT.S could
spend several hundred billion dollars on them iiiitially t)lus several
hundred million dollars per daycand still savemoney compared with
increasing the suppy ! And one would still have the fuel (witlihut the
environmental and geopolitical 'problems of getting and using it). The
harriers to, far more efficient use of energy arg_ not technical, nor. in
ang fundamental sense economic. So why df we stand here, .eoa-
fronted, as Pogo said, by insurmountable.opOrtunities?

' The answerapart from poor info'rrriatioriand ideological antipathy
And rigidityis a wide array of institutional barriers, including more
than 3000. conflicting andoften obsolte building codes, an innovation-
resistant building industry, lhek of 'mechanisms to ease the transition

15-A. D..Little. Inc.. "An Impact Assessment a ASFIRAE Standard 90-75." report to FEA..
C,.-78209. December 1975 : I K Snell et al. (National Bureau of Standards). "Energy Con-
servation in Office Buildings : Some United States Examples." International CIB Symposium
on Energy Conservation do the Built Environment (Building Research' Establishment. Gar-
ston, Watfo.td, England. April 1970 (Hornby. Lancs.,: Construction Press Ltd:. 1976) ;
Owens-Corn flia Fiberglas (Toledo. Ohio). The Arkansas Story." 1975 ; E. Hirst. Science
194 ;1247 (1976) : recent publications of the. Amerlean Institute of Architetts (Washing-
ton. D.C.) ; publn-NIIndell-Bloome Associates. A_ Study of Existing energy linage on Long
'Island and the Impact of Energy Conscrration Solar Energy, Total Energy and Wind. Sys-
Unix on Future Reg41rementn (Ntly York, 31 October 10751.

le P. w. McCiacken etval. Induntriat Energy Center Study, Dow ChemIrn1 Co. e al. report
to NSt. PB-2443 824. NTIS. Junk 1975. Two 1,01portnnt studies published more recently
have eitimined a wider range of M2PR and typeS of cogeneration systems a ml have concluded
that the Dow report substantially underestimates the potential : S. E. Nydick et al., "A
Study of nplant Electric Power Generation to the Chemical. Petroleum Refining. and Pane!'
and Pul Iiadustries." Thermo Electron Corporation report to FEA. WI-255-65R and 659.
NTIS 11n 1976: and R. H. Williams. The Potential for Electricity, Generation as n By;
product of Industrial Steam Production in New Jersey, report to N.J. Cabinet Energy
Committee (Princeton, New Jersey ; Center for Environmantal Studies. Princeton Unfree-

. sity. 21 June 19761 .
77 Ross and Vitil ams. supra note 12. A further 5 quad' Saving In U.S. primary 'energy

throng rently economic combined heat and power stations and district heating.grids--'
which conk at least half the U.S. populationis calculated by J. Karkheck et al..
Science 194 ;948-55 (1977). '. -.. .--
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from kinds of work that we no longer need to kinds we do need, opposi-
4,4,L6tion by strong unions to schemes that would transfer jobs from their

members to Iarger numbers of less ."skilled" workers, promotional
.11atility_rate structures, fee structures giving building-engineers a fixed
percentage of prices of heating and cooling equipment they install,
inappropriate tax and mortgage policies, conflicting signals to Con-
sumes, misallocation of conservation's costs and benefits (builders
versus buyers, landloards versus tenants, etc.), imperfect access to
capital markets, fragmentation of government responsibility, 'etc.

Though economic answers are not always right answers, properly
using the markets we have (see Chapter 1.5) may be the greatest single
step we could take toward a sustianaVle, humane energy future. The
sound economic principles we need to apply, include flat (even inverted)
utility rate structures rather than discounts for large users, pricing
energy according to what eixtra supplies will cost in the long run
("long-run marginal cost pricing"), removing subsidies, assessing the
total costs ofienergy-using purchases over their whole operating life-
times ("life cycle costing"), counting the costs of complete energy .

systems including all support and distribution systems, properly assess-
ing and charging environmental costs, valuing assets by what it would
cost to replace them, dicounting appropriately, and encouraging com-
petition through antitrust enforcement (including at least horizontal
divestiture of giant energy corporations).

Such practicing of the market principles we preach could go very far
to help us use energy efficiently and, get it from sustainable sources.
But just. as clearly, there are things the market cannot do, like reform-
ing building codes or utility practices. And whatever our means, there .

is room for differences of opinion about how far we can achieve, the
great theoretical potential for technical fixes. How far might we in-
stead choose, or he driven to, some of the "social changes" mentioned
earlier? t,

There is no definitive answer to this questionthough it is arguable
that if we are not clever enough to overcome the institutional barriers

. to implementing technical fixes, we shall certainly not be clever enough
to overcome the more familiar but more 'formidable barriers to increas-
ing energy supplies. My own view of the evidence is, first, that North
Americans are adaptable enough to ilSe technieatfixes alone to double,
in the next few decades. the amount of social benefit:wrung from each
unit of end-use energy; and second, that value changes that could either
replace or. supplement those technical changes are also occurring
rapidly. If either of these views is right, or if both are partly right,
North Americans should he able to double end-use efficiency by the turn
of the century or shortly thereafter, with minor or no changes in life-
styles or values save increasing comfort for modestly increasing num-
bers. then over the period 2010-2040 to shrink per capita primary en-
ergy Use to perhaps a third or a quarter of today's." (The former

A ealculntIon for Cnnada supports this vlew : A.B. !myths. Conserver Society Notes(Ottawa : Selenee Council of Cnnada, Stay /.? tine 1976). pp. :I-16. Technical fixes already.approved In principle by the Canadian Cahlnet should hold approximately constant until -1990 the energy required Mr the transport, eommereial, and house-heating sectoys: sustainIng similar mensures to 2025 Is estimated to shrink per en plta primary energy to nhout halftoday's level.Plausible elmnsres are estimated to yield n further halving. The Canadianand U.S. energy systems have rather slmlInr stritetu The potential for Inerensing end.use of cieney Is eonsiderahly less In Europe than In North America : n doubling mightbe expected In Europe over the next fifty years or So, rather than the North Americanquadrupling.
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would reach the .per capita level of the wasteful, but hardly troglody-
tic, French; the latter, the level of the New Zealandep or the 1970
Swiss). Even in the case of fourfold shrinkage, the resulting society
could be instantly recognizable to a visitor from the 160s and need in
no sense be a pastoralist's utopiathough,that option would remain
open to those who may desire it.

The long-term mix of technical fixes with structural and )411ue
changes in work, leisure, agriculture, and industry will require much
trial and error. It will take many years to make up our diverse minds
about. It will not be easymerely easier than not doing it. Meanwhile,
it is easy only to see what not to do. .

If one assumes that by resolute technical fixes and modest social in-
novation North Americans can double their end-use efficiency by
shortly after 2000, then they could be twice as affluent as now w. h o-
day's level of energy use, or as affluent as now while using only ha he
end-use energy they use today.. Or they might be somewhere in
tweensignificantly.more affluent, (and equitable) than today but with
less end-use-energy. .

Many analysts-now regard modest, zero, or negative growth in the
to of energy use in industrial countries as a realistic long-term goal.
resent annual "U.S. primary energy demand, foi example, is about

seventy-five, quadrillion BTU ("quads"), : most official projections
for 2000 envisage growth to 130-170 quads. I- ever, recent work at
the Institue, for Energy Analysis, Oak Ridge, u er the 'direction of
Dr. Alvin Weinberg, suggests that standard rlrojec .cins of energy de-
mand are far too high because they do not take into a count changes in
demographic and economic trends. In June 1976 tl e institute con-
sidered that with a conservation program far more dest Than that
contemplated in this article, the likely range of U.S. rimary energy
demand in the year 2000 would be about 101-126 qua , with the lower

-end of the range-more probable and end-use energy eing ab 60-65
quads, much less than is considered here. In early 197 , Pro sorsil. H.
Willizinis-and F. von Hippel of Princeton Univers 1 wise showed
in their testimony to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's GESMO
hearings' that 112 quads in 2000 could be considered a "business -as-
usual" projection assuming only the conservation measures already
enacted, with further modest conservation yielding only ninety-five
quads. And, at the further end of the speCtrutn," projections of U.S.

`primary energy for 2010 being seriously studied, by the Committee on
Nuclear and Alternative Energy Systems, a major U.S. National
Research Council study due to report in mid-1977, ranged as low as
about seventy quads (fifty-four quads of fuels plus sixteen of solar
energy), with an even lower figure, (forty to fifty quadS total primary
energy) being examined.

As the basis for a coherent alternative to the path shown in Figure
2-11, Figure 2-2 sketches a primary energy demand of about ninety-five
quads for 2000a value that the above data suggest is by no means the
lowest that could be realistically considered. Total energy demand
would gradaully decline thereafter as inefficient buildings, machines,,
cars, and energy systems are slowly modified or replaced. Let us now
explore the other ingredients of such a pathstarting with the "soft"
supply technologies which, spurned in Figure 2-1 as insignificant, now
assume great importance.

2
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2.5. SOFT ENFMGY -TECIINOLOIEES

There exists today a body of energy technologies that have certain
specific features in common and that offer great technical, economic,
and political attractions, ybt for which there is no generic term. For

'` lack of a more satisfactory term, I Shall call them "soft" technologies :
a textural description, intended to mean not vague, mushy, speculative,
or ephemeral, but rather flexible, resilient, sustainable, and benign.
Energy paths dependent on soft technologies illustrated in Figure 2-2,
will be called "soft" energy paths, as the "hard" technologies sketched
in Chapter 2.2 constitute a "hard" path (in both senses). The distinc-
tion between hard and soft energy paths rests not on how Much energy
is used, but on the tech ical and sociopolitical structure of the energy
system, thus focusing o attention on consequent and crucial political
di ff,erences. ,

In Figure 2 -2, then, the social 4tructure is significantly shaped by
the rapid deployment of soft technologies. These p.lefined ;by five
characteristics:

1. They rely tin renewable energy flows that ,arse -always thefe
whether we use them 'or not, sqcsh as sun and winefind,iregefation :

on energy income, not on depletable energy capital.,
2. They are diverse, so that as a national treasuryeruns on many

small tax contributions, so national energy supply is an aggregate -
of very .many individually modest conttibutions, each designed
for maximum effectiveness in particulaifcircumstances.

3. They are flexible and relatively technologywhich does
not mean unsophisticated, but rather, eau to understand and use
without esoteric skills, accessible ratherthan arcane (see Chapter''''
Nine). -`s.

4. They are matched ii scale and in geographic distribution to
end use needs, taking advantage of the free distribution of most
natural energy flows.
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5. They are matched in energy quality to end-use needs: a key
feature that deserves immediate explanation.

People do not want electricity or oil, nor such economic abstrac-
tions as "residential services," but rather comfortable rooms, light, ve-
hicularmotion, food, tables, and other real things. Such end -use needs
can be classified by_the physical nature of the task to be done (see Chap-
ter Four). In the United States today, about 58 percent of all energy at
the point of end use is required as heat, split roughly 23-25 bet,ween
temperatures above and below the boiling point of water. (In Westerrk
Europe the low temperature heat alone is often a half of all end -use
energy.) Another 38 percent of all U.S. end, use energy provides me-
chanical motion : 31 percent in vehicles, 3 percent in pipelines, 4 perct
in inchlstrial electric motors. The 'rest, a mere 4 percent of delivered
energy, represents all lighting,' electronics, telecommunications, elec-
trometallurgy, electrochemistry, arc welding, electric motors in home
appliances and in railways, And similar end uses that now require
electricity.

Some 8 percent of all U.S. energy end use, then, and similarly little
abroad (see Chapter 4), requires electricity for purposes other than
low temperature heating and cooling. Yet, since we actually use elec-
tricity for many such low grade purposes, it now meets 13 percent of
U.S. end-use needsand its generation consumes 29 percent of U.S. --
fossil fuels. A hard energy path would increase this 13 percent figure
to 20-40 percent (depending on assumptions) by the year 2000, and
far more thereafter. But this is wasteful because the laws_ot-physics
require, broadly speaking, that a power station change three units of
fuel into two units of almost useless waste heat plus' one unit of elec-
tricity. The electricity can do more difficult kinds' of work than can the
original fuel, but unless this extra quality and versatility are useclto
advantage,Ohe costly process of upgrading the fueland losing two-
thirds of itis all for naught.

Plainly we are using premium fuelsrand etectricity for many tasks
for which their high energy quality is superfluous, wasteful, and ex-.
pensive, and a hard path would make this inelegant practice even more
common. Whpre we want only to create temperature differences of tens
of degrees, Ybe should meet the need with sources whose potential is
termor hundreds' of degrees, not with a flame temperature of thousands
or a nuclear reaction temperature equivalent to trillionslike cutting
butter with a chainsaw.

For some applications, electricity is appropriate and indispensable : -
electronics, melting, subways, most lighting, some kinds of ,mechan-
ical work, And a few more. But these uses are, already oversupplied,
and fokthe other, dominant, uses remaining in our energy economy
this special form of energy cannot give us our money's worth (in many
parts of the United States today it already costs 50-120 per barrel
equivalent). Indeed, in probably no industrial country today can ad-
ditional supplies of electricity bes used to thermodynamic advantage
that would justify their high cost j'n money and fuels.

So limited are the U.S. end uses that really require electricity that
by applying careful technical fixes to them.we could reduce their 8

,percent total to about 5 percent (mainly by reducing commercial over-
/ lighting), whereupon we could probably cover all those needs with

present U.S. hydroelectric capacity plus the cogeneration capacity
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avaAable in the mid to late 1980s." Thus an affluent industrial economy,
cou advantageously operate with no central power stations at all !
In practice we would not necessarily -want to go that far, at least not
for a long ti e; but the possibility illustrates how far ,we are from
supplying e rgy. only in the quality needed for the t I s hand.

;Just is technologies' matching of energy qualit nd-use
' needs cirtkita eliminates the costs and losses of se. dary energy

., ,,conversi -. I Appropriate, scale (see Chapter Fve) of soft tech -
no -.n ly eliminate the costs and losses f energy distribu-

;.); 4. .:;.,,, Ind uses can indeed achieve at least five import-
ri t 1 4.. .. see Chapter Five) not available to larger,

mor ,,..,,iktst s. Tie first. type is reduced and shared over-.,..,.

beam., if yolir electricity' bill is fixed distribution costs
to payv ds of a sprawling energy system : transmission
li s, !;.4-'':. , cablgs, meters and people to read, them, planners,
h adq. Kt,: , ne computers, interoffice memos, advertising agen-
cies. Fs 11-

..,;!. :,--,t , left& some fossil fuel systems,'clistribution accounts
for mo r .- t o).total capital cost, and administration for a sig-
nifica total operating cost. Local or domestic energy
syste even eliminate these infrastructure costs. The
resu far outweigh the extra costs of the dispersedin
main tire that, the small systems require, partici
larly N fucture already exists or can be. shared
plumberso eaters as well as sinks).

) 'Small Setae rin further savings by virtually eliminating distribu-
tion losses, which; re cumulative and pervasive in centralized efiergy,
systems (particularly those using high quality energy). Small systems
also avoid direct diseconomies of scale, such as the ffEequent_ unreli-
ability of large units and the related need to provide instant "spin-
ning reserve" capacity on electrical grids to replace large stations that
suddenly fail. Small systems with short lead times greatly reduce
exposure to interest, escalation, and mistimed .derrind forecasts
major indirect diseconomies of large scale.

The fifth type of economy available to small sys ern arise from
mass pro( uction. Consider, as Henrik Harboe suggests, 'the 100.odd
million c in the U.S. In round numbers, each car probably has an
average co t of less than.$4,000 and a shaft power ove kilowatts
(134 horse ower). Presitmably a good eng-ineecould build a gener-

' ator and upgrade an automobile engine to a reliable, 35 percent effici-
ent diesel- at no greater total cost, yielding a mass produced diesel
generator unit costing less than $40 per kW. In contrast, the motive
capacity in U.S. central power stations currently totaling about one-
fortieth as much as in U.S. carscosts perhaps ten times more per
kW, partly because it is not mass produced. This is not to 'argue for
the widespread use of diesel generators; rather, to suggest that if we
could build power stations the way we build cars, they would cost at
least ten times less than they do, but we can't because they're too big.

p In view of this sc-ope, for mass-producing small systems, it is not sur-
prising that at least, one European car maker hopes to go into the wind
machine and heat pump business. Such a niaTket can be entered in-

.

19 Ttw Beale of potential conefer va [Ion In this Area In given In Roo. au.] WIllIntlie. aupra
note 12 ; the natio of potential cogeneration capacity Is from McCracken et al.. aim from
Nydlck et al., eupra note 16.

2 CS,
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mentally, without the billions of dollars' investment required for(
ay, liquefying natural gas or gasifying coal. It may requireia produc-

tion philosophy oriented toward technical simplicity, low replacement
cost, slow obsolescence, high reliability, high volume., and low markup;
but these are familiar concepts in mass production. Industrial resist-
ance would presumably melt whenas witti pollution abatement
equipmentthe scope for profit was perceived.

This is not to say that all energy systems need be at domestic scale.
bject is to crack nuts with nutcrackers and drive pilings with

ha mers, not the reverse: to use the most appropriately scaled
tool f r the job and-so minimize costs, including social costs. In some
cases this will re dire big systems, chiefly the existing hydroelectric
da . In most es the scale needed wilr be smaller. For example,
the medium seal/. of urbali neighborhoods and rural villages offers
fine prospects for solar collectorsespecially for adding collectors to
existing buildings of which sotne (perhaps with large flat roofs) can
take excess collector area while others cannot take any. They crild
be joined via communal heat storage systems, saving on labor cost
and on heat losses. The costly craftwork of remodeling existing sys-
tems"backfitting" or "retrofitting" idiosyncratic houses witltflindi-
vidual collectorscould thereby be greatly reduced. Despite these
advantages, medium-scale solar technologies are currently receiving
little attention apart from a condominium village project in Vermont
sponcbred by the, Department of -Housing and ITrban Development
and the one hundred dwelling unit Mejannes-le-Clap project in
France. .

The schemes that dominate ERDA's solar research budgetsuch as
making electricity from huge collectors in- the desert,' or from tem-
perature differences in the oceans, or from Brooklyn Bridge-like
satellites in outer spacedo not satisfy our criteria, for they are
ingenious high technology ways to supply energy in a form and at a
scale inappropriate to most end-use needs. jot all solar technologies
are soft. Nor, for the same reason, is nuclea fusion a soft techn61-
ogy.2° But many genuine soft technologies are now available and are
now economic. What are some of them?

Solar heating and, imminently; cooling head /the ligt. They are in-
crementally cheaper. than electric heating. and far 'more inflation-
proof. practically anywhere in the world." In the -United States
(with fairly high average sunlight levels), they are cheaper than pres-
ent electric heating virtually anywhere. cheaper than. oil heat. in many
parts, and cheaper than gas and coal in soihe. Even in the least favor-

20 Assuming (which Is still not certain) that controlled nuclear fusion works, it willalmost certainly he more difficult. complex. and costlythough safer and perhaps morepermanently fueled-then fat breeder reactors. See W. D. Metz, Science 192: 1520-23
(1976) ; 193:38-40. 76(1976) ; and 193:307 -309' (1976). But for three renithils we ought, not to pursue f vsion. First. It generally, produces copious fast neutrons that can and
probably would he used to make homb materials. Second, If it turns out to be rather "dirty,'"
as most fusion experts expect, we shall probably us ,znyWay. whereas If it is cleaq. we
shall so overuse It that the resulting heat release will t r glohnl climate : we should Prefer
energy sources that, give us enough for our needs whit' denying us the excesses of concen-
trated energy th 'which we might do mischief to the earth or to each other. Third. fasion
Is a clever way do something we don't really want to do, namely to find pet another,gom-pie', costly. lar -scale, centralized, high technology way to make electricity -all of Witch
goes In the wrong direction. ,.

2, Partial or total solar heating is attractive and is belhg demonstrated even In :cloudy
countries approaching the latitude of Anchorage. Mich as Denmark and the Netherlands
(International MB Symposium. supra note 15) and Britain (Rotor Energy: United King-
dom Assessment, International Solar Energy Society, London, May 1976). See also Chap-ter Seven, note 38. I
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able parts of the continental United States, far more sunlight falls on
a typical building than is required to heat and cool it without supple-
ment; whether this is considered economic depends on how ,the
accounts aFe done.22 The difference in solar input between the, most
and least favorable parts of the lower forty-nine states is generally
less than twofold, and in cold -regions, the long heating season can
improve solar economics.

Ingenious ways of backfitting existing urban and rural buildings
(even large commercial ones) or their neighborhoods with efficient
and exceedingly reliable solar collectors are being rapidly 'cle-'
veloped in both the private and public sectors. In some recent
projects, the lead time from ordering -to operation bas been
only a few months. good solar hardware, often modular, is going
into pilot or full scale production over the next ew years, and will
increasingly be integrated into buildings as a m t ipurpose structural
element. thereby sharing 'costs. Such firms Philips, Honeywell,
Revere, Pittsburgh Plate Glass, and Owens-Illinois, plus tnany dozens
of smaller firms, are applying their talents, with,rapid and accelerat-
ing effect, to reducing unit costs and improving performance. Some
novel)types of very simple collectors with far lower costs also show
promise in current experiments. Indeed, solar hardware per se is
necessary only for backfitting existing buildings. If we build new
buildings properly in the first place, they can use "passive" solar
Collectorslarge south windows or glass-covered black south'walls
rather than special collectors. If we did this to all new houses in the
next *twelve years, we would save about as much energy as we expect
to recover from the Alaskan North Slope.23

Second, exciting developments in the conversion of agricultural,
i forestry, and urban wastes to methanol and other liquid and gaseous
fuels now offer practical, economically interesting technologies
Sufficient to run an efficient TT ;S. transport sector.24 Some bac-
terial and enzymatic routes under study look even more promising,
but presently proved processes already offer sizable cohtributions with-
out the inevitable, climatic constraints of fossil fuel combustion. Or-

. ganic conversion 'technologies must be sensitively integrated with
agriculture and forestry's° as not to deplete the soil; most current
methods seem suitable in this respect, through they may change the
farmer's priorities by making his whole yield of biomass (vegetable
matter) salable.

The required scale of organic conversion can be estimated. Each
year the TT., beer and wine industry, for example, microbiologically
produces 5 percent as many gallons (not all alchohol, of course) as
the TT.S. oil industry produces gasoline. Gasoline, has 1.5 to 2 times
the fuel value of alcohol per gallon. Thus a. conversion industry

n Solar heating cost Is traditionally computed microeconomically for a consumer whose
alternntive fuels are not Priced at long-run marginnt cost (see. e.g.. G. Bennington et al.'s

. MITRE study M76/79, An Economic Analynik of Solar Water and Space Heating" (Novem-
ber 19761. announced by the ERDA Solar Division on 29 Deeemher 1976 (release 79-3761.
which also assumes unrealistically high solar co.tta and 100% backup capki,Ity). Another
method would he to compare the total cost (capital and life cycle) of the solar system with
the total cost of the other aomplete IlysteMs that would otherwise! have toddle used In the'
inag run to hea the same space. On that bag's. 100 percent solar heating.

nJ
elven-with twice

the canital c of two-thirds or three-fnurths-nolar heating.); almost ways advantageous.
Ace Chapte Eight, and H, A. Bathe and A. B. Dovins, each ge of letters. Foreign Affaire,
April 1977. -,

21R. W. BURN, Bull. Atom Scient. 32 . 3. 32 40 (March 1976),
"A.D. Poole and R.H. Williams, Bull. Atom. Solent. SE:" 48 5M (May 1970)
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roughly ten to fourteen times the physical scale (in gallons of fluid,
output per year) of U.S. cellars and breweries,. albeit using different .

processes, would produce roughly one-thirdof the present gasoline
requirements of the United States. If one assumes a transport sector
with three times today's average efficiencya reasonable estimate for
early in the next centurythen the whole of the transport needs could
be met by organic conversion. The scale of effort required does not
seem unreasonable, since it would replace in function half the present
refinery capacity.

Additional soft technologies include wind hydraulic systems ( spe-
cially those with a vertical axis), which already seem likely in ny
design studies to compete with. nuclear power in much of North Amer-
ica and Western Europe. But wind is not restricted . to mak-
ing electricity : it can heat, pump, heat-Turnp, or compress air.
Solar Process heat, too, is coming along rapally as we learn to use
the 5800° C potential of sunlight (much hotter than a boiler
Finally, high and low temperature solar collectors, organic con-vertes,

more
wind machines can form symbiotic hybrid combina-

t ions more. attractive than the separate components.
Energy storage is often said to be a major problem of energy. in-

come technologies. But. this "problem" is largely an artifact of trying
to recentralize, upgrade and redistribute inherently diffuse energy
flows. Directly storing sunlight or windor, for that matter. elec-
tricity from any sourceis indeed difficult on a la e .stele. But it is
easy if done on a scale and in an energy quality ma .hed to most end
use needs. Daily, even seasopl. storage of low and 1i-tedium tempera-
ture heat at the point of use is straightforward A-ith water tanks, rock
beds, or perhaps fusible salts. Neighborhood heat storage is even
cheaper. In industry. wind-generated compressed air can easily (and,
with due care, safely) be stored to operate machinery : the technology
is simple. cheap. reliable, and highly developed. (Sonic European
cities even used to supply compressed air as a standard utility.) In-
stalling, pipes to distribute hot. water (or compressed air) tends to be
consideribly cheaper than installing equivalent electric distribution
capacity. Hydroelectricity is stored behind dams. and organic conver-
sion yields readily stored liquid and gaseous fuels. On the whole,
therefore, energy storage is much less of a problem in a soft energy
economy than in a hard one.

Recen search suggests that a largely or wholly solar economy can
be construe ed in the ITnited States with straightforward soft. tech-
nologieS tlii t are now demonstrated and now economic or nearly
economic.2 .'uch a conceptual exercise does not require "exotic" meth-
ods such a sea-thermal. hot- dry -rock -geothermal, cheap (perhaps
organic) plitmovoltair or solar-thermal electric systems. If developed,
as some probably will be, these technologies could be convenient, but
they are in no way essential for an industrial society operating solely
on energy income. .

,

Figure 2-2 shows a plausible and realistic. growth pattrn, based on
several detailed assessments for soft technologies given aggressive sup-

2' For examples. see the Canadian computations In A B Loy Inm Connertcr moefety Notes
(supra note 1R). Bent Svironsen's Danish estimates In ifri.nce :2115-60 (1975), and, as

-a useful data Mule, the forthcoming eattrfifftes by the Union of Concerned Scientists (supra
note 1).
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port. The useful output from these technologies would overtake, art-
Mg in the 1990s, the output of nuclear electricity shown in eve the
most sanguine federal estimates. For illustration, Figure 2-2 sh
soft technologieS meeting virtually all energy neMs in 2025, reflectin a
judgment that a completely soft supply mix is practicable in the long
run, with or without the 2000-2025 energy shrinkage shown: Though
most te*nologists who have thought seriously about the rnatter will
concede it conceptually, some may be uneasy about the details. Obvi-
ously the sketched curve is not definitive; for although the general
direction of the soft path must he shaped soon, the details of the energy
economy in 2025 would not be committed in this century. To a large
extent, therefore, it is enough to ask yourself whether Figure 2-1 or
2-2 seems preferable in the 1975-2000 period.

A simple comparison, shown schematically in Figure 2-3, may help.
Roughly half, perhaps more, of the gross primary energy being pro-
(bleed in the hard path in 20'25 is lost in conversions. A firther appre-
ciable fi'action is lost, in distribution. Delivered end-use erlergy is thus
not vastly'greater than in the soft path, where conversion and distri-'
bution losses have been all but eliminated. (What is lost can often be
used levt.ally for heating, and is renewable, not deple .) But the
soft path makes each unit of end-use eni.rgy Dello see < .1 times as
much social function as it would have done in the hard path; so in a
conventional sense, social welfare, in the, soft path in 2025 is substan-
tially greater than in the hard path at the same date.

2.6 TRANSITIONAL ENERGY' TECHNOLOGIES

To fuse into a coherent strategy the benefits of energy efficiency and
of soft technologies, we need one further ingredient : transitional tech-
nologies that use fossil fuels briefly and sparingly to build n bridge
to the energy income economy of 2025, conserving those fuels--espe-
cially oil and gasfor petrochemicals (ammonia, plastics, etc.) and
leaving as mall as possible in the ground for emergency use only

Some. transitional technologies have already been mentioned under,
the heading of conservation specifically, cogenerating electricity
from existing industrial am and using existing waste heat, for dis-
trict. heating. Given such Measures, i increasedncased end-use ffiefficiency, and
the rapid development biomass alcohol as a portable liquid fuel,
the principal short- and medium-termed problem becomes. not a short-
age of electricity or of portable lieuid fuels. but a shortage of clean
sources of heat. It i above all the sophisticated use of coal, chiefly at
modest. scale. that needs development. Technical measures to permit
the highly efficient use of this widely available fuel would be the. most
valuable transitional technologies.

Neglected for so many years. coal technologies is now ex-
periencing a virtual revolution. We are developing supercritical
gas extraction. 'flash hydrogenation. flash pyrolysis, panel-bed filters,
and similar ways to use coal cleanly at essentially any scale and to
cream off valuable liquids and gases as premium fuels before. burning
the rest. These mtln-xls largely avoid the costs. complexity, inflexi-
bility, technical risks, long lead times. large scale, and tar formation
of the traditional processes that now dominate (bur research.

.)-
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FIGURE 2-3. Schematic Sketch of Gross Primary Energy, End-Use Energy, and
Onantity of Functiond Performed by End-Use Energy in Hard, and Soft En-
ergy' Paths.

Perhaps the most exciting current- development is the so-called
fluidized bed system for burning coal (or virtually any other com-
bustible material). Fluidized beds. are simple, versatile devices that
add the fuel a little at a time; to &much larger mass of small, inert,
red-hot particlessand or ceramic pelletskept suspended as an agi-
tated fluid by a stream of air continuously blown up through it froln
below. The efficiency of combustion, of other chemical reactions (such
as sulfur renioval), -and of heat transfer is remarkably high because
of the turbulent mixing and large surface area of the particles. Fluid-
ized beds have long. been used as chemical reactors and for burning
trash, but are now ready to be commercially applied to raising steam
and operating turbines. In one system currently available from Stal-
Laval Turbid AB of Sweden, eight off the shelf, 70 megawatt gas

2 (3
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turbines powered by fluidized bed combusters, together with district-
heating networks and heat pubips, would heat as many houses as a $1
billion plus coal gasification plant, but would use only two fifths as
much coal, cost a half to two-thirds as much to build, and burn more
cleanly than a normal poster station with the best modern scrubbers."

Fluidized bed boilers and turbines can power giant industrial com-
plexes, especially for cogeneration, and are relatively easy to backfit
into old municipal power stations. Scaled down, a fluidized bed can
be' a tiny household deviceclean, strikingly simple, and flexible
that can replace an ordinary furnace or grate and can recover com-
bustion heat with an efficiency over 80 percent.27 At medium scale
such technologies offerjersatile boiler backfits and _improve heat re-
covery in flues, With only minor modifications they can burn practi.-
cally any fuel. It is essential to commercialize all these systems now
not to waste a decade on highly instrumented but noncommercial pilot

-plants constrained to a narrow, even obsolete design philosophy.28
Transitional 'technologies can be built at appropriate scale so that

soft technologies can be, plugged into the system-later. For example,
if district heating uses. hot water tanks on a neighborhood scale,
those tanks can in the long run bey heated by neighborhood solar col-

; lectors, wind-driven heat pumps, a factory, a pyrolyzer, a geothermal
well, or Whatever else becomes 'locally available offering flexibility
that is not possible at today's excessive scale.

Both transitional and soft technologies are worthwhile industrial
investments that can recycle moribund capacity and underpsed skills,
stimulate exports, and have engaging problems to innovative technol-
ogists. Though neither glamorous nor militarily useful, these tech-
nologies are socially effectiveespecially in poor countries that need.
such scale? versatility and simplicity even more than rich countries do.

Properly used, coal, conservation, and soft technologies together can
squeeze the "oil and gas" wedge, in ?Figure 2-2 from both sidesso far
that most of the frontier extraction and medium-term imports of oil
and gas become unnecessary and conventional resources are greatly
stretched.: Coal can fill the real gaps in the fuel economy with only a
temportry and modest (less than twofold at peak) expansion of
mining, not requiring the enormoudinfrastructure and social impacts
implied by,the scale of coal use in Figure 2-1.

In sum, Figure 2-2 outlines a prompt redirection of 'effort at'the
margin that lets us use fossile fuels intelligently to buy the time we
need to change over to living on our energy income. The innovations
required, both technical and social, compete directly and immediately
with the incremental actions that constitute a hard energy path.:
fluidized .beds v,Orsus large coal gasification plants and coal-electric

R0 The system and its conceptual framework are described in several papers by H. Ilarboe,
Managing Director, Stal-Laval (G.B.) Ltd., 41-7 Strand, London WC.2 : "District Heatingand Power Generation.'' 14 November 1975 ; "Advances In Coal Combustion and Its Applica,
lions," 20 February 1076: "Passurized Fluidized Bed Combustion with Special Reference toOpen Gas Turbines" (with C.W. Maude). May 1976. See also K.D. Kiang et al.. "Fluidized-Bed Combustion of Coals," GFERC/IC2-75/2 (CONF-750596. ERDA. May 19m. ,Small devices were pioneered by the late Professbr Douglas Elliott. His associated firm.
Fluidlire Development. Ltd. (Netherton), Dudley, w. Midlands, England). has sold manydozens of units for industrial heat treatment or heat recuperation. Field tests of domestic
packaged fluidized bed boilers are in progress In the Netherlands and planned In Montana.251n late 1977. Enkliping, Sweden. azpects to commission a 25 megawatt uldized bedboiler for its district heating system. New reviews at the Institute for Energy A theMS. House of Representatives Committee on Mena. and Technology, and elsewhere con-
firm fluidized beds' promise of rapid benefits without massive research programs. The Ten-nessee Valley Authority has announced plans to build a 200 MW fluidized bed boiler withor without ERDA's help.

2 '3 7
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stations, efficient cars versus offshore oil, roof insulation versus Arctic
ga'S, cogeneration versus nuclear ,power. These tviio directions, of
development are mutually exclusive : the pattern of commitments of
resources and time required for the hard energy path and the perva-
sive.infrastructure that it acceretes gradually-make the soft path less
and less attainable. That. is, our two sets of choices compete not only
in what they accoinplish, but also in what they allow us to contem-
plate later. They are logistically competitive, institutiona4k incom:

patible, and cultikrally antithetical. Figure 2-1.obseures this constric-
tion Of options; for it peers myopically forward, one power stationat,
a time, extrapolating trend into destiny by self-fulfilling prisphecy
with no end clearly In sight. Figure 2-2, in contrast, works backward
from a strategic goal,asks what we must do when in order to.get there,
;and thus reveals the ,potential for a radically different path that
'would .be invisible to anyone working forwird in time by incremental
ac.I.Ibcracy.

2.7. LOGISTICS 1N12 ECONOMICS'
Both the soft and the hard paths bring us, each in its own way and

at broadly sin-filar rates, to the era beyond oil and gas. But the rates
of internal adaptation meanwhile are different. As we have seen, the
soft path relies'ou smaller, far. simpler supply systems entailing vastly
shorter development and construction tame, and on smaller, less so-

, `phisticatethmanageinent- systems. Even converting the urban clusters
of a whole country to d4rict heating should take only, thirty to
forty years. Furthermore, the soft path relies minly onsmall, and:
ard,,easy to make .components and on te,chnical\ resources dis ised
in many .organizations of diverse sizes and habitS; thus everyone
can. get into the act, unimpeded by centralized bureaucracies, and
Can comptte for ,U,,rtia,rket share through ingenuity and local adapt

`tatiiiti. Besides having much -lower and more stable operating. costs
tlaap the hai.d :patt,the soft path appears to have of lower initial'
cost because .of its technical simplicity,ssma,li unit size, very ldw over-
head, scope for mass production, virtual elirriination 'of distribution
losses and' of -interfuel conversion losses, low exposure to escalation

. sod interest, and prorhpt incremental construction (so that new capac-
ity is' uilt only when and where it is needed.) 29

-The actual costs of whole systemS, however, are not the same as .

perceived coks,t: ,splar investments are borne by the householder, eled-v7
trieinvestments.by a utility that can float low interest bon& and

-amortize. over thiitty years. During the transitional era, we should
therefore consider: 'ways to broaden householders' access to capital
markets. For exarrip:le, the utility could finance the solar investment
(leasing its execution to the honseholde'idiscretion), then be repaid
in installments corresponding to the householder's saving /Fhe house-
holder would thus minimize his or her ownand society's1--long-term
costs. The ptility-vimild have-to raise - several times less capital than it
would without such a schemefor otherwise it would have to build

20 Estimates of the total capital cost of "soft" systems are necessarily lee. ell developed
than those for the "hard" systems, but can be calculated well enough. ming today's m
technologies. to make a good case that they are cheapet than the hard fl y ems with which
they compete ns long-term repineements for dwindling fossil Nell. The ealeniations are
- ven In Chapter ifeven, with a summary arid comparison in Chapter Flight. The. methodology
of such cost comparisons is discussed In Chapters One and Three. The general cost advan-
tage of soft over hard technologies is as valid in Northern Europe as In the U.S.
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new electric or synthetic gas ,capacity at even higher cost=and NVoi ld
.,,turn over its money at least twice as quieldy..thus 'retaining an attrac-
dye rate- of return on capital., The utility <WouldftilSO avoid social
obsolescence and use its existing inlrastructure.1Such incentives have
already led several U.S.-gas utilities to use such a capital' transfer

to finance roof insulation in mere than -1 ,000 houseS:
Next, the two paths differ even mare.in fsksithl irr costs. The hard

: path entails serious environmental risks, Many which are poorly
'understood tind.sorne of which have probablyn yet 1-igen thought of.
PerhaPs the most awkward risk is that late in,.this,century, when it is
too lateto do. much about it;_ we may wejl'find climatic conspairit4
onkcoar(tombustion about :to beCOme'Oute in a few more decades -.for.
it now takes us only that long, not centuries or millennia, to approach
such outer limits. The Soft path, by, minimizing all fossil 'fuel corn- $.
bustion, fledges our nets. Its environmental ilypaets are 'relatively
small, tractable, and reversible.3°

(The hard path, further, relies on a very fyv kieh technologies
whose 'success is by no means assured. The soft path distr'ibut'es the
technical risk among very- many diverst ;lbw te.chnologies, Most of
which are already known to 'wock well: They :d9 need sound enginetir-
inga solar collector or heat pump can be wprthles,s if '.badly ,signedbut the enginvring is of an altogethA,differentii-and more t -
forgiving order than" the hard rathrenuires, and thecoSt2of failure is
much lower both in)potential consequenceglind in number of p ople
affected. The soft path; alssu minimizes econdmic risks to .ca
in case of-error, a'ecident, or- sabotage.; the hard path effectively-max-
imizes those risks by /relying on vulnolible high techriology devices,
each costing more than the endowment of Harvard University. Fi-
nally, the soft path appears generally more flexible and thus robust.

,Its technical diversity, adaptability, aryl geographi4.1ispersion make
it resilient and offer.a good prospect of stability under li wide' range of..
conditiont, foreseen' or not.. The hard path,:19wever; is brittle;' it
must fail, with widespread and serious disruption, if any of its exact'
ing technical and social conditions is 'not satisfied ,cM4intionsly and
indofinitely.

2.8 GEOPOLITICS
t")

The soft path has noyeland important intenatidnal
Juitck improvements in end-use efficiency `can hh used at.-home (via
innovative: financing and rightiorhood self-help schemes)'-to lessen
first the disproportionate Inirden of'enei:gy waste on the prior, so can
soft technologies' and reduced pressure or oil markets' 'especially :s
benefit the pool-hi-woad. Soft technologies are ideallyouited for rural
villagers and urban poOr alike, directly .hel ping the,more than two bif
lion people who have no electric outlet, nor anything to
but who need wrs to heat, cook, light, anti pump. Soft Tohiques
do not, carry with them .inappropriate cultural patterns or values,;

capitalize on poor countries' most abundant, resources (includ-
ing such protein-poor, plants as cassava euliiwntly suited to making
fuel alcohols) helping to redress; the severe ein;rgv inibalan'ae

a° See Chapter One tints and A.B. LovIns, "Some Limits, to Energy, CUriverslut).- II
D. Meadows, ed.. Alternatives -to Growth (Cambridge. Msasachusetts : Ballinger, 19177). Ito
enwironmental and social impacts o7 solar technologies have been assessed In a study for the
ERDA Solar Division (Ch,apterOne, note 15).
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between temperate and tropical regions.; they 'can Often be made
locally from local materials and do.not require fr.technical' elite to
maiztairi them; they resist teclIriolo'gical dependence and, commerical
monopoly; they conform to modern conoepts of rigriculturally based
ecOdevelopment from the bottom up, particularly in' the rural villages.

Even more coicial, unilateral adoption of a soft env:g*Y path by the
United States can go a long way to control nuclear proliferationper-
hapslo eliminate it entirely. Many nuclear advocittes have missed this

,point: belieVing that there is no alternative to nuclear Rimer, they
,say that if the United States does not export nuclear technology, others .

will, so the ITIS. might as well get the business and try to' use it as a
Jevr to slow the .inevitable'spread of nuclear weapons, 6 nations-and
subnational groups in other regions. Yet the genie is not wholly out
of theTottle yetthousands of reactors are planned for a few decades
hence, tens of thousands thereafterand-thbcork sits unnoticed irl our
han

laps the m important; .opportunity' aVailable to us sterns .

fro the 'fact that fo t least the next five or ten years. while 'nu-
, clear dependence and ominitments are still reitrsible. .all conntries

will continue sto.rely o the Plaited Suites for the technic:if, the'eco-
nomic, and especially the political support they-need to justify their
own nuclear -PrOgrarps. Technical and economic dependence is intri-
cate anti pervasive; political dependence is ,far more important, but.
has been almost ignored. so NVe,flo not yet realize 'the power of the
Ame an .example in an essentially irmtative world where public
and p 'vale divisions over.nuclear policy are already deep and grow' .

,deeper ally.
, The act is that in almost allsonntries the domestic political base
to su ort nuclear power is not sci.lid'bnt shaky. However, great their
nuclear ambitions, other countries must still' boTrow that political-
support, from the United States. Few tIre succeeding. Nuclear expan-.
sion is all but halted by grassroots oPposition in Japan and the
.Netherlands; has been severely impeded In West Germany-, Fi:ance
*Switierland, Italy, and Austria; has beer! slowed arid may soon be
stopped in Sweden.; has.been rejected in Ncirway and (so far)*Austra-
lia and NewZealand, as well as in several amadian provinces; faces
an uncertain, prospect in Ponark and many American states; has'
been widely questioned in Biitaki, Cathida and the U.S.S.R,:!; and
has been opposed in Spain,Brazil, India, Thailand,,,and elsew4re.

Consider the imp*ct of three prompt, clear U.S. statements:
1. The United States phase out its nuclear- power pro-

gram 32 and ,its support of others' nuclear powgr prog-Lais7 ,

2. The IThited States will erect those resources into he tasks
Of a soft energy path arid reely and unconditiOnally help
any other interested countries to do. the same seekini, to adqpt
the same broad principles to others' needs and to learn from
Oiared experience. ,

-

. si Recent private reports Indicate the Soviet scientific community Is deeply split over the
wisdom of nuclear expansion. See Cs° Nucleonics Week, 33 fray 1976. pp..12-13.

aa Curre5t overcapacity, capacity under construction, and.the potential for rapid conser-
vation and cogeneration make this a relatively painlesa coucs whether nuclear generation

R&Doetor et.eal., Sierra Club Bulletin, May 1976. pp, 4ff...I be lave the same Is true broad:
Is merely4rozen or phased oat altogether. For an illustration (the case.of Cal1forn ), see
Igere Introduction to on-Nuclear Futures by A. B. Lavine and J. FlPrice, (Cambri ge, Mas.e

, eaehusetta: FOE/Ballingq. 19751..
.,
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I
States3. The 'United will start to treat nonproliferation, eon-

trot of civilian .fission technology, and strategic arms reduction
as interrelated parts- of 'the same problem ,with intertwined
solutions. ,,.

I believe that such a universal, nondiscriminatory package of policies
would be politically irresistible to North and South, East and West
alike. It would offer perhaps our -best chance of transcending, the
hypocrisy that has stalled arms control': by no longer artifically divorc- .

ink; civilian,, from military nuclear technology, we would recognize
officially the real driving forces behind proliferation; and we would no
longer exhort others not to acquire bombs while claiming that we
ourselves feel more secure+ with bombs than without them.
:Nobody Can be certain that such a package of policies, going far

beyond a mere mbratorium would work. The question has received
. far.too little thought, and political judgments differ. My own, based

on the past ten years' residence in the midst of the European nuclear,
debate, is that. nuclear, Vower could not flourish there if the United
Stites (lid not want. it to.'3 In giving up the export market that her
own reactor designs have dominated, the U.S. would be dem4litstrEtt-
mg a desire for peace, not-profit, thus allaying legitimate European

, .

commercial suspicions. Those who believes sifch a move sit uld be
. seized upon gleefully by, $ay,Yrench exporters are seriously m sjudg:

ing Freml nuclear politics. Skeptics, too, have yet to, present more
promising alternativea .credible set of technical and political meas-

,urps for meticulously restricting to peaceful purposes extremely large
, amounts of bomb materials that, once generated, will persist for the..

foreseeableforeseeable lifetime of. our species. '.
,Lam colitient that the United .States can still turnoff the tet41-

nology that is originated and deployed. By rebottling that genie
we could all move to energy and"foreign policies that our,grandchil-
dren can live. with. No more important step could be, taken toward
revi }lining the; merican dream and making its highest ideals a 'global

ty.
2.9 SOCIOPOLMCS

Perhaps the most profound difference between the soft and hard'
pathsflee difference that ultimately ,distinguishes themis .their
domestic sociopolitical impact. Both paths,- like any fifty-year energy
path, entail. significant social change. But the kinds of social change
needed for a hard path 'are apt to be much less pleasant,..less plaus-
ible, less compatible with social diversity and personal freedom-of
choice, and less consistent, with traditional -valifes than are-the social
changes that. could make a soft. path work.

C---It is often said that, on the contrary, a oft, path pust, be repres-,
sive; and coercive 'paths to energy conservation and soft technologies .

can indeed be imagined. But coercion is not necessary and its use
would signal a major failure of imagination, given the Many:policy-
instruments'uvailtible,to achieve a given technical end. Why use penal ..

legislation to encourage, roof insulation when tax incentives and edu-
cntion- (leading to the sophisticated p`ublic understanding now being

See Thirleotitra Week, 6 May 1921'6. p. 7. and 1. C. Rupp and J. C. Derian, rNoclear ReactorSafety : The Twilight of Probability. Harr. Bus. Schaal Bull., MarchApril 1976. Hupp,after a clarified study of Enropehn aucipaer politics, shares this astiesiement.
e
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rope)achieved in Canada and partAof 811- rop) -will do. Pii144..tools need
not harm lifestyles or liberties if chosen.with'peasonable sensitivity.

In contrast to the soft path's depbndence on pluralistic consumer -
choice in deploying a' myriad of small devices and refinements, the"
hard path dependson difficult, large-scale projects requiringir.major .4(

. r, social commitment under centralized, management. We harrnoted.in
seetion -2.:3 the extraordinary capital intensity of centralized, elec-
trified high technologies. Their similarly heavy demands' on other
sca-ree resourcesskills, labor, materials, special siteslikewise cannot
be met by Market allocation, but require compulsory diversion from
whatever priorities are backed by the, weakest constituencies. Quasi-
warpowers legislation to this end has already been seriously proposed.
The hard path, sometimes portrayed as the bastion of free enterprise
and free markets, would instead be a world of subsidies, $100 billion
bailouts, oligopolies, regulations, natiohalization, eminent domain,
corporate statism.

Such dirigiste autarchy is the first of many dist 'oils of the polit-
ical fabric. While soft technologies can match an . tlement pattern,
their diversity reflecting our own pluralism, centraliZed energy sources
encourage industrial clustering and urbanization. While soft tech-
nologies give everyone the costs and benefits of the energy system
he or she chooses, centralized systems inequitably allocate benefits to
suburbanites and social costs to politically weaker Tural agrarians.
Siting big energy systems pits central authority acminst local auton-
omy in an increasingly diVisive and wasteful form of centrifugal poli-
tics that is already proving one of the most potent constraints on
expansion. . .

In an electrical world, yOur lifeline comes not from an understand-
able neighborhood technology run b people you know who are at
your own social level, but rather fron an alien. remote, and perhaps
humiliatinily nncontoollable technology run by a faraway bureau-
cratized, technical elite who have probably never heap(' of you. Deci-
sions about who shall have how much energy at what price also become.
centralizeda politically dangerous trend because it divides those who
use, enejgy from those who supply 'and regulate it. Those who do not
like the-decisithis can simply be disconnected. .

The scale and complexity of centralized grids, not only make4hem
politically inaccessible to the poor and weak, 'but also increase the
likelihood and size of. malfunctions, mistakes, and deliberate disrup.- .

tions,-A small fault or a few discontented peoplebecome able to turn
... off, a country. Ev'en a single rifleman can probably black out a typical .

c)ty instantaneously. Societies may therefore be tempted to discour-
age disruption through stringent controls aicin to a garrison state. In
times cif social tress, when- grids'becothe a likely ..target, for dissi-
dents, tlie'seetdr may be paramilitarized and ftirther isolated- from
grassroots politics. . ,

If the technology used. like nuclear power. is subject to technical
surprises and unique psychological handicaps, prudence or public -
clamor' may require generic shutdowns in case.of an unexpected type '
ofkmalfunction : one may have to choose between turning off a country .

and persisting in paentially' Unsafe operation, Indeed, though rrogiy
in the $100hillion.quasi-civilian nuclear industry agree that it could.

/
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kie politically destroyed if a major accident occurred soon, few have
considered the. economic or political". implicationsof Putting at risk
such a large fraction of societal capital. How far woulti governmentg"-,
go to protect against a threateven a purely political threat,--a basket
full of such delicate, costly, and essential eggs? Already in individual
nuclear plants, the cost of a shutdOwnoften many dollars a second
weighs heavily, perhaps too heavily, in operating and safety decisions,'

Any demanding high technology tends to develop influential and
dedicated constituencies of thoSe who,link its commercial success with
both the public welfare and their own. Such sincerely held beliefs,
peer pressures, and the harsh demands that the work itself places on
time and energy all tend to discourage stia people from acquiring a
siMilarly thorough knoWledge of alternative. policies and the need

Y-"toAdiscuss them; Moreover, the. money and talent invested in an elec- -
trick] program tend to give it disproportionatoinfluence in the counsels
of governnientoften directly through staff swapping _between policy-
and mission-oriented agencies. This incestuous position, now well de-
veloped in 'most industrial countries, distorts both social and energy
priorities in a lasting way that resists political-remedy.

44r For all these reasons, if nuclear power were clean,-safe, economic
assured of ample;file.l. and socially benign per Sc, it would still be
unattractivahecauSe of the political implications otthe kind of energy
economy it. would lock its into But fission technology also has unique
sociopolitical side effects arising from the impact of human fallibility
and malice on the persistently toxic an explosive materials in the
fuel cycle. For example, discouraging nuclear violence and coercion
requires some abrogation of civil libertie.s 34; guarding long-lived
wastes against geological or social contingencies implies some form
of hierarchial social rigidity or .homogeneity to insulate the tech-
nological priesthood from social curbillence;" and making political
decisions about- nuclear hazards that are corhpulsory, remote from
social experience,- disputed, unknown, or unknowable may tempt gov-

A

ernments to bypass democratic decision in favor of elitist technocracy.35
Even now, the inability of our politiedl institutions to cope with

nuclear Wizard is st raining both their competence and their prerceived
There is no scientific basis for calculating the likelihood

or the maximum long-term effects.of nuclear mishaps, or, for 'guaran-
teeing that thoSe effects will not exceed a particular level; we know ".

° only that all precautions are, for fundamental reasons, inherently im-
perfect in essatially unknown degree. Reducin that 'imperfection
would require much social engineering whose su ess would be spec-
ulative. Technical success in reducing the hazard would not reduce,
and might enhance, the need for such social engi ering. The most
attractive political feature of soft. technologies and conservationthe
althnatives that; will let us avoid these decisions and their high politi-
cal costsmay be that, like motherhood, everyone is in favor of them.

3 R. Ayres, Harvard Cfcfl Rightseict1 Libertfett Lou, Review 10:269-44:1 (1975) .1. H.Barton. "Intensified Nuclear Safeguards and Civil Liberties." report to USNRC. StanfordLaw School. 21 October 1975: R, OroveWhIte and M. FlOod. "Nuclear Prospects : A com-ment on the individual. the State and Nuclear Power" (London : Friends of the Earth Ltd./Council for the Protection of Rutnl England/National Council for Civil Liberties, 27 Octo-ber 1478).
IL P. Green. George 1Vashington Low Recite's% 4.1 :791SOT (March 197G).
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2.10. SOME DEEPER ISSUES

Civilization in the United Stated, accordingto some, would be incon-,
ceivable if people used only, 'say, half as much electricity as now. But*
that is what they did use in 1963, when they were at least half as
civilized as now. 'What would life be like at. the per capita levels of
primary energy that Americans had in 1910 (about the present
British level) 'but wifh doubled efficiency of energy use and with
the important but not yelp energy- intensive amenities that people
lacked in 1910, such as telecommunications. and mode edicinel

.Could it not be at least as agreeable as life today? Since energy
needed today to produce a.- unit of GNP varies more than one un-
dred-fold depending on what goods or service is being produced,
since GNP in; turn hardly measures Social welfare, why, must ene
and welfare march forever ;in lockstep? Such questions today
be neither answered nor ignored.

Underlying energy thaices are real, but tacit ',choices of rsonal
values. Those that make E0high energy society work are all, too ap-
parent. Those that could sustain lifestyles of elegant frugality are
not new; they are in the attic and could be dusted off and eecycled.
Such values as thrift, simplicity, diversity, neighborliness, humility,
and craftsmanshipperhaps most closely prese ved in politically con-
servative communitiesare already, as ,we "see from the ballot box
and the census, embodied in a, ipubstantial social Inoyernent4 cam-
ouflaged by its very pervasiveness. Offered the choi e freely and
equitably. many people would chooS as Herman Daly puts it, "growth
in things that really, count rather an in things'that are rrierebr conht-
table": chooseNnot,to transfor , in Duane Elgin's, phase, "a rational.
concern for material well-be' g into an obsessive concern for uncon7
cionfible levels of material consumption." ,

Indeed, we are learning that _many of the things we had taken to

pursuit of ben s that might be obtainab other ays without
be the benefits of aifinence are really remedial costs, inNrirred in the

-those costs. T uch of our prized pees nal mobility is really in-
voluntary tr de necessary by the set lement patterns 'that curs
create. Ts tha a c a cost or a benefit?

Pricked by- such doubts, our inflated;C:ra-iang fOr consumey ephem7
erals is giving way to a search. for both personal/anOublic purpose,
to reexamination pf the legitimacy of the thic. In the new
age of scarcity, our ingenious`strivingS to substitut ab'stract±(there- -
fore limitless.) wants- for. concrete (therefore reasonably bounded)
needs no longer seem So virtuous. But wive we used to accept un-
questioningly the facile, and often self-serving, argume,nt that tradi-
tional economic growth is essential -for distributional equity, new
moral and human stirrings now are nudging us. We can now ask
whether we are not already so wealthy that further growth, far from
being essential to addressing our equity problems, is instead Fin excuse
not to mobilize the compassion and commitment that could solve the
same problems with or without the growth. .

Finally, as national purpose and trust in institutions diminish, gov-
ernments, stiving^to halt the drift, seek

of
more outward control.

We are becoming more uneasily aware of the nascent risk of what a
Stanford Research Institute group, quoting Bertram Gross, has called

r



"... 'friendly fascism'a managed society which rules by a faceless
and widely dispersed complex of warfare-welfare-industrial-connivin-
ications-police bureaucracies with a technocratic ideology." In the
sphere of politics as of personal `values, could many strands of observ-
able social change be converging ona profound cultural transforma-
tion whose implications, we can only vaguely sense,: one in which
energy policy, as an integrating principle, could be catalytic? °0

It is not my purpose here to resolve such questions--only to stress
their 'relevance. Though fuzzy and unscientific, They are the begin-,.
ning and end of any energy policy. "Making values explicit is essential
to preserving a society in which -diversity of values can flourish: an
end that a soft'energy path seems better suited to serve.

'Some people sup .se that a soft energy path 'entails mainly social
problems, a hard p h ainly technical problems, so that since in the
past we have been bette at solving the technical pro hems, that-is
the kind we should prefer incur now: But the hard path, too,,in-

.
volves difficult social problems. can no longer escape them; we
mustfhoose which kinds of ,s ial p ablems we want. The m'ost
portant, difficult, and neglected st s of energy strategy are ntot
mainly fechnical.or.economic but rather social and ethical. They will.
pose a supreme x4Ilenge. to th k. adaptability of democratic institu-
tions and to the vitality of Our t iritual life.
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2.-11. EXCLUSIVITY

These chokes may seem iti tract, but. they are sharp, imminent, and
practical. stan0 at a crossroads: withaut decisive action our op-
tions will -sib 'alfity. Delay in energy"conseyation lets wasteful use
mil on so the the logistical problems Vt'atching up become, in-
superable. Delay in widely deploying diverseoft technologies pushes
them so far into the future that any credible. fossil fuel bridge to
them has been btirned: they must be well under way before the
warst part of th9 oil and gas decline. Delay in building the fossil fuel
bridge makes if. too tenuons: what the sophisticated coil. technol-
ogies can give us, in particular, will no longer mesh with our.pattern'
of transitional needs as oil and gas dwindle.\ Yet these kinds of delay ar% exactly what we can expect if we con-

) tinue to dCyote so much money, time, skill, fuel, and political will to
the hard technologies that are scidemanding of them.-EnterPriseslike,
nuelear power are not .only unnecessary but a positive enou ran
for they prevent us, through lOp:istical competition and tin- ugh cul-
tural and institutiott incompatibility, from pursuing the as of
soft .path at a high enough priority to make them wor together
properly. A hard path can make the attainment of a soft path prohib-
itively difficult in three ways: by starvkig its components into gar-
bled and incoherent fragments; by changing social values and percep-
tions hi a .wayi4h'at makes the innovations of a soft path more painful
to*nvisage; and by evolving institutions, policy actions,.and political.
commitments in a way that inhibits those same innovations. Though
.soft and hard paths.are, not technically incompatible reactors and
solarsollectors could in principle coexistthe two paths are ant 7.

. ,
W.W. Anrman. An Incomplete Guide to the Future (Palo Alto, California : StaAlumni Association. 1978). °
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onistic in: other, ore important ways that though qualitatiVe
And judgmental, a eal and unavoidable. As nations, therefore, we
must choose one path before they diverge much urther. Indeed, one
of the infinite variations on a soft path seem inevitable,, either
smoothly by Choice now or disrtiptively by necessi y later; and I fear
that if 'we do not'imake the choicegrowing tensions betiVeen rich and
poor countries may destroy the conditions that now make smooth at-
tainrnent of a soft path possible.

, .

These condi%ons. will not be .repeated. Some people think we can
use oil and gas to, bridge to a coal and fission economy, then use that
later, if we wish, to to similarly costly technologies in' the

( hazy future.. But what if the bridge iye are ,now on is the last one?
Our past major transitions in energy supply were smooth because we
subsidized them with cheap fossil fuels. Now our new energy supplies
are ten or a hundred times more capital-intensive and, will stay that
way. If our future capital is generated"by economic activity fueled by
synthetic gas at $30 a barrel equivalent, nuclear elearicity at.$60
120 a barrel equivalent, and the like, and if the energy sector itself
requires much of that capital just to maintain itself, will capitatill

'be as cheap and plentiful as it is now, or will we have fallen into A
"capital trap"? Wherever we make our present transition to, once we
arrive we may be stuck there for a long time. Thus if neither the soft
nor the hard path were preferable on cost or other grounds, we would
still be wise to use our remaining cheap fossil fuelssparingly-to
finance a transition as nearly as possible straight to our ultimate en-
ergy income sources. We shall not have another to get there.

. .
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MULTIPLE PATHS FOR ENERGY POLICIES : A
CRITIQUE OF LOVINS' ENERGY STRATEGY

(By Harry Perry and Sally H. Streiter)*

INTRODUCTION

In a widely read article published in Foreign Affair8 last October,1
Amory Lovins propoged that the high technology or `",rd" path to
energy supply on which the United States seemed to be set was the
wrong path. It was wrong because it would lead to nuclear prolifera-
tion and the end of the world, because it induced inappropriate cul-
tural values and, anyway, it was too expensive. Another path was
open, he proposed, and the paths were mutually, exclusive. His path
would involve, first, conservation, through the..use of insulation, re-
design of engines, furnaces and other appliances, reuse of waste heat
through cogeneration and redesign of buildings. This could reduce
energy demand over the next fifty years to below the current level
while maintaining standards of living. The .reduced demand would
then be -filled by renewable energy sources, namely .solar energy and
biomass conversion with a little windpower thrown in. To get us over
the hump (demand rises 30 percent between now and 2000 in Lovins'
scenario, before falling off again in 2025), coal could be used in-fluid-
ized beds, but' not to generate incremental electricity. Nor would he
use solar energy to generate electricity. In fact, electricity is the chief,
villain, led uclear which he would like to see banned.

Lovins' ritics here generally gone after his numbers without too
imuch su ; indeed, in a very public discussion, Nobel laureate Hans

Bethe conceded that he had been mistaken about the potential of solar
c; heating. We have reviewed in SectimRI of this. paper the current

status of some of, the technologies he rfofoses, and conclude that while
many of them are actually or potentially.feasible in a technical sense,

introductionntroduction has been thus far delayed because they, have been
uneconomic. Changes in the price of the fossil fuels clearly. render at
least some of t m more economic, but not so clearlypuperior as to war-b
rant a "dirigi autocratic" approach (to borrow a phrase) to-divert
the economy ex usively into soft technologies. The basic supply ques-
tion that rerna s u nswered and unanswerable today is what the
supply schedul look like. Even the Rrice's quoted by Lovins for cur-
rent delivery a ye soft, for which we cannot really fault him; but
they costs of uction and the time involved for new- tech-
nol6gies to take o d are not at all clear.

Published by National Economic Research Associates, Inc.'(NERA:), 1977. arry Perryand Sally H. &miter ate senior Consultants at NERA. Reprinted by permIssl
1A. B. Loving, "Energy 'strategy : The. Road Not Taken?" Forelsn Affairs, V L115, No. 1(October 1976), pp. 65-96-
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Will solar technology be like the hand-held calculator, improving
with volume and getting cheaper by the week, or will it. be .like the
nuclear industry where the early models wore cheap and bottlenecks
in supply .of labor and materials drove the price. up ?AluminumAluminum and
plate glass, the raw materials for solar collectors, are heavily depend- .
ent on electricity and .natural gas in their production, and there are
good 'reasons to suppose that incremental energy supplieS to these
industries will be substantially more costly than historic sources, driv-
ing up the price of solar as production increases. Biomass takes land
what will happen to the price of land if a biomass industry grows up
to half the size of all current agricultural production ?

The potential speed of.intrOduction and eventiml market share of
the soft technologies has not yet been fully explored, but there is a wide
disparity between Lovins' and other estimates of- the market share
potential of soft, technologies.'ERDA's estimates suggest 7 to 10 quads
by 2000 2 .for soft technologies, whereas Lovins goes for 32 quads.

On the demand' side,, we have examined the various projections ior
energy consumption in the year 2000, most of which are considerably
higher than Loins' 95 -quad scenario. We. agree With him that the
lockstep GNP energy hypothesis is fitulty, and that there is con-
siderable potential for dampening demand through conservation
measures which are economically justified. However, We believe Lovins
has overlooked a subtle point which is totally damaging to his esti-
mate. We explain further in Section II. He has assumed that doubling
energy efficiency will halve demand, whereas the effect will be also.of
halving the price and. if there is any demand elasticity, the full savings
will Apt be gained. We therefore conclude that his.demfind scenario for
2000 has underestimated increasesin demand over 1976.

B.efore launching into the numbers, however, we have tried to tackle
the area most of Lovins' critics have avoided ; we have endeavored to
take his social policy arguments as seriously as he evidently doeS and
consider their meaning and merits. We turn to this now in Section 1.

I. ENERGY DELItERY SYSTEMS AND SOCIAL vALIJES

In the sphere of politics a sot personal values, couldmanv strands of observable
social change be converging on a profound cultural transformation whose impli-

' cations we can only vaguely sense: one in which energy policy, as an integratint
principle, could be catalric?,3

The first path is convincingly familiar, but the economic and sociopolitical
problems lying ahead loom large, and eventually, perhaps insuperable. The second
path .1,a offers many social, economic and geopolitical advantages, including
virtuarilimination of nuclear proliferation from the world.`

Amory Lovins is a consultant physicist but his main message is that
'of a social physicidn. Although criticisms of his work have tended to
center orr the strategies he proposes, their ;costs. benefits alid feasibility,
they have,by and large ign'ored the main message. Yet it is a nicfsage
which in various'forms is receiving increasing acceptance in widely
disparate areas of social Policy. In education, in health, and now in

*U.S. Energy Researeh and Development All, ministra tion,' A National "Plan for ergy
Research. Devolontrient and Demonstration, Creating Energy_ ChoIces for the Future 'ol. 1
(Washington. D.C. : U.S. Ggvernment Printing Office. 1978). p. B -8. er*f.ovins, "Energy Strategy." p. 95.

Lovlas, "Energy Strategy," p. 85.
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energy, a line of Criticism is emerging which runs as follows: "What
you. are doing does not 'work. You are not managing to do even what
you say you Want to do. You are pouring resources into the wrong
things. There are other and better ways, which you are not 'even
considering. I think they are botteMecalise they will lead to a social
organization I .prefer. You,. however, can reject my values but not
my proposals because my proposals meet.your test which is-that they
are more ee'onomic.11

. . . .
X -The radicals are not talking basically,about tinkering on the edges-

of policy. Lovinsdespite all the critics who to ii man ,would like to
see his soft energy proposals receive more research funds and he incor-
porated into the system where appropriateholds fast to the view
that there are two mutually exclusive paths: Charles-Reich's popular
book, The .Greening of America, was based on the belief that opposi,

'.tion to-the Vietnam Witt and development of a popular.,conntercUlture
would truly revolutionize society: Loyins' vision perceives energy as

1 the ideal catalyst to.te.voliitionize the world. '
. The father of this approach to major changes in national priorities. -..
is Ivan Illich,5 who has turned his prolific pen. on many sacred cows.
In education, his theme is to ' leschool society"he holds that pouring .--

more teachers and more cla. rooms .into the development of our
children does harm, not good. A assive increases in education budgets
have 'ot even raised treading sc res, and although Illich would not
consider a reading score a .useful test, his point 1->tliat the aim of the
education system seems to he to produce reading scores and it cannot
even do'that. Thoughtful people in education report. that, even if they
do not. share Illich's social values, they cannot deny his conclusion that
"budget, expansion has not been the panacea they had hoped." ,

In health, the same sort of criticism is current: Medical care costs
are'. growing faster than any other item.in the economy, consuming 8.6
pe,cent g of the. 'U.S. Gross NationalProduct. This is a higher propor2
tion than any other country, yet. the 'U.S health indices compare tin-

AAfavorably with those of other develop countries in terms of' such ,
measures as infant mortality and even ife. expectancy. The critics of
the health care systiun suggest that its goals and methdds are wrong:
that there is an overemphasis on the mote dramatic and costly forms
of, intervention and too: little on the basic forms of prevention and ..
care which affect niany more people._and,.am relati--elv cheap.. '`..._...

Even the rhetoric is the sainty(andnOte, this -i),irectot-Tritg&rtil '-- -..,-..,olfthe World liealtli Organization, n6i'ainavericle.c .41-6);-- .. ---,-.U- ".
#

%.The diractor general 'of the World Health Organization today pl
urged the -hreaking of wh t he termed the 'claims of dependegee on rovei

.-..--oversophistidated and over ostly health. technology.'
In h keynote address to e annual assembly on,the 150,nation agegiy, .

Halfdan Mahler,called for a to t was 'more appropriate berlaM4e it
Is technically sound. culturally. acceptable and financially feasible.' 7

Compare this with Lovins :
[Tie soft energy pathi besides having much lower and more stable operating

costs than the ]lard] 'path : . . appears generally more fleible.... Its technical, ,_

See for example. I. Hitch. Tools for C'enitiviallty (New York, Hirper.& Row, 1973),
° Congressional Research Service. 1976 fIgures.

"W.H.O. Chief Crttivize4 Costly. Health Technology-and-171%v Iteplacernent,',.'
York (May 4. 1977), p. A-13.s ,

,t"
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diversity, adaptallIty, and geographic disperson make it resilient . . [and]
ideally suited for, rural villages athInrhan poor alike.. Soft technologies do
not carry with them inappropriate culturtitliatterns or valdes . . .8.

When this line, of argument applied to energy delivery systems,
t is tempting, though foolish, to ignore it.- It is in large measure

reign to the thought of those' of us who reason in equations or see
the market system as itrbitratin our various wants a
rational manner. In our terms, the critics are arguing t t there are

g lt. aneeds in ;

massive externalities and grossly imperfect markets, _.ovins does
indeed argue for rational pricing -of energy, for long-run marginal
costs, and asserts that, if the paraphernalia of regulation, subsidiza-
tion and controls were working properly, then that would be a first
step to introducing his program which is "more economic." It is hard
to argue against the idea that 520 natural gas wade insulation relit:.
Lively unattractive, or that.price controls on oil have.contributed to our
international vulnerability.

However, tempting as it is to revert to familiar territory, we leave
analysis of the vconoipics of his proposal until later in this paper. For
the message is also, very clearly, my-way would lie better even if it were
not economic. .

It it. [a 100- percent solar system] cost more [thafi a nuclear and heat-pump
system], there -would still be good reasons to use it anyway ; but its being cheaper
makes a neater argument for people who value narrow economic rationality
above unemployment, inflation, centrism, vulnerability, proliferation, aud other
concomitants of the nuclear option.° .

What are the societal values' which Lovirand his co;-physicians
are advocating? .

A. Nuclear Proliferatfon.anditsInternational Implications
Lovins'. message is that a domeStic nuclear program encour-

ages international nuclear proliferation. "We must soon 'choose one
1-path] or the others--before failure. to stop nuclear proliferatipn has
foreclosed botja.."" How reasonable is his stance on proliferation?

Those, who .ppose nuclear power domestically frequently stress the
international implications and the relatioRship of commercial nuclear
power to weapons proliferation. The litage is. real and the problem
enormous, yet the solution is not iks'easy as -Lovins would like us, to
believe.

The linkage:come,s about through two mechanisms, people ,and ma-
terials. Nuclear. reactor technology pequires a substantial cadre of
trained people for its operation, and those same Reople, once they know
abilut nuclear power, also have sufficient' knowledge tomake nuclear
bombs. Second, light water nuclear reactors both consume and produce
fissile material.---,-enriched uranium and plutonium, respectiVely. While

o
this fissile Material is presently `covered by international safeguards

particularly provis'ons of the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nu-
.dear Weapons ) which is enforced by the International Atomic
Energy Agen (IAEA) ), the safeguards are not foolproof and not
alI reactors are to them. France, South Africa and Brazil, for

8 Loving. "Energy Strategy,' pp R7-89 °
11A. B. Loving, "Comment andCorrespondenee," Foreign Affairs, Vol. 55, No.' 3 (April

1977). p. 639:
10 Loving, "Energy.Strategy," p. 66. °.
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instance, refuSed to ratih. the NPT.11¶Furthermore, some small re-
search reactorsg. are not skibjecte to the 'safeguards," It was a Small re-.
search reactor:that India used to manufactuie its bomb,13 and.esti-
mates:of Israel's nuclear weapons capabilit3i.are rofitinely based, on the
plutonium-producing capacity of its research reactor at Diniona."

Thereactor-bo b linkage is sufficient but not necessary. Reactors are
riot the' only r te to bombs. Countries can acquire the knowledge

ssary for i eapons without training a cadre of commercial reactor .
ialists; in fact,the information iS'relativelyeas'y to obtain. On the.

materials side, the feactor linkage is clearer :.a commercial reactor pro-
gram makes access to weapons-gradeMaterials 'dramatically easier..
While it is not a particularly attractive direct route toward obtaining

5 weapons; its existence provides a cOuntry With thelipportimity .at al- A
k most any tithe to extract large amounts of plutonium from spent fuel,

should it decide to do,so.
. -

Only highly enriched 'uranium and plutonium are suitable for the
constriction of clear weapons. Because the former is still a product
of,-Jiighly adva' , and relatively expensive -technology, the control

h.of the access s hi l enriched ura um has been relatively simple.
Nuclear fuel it If does of provide the cessary uranium since light
water reactors , re fuelet With 'low enriched uranium (about3 percent

-V235)o rather t an the highly enriched uranium (about 90 percent 13;15):
required for the production of nuclear weapons. Therefore the con-
struction of nuclear weapons usnighi fly enriched uranium requires
a country to make substadial. econo is and technical investments in
enrichment technology. While the ti ium route could be facili-
tated with the advent Of laser isotope separation,15 at least with
current technology, the direct enniched uranium route:4o nuclear
weapons remains particularly unattractive.

To date, the United States has expertied'. very Jimked attiqunts of .

highlyolenriched uranium and has refused 1p okp4rt the enrichm4t ik
45rocess itself:18 'together with the Soviet -Union, the U.S. now mali.- l''
twins a Virtual rhonopoly pn the supply of enriched uraniiu to reactops :

in the western coiintries today. Holke.yer, by'the mid-1980s, about ten
countries are expected to possess, enrichmentjaCilities built, in con-
junction with" their commercial reactor Programs:;' This, together with
the. expected laser technology for uranium enrichment, will greatly in-
crease the potential, access to facilities that timid conceivably be util-
ized
. .

to produce highly enriched uranium for AfeaPons,use. '
At the present time., the 'critical facthr in thp prcliferitfion problem

is plutonium plutonium is produced.as a by-product of nuclear fission
in a commercial reactor and, if separated and accumulated can be

.,

Report to the'Energy Policy. Projectof the .Ford .FOundation" (Cambridge:eBan
y "A Repi
;1974). p. 375.,,

1.I.J: A. Yager and E, B.4Stelnberg eds...stnergy and U.S. For ig
: I, Steinberg. Energy and U.S. FpreIgn Policy, p. 375."J. R. arsh, "On the Construction of Plutonium-Producing Reactors by'lStdall and/or,

. Developing . ations," April 30, 1976. Report for the Congressional Record, Hearings for..8..1439 : Export Reorganizittion Act of 1970 (.Washington, D.C. : U.S. Government Printing,' Office. 1976). Tr! 367. ! 024 "Senate Unit Is Divided 'on, Terms of Nuclear Reactor Sale to Israel," The New YorkTimes (Jutie 21. 1977). P. R. ,)
10 A. S. Krass: "Laser Enrichment. of Uranium : The Proliferation. Connection'." Science. 1 ' ..Vol. 190 No. 4291 (May 13. I9774. pp. 721-31. ---3 ^ '... k,

"W. W. Lowrance. "Nuclear Futures for Sale : To Brazil from West Germany- 4-975;".,, International Security. Vol. 1, No. 2 (Fall 1976). p. 153.
"P. L. Joskow. "The International Nuclear Industry Today:"The End of theImerican

Monopoly," Foreign Affairs,Vol. 54. No: 4 (July 1976), p. 796.
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'fashioned into a relatiVely.nefficient but still deadly:nuclear. weapon.
The separation of plutonium from spent reactor fuel iecruires a rel-
atively sinaplc'arid Inexpensive chemidal process which is within reac,b.

;.of mostoofithe Countries that are now building coinmercialreactors, As
a regidt,'a country with commercial reactors and spent fuel will
erally be in if position to relatively, quickly and easily extra,44.be
tonium required for 'nuclei? weapons For these countries, t1T road-
block td"nucloar,..weapons is nottechrtical, but political, inetluding the
Nuclette:Nonprolifotration Treaty, IAEA safeguatds, bilatetal./sitfe- 6'

guards and .the general p6litical andsecurity` implications of a parti7
eular country's decisidn to build a bomb.

Indeed2.the plutonium route does. ndt eivi requite commercial'
actors. A country cimild pro4uce;Oelatively t}rude plutonium- pro uc-
ing, reactor using natural brairirtni.,-a"nd -other 'Inaterials; over
there ate few, if any; interna.Wak. titiols 18 and a simple reprocess-
ing pia*: for --extmt ing tke.;,

AlmoSt no one who 1144 a.1)-but or investigated the topic .

would.deny that here is a ycfy,-Iye.1.:big problem. President Carter tas
propOsedaq-ixlefinitepos?.ponemeitt...hfrplutonium recycling for can-
moreial .0.0oses and a bari.-o4- Csxports of plutonitun reprocess- .

ing platils.V5.S. supplies of draniurn..Secm to besufficientto permit',
light water reactorSto function witlivnt,,reuse of the plutoniumas
.fuel for: at least the next-twenty years,. :t..nd although there are some
disputes about thweconomics of .reprOcessitrg, the balance of opinion-,,

.'seems to be that.risitjg plutoniuin 'make; ceonomic,sense 'in the
t.T.S.at present anyway,,earter.hitkp4r,poned the construction of the
plutonium-fueled breeder reaCtor at .0incli River indefinitely, citing:
the dangers, of pluloniumainl: the' :potential availability of tholriuut,
as a.treeder fuel, although tbe.feuStliility of trioritint i4 not clear.29
Thdre,fort, current:L:1S. policy ran-her sumrpari AA. as follows:

Minimize thJ availobility. of platOp:iamia dischOwgingre- . ;.:'
processing,: the.ass-errion. that it isnotecOnon anyhow is made more '
believabV-by. a domestic posture postponing .,plutonium recycliag
'and the plutonium breeder. .16 .f '

DO not !jille,ilowntries an' ine0iiire to develop.their ow front -end
o4bacie-end. fecaties,,: the policy here into glum rante6 a stable and. low
cost stipplY, of -inricliment servios awl to prOvi(le storage facilitiek
for spent fuel three is not repikesse:tl.,-.2,-- ,

DovinS coricliules the wrty,tii soiic the.,problem is to "phase out
Wm-U.S.) nuclear powe.r program. irruLits support of others: nuclear
power progranis.," 21 This neglects the ,reitlities of the Nv6vId market. a.
fOr nucli?ar reaCtots. The once near monopoly' position of the
wqrld reactor Sales, ltas leen timidly erOclgil by Other .andustri.a4ized.
countries such as Prance, West gen-naty' effort'

a effectively conrrol the shin of tettetorsand reactor technology requires
the 'cooperation. of a.,-fairly large number of imitistTiareitintritis.'Tn
-faet, these 'countries have been meeting regularly to develop, safe-;
guards and. eXp9rt cOntTols to proli-feration potential of corn-

, la

Ynge.i'nnZI StetnJwrg, Energy anciTT.S. FOrefFin Polley: p. 377. ' .
Ready toThise'Prwb for Plutonium n Fuel In Xenetors," The NRW,,Scirlf Tithes

(Awl! 7. 19/7).-Pg.
. m A. A: FelYego,n .and T. R. .Tnyior. of Alternative PfkOnn

Futures."' BnIlettn of the 'AtOnlie Selen tints. IlDeeCnitier 19.765., pp. 14-1'7 .

Leltns,."Energy Stratrgy." Do, p
,

Mt' Joskow, "The raterpattorthi Nuclear Industry," ftp.1,92-45.
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mercial reactor 'Sales.=.3 Unilateral eftort. I4 13.$:' to phase out
nuclear program, res riot access to lo -mulched ii.a.nium.,.or..bttn the;
sale of commercial r Actors are like!: o he tout cr-PlYticluctii=o in,-16 ,, -:

long run.24 By taki g the.i4Olifciration. prol/len seriously, the:1.1.S. .
has been,able to us .the cComemi,p,.andliolitical. :everageothat=it cloeS:'-:.'
have to iipgrade :.;lif guard guarant,cos and to,conKinetrothen c'ounii-tes ',. :-
to agree not to. ex ift=additional enrichment antl.retiltesittglecir-,,...'
noloffy to Countries like Breziljuid-I-3akistan, Cieiil'iitW, FranCe.fuld.r.%.d in..

... other countries hibte all. apparent ly ,it.g-reeik oft t liiii'' point" (tiftliough .- . .-f .. ,,prior sales to. 13raii-1 and Pakistan will apparetutlyzo-rfaward.)
-,. ,'

An interesting solution to the problems .of pioLiferatimi..and inad.e:...'
quote controls a market-shafing eartel---vvaslecently proposed' by s'".`,'i
Senater libic'offj5 First Ribicoil.weiild rethiCe tilxe COitxpet ition tp'.4.

... reactors ,(which.lie views :is the 'ci:tik ?it. did ,inickki ty0-leri))

.upon their productive calurcities.. all orders Would.' re,,fited ;v- li, the
tillocating a. no ?Ytta. shale of .ill'e niarket-to cobntrieS, ased

IAEA and ,placcd on the hasisgof ItgrekikiPoii-ni:ininintn. sales. for`ca'cli:'
. - J..supplier. .,. . - .. .- '..;,6,. .., .. , ,, <_ I

SeCorid, the ent fuel.- rO,blem coUldhesolveglif fucteririchrwtirit-ret
processi o nd fabricat were concentrated in large, multinational.
IAE trolled plants.. der this".agreement,_ iiyanium.eririchnient . , -",

services would be providechtoenstomef nations tiS a credit for than, lu---
Wnium contained in the spent fuel whiCh the members deposited, 113i7

.., 1- toff believes.that,.under such asystein, economies of scale and .r.e.liabili
ity of supply could he assured. The ..iin. pi-Ahlemthelitoseep,is.cpri-
mcing 'France and,West--Germany tc.--agree not to. extlett thelfe7
inetifs.tf the f-uel cycle. Alth heti" 'Prance : alfd ;West- tisormftifY
no* ...have-:.uranium enrichme tedinologies, large:scale; production rill not begin for several years tilld t y.are dependent niean*hile,on-

x T.T..S. enriched uranium for ei.r.e.* itiestic'1-eacters.Ribieoff-te,es
this as a pregsure,point to tee agfeerInt.2° -Snell an ap`pioach-now .

.. seins' itinnecessat'ysinrce these punt-Ties hatie agreed not to export.;
additionah-Cri.tical fuel 'cycle facilities- and.have: severely tightetted a.
bi fatertil s egnard. reqUiremenlsr . ''., ,

.1. In the -i-i the proliferation.litoblem. is. Only partitilly-iifugction of
, access to a CO iiletoc6ommerCial tucl:cycle.).ercyrnany, Japan,'Crthada,...

,etc. could have de-tteco.ped nuclearWeaporis rengiage! The.y,lcave not '
becaus6. they perceived that such development, inzglif*aettinyleduce.
their yor.urity'raq}er .thani..increateif. Contrpls Oiler the cern erCiati
fuel. cycle must centhine telie,:Sup'yiletnente by otlir seciititty gu
tees which make it unattractive for a cOuntry. to..wafit 10 develop n.- ... ..
glean weapons in the first,- place: Whether cd'untries like SoutiOCorea,,,

. ..Taiwan. Israel: SOutin Africa* 61-c::`cieve)qp nitcjea.,7wAtkpoips depends ..
. " Inuili more on).,whetle r credible :defense- al lianCes with tlt IT.$:: cop-

- - tinue;.th an it does on t he existenceted. 6e o f a_.corttm ercial niefeaT . ener:indlgt V , 1 A , ,
' '. ' ..-'.1 d . i :). . ., .+ ,

l -,

,; . 43 Err eigniUte.,In the 'rkeent F:ondek Spyuglera Group meetings.' rePrealritatiiis fromn15-''...rconatricamith nuOlenr induptries convened- tor,the specifIg putpoe of eltabliahlngrtIlea to -..4_.CUil, thp nuclea sorend. . '
.14'l

r'
finvOcea. "Carter Nuclear Polley Finds,i'ew Vie!tilltz.'"Sclerigia0 1.'19fil'No. 450.4 ',.,(.rune 3. 19771. .9. 1067.

. . m.A. A. R.pdeoff. "A Mailke.t-Sharine Approach to ,th; ligtifd.":Nt!Cleq StilekrAah.azii,''''t_ `.t'Porelvl Altalra. Vol. .54. No. 4 (July 1076), pp: 764-57. , . 2,',. - , ., . . .:et This iqt.ctosi to VII the policy .Cafter Ndne 'sfollowIngprior tO...th,eArApObn,ta,..iks ve4th' ''7 European leaders 1n May. , ;
, - -. --. . , ,, ..
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'.'The burden of nonproliferation cannot be.prikon the commerpiar-uk_si-
clear energy industries coMpletely.:Export ftoliciest. eeofionfit, incen-
tives to Stay .,avgay,from critical fuel cycle facilities, and safeguards
can reduce the probability that a etiuntrY will suddenly.entch:Ve -

rialear weapons club. But such policies are. only adjuncts to overall ,.
- -international defense,and nuitugl-security programs. PakIstan'probrcably wants the opportunity to , develop' a bomb because it does not .;

Perceive isting security guarantees as adequate in'the face of Indian
militarylrEapabilities ; the-BrazIlians.a,nd the Argentinians probably
feetsorrreviliat toile same. Fai.Voo mit& of Ole burden off the prolif ra-

.... don problem has been Placed .on commercial nutleaiipower progra ii , ,,
r .;.+ind, far too lit* on the basic eCOnamicoocial [Lind -politicar, iusti

-.

ttiond that creat the incentives for !nations and stbnational,groups
". .acqtfire nuclear weapons. - ,.. ,

' - We agree that Lovins ha.s Identified an important pioblein Bid this,,
solution simply' will not work. Improved international Political irk
stitntions for ininimizing the,risk of proliferation, are certainly called!'

. for. The U.S. has the power: to take the lead in negotiating interna- '.-
tiona,l'agreernents that will serve to minimize the risks.,that additional !
.couritti'es Aill either want to or be easily able to 4evelophuclear weap

`..' ,ons: But unilateral U.S. action cannot eliminate the risk of polifera'-'
tion and it tai t even increase it. 7 -

'A source el se to- the.SALT talks-puts it as follows: there are basi-
cally (3vo vie s aboht.proliferation, The first ,is that.it is a-disaster,

Ihe,waild is li ely to blow up, but you can't stop it. This was essentially
., the private v w the Nixon /Ford 'adn"iinistration. The second'js v

thatlis A as er, th ,world is likely to blow up). but you can stopit.t,;
This 'IS essent y the view of Carter 'anti; Vrance. Many serious ob- ,.
servers ixtli6ve it' s perlih.ps. the qltimateignestion, tut apalrt from.

.--- . the superdo , no one thinksIhe answers are easy. ,
... , , -

. '.. ii . Hard El'terysReteriaini,sirb and Soft Energy Mardis-I,
_

Lovins' second"-, -11P-7. geis that our present energy delivery system is
all - pervasive an cis"treiling. ...,.

. , ,
- ; . [Title kinds of social change - nectar] for a hard path areapt to he much.

I". less Pleasant, lel plausible, less compatible _with social diversity and personal .

1 freedom of choice, and lei:?; consistent with otraditional. values Mai) are the Nociui
changes that could make a. soft path worilt., .

While soft technothrleA can match 110.4 ement pattern, their diversity' re-
flectfrig our orhti pturalism,-centrOiZedOPO niece encourage industrial elms-. ;

tering .aneuTbanIzatioti : . . [aAdl allocate nefits to suburbanites and-soCial
- costs to politically weaker rural agraria 44efrig iiig energk syStems pits central .

authority against local autonomy:in:a 4 .eingly cliviStve- an(' wasteful form
of centrifugal p o l i t i c s. . . . ., .;-. v`i 4 '1

Loi:ins has reiterated severd times in.his4vtiting 0114 "low energy
fixtures can. (but need not'. -IfeLiktfonative`.un?1 plurAnstic, Nithereas.
high - energy futures are haum ds tit)), tOOtytc4igi and tcr_offer lesS scope

i for social, diVetsity and individuireed6teti.r Thigliasic theme" can be' 0
..71 , k,. .exannned in ttio parts. #----- ..I. '''s 0...' 1,t; ''':,

-' First, Teovins 'suggests a dose lirikage-be,Wegn;, opl,organization,..
and efiergysupply systems: AlvinWeinberig Iiits'qi faoneclzthe deter

t ininistic implications' of thjs.viewpoint: .. 'y- 1 ,
G . %; ;41r

iS: 464'414OA AgttInst Nuclear Spread Fegiftes 'flu 12 Natlon,A," The...I . p. O. / A ft -4.
f?....e. N .

vine, ^Energy Strateg!." DD. 91 92 ... t .. 4, . . , (

' .1
2
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Indeed. the tie betweentergy intensity, bureaticrde.y, and centralization,
which Is so prevalent -.a theme among the,anti-energy intellectuals, Is largely a
mystery to me. There are many factors in our mod(rtn society that encourage
bureaucreization,centralization, and vulnerability, and I-would think that en-
ergy and how wtlegenerate it are hardly the most important. For example, the
technologies of mass communication are probably far 'more significant potential
sources of malign centralization than are the technologies of energy generation:
Hitler was much more the product of radio than he was of central electricity.'

itiis hard to improve on Weinberg's comment., for it is really diffi-
cult. to See how idectricity dictates social organization.

Others such as E. .I. Mishan 30 have Argued that economic growth
and or the automobile are responsible for the decline in neighborliness
and civility, which Lovins abhors, while Illich would probably cast the
blame on industrial civilization. Indeed, the main villain of Illich's
diatribe on energy is the automobile and the highway system.

The typical American male devotes more than 1,600 hours a year to his car.
He sit51--in it while it goes and .while it stands idling. Ile parks it and searehtks
for it. He earns the money to put down on it and to Meet the monthly install-
rnentse Ile works to-pay for petrol, tolls, insurance, taxil's andLigkets. He spends
four of tits sixteen waking hours on the road or gathering his resources for it.
And this 1gmrpidoes not take, into arto.lint the time consumed. by other activitieS
dictated: transport : time spent in hospitals, traffic courts and garages; time
spent %vatehing automobile commercials or attending consumer education meet-
ings to improve the- atiality of the nexil. buy. The model American puts in 1,600
hours to get 7,500 miles: Is than five miles per hour. In countries deprived of
a transportation industry, people manage to do the same,' walking wherever theywant to go. . . .11

Illich 'would' not argue that people did 'not freely choose to love
their automobiles, only that they were heavily influenced in doing so
by free roads and by advertising- and that the externalities 'in terms of
lass of neighborliness and isolation were not readjk perceived.'

It is. however, difficult to make the same connection between &dee,
tricity and social organization, unless perhaps one, has in mind tele-
vision and its effects on family life. Centralized energy sources are
bad, we are told, bectitngt they "encourage' industrial clustering and
urbanization." But the chief complaint against the- car was that it
encourages stiburbanizat ion and isolations! The connecting argument;
seenis to he that 'scale economies in electricity make large-scale energy
supply systems inevitable, and vitire highly spea.igized (and there-
fore "remoter) people to run them. whereas :ioft, energy systems are
more directly attached to the -people who use thvni.

At one level, this appears'to be obviously hue, although not ot,vi
ously undesirahle." At another level. it, is not quiteAs true as it seems.
The cortalist ion of coal in a fluidized-bed system takes place in'the con
sumer's own home. the combustion of coal to produce electricity take's
'place far from him. Yet. the coal mine is still required and the trans-
portation network ,for cora. 1Vilild surely rival the cnniplexi
ties of the electric distribution system. Similarly a solar collector is
placed on a. building and is therefore. "local." lint the aluminium
and- plate glass indlistries standing- behind the coilt,-tor are n fdr
away and remote and let-chile/lily complex as the erieratilig: .aal ion.
One Inight also add that they are highly etnitral 'Wed industries Tn

'71, A Weinberg t ot...A : Th., t..r oi. 1,41.111 El.eflitiSf rotogv JtilvN' 1976 for mien In Kro :gv Polley) D
1.1Av Ikain Cryvtv of nnoinle ilr.iwr It I I .on(lon Di r.. I ten,. 11,17' 1 illYeli. Euergy and Equity I New l'o,rk Harper & ROW A974) PO 14 15
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1972, for example, the concentration ratio for the top four companies
inthe plate and float glass industry was 91 percent and 'fc.n. the top four
primary aluminum producers, 80 percent.32 .

The adocates of solar energy might ,also be well adviSed'. td re-
member the fate of,e'arly heat pumps:Vidal were killed by lack of
local knowledge and statula rdizat ion, and press hard for "bureamratic
and centralized" decisions to .eliminate.fly-by-night loc4,3 contractors
and the. indignity Of $12.000 sat'. roof instailati ns that leak and'
crack. Solar energy will give each individual more .ontrol of his "-n:
destiny, presumably until the friendly local sola engineers become .

less available to fix the leaking collector than the friendly local utility
is to fix the distribution outage.

, Again-. biomassxonversion, which is Envins' chief_unswer t9. liquid.
fuel supply, would take, he tells. us.-ten times the current U.S. brew.ery
capait.3". It is not clear that this islikelv to show fewer economies of
scale and less concelikration thakrefineries, especially given the trans

, portationivoblems associated with the light and bulky initial Product.
' It is possible to argue ommany grounds that pluralism, dispersion of

b power and decentralization_hf economic decision-making are desirable
things: ilideed, many eeRrionaists would argue that democracy is en-.

' hzincea by consumers making their oiwn economic elmices aziumg al-
ternative prwhicts,' rather: than a single four-year choice between al-

.! ternatiye politicians who ten m44 choices for them. At some points,:
Los ins seems almost- to . rgue that a highly centrali2ed &elision be &

ade to propet.,s4long't ie soft. path. There. is no real need for this.
he very cit6ractel the soft path is that it peed not he adopted in its

eiritirety. If the soft technologies prof' economic, then they (lin be
?phased in their. yery . virtues of flekibdity pernUttiftg their gratis
adoption. or is the hal-d path-so inflexible that itqould not INe riha ed
out if it turns out to he destrahle to '(lo so. The effort to resol4yhe fl Ise
dichotomy raisedby Lovins seems to-he nioreantlfhetical to pluralis
than a le, s radicaLpolicy which. b3,. prjcing sensibly, encourages new
techilologies and removes-marketbarriers. . ..., ..,

Peri s what. ..Wiiiis is really getting at i5 the nuclear argument
again, I argues trat the safety _risks of nuclear are unacceptable tit
present a future generations: ..

Gqternments .shm41. suspendtheir nuclear programs, until, enough. infaNble
peoplq can be (Omni to oKrate thoin for the next few hundred thousand years
%id Until All flips? affect%) by such programs have been consulted (which may
present technieitt.difficultarri

Ji
),'

In fart, LoVins' I titlitito,nuclear p ver is less obvious in hi, P
.

eigit A airs article 'irr his other N 111-7S cited in. the refe4ence:.
Mb e orts on behal of soft energy -futures are. to a very considerabh
exte , efforts to first, politicize and then outlaw nuchar.

Lovins suggests society canitot handle.. the nuclear genic This till,
of course. remain moot regardiess of any intellectual arguments that
could be raised, but serious efforts have lweitmade to evaluate the o-
vial effects of nuclear power.34 The Ford Foundat ion's Energy Policy

et.

tA.

L' S. litirent1 Of the 151119, 1972 ,fintin Maasulet011l vs ro ,,11, sat, t.11..st. Iih 11..n 111

'Manufacturing. Tables 6.1 id
A. B lovIns World Frier., st,at«glcs Facts, lsru o 11 1)1111011M 11

Ballinger, 1975) r' 126. ,
" Site, for example, 0 Butlenems, r ft Kaspefeen hna It. Kale uf Nuclear

Power," Science, Vol. 100. No. 4285 (April 1, 19,77), pp. 25-34.
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Study Group was set up in 1975 in the belief that the nuclear debate

. was poorly structured and undisciplined: the ground rules were that
the participants be not only highly tetthnically qualified but also open-
minded. An unusually distinguished group of twenty one people
grappled with most of the problems raised by the critics of. nuclear
power, including the soft argkments raised by Lovins and others, and
recently publigied its -100-pag,e report... .

On the issue of health effects of nuclear power, the group concluded that
"the adverse health effects of. nuclear power are 1E;ss than or within the range
of health effects ,from.,coal" and that [nuclear_wastes and phitonium can be
disposed of .permanently in a safe manner. If prOperly buried deep underground.
In geologically stable formations, there is little chance that these materials
will reenter the environment in dangerous quantities. Even if materia,1,WerV-

m
.g. constitute a major catastrophe, or even a major hea th risk, for;fiut
soehow to escape eventually in larger quantities than seen W, possible, it ouid
m
-civil iza Hons.] ' ..

This would not` ie CtillIcient'to satisfy Lo ns, who contends further
that our civil 1 ibet4fies 'Would be jeopardize by the requirement, to4f,
guard the wastes against the threat of terrorism.

. . . [I]f nuclear powir were clean, Safe, economic, asgured of ample fuel,
and socially benign, per se, it would still he-unattractive because of the political.,
implications. . . . For example. discouraging nuclear violence And coercion
requires sorne'ahrogation of civil liberties; guarding long-li4ed wastes against
geological or social contingencies implies' some form of hierarchical sociala-
rigidity o omogeneity to insulate the tezchnological,priesthopd from social .,,,,,

..., ri .turhulen . .. ."
The Ford report concludes.that, the possibility of terro sot must be

taken seriously, but that, as with airline hijacking, .m est improy,e-
., ments in security could buy a substantial amount of protection. Tjoy

recommend strengthening of physical security arrangements for nu-
clear facilities, but conclude fhat "improved security measures iian be
introduced without endangering civikpirrtics,"37 and nate that while

_

the NRC may soon require security elealancrfor 30,000'tmployees in, .

the nucletiu industry, this compares to 5 million persons alreadY sub-
ject to security clearance.38

The Ford report is not the final word on these issues of values, which:
ili tont inue to be debated for many dears, but it does provide a sub- ,

staulial countebalanf-e o,the gloomier views of Lovins.
A second oitraipi of Lovins' domestic arguments in his championing

. of part icipatOry democra y and local control.
:' In an electrical world, your lifeline comes not from all understand-
able neighborhood tech' oloky run by people, you know who are irt yoli
own social level, but r le from an alien, remote, and [perhaps luimili-,
atingly'uncontrollable technology run by a faraway, preaucriltized,
technical elite who have pr baply never heard of Yotr..Decisikis-abovt ..-

ized-=H, Politically roils trend because it, divi,dEew.those. Vho'ns
4who hall have hm- u .11 nergv at what. !wire-644. become .ceiiiral:',...

energy from' those wfro sulkily and .regulate it . " r'
Lovitq4energy democracy would appear to he characterized by lih ..;,

levels of ih formed public pa rticipit,t ion in energy decisionsior'the "IfAe. '

34 Norlear Power b.soes find Ch.d..,, Re.p.rt ..1' fly IN.y1..r Energy Polley St(ady (I,ortp.
Sponsored by the Ford Foundation ( 'arubridge . llidlinger41177). pp. 19-20." bovinn. Energy Strategy." p. 9:

47 Nuclear ower Issues and Cho"Nuclear otver Issues and Chokes; 1)..
ke_ p 314

0 Levine. "Energy Strategy." p. 92.
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of local elected representatives as a surrogate. Past political experience
does not lend much enthusiasm for the level or effectiveness of public

I participation. For example, Nie and Verba report that widespread po-
liOcal activity "is found largely for those alts that are relatively easy'.
art'd "only aismalljminority of the citizertry is active beyond the act of
voting."" Mitglfell found that voter pa cipation

Proportion active
beyond the iota

( perSenNumber of pplitical acts beyond the vote:
1 0 32

.ftl. . 30
25

4 19
5 146+ 1 13

....111[ijn th.0.-fenerall purpose units is much higher than in the special districts.
'because citizens believe themselves to be more vitally, affected by the traditional
general governments than by the special districts providing mundane, if essen-
tial, servicit that private firma do hot sell. in the marketservices such as fire
protectitn, sewage disposal, park districts, etc,"

-

lis Lovins proposing new .special energy districts to add to the
present, 80.000 units of governmental responsibility in the United
States, which include some 21.000 special districts? Or, is he proposing
to reorganize all political districts around the "central" energy theme?AN

Such local autonomy might. also have its negative side. Waterpollu-
tion control .(e sageewae disposal )and air polt controlntrol used to be
local enterprises, -but because of, the effects of local deeisionA on the
env nments of neighboring jurisdictions, federal legislation has
large y preempted local control. Education is also an essentially local
enterprise.- but the courts in variqus states have held that local fund-
ing discrintnates against clildrtin ,in poor areas and have required
a broader ft

. se. Lovins doe§ not tell us whether he expects, local control of e 1,Ty to be, funned .by taxes or whether he simply
ti' .4P wants local solar and insulation distributors do be smaller soak than

local utilities; in -het, it is not absolutely clear what he doeshave in
4mind. .

",/ Qne could delve irthutr into trying to understand what Lovins is
trying to,..ell us afieiut. what he apparently believes to he the st. ig

N linkage between energv delivery systems and social organimati6
the foreign side, we flt he had the right problem ILO a uonsolufid% :

(- on the doMestic side, 'We Al! tempted to conclude drat, he has a non-
problem.

c a
rt. DEMAND ASSU:Sfr TIONS A NO TO r; «0/NERVATION POTENTIAL 4,

Our,efforts to tx-iimirie the soio-political motive ton of the I
:Lovins/Schumacher school of energy critics le ve -1 in. a 'post
where, although we may disagree. perhaps violently, wi i so e of
predises, an alternative premise has been aftrred which ces us to
examine the conclusions. The soft path is not only mole. "benipm't and'\.
humanistic. it is cleaper. _

. .,
44.s. H. ,Nie and S. Verna. -1411tlen I Yno tlelpnti, ssi Ilandl....k f 1,1111..1 Eilcletter

Vol. 4, NonzovOrnmental Polities, f'.1 F 0 1.1,111it Mil enI N. l'olio.y I Rending Ma AN. ;

,i,dillmon-Wesley 'Publbiliine Co. 19772) 1 he nut hors hitve enletiliited the proportion,' of the
electorate Actinic beyoncl the vote as r0 Up W FI (p. 291.

ii W. C. Mitchell: Why Vote? (C19captlii : Marki-tin Publitrig Co., 1971) p 13e
'

4
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The "soft" path envisaged by Lovins is best seen in the alternative-
pictures of energy future presented in his article. T,ile "hard" way
substitutes coal and nuclear power, via electrification, for most of the
oil an*ginA, with a gross energy consumption of over 150 quads by
2000, 2:0 quads by 2025. The "soft" ath reduces demand via conserva-
tion ( which w4xamine below) tc quads in 2000 and a mere 60 quads

., in 2025,- and fills ft by 2000. with 3.., quads of soft technology, the rest
with oil, gas and coal; by 2025 the entire demand is met by soft tech-
nologies, with no nuclear. coal, oil, gas, or indeed, one gathers from the
text, any electricity at all except existing hydroeleclkoc resources.

What are these miraculous soft technbiogies? Their chief character-
istic is that they -"rely on renewable enemy flows." (Lovins also waxes
eloquent about them, asserting that they are "flexible, retalient, sustain-
able and 'benign." Well, but any utility president would say th4e same
of electricity. Benignity is in the eve of the beholder.) Soft technolo-
gies are also characterized as matching end-use needs in scale. quality
and geographic dispersion, a concept which he develops at some length.

But before the soft technologies fill the demand ( which prospects we
examine in Section III), the total demand Ines to be reduced by con-
servation. In this section, we examine other peoples' projections for
energy demand in 2000; the relation bets een GNP and energy use;
he concepts of 'gross and net demand ; and the implications of conser-

vation through efficiency on gross energy demand. We have not ex-
amined in detail the potential '-for conservation, but we note in passing
that a recent studybv Arthur D. Little 42 makes a.persuasive"case for
the existence of virtually cost-free conservation through insulation in
new buildings: savings, of up to 60 percent in clergy use are obtained
using a design in whigiahe extra initial costs ofinsulat ion are (in most

'cases) entirely offset by the reduced size and reduced initial cost of
the heating. ventilating and airconditioning systems required. The
existence of this type. of conservation potential is the foundation for
the discussion. of the effects of conservation on gross energy demand.
A. Projectionv and Seenari:os

How plausible 1ti Lovins' 95-quad scene rjo in total quantity and
in mix ? What doother serious students of the energy scene foresee'?

Projections used to be done with a ruler. These projections, based on
the 1960s, %rank] have told' us thpt overall energy- use would grow
3.6 percent annually, for a Yea -2000 total of 177 quads. But rising
energy prices have put an end to simple for asts, so now we do compli-
cated ones with computers'instead of rule . Projectiom make assump-
tions about prices, technology, popul ion and GNP, ancL,estimate
consumption. Seeiutrios make assin tions about consumption and
estimate what would be required n the way of prices, technology,
'population and ("rNP. It.is despe tely difficult. to do either well. Even
the Bureau-of flieN3nsus offers three projections for the population
growth rates: by the ver0 2000 the population may have 'increased
35 percent. or If) percent, or something in bets % een. say. '2,4 percent.
over the 1914 levtfl. S'nill wonder then'that the energy forecitSters..
who were practically invented in the last deratht, can dy, no better than
thAlemogra pliers who have beeri at it for yea rs. I *'
: -

"Energy ConnertntIon In New Bliftling ii.,Ign An name at
StnrAlard 90-75 P8 -252 639. rfationnl T,e,hnien1 intopTintIon .4e4vIce (4.1nAdeld. Vtr-
gin1al. A. D. Little Co.. Inc report to theIT.14. Department- of Commerce cAlnrch 10761

'Ca
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There have beenat least seven major studies of energy demand in
the last, three years. TIleir results, in terms of energy use in 19S5, 201)0
and various other years, lire given in Table-1. The official projections

, of 1974 and 1975 do, as Lovms suggests, range mainly between 130-7
170 quads fOr 2000, although more recent studies romp in with lower
estimates. ERDA's combination ease, which it uses as a projection,
is 137 quads,. reflecting a 2.5 percent annual growth, the same as the
projected labor force growth.
B. GNP and Energy Use .

Loyins accuses the official projections of assuming a close causal ink
between GNP'and energy consumption and, in ERDA's rasp, this is
true. The FEA arid the Department of the Interior see little change
if ally in the assumed energy; GNP relation, ilifill they put. at 56 or
57 thousand Btu/GNP$ (1971 dolla'rs) .1:See Table II.)

The twin evidence that this linkage is not an inevitable lockstep
comes Rom international', dicta. Schipper's study of Sweden noted
that "in 1971 the United State's had a GNP per capita 10 percent
higher than Sweden's at the then current exchange rates. However,
for efteh dollar of ONP,'Sweden.requircd only 68 percent as much
energy-as the United States. Correcting for the energy embodied in
foreign trade . . . reduces the.1971 Swedish figure to 61 percent." 43

While t'he authors conclude that rtiltual. institutional,' economic
and technical factors all coi*ine to redUce energy consumption. they
stress the importance of prices. "The most .iQiportant variable affect-
ing, energy uso,, and energy efficiency is the relative prier of energy

*with resportp to other resourees.'"11For eXaVilde, gasoline has been
nearly twice as expensive in Sweden as in the United States for many

and Schipper slikws per capita consumption of less than half ,
the U.S. level iii Swe(Tai.v On the otfv;r hanq, the mean rsl,, of
electtieity \vas similar in both countries and onsuMption levels were
almost equal. , - .

More recently, a study by Darrie-,titiller DuoiCculey iind A It cl"111111

for Resources for. the Fi titre mkopared energy consumption patterns
for nine industrializeo connallks and found jhat. with the exception
of Canida, the energy: GNP ratio was lower, ranging from 54 percent
oftilhe F:S. level in France to Sti pll'Cl`lir ii/f the r.S. level in the
Netherlands. This is at least party due to ditfrrenees in geography,
existing social infrastructure and taste hti wP11 as prices. and the au-
thors warn i.griitist using the stiid to argue uncoitically for,einuldion
of the energy styles of tht;Europeans.

ITThere are practical limits to the opportun-itie. log 1'»),1,140 111ND1red
energy husbandry in the United :states The 11040,1 Slates is nottaimut to acquire
th.P population density of Jrapan. the gv.ographir colnimetriess of (:ertnany, nor
very likely the raillietwork..of P'r.atiee, so that is Ilii liest of el rctiniShiliPei-i. some
interroutitifl energy/41'Di' variabii-it is 1)01111(1 to endure, be,iiiise of historical or

}deeply rooted reasons . ,

" SehIpper and A Lichtenberg. "Efficient 1....rgy (L. and W, it Li,
Example." Sclen.44, Vol 194. N' 4269 iDecembe, pp 1003 1004

'' SehIpper rind 1.1cheinhprg. "CATIe14nt Energy 1,44.1,1,- u. 1012
rind I,Iebtent),rg. "Effielent Energy isf." :t I. I.u,t

4 .0 .1 Da rmiNtather, Ibinkerley and .1. Alternian 'Erb) udas,rinl N., it .

, A Pornparat IVO Analysis." Prell rg Inary report arla atm prepared by ItegaIe, for the
lotiture and financed by the I'..wer Research 1 atitute (April 19771. pi. 133 34.

,gf
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, Cie:ids. 'then it-'-is imp" ossibleVO arone a lockstep PSTP:. ene,.r.gy're- .4', .
latiOnship in

. . ..
t e terms.. Countrys cahand dw vary in the energy;

content of the T,Ii.

Within a in Viuntry, luiwever, given the geography and social
infrastri tore, one .might perhaps expect the energy: GNP ratio to
be more; able. An analysis done -by

nmistaka Ile decline tIver the period 1947 -73 in energy intensitf
Shew for NERA showed4

u
,1n

GNP in the United States associated with rising per capita ineotrti',
although he obstlites that in general, international comparisons show
an overall association between energy use and per capita income. He
suggests that this may he due to disparities in the range of data.

[Title income range of the post-war I-.S. data is less than a quarter of the
range of international per capita income observed. If energy intensheness of out-
put first rises with per capita GNP, as a consequence of increasing industrializa-
tion, and then declines, as service industries assume a larger role in output, this
apparent discrepancy might he explaMed."

We can probably reject, with Loving', the lockstep energy: GNP
argument and, in common sense terms, it would be surprising if it
were otherwise.-Eneegy as a factor of production will presum'ably
he bstittited for labor while it is cheap, and less so when it is
expensive. If energy has been cheap relative to labor costs in the
U.S., one would expect. to find more energy-intensive production
methods. Energy as a consumption item will be substitutable for
every 'other ype'of consumption, the tradeoff depending on the price.
If Swedes choose to buy other things than energy, it should hardly
surprise us, particularly since gasoline, for instance, is priced at
$1.35 per gallon. It, would not surprise us if the Swedes found
cheese, more to their liking than beef, especially if beef were $5 per
pound. o0

C. Gross and Net Energy
. .

It does not make much sense to expect that gross energy use should
be related to-anything very much. What interests us, or what should
interest us, is the work we get out of energy. People want warm
hou'ses and miles traveled, not gallons of distillate or gasoline. If
technologies change, we may well be able to extract more work (or
net energy) from a gallon of gasoline, and rising prices would be
one obvious agent for technological change. With tl 's in mind, the
Resources for the Future m projectsproects a reduc to in the gross,
energy: GNP ratio front 6R Iitu/dollar in 1975 to 4 by the year
2000; the. Institute for Energy Analysis offers 42 for its ow case and
50 for its high case, while 'DM-Brookhaven suggests 44. (See, Table
II.)

Table, I shows "gross" and "net." energy tig-ures, a distinction
which is now standard but somewhat, misleading. Electricity, it is
commonly asserted. is a wasteful energy source because only a third

/of the energy contained in the original fuel is- turned into electricity.
The net/gross distinction is had on this supposed waste. -Gross
energy is all the energy used either directly by consumers or in elec
trw generatiog plants. It corregpomis to the litu 4F.)..quirein.nt:i for

.7 W. B. show I. te. unt t. iy 31 .010
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supply, N'et energy is the enemy that s to consumers plus thesup""ply.
that comes out of electric generating plarits. Hence, the net/ 41,

,g-roas ratio,depends on the-proportion of eltctricitby being usektin the
p1orection148 . r .. J .. e, .

5 ThiS' distinction, points. up the 'supposed inefficiency of electricity
while ignoring the very substantial end-use Inefficiencies of other
type's of fuel use. The assumed 3:1 disadvantage of electricity is mis-
leading because it does not take into account the inefficiencies at all

istages in the sequence of pro4ucing,Oransporting and using fuels
directly. (Mea§ured efficiency of home. furnaces is close to 50 per-

e. cent, although theoretically a clean' efficient furnace could work at
nearer 80 percent.) A more useful definition of net 'fuel use might
be the units of work (heat, miles, motor power) required or surplied
for end-use. That sort of measure, while not currently available,.
would have two types of use : first, it would enable us to examine
energy : GNP linkages in a more useful hypothesis, namely, is the
end-use quantity of work related to. GNP. Secotid, it would'clarify
some of the confusion surreunding.theconcept of conservation.
D. Conservation , .

a Conservation, in the broadest sense, means "using less." But. it ac-
tually encompasses several different phenomena which we can review
in terms of the traditional,supply and demand curves.

(1) Upward shift (prier. increase)' in supply function.
No change in ta-ste or technology.

J

S.

The obvU,os example of this is thF oil ifi.l.ce lucre:Inc
less at high%r prices: either they drive fewer aides or
homes or, in the lortgastin, they msvilch to fuel saving
(smaller cars, insulation)b,

ol For instance the Deprtftlheuf of lofeldd piniccfloon fonnn nod cl.
are 103.5 and 77.5 quads. respe.41,ely Grt,ss Net=20 quads t this ts
electric generation] Total electric Included 1,n the gross can then be est ints
33 percent elneienej: 26 x 312..39 quads. Thirty-nine quads as a pen

. use
have colder
technologies

the "Nast,." in
ted by assuming
entsge of total

gross demand equals 39J 103.3 x 100 = 38 percent, as fitiown in Talk III.



( 2%) DowiiNVard shift in demand functidtl. No chaz3gL iiivapply'sched74,.. '-

ule or technology,.
V.

0

These amdwasind changes-which maybe caused by the availability
of substitute commodities-or which may reflect changes in taste and

,lifeStyle rather than economics. Many of the social physicians hope to
see bicycles replace automobiles bwause of their lifestyle implications.
Eihortations that 65° is healthier than 72° for an indoor temperature
are also attempts to shift the demand curve.
(3) Shifts in end-use conversion efficiencies through technical change

To review this, we have to gpecifypur axes more clearly : supply and
demand -for what? With fixed technical efficiency options, the question
does not arise. But suppose that a, simple and costless iivention 49
increased the end-use efficiency. What would-be the effect? We must
assume that demand for energy is not demand for-gross Btus but for
units of work (heat, miles,' motor power), and that energy
demand is a derived demand. Then, a change in technicarpossibilities
wouldruld shift a gross/net schedule in the following way

Gross
Elikess efficient

Ei more efficient

Net

Assuming the Invention has a cost does hot change the thrust or the argument

2

.4
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,.0- -..(E, Melds. More:units of net energy.. per knit Of gross energy.)
2 . .

.1, 4,
Assuming that demand is for net energy, this has the effect of shift:

ing.the supply curve of net energy downward, while leaving t4 de-
mand schedule unmoved. The same amount. of.gross energy at the StVile
price (on fur assumption of a cdstless invention) can now provide
more net energy at the saute price. . . ,

,
...., .,,

E. less elficjent
0 /XGloss

Net P I
D

E more efficient.

Net

o a, Net G.

If there is any elasticity ot 0..mand, L\ (2 net. will tot,positive, al-
though so,long as the-elasti4it., of demand is riot greaO than unity,
changwin gross energy consumption will Lc.. negative. In more mun-
dane terms, more miles per gallon may induce people to drive more
because' it is cheaper per mile than Wort: in any event, this effect will
limit the impact of technical efficiency in reducing g-ross .Btu consump-.
ti on.

Expanding the above diagram, .3, can 0, that one !night have
hoped the efficiency change would reduce g.'oss consumption from G1
to G3. It will, however, only reduce it to G,

4,
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E, less efficient

t, ore effiCient

4

Net o.

p.

This if an extremely important results Lovins' assertion i1t a
95-quad scenario for 2000 is feasible depends crucially onhiS assump-
tion that conservation through technical efficiency clningeS Itloilt can
reduce gross energy demand. He assert:

Theoretical a lysis suggests that in the long term, .techeical fixes .a/one in-
the United St s.could probably improve .energy efficiency by a factor:of 'at
leljst three or r. A recent review of specific practical.measures cogeetly argues
that with only those technical fixes that could be implemented by about the turn
of the gentury, we could nearly double the efficiency with which we use energy.°

Among the technical fixes he proposes are thermal insulation, heat
pumps; more efficient furnaces ind car engines, less verlighting and
overventilation in commercial buildings and recuperators for waste
heat in industrial processes. While all of these measures could "con -.
serve".in the broad sensef "using less energy," all the fixes he sug-
gests, with the possible exception of overlighfing, have the effect of
reducing the marginal cost of net en rgy or work units. They,shat the
supplx eurvedownward. Lovins -

My own view of the evidence is, first; e are adaptable' cruse tech:
nical fixes alone to double, in the next few decades,.the gin. at benefit

Levine, "Energy Strategy," p. 72.

41.

1 2
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we Wring from each milt of end:us'e energy.; 'and.second. that value changes
which could either replace or supplement thoSe techniyal changes are filso occu
ring rapidly. If either' -of these view!,i.is rrght, or if.bottNre pairtly right, we shotld
be able to dfiuble einkuSe etheitApcy by" the, Milli of .the centnry..or, shcirtly theie-
after,. with Minoior chatigeT ih.lifestyles Or values save" increasing comipit

.' fur` modestly increasing-numbenoW
I

.-

;.; Irrother words, the reditAion from 155 qtretis to 95 ql4risIs ito.13e
e'con-iphshedli;.y.inereasing, in fact'abubling;enduseeffieichciesi-what

notJtetilfzed is that if there is any dernandelaStidity'at all
. 'he will ;notAe-abl'e, to keep. all the effitilency"gatri'... I on '. ,
magglnaleost of-wot-k'unit Or net ene4gy incase the;.net en,etgy,
dongtimed and'ent

doubling of end.-use effickincy is equivalent. tb h the price.
is not a small point. If theelastifity,Of demand '=,ift.;.id-use energy -.-

is, say, 0.5, vet demandwill Arwaw..bv :Lltttle more.ttian 40 percent ;
gross deinand. will there t Be _halved, but. will j)e reduced to.70. '
perctiorit of the previous ley r 40 percevt. above Lovins' projection.
Wilat this means for T.,oVins's plied scenario is thht. a relAtil3ely cost-
less technical x, such as, more efficient.- futnaces and automobile
engine4or, the heat pump; cii,,.07Cn ASIIRAE 'standards on nenhomes,.
wilFnot save nearly as atiter.'energy as`he hopes. Comparing his 95,
quad scenario with-the 1.55 =q0ad projections he imputesto others, and
assuming that costless techrriVil..fixes applied ,120.Of the 155 r-puiTs°
account for the 60 quad difference, we creg esti httre that, on-his assur.401.

, tion of doubling efficienct- ?}rid our aSsumption Of 0.5 demand elas--.
ticity,. the 120 will go to.84 (T(l pel'jentjar 120), not 60 (50, percenf
of 120); and Ilie.total demundwo41 bc,1J,0 ot. 95quails. If technical
fixes are not, costless, the "s*Yrift,'In thQ s urve will be smaller,;` tie
net,yincreake in dcmAnd will be smittler,.. rid the 'gross savings gregier.;,

.from any givent4chnical haproaveinent..)' ..... . .4.
.A revision of the 95-qu enad.scaripito&19 g,iwoid41 bring. it 'inuch more,

i-i lie with recene.e4intates fo tlie ,,,,,qa,..20(fo, althoirgh.'still corn-- -li
forta irboo.%;. the eider "Official stihintes." 1.Cevettliele:;s07Wgrow.th'
knplied.'over the next, twent --fi e yearsipy it9:),q413-1,sCenarid,is. only.. .

fdr grdwth of at least 40 quit S.
20 quads,: whereas afriibre 64,1i tic' estiAate Would sifkgwst plahrpng,-,

'-

tion
T4 be fair, Izefins doe not igia the (Alit' two type,,-6f..conserlia-.,

i discils.sed abiffle: he favors life. yle changes (denrand.ctirve cloNin4.-'
ward 8hifts) for pliihWiphiral rem ns and he. favors ntaginat erjst:':-

. .
prioing (supplycurvaupwa'rd shifts, apposition with which we.can-, 74.

-ndt possibly qua;rrel.4Therefore, it, is, possibre4tlint not.alliof Iii 60.2,;

quad -savings sortie from shittAof ecttiologv Aft fratet'fiolta a ,rili-;
Lure of. all three phenomena I-IdW,e -ter;, if Nte tjake'the-crn4e.iissinp-: ',
tion that. energy is underpriced 20 peAent, tinincrease to Marginal .

10 'cast, witii"A - -0.5 elasticily would esult in itriA,nd-irse reduction Of .0
.' .4 percent ,:t.) ri nging a from 155 to 141 qundscantileaying"46 putils..tiy,be: -.. ,

OtalCwith.by technology 4ifts before. we' .,iot,'"to the.:05litid sceruitrid.
' 4, The numbers outlined above are. onlylindirative of possible .prob-.

---:, Ions : Lcvins' thesis ig;Thoweversr.tlial technical fixes can reduce dep.
, r,4: 'nand anti soft technologies suppl the reckiced requiremenr..The'latter. c- issertion is examined in Section JII, it as we have Ae.eni4i-e. -reduced Nr

- 'demand .scenario isprobably subst llyoverdran,.... t' ,
.

% .

4-LQvids, "Enekgy Strategy.- p. 75 -
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, III.' THE '`HARD' .gAND sorr" ENERGY SUPrLY PATHS ,

- Tho basic...assumptions underlying LavinCtlipeussion 6*f the "hard417 .i

,-

and "soft' energy supply paths are that 4 n.. the.tyro;pa'thq are inutt-t7 st
ally exelusiye, (2) both pattis lre'pregent -difficult but: veify different.
.problerns'a 1 (3) many genii hie' soft' technologies; 'are now available'' '

... .and are row e 'onoinic.
, .. . ,:-.,. .- . ., A number of I, vins7 critic*. have beenptitzled.as `to wify- :th.twei

paths are "miitu ly. exclusive.;' Lovins o.g*s no explari,ation. inATis ..::.1,

.:. opginal P reign A tAairs article even in the.zebuttqlls that he as ''
iWitten to his (Tit ies. 'connnents. The only rQticinTile_ advanced for tl'
mutuallyeiclusivirargument is that "conitnitments to.he first p.:

,-fOreelose the second., Land] -we must soon choose one or theethe?......,"
[remphasis. added]." Nbt only is-this stateirient conditional, but.there

. are no rOaSoiis given for Why the t'ssetiOnrshould be, accepted fact. .'
On the cOntra many ttansiti rls.in the sources .frol'n. which energy is

....harnessed' have.t keri place in he past in fkil orderly and compataile ..

. 'way. Betw-een t e 1-850 ... and the , late .1.070s`tratisition 'that w not ,.,
-mutually eicchis Ve 10,Ve dkciirixd as society /roved in a series.of stepsk
frOm wood to c al, to oil,,t15 gas aild most reeentleyrtg tire use of nucleet% ..

... " ... ' - -. , . . 0.".,
. ...W lile one migliithar ete,rize all of these4hangestas merely being it:.

replacement of 2ne i'lraeg.'\energy path by amotherA4,1S'-rnbie-a'rnat'z.,
'ter of semantics than of_sU thbstance.'Iri the 1.850 tlidocrea.ini,r ti,5e of ''
wood would have been viewed, using the tenni
replacemient of it soft energy form .(
1-fowever',. the majority of these char

asS).W,ith whit,
ainiaigfu0 :f6r

side-by-side.ith the avallabllity of other pNyen soft:tee
wind power, h dropoWer and'even soraenCfgy---e
havcr become the doni inant fuel source-. Why the'

'mo.re economic or better iti."sOme other way. re;
Other critics of.j,oVi s 4have reviewed the.an

and "soft'? supply pa a have frequuktly, arr
. pretatictis, of the iSrate of. ie various t&linolo

requires a Wide b.acl{ground in the state of t e- art if .yarious". soft
1eclaTiologVes tv5hich LoVins oire7S. the!oltiore conventional
onesa evaluate haw aceurate-his assertions area.

aims that ne-WIer,4.polOgies e botlx.40nomit acid-reztly to be ap-
13.1141. widelfriik 4 c9rriptercial.::401 e, ate'" c.ontirfit.g in 'the scientific and"
engineering yen:, 41 tlikete 4i4tk. ,or,tio basis forlia,

4clairi4s, It isflillyne(;e:ssary. tit Ate chily delibera01-S,,'./r5lar the' energy . inclust ries,- To illustote th6
4vapability and 06:Mon-lie-, crimpetitiven4''of tpc:1101.6gPtriiist

....1?.iyahiatetl. The evaluation
tIlii:t4,1igicafand.ecoripmic'statits brit,' just Rilmportantisr,...the, +P p'

,7)tryf. the environmental, pOlitica4,. inatitntioin111.1.6kC regg,..arobi*Ifr',.(i. -financial-barriers he" 0.Verekrre. bekstV flie.te0.1hology ;041 De.deploy'edWiclely enriiigli to make an iulportant AtintritiiitiOntbeVgy:,
supply.- ;Making stieli his been jiii# as difEeiiiit for?new
hard" technologies. as it haS been for "SQff.''.onA, s' '. E yew if the pvItlillit ion is fri,voriiI?14. etrit-Ary .long. lead.tinins
and liirge costs inVolve'd in comrnereiali/Ation. Por-ejcainfile,llie!first

°logy, 11,.fiic
.9ne (cop,D.-
tOcrk.,pla.ca.
nologi

h of winc,h.em,i
4-ot, if they.Were..
mjsteryl-

lyi4 fklte f`frEttr.
-0 nt fferent inter- -

es and their.:ciistp It'

LOvIns:'"nergY P' 6M/11\

4tk)4416"!

)
.
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fission- chain reaglion to poVe the hasie.'scientific,principle needed to.
assure that, atomic' power could be produced from uranium was denion-
serated in1942,7flespite the enormous pinuraittnetit4 in fundsand other.
resources that-wernnwle by the t Tnited Stares,Goyernifient. and others
to convert: this knOwledge to praqtieal lisef, the first. snurll commercial .

reactor did-hot' begin operat ion until 1959, ma rly seyenteen'years later.
IIi 1955, at which time small experimental reactors Wer;already oper-
ational.- the ,National Planniwi'- Association 53 predicted that by 1980,
nearly forty 'years' aftil,r the hasicoscientific principle had been proven..
the Volted States would be tipplying only 10 percent of its erititlgy!
from nitclear-fuels. In fact, iri1976 it supplied less than. 3 percent of
total.ener,tfy demand and is projected to supply only.8 percent by.-T.985.

The slow commercialslevelopment cf nuclear fuels is not jyst, the
result of the 'special probletulJ. associated with unclear ,energy but
typical of the difficulties in conkner o-cializin any new energy resource.

,

The deVeloRment of oil shale,*coal liquifaction and coal gasification
technologies have been Oi-en less successful .than those for nuclear fuels.
OiLfrpra shale was produced ln a number of countries in significant
quantities in the 19th ektury'hat, had largely disappeared by the
turn of the century with the, dilp-covery of large oil reservoirs. For eN,-
ample; in 1860'a total of ,53 It:S. companies were producing oil from
coal and shale, but the discovery of liqui {1 petroleum in 1.$459 soon
ended the. ?.S. shale o clustrr34 Interest in oil .shale'wits revived in
the 1920s due to the relativelvihigh price of petroleum and seve7ral
pilot ptants were er ed, including two by the Bureau- of Alines.
However, oil shale a tivN again 'halted because large discoveries
of lietroletim OfIllSec a dMTaseln its price.' Froth time to time since
then, notably. after 1945, as oil reserves appeared fo be becoming lime
ited, studies were made that showed that oil from shale w,as competi-
tive, or nearly competitive, with pet rOlearn. bespite, these 'repefited
claims in reportmade by hotki whist ry.and .governmenf, no commer-
cial oil shale plants' are currently operating. Moreov4, their future
looks almbst as bleal.today-asit'did fifty years a,go. -

Coal.gasifiration has had it. history similar to that cif oil shale. As
.with oil shale, clairris'have been made .repeatedly by-governrnent
search reports andby are industtial firms that, coal001d be gasified
at' competitive Frices, to make a high Btu.gas tharcold.be,substituted
for natural gas. In spite of theqclear evidence that cge gasification is
feasible, it, has simply not been economic, Prior tit 1940s low Btu P

coal gasifiers were used in the Vnited,.States and'ciiiring, the 1940s
and 1950s several attempts to,flevelop.new high TTtu gasification.proc-
esseo were made. By 1973, at least twelve new processes were ready
for commercialization, but costs were estimated to be three, to four .

times the cast of natural gas." Construction has not yet been started
on the first comtVrcia.1 coal gasification plant and there is no indica.
tion that commercial plantS will be constructed soon,

cF

" T.,D. Teitelbaum. Productive set; of Nu.:icar Ei..gy it..port on Nuclear Energy and
the U.S. Fuel Economy, 1955 19M0, National Planning A:socigttion.. Waldlington,. RC.

,,..P4 A. latzia, .1t 0. Dannenbere .1 R. Roark. ,I., 1 Phillips 1. D. Lankford and B.---A(inzsi. . _.... .

Qot h rte. DAelopment of the -Bureau of Mines Gas Coain!..Ition 011 Shale Retorting Pro s,
BnllAtin 63a. T7.S. Bureau (IT Mines 11966). p 2

'5 MitzickePal.,-Ons Combustion 0II-Shale ProecIA p :2

`'" U.S. Natrona' Academy of Engineering: Evaluation of c..,.1 (.in,u11.ation Teehnology,
Part I, Pipeline-Quality Gas, R&D Report No 1. prepareu fur U.S Office of Coal Research
(1973),

. '
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frtieWays and shopping centers; ultimately, they could be considered
the unindicted subvertcrs of the traditional founcliitions of society:
Modernization would have been possible without the automobile, but
not American-style modernization.

Just what is it than this symbiosis of fossil fuels and technology
has done/0 society? To begin. with, it has created an intense energy
addiction. 'Without huge amounts of energy, every modern city would
come to a,mechanical stop and turn to chaos; every inechanizettsferm
would be uneble.to plant oil harvest. its crops; every industry would
come .to. a grinding halt;' every apartment, building and itirtually
every home would be paralyzed. In the short run, there is no coiceiV6
able way a hly modernized society can kick this energy addiction,
and not much vidence that-At Nants to, although the .nuinbers of
individuals. Who ould like to do so are growing daily. More impor-'
tent still, the high consuniption'of energy has had a profound imp ct
on the two.aost undamental institutions of all previous societ s:
the family anr the community.

THE IMPACT SDP ENERGY AND MODERNIZATION ON THE FAMILY,-

That the family has.been the basic building block of all prior socie-
-ties seems well established. In any essay summarizing the most gen-
eral. propoSItions about which sociologists should be able to agree,.
Princeton sociologist Marion Levy has this, among other things, to

. say about the' -fundamental role of the family : "There are no known
societies lacking in family' structures.. . . Until relatively modernized
societies developed, the vast majority of all people in history spent
the majority of thei time and had the majority of their interrele-
tiOnships in a family context.. Ideally and/or -actuallyeven if not
ideallythe family context was the major focus of organizational
behairior. It still is for a large prciportion of the people of this earth."
The words, "until relatively modernized societies developed" imply,
of course, ehat modernization was responsible for demoting the fam-
ily from its position of centrality. If we accepi,, for the purposes.of
this analysis, the contention that modernization's foremost charac-
teristic "is the consumption of large amounts of energy coupled with ,1
advancing technology, then energy can be said to be the driving force/
behind.theidemotion of the family as a social institution.

The centrifugal effect of. energy upon tote family accords wit
common observation. The strains created by uianization and the
wage economy, the sharp diminution in the amount of thne,spent by,
fathers and mothers with sons and daughters in f economic and
survival efforts, as compared. wit .agrarian societies, and by grand -
parents with younger genera sAas obviously loosened family ties.
When children became economic habilities'end hindrances to alter-
native forms-of self-fulfillment, the graitial decline in the importance

7fr the huffily became inevitable. ChiAlren became luxuries, often
more expensive than CAdillacs. o

To the extent that energy is responsible for the extreme urban-
. ization and modernization of society, therefore, it seems fair .
to say that it is responsible for the decline of the importance
of the family as the central building ock of society. And to the
extent. that tafjuilies are valued, either r their own sake or as an
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.thstit elieved to b essential to the stability an/durability. of. ..

v'societ. , the use of large ivantities of energyhirge enough to, pro-.
duce extreme' urbanizatio and modernizationcan be snit to .have

. a negative effect. \--,-. e
Just how essential -a healthy. nt ly. structure may be to the preser-.

vation of. a reasonably' di able.. iety, we can only speculate since
..1. no society has ever tried efore the 20th century to operate witut

building uptin the Ainiil -- itS its Most fundamental institution. This
fact alone would seem to create a fairly strong inference that creating,
conditions unfavorhble to the family without developing an asSured
and tested substitute might be'a hazardous.course.,So far, the capac-

` ity of highly modernized saieties to create effective substitutes or
collateral institutioits which can, Ail conjunction with weakened
families, provide an equally firm foundation is not evident.

The edUcationlil system Ants been .unsucee§sful 'in serving, for ur
current society; in'the role.. uformerly perform scessfully by 9

family in a low-energy soeieiy,7that is, to prepai ,dung people for .
adult life. If it cannot succeed in,thievital role wider Gurrent.condi-
tions, one Must wonder what other 'social institution or system can.
The damage done to'flie family by hig4i-energy technology onuty be
irreparable 'within the context of a society. that is as overwhelmingly
urbanized, as specialized and compartmentalized,,aS highly central:
ized and bureaucratized as is America. It may be necessary. to face.
the almost inescapable conclusion that only a basic catige of direc-
tion might reverse the deterioration of the family as an institution.

The faunlydeserves consideration as pinch or more'for its past and
potential contributions Um. basielnrman psychological satisfactions as
for its function in helping, to. Make societiesstable and. durable. The
two are obviously closely related. It is. impoasible to measure objec-
tively the comparative 'psychological satisfactions that are gained by
people 'within and outside of family ,iionte,xts. There are so loony
variables, most of which lie in' di .soci .

.1d economic settings within
,...%.-Which femilies operate. One major factor s h,o,w lard it is to make a

family a functioning and cohesive pint within the surrounding soci-
' .ety. If the conditions of the.. miliAt strongly discourage the possi-
,u,bility of a 'family's. functioning as a cohesive unit, the satisfactions

gainrd can hardly avoid being loweand the price people are willing J

to pay for the .marginal satisfactions that come from. noneoheiv9
,families both' in dollars amid in forgone alternative satisfactions
will be_ corresaondingly low. Lower. -marriage rates, higher divorce
rates, deliberately childless marriages, and subreplifcemheri.k fertility
rates are; in onto degree, ;indicators of hissening psychologleal sati4-
faction deriv d froinsthe institution of the family. They May also be`
indicators th t society has thoughtlessly created _;conditions that-, ,.

.' frustrate theAoppo\rtunity difypeople to P iavean1 to Cherish cohesiVe
0

kmilies,
Social pDlicy in the United States has rarely been -de "fined to.

promote. family cohesion. Quite the rel',erse. One of the m st dis-
graceful chapters in the'histony of Anie'rican. social polIcA as the
inadvertent creatioh and thougljtless perpetuations of a Fed ral-state
welfare program that .contaped powerful pressi'mre.s toward tift(
breakup of destitute families. Daniel .Iltrick Wrynihan has been
especially critical of such schemes. Yarm policies, too, were just as. ; '0 -
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callous to tlib values iniierenc in cohesive 'families. The family farm
, .

was treated as having; no' other value than that of li production 'unit,
and if iecould not make its way in competition with highly capitalized
industrial farms, its members had no choice but to migrate to,citie-s-s"
and try to hdlust. The centrifugal effect 0 lowteost ,energy and high-
cost equipment on millions of farm fainili in,this country is incal-
onlable. The creation of the highway tr fund, although hardly
anybody foresaw it at the time, also t ed out to be illy extremely i., ,.-

destructive influence on the institutimin he family and the viability
of the city neighborhood, with its .stioni tion.uf suburbanizittion. `.

, THE E FE CT OF IIIGH-ENEPTY USE ON THE COMMUNITY

,The second buildi leek of all earlier societiesthe community .

Iva, like the family; cast into the high-speed centrifuge .of moderniza-
tion and spfuri,to its perimeter. Community is usechhere to mean a group
of people with coThesion growing from a common bond to a place, a
common pride in it, and group loyalty stemming from familiarity with
nd substantial tr.iist`of each other. This the concept of communi is
cant to apply 'tor groups of people who live in a sufficiently, ,9r im-

seribedwarea so that cathgnizes by sight and knOTs the na s of .

most of the others he sees each _flay within that area and feels at he
knows or.has some meaningful access to the leaders of the conimunity
and to n it. By, his definition, a small proportion of Americans live
in:corn:MU ities,.,7 e a large prafortion of the people of China live
in communities. ( iis is not to suggest that the type of communities
the Chinese live in would be suitable for Americans.) How important
-communities are to the fulfillment 15-f the sychologica eeds of people
and to the. stability and durability o cie ieg is a matter to wh .1.1 4.

insufficient attention has. been .given. . may Well be such ii
variation betWeen cultures and between individuals with the game
culture as to make gendralizalions,of little validity and value. Never -
thekss, speculation is useful. ' ' - .

The community and. itk pdrtial qban substitute, the neighborhood; -
ha-ye, over the'yearS, .served affirmative psychological as well as eco-
nomic and protective purfioses. They establislt human 'connections with .

other peopl, wholaVe roots in the unique,place in which they live And
i, from which hey take psychic nourislimient. Those assdeiationsAe-
' velop into vii: ing degrees Of trust and affection and frequently o

unspoken loyalty Io the common bond and humanity of the grog.
Membership. in agenuine community has, a;. strong tendency to enla e
the apaCity .. of each member for accepting and extending inut iml.
tit t. In this sense, it providesa, depth of meaning.to life that is dif-,
eult, to obtreimby qny substitute 'means:. When trust is extended, so.toois resPorisibilty. Some pe'ople, of course, in anyvivironment, shrink

'from' b-iitii, trust and responsibility ;the more-inhospitable the environ-
ment, th,greater the proportion of such people.'

' The cOriuminity and' the neighborhodd also provide a source and
form of security. People look out for One anotlier. If they see stran-

, gers doing unusual things, they become suspicions and usually take
whatever,rirotective,,action seems called for under. the circumstances.
If . ff lone individlial2falls sick or is injuipd. his neighbors come to hia
aid. If a family Has a catast-r-6f1T) , the community nittches 'nand h ps.
Such mutual support is the essence of comniiiill-ti V or neigh ood.
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The use 'of ever'larger amounts of energy, has. the unfortunate.
effect. of diminishing both the affirmative and the protective aspects
of the community and the neighborhood. Even without the auto-
mobile, ap ailluent,liigh2energy societydependent .on trains, buses,
and jets for transport, living in high-rise apartnients_, fed by an iigri

. cultural industry that:uses large amounts of energy. but, employ's only
5 percent of the 'Work forcewould have difficulty preserving the co-
hesive .force'of the ununity or the-neighborhood. If little conscious-
realization existed of the importance of these institutions, and social
pOlicy,.-NVere not speCi designed. to presqrve and enhance t honk
general tendency would be toward their dissolution.

When the economics of land, costs, .onstruetion, and maintenance'..,
drive builderg and housing authoritie to ;erect high-rise structutes,
the,. effect is to ;bake neighborhoods more difficult and neighbor-.
ho5ds less viable. It is immensely more, difficult-, for ' people to be

/ neighborly when they live in high-rise apartments than when they
live close to theround.--and more about horizontally anti conspicu-

3
ously in their own two feet rather than vertically in sell-operated
elevators. High-Wise, apartriients also diminish the inclination of peo-

. presto take' responsibility for each other because of the sheer numbers
involved. Residents may get to know a few other people in the build-
ing, but the bigger and taller the structure, the less likely they are to
1)ave any feeling of roots in the place or loyalty to l'ts inhabitants.
An anonymous vertical city is substituted for a orizontal association
of people. iyho recognize each other and develop me. sense of trust and
loyalty toward each other, a feeling of belonging.

VIE PLACEMENT OF '1.1 11: AUTOMOBILE AT THE CENTER O'SOCIETY

Each step toward iirinanization..suburbanizatitm, 'and exAbaniza-
tion has been accompanied by an increase in .qpern-lence on energy.
and an escalation in its consumption. fferent methods of using
energy have different: degres,o f,centri fugal force upon 'Communities
and neighborhoods. The.ai toyobile- heads the liSt both in t g.rikis of
the amount, of energy constlitied c1 as an agent of demolilf mik of
commUlnity.
tt In a perceptiVe book tintitlet Enervy awl. Equity (1974), Ivan

Mich discusses the nse.of eneug-y to enable people to move from one
place. to another. He; uses the. werdO`ttansit." *o mean. those, 'move-
ments that put human melabolip energy to use, and-the word "trans-
port". to over the mode, of movement that. puts other forms of ,

eziergv to use. Transit applies principallyoto walkhig and bicycling,
transport to whatever mechanized modes may be wieely_ used. So far
as the 'United States is concerned. tratAimirt, means, primarily. the
automobile.
- At the rates and range of movement that are possible in walking or

riding bicl?cles people are rertiVely equal. friendly, and commun.-lea-
tiy0.Their movement is also hi.e.hly efficient in the use of enercry, and
best of. all. the. cost. is love in terms of lime and money. In c ast
I ich.paints this picture of the use of time and energy in the A, encan

. a tomobile culture:
The typical American male devotes more than 1.600 hours a year, It his car.

He sits in it while it goes and while it stands idlink. He parks it and searehes
for it. He, earns the money to put down on it and to inert the monthly install,"

0

.
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ments. He works to pay for 1')et-iol, tolls, Insurance, taxes, and tickets. He spends
four of his sixteen waking hours on the toad or gathering his resources for
It. And this figure does not take into account, the time consumed by other
activities dictated by transport: time spent in hospitals, traffic courts, and
garages;, spent watching automobile commercials or attending consumer
education meetings to improve. the quality of the next buy. The model American
puts in 1,600 haurs to get 7.500 miles : less than five Wailes per hour. In countries

4deprivd of a transportation 4ndustry, people'lliana04 o the same, walking
wherever they want to gO, and they allocate only 3 to 8 perce of their society's
time budget to traffic instead of 28 percent. What distinguis es "the traffic in
rich countries from the traffic in poor countries is not more mildve ber hour ..
or lifetime for the majority, but more hours of compulsory .consuroptiop of high
doses of energy, packaged and unequally distributed by the transportation ,c

industry. a

The automobile culture dete4rminesithe configuration of social space,
breaking up cominimities and iii.ban.neighborhoodS; the more rapidly
people can be transported front one placezto,another, the -More eco-
noinictilly insupportable neighborhoods become..Neighborliood shops
awl services ;become, scarce, often nonexistent a sure sign of the de-
cline and perhaps imminent disappeaTailee of the neighborhOo Traf-
Re arteries split neighborhoods apart, and. high volum,c, low rrin
shopping centers make. neighborhood .shops nonviable. The fu her
one -can travel in4ui hour'S time, the greater the impetus Of huge retail,
eOrporatid118 to achieve economies of scale and provide fthr vices on a
mass: impersonal, non-neighborhood basis..

Ivan Illich's gfeatest hope is that the, combination of walking and
bicycling, in conjunction with Whatever mass transport, may be re-
quired, fie rut t a "social restinctitring of space that. offers each
person the constantly renewed experience that the centre of the .world
is where he stands; walks, an't1 1iv6."Ticycles permit great flexibility
of movement, the ultimate in ffieirnc: and the means of healthyvxer-
cise. Walking is in many w' s superior to,bicycling,--=it completely re-
moves people froin depend ace on 'any. Mechanical contrivam ,alter is
the ultimatein flexibility-- nit the feasible. Adins of transit's *'tore,
limited. in ally eentl, itis not necessary to ()lit far walking or bicycling
as a general mode al transit ; 'earh San be used to fit the need of the
occasion. '

.

In a tract. entitledA ?, OA'indrv. 31rankind (1971) :Kenneth R. Schnei-
der niglied up rind exTanded'upon of erzTheerns.expounded earlier
;N., Lewis Nrumford. Schneider coined the..Nt'ord l'automObility" to

describe .1)4 uniquely' American dependence (-)T the automobile' for
basic mobility:

AntomObilityparticularly citiesentrenches itself in cOncrete, monopolizes
movenwnt, then congeals. it. kes every roadway a barricade. reduces choice, .

'hogs resources; increases .costs. ravages The landscape. endangers and oppresses
the. pedestrian, boxes and defc rzns the body, .contaminates the breath of .lifA
enrages the ears, insults the eyes, mikes anvtomaton of the nerNms 'system,
puts every citizen nearer the clutches of t law, denies casual association,
'xigorizes organization, distorts the public' purpose, and pulls human 5ensihilities.
Oh yes, and it kills half a million people each.decindt and Inzainis millions more.

Overdrawn and caustic though irniaV-he. such a 6i.itica1 characteri7
zation of What_the7automobile has done to both people and their
social institutions is substantially deserved. To nuke a balanced evalu-
ation of the automobile's costs and benefits, one would have to.list its

. notable contributions so that theyIN.44k be fairly compared With _this,
heatoo'f '`disamenities" (only an Englishman like the economist Ezra,

,
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Mishan would think to apply such an understated term to such angry
complaints, bilt he is one of the few economists who has not accepted
the automobile as a self-evident contribution to human 'progress).
These would includo;. democratizing the exhilaration of, power and
speed; the optiertunity to travel and thereby be broadened (the boom
that Francis Bac On thought would flow automatically from travel

:. but. t.hat.'was before hundreds of millions.of people came to be manic,
and competitive travelers) ; a 'mote flexibleAneans than mass transit
of -people from a place where they are to another place
'They would rather be ;and the chance to economize- by buying things in
Iarge.quantities'in supermai'kets. Other items mild be, added,to the
list; but still when it ,is weighed- against Schneidh's indictment;,one
can; only conclude that the impetus thqt 'has pi/Tolled the automobile
to the center of .American .soctet.Y., converting the human to an auto-
man; is in no sense rational ; it is the sheer magnetism of power, speed,

. arid Mobility.'
Rational or irrational, our society has nay been structured in such a

wary that the autbMobile is indispensable to most people. With few
exceptions, Anost. new construction in the last quarter-century outside.
of New York City has beep built. on the assumption that people would

. be transported to or from the new, buildings by antomobile,A person
without anautomobilea person who Wishes to move about by:walking
and by public transportipionis tanttpnount, to a eripple. Tlie environ-
ment; bran been consciously designed4mUconstrueted around the auto-
mobile; people are clearly secondary. Amazingly, as Schneider points
out, thc-Ifiited States has built. a sorietv,in Nqivh one, cannot drink
without driviiig-,!.---that, is, most of t he sociable drinking that occurs
requires most drinkers to drive home afterwar,d. Ts it any wonder that.
our automobile aacident rate, is so high? Schneider is no less interested
than Hit% in the social restructuring of space to put, human beings
back at,the centeland restore the use of their feet.

The American ibve, affair with the alitopobile Juts been so ardent
that most of its devetees have been disposed to ignore, its inequities!
Thekilling of fifty to sixty thousand 'people. a year and the injury of
sonie four million More seems to intist people a tolerable price to pay
for a conpk of hundred horses In their ravage, ready to lea]) into action .

0, at their command.'-The /act thatrthe to , ity of` gig away d9a,ths has,
exceeded American fatalities in all wars, and flu injuries vastly
exceed wai; casulVtjes. al tparently di41-lot, disturb t tem. The, spewingl,
of more-pollution iridus'try.

Lt eco-ruln

ied .seems, of minor concern.
aufoinobiles choke cities and,TouountrysideWit11, trash,

,junked carS;. and neon signs is unf6timate, to be suv, but seemingly
just another cost. and by-prodoct of progress. j,ut we faun hardly ignore
the facts that, they engtnulerdisrespeet for lary (ret'i'e is the driver whO
does not violate speed limits when lie thinks he can get, away with it),
clog the .courts to warp ii .degree that ju-diciardeeisions are delayed
interminably, thustfrnstrating one'of the most -important purposes of -

-the judicial process, and entice juveniles into theft and adults into
going into debt over their heads.

On any given: amount of-paved ;treetp,oi- highway, the more .ear§,
ot)vionsly. the. niQre. likelihood .of traffic jam, and4 he more speedtha
more likelihood o.f. epllisions, ea mlties and fatalities. With the driverh

O'
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of :1 hundred 'million -automobiles tryin
where else as ex ped itimisly as possil
11:11'ing tine's movements constra
Ilse same space) is created the

-slower-moving nor-automotiv
edness Ott the human ,psyche;
when .they become.tirore so
the,.Allierican automobile
iiess than is felt by mai
physical density is rim
(ail to have adverse social and.physical effects.

to transport tbenisel yes some-
, al kinetic crowdedness (that, is,

ed by others competing to occupy
'far exceeds that in a much , denser;

'society. Studies of 1 'he, effects of crowd-
and soma are only in their infancy, but
iisticated they will probably reveal that,

ultnre creates a great ( r spume of, erowaed-
of 'the citizens of Oh 11;1 and India %vhoN,

I greater. Such psyChologif;a1 tension cannot

ENOUGH Is TOO. MUCH
.) .

In a. widely anthologized essay entitled "The. Tragedy of the Com-
mons," theHologisticarret thirdin (tailed attention most. persuasively
to the adverse social effect. caused %viten herdsmen who make, use of open
awl commonly held pasture for grazing their cattle, raise so many Cows. .

that the mnimon past nreissovergrazed and the capacity of the land
to feed the herds collapses. IT rain develops an analogy with human.
popiilattions that. may not be entirely valid hut is usdul in relation to
thii...antomobile population of the-Ilnilikl SPates. There is a, certain .

threshold tip to 11icli additisnal ',Cows' Or eRrs do not, seem to do any
great harm. to the. common area .Withip which each-may roam, Beyond .

that point, however, the capacity of l'he, land is'overstrained and lIddi-
tionnl units tin ve a sl i'obgly iiegati,Yyfrect....Yet no single, indi vidua:1
is constrained thereby to cut lxiCk on'';'his number of cows. or ears in

,the interest of other users of the commims, since._ cutting hack on
his pvn use of the commonly held spare injures hint and aids others.
I Thy, therefore, should he do iti? I,Iiirdin conoludes that the lnly,con-),
.eiralile :iosIV(Ir to' t1.1b 014.14 problem is"mul nal coercion, mutually'

Ari.iyed al.." That, of course:/iswhat govelin ht, is all ahont. But in
a. society flint operates thremgh re'prefttat ve,governmEInt .and the
consent of the ,rover-ned:,11;ie. only %vay_fliat s h!mutnal coercion can
be achieved is for the Ao(Lys.polit lc to herome sn wiently convinced of
the imperative nature, of /'al least. the. desirability; if laws and penalties ,

as :Tidied to themselves ;n-,, well as others,t hat. tin areAvilling to hare
su-ch coercion miiversally applie.d. 'N .

... Thonat ional park/system is an exaffiple.ofile. commons at %yllich ..
IT:wdiii speaks. A 161f-century ago, the magnificent Western .parks y'
W.-eiv the Meeca for a limited number of hatilre lovers, but with the .1"
demovratizing efrcicts of the automobile the pailiks came within reach
of Ilieuyerage- la ierican. Picture, then, the teenage girl who had seen
Yellowst one .a lid yosemite a fter a

,m nseont inen i al : in
and cowed that when she had a family of her own she would bri cr.

them to see this greatest of natural wonders. Three decades later, sh
piled her four teenage children into a stilt ion wagon and headed Wrest.
When she .i 6Tived at the grandest, of the grOd sights, as-she thought,
of Yosen0e, the family was einight in a traffic jam, competing witl
some 46.000 other people. who _wanted to share, the some inspirati 1.

They soent ho'nrs, limner to bumper, inching along or not mewl at
all foe long periods. The family .became restless; annoyed, mi.( iced.

/
.4c"),,
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What was to lave been a supreme life experie ce tnrned out to bea
.

disappointm t. Yellowstone was not quite so ad, but it, too, lias '
seriously overcrowded. The proliferation of the autroinobilchad de-
graded the best parks. . . .

.
.

The jots have visited uport much of the yvIlld what the automobile
has inflieted upon' the choicest' natural areas, and historical and eul-

:- tural spotsof the United Sates. Transfrorting andditorging pillions
of tourists around, the globe, the jet. have -brouitht- cominercializing
and homogenizing, influeneei.to bear on thil tastes and heistelry'. off ,the
people of. exotic lands, persuading.' he placid
Islander4 and millions of others, that their cu ture, is ba

:that they should modernize but tkfr just enough of the
attr ct ourists; Tourists now overrun natural'and cu_ Itur
on a ntinents, vulgarizing many areas.

In recent years,`abont two million people a ye
. the.AcropoliS to view- at remains of the Garde

thought nail' crklture. Trey have so eroded the ste

'Wire

etitive Fiji .
kwai4 and
Id ways to
landmarks

,
r have been touring
of Ecle.n of Western-
s of, the Propylaea

that planking has been installed as an mere. y measure: The same.'
is ha.ppening to the .Parthenon.in a varlet} of other ways, the °coy-
whelming. to t traffic is degradino, the A opolis. "Tourism is good
to 'a certan t," said Dr. GeorgeDontas, Director of the Acropolis
)Iuseum. qThen it becomes a plague." It? seems obvious to him mid
to.others that that point has been reached and passed. Tlici problemis
how to .bring matters finder 'control.:In tlezens-of wayS, the, jet age s
carried the automobile age one step -furtheT in reducirig tktiversity,
Ind interest of the multiple cultures of the earth.
!or Thus wesee th`&basic paradox of affinenceV.Enough,for everybody
turns out to be too much for anybody. If Hie World were to become
steadily. more affluent, with more and more disposable- income avail-
able to be spent on travel, the World' Would bemhe. Tastly more
jiomogbnized and .nninteeestino. and the very pArPose for \which
.Wfluence. was 'presumably intended would be defeated. The' natural .

ki,pd,cultatat environments would be degraded frond ,recognitioa,
and, worst of all so would'beikhe people who expected to be. enriched
by travel.. \ ,.

.A. in the case of so Many.other inaliTers in the physical 14or d, there
is -4'. reshold effect' here. We may be approaching the. thr .sheld at.
which "senchantment, with international travel x. enchant-
Ment. T a point will, of colirse; vary widely het corn es, with
great tray.el still ahead to seleete(IV'mntries' IN ere ftle sure still
otalvtighs. discomfort, but in Someophersespecially- lb where
crime, hijacking, begging, and anti Americanism floor ishinterna-- .
tional tourism by Americans May already have Ofisco ifs nor.ijc. Tri
any event, it, seems rather clear to anyime who kaminti recent trends
that international air travel cannot. 'regain its earli r accelerative

rust in the, foreAciczI21c future. High costs,are. of co use. an iinpor
nt factor, but kinetec.crowdedness is taking a maim toll .

). . .

ilcICKINO" THE AMRICAN ).1), DICTION TO THE A ,TOMOBILE

Five years ago, one would ve said itliat there 1 lisno reasonable.
.possibility that Americans would have any interes ihiring thiq ceti-
tur7 in. "kicking" their. overwhelming acItlictien t the automobile.

4c
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But today, the prospect- that Amrricans May take' major steps in the e
'next decadecertainly before, the year 2009--to bring ither .ilepend,
ency miller manageable.cottrol Itopears substantially grp:iiter, The
OPEC countries suddenly Made th?"111thit annoyingly expensive, but
that is not the only 'stimulus to Phange,- As described c rlier,4arge
numbers of people arc finding driVing lesS and .lessAm'oyable under
the conditions that reqUire'lliem to cont -end and compete with traffic
at bOth ends Of the:day-and-at' other'times as'well.- Their bodies. -

:deteriorating for lack of exercise. and, their tempers Ind nerves are
deteriorating..,tromlo'quutch exercise. They are hecom g psyeholog-
icaily ready to reduce (Merit' dependence. on t1 k6 ant omobi: c, but it will
not be easy. ' ' ; ..,. -.

_

Society conspires against, the person whit:wa
.

nts to 'free himself or
herself from the. automobile habit to a greater.'dcgree thin it frus-...
tratcs the ":smoker who decides -to become a nonsmoker; for he is .
actively discOuraged. firm doing%so by, public', policies that. over-
whelmingly_ fator the,., automobile.. The difficulties a'nd dangers, of
riding .a biele

most
Main traffic arteries during rush diMirs'inake it,

4( iiiipiudent for most people even lo mngider it Even the few hardy
. souls that do face the: problem at Parking their' bicycles in 1 >lacc\5

' w re they will not be stolen. It is quite .apparent H nu the antomol,ffle ,
s ggcd the streets. Does this mean that those Who wish to Will

lever able to:buck:the automobile. that. there is no way of -
the auto! bile habit ? Almost., bin !Mt quite. . , ,

Iti;19143-,.ritOre.jhan lfi million birvelqs- ..were bought
more-than-the t?itinber f -automobiles;. in 1,97.1, -the bicycle sa es on-

Ititimid to exceed thoSe. fir automobiles. The American love affair with .

the 107s. MNele. Ad begun. to warm up at the::'very time that
its encl merit wit i the automobile .was obviously. cooling. Dicy-..
clists A I ohnbily .

Ii4troly suilicit.atly niunei.ous tO,have, it within .
th it poises to obtain . .nactinput- of eiboillinances tint] other legislaH:

, ton that iyill help them atier,theOansit mores of the society. If not, .; -.
hey soon Wilt be. The creatiOit 0.. one...lc-iv bicycle.sfreets chitin°. rush :-

hours.;aS,in Holland, the creatfUt of systems Of- :parking. bicycles in
protectiv.e..c:ustody at key points, including Nip-tin:MN Irani sttitionS;
and similit r eiii-Ouragenients kr Iiii lise'of Itiiiyc,les seem likely to
develop fit many IT.S. cities and (hies begin a gradual 'change in transit
system.; and habits, .,..., .

. ..,
Despite the lack of coniprehension and. sills:mi.If Afidwestertkand

Mountain % state'rOngilismen for Federal aid Mr- ri Isin mass transit
systems, it seenAprediclable tbat-ns Thee price-. p f gasol hie risi's and as --

the deterioration of Mr(' cities becomes a mattel:-...of )unavonlable ..
national concern, the mass transit. Sytii NilS Wil,Li4.V Opt so loudly for
moderniat ion :led operating subSidics that ,a-:reversal of iv long
dcgenertd i ve pro ss,of these systems wilq sloit-h...begin.''The build-

44

me. 6,1 mass transit will be a long, slow process, bin there is a certain
inivilabili(y about, it as a public policy, for wit hOut it some cities
especially New York-would decline in a manner- find to "a deeee 04
nation could not tolerate.. . .

Slowly, a 'significant shift. is Occurring in a :variety of public.poli-
cies that, should demote the a utomobile froth ifs role at.-teenter of
society. Witliqut the sudden jump in the (.cast of Oil, and the sudden
re-education of the Amerkp peO )le con ,ruing ItIte future avail:
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ability of oil and Os, and all the implications that flow from such
librupt changes, this lessening in importance of the automobile -w
have seemed unlikely in the foreseeable future. But with the end'of
cheap gasoline as a permanent fact of life came the real probability
of -a basic change in. our automobile society. Smaller automobiles will

gradually replace the 200-400 horsepower models, cars will sooner or
later be built to last longer; and gradually now. residential and corn-
mercial construction will be adjusted to appeal,to.people who choose to
live without owniftk an automobile, renting a car for thc limited
number of occasions when it becomes indispensable. This. may be .an.
integral part of a major shift in the direction and values of American:.
society. Needless to say, it will not be at all easy to make the kinds of
adjustments required in the pattern Of skills.,and employment of per-
sons whose livelihodds depend directly and ifidirect upon the.auto-
mobileindustry. .

Reason, as we know, is ski* to tale effect in coping with an,adclicf;
tion..When external circumstances alter in such a way as to reinf ree

, reason, change may comemore milk-11y than one would othe
expect. The fundamental alteration, in the world's petroleum rnarke
rs lust such anexternallacter. ,/

ve
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THE COMING TRANSFOIZMATION'

p'....j (By illis W. iriiiiiii0*

.14 me first e explicit with regard to the magnitude and-pervasive-
of of the tra formation being posited. Thisislh*Orolighgeing sys-

ic change, c mparable in importance to' such transitions as the
pr histeric char ir froth a huntino- and gathering, to an agricultural

isocietyfor the i dustrial r volution. Such a systemic change involf.es .

.. .a metamorphosis in basi ultural .premises, fundamental value.prem-
' ises, the roottniage of man -in- society, andall aspects of social roles
and institutions. . f -.'

s Our research, leads Me. to the eonclusio'n that the industrialized
world is :siMultaneoUsly undergoing a condept? revolution- as:thor-

. oligh,going in its. effects aS the opernican Revo ion,. and an:institu- -:
.

Hand revolution as profatind the Indust evolution.
Furthermore , this overall transformation 1 proceeding with .ex-

,treme rapidity,*nch that th,e; most critical period will be passed
thropgh within a decade. Wlikilie the social structure can withstand.

: the strain is very much at issue, and this will greatly:depend' on'hoW
well We can understand the nature and necessity of the transform-

Jim while we are experiencing it. .,
In The Transformations of Man .( 1956 ), Lewis imford tes.that

there have probably been not more than Chalf d zen profounc trang
: formations in Western society since primitive n. Here we ale talk-

, ing about a, rare type, of event;- and we can only make,.at best, i in-
forined-gnessefficerning the character of the new type of social ara-

cdigm'thiit Will succeed the industrial society we have knokvn. Bu the .*,
.

_ 'onsequences, of such a transformation are so profound`tRat,We an
not afford to disregard.the signs that it may occur.

SIGNS OF TRANSFORMATION

There are three major reasons.why a 43ransformation, though rare, .. -

histOrically, is now plausble : . : . -
.

First, the complex of social. problems confronting the developed ',
.-Qworld appears- to ;require changes in cultural valives for their satin 7,:'

faetory .resolution. The societal dilernmas (discussed in my previcipS
article) appear to be unresolvable within the currpent paradigtri';:
and arc creating pressure. for a shift in that paradigm. In The Strue.7.
tine of Scientific Revolutions, Thomas S. Kii lin vividly describes. how

.::.scientific paradigms are replaced : A watershed point; is reachedWhere
the accumulated Weight 'o' discrepancies and anomalies that

.:-,. befitted into the old paradigm tips tliejbalance, and scientists'fi it.

From. The Futurist, April 1077. p,.106-112. eublished by the World Future Society.-
This Is tlie. second of a two-part article which berlfIR In the February 1977 Issue, WIRIs .. _1 j
Harman Is Association Director with the Center. for the Study of Social Policy at Sanford -',. ..

.

., ..
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.ResearchInstitute. Reprinted by permission. , (.
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more prpfltable (ip .emotionai as welt as,tational terms) seek 'a new.
paradigm than to patch up the old.

Second various "lead indicators1 that One. preceded oilier periods
of.Mstorze cultural ,1-bainge. lip.ve been prominent during the. last 4ee-
ad,,.- tridies of revolutionary cultural and political changes _through,

i,hi A ry.suggest 'ceilLain typical occurrences tend to itlipear ono to thiqae. .
decades ahead of the central change ..These advance indicators include:

Dedreased sense of-Cominti n 44' ; .: .......: .. :.. .

Increased sense Of alienation aneknirposelessnesS::' ,

'Increased frequency of personal disorders ancfnnental illiless..
Inncreased rate of vtolentverime,. ,-; ... : ' . '::'

..
.. . ,

Increased freTtencV and severity of social disruPtions.
Increased use of policeto.cOntrotbehavior. ,- .

Increased public -acceptance of hedonistic-. bell Vior '(partic-' .
ularly sexual), of symbol, of degradation, and, lax public
morality. . '''. . ..

'Increased interest in noninstitt tionalized 'Tenn. ous activities
(e.g., cults, rituals, secret practices.). .. .-.. 4

Signs of specific and conscions Xie yaSoutthefuttD
In some cases, economi i atibn. :., :

,

(The news stories. of the past -decades ggest:that these adyances'in-
'dicators'ruay he observed in today'ssoeiety:). ,:.-- ,, .- -.

'Furthermore : as Kuhn io its out, a. conscious challenge to .an op-.
.

- erative system in itself col stitutcs another lead:indicato. The legiti7:
macy of a secial'system and its tlistribution of tiower is based on three
assumptions :thitt the system has been duly constituted, that it- dheres.
to adequate guiding moral Iginciples-, and that:itt is effective' in:aehiev-

. ing its agreed -upon goals. 71,1T: . - ' ,

All these assumptions..no* are challenged., bile, firstAkliallengeiS to
..._: .. ,

the assumptiOn that indiistrial society 'is duly constituted. Though the
Aov.ernmett$ofthe industrihl izedqlemocracies may.ineel the challenge,

.;,thereexist Other concentrations of power that (16. not..-Tbese include .
: the large multinationalicorporations. and the world -econernic -syStern,

as;awh4. AS' thelargest -corporation's begin-to Wield .influence.siover.
huinadlives that are comparable to .those- of frovernMents, they face..,

i .a.dematid_that his- historicall been made only of governmentthat
.
l} , ,

they. 'assiiiith responslib; ty -for the welfare cif those overivhom7they
f. Wield' pcfrikm Peopl vilto currently feel"themselyes to,bedisenfran-,

chised:,nichide:me' ers of nonintlustrializeres, minorities; con:.
,sumersiontlt, the aging,1Women, and those Who,,za-1.0 physically handi7.. a
capped. ,: -.: T . 4111.1r'

: .'

The dominant scientific - technological establislirrients are being .chal.
-lenged E.so,rbiters-Oftruth, bemuse. they.are,.,doniinated by...the values
of indfrialism and promote the industrial :system first and human-., .
'beings- second. ' .. . ,. ...; :AL.'

The second challenge, is to the mprality---ZUke system. Critics axgrie
that the Tint:hist-vial systeM is not guidedielequiate,:moral principles,

:-partictilarly with regard to the equity of distribittion%f. . the earth's
resources. Economic incentives predominate over everything.. There
isnoeffective ethic,Or Mechanism for redistribution, nor is there pny
effective ecological (in the broad. sense) ethic.' The sense of pride in
striving toward-noble ,eals seems clearly to be dWindlingThere are

e
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no adequate goals, beyond selrinterest, to enlist th deepest loyalties ;
and commitinentsof citizens. , .

-The third and ilia thallengo relates directly to the dilemmas of the
ind.netrial system: The sAyst6i does not. foster the enitaucenieht of the
total entironnent. There is'&8lio(t age of satisfying lyotIc 4)14. Ineen- .Tfive stynetu tOinthire the welfare of future' getjeratidlis, espe-
eially Nvith -regatd to their need for fossil fuel's, miner& ....sources,
artib)e land, natura.14Vesh 13ter, and a 'fruitful ocean. Tile syk,em

_kiees uot_p_rornoteseeiyly. responsible management of the inif4acts of
new teCb-uollb&lapplicatiOns.

. .+Zie ' SHE E11IIERGE4T PARMYEGItt

Third; a competitor tO.tite indzuarial-state paradig nia model that
embAiet the. requisite khi'ds of 's'aluv,-sh-fts ap )car 6Q be .arising.
Thisemergent paradigm also helps to Ike a sOinetal transformgtioc
scan plausible: e

.Theshapeof tjeS future. wino more be patterned after .ths3 hAiie
movement and the New Le f philosophies than the-Industrial Age
could have been inferred f out the "flew age" valties of the Anabaptists>

' But sever:* sig as oint t the possible eme_enCe of a new aoimmint
paradigm': .

.1. Swrv,eys. and polls InYbant1 Yankelovich anck others indicate
significant,, value shifts among`ertaill elite groups, such as students
and corporate executil>es, toward an increased emphasis on huministic,
spiritual, qua ,community, and similar values, and a de-

!creased empha. is on materialistic values, status goals, and unqua/lifled
economic grow h.

N U7 M37'0? cultura& indicators,, including the themes of recent
books, plays nd motion pictures, the goals, and types of vol ntary
associations, ro c music lyrics, contents of magazine articles, a id ele-
ments of the "new age" subculture, show greatly increased into t in
and tolerance for the tr7inseendental, religious, esoteric, occult, supra-
rational, Mystical; and spiritual,

3. New scientific interest in- exploring subjective and altered states.
of consciousness, due in art.to the discovery of numerous physical
and physiological cop ates to inner experience rapid - eye -move-
inept; gaTvan respo use, muscle tensions, electroeneephalographic
(EEG) component body electric and magnetic field comnponents; bio-
feedback signalsis vsulting in .a new legitimation of studies of re.
ligious Jjeliefs, mystic. experiences,. meditative states, psychic, pile-.
nomena, and occult myster

From these indicators, particu rl the last, we can infer something
about the direction in which values, and the doMinant image' of Mari.
in-the-univO.se, are likely to shift. Whenever the nature of man has
been probed deeply, in.both Eastern and Western traditions, the para-
mount, fact emerging is the duality of his experience. He is found to be
both physical and ,spi ritlt,10.with both aspects being "real" and neither
fully describable in terms pf theieher. A fundamental characteristic
of theparadigin that may be emerging is the complementarity that the

a paradigm gives to such currently troublesome opposites as spirit/
body, science/religion, andwdeterminism/freo will..Complementarity

1
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enabled modern physics to reconcile the wave and particle metaphors,
for light; so That neither ,f heory contradicts the other.

1 suggest the telloiing characteristics conld. emerge as a post-tranS-:
'formation paradigm:

.. . . _....,
,

.(: Complement aritSr 'or pllysicai imp ..9 p i r i 1-A rt. 1 e. Rierielice,; Yecog- ,' nition olkall."expltmation ' as only metaphor; i a of differinng,
. noncalltrlidiary "levels of explanation" for physical, biological,

''' mental; and spicitual reality..-** to
.

Teleological Sense of life indevolutioir as having direction/
1
purposp; ultimate-reality perdeived as -unitary, with /transcendent `,

. order, ' .,. I .. ..

Basis for value postulates discoverabrcin one's s own inner ex-
pgrienc.' of fiNhierarchy of `'let ids of consciousness "; potentiality
of supracOneous as. well as subconscious experience. .

4,

Goals orkife: aware participation in hidi'vidual growth and the
evolutionary process: individual- fulfillment thro-

'integration of wort , and growth:_2
'Goals of sm. ty . ,,Aer development . ..1,' .

scendeni and ci iergc,,, potentialities; ecp mole growth, techno-
, :/ teigical development, design. of worloffro s and el .1 -ronments,

authority structures, and social institutions .1 re all ft:Tbe used in
the service of this primary goal. . -'.

"New vatu. ralism, holism; iinmanentism" (Victor Ferkigs) ;
"Re-discovery 'of. the supernatural" '.(Peter L. Berger) ; "The ..
counterculture js essentially an exploration of the politics of con -
sciousness" (Theodore Roszhk).

.
.

....___, mThus the chi engg paradigm assumes. some sort of transcendent
Spiritual order, liscoverable in human experience, against which.
human value clime &re iissessed. Ultimately, reality is unitary, and-
lik and evolution have, direction or purpose. Levels. of consciousness .

are explorable,'with different appropriate levels of explanatim; Hence .

the scientific explanation of the revel of se.nsOry, experience in no wiiy
contradicts religious, philosophical, or pOlical interpretations of '
suprasensory experience.' Rather, it is complementary to them.

The candidate paradigm 9:tends Nile'. than contradicts the modern
scientific world vjew, much as:relatiely theory extended 'Newtonian
inechanims : the latter is merely a spacial case and none-the-less .useful
in the appropriate circumstances.

', THE PERENNIAL 4 LOSOPIIY
`!

Moreover, the candidate paradigm is in its essence not :new at all..
It has formed a major stream of thought. in the humanities in Western
political tradition, in "transcendentalist" Movements. in IT.S. history,
and in the major religious philbs 'des th oughout history.. However,
never has anything.like it beerif the. gtiid ig paradigm of an entire
society.

Aldous Huxley, in The Perennial Philoso .by (1945), was one of the
first modern writers to suggest that this age-old set of hasic,assu'mp-
tions about the nature of man was showing new strengt14-le described
it as: "the metaphysic that recognizes a divine Retllity -substantial to
the World of things and lives and minds; the psychology that 'finds in '



,
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., the Soul sothething similar to,,or even identical with, divine. Reality;
'Ithe ethic that places man' final end in the knowledge of the ilim- .

..: anent and transcendent Ground. of all,being. . . . nudiments of the
Perennial. Philosophy, may he foun 1 among the traditional lore of
primitive peoples in every regibitof .lici 'Or Ol'id, 1111d 111 its fully devel-*,,,,
coped forms it has a.place in every on, of the higher l'eligions. A v\er-
'moil of this 1-Iiglest Cpnilnon Factor in all preceding and. subsequent..
theologies was first c1mmitted to writing more than twenty-five
centuries ugO, and since that time the inexhaustible theme has been .
treated again and again, fismithe standpoint of every religious tradi-
tion and in all the principaj languages of Asia and Europe:" '...

. The perennial philosophy forui in intefitiittently visible stream
which has had.tt profound effect on Western civilization. Thales, Solon,
Pythagoras, and Plato journeyed to Egypt to be initiated into it lays:
teries, ancient even tlien. Much Of. it is woven into institutionalizet14.

.
Christianity...In its Hermetic,51Cabbalistic, Sufistic, and Rosierucian

.forms it affected the4bistory of. the Middle 'East ON of Europe.
r,, :gli the tr., litions of Freemasonry, iti symbol:-; wete incorporated
int,, the Greal -eal of tilt I iiited States, testifying to its itifluence, 011

. forming maiir of the national goals to which we still actitere: It Au
appears in the Transcendentalisnrof Emerson, the 'Creative Evolu-
tion of rgson, and the writings of William , James, Moliandar
Gftridhi,.St. ncis of Assisi, and Lao Tse.

. '
_Hints of its avor, but, only the flavor, can be given in the following

five statements:.
Being.UndercCrtain dotidiflons man can attain, a 'higher aware-

. ness, a "cosmic consciousness,r in which he experiences the reality, un-
derlying -the phenomenal world. In speaking of this reality, it seeems
appropriate to use such Words as infinite, eternal, the Divine Ground:,
of Being, Brahman, and God. From this vantage point, a person's own
growth, creativity, and. partic'pation in the evolutionary process are
seen to be under the ultimate direction of .ii higher center (Atman,
the higher Self, the Oversoul)

/
,

Awareness =A man goes through life in a sort of hypnotic sleep,
feeling that he is making decisions,havino accidents happen to him,
meeting chance acquaintance,s, and so forth. But with more awareneiv
the supraconscious choosing, the direction of the higher Self, 1.5ecom
apparent. The person finds that the decisions he felt, he had coma to
logically or through intuition were really rtkflections of choiteS made.
on the, higher level of the .Self; that his inspiration" or "creativity"
is essentially a breaking through of these higher processes; that ex-

.. periences and relationships which he needed for his growth were
attracted to him by the Self and were not as accidental as he_had
assumed. Because ordinary perceptioncompared to this higher aware-
ness, is,partial perception, language'built"np from ordinary pereep-
tion proves inadequate to 4escribe the greiiter reality; attempt,,, often
are paradoxical in form. . ...

... Motimition.Increasing awareness reduces; the pull of material and
ego needs, and e person.finds his deepest :sire, .'§ to participate fully
in the evol onary process,. achiev'tig who ness (haleness, health)
through alignment, of supraconsei its. con (I subconscious
choices. Evolution is seen to be direc edhy .1 higher consciousness and'
charac rizedbypurpose. .-

25-767 0 778
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Po5eptiality.Wfollows from the' foregoing that ehe litimarrpoten:
tiality 'is limitless; that all knowledge and Powtkr,,is acces-
sible-to the mind,'rooking.within itself; and diet ail liputationi (in-
firmities illnesses, etc.) are ultmately self-chosen.

Attitude. With awareness' comes a new attitude tow4d life. Ope
aspect of this new atti,tude is,a desire to labor, serve, and participate
aonsciouskrin the evolutimiary r.osess, the cbsmic drama, the fulfill-

,ment, oftnankind. But the rkverseside is_the conscious acceptancelof
what is, since at a deep' of tAself one has already ..dhosen this..
Related to this acceptance-of reality is a certain nOnattitchment to

_.,e*yday events,'or at least being deattached from specific outcomes.
°

. SOUROE8 OF STISPICION
.

Modern Western man is suspicious of such a transceude titl mid*
for threg reasons: Unlilwrpodern science, the transcendental out-
look does not seem t5 beLbaSed on public perceptions; (2) attempts to ,

communicate about it ,often sounddangeronsly close to superstitious
nonsense; and ) the transcendental outlook seems, to connote quietis-
tic retreat from the problems of the world. '18

The first objection is gradually being countered by 'science itself :
SeientistS are finding that the division between subjective and objec-
tive,,observer and'obsorve-d) is, nowhere near so clearcut as had been
assumed in the early naive pdriod of the science- versus - religion debates. yi
The deep-rooted attitudes and prejUdices of the observer, have been -1
shown to affect his observations. The problem of 44 knowledge is

,public, universal, and therefore "true" permeates all of science, being.
. more Obviously troublesome, in some fields than in -others. To overcome

subjective influences, it has lOng been a standard practice when testing
new medicines to conduct "double.biind" experimentgin which neither
the subject nor the experimental personnel know whether the drug or a
placebo has been administered'

The second ground for suspicionpoor communicabilityis iinda,-
mental..Languagegind metaphors built up from ordinary, partial per-
coption prove inadequaterto describe the expanded view of reality and
are frequently mystifying. 'Witness this statement from the Upani-
shad8, an ancienti-Iindn,ktreatise : "An invisible and subtle essence .is the .
spirit of the whole universe: That is reality; That is truth. Thou art
that." .

As to the thirdtbjection, stme versions of the perennial philosophy
r do indeed sound like a quietist ic retreat, at least in their Western forms..

But a central concern of many of these versiike, including the Masonic
tradition, is the development of the knowledge by which humanity can
achieve a state of mutual understanding and spiritual integrity. Work
is placed at ,the heart of humane living not a compulsive lipotestant
work ethic, nor Work for economic gain, but the joy of vital and cxe,ail

tiyework.
Yet part of the growing acceptability of the "new age" world view

undoubtedly has heen due to its ability to draw on what has already
been well-established injthe culture. The perennial. phifasciphy also
bridges the gap between the "two cultures" of the sciences and
humanities.

4.9c
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TWO OUIDING ETHICS
'

Growing.out.of this imago of man as a transcefulent being
'pair of complementary ethics which are most congruent with
of transformation necessary for the. resolution of contemporary s
dilemmas. The first is an ecological ethic and the second a self,
tioh otl*,

CThe ecological ethic; asolefined by Lynton CaldWell (lenrlroriment:'
..._.A Challenge to.Modera Society 1.972). recoffnizei the limited nature of,. , 7 .

resources, sees mith as an integral part o7-4te natural world, hence
inseparable from its governing processes and laws. The ecological ethic

, fosterS a sense of the, tota'I community ofnuuLand responsibility .for the
fate f the planet, and relates 'Self-interest/to the interests' of -fellow
gran land offuture generations. . y .

A self-refilizatibn ethic" asserts !lift the. proper end °fall individinfl
s. ocperience is thO further development, of the emergent self and of the

human species. l'i ,,,ppl,irinf r functidn of all social iii.
create an envirt,. t w I I, ,, 1 i foster -that process Thu self realize
tion zetlie would 'push society toOrd a 'restructiiMfin. of social institu-
tions to.satisfy the,iinlividnal'S need for full Participation in th'. sodi- .-

,ety. As corollaries to thist,liic.'self-determination' of higividna s and
min rity groups slApiild. 60 fostered, social decision-iffidleg 'sli Id be
high y. decentralized, and the ineallanisip of 'a strong free-enterprise
priv te sector should be preferred ciliVCr public .bureaucracy for the
aecOn'ipliSiment of moat social tasks. , 7, '.-

1 These two ethicsone empliasizino. Ilie total coinnomity f man-in-
nature and the oneness; of the human race, an id the other acing the''

.highest vake on tIce,deVelopment of -sel finicalare cOmplem ntary, not
'. contradictory. Together they enCouraae, both 'cooperation a whole-

So
agailrist the excesses and7misapplicatiuns of the other...

competition, both love and individuality.. Each is a corrective

TIIE TRANSITION PERIOD r
There is notlfing bi history to stiggest that a 'social transformation of

the magnitude. suggested could occur without the most severe economic
and socialjlisruptions and systems breakdowns. If we are indeed in- .

volved with a shifting social paradigm, itilkollows that the main chal-
lenge to society, is to Tiring about, the transition without 'shaking itself
apart. Actions which attempt to force the change too quickly can be
socially disruptive: actions which attempt to hold it back can make the
transitiorf more difficult, and perhaps bloody. Seldom in history has.
such delicacy ofbalance been required.

On therotherhan CI, this &Script ion of a macroproblem should not be
, interpreted. as a 'counsel of desimir. that nothing worthwhile can be
done. short of some "macrosolut ion.- It does nit, follow that a global
prOblem necessitates a global solution. On the contrary, we have heard
enough over the st four decades of plans for near-utopian societiesto_.
Justify our considerable disenchantment with "grand designs."

What "18 now .needed is a radical ;rision. with adaptive 1.VereMen 1

strategies. But these strategies heZerto be coordinated through NN de -.
spread understanding.a the interrelatedness: of the separate-act ons.

497
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The radical vision is not lackingit Aas pil ent at the founding of
i the nation and presumably has not been repudiated. The report "of the :

Prekiaent'd 'Committee . on NatioraNioals, Goals for Americans
.. (1960); included such statements as:

\
, 1

The VOclaration. (of Independence) 'put the individual so iattly at thcceder,
as of "stITIreme importance. It completely reversed the age-o order; it defined .
government as the servant of the ludividual,.nothis master. .

The paramount goal (of the.nation) is to guard the rights of the individual,'
to ensure his development, and to enlarge his opportunity. 1. L

All of our InitItutionaHpolitical, social; econondc-Onustj-fue4her enhatice the .

dignity of the citizetc prtanote the .niaximum 'development of ils capabilities,

/i
stimulate their responsible exercise, and widen the range and effectiveness
opportunities forIndividual choice. *

But belief in this vision has .dinTinished. only partly Tiecause. of
natiu.nl ertirism and 1710;4.1' , l , I, , 1.

- ,11;11.th .. 1,, ,. . ',.:, -, h, ., ,. 1 in , ,, h the

striking practical Succcs s of positivistic :iCivee. 'Thus the inostfundfi:
mental conflict of11 is nit the most scieritilically sophisticated image.
of man available has le us to the prospect of Jose Delgado's ".psyello-
civilized society," Where the right behavior is to be induced in persons,
tough operant conditioting or through eleetric signals introduced .
illito the brain, and has led us to be admonished by B. F. Skinner that .
notions,of freedom and dignity hre romantic delusions of a prescien- ..

tific culture. ' . 1
.

Several .recent .scholars of the future such as R7ert Heilbroner,
Kenneth Boulding,. andFi:ed Polak have made much of the-concept
that it is the image of the future Milleil is the key to that futirrecoming
into ralization. "Every society," said Polak,. "has an image of the
futuhk,which is its real dynamic." Another way to state this is that

__./. every society has some "centralproject,"an overall task or central goal

toward which it dedicates its time,and energy. .

Ever - increasing material ,consumption and waste is ho longer an
adequate central project for society. A society-wide .self7
realization ethic., coupled with a major. scientific investigation*of the
transcenddittal aspects of reality, may proVide an adequate, substitute.
With the growing realization among scientists. that science does not ..
deal with nitimate reality, but, with models and metaphors; we now
have ti, more promising climate for the exploration of inner eX,perienee;-.-

ADAi'TIVE STItATEGIES

If we are to undergo this kind of transition without tearing ourselves
apart in the process, we will need to implement stra(egieszmhich wilt
allow us to adapt ourselves and-our society gradually to the exigencies
of a post-industrial society. - .

Rather than present a host' of proposals for all sectors of society,.,.

let me touell'a couple of areas. . .._._ . ....

Global thinking, attention to-future -conseonences, and concerns for

fellow man and future generations need to enter into local, and imme-
diate decision-making. A variety of institutional changes 'Could:foster
this kind of widespread citizen participation in "designing the future."
This kind of participation is one of the nidst powerful ways'of encour-
aging the choosing of socially responsible. behavior, as opposed to
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imposing necessary, constraints through. governm ..sregulation. 'In
addition, learning and planning a're: the two main forms of Nork
can 'absorb Unlimited numbers of people when only sane people, with
only a 'fraction c4ftheir time,..are needed to product! all .the goods and
services the society can user

Many of these same inStitutions,cduld also achieve the necessary
regulation Of palitical,:social, and economic Oral rs at the lowest prac-
ticable levelwhit ii may be the local community forininnin-welfprA
issues an the planetalevel.fer

The . . ten-Inds a AV'
ill IL il4 om al, regional, national, and

inanklaiy Ln general, these units would have'two tasks: the
definition andkonapanson of alternatives, and the selection and actual-
ization of the alternative to be followed. The first task is technical,
requiring advanced.: skills and *tailed information. The second is
politi al, involving citizen participation, stimulation-of needed actions,
any eokerage of the resources required from concerned organizations
au tics.

.

THE 'N'EXT DECADE'
.

,

.Thejorces of, societal transformation have gathered impressive
Momentum. The next 10 to 15 years will show wheth6rthese Threes are
strong enough tobring about: a major societal wrenching, or Whether
they will somehow quiets down .and, die away, or whether the con-
frontation between the'new demands and the old rigidities is so violent
that the result is destructionwitliout a 'promising rebuilding...

'This period will not be history's most comfortable one, but it will no
doubt be interesting.. The industrial world badly 'leech a poSitiv9 and
inSpiring'iniage of its own futitre, and competent policy and leader -
ship to guide it thrOngli What will be, n...t best, trying tiines,

_I
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YOrk review of books, v. 24, May, `l6, 1977: 31 -36.

. The authors set forth criticisms . of Some specific aspbcts and underlying
' strategies of the President's energy program ; also, they_offer some alternative,

. approaches to energy
Commoner, Barry. The poverty of power: energy and the economic crisis. 1st ed.

New York, Knopf. Distributed- Random House, 1976. 314 p: HD9502.A2C643-
1976 333.7

Corrigan, Richard, J. Dicken Kirschten, and Robert J. Samuelson. Jimmy Car-
ter's energy crusade. National journal, v. 9, Apr.,30, 1977: 656-672.

An analysis of President Carter's neist energy policy. Focuses on his plans4
for spurring production, reducing consumption, and conserving energy through
tax penalties and credits ; they review ate economic implications Qf the plan
and the practical and political obstacles to achieving it.

Davis. Davi& Howard. Energy politics. New York, St. Martin's Press, 1974. 211 p.
11439502.1152D3 333.7-

Eppen,-63ary, EditOr. Energy : the policy issues; with a forword biliarold S.
.Geneen. hicago, University of Chicago Press, 1975. xiv, 121 p. HD9561.6.E53

Finder,. Alan. State responses to energy problems. State government, 49, sum-
, mei 1976: ,161-165.

Four ',Male areas in Which states haye been active in developing energy
policies 'are the development df a conservation policy, regulatory reform, .

resource developMent and reassessment of environmental policy. -
Forbes, Ian A. Energy strategy : notwhat but how. Framingham, Mass., Energy

Research Group, c1977. ii, 42 p. HD9502.A2F,68 333.7

For the convenience-of students 'the-Library Songress, call number and part or all
of the Dewey 'decimal call number appekrs after book citations.
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Ford Foundation. er y policy Project. A time to choose ferica's energy
future. Final .Repo 'onsumers Union ed. Cambridge, Massachusetts, Ballin-
ger Publishing, Company, 1974. xii, 511 p. HD9502.U52F67 1947b 233.71097N

Fullej Richard Buckminister. Operating manual for spaceship earth. Carbon-
e, Southern Illinois University Press, 1900. 143 p. T14.F84 601

G vey, Gerald. Energy, ecology, economy, 1st ed., New Yorlic-Norton, 1972. 235 p.
. "A project of the Center of International Strltes, Princeton University."

11C110.E5G35 301.3170973
Goldsmith, Edward, and others. Blueprint for survival, by the editors of The

Ecologist. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1972. xiv, 189 p. G1'47.1357 4972
- 301.31 ...

Goodwin, Irwin, Editor. Energy and environment: a collisionisof crises. Intro-
duction by Russel E. irrain. Acton, Massachustts, Publishing Sciences Group,
1974. 272 p.

Primarily the edited proceediugs a conference sponsored by the Wash=
,ington Journalism Center in Afbill 193. HD9545.E56 p33.7/0973

Hegel, John, III. AfternatiVe energy strategies: constraints and opportunities.
New Yoria,'Praeger, 1076. xii. 185 p. (Praeger s(iecial studies in international
economics and development) Bibliography :,p. 160-179, HD9502.U5H332 1976
333,710973

'Hall, Robert E. and Robert S. Pindyirtic conflicting goals of motional energy
policy. Ittiblic interest, no. 47, sprin 977; 3-15.

The steady rise in pebioleum Imports is due to the fact that U.S.Te ergyi
policy has enceuraged domestic energy prices to remain below world e ergy
prices thus creating "at mowing alergy demand. Steps to decrease imports
and to increase domestic energy prices are recommended. i

Hellieronct, Robert L. An inquiry intp the human proSpect: .vitil "Second
thoughtS" and "what has 'posterity dyer done for me ?" New Njrk, Norton,
c1975. 180 p. CR428.1144 1975, 909'k. , I

Hill, JOhn'A. Strange energy economics. Across the Board, v. 14, Nov70.977: 28-, i
33. . . /

A former deput3, administrator for the Federal Energy. Administration
describes and criticizes. tlit Carter energy ftso'grain. Contends that the esti-
mates of energy supply and demanty under the program are incorrect. Be-
lieves the program will produce. unempldyrnent and inflation and encourage
the growth of bureducracy.

Hoar, William, P. The Carter energy program is- a power grab. American opinion,
v. 20, June' 177: 13-18, 97-99, 101, 103-106. .

Asserts that the "Carter energy program proposes only to share shortages
. created by government regulation and .feundation-funded ecology fanatics

-while stopping d velopnient at the amazing new breeder reactor and harass-
ing energy produc rs at every turn. It is a Power Grab for government con-
trol of our econo ." ,

Jackson, Barbara. Sp icesbip earth. New York. Columbia' University Press, 194343.
viii. 152 p. (The George B. Pegram lectures, no. 6)"JX1395.J3 327

League of Women. Voters of the Unit-ed States. Education Fund. Energy op-
tions: tiamining, sources and defining government's role. Washington. 1977.
54 p. (League of Women Voters of the,Umited States. Publication no. 628). .

Briefly sury .ys U.S. energy supplies tend the policy ooptions available.
Lovins, Amory B. energy strategy : the road not taken? Foreign affairs, v. 55, ..

Oct. 1976: 65-96. , .

Explores Am is concepts 14,,energr strategy by outlining and confrastin
two energy p h s that the Uitited States might follow over the next 50 yea

MeCormaek. MI , Energy and the future of America. Intellect. y. 105. Apr. 197
314317. . ..,

Our nail nal sceurttv and the stability of our economic syst ms-and even
the freedom of our -politieal institutions-may well de end on our ability

,: to develop resnonsible energy policies and to iinpleme t national programs
to carry them into effeet, o

1%1e/larg. Inn I.. DesIgn with nntnre, 1st ed. Gorden City. N.Y.. PulOiSheclor the
Amercian Museum of Natural History Press, 1969. viii. 197 p. I1C110.E5M33

301.3 . . 04 '

Maddox: John Powlon. The doomsday syndrome. New t ork. McGrniv-Hill, 1972.,
vii. 293.p. GF47,313 1972- 301.31
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(.Mancke, Riehasd ll.,, tpTeaking.by: U.S. nergy policy since the embargo. New
York, ColumbiaWniverstly Press ;v.4.9 t? 181 p. Bibliography :. p. 175-178.
HD9502.U52M355 333.7 ' '..--- -

_____.). Marten,. Michael, Societal' dirVetions an alternatimg: a critical guide to the 4

'. literature. 1st ed. Fayette, N.Y., In ormation for PolicyDesigil, e1:)7 iii,
400, p..Z5579.M36 0111.909 ' ..-.1

Mead, Walter ,,J.. An economic appraist l of .PresitleiltCarttags energy program.
.. Science, v, 19k, July 22, 197T: 340-345 ° -. . 1

- Beide s Federal energy policy, i d comments on the features of President
Carter's nergy program. Strcsst the quastlonahle, aspects of the irogram

. from an oitronde point of view,' ochsing on ix subsidieS and elle ,gy price.
.,,.. policy.
-Meadows, Donell nd ers. The Pirnirs to grbth..A report for the Club ot

/!. ftome's project op e predicate(ent of mankind: New Ytak, Universe Books, '

205 p. "Altotonisc Assoeia s book." Bibliography :1T198-200: 110541.I.54 ...
-,._... 3303)/04 .- . 1 ...,

M4rItle4n, PloA. U.S. energy policy,: it'Silinarily based on polities. Woarld oil, v.
.' 184, nine 19771: 53-57. ..... , 0

Carter's
petroleum inl natnral gas pricing, aspects of President

/\ Csrter's proposedientergy pia a tl It affect petroleum and gas production.
Metzger,-Natinsh. Energy:, t le oft ruing crisis. Ni+w- York'," Crowell, 'e1977. x,

242 p. Bibliography : p. 229-`-. 119502.U52,"7 1977. 333.7
Mitchell, Edward J. Energy an ideolligy. 'Washington, Anierlean Enterprise

. stitute for Public Polley Research 1977._S p..(AmericalPEntcrpriseInstitute fo
Public Policy. Itesea c epOnteloori ) .

The author' co ds,that ."the energy crisis is a ...crisis tit pnblic policy, t/i

founded. on mimeo iceptioas of the issue aid therefore a slave_ to ideology."
He states that the provisions of the Natio\lift--Enet'gy Plan serve no hational ..

'.pitrpose. . .
.

'Morris, David J. and Karl ess. Neighborhood\ power : the new localism. Boston.
Beacbn press,.1975. ix, t: p. Biblingraphy : p. 173 177. LIT167.M67 309.2/0973

Peter, Lawrence ,T, The. Per Plan : 41. proposill fOr 8 uryival: New 1'9rtt--,W. Mor:
row, 1916, c1075. 224 p. Gl'503.P47 301.31/0973

Pirages, Dennis natl. Pan1/12, Ehrlich. Ark II : social responses to environmental
imperatives. New York" Viking Press, 1974. x. 344 p. Bibliography.: p. 28.9-297.
IIN59.P47 1974 309.1/13092

Beni:thaw, Edward F. T e end of progresS: adjusting to 'a Am-growth economy:
o North ,..eituate, Ma: ichusetts,Duxbury Pres.s, cliiiii. x, 252 p. 11C106.7.1237

.. 92 .

Rocky Mountain Petroleum Economies Institute, Vail: Colorado, 1975: The cluing-
ing economies of world energy: discussion papers. Botilder, Colorado, Westvlew
Press, 1976, xvii, 165 p: (WestCiew Special studies in ene management)/:.
HD9560.1.R53 1975/338.2/7/282 .

y',.
Sobel, Lester A., Editor, Jobs., money .l': -pollution. Contributing exlito.r,...rosetk-

- Fickes;_. indexer, /Grace .111. Fermi's. New Yorlt, Facts on File, (1977. 216 p.
. HC11.0.1155.T6 30 .31/0973 .

, . . *
Tuve, George ..Leybis, Energy, environment,., popttlations', 'and food :, our four

interdependent rises..New York. Wiley, c1976. xii, 264 'p. "A Wiley-Inter-
-science publien ion." IID9502.U52T89 301.31/0973

Twentieth Centi Fund: Task Force on United States Energy Policy. Piovid-
lag for energ. : report of the 'Twentieth Century, Fund Task Force on United
States Energ Policy. Background paper by Richard B. I;iticke. New York,
MeGraw-Hil c1977. xii, 134 p..IID95021152T93 .1977 -333.7

Mil tewar ,-L.,. Charles Concord, and David, ,Osterhout, The energy ballOon.
New '1, k, IcGraw-Ilill,.1974. 288 p. Bibliography : p.,285--288. IID9502.1152U4.
333.7/09 3 - .

. United St 6. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com%
merce._ St committee on. Energy anti Power. Middle. fad long-term energy
policies (1. alternatives :.4hearings before the Subcommittee ore Energy and
Power the Committee on Interstate ,and. Foreign Commerce, House of
Represe tatives; 94th -Congress, 2nd session, March 25 and 26, 1976. Wok-
ingtoh. or sale by Stmt. of Does., U.S. Govt. Print, Off :; 6,v., 1977. KF27.15 2

1976. 33.7
ongress. ,Office of Technology Assessment. Analysis of the pniposed

natio, al energy plain: Washington. For sale by the Supt. of Does., U.S. Govt.
Prin Off., 1977: 243 P. .
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Congressional Budget Om d,. Energy policy alternatives. Preparedvjointly -,
by Richard D. Morgenstern and W. David Montgomery. Washington, Congress
of the United States, Con essional budget; brace: r or sale- by,the Supt. of
Does., U. . Govt. Prin ff., 1977. xyii, 83 p. '(Budget isurpaper);
HD9502.1J52U512 1977

. Executive Qmce the President The national' energy plan : -summary
of public participation. Washington. For anis,. by the Sup6 of Does., U.S:
Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 4 p. . X._ -1 J

Reports public co ments and recommendations concerning a national
energy program gn ered from ten regional totvn meeting& twenty -one
White House mini- onfereitops and. nearty 28,000 written. reibonses. .

'Executive-011ie of the' Presid- The national energy plan. Washing-
WI, 'For sale by Supt. of Does., s,U.S ovt.... Print. Off., 19777. xxiii, 103 p.
HII954U52U5181977 333.7 ., 4

General Accounting Office. National energy policy V-an agenda for an-
tilysisI report to the Coingress. Bi the Comptroller General' of the United

'pates: Washington, U.S. General Accoantingiffice, 1977. 2, 56 p. "EMD- ,,,_
77;46". HD9502.U52U55 1977 3317 ,. -

Tifton, Albert, W.R.D. Sewell, and Timothy (O'Riordan. Natural resources and
a democratic seciety...,Boblder, Colorado, Vigatview-Press, 1976, 236 p: (West-

-` view special studies-on -natural resources Management) C79.E5N357 -301.31
Watt, Kenneth E.Ill.- The "Titanic" effect:- planninng for the unthinkable. 1st

ed., Neiv York, Dutton, 1974. xiv, 268 p. liC106.6W33 330.9/73/092
Wilffax, Howard A Hothouse earth. New York, -Praeger, 1975. 181 p. TD427:

H4W54 363.6. u

Wilson, Carroll L. Energy : global prospects,. 1981 -2000. Report of, the Workshop
on Alternative-Energy Strategies (WAES), a project sponsored by the M,a8-

%sachusetts Institute of Technology. New York, MeGrawr11111, c1977.. xxv,
;91 p. TJ163.2.W653 1977 336.7 .

Za'rb Frank G. Enough energy : Zarb'siliray. Across the -Board, i.i..1977 :
1 ..,

The former administrator of the Federal Energy Administration con.
tends that the federal government's major. contribution to 'solving the en-
ergy crisis would be the elimination of federal controls over domestically,
produced gas and Mi. Oil and gas must be priced at real,replacement values.\

. .

Resolved: That the Federal Government should exclusively con-
_ trop the development and distribution of energy resources in

the United . States '
A .

The Allocation of sunlight : solai rights and the prior appropriation doctrine. ,

University of Colorado law review, v. 47, Spring 1976: 421-447. ,,.

Argues that "in prior appro riation states, the water law is well-developed
and provides fbr an efficiet rocess of apptopriation, and use, including
tr. nsferability of rights and the prevention of waste. Thls bpdy of law ap-
pe rs suitable for adaptation, in whole or in hart, to solar questions."

Ander n, Earl V. Nuclear ensrgy : a key roinniespite problems. Chemical & en-
gineering news, v:55, Man:T(1977 : 8-12. . - .

Much of new generating capacity added by utilities after 1985 -must be nu-
clear if U.S. is to have adequate electrical power supply.

Bachman, W. A. DOE takes command of U.S. petroleum destiny. Oil and gas
journal, v. 75, Oct. 3, 1977: 47-52.

Describes the new. Department of Energy : itk3 personnel, strue,
ture. Includes a functional organization chart for the agency.

Bagge, Carl E. Coal : the once and future king. Coal mining & processing, v. 15,
Jan. 1978: 55-57, 100.

Contends,that the coal industry is capable of meeting the increased pro-
duction demands called for in the National Energy Act. Criticizes environ-
mental and labor restrictions imposed by government as constraints on
expanding production. ,.

Barnette, Dewey F. Cheap ftsel or sufficienn'Tet---the en :1'1 decision in U.S.
energy policy. Regional economics and business. v. 1, Oct. 76: 3-7.

Discusses how U.S. energy policies and price controls ;cause crude oil
and natural gas shortages and, increase dependence on unreliable foreign , 3:
energy sources." /
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edict, Manson. U.S, energy : the plhn that can Work. Technology review, v. 78,
ay-1976: 52-50.

Rapid depletion of U.S, oil and es reserves requires development and uSe
of n number of alternative ener resources. Of alternatives to oil and 'gas,
our-greatest relianceat least or the next generationmust be placed on
coal and uranium.

Bock, Betty. Oil compaDY divestit/ffe-lifilialternally s for U.S. energy policy. New
' York, Conference Board, 1977. 1 p. (I format of 1 ulletinConference Board ;
no. ).11D956.B58 338.8, 9,

Brine r, Claude S. Energy, government and \91e eco `Seventy si v. 55,.

vier Secretary,of Traretorttitiotand member Of the board of diiectors
Sept.- ct. 1976 : 2-9.

of ion Oil .Company comet ilts on energy conservation,. energy policy,, the
Putt e -of the petroleum industry. and the consequences of divestiture.( ..

The C ornin energy-planning muddle. Cry 01111'011in, v. 12, spring 1977: whole..
issue . . .

Series of fourltrticles, The first reviews "current attempts by the Cali-
fornia state government .to grapule with the questionsof present and future
energy supply and demand," tlfffsecond discusses "energy in terms, of ctn.
ploymefit, population, capital resources and environmental (nullity," and
the third addresses "the question of energy conservatiowhat It means apd,
why it is. fundamentally importaiit." The final artierr is a report of an ''ex-
change of view. between state- energy commissioners Vnraninl .and
Robert Morett at highlights some of the basic points of conteiltion In the
debate over 'e conservation' es. 'energy on demand." " if

Chandler, Geoffrey. The inuocence or oil companies. Foreign policy; no: 2Z sum-
mer 1977 : 52-70. '- -I

1

Contends tli t the oil ompanies lack the Omer to shape economic and
- political events r their (Fyn interest. "The companies are neutral inecha-

nisnis- providing se ice and technology. Let them ifelevf: and be:used an
**,

. . .
.
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'Christiansen, Bill and woclore H. Clack, Jr. A Western Perspective on energy :
a pleafor rational iergy planning. Selence, v. 194, Nov.:;, 1976: 578-584.

The Lt.. vernor of Montaaa and the staff coordinator of the M'ontana
Energy C( until criticize .Federal energy programs and .suggest energy
poliCies ha. don regional planning.

The Coast is not ear for energy planning. Conservation Foundation letter, Feb-
ruary 1977. Whole ssue. .

, The Conimerce Department's Office of Coastal Zone Management is caught
between nationardernands fpr energy and Moat demands to keep out.

Copp, Emmanuel Antlion,..,, Regulating Competition iil oil : governMent iriterven-
Ation in the reflnin industry, 1948-1975: 1st ed. College Station, Texas A & M
Univrsity Press. el .,xxiv, 2S0 p.,(Tiivis A & M University economics series:,
no. 1 ). HD9566,C68 3' .4/7/665530973 . . ..

Courtland, Lee L. and DO% 'd C. Russell. The present dilemma, of Federal leasing. -!
Miningpagineering, v."..9, May 1977,: 23-24. .

In order to meet long-term ntiterial needs known resources, in environ-
mentally acceptable areas, should be availiible to the free market by com-
petitive leasing.

Dix, Samuel M. Energy : a critical decision for the United Sthtes economy. 'Grand
. Rapids, Energy Edueati Publishers, 1977. xii, 256 p. T.T163.25.U6D58 1977 b

333.7 ' .

Evans, Douglas. The politics of energy : the emergence of the superstate. London,
. MacMillan, 1976 ix. 155 p. IID9502.A2E92 333.7 .

Ewen, Lois. Energy use and issues in California. Writterf and researched by Lois
Ewen. with assistance from Sarah Betiard . . . et al . , . San Francisco,
League of Women Voters of California, c1977. 49 p. "M779/1." Bibiography :
p. 47-49. HD9502.U53C34 333.7 . ,

Flanigan, James. Does EXXON have a future? Forbes, v. 119. August 15, 1977:
37-41. . w

Presents the argument against broadening the area of government deci-
slonmaking.

Hamer, John. Resurgence of regionalism. Washington Editorial Research Re-
ports V:I. no. 8 : 1977,145-162. .

Contents.--New interest in affairs.Initiatives for multiState
action.Role of metropolitan area councils. _

,
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Howard,. Dick. and James Ea Jarrett. States energy manstgemeht : the Califor
Ent,rirr Resources `onservation and Development Commidsion. ..Lexington;

-HEA. atutky,.Counc.11 State .Governments,.1976. vi, 58 p. At head of title : inner
vation transfer : hew. pprpaches by the states. JS308.C6 no. 580 353.9/08

Implications of, investments in the coal industry by flrms4rom other energy in--
dustries. Washington; D.C. National Coal Association, .September 1977, 32 p.

' Kalter, Robert J. and William A. Vogely,. editors. Energy supply and government
policy. Ithaca, New York, Cornell University Press; 1976. 356 p. HD9502.1.152E154

88&7 .
,. ..-

Loftness, Robert L. Energy alternativersindustry View. Journal of the. Interr.
nationaltliociety for. Technology Assessment, v. 2, winter. 1976 -1977: 36-42.

'Two reports.discussed here agree thtit to Meettear'eocial Objtetives; overall
yenergy4rowth should .be near 3 percent annually and electricity. growth

-- t

should be n 5-6-percent annually. Both studies conclude that the share
of the tOta

ear
ergy provided' by electricity will increase from the current

do, level Of 27 percent to a level near 50 percent' by the year 2000 and that this

trutear peources. .

th in electricity p oduction will be accomplished by the.use of foal and c---

.. i-Medvin, Norman. The energy cartel: big oil 'Vs, the joifitiiibtitereSt. Prepared 16)r''\.
and publkhed by Marine Engineers' Beneficial Associati by Norman Medvin,
Iriv J. Lay, and Stanley ii, Itattenbergs, Newnork, The Association, 1975, .

438 no 11D9566. M43 33&2/7/21.20973 . .

t Merritt, Blucet G. The role of the U.S. Government in international petroleum
- supply. Pacific community, v. 8, Jan. 18,77': 277-302. ' ..

- Focuses. on . the_seeurity of petroleum supply and on Otroleum prices,
. "the two most critieal problems plaguing international petroletun, in an

attempt to better describe where there is need for greater government in-
\ . volvement and what the risks of Such involVement are likely to be." P

Mills, Jon and R. D. WOodson..Energy policy : a test for federalism. Arlionalaw
review, v. 18, no. 2, 1976 : 405-451. . . .

( An examination?-of the baste of state and federal power, exploring areas
of both potential and existing conflictsiiithin the energy field; considers

-,', offshore petroleum development, solar, geottmal; and tvind energy .lieVel-
'''. opment.,.. distribution of energy, and energy, conservation 'efforts.. .

Mitchell; Edward J4- editor. Energy, regonal goals and the .nationainnterests.
Washington, American Enterprise Institute for ;Public Policy. Research, c1976.
101p. , . . . . . .

"A 'conference sponsored by the - National Energy Project of .the American
Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research." HD9502.U52E53 333:7

Partial contents.The economics of regional interests in energy.-Energy
Self-sufficiency for the United States.Producers and consumers.Energy
policy : a new war betweeh the.states? ,

. Perspective on U.S. energy policy : 'a critique of regulation. New York,
Pritegero 1976. xiii, 256 p. (American Enterprise Institute Perspectives;
(Praeger special studies in U.S._ economic, social, and political. issu ). , .
HD9502.U52P47 333.7

Partial tontents.--U.S. energy policy.Price controls and the natural. gas ''.
shortage.Performance of the Federal Energy Office.Toward -economy in
electric powers, . . . . .

Nader, Ralph. Who benefits? Center magazine, v: 7, Mar.-Ape. 1975: 32-37.
.

Withkat inforMation about the facts of the energy situation, with a ,great
deal of secrecy, and with inherent conflicts of interest; it is not hard to
predict that the policy of tke goverhment will be as it has been in the past, '
one that parallels that of the oil indUstry itself.

Nash, Gerald D. United State oil policy, 3'890 -1904; business and government in
twentieth century Am .ittsburgh, Pa., University 'of Pittsburgh Press,
c1968. ix, 286 p. HD9 1.'''''':-,''' 82/7/282

"Bibliographies ''21 t . :p. 267-277. Bibliographical footnotes.
Palmedo, Philip K. A' , hes to regional energy analysis. Growth and chatige,

.., a .

' v. 7, Oct. 1976 : 25-32. ' N
a

Discusses the kin, s of regional data and frameworks that now appear
to be the most useful as 'a common basis for state energy planning, and
stresses two basic points : "the natural regional scale of many energy prob-
lems end the advantages to states within natural regions to develop ,a coin-,
mon perspective on their energyfutures." ,
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Peirce, Neal R. and Jerry Engstrom. Western states join in forming a. united
energy front. National Journal;--v;-9, Feb. 5, 1977: 208210. .

Governors of 16. western states want to have a louder voice in federal en-
ergy p(illeies t tit affect their region, and have famecr a western energy-
office to coording that effort, It may be the first of many such, western
organWitions ere ied to influence Washinglon's actions. '

Pindyck, 'Robert S. Should the federal government enter the oil business? Chill-
lengev. 16r11.IayJime 1976 :`48-51. '

, Discusses three proposals foir.a federal oil and gas company. Concludes .

that- such ,a company could not be used as a basis.,!for I.I.S. energy. policy ,
-. nor as a .mechanism for oil imports ; also concludes that it may indeed bep
. desirable at some point to establish a fectertil all and gas'CoMpanY that ex-,-

plores for and deVeraps new reserves. " . .

Plummer, James L. The federal role in Rocky Mountain .energy .development.
Natural resources journal, v. 17, Apr.1977 : 241-230. .

-, Describes the interaction between the federal and state governments con-
*. eerning the development of Coal; oil shale, npl synthetic fuel resources. in

: the Rocky Mountain States. Feat mil policies which directly hd iedireetly
affect this development aredescrThed. . .

.

Ponernan, Daniel B. Planning for energy: Ilniard politiett'l view, v. 5, spring .
.1977; 13-16, 4it ' .

A comprehensive. energy policy, supported by a new centralized .organiza-
lional structure is critical to our national security.

Ridgeway, t James. Eneltri'' steps toward. an alterriative._.1VorkIng puffers, v. 3,
fall 1975: 61-64. \

Discusses witat'ean be thine to control the energy companies, Conserve fuel,
and still make low-cost power widely,avirilable. .,Ridgeway, James and' Bettina Conner. Publiq energyc notes townrd 'a nelv

r. aystern. Working papers for a new society, v. 2, Ivinter_1975 : 45-50.
. Urges the establishment of public.energy-districts that wruild have juris-

diction over, production and distribution of energy within thbir areas.
Regional authorities ,would-nllocate resources among distilets,, and the Fed-

., eral agency would regulate interregional commerce.
Rocky, Mountnin Energy-Minerals Conference, Billings, Montana. 1975. PrU'

ceedings. Rocky Mountain Energy-Minerals Conference, Billings, lantrlako, Oc-
tober 15 & 16; 1975. Washington, U.S. Department of Interior, Bu reap of Laird
Management, 1975? iii, 294 p.

- "Deals with the prpblems of developing and producing minerals and
energy frcim the public lands." 11D9306.1162R63 1975 838.2/0973

Shepherd, Leslie. What role for fission? Nature, v. 263, Feb. 3, 1977: 394-396.
. Assesses the contribution nuclear fission can make to the clergy require-
ments of the next 50 years.

Stephen,on, Lee, Jackie Krammer and Dick Lahn. Energy exploitation and public
lands :, an overview. Environmental action, v. 8, Oct. 28, 1976: 4,7.

Discussion of pollution thrbats to public lands-an.4.parks froth mining 'and
power resource development.

United Mates. Library of Xongress. Congressional Research Service. National,
' energy transportation. Report prepared by thb Congressional Research Service,

accompanied by maps jointly prepared lr the- ILA. Geological Survey and they
Congressional Research Service, at the request of Henry M. Jacksorfehairman,
Committee on Energy and Nattirat Resources and 'Warren G. Magnuson, chair-
man, Committee on Commerce, Science. and Transportation, United States Sen-
ate. Wash ngton. For sale by the Supt. of Does., U.S. Govt. Print. Off., .1977.
HE199.'" F$U5.1 1976_,380.5/2 . .

P esident, 1977-gle(Carter). The ot:ganization of federal energy functions:.
a repo from the Presideht to the Congress, prepared and transmitted in
accords ce with section 162(b) of Public law 94-385:" Washington/ For sale by
Supt. of Does,, U.S. Govt. Print. Oft'., 1977. x, .78 p. IID9502.U5U588 1977
353. 2 . .

..Treasury Department. Implieatiarts of divestiture! a If fiNsury Dspart-
meNit staff study. Washington, The Department. For sate by the Supt. of Does.,
U.S., Govt Print. Or.. 1-976. vii, 369 p. EDO:166.17a 1976 338.8-

U.S. energy AlieY.--which direction? A round table held on .Tune.27; 1977; and
'.Josponsored .py the American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research.

hn Charles Daly, moderator ; Melvin R. Laird ... et al. Washington; AEI,
977, 45 p. (AEI forum : 8).. 11D9502.U52U589 333.7 .
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Watt, Kenneth E. Labor and resource costs and the economic future. Ecologist,
v. 7, Aug.-Sept. 19774298-303.

Discusses interrelationships of and U.S. policies toward labor, capital
and energy. Criticizes past policies and recommends new approaches to
avoid economic disaster. Believes that "a more appropriate strategy for
the future would be to increase the productivity of capital and energy by -

making all activities more labor intensive."
Williams, Howard R. Oil and gas and the Federal lands. Utah law review, v.

1976, no. 3, 1976: 507-528.
Describes.six models of national energy policy and advocates the adoption

of a free market model. Describes h9w the development of energy resources
on public lands would occur under the free market` model,

Willrich, Mason'. Administration of energy shortages: natural gas and petroleum.
By Mason Willrich, with Philip M. Marston, David G. Norrell, and Jane K.
Wilcox. Cambridge, Mass., Ballinger Pub., Co., c1976, xvii, 289 p. KF1852.W5
353.008/232

Wood, Diana. Legal and regulltory 'policy aspects of energy allocation. Austin,
State of Texas, Governor's Energy Advisory Council, Legal and Regulatory
Policy Committe, 1974.1, 55 p. KF4606.W6 333.7

Yoes, E. D., Jr. Figuring out the future. Texas observer, v: 68, Apr. 9, 1976: 1, 3-7.
Author maintains that the U.S. doesn't have an energy crisis, only an en-

ergy management crisis. We have plenty of energy options, but we 'can't
decide what to do about it .We seem to decide everything on a too short
term basis and we need to look further ahead if weare to solve the problem.

Zillman, Donald N. and Raymon&Deeny. Legal aspects of solar energy develop-
ment. Arizona State law journal, v. 25, no. 1, 1976: 25-58.

Surveys the use of solar energy and considers the impact of current legal
doctrines upon the use of thesun' as an energy source ; assesses the growing
body of solar law at the local, State, and Federal. levels which is "aimed
at removing legal, technolOgical, and economic bairiers hindering solar
energy development."

--Resolved: That the Federal Government should establish a com-
prehensive program to significantly reduce energy consumer;
tion in the United States

Abelson, Philip H., Ed. Energy : use, conservation, and supply. A.speciaI .Scieitice
compendium. Washington, American Association for the Advancement of410-
exit*, 1974. vi, 154 p. (AAAS miscellaneous 'publication : 74-15) Q181.A140$
no. 74-15 508/.1

Alexander, Tom. Industry can save energy without stunting its growth. Fortune,
v. 95, May 1977: 186-189, 192, 194, 198; 200.

Describes ways in whichindustry can conserve e ergy by equipment alter-
ation or replacement and by co lete redesign of s ustrial processes.

Bachman, W. A. Energy conservation . how much is p le in U.S.? Oil & gas
. journal, v. 76, Mar. 21, 1977: 57-61.

Presents questions raised by oil in stry anal about thvconomic effi-
ciency of President Carter's proposed energy co ry tion program.

Carter's .coniindrum : will energy conservation thrott omic growth? Busir
ness week, no. 2480, Apr. 25, 1977: 60-72, 77, SO.

Cheney, Eric S. Limits on energy supply : geothermll, environ 'ental, and politi-
cal. Chemical technology, v. 5, June 1975: 370-374.

In view of rising world demand for energy an unite power resources,
authoubelieves the U.S. can only solve the energy, crisis by conservation and
by increasing the efficiency of our power resources.

Clark, \Wilson. It takes energy to get energy ; the law of diminishing returns is in
effect'. Journal of environmental sciences. v. 18, Mar-Apr. 1975: 11-14.

Supports Dr. Howard T. Odum's "net energy -approach" and suggests that
an extensive energy conservation program may be the only palliative for
inflation. Author also believes that the days of high growth are over and
that the U.S. is reaching a "steady-state" economy.

Committee for Economic Development. Key elements of a national energy strat-
egy : a Statement oq national policy. By the Research and Policy Committee of
the Committee for Economic Development. Washington, CED, 1977. 32 p.

. HD9602.U52C65 1977 333.7
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Cunningham, William Hughes and Sally Cook Lopreato. Energy use and con-
servation incentives: a study of the southwestern United States. New York,.
Praeger, 1977. xix, 189 r(Praeger special studiesin U.S. economic, social, and
political issues.) HD9502.U53A1653 1977 333.7

Dana, Carol. Energy conservation : the states respond. State legislatures, ,v. 3,
June-July 19 . 14-15

Desert the energy policies, progranalle legislatiop adopted by state
legislature . Discusses the impact of the posed National Energy Policy
Act on eta efforts.

Energy and growththe hard choices. Lamp, v. 57, spring 1975 : .

The complexity of choice, the unknowns in the energy-econdiny-environ-,
ment equation, and the difficulty of enlisting public understanding of the
issues all combine to make decisions very hard to reach. The United States

. must act vigorously on many fronts rather than search vainly for some
,theoretical "best" among enagy alternatives. ,

Energy controls : the energy user's guide to meeting the energy crisis. Englewood '
Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, c1974-. 1 v. (loose-leaf). TJ163.4.156E53 333.7

Fowles, Jib. Hands off the future : the che against no-growth planning. World
FVure Society v. 10, July-Aug, 1976 $7-11.

No-growth,Ouvocates foresee doom unless growth is curtailed. A university!'
professor here argues that limiting growth may produce more problems than
it -can solve.

Hannon, Bruce M. Energy, 'growth and altruism. Urbana, Center for Advanced
Computation, University of Illinois, 1975..37 p.

"1975 Mitchell AwardFirst Prize Limits to Growth '75 Conference,
Woodlands, Texas, Oct. 21, 1975."

Explores the idea of substituting energy for dollars as a measure of con-
sumer utility, to coax into being a form of altruism centered on the con-
sumer's best self-interest and the general welfare, and to suggest thrift
rather than consumption as the pinnacle for social status.

. Energy, labor, and the conserver society. Technology review, 'v. 79,

tIij.How society determined to save energy could increase economic stability,
-Apr. 1977 : 47-53.

' employment, and ,equity.
Harrington, Winston., Energy conservation: a new function for local govern- ,

inents? Chapel 1-411, Center for Urban and Regional Studies, University of
North Carolina a t..Cbapel Hill, 1976. v, 62 leaves. (An Urban studies energy
research. series !report). Bibliography : leaves 58-62. TJ163.4.U6H37 333.7

Hayes, Denis. Energy : the case for conservation. Washington, Worldwatch Insti-
titute, 976. 77 p. (Worldwatch paper ; 4). TJ163.4.U6H39 333.7

Hirst, Eric. Residential energy use alternatives : 1976-2000. Science, v. 194,
Dec. 17, 1976 : 1247-1252.

,A vigorous, conservation program could,reduce energy use growth to
almost zero through-the year 2000.

Hirst, Eric and Mayo S. Stuntz, Jr. Uban mass transit energy use and conserva-
tion potential. Energy systems and policy, v. 1, no. 4, 1976: 391-406.

The short-term energy-saving potential of improved awl expanded transit,
service is small relative to the savings possible through measures that
directly affect the automobile and its use.

How to save energy,..Newsweek, v.!89, Apr. 18, 1977 70-71, 73-74, 77-80.
1,Outlinee and. evaluates President Caller's, proposed energy conserfatien.

program.
IEEE Power. Engineerini.,,Society:.,,,Ettergy conservation, and the total. public

interest. Presented at the 1974 winter 'meeting, ;''ew'..'York, JoIttuigi0,29;/9.71;irs
New York, avniltlile froui Order. peet.IUEE, 40. 30 IL (Special puldicatiort
of the IEEE Power linghiberIng 'Soelbty, ;No. 43) ..'!7,1
9502.U5TI15.1974. 333.7, -.4 , ;

Illich, Ivan D. Ener04 nad 'equity: ikew Ycrrie,.:11expet Ilow;71474. Vcx;1,60,'-
(Ideas hi progress. World perspectives). Bibilographyr: 797-8,1.; HEW
1974 b 301.5 .4Ce

Kirschten, J. Dicken. The co-generation movement is Picking,' op .eio ,Ye

National journal, v. 9, Jan. 15, 1977: 103:405.
Co-generation, the process by whicl steam prodnced by itinhi. "tai

for their own,purposes can also be us o generate electricity fa I. AVIeff...,!;
cost, is certainly not the entire solution the nation's energy prOblitrk.bni.:- .

many experts think it can he a big 'help f the electric utility indu try can
be persuaded to go along.
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Conservationthe cornerstone of Carter's plans for energy. National
journal, v. 9, Feb. 28, 1977: 318-318.

Discusses President Carter's energy policy which will emphasize con-
servation and describes conservapon programs being implemented by tile
Federal Energy Administration gad by the Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration.

Klausner Samuel Z. Energy rationing and energy conservation : foundations
for a ;octal policy. Energy systems and policy, v. 1, no. 2, 1975: 119-141.

Suggests a program for managing energy consumption ,wnich would regu-
late social behavior rather than regulating the flow of poWer and fuel. V,

Lanoutte, William J. A latter-day David out to slay the Goliaths of enerarl
National journal, v. 9, Oct. 1, 1977 : 1532-1534.

Describes reactions to Amory Lovin's article, "Energy strategies: the
road not taken?" in "Foreign Affairs," October 1976. Lovins' article urged
the U.S. to move from "hard'; energy technologies (oil, gas, nuclear power)
to "soft" technologies (solar energy, wind power, biomass conversion).

Leonard, William N. In search of an energy policy. Challenge, v. 19, May-June
1976: 52-56.

Concludes that the U.S. lacks a realistic energy policy ; stresses the need
for conservation.

Lewis, Floyd W. Facing decisions on the, energy future. Public utilities fort-
nightly, v. 99, June 9, 1977: 19-22.

Of particular concern to the chairman of Edison Electric Institute is the
'President's "overemphasis" on conservation, cutbacks in the breeder reactor

program, forced plant conversions to coal, and failure to recognize the need
for environmental trade-offs as coal is substituted for oil and natural gas.

Madrid, Norman R. Energy to the year 2000. Across the Board, v. 14, Feb. 1977:
65-75.

Projects future U.S. economic growth and then assesses the prospects of
meeting the energy demands implicit in that growth. Promotes conservation
techniques as an alternative to shortages.

Miles, Rufus E., Jr. Awakening from the American dream: the social and Politi-
cal limits to growth. New York, UnlYerse Books, 1976. ix, 248 P. HN59.M528
809.1/73/092

Mishan, E. J. The no-growth Society-postscript to an epilogue. Contemporary
review, v. 227, Oct. 1975 :169 -177.

Examines the debate on the issues raised by the concept of sustained or
sustainable economic growth.

National_Governorrs Conference. Subcommittee on Energy Conseriation. Federal
energy conservation programs: a-state perspective. Washington, National Gov-
ernor's Conference, 1977.96 p. (Energy conservation report ; no. 1)

On cover : National Governor's Conference energy program. "Prepared by
Ms. Qonnie Laughlin." HD9502. U52N372 1977 333.7

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Energy conservation
in the International Energy Agency : 1976 review.eParis. OECD. Washington,
D.C.,' sold by OECD Publications Center, 1976 .55p. TJ163.3.073 1976 333.7

Orr, David W. and Cecil R. Phillips. Towards a sustainable energy society. Ecol-
ogist, v. 7, Aug.-Sept. 1977: 294-297.

The authors recommend making energy conservation the keystone of
U.S. energy policy until the transition to solar power can. be made. They
support "removing all subsidies for non-renewable fuels, placing a royalty
on non-renewable fuels in a manner that is equitable to all and beneficial
to the economy and eliminating all institutional barriers to efficient energy
use." This paper is an edited version of the Wolfcreek Statement, a docu-
ment produced by a group of scholars following a three day rneeting in
Georgia, in October 1976.

Peirce, Neal R. and Jerry Hagstrorn. Energy conservation begins at homewith
the sWittir and cities. National journal. v. 9. Mar. 12. 1977: 389-391.

President Carter's energy program will stress conservation. and that's
just fine with state and local officials. Many states and cities already have
begun conservation exper ents. and° all are eager for federal assistance
that might encourage more experimentation.

Perry, Harry and Sally Streiter. Multiple paths for energy policy. A critique
of Lovins' energy st tegy. New York, National Economic Research Associates,
c1977. 18 p. HD9502 52P46 333.7.
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Robertson, Thomas A. Systems of energy and the energy of systems. Sierra Club.
bulletin, v. 60, Mar. 1975: 20-23.

.What net energy return means.and how it affects you at the birth of the
Age of Scarcity.

Ross, Marc H. and Robert H. Will ns. Energy efficiency : our most underrated
energy resource. Bulletin of the at. is scientists. v. 32, Nov. 1976,; 30-38.

Agggressive pursulLof energy inservation is a promising 'road to en-
ronmental protectiff; national onomic well-being and reduced depend-
ce on foreign sources; we can have energy abundance without energy

growth.
SchipperF Lee and Joel Darmstadter. The logic of energy~ conservation. Tech-

.

nologyAeview, v. 80, January 1978: 41-50.
Etthasizes the possible economic and social benefits which may derive

from energy conservation.
Schipper; L. and A. J. Lichtenberg. Efficient energy use and well being; the

Swedish example. Berkeley, Calif., University of California, 1916, 53 p. "LBL-
.4430 : ERG:-76-09"

A detailed comparison is made -between the per capita energy consump-
tion in,the U.S. and Sweden. Sweden uses between 55% and 65% of the per
capita energy (depending on the way hydroelectricity is counted) at es-
sentially the same per capita income.

Schumacher, E. F. Small .is beautiful: economics as if people mattered. New
York Harper & Row, 1973.30 p. (Harper toichbooks, TB 1778). IIB171.S384
330

Seaborg, Glenn'T. Opportunities in today's energy milieu. Futurist v. 9, Feb.
1975: 22-24, 37,

A ivorld-renowned chemist suggests ways in which we can conic to terms
with our energy problems. Ile sees a transition to a less energy - intensive,.

'more conservation-Oriented society and an accompanying change in public
attpudes toward consumption and waste.

Seidel, ;Martinis R. Economic benefits of energy conservation. Energy systems
and policy, v. 2, No. 1, 1977: 1-30.

It can be shown that conservation-oriented responses are more cost-effec-
tive than supply-expanding responsesthis net cost effectiveness constitutes
the economic benefit of conservation.

Sparks, Wilbur D. Conservation: the centerpiece. ASHRAEAmerican society
of heating, refrigerating and air Conditioning engineers journal, v. 19, May
1977: 22-24.

The conservation options that 'must he devirl by the Carter Adminis-
tration will have to deal with the question of how to make new investments

. seem worthwhile to enough people to tring about significant shifts in the
nation's energy habits.

'',.:Stubbs, Anne D. Energy conservation : policy considerations for thF 'States.
Lexington, Ky., Council of State Governments, 197(1. vi. 4S p. (State environ-
mental issues series, RBI ; 595 )..1S30S.C6 no. 595 353.9/05

Teller. Edward. The energy disease. Harper's magazine, v. 250, Feb. 1975: 16-18,
22.
, AnalYZes dui. energy problem. Considers the simplest course of action :

consume loss energy and induce more.
the Tra`nsitional storm : . Ming it out from one energy epoch to another.'

New York, Edison Electric Institute, c1977! viii, 7S p. IID9502.A2T7 333.7
Tner, Wallace E. and Ottoi C. Doering, III. Thej President's energy propOsal:

is it enough? West Lafayette, Ind., Purdue Upi ersity, Conperative Extension
Sentice, 1977. 16,p. (Purdue University, Lathy tte, Ind. ('ES paper no, 26).

Summarizes the major components of President Carters energy prnposaf,'
describes the likelyiinpacts of the proposal. and identifies areas whiclisneed
to be strengthened or Modified. Conudes'"that even'witti the brond reach-
ing measures prOposed by the President, all of the 19S5 energy goals cannot
be achieved."

United 'States. Congiew. House. Committee on Science and Astronautics. Sub-
committee on Energy. Conservation and efficient use of energy : report of the
Committee em Science and Astronautics, U.S. Ilonse of Representatives. Ninety-
third Congress, seeond session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1974, For
vgale by the Supt. of Does.. xii,. 272 p. (House report-93rd Congress, 2d ses-
sion: no. 93-1634 ). KF32.S339 1974 3.33.8/2
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. Congress. "Joist Economic Committee. Subcommittee. on Energy. Energy
. conservation: hearings. Nidety-foufth Cong, second session. 'Washington,

U. vt. Print. Off., for sale by Supt. of s71977. iv, 293 R. KF25.E24
19 .7

Co ess. Senate. Committee on Government Operations. Oversight of
faiergy co rvation : hearings:' Ninety-fourth Congress, first session, April
16, 17, an 18, 1975. WaShington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., for sale by Supt. of
Door.; 1975. vi, 967 p. KF26.G6 1975e 353.008/7

Congressional Budget Office. Urban transportation and energy: the po-
tential savings of different modes. Washington, For sale by the Supt. of Docs:,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977.81 p.

Contents.A framework for evaluating energy savings from urban trans-
portation.Urban transportation energy use: a review of the existing evi-
dence.Representative energy requirements by mode.

. Council on Environmental Quality. Environment and conservation
in energy research and development: assessing the hdequacy of Federal pro-
grains : a report under section 11 of the 'Nonnuclear energy research and
developirient. act (P.L. 93-577). Washington,' The Council: for sale by the
Supt. of Does., U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 'Aid, 117 .p. TJ163.25.U6U52
1976 333.7 t

. Federal. Power Commission. Technical Advisory Committee on
Conservation of Energy. Task Force on Practices and Standards. N onal
Dowel. survey practices,and standards : opportunities for energy consery tion :
the report and recommendations of the Task Force on Practices and tand-
ards. Washington, Federal Power Commission : for sale by the Supt. of Docs.,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1973.1.e. 1974. 250 p. TJ163.4.U6U547 1974 333.7

. General Accounting Office. National standards needed for residential
energy conservation, Department of Housing and Urban Development : report
to the Congress by the Comptroller General of the United States. For sale by
the Supt. of Does., Washington, U.S. General Accounting Office, 1975. iv, 31 p.
"RED-75-377." "B-178205." TJ163.4.U6U55 19I5 333.7/2

. Library of Congress. Environment and Natural Resources Policy Divi-
sion. Energy accounting as a policy analysis tool. Prepared for the Subcom-
mittee on Energy Research, Development, and Demonstration of the Com-
mittee on Science and Technology, U.S. House of Representatives, 94th Con-
gress, 2nd session, by David E. Gushee. Washington. For sale by the Supt. of
Docs., U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. vii, 667 p.

At head of- title: Committee print.' "Serial CC." Appendix : p. 15-667.
Includes bibliographical references.

. Office of Conservation and Environment. Energy conservation study :
report to. Congress, Federal Energy Administration. Washington, The Office:
for sale by the Supt. of Docs., U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1974. viii, 182 p.

.HD9502.U52U576 1974 333.8/2/0973 4

Walker, Richard A. and David B. Large. The economics of energy eNtraiagance
Ecology law quarterly., v. 4, no. 4, 1975: 963-985.

Exppins why the U.S. has become so dependent upon and go wasteful,
of energy. Offers a critique of energy conservationist perspectives, a pro-

, posal for an alternative theory to the energy-extravagant economy and its
application to the case of the American city, and an explanatien of why
the response to the energy crisis has been through supply expansion methods.

Widmer, Thomas F. and Elias P. Gyftopoulos. Energy conservation andn healthy
economy. Technology review, v. 79, June 1977: 31-40.

The authors show that there is an enormous opportunity for reduced
energy consumption per unit of product in every sector of the economy : and
if we do not take advantage of this opportspity. our economic well-being
and security will he endangered. They recommend a comprehensive energy
policy which stresses accelerate° conservation.

Williams, Robert IL, editor. The energy conservation papers. C'ambridge, Mass.,'
Ballinger filth. Co., c1.075. xix. 377 p. T.1163.4,176W54 333.7'1

Contents: Fels, M.F. anti Munson, I.J.N Energy' thrift in urban trans-
portation : option for the future/lIannon, B. et al. Energy, employment, and
dollar impacts of alternative transportation options/Herendeen, R. and
Sebald, A. Energy employment, and dollar impacts of certain consumer
options/Franklin, W.E. et al. Potential energy conservation from recycling
metals in urban solid wastes/Poole. A. The potential for energy recovery
from organic wastes/Davidson, J. et al. Energy needs for pollution con-
trolBibliog : p. 363-373.
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Reiolved: That the Federal Government should establiOrsh a corn-
r prehensive program to significantly increase the energy inde-

.

..

pendence .of the United States
..-.. a

AIAA Ad Hoc Taa'Force on Solar Energy for Earth. -Solar energy for earth:
an AIAA assessment.. Sponsored by the AIAA Technical Committee on Electric
Power Systems; edited by Harrison J. Killian, Gordon L. Dugger, and Je,gry
Grey. New York, American Institute-of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1975.

-111, 110 p. TJ810.A24 1975 621.47 .
Aldridge, Alexander and HenrykSkolimowski. Do we really want colonies in

space? Ecologist, v. 7, Dec 19/7: 390-394. )

Argues that the space colonies espoused by Gerard K. -O'Neill. will be
at least 10 times more expensive than projected, will not solVerthe energy
prOblems that might partially' justify their existence and ivilr not include.
most individuals desiring to participate.

Anderson, J H. The sea planta source of power, water and food -without pollu-
tion. Solar energy, v. 14, Feb. 1973: 287-300.

Expands the idea of sea thermal power. A national by-produit of water
desalting is cheap oxygen. "With cheap power, fresh water, cheap oxygen,
and location on the ocean, we have the basic ingredients for many 'kinds
of chemical or metallurgical plants."

Austin, A. L. and A. W. Lundberg. Electr,ie pow geiietztiojn from geothermal
hot water deposits. Mechanical engineering, . 7, D . 19 5: 18-25.

Discusses flashed steam systems, binary ycle systems, and total flow
systems. ,

Basile, Paul S. and David S. Sternlight. The coming energy shortage: oil is not
enough. Technology review, v. 79, June 1977: 41-49. .

'''' In the coming critical years we must seek new policies and technologies
on whichnew, large-scale energy options can be baged.

Babe, H. A:, and others. Six views of atomic energy. Bulletin of tire Atomic
scientists, v. 33, Mar. 1977: 59-69. ,

Six prominent scientists expresg their opinions On 'U.S : energy policy and
, 1 the need for atomic energy. -: . , 4 ,,.

.Brinkworth, Brian Joseph. Solar energy for man. New York, Wiley, 1973, c1972.
xiii, 251p. Bibliography : D. 247. TJ810.B75 1973 621.47 ..

Cheremisinoff, Paul N. and Angelo C. Morresi-Energy from solid wastes. New
York, M. Dekker, c1978. v, 505 p. (Pollution engineering anq technology; 1).
TP360.C48 662/.6 ,

Clark,- Wilson. Energy for survival : the alternative to extinction.. With research
by David Howell, with illus. by James K. Page, Jr. 1st ed. Garden City, N.Y.,
Anchor Press, 1974. xvi, 652 p. TJ153.C53 333.7

Coinmoner, Barry. The energy pUzzle: a right at the end of the tunnel. New
Englander, v. 23, Jan. 1977: 26-30.

It'is possible to slow dawn the present escalation of energy prices and
to move toward ,stabilization by.: 1) relying on coal-fired power prodoction
in the near and mid-term ; and 2) introducing the various solar technologies,
as they mature, beginning with solar heat and heat/power installations.

Contrbversy over the safety of nuclear energy 'production with pros and cons.
, .

The Congressiona est, v. 56, Feb. 1977: whole issue.
Ellis, A. J. ermal systems and power development. American scientist,

v. 63, S -Qct. 1975: 510-521. . A .

brief outline,of the nature of geothermal fields, geothermal power proj-
ects, and some development problems.

Energy. Christian SciencOmionitor, June 25, 1976, p.131-B16. , ,

Series of articles explores U.S. energy options, especially solar and ato ic .
energy. Includes specific energy policy suggestions by the editors of le
"Monitor." ..Energy and transportation. Wjrrendale, Pa., Society of Automotive Engineers,

1976. 69 p. "SP-406"
Partial contents.Economics of energy policy, by H. Duncombe, Jr..

Energy tftilization by various modes of transportation, bx R. Goodson.
Energy sources and future availability, by (.. Kirkbridge.Fuels for trans- .

- portation, by W. Coppoe.Non-transportation uses for petroleum : impact
on fuel <availability, by E. Loveland.Alternative 'automotive engines and
energy conservation, by J. Heywood and L. Linden.
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Franssen, Herman T: Federal energy planning.: scenarios 'for disaster. World
oil, v. 182, Apr. 1976: 45-49. -

Analysis of the U.S. energy budget betWeep noW and 1985; concludes that
the U.S. will become increasingly dependent on Arab oil imports.

Fisher, -Arthur. Energy from laser fusion. Popular science, T. 209, Dec. 1976:
66-71, 148, 150.

Popular account of the status of nuclear fusion research in the United
cle acceleratorsStates. Article discusses-the use 4f lasers and charged

. in the search for a way to make nuclear fusion power practice..
Glaser, Peter E. Solar _power from satellites. Physics today, v. 30, 'Feb. 1977 :

30-32, 34, 36-38.
The combination of solar energy collectoA in synchronous or it with

receiving stations on Earth, linked by microwave power- transmittiiIg beams,
could be economic, safe andienvironmentally acceptable.

Gordon, Richard L. U.S. coal and the electric power industry. Baltimore. Pub -
lished for Resources for theFattire, by the Johns Hopkins University, 1975.
alit 213 p. Bibliography : 200-205. HD9502.U52G67 33.8/2

Gordon, Richard L. and George H.K. Schenck. Historical trends in coal utiliza-
tion and supply. Prepared for U:S Bureau of, Mines, Department of the In-
terior. University Park, Dept. of Mineral Econonfics, College of Earth and
Mineral Sciences, Pennsylvania State 'University, 1976. 630 p. in various
pagings. HD9545.6.067 ' 338.2/7/20973

Halacy, Daniel Stephen, Jr. Earth, water, wind, and sun, our energy alternatives.
1st ed. New York. Harper & Row, c1977. 186 p. Bibliography 179-180.

Hannan Timothy H. The battle for energy independence: how much of a good
thing? Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia business revIewl July-Aug. 1975:
3-10..

Points out that America's vulnerability to periodic oil embargoes can be
lessened, but the goal of achieving energy self-sufficient in the next few
years could cost more than it is worth.

Hirman, Willis W. The coming transformation. Futurist, v. 11, Feb.' 1977: 4-12;
Apr. :106-110, 112.

Two part series explains the nature of the social- transformation the
United States is experiencing and_ describes the possible values and ethics
that may emerge over.the next 10-15 years. -

Hay&s, Denis. Rays of hope: the transition to a post-petroleum world. Nei, York,
Norton, c1977. 240' p. "A. Woridwatch Institute book." HD9502.A2H37 1977
333.7

Harney, Brian M. Methanol from coala step toward energy self-sufficiency.
Energy sources, v. 2, no. 3, 1975: 223-249.

Discusses the technology of converting coal to methanol, the possible uses
of methanol fuel, and the cost effectiveness of using methanol as a fuet

Herman, Stewart W., James S. Cannon,and Alfred J. Malefatto. Energy futures :
industry and the new technologies. Editor, Leonard H. Orr, Cambridge, Mass.,.
Ballinger Pub. Co., 1977. xvi; 661 p. TJ168.25.U6H47 1977- 333.7

Heronemus, William E. The case for solar energy. Florida natnrwlisT, v. 48,
June.1975 : 22-25. . .

The most important characteristies of solar energy are its magnitude
and the fact that it is renewable. . . Its conversion, to the wellbeing of
mankind without detriment to the ecosphere is a challenge facihg scientists,
engineers and all of society. ,

. Using tv3o renewable's: Oceaft. v.. 17, summer 1974: 20-27i
. Discusses ,meilieds of using the motions of the winds and sea to generate

electrical energy.
Hirsch, Robert L. and William L.R. Rice. Nuclear fusion pOwer and the environ-

ment. Environmental conservation, v°. 1, winter 1974: 251-262.
ehiews some of the basic requirements for fusion power,- the necessary

development programmes, and the environmental impact.
House, Peter William, et al. Getting it of the shelf : a methodology for imple-

menting Federal researcfi. Boulder, Colo., 1Vestview Press, 1977. xvi, 282 p.
TJ163.25.U6H68 333.7

International Economic Polity Association. America's oil and energy goals : the
. international economic implica t4ms : a preliminary appraisal. Washington,

1977. 45 p.
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Assess the international economic implications and the political gainifica-
tions of the proposed Carter energy plan and presents four scenarios of.. .

world demand and price of petroleum.
Johnson, Richard to: and Charles Holbrolv, editors. Space settlements: a design

study. Washington, Scientific and Technical Information Office, National Aero-
nautics and Space Adininistration ; for sale by the Supt. of Docs., 1:17S. Govt.
Print. Oft, 1977. xiii, 185 p. ¶NASA SP; 413) TL795.7.S67 629.44/2

Judge, John F. Can government create a private sector? Government executive,
v. 8, Aim. 1976: 15, 17, 20-21. .

Presents the views of Dr. Robert Hirsh, Assistant Administrator for Solar,
Geothermal and. Advanced Energy, Systems, Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration, on U.S. energy pioblems, new energy sourCes, and
the role of ERDA in developing new energy technologies and infrastructures
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Kash, Don E., et. al. Our energy future: the role of research development and
demonstration in reachinga national consensus on energy 'supply''. 1st ed. Nor-

. man, University of Oklahoma Press, 1976. xxii,'489 p. HD9502.U52083 333.7.
Kohn, Philip M. Hopes fly high. for new hydrogen processes. Chemical engineer-

ing, v. 84, Mar. 14 ;1977: 86, 88, 90-91.
Discusses research to producb hydrogen 'econOmically on a large scale°

as a source of fuel. "Researchers are hoping to find an ansWbr in electrolytic,
thermochemical or hybrid systems."

. Ocean thermal gradients beckon energy planners. Chemical engineering,
V. 83, Feb. 2, 1976: 53-55.

- Engineers are cautiously optimistic about being able to use the sea . as
both heat source and, heat sink for generating electridity. The concept may
stand its best chance as in adjunct to offshore chemical-process-industries'
plants.

Krueger, Robert B. The United States and international oil : a report for the
Federal Energy Administration on U.S. firms andi government policy. New
York, Praeger, 1975: 1 v. In various paging. (Praegdr special studies in inter-
natIonal economics and development). HD9566.K78 338.2/7/282

Kruger, Paul and. Carel Otte, pdltors. Geothermal energy ; resohrces, production,
stimulation. Stanford, Cant, Stanford University Press 1973. x, 360 p.

- TK1041.G4 333.7
Lovins, Amory. Soft, energy' paths ; toward a durable peace. San' Francisco,

Friends of the Earth International., Cambridge, Mass.. distributed by Ballinger
Pub. Co., c1977. x, 231 p. T 63.2.L678 333.7

Luce, Charles F. A battle plan beat the energy crisis Reader's digest. 'vw. 106,
Mar. 1975: 67-71.

The stakes are agonizingly lear : if this country is to survive as a world
power, we must mobilizenowto achieve .energy self-sufficiency by 1985.

McGowan, Jon' G. and William E. Heronemus. Ocean thermal and wind power :
alternatiy.e,_energy sources based on natural solar collection. Environmental.
affairs. v. Ofal11975: 629-660. .'

Malone, Joseph J. International petroleum strategies : America's role. Columbia,
Institute of International Studies. University of South Carolina,.1975. 18 p.
(Occasionkri paperInstitute of 'International Studies, University of South ,
Carolina). HD9560.6.M28 338.2/7/ 20973

Montgomery, David. Financing en y development. Washington, Congress of

i$. Govt. kiint. Off., 1976. 'Jay,. 72 . (.8acRground paperCongressional
t e United States, Corigreisional : for sale by the Supt. of Does.,

udget Office ; no 12). HD950T.U52M65 338.4/3
. Moorsteen, Richard. Action proposal : OPMC can waitwe can't. Foreign policy,

no. 18, spring 1975: 3-11. . \

Aims to restore competition among oil exporters by bringing-saw nations
into the business, by expanding existing non OPEC export capaelties, and
by showing exporters that we can (if pushed) do with less of their products
through increasing akal use, all within environmental standards acceptable
to us.

Mulcahy; Michael. Ocean thermal energy conversion OTEC is one of ERDA's
exciting new progiams. Sea technology, v. 18, Au ist 1977: 16-18.

ERDA's objective over the next sever yea is .to demonstrate by 1984
the operati9n and performance of an ocean th al 100 MW power plant
with heat exchanger sufficient to prothote econ mic viability of the OPEC
program in the commercial marketplace. .
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Mann, Robert 1k- The coal industry in America : a bibliograplky and guide to
studies. Morgantown; West Virginia University Library, 197'7, v. 1, 351*p. ,

. Z6738.C6M8-1977 '01%3382/7/20973
II,. Roger F. Managing the energy transition : a system 'dynamics search forlai

alternatives to oil gas. Cambridge; Mass., Ballinger Pub. Co., c1977, V. 1.

Originally presented as the author's thesis, Dartmouth. Bibliography : p. 235-
243. TJ163.25.U6N83 333.7

National Academy of Sciences. Energy : future alternatives and risks. Cambridge,
Mass., Ballinger -Pub. Co., 1974. ix, 227 p. (Academy forum, 2d, 1974). .
HD9502.U52E49 333.7/0973

;National,Research Council. Committee on Nuclear and Alternative Energy Sys-
tem. Interim' report. Washington, National Atademy of Sciences, 1977 49 p.

The purpose of the CONAES Study is to assess the appropriate roles of
puclear and alternative energy systems in the nation's energy future, with
a focus on the period between 1985 and 2010.

.
Nficlear Energy 'Policy Study Group. Nuclear power issues and choices: report.

Foreword by- McGeorge Bundy: the Nuclear Energy Policy Study -Group,
Spurgeon M. Keenr, Jr., chairman . . . et ii: . . . Cambridge, Mass., Ballin-
ger:Pub. Co., c1977.. $cvii, 418 p. ilD9689.U52N79 1977 333.7

O'Neill, Gerard K. The high frontier: human colonies in space. New York,
Morrow, :1977 c1976. 288 p. TL795.7.053 1977 609/.99

Space colonies energy supply to the earth. Science, v. 190, Dec. 5,

f75 : 943-947.. ., .

Manufacturing facilities in high orbit could be used to build satellite
. solar power stations from lunar materials. .

.
.

. . Space colonies : the high frontier. Futurist, v. 10;* Feb. 1976: 25-33.
An earth -like space .colony ,could be orbiting our world by 1990, says a

Princeton University physicist. The colonists would pay off the cost of build-
lug their extraterrestrial home by' lanufacturing satellite solar power
stations, which would supply cheap, irtually inexhaustible power to the
earth. 4

Oppenheim, V.H. Why oil pricks go up (1) : the past: we pushed them. Foreign
policy. no. 25, winter 1976 -77: 24-57.

-1. Since 1971 the United States 4 s encouraged Middle East oil-producing
states to raise the price of oil an eep it up. . . . The primary purpose of
this article is to ,describe what ppened . . . . and an attempt is made
to explain the,motives for the po cies that were pursued by the Department
of State. 4,

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. The world energy
outlook for the next ten years. OECD observer, no. 85, Mar. 1977: 3-14.

A team of OECD experts has just.completed an assessment of the World
Eilergy Outlook to 1985and beyond. OECD's Secretary General. Emile van
Lennep and his Special Counsellor on Energy Questions, Dr. Ulf Lantzke,

. comment on the projections and their implications.
O'Toole, James. Energy and social change. James O'Toole and the University

of Southern Cailfornia-Tenter for Futures Research. Cambridge, MIT Press,
c1976, xxi, 185 p. Bibliography : p. 170 -179. ITD9502.U5208 333.71

Pindyck, Robert S. OPEC's threat to the West. Foreign policy, no. 3, spring
1078 : 36-52.

Predicts that over the next decade petroleum prices willorise slowly in
real tennis. Suggests that.industr*alized °waffles will face slower growth

,,,,:: and higher unemplomeht- than they hacrbeen used to. Notes the ruiner-
abilityof ther.°S. and other OECD countries. to an oil embargo of produc-
tion cutback and stresses the importance of maintaining strategic oil re-
serves r .,.

Postina, Herman: Financial impact of solving the energy problem. Journal of
commercial bank lending. v. 57, july1975 : 37-45. ,

Surveys the interrelated energy. environmental, and economic pivtiblems' .

of the U.S. Suggests solutions and the probable impact of these problems
on the financial resources of the U.S. 4

Pournelle, Jerry. A clean energy sourcethe oceanic thermocline. American
Legion magazine. al. 96, Jan. 1974: 14-15. 44-46.

Enough energy can be tapped from warm, tropical seas to meet our na-
tional needs many times over.

Project Independence : a critical look. areal engineering. v. 82, Jan. 6, 1975:
66, 92-105.
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The FBA report on Project Independence, completed' in Nov. 1974, pre-
.

diets the results of four strategies for deducing U.S. dependence on imported
A petroleum. Article examines the study In detail, and preSents energp, facts

and opinions frOm a series of Project Independence hearings 'held around
the country.

Randall, Maury. Political risk and energy policy. Businegs economics, v. 12, May
1977: 40-45.

This paper analyzes the petroleum dilemma and formulates a policy
deal with the problem of political risk in acquiring onergy from forei
sources. A relatively simple program which minimizes market inteu on

is advocated. . . . This paper argues that ample insurance again tore
petroleum energy shortages can be purchased at a lower price than through
massive government intervention in the market.

Reed, T.B. and R.M.' Lerner. Methanol : a versatile fuel for immediate use.
Science, v. 182 Dec. 28, 1973 : 1290-1304.

Methanol can be made froth gas, coal, or wood. Pt is stored and used in
e 'isting equipment.

Relsch e, Leonard F. C. The economics of nuclear power. Public utilities fort-
nightly, v.09, Feb. 3, 1977: 24-32.

On the basis of economics nlone nuclear power should be a preferred source
for substantial percentages of our total electric energy needs in the fore-
seeable future.

Robson, Ge?)ffrey R. Geothermal electricity production. Science, v.f, Apr. 19,
1074: 371-375. °

An evaluation of the institutional and economic factors that will play a
part in deternlining the future scale of ge.othermaldevelopment in the short
term.

Rose, David. Energy policy in theUnited States. Scientific American, v. 230, Jan.
1974: 20-29. .

The President's appeal far U.S. energy self - sufficiency by 1980 cannot be re-
garded as realistic.. The long.:range options that are open to the Nation are
here consideied in a..".taxonornic" approach.

Rose, Dayid J., Patrick W. Walsh and Lady L. Leskovjan. Nuclear power
compared to what? American scientist, v. 64, May-June 1976: 291-299.

From environmental, economic, and societal points ofvriew, nuclear power
appears at present more acceptable for the generation of electricity than coal-
burning and other technologies.

Seamans, Robert C., Jr. and Irwin Goodwin. U.S. energy prospects. 'Strategic
review, v. 3,.winter 1975: 6-15.

A' special Task Force on Energy of the National Academy of Engineering
has evaluated national needs and charted options to reduce dependence on
Imported oil in the next decade. A concise summary of its findings is included.

Shinnar, Reuel. Energy in perspective. Chemical technology, v. 5, Feb. 1975:
225-231.

We don't have a crisis in energy, we have a crisis in our ability to manage
and understand a complex technologicalsociety.

Singer, S. Fred. 'Living with imports, New republic, v. 178, Feb. 25, 1978: '33-34,
36-37.

Contends that U.S. deuendenee on imported oil does not pose the economic
or security problems fertrayed by the National Energy Act. Criticizeethe
act's proposals for tegulating domestic oill.

INSIrkini, Abraham M. Living with interdependence : the decades ahead in America:
Fu lutist, 4: 10, Feb. 1976: 4-14.

Discusses the growing interdependence of nations and segments of the
national economy and what impel this will have on individual Americans
over the ne`xt 25 ydars. The areas of energy. environment, and food are
discussed in particular.

Stone, Christopher ,D. and Jack McNamara. Dow to take on OPEC. New York
times magazine. Dec. 12, 1976: 3S. 40. 42, 44, 49, 51-52, 54.

The primary concern of J.S.1 energy Polley should he formulating a posi-
Won on OPEC, rather than pursuing the goal of energy independence : pro-
poses that tire F.S. government "establish itself as the sole importing au-
thority for America's oil needs" as a way of responding to the oil cartel.

Taylor, Maxwell D. The legitimate claims of national security. Foreign affairs, v.
52, Apr. 1974: 576-594.
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Some proposals for a military establishment which could defend before
the Public the legitimacy of its cleipas for national support. .

Teller& Edward, Hans Mark, and John, S. Foster. Jr. Power & security. Lexing-
. .

ton,Illtss., Lexington Books, c1976. xxiii, 204 p. (Critical choices for Americans ;

v.4)1 Hp9502:1152T44 333.7.,,,
Toole, Kenneth Ross. '17Pe: rape of the Great Plains : Northwestern America;

,cattle and coal. 1st ed.-Boston, Little, Brown, and Co:, c1976, ix, 271 p. "An At- ,

..lantic monthly press bOok." TD195.S75T66. 333.7/6 -
Tieadway, Hamilton. The economics of energy growth. Public utilities fornightly,

V. 100, Sept. 15;1977 :9-18.1 . .

Relates the concept of a.national energy policy to policy favoring full em-
ployment ; shows. that. he latter is unlikely to be maintained without an
increase in the nations productive capacity, and discusses the relation of
energy supplies to such pacity.

United States. Congressional Budget Office. Energy research, developmentm-
onstration, and commercialization. Washington. For sale by the Supt. of Does.,
U.S. Govt., Print. Off., 1974, 41 p.

" . . . discusses the R,D,D, and C, research, development, demonstration
and. commercialization process, criteria that can be.used to judge potential
energy .R,D,D, and C. stratgeies, and the costs associated with va;ious

. elements of such strategies."
. Department of Energy. sion Power Reactor Senior Review Committee.

Perspective on the developme of fueidn poWer by magnetic confinement-1977.
Washington, 1977. 7 p. "DOE -0002"

The Cbmmittee concludes: that recent progreSs of the magnetic fusion
energy program provides a. tangible basis for the belief that the development
of fusion power will prove feasible: that the primary near -term objective

.
of the prograni should npw be to demonstrate actual reactor-level conditions,
and that the potential long-term-tenefits of fusion poweit are sufficiently
great to warrant a sustained national effort to advance the fusion power
option to the stage of commercial availability at an early, time.

.. Federal Power Commission. Technical Adelsory Conuitittee on the
Impact of lnadequate Electric Power Supply. National power survey the
adequacy of. future electric power supply, problems and policies: the report
and recommendations of the Technical Advisory' Committee on the Impact
of Inadequate Electric Power Supply. Washington, Federal Power Commis-
sion. For sale by the Supt. Of Does., U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976; xv, 82 p.
Cover title: The adequacy of future electric power supply. TK23.U54 1976
336.7

, , '1,

. General Accounting Office. An evaluation of proposed Federal assistance
for financing commercialization of emerging energy technologies, multiagency :
report to the Congress by the Comptroller General Ofrthe United States. Wash-
ington, 1976; vi,t65 p. "EMD-76-10" HD95,02.U52U55 1976b 338.4/7/662660973

The magnitude of the Federal solar energy program and the effects of
different .levels.of funding; report of the Comptroller General of the United
States. Washington, 1978.66 p. "ENID-7847, Febi 2, 1978" . .

More attention shduld he paid to ninking the U.S. less vulnerable to
foreign oil price and supply _decisions : report to the Congress by the Comp-
troller General of the United States. WaShington,, 1978. 97 p. "ENID-78-24,
Jan. 3, 1978" .

An illusion of U.S. impotence has been created by U.S. policymakers'
fixation on its market place ;weakness, rather thanson its many strength's
eutsi9le the trade of dollars for oil. To dissolve this fixation. it is necessary
for r.s. policymakers to raise their sights above the rytroleum market-
place and to recognize that the many strengths of the 1,1nited States outside ;
it are not nullified by the fact of its present dependence on foreign oil.

. U.S. coal developmentpromises. uncertainties : report to the Congrels
by the Comptroller General of the United States. Washington, 1977. 1 11.1 ", ,-

(various pagings). "EMD-77-43, Sept. 22, 1977" ,__.ft .

. This report, presents GAO's analysis of the prospects for developing Amer-1
. ice's vast coal resources. The report summarizes available knowledge on

'U.S. coal development, and seeks to identify the major policy issues that
must he consideredespecially If we are to achieve the coal production, and
use goals in the Administration's National Energy Plan.
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University City Science Center. A challenge to action: abridged papers from the
Sugarloaf Seminar on Energy Resources and Mariagement. Sponsored by De-
partment of Community Affairs, Governors Energy Council. . . . Prepared by.
University City Scientle Center. . . . Harrisburg, Pa., The Department, 1976.
iv, 210 p. RD9502.U51/59 1976 333.7

Warne; William E., ed. The energy crunch of the late 20th century : a symposium.
Public administration review, v. 35, July-Aug. 1975: 315-354.

Contains 7 articles offering glances at the problems of organizing to meet .

' energy problemsat national, State, and ocal levelsat conservation and
environmental interfaces, at wha't may meant by a change in life style
etforced by energy stringencies, and at e at the 93rd Congress did and did
not do about the whole matter of energy s pplies.

Weidenbaum, Murray L., Re o Harnish, a es McGowen. overnment
Credit subsidies for energy elopment. Washin ton, America Enterprise
Institute for Public Policy Re rch, c1976. 55 p. (Energy policy ; ). 11)9502.-
U52W44 333.7

Weinberg, Alvin M. To breed, or not to breed? Across the Board. v. 14, Sept.
1977: 4-12, 14-24.

The United States' should proceed with the development of the liquid
metal fast breeder reactor "to determine once and for all how well it works,
hOw.expensive it 14\ likely to be, and therefore whether it, rather than
solar electricity or fusion, is likely to be our prime long-term source of
energy."

Whalen, )Richard J. The real oil crisis is still to come : we may be running out
Of-borrowed time. Washington p4t, Sunday, Aug. 21, 1977: C4+,

'Winger. John G. and Carolyn A. Nielson. Energy, tile economy and jobs. Energy
report from Chase, Sept. 1976: 1-8.

In relation to the economy, the use of energy by the U.S. is not grossly
wasteful; the potential benefits of energy conservation are overdrawn and
the U.S. should, begin to der,elop its own energy 'resources which are not
in short supply.

Wontler,,Edwartl F. Nuclear fuel and American foreign policy: multilateraliza-
tion for uranium enrichment. Foreword by Henry H. Fowler. Boulder, Colo..
Westview Press, 1977. 72 p. (The Atlantic Council Policy series). JX141.W66.
1977 327.73

World. Future Society, P.O. Box 30369, Washington, D.C. 20014
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HOW. TO SECURE ADDITIONAL,INFORMATION ON
ENERGY -POLICY "s:

1. GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

'Additional sources of information on energy policy in the United
States are hearings and debates in the ,Congress and the puhlicatiods
of the Department of Eikrgy; the U.S: Geological,SurVey ; the Bur6ni
of Mines; the U.S. EiNironmenta,1 Protection Agency; also the U.S:
Eneigy and Research Development Mministration andlhe
oral Energy Administration before 1977 When their functions were,,
ass I by the Department of Energy.

The " le nthly Catalog of United States Government r'ublications," ,
issu y the Government Print*. Office; provides. an index to Con-

ssional hearings, reports, documents and committee prints-and to
blications by Government agencies. Within the catalog Congres-

s publiCations are iirraited committee and the documents are
in turn indexed in the back ofthe book by subject. If the desired-docu-
ments are not available in a -school or local library,,they may be ob.:
tained, if still, in print, by writing direCtly to. the Superintendent of

.-Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
The Congressional Record contains Congressional debates as well as

relevant articles, and speeches. Accordingly, it is a valuable source of --
information. It appears daily during the sessions of Congress *All an
index is issued about every two weeks. At the end of a session
bound vaumes of The Record,. are published, one of which contains
an index covering the complete session. The usqr should be alert tothe
fact that the paginatiort differs for the daily anlf bound editions of '"

The Record.
2. OTHER SOURCES

-

.
Other useful sources for information are the yearly Congressional

Quarterly Almanac, published since 1945, the Congressional Quarterly
.Week1S, Report, published since 194G, C.Q.'s Congress and the Nation
and its supplements, and the National Journal, published since 1969.

3. BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

In order to be aware of the latest books and magazine and news-,
paper articles on energy policy and power resources, the debater may
wish to consult indices such as the Reader's Guide to Periodical Litera-
ture a guide to general and non-technical periodicals; the Business
Periodical Index ; the Vertical File Index; the Bulletin of the Public °

\ei(lairs Information Service, a gubject list of the latest books, pamplv
ets Government publicaf ions, reppts of public and private agencies,

andperiodical articles, relating to economic and social conditions and
public administration; The Christian Science Monitor Index ; the
New York Times Index; and the Wall Street Journal Index.
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Most ,of the weekly news magazines have regular infarination on
energy matters and ,the reader is urged It review major newspapers
for the latest politidal developments.

Additional material relating to energy policy may be obtained front
the following organizations :
American Gas Assoalation, Educational ServieeS, 1515 Wilson B '1;7%; ruing-

ton, Virginia 22209 .
American Petroleum Institute, 1801 K Street, N.V., Washington, D.C. 2111.
Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc., 475 Park Avenue South, New York, New York

10016
Concern, Ine., 2233 Wisconsin Ailenue, Washington, D.C. 20007
Conservation Foundation, 1250 Connecticut Avenue- N.W., Washington, D.C., i.

20b36 '
Edisoil Electric Institute, Educational Service, 90.Pdric Avenue, New York, New

York 10016 s
Electrical Industries Association, 6055 East Washington Boulevard, Los Angeles,

California 90040 . .

Energy Action Comniittee, 1523 L Street, N,W., Washington, D.C. 20005
Energy Qptions EEG/EAG, 1543 North Martel Avenue; Los Angeles, California

90046
League of Women Voters, 1730 M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
National Coal Association, Educational Division, 1130 17th Street, N.W., Wash-

ington, D.C. 20036
National Education Association, 1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
National Science Teachers Association, 1742 Connecticut Avenrie; N.W., Wash-

ington, D.C. 20009 -
Solar Action, 1028 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

World Future Society, P.O. Box 30369, Wa. hington, D.C. 200114
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-PUBLICATIONS' RELATING TO THE 1978779 NATIONAL HIGH- SCHOOL
DEBATE TOPIC '

What Should 'be/ the Energy Policy of the United States? 1978. 534 p. 95-
'2 :Rdoc. 116; S/N 1)52-071-00567-6 $5.25

Analysis of the Proposed National Energy Plan, August 1977: 'lliis is a ,
critique by the Office of Technology Asseessment of the National Energy
Plan originally proposed by the Carter Administration in April 1977.
1977. 243 p. U. Y 3.T 2'l/2 :2 En 2/6 ; S/N 052-003-00420-8_ 4. 00

Buying Solar : Solar energy for your hornet's here. Whether it will help you
by producing real savings depends upon a number of factors, including
/here you live, the type of home you have or Intend to build, the quality
of Insulation liryour home, your present energy costs, and the type of
solak system you purchase, Buying Solar gives you information ou: these
five factorti so that you, as an informed customer, can make decisions on
solar energy-that are in your best interests. 1976. 71 pi 11. FE 1.2:So 4/8;
S/N 041-018-00120-4__L 1.85

Citizen Action Guide to Energy. Conservation : Enormous amounts of en-
ergy are misted In the United States, even though stopping waste is

- often a simple process that can be acornplished by every citizen. This
booklet contains practical suggestions on how you can do something to
alleviate the U.S. energy problem. There are tips on conserving energy
at home, nt, work, and in your car, and suggestions on how citizens can
combine their efforts and work toward energy conservation at the com-
munity level. The booklet gives the name and address,of the State contact
for energy information in every State. 1973. 64 p. 11. Pr 37.8:En 8/C

' 49/3 : 'S/N 040-000-00300-2 1. 75
\ Coal Combustion : This publication reports on the technology that must be

de loped in order to revive coal as a major source of our energy supply.
A zmber of research topics relevant to "the productiOn and use of coal
are discussed, and 'a series of findings and conclusions are made. 1977.

I-\
59 p. U. Y 4.Se1 2 :94-2/yy ; S/N 052-070-04092-1 1.80

oal Mining : This booklet deals with the origin, description, mining, proc-
essing, transportation, and use of coal. It is designed to acquaint the

1 der w1th a broad knowledge .of'one of America's .chief energy re-
ources. 1975: 34 p.11. I 69.8/2 :1 ; S/N (Y24-019-00011-0 ao

Oo 1 Reeources of the United States, January 1, 1974: This book analyzes,
e future of coal in America, and'gives qui benefits we can expect to de-

ri e from' its use. 1975. 131 p. 11. I 19.3:1.12 ; S/N 024-901-02703-8 1. 60
Con riling Energy Resources, Message From the President of the United

S teS Concerning Energy Resources. 1973. 24 p.-93-1 :11.doc. 85; S/N
05 1-00341-0 A 35

Cong s and the Nation's
_,

Env,itonment, Energy and Natural Resources
Act& ns of the 94th Congress. 1977. 1092 p. Y 4.In 8/13 :95-5 ; S/N
05 0-03919-1 14.00

Conse tion and Efficient Use of Energy, Hearings Before the Subcom-
mitt of the House. Committee on Government Operations, House, 93d
Cong., 1st Sess., May 1-2, 1973. 1973. 132 p. Y 4.0 74/7:En 2; S/N 052 -
070-01 7 1: 20

Report to Above. 1974. 292 p. 93-2 :II.Rept. _1634 ; S/N 052-071-
°04118-9 2. 60

1 Subject bibliography. compiled by the U.S. Government Printing Office, available from
the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing 9ffice, Washington, D.C. 20402.
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Converting Solar Energy Into Electricity : A Major Breakthrough? Hearing
Before the Subcommittee on Consery tion, Energy, and Natural Re-
sources of the House Committee on overnment Operations, June 11,
1976. Discusses the potential and par icular advantages of a recently
patented invention that converts heat or solar energy into electricity.
1070. 38 p. II. Y 4.0 74/7 :So. 4 ; S/N 052-070-03525-1 $0.55

Current Energy Shortages, Oversight Series: Aktipissing parts are "Out of
Print." dilt

Pt. 1, Conflicting InfOrmatIon on Fuel Shortages, Dec. 14, 1973. 1974.
111 p. II. Y 4.G 74/6:En 2/pt. 1; S/N 052-070-02193-4 1. 10

Pt. 2, MajOr Oil Companies, Jan. 21, 1974. 1974. p. 113-275, 11. Y 4.G
74/6 :En '2/pt. 2; S/N 052-070-02275-2 1. 50

Pt. 3, Major 011 companies, Jan. '22, 1974. 1974. p. 277-451, II: Y 4.0
74/6 :En 2/pt. 3;, S/N 052-070-02308-2 . 1.60

Pt. 4/111ajor 011 Companies, Jan. 23, 1974. 1974. p. 453-593, II. Y 4.0'
7476:En 2/pt. 4 ; S/N 052-070-02310-4 1.40

Pt. 7. 011 Brokers, Apr. 4 and,10, 1974. 1074. p. 787-880, 11. Y 4.0 74/8:
En 2/pt. 7 ; S/N 0527070-02347-8 1. 10

Pt. 8, Cutoff of Petroleum Products to IT.-14. Military Forces. Apr. 22,
1974. p. 881-984, 11. Y 4.0 74/6 :En 2/pt.8;'S/N 052 -070- 02393 -7 1. 15

The Data Base : The Potential for Energy Conservation in Nine Selecieti
Industries. A well-research study that provides basic data on energy
consumption In industry, and identifies opportunities for energy conserva-

. tion. These opportunities are given a cost find policy analysis to determine
jiow they can best be turned into energy savings :

AllumInnm. (Out of print)
Cement. 1975. 122 p. il. FE 1.22:11 ; S/N 041-018- -1 1.90 '
Copper. 1975. 127 p. II. FE 1.22:12; S/N 041 - 018 - 00061 -5 1.'90
Energy Management Came pistarlem. 1975. 15 p. FE 1.22 :1A ; S/N 041-

018- 00082 -3 70
Glass:' 1975. 189 p. 11. FE 1.22 :15 ; S/N 041- 018 000091 1. 95
Petroleum Refining. 1975. 888 p. II. FE 1.22 :10 ; S/N 041 -018 -

00065 -8 4. 40
Selected Paper Products. 1975. 160 p. II. FE 1.22 :16 ; S/N 041-018-

00070-4 2. 45
Selected Plastics. 1975. 144 p. II. FE 1.22:9: S/N 041-018-00064-0 2. SP
Steel. 1975. 144 p. (1. FE 1.22 :14 : S/N 041-018-00068-2 , 2.06
Styrene Butadiene Rubber. 1975. 133 p. Ill. FE 1.22 :17 C'S/N 041 -018-

00071 -2 k 2.00
Energy Consertation and Conversion Act of 1975. Hearings Before the

Committee on Finance, Senate, 94tli Cong., 1st Sess., On H.R. 6860, An
Act to Provide a Comprehensive National Energy Conservation and Con -
versat1on Program :

Pt. 1, July 10-14, 1975. 1975. 459 p. il. Y 4.l' 49 :En 2/8/975/pt.1 S/N
052-070-03027-5 8.95

Pt. 2, J 15-18. 1975. 1175.'5 -42 p. il. Y 4.F 49 :En 2/8/075/pt.2;
S/N 70-03135-2 . 4. 60 -

Economl Social CO(Its of Coal and Nuclear Electric Generation : A
Framework for Assessment and Illustrative Calculations for the Coal
and Nuclear Fuel Cycles. 1976. 127 p. il. NS 1.2 :C 63; S/N 088 -000-

00293 --7 2.06
Economic Evaltiation of a Process to Separate Raw Urban Refuse Into

its Metal, Mineral, and Energy Components. 1977. 25 p. II. I 28.27 :8732;
S/N 024-004-01902-6 . 75

The Ecdnomics of Solar Home Heating: A 1976 study prepared for the
Joint Economic Committee, analyzing the extent to which solar energy .

can be economically substituted for more conventional residential heat-
ing and hot water systems. The analysis is done on a 'State-by-State
basis. and covers the period 1976-1990. 1977., 86 p. il, Y 4. :So 4,

I

S/N. 052-070-03988-0 1.35
Etonomies of thiresident's Proposed Energy Policies. Hearings fore

the Joint Fenno is Committee Congriss. 95th Cong.. 1st Sess., May 20.
and 25, 1977. 1978. 177 p. il. 1' 49.Ec 7 :En 2/15 ; S/N 052-070-04473-0 2. 75
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Electric Energy,. Systems Program : Linking'Sources and Uses; This docu-
ment describes the El trio Energy Systems Division of the Energy Re-

' . search andDevelopm nt Administration, and its role and program for
electric energy syste R&D. 1977. 27 p. 11. ER 1.11 :ERDA 77-26; S/N

. 060-000-00059-0 . $1.40
Emergency Workshop 1 Energy Conservation in Buildings. 1975.20 p.

. C113.46 :7817K-1;13/N 003,014394 80 ,-
Alternatives, Comparative Analysis. 4975. 600 p. 11. PeEx 14.2:

En 2 ; 8/N 041-011 25_4 9.00
Energy Conservation Hearings Before the Joint. Economic Committee,

Einbcomniitteeon ergy, Congress, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., Feb. 2, 3, and
24, and Apr. 13, 1 i 0. 1977. 293'10. Y 4.Ec 7:Elf 2/,3/970; S/N 05.2-070-

' 03985-0 2. 70
1 Energy Conservatio i Handbook for Light Industries and Qinnmercial

Buildings. 1974. 1 p. 11. C 1.8/3:En 2; S/N 003-000-00431-7 . 35
Emmy Conservatio in Buildings, Hearings Before the Government ()per-

atone' Committ , House, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., July 27-23, 1970. 1976.
323 p,,,Y 4.G 74/ :En 2/6; 8/N 052-070-03802-1 2. 90

Energyonservtit n in the Food Industry. A Bibliography : An anno-
tated list of Pu licatione.on how to conserve energy in various sectors
of the food syst m. Includes bobks for food wholesalers, retailers, manu-
facturers, and ven some for the cooking public. 1976. 73 p. 11. FE 1.28:
En 2;8/N 041 18-00110-7 1. 40

Energy Consery iion Program Guide for Industry and Commerce : This
is an importa' t guide for those in industry and commerce who are re-.
sponsible foe' he use of energy in intermediate to Small sized firms.' It
discusses eng leering data and factors; financial evaluation procedures;
safety, henit and pollution considerations ; and ninth more. It also pro-
vides a list persona and. organizatiens to contact for assistance. 1974. .list

p. 11. C 3.11:115; S/N 003-003-01323-4 2. 90
81.1pp/erne t 1 to Above: Provides more ideas and suggestions, and

Wiwi a revised explanation of how to start an energy conservation
progr , an expanded checklist of 'energy conservation opportuni-
ties, nd other additions and revisions to the basic guide. 1975. 96'
p. 11. lcloseletlf. C 13.11 :115/supp.1 ; S/N 003-003-01589-9' 2, 25

Energy Co servation .Through Effective Energy Utilization : The proceed- .
Inge of 1973 conference held at New England College, Henniker, New
Humps ire. The conference focused, on ways to utilize'thermal energy
wore effectively. 1970. 201 p. 11. C 13.1044.03; S/N 003-003-01638-1 3. 30

EnergyjEffect,ive Windows: Proceeding a-a-Joint DOE (ERDA), NBS
Conference, Round Table on Energy Effective Windows Held in Washx.' .
ington, D.C., Apr. 13, 1977. .1978. 53 p. 11. C .13.10:5124 S/N 00..
01 1 , ..,' 2'. 20

Ene gy From Coal. A State:a-the-Art Review'. 1970. 110 p.11: ER 1.11:
DA' 76-67: S/N 052-010--00489-1 2.05

Energy in Solid Waste : This book reveals the amount of energy jn our gar-
hage, trash, and roadside litter that is now being wastefully burned,
buried, dumped in the ocean, or thrown indiscriminately across our
Landscape. It points out how citizens, 'individually nnq collectively, can
reduce this waste at home, work, and at play, and how they can help
in the recovery, recycling, and reuse of the resources now being squan-
dered. The book nisi) makes several recommiendatkins on how the Federal
Government can lead the way in fostering suet) actions. 1974. 49 p. 11.
Pr 37.8:En 8 /En 2/2 S/N 040 000 - 00310 -3 1. 25

Eneigy Management Checklist for the Home. 1975. 7 p. A 1.68:1118; S/N
001- 000 - 03440 -5 -' :35

' The 11,egti7 Outlook fol. the 1980'si A Study. This booklet oks into the
prosp . 'for developing the enerty resources of the Unit .. Cates. pro-
'riding ne_overview of ways in which we can increase our output of
energy fn the years ahead. Promising resources that are individually
discussed Include coal. offshore production of oil and gas, Alaskan oil
and gas. oil shale deposits, nuclear energy, and Canadian tar sands. A
concluding review Of nonconeretitive practices in tlinetrolenni industry
is also included, 1973. 39 p. Y 4.Ec 7 :En 2/4 ; S/N 052-070-02113-6
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Energy Policy and Conservation Act : An act to increase domestic energy
supplies and availability ; to restrain energy demand ; to prepare forenergy emergencies, and for other purposes. Approval Dec. 22, 4975.99 p. GS 4.110 :94/163 ; S/N 022-003-91101-4

$1. if)4nergy Recovery From Waste: Solid Waste as Supplementary Fuel inPower Plant Boilers, 1978.-24. p. II. EP 1.17:86 D 11; -S/N 055-002-
. _-1)0116-5- . .45Energy Statistics: Current information and statistics relevant to theformulation of our national energy policy. The data deals with variousenergy resources (petroleum, natural gas, coal. etc.), consumptiontrends, production, supply, prices, and imports. 1975. 45 p. il. Y 4.F49 :En 2/7; S/N .052-070-08005-4 .80Energy Use' and Climate : Possible Effects of Using Solar Energy In-stead\ of "Stored" Energy. A brief study of the possible effects on

. worldwide climate of using solar energy ink d of "stored" energy(such as fossil' and nuclear fuel) to meet Int re energy needs. 1975.53 p. II, NS 1.2 ;En 2/5; S/N 038-000-00240-6_
Federal Preparedness to Deal With the United Sta es NNtural Gas Short-

age Emergency, Hearings Before the Committee on Government Opera-
tions. House. 94th Cong.. 1st Sess., June 12 and 20, 1975. 1975. 851 pY 4.0 74/7 :0 21; S/N 052-070-03083-6.

6. 70Final Report.: Oil and Gas Resources,- Reserves, and Productive Capacities.
This report, submitted annually by the Federal Energy Administrationto the President abd Congress, analyzes,and estimates America's poten-
tial petroleum resources for present and future utilization. Volume onediscusses final reserve and productive capacity estimates, an volume
two provides summaries of engineering analyses of major domestic oiland gas fields:

Vol. 1. 1976. 80 p. FE 1.2:01 5/3/v.1; S/N 041-018-00093-3 1, 80
Vol. 2. 1976. 160 p. FE 1.2 :01 5/3/v.2; S/N 041-018-00094-1 2.70Gasoline and Find Oil Shortage. Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Con-

sumer Economics of the Joint Economic Committee. 93d Cong., 1st Sess.,
May 1-June 2, 1973: Such crucial matters as gasoline xlistribution and
pricing, oil supply and demand, and related energy concerns are-siana.,-
fined. 1973. :090 p. ii. Y 4.Ec 7 :Ct. 21/2: S/N 052-070-01999-9 2.00

Gaspline Distrils tion, Hearings Before the Joint Econoinic Committee, Sub-committee od ns mer Economics, 93d Cong., 2d Sess., Mar. 12 and 14,
1974. 1974. 13 p. 1. Y 4.1(le 7 ;021/3 S/N 052-070-02429-1 1.30Geoth6rmal Ene gy, A National Proposal for Geothermal Resources Re-search. 1976. NS 1.2 :CI 29 ; S/N 038-000-00163-9 1.70A Guide to Ene gy. onservation for

Food Service. 1977. 74 p chart. FE 1.S 73: S/N 041-018-00127-1_ 2. 25
Grocers- ql.ores. 1977. 40p di, chart iu pocket FE 1.8';0 89; S/N 041-

1.90
A Guide to Reducing Energy-Use Budget Costs. 1977A3 p. ii. E 1.8 :B 85;

S/N 061-000-00003-8 3. 0°.Guidelines for Saving Energy In Existing Buildings : Engineer:4, Architects,
and Operatorti Manual : This manual describes speciflcMys energy can
be saved in the fields of heating. ventilation, cooling, domestiq,hot water,
commercial refrigeration, lighting, and power. A' bibliography, selected
references, and specific examples of ener0 conservation are also

4/975; S/N 041-018-00072-1

in-
eluded. 1975. 4-I8 p. il. FE 1.22:21; S/N 0-11-018-000SO-1 5. 05

Handling Fuel and Fuel Problem : An Enemy Handbook for Small Busi-
nesses. 1975. 16 p. FE 1.8:Sin

Home Energy Savers' Workbook : This worichook.tells you how to identify
ways to make your home more energy-efficient and compute the savings
you can escnect to realize from each conservation measure. 1977. 29 p.
FE 1.2 75/977 ; S/N 041-018-00116-6 4

In the Bank . . . Or Up the Chimney? Dollars and Cents Guide to Energy-
Saving liome Improvements : The m st complete and up-to-date collec-
tion of money-saving energy informs on ever produced by the Govern-

- ment for owners. The hook to you on a. pictorial journey to vir-
tually every corner of your home, including some you didn't know could
be improved. It shows you how to determine where you can conserve
energy, gives you an accurate dollar estimate of how much it's going to
cost, andAllen shows you how to do it. Rev: 1977. 76 p.. il. HIT 1.6/3 :En

77;: S/N 023-000-00411-9 1. 70
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.IndustriafrEnergy Conservation, Hearings-Before the Joint Economic Com-
mittee, Sulxommittee on Energy, Congress, 95th Cong., 1st Sees., July
28, 1977. 1978. 39 p. Y 4.Ec 7:En 2/16; S/N 052-070-41500-1 $1. 50

Industry Efforts in 'Energy Conservation. 1974. 285 p. Y 4. C 73/2 :En 2/3;
G/N 052-070-02586-7 3. 50-r --- rInterdisciplinary Student Teacher Materials In Energy, the Environment,

-and the-Econotny
How a Bill Becomes a Law to Conserve Polergy, Grades 9, 11, and 12.

1977. 115 p.11. B 1.9.13 49; S/N 061-00Q-00080-1 2.75
United States Policy, Which Direction? Grades 11-12, Draft. 1978.

89 p. 11. E 1.9 :P 75/draft; S/N 061-000-00078-0 2. 50 :`
Lighting and Thermal Operations, Energy Conservation Principles Applied

to Office Lighting; This book studies energy conservation principles as
they apply to office lighting. It includes the relationship of illumination

.'to visual performance and lighting energy to heating and cooling energy,
and provides a summary of new techniques and equipment for energy
conservation; 1975. 273 p 11. FE 1.22:18; S/N 041-018-00084-4 3. 55

Liquified Natural Gas : Safety, Siting and Policy Concerns: 1978. 147 p..11.
Y 4.0 73/7:0.221 ; S/N 062-070-04560-3 2..50

' Making the Most of Your Energy Dollars in Home Heating and Cooling :
This booklet tells you,"for your climate and the type of energy used to
heat and cool your house, what combination of energy conservation kit-
provements to invest in to get the largest long run net savings in your
heating and cooling bills. Ii also gives you general information you
should have before you Invest in any energy conservation improvements.
This includes tips about storm windows and doors, weather stripping,

.. moisture control, and insulating attics, walls and floors. 1975. 17 p. il.
C. 13.53:8 ; S/N 003 -003- -01446-0 70

Material. Shortages, Selected Readings on Energy Self-Sufficiency and
Controlled Materials Plan. 1974. 256 p. Y 4.0 74/6:En 2/7; S/N 052 -
070-02475 -5 2. 50

Multinational 011 Companies and 'OPEC. Implications for U.S. Policy,
Hearings Before the Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on En-
ergy, Congress, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., June 2-3 and 8, 1976. 1977. 337 p.
11. Y 4.Ec 7:01 5/10; S/N 052-070-03980-9 8.00

National Energy Act : This is the text of. President Carter's proposed Na-
tional Energy Act, which he transmitted to Congress on Apr. 29, 1977,
and which became the subject of heated debate in Congress and through- .

out the nation. 1977. 283 p. 95-1 :H.doc. 138; S/N 052-071-00521-8 4.00;
National Energy Plan : Presents President Carter's Energy Plan submitted

to Congress on Apr. 20, 1977. 1977. 103 p. 11. PrEx 1.2 :En 2/2; S/N
040400-00380-1

The Naturiil Gas Story : This publication traces the history of the natural
gas industry, the development of a growing shortage of natural gas sup-
plies,- and the potential solutions which, can be undertaken by the Indug-
trPand by the Federal government to assure adequate supplies of gas
to meet the Nation's needs. 1975. 18 p. il. FE 1.2 :0 21; 'S /N 041-018
00089-5 50

Oil Shale, A Potential Source of Energy. 1972, reprinted 1977. 16 p, il. I
19.2 :01 5/9/972 ; 5/N 024-001-02204-4 90

Our Prodigal Sun : Provides a brief introduction to the life and the antici-
pated eventual death of the sun, discusses the sun as the'possible source
of all future forms of energy, and talks about the problems in obtaining
pure solar energy. 1979. 14 p. il. NAS 1.19:118 ; S/N 033-000-00509-5_ . 35

Petroleum Storage, Alternative Programs and Their Implications for the
Federal Iludget. 1076. 67 . il. Y 10.9:14; S/N 052-070-03718-1 1.25

Polar-EnerdyResoarces Po ntial, A Report. 1976. 178 p. 11. Y 4.Sci. 2:94=
2/zz ; S/N 052-070-0391 2'. 50

President rter's Energy roposals: A Perspective: This publication pro-
vides a p liminary ev luation of President Carter's proposed energy
plan-a complex system of more than 100 interdependent proposals

= guar at reducing consumption of petroleum, converting from oil and
natural gas to coal as an energy source, and' increasing domestic sup-
plies of energy. 1977, 133 p. 11. Y 10.2 :En,2/2 ; S/ 052- 070- 04044 -1 2.75
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Production of Aviation, jet Fuel From Coal, Staff Report : iscusses one of
several alternate fuel sources,!and the practical alipe6t of its produc-

t Hon. 1976. 27 p. 11. Y 4.Ae 8:P 95; S/N 052-070-03483-1 $0.45
Project Independence Blueprint:, Final Task Force Reports. Estimates

the potential prOduction capanOties for that source of energy, and the
resources necessary to achieve those levels of produetion :

Nuclear- itnergy; '1974. 45T p: II. FIR 1.18 :N 88; S/N 041-0182'
00013-5 5. 50

Solar Energy. 1974. 564 p. 11. FE 1.18 :So 4 ; S/N 041-018-00012-7 6.20
Projects, to Expand Fuel Sources in Eastern States, Survey of. Planned or

Proposed Coal Mines, Coal and Noncoal Conversion Plants, Electric
Generating Plants, OHReflneries, Uranium Enrichment Facilities, and
Related Intrhstructure, in States East of the Mississippi River, as of
June 1976. 1976. 114 p. 11. I 28.27 :8725 ; S/N 024-004-01891-7 1.85

Readings on Energy Cobservation, Selected. Materials Compiled by the
Congressional Research Service: In an effort to provide background ma-
terial with which to study the energy conservation question, a collection
of literature on the subject was compiled in such subject areas as the
concept, potential, and strategies of energy conservation, institutional
factors, -and the National energy policy. Sources for the ltterature include
legislation, congressional reports, and magazine articles. 1975. 570 p.
Y 4.In 8/11 S/N 052-070-02719-3 4.8.0

Solar Energy its g National Energy Resource: Did you, know that solar
energy is received in sufficient quality to make a major contribution to
the future of U.S. heat and power requirements, and there are no techni-
cal barriers to wide application of solar energy to meet U.S. needs?
These and an astonishing number of facts concerning the potential of
solar energy are contained in this report. 1972. 85 p. il. NS 1.2:So 4/2;
S/N 038-000-00164-7 1.50

Solar Power From Satellites, Hearings Before the Aeronautical and Space
Science Committee, Subcommittee on Aerospace Technology and Na-
tional Needs, Senate, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., Jan. 19 and 1976. This
publication surveys concepts involving advanced aerospace technology
that might help satisfy one of our greatest national needsfuture
sources of energy. Specifically considered are ways to collect .solar
power in space with satellites and to beam that power down to earth to
supplement our other sources.of electricity. Included too, are many ways
to construct those satellites. 1970k.;.'28 p. il. Ae Y'4.8 :go '4/2 ; S/N 052-
070-03319-3, 2.70

Technology Assessment of Residential Energy Conservation Innovations :
Final Report : This study examines the benefits of selected technical
innovations intended to reduce residential energy consumption. Such in-
novations as storm doors, a furnace energy recovery device, and an open
air cycle air conditioning system are analyzed. 1975. 204 p. il. rut .

1.2 :En 2/11 ; S/N 023-000-00309-1 8.10
33 Money ;Saving Ways to Conserve Energy in Yor Bwsinisi: 1978. 8 p. II.

C 1.2:En 2/2; S/N 003-000-00413-9 7 .35
Underground Coal Conversion Program, Vol. 3. Resources, 1 p. 11. E

1.18:0008/3; S/N 061-000-00039-9 t... 4..00
Underground Coal Gasification Program. 1977. 31 p. fl. Eit 1.11 :ERDA

77-51; S/N 060-000-00074-3 1.30
Uranium Enrichment. A Vital New Industry: This booklet dismisses the

Federal' role in establishing a uranium enrichinentindustry to meet the
needs of grdwing numbers or nuclear-generated electric poweroislants.
1975. 12 p. 11. ER 1.11 :ERDA1SS: S/N 052-010-00456-5 .40

Uranium Enrichment : Alternatives for Meeting the Nation's Needs and
Their Implications for Federal Budget. 1976. 80 p. IL Y 10.9:7; S/N
052-070-03367-3 1.35

Usable Electricity From the gun : A little booklet that briefly explains how
electricity ran he proddced directly by solar cells. and describes the nee-
essary systems to convert it to usable form. Rev. 1977. 10 p. il. ER 1.2:Su
7 /corr.: S/N 060-000-00039-5 . 35

Window Design Strategies to Conserve Energy: f)escrihes more than 30
design strategies to achieve energy-efficient windows. Includes cost ap-
proximations and summaries of the advantages of each strategy. 1977.
214 p. II. C 12.29/2 :104 ; S/N 003-003-01794-9 - 3. 75


